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Preface

The use of infrasound to monitor the atmosphere has, like infrasound itself, gone
largely unheard of through the years. But it has many applications, and it is about
time that a book is being devoted to this fascinating subject.
Our own involvement with infrasound occurred as graduate students of Prof.
William Donn, who had established an infrasound array at the Lamont-Doherty
Geological Observatory (now the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory) of Columbia
University. It was a natural outgrowth of another major activity at Lamont, using
seismic waves to explore the Earth’s interior. Both the atmosphere and the solid
Earth feature velocity (seismic or acoustic) gradients in the vertical which act to
refract the respective waves. The refraction in turn allows one to calculate the
respective background structure in these mediums, indirectly exploring locations
that are hard to observe otherwise. Monitoring these signals also allows one to
discover various phenomena, both natural and man-made (some of which have
military applications).
The set-up at Lamont featured a tripartiate array of infrasound sensors of various
spacings. The short period (~5 s) array was installed in out-of-the-way locations
(like parks) in what is essentially a metropolitan area. This was made more difficult
by the necessity to connect some of these sensors to noise reducing pipes. Longer
period signals were recorded with microbarovariographs. The signals were transmitted along telephone lines, and captured at Lamont both visually on rotating
drums and electronically on large tape-recorders (very similar to what was being
done for the seismic wave recordings). Cross-correlation of the signals provided
information on direction and phase velocity of the propagating waves. The system
required constant attention; if it wasn’t a power failure with the acoustic sensors, it
was a telephone line going down, or the Ampex tape recorder failing. Fixing the
sensor required a trip to its purposely remote location, and that often meant a battle
with mosquitoes and other obstacles. Nevertheless this system – and its funding was maintained for over a decade in the 1960s.
A wide array of phenomena presented itself in the records. Ubiquitously
recorded were microbaroms, which represented another seismic connection, as
these signals were generated in the air by the same interfering ocean waves that
produced microseismic variations in the earth. The simultaneously-recorded
microseism activity, in fact, could be used to calibrate the reflection height of
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microbaroms by providing an independent assessment of the source amplitude
(when the directional effect was taken into account; microseisms did not propagate
well onto the continental shelf from the perpendicular off-shelf direction in the
near-by Atlantic). Microbaroms were used to monitor the reflection characteristics
(i.e., wind and temperature) at the stratopause and lower thermosphere reflection
heights on a continual basis, providing evidence of everything from stratospheric
warmings to diurnal and semi-diurnal tides. The small dissipation of infrasonic
waves even allowed signals from the Pacific to be recorded at Lamont (which is on
the New York/New Jersey border), producing information on stratospheric west
winds during winter.
Infrasound from sonic booms were recorded when supersonic jets flew to close
to shore; example of that were occasional flights of the (French) Concorde, and
U.S. military planes. [Both groups denied they were doing it, but the recorded evidence, and refraction properties of the atmosphere, made for a solid case against
them!]. Natural oscillations of near-by bridges were observed, at infrasonic frequencies that doctors claimed were harmful to human health. Even signals from
lightning were obtained.
There were also military applications. Atmospheric nuclear tests produced long
period signals on the microbarovariographs, and rocket launchings from Cape
Kennedy were a source of infrasound. There were rumors that infrasound arrays
were set up surrounding various countries for the purpose of detecting launches.
Nowadays, as shown by the wide variety of research contained in this book,
many of these sources, and more, are still being observed with infrasound recorders. Of course by now both the recording and analysis procedures have advanced
notably. The publication of this book should finally make the usefulness of this
technique more audible to the scientific community.
New York				

David Rind and N.K. Balachandran
Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Foreword

On September 24, 1996 the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was signed
by 71 States Signatories. Its Annexes contained the description of an operational
global monitoring system to verify compliance with the Treaty. There were vivid
scientific and technical discussions among the delegations on the usefulness of
the various technologies to achieve a reliable monitoring system, among which
infrasound technologies. For years very little scientific and technical efforts had
been developed to detect infrasounds in the atmosphere and questions were
numerous. Would it be possible to detect a 1 kt event worldwide with this technology? How should the stations be installed? What about analogue noise filtering? What about sensor specifications and manufacturing capacities? Bringing
together existing know-how a monitoring network of 60 stations was design and
progressively installed under the responsibility of the Preparatory Technical
Secretariat, and by the end of 2010, nearly 80% of the network will be operational.
This is a significant achievement considering the conditions required by the
Treaty for this network to be considered as operational, and also difficulties
linked to the location of some exotic sites.
Sensors specifications were at top level of technology know-how. Today very high
quality data is flowing through the International Monitoring System to the users. As
never before analysts and scientists have the possibility to monitor and study the
acoustic behaviour of the atmosphere and, as always in this type of situation, it brings
new insight on the physics involved, with confirmations but also discoveries of acoustic
phenomena. Analysis has progressively been enriched, from signals due to occasional
natural and anthropogenic events (meteorites, volcanoes, supersonic booms, shuttle
and rocket launches, quarry blasts) to interpretation of more continuous background
fluctuations. These fluctuations are very often connected to coupling between ocean
and atmosphere, like in the case of microbaroms, or between continental relief and
atmosphere. Finally, studying the evolution of ray propagation with time allows a
better knowledge of the dynamics of the atmosphere upper layers (up to 40 km),
which is an essential parameter to locate sources with an increased precision. All
these studies are good opportunity to broaden the field of atmospheric research.
But even more than an opportunity, these scientific studies are a necessity. They
will allow the International Monitoring System to improve its efficiency, as the data
processing is not yet at its full maturity, especially in the field of coupling between
vii
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signals generated in the atmosphere, continent and ocean, detected by the various
technologies (acoustics, radionuclides, seismics, hydroacoustics). They will also
allow new young scientists to be trained in this expending field, scientists that may
bring there skills to the Vienna organization sometime in the future.
After the 1995 report on Infrasound, this book is the latest comprehensive report
on infrasound science and technology, and much has been done since that early
report. I hope it will stimulate interest of geophysicists to get active in this developing field of atmospheric acoustics.
Dr. Yves Caristan
Director of Saclay Research Center
French Atomic Energy Commission

Introduction

Although we are most familiar with sounds we can hear, there is a rich spectrum of
acoustic energy that exists at frequencies below our hearing range. These inaudible
low-frequency sounds, known as infrasound waves, propagate through the atmosphere for distances of thousands of kilometers without substantial loss of energy.
Sounds at these frequencies (below 20 Hz) are almost always present at measurable
amplitudes and have been observed since the early ninteenth century at locations
distributed around the globe.
Such measurements are now commonly made due to the development of a network of 60 infrasound arrays for the enforcement of the Comprehensive NuclearTest-Ban Treaty (CTBT) and the deployment of 20–30 additional arrays for basic
research.These arrays give us an unprecedented opportunity for the global study of
infrasound. New signal processing methods, highly sensitive microbarometers and
efficient and novel array designs allow a precise determination of the wavefront
characteristics of low-amplitude signals. This unique recording system continually
captures the rich inaudible ambient wavefield, informally referred to as the infrasonic zoo, which includes signals from a wide variety of naturally occurring geophysical phenomena such as tornadoes, volcanic explosions, landslides,
thunderstorms, large earthquakes, bolides, ocean waves and aurora. Man-made
sources include chemical and nuclear detonations, quarry blasts, supersonic aircraft
and industrial activities.
As infrasonic waves propagate through the upper atmosphere, ground-based
measurements provide a basis for atmospheric investigations at altitudes where
routine measurements by satellite or other ground-based instruments still remain
elusive. The global character of the phenomena and the level of knowledge reached
today in this science encourage broadening our current fields of research which, in
turn, requires a closer cooperation with upper-atmosphere physicists and
meteorologists.
With the increasing number of infrasound arrays deployed around the globe, we
anticipate that continuing systematic investigations into low-frequency acoustic signals will greatly enhance our understanding of the dynamics of the upper atmosphere,
and could be of considerable value for the understanding of large scale atmospheric
disturbances and their evolution in relation with climate change studies.
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Introduction

A number of institutions worldwide have active research programs in infrasound. Since 1997, researchers have gathered at technical workshops to present and
discuss their latest research results. The response of these researchers to our call for
papers has been most gratifying. Fifty-four researchers from twenty-four institutions have contributed to this book. This single volume is a collection of the highest
level of research and development achieved today by these experts. This volume
reviews the most important areas of infrasound, with emphasis on the latest research
and applications, e.g., instrumentation, engineering, signal processing, source
monitoring, propagation modeling, atmospheric dynamics, global changes, and
remote sensing methods. We believe that this volume presents a comprehensive
picture of the present “state of the art” in this technology.
We thank all authors for their motivation in this project and their very valuable
contribution. We also thank F. Guillois for the help he provided to design the
picture of the book cover. The authors are also grateful to anonymous reviewers
for insightful comments on the initial drafts, and to Drs. L. G. Evers, D. N. Green
and M. A. H. Hedlin for their supports during the completion of the book. We
especially thanks Drs. Rind, N. K. Balachandran, and Y. Caristar for the Preface
and foreword.
Henry Ellis “Hank” Bass died on May 28, 2008 after a courageous battle with
cancer. Hank had a passion for acoustics that he passed on to his students and colleagues in the United States and around the world. In 1996, when Hank accepted
the task of managing the United States infrasound component of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty, he began to direct his passion for acoustics toward global infrasound monitoring and research. In the succeeding 12 years Hank became a
respected and beloved leader for a diverse, worldwide group of infrasound scientists. The global infrasound community honors Hank’s memory and his passion for
infrasound by dedicating this book to him.
Alexis Le Pichon
Elisabeth Blanc
Alain Hauchecorne
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Part I
History, Instrumentation, Network

Chapter 1

The Characteristics of Infrasound,
its Propagation and Some Early History
Läslo G. Evers and Hein W. Haak

1.1 The Physical Characteristics of Infrasound
In general, sound waves are longitudinal waves of which the particle or oscillator
motion is in the same direction as the propagation. A sound wave traveling through
a gas disturbs the equilibrium state of the gas by compressions and rarefactions.
Sound waves are elastic; thus, when particles are displaced, a force proportional
to the displacement acts on the particles to restore them to their original position,
see e.g. (Pain 1983).
A large range of frequencies of deformations can be facilitated by the gas. Sound
waves in the atmosphere become audible to humans if the frequency is in the range
of 20–20,000 Hz. Ultrasonic sound is inaudible to humans and has frequencies
higher than 20,000 Hz. For example, bats use this high frequency sound as sonar
for orientation purposes. At the other end of the spectrum, sound also becomes
inaudible when the frequency is lower than roughly 20 Hz. Sound waves are then
called infrasound, equivalent to low frequency light which is called infrared and
invisible. The lower limit of infrasound is bounded by the thickness of the atmospheric layer through which it travels. When the wavelengths of infrasound become
too long, gravity starts acting on the mass displacement. Acoustic-gravity and gravity (or buoyancy) waves are the result if gravity becomes part of the restoring force
(Gossard and Hooke 1975). Figure 1.1 schematically illustrates the domains of the
different wave types (Gossard and Hooke 1975). The acoustic cut-off frequency NA
is typically 3.3 mHz, and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N is 2.9 mHz in the lower
atmosphere. In addition to frequency, sound waves have other characteristics, such
as propagation velocity and amplitude.
Infrasound travels with the speed of sound, 343 m/s at 20°C in air. This velocity
increases with temperature and downwind because of advection and vice verse.
Furthermore, this velocity depends on the type of gas, i.e. the fundamental property of

L.G. Evers (*)
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI),
Wilhelminalaan, 10, 3732 GK De Bilt, The Netherlands
e-mail: evers@knmi.nl
A. Le Pichon et al. (eds.), Infrasound Monitoring for Atmospheric Studies,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-9508-5_1, © Springer Science + Business Media B.V. 2010
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Fig. 1.1 Frequency w vs. wavenumber m plot from Gossard and Hooke (1975). NA is called the
acoustic cut-off frequency, N the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Wz represents the angular frequency of the earth’s rotation

the material, which also holds for solids and fluids. Low-frequency waves in the
atmosphere with a velocity lower than the sound speed are gravity waves and typically
travel with wind speed like velocities in the order of 1–10 m/s. Shock waves are generated when an object travels faster than the speed of sound. These are nonlinear waves
that propagate at velocities higher than the sound speed. As the energy of the shock
wave dissipates, a linear acoustic wave will remain if sufficient energy is available.
The pressure fluctuations of sound waves are, in general, small with respect to
the ambient pressure. For example, an average sound volume setting of a television
set in a living room will result in pressure fluctuations of 0.02 Pa (60 dB relative to
20 mPa) against a standard background pressure of 1,013 hPa. Typical infrasound
signal amplitudes range from hundredths to tens of pascals.

1.2 The Atmosphere as Medium of Propagation
Infrasound wave propagation is, in first order, dependent on the composition and
wind and temperature structure of the atmosphere. The effective sound speed incorporates these effects and, described by [28]
ceff = γ g RT + nˆ · u,

(1)
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where the multiplication of the ratio of specific heats with the gas constant for air is
ggR=402.8 m2 s−2 K−1. The absolute temperature is given by T and n̂ · u projects the
wind u in the direction from source to observer n̂, through this inner-product. The
temperature decreases with altitude in the lower atmosphere, under regular atmospheric circumstances. As a result of this, sound bends upward as function of horizontal
distance. Refraction of infrasound may occur from regions where ceff becomes larger
than its surface value and depends on the orientation of the wave-front. This can be
caused by an increase in wind, or temperature, or a combined effect. Refraction follows
from Snell’s law and will bend infrasound back to the earth’s surface (Mutschlecner and
Whitaker 2010).
The atmosphere is composed of 78% molecular nitrogen and 21% molecular
oxygen. The remaining 1% consists of water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, and other
minor constituents. The global mean pressure and density decrease approximately
exponentially with altitude. Pressure decreases from 105 Pa, at the surface, to 10%
of that value at an altitude of 15 km. Consequently, 90% of the atmosphere’s mass
is present in the first 15 km altitude. The density decreases at the same rate from a
surface value of 1.2 kg/m3. The mean free path of molecules varies proportionally
with the inverse of density. Therefore, it increases exponentially with altitude from
10−7 m at the surface to 1 m at 100 km (Salby 1996) in the undisturbed gasses.
The absorption of sound in the atmosphere is a function of frequency and
decreases with decreasing frequency. The absorption in a molecular gas is caused
by two different mechanisms, which are the classical and relaxation effects. The
classical effects are formed by transport processes in a gas. These are molecular
diffusion, internal friction, and heat conduction. The latter two have the largest
contribution. The relaxation effects follow from the compressional energy, which
is stored in the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules. It requires time to
(de)excitate internal energy states that occur during collisions. The relaxation
effects can be split into vibrational and rotational components. Both the classical
and relaxation effects are a function of frequency to the power of two (Bass 1972).
Because of the fast decrease of attenuation with frequency, infrasound can travel
over enormous distances, enabling source identification over long ranges.
The atmosphere is divided into several layers. Naming of these layers can be
based on, for example, how well-mixed a certain portion of the atmosphere is.
Turbulent eddies lead to a well-mixed atmosphere below 100 km. Above 100 km,
turbulent air motions are strongly damped, and diffusion becomes the preferred
mechanism for vertical transport. Above an altitude of 500 km, the critical level,
molecular collisions are so rare that molecules leave the denser atmosphere into
space if their velocity is high enough to escape the earth’s gravitational field.
Based on the above elucidation, the first 100 km is called the homosphere. Split
by the homopause (see Fig. 1.2), the area ranging from 100 to 500 km, is called
the heterosphere. The region from 500 km upward is named the exosphere
(Salby 1996).
Naming can also be based on the sign of temperature gradients in different parts
of the atmosphere. This is more convenient for the study of infrasound since the
propagation of infrasound is partly controlled by temperature. The temperature
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Fig. 1.2 The temperature in the atmosphere as function of altitude based on the average kinetic
energy of the atoms, from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (NOAA, NASA, USAF 1976)

distribution within a standard atmosphere is given in Fig. 1.2. The profile
shows a sequence of negative and positive temperature gradients, which are
separated by narrow regions of constant temperature. From bottom to top, the
atmosphere is divided into layers called the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere; these are separated by the tropopause, stratopause, and
mesopause, respectively.
In the standard atmosphere, the temperature decreases with altitude in the troposphere. In a real atmosphere, a temperature inversion may occur when the temperature increases with altitude in the first 100 m up to a couple of kilometers. After a
constant temperature in the tropopause, the temperature increases in the stratosphere because of the presence of ozone. The so-called ozone layer consists of this
radiatively active trace gas and absorbs UV radiation. After a decrease in temperature in the mesosphere, the temperature rises again in the thermosphere because of
highly energetic solar radiation, which is absorbed by very small residuals of
molecular oxygen and nitrogen gases. The temperature around 300 km altitude can
vary from 700 to 1,600°C depending on the solar activity.
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1.3 The Propagation of Infrasound
Figure 1.3 shows the temperature and wind profiles for summer and winter in De
Bilt, the Netherlands, at 52°N, 5°E. The wind is split in a West-East component,
which is called the zonal wind, and in a South-North component, the meridional
wind. The zonal wind is directed positive when blowing from the West toward the
East, a westerly wind. The meridional wind has a positive sign if it originates in the
South. Two regions in the atmosphere are of importance for infrasound propagation, as far as wind is concerned. First, the jet stream, just below the tropopause, is
caused by temperature difference between the pole and equator in combination with
the Coriolis force. The temperature gradient is much higher in winter than in summer. Therefore, the maximum zonal wind speed is largest in winter. The other
important wind is the zonal mean circulation in the stratosphere. The main features,
consistent with the temperature gradient from winter to summer pole, are an easterly jet in the summer hemisphere and a westerly one in winter. The maximum
wind speeds of this polar vortex occur around an altitude of 60 km and are again
largest in winter (Holton 1979).
Figure 1.4 shows an example of raytracing (Garcés et al. 1998) through the
summer profiles presented in Fig. 1.3. Rays are shot from the source at a distance
and an altitude of 0 km, each 4° from the vertical to the horizontal. Both westward
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Fig. 1.3 NRL-G2S profiles for 2006, July 01 (in black) and December 01 (in gray) at 12 UTC in
De Bilt, the Netherlands, at 52°N, 5°E (Drob et al. 2003)
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Fig. 1.4 Raytracing for a source at a distance and an altitude of 0 km. Rays are shot each 4° from
the vertical to the horizontal in a westward and eastward direction through the summer profiles as
given in Fig. 1.3. Effective velocities are given in the left and right frame; the dashed vertical line
represents the effective velocity at the surface

and eastward atmospheric trajectories, which are controlled by the effective
velocity structure as explained in Equation(1.1) are given. The effective velocity
profile for westward propagation is given in the left frame of Fig. 1.4, and the
eastward effective velocity is given in the right-hand frame. Infrasound refracts
from regions where ceff increases to a value larger than the value at the surface.
This surface value of ceff is given by the dashed vertical line in the left and right
frames of Fig. 1.4. The polar vortex is directed from East to West. Therefore,
stratospheric refractions are predicted for energy traveling to the West. The corresponding arrivals are labeled as Is. A phase that experienced two turns in the
stratosphere is indicated by Is2. Some thermospheric paths (It) are also present to
the West. The counteracting polar vortex results in solely thermospheric arrivals
toward the East.
Figure. 1.4 only represents an West-East cross section, whereas Fig. 1.5 shows
the bounce points of the rays on the earth’s surface in all directions. The source is
located in the center of the figure. Stratospheric arrivals (in orange) are refracted
from altitudes of 45 to 55 km, while thermospheric arrivals (in red) result from
refractions of altitudes between 100 and 125 km. This image is only valid for 2006,
July 01 at 12 UTC for a ceff at 52°N, 5°E and will change as function of time and
geographical position. Therefore, Fig. 1.5 also illustrates the challenge in understanding
the atmospheric propagation of infrasound.
In summary, wind and temperature conditions that strongly influence infrasound
propagation in the lower atmosphere are the occurrence of a temperature inversion
in the troposphere and the existence of a jet stream near the tropopause. For the
middle atmosphere, important conditions are the strong temperature increase within
the stratospheric ozone layer and the polar vortex. Upper atmospheric propagation
will be controlled by the positive temperature gradient in the thermosphere.
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Fig. 1.5 Raytracing through the summer atmosphere from Fig. 1.3 in all directions. The source
is located in the center. The bounce points of the rays on the earth’s surface are shown as function
of distance, up to 600 km, and propagation direction. The North is located at 0° and the East at
90°. The arrivals are labeled using the same convention in Fig. 1.4, where a West (270°) to East
(90°) cross section was shown. The stratospheric arrivals are given in orange; red is used for rays
impinging on the earth’s surface after being refracted in the thermosphere

1.4 The Early History of Infrasound
1.4.1 The Eruption of Krakatoa in 1883
Krakatoa is a volcanic island in Indonesia, located in the Sunda Strait between
Java and Sumatra. The volcano began erupting by the end of July in 1883. Seismic
activity and steam venting had already increased during the previous months.
Strong canon-like sound had been heard around Krakatoa from May 20, 1883 and
onwards (Verbeek 1885). On August 26, the intensity of sounds and ash plume
emissions increased drastically. By August 27, the eruption entered its final stage
resulting in enormous explosions, large tsunamis, gigantic ash plumes, heavy ash
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fall, pyroclastic flows, and pumice deposits. Activity rapidly diminished after this
stage, and the last sounds of the volcano were heard on the morning of August 28.
In those days, the area was a colony of the Netherlands and was called the Dutch
East Indies. The Dutch mining engineer Verbeek was ordered to do an extensive
survey by the Governor-General of the Dutch East Indies. This resulted in a book
of 546 pages describing all possible geological and geophysical aspects of the
preeruption phase, the eruption itself and the aftermath (Verbeek 1885).
One of the investigations Verbeek made was on the barographic disturbances,
which had been measured all over the world. He specifically used barometric readings from an observatory in Sydney where a total of four disturbances were noted.
Fig. 1.6 shows the table from Verbeek’s book. The propagation directions are given
in the left column, where W-O means from West to East. The top rows give the
direct wave from Krakatoa to Sydney, where the second row is the one that traveled
around the globe. The differential traveltimes between various phases are used in
the lower two rows. Verbeek then derives average propagation velocities in the third
column of 314.31 and 312.77 m/s being, respectively, dependent and independent
of the origin time. He finally averages these values to 313.54 m/s as can be seen in
the fourth column. Verbeek notes that this acoustic velocity can only be reached in
an atmosphere of −30°C, which leads him to the conclusion that the wave must
have traveled at an altitude of 10 km (see the fifth column).
The Royal Society published a beautifully illustrated report of the Krakatoa
Committee (Symons 1888). This report also described a variety of phenomena
associated with the eruption of Krakatoa. One chapter was dedicated to “the air
waves and sounds caused by the eruption of Krakatoa,” which was written by
Lieut.-General R. Strachey, chairman of the Meteorological Counsel. He analyzed
the recordings of 53 barometers from all over the world, where the barometric disturbances appeared up to seven times. Some of the recordings from the original
book are shown in Fig. 1.7. On the basis of these observations, he calculates the
origin time of the largest explosion that probably caused the barometric disturbances. Differences in the calculated (differential) traveltimes are explained by the
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Fig. 1.6 Propagation velocities of the air-waves from Krakatoa as observed in Sydney. A total of
four passes are analyzed, from Verbeek (1885)
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Fig. 1.7 Barograms from all over the world showing the disturbances caused by the eruption of
Krakatoa, from Symons (1888)
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earth’s rotation and a possible influence of unknown winds. The influence of wind
is also proposed as possible explanation for the observed difference in propagation
velocity for eastward and westward trajectories.

1.4.2 The Great Siberian Meteor in 1908 and the First
Microbarometer
A huge meteor exploded presumably a couple of kilometers above the earth’s
surface in Siberia on June 30, 1908. Seismic and acoustic waves were observed
in the Russia and Europe (Whipple 1930). The director of the Irkutsk Observatory,
A.V. Voznesenskij, made some investigations and concluded that the meteor must
have fallen near a river called Podkamennai (stony) Tunguska. No further investigations were carried out until Leonid Kulik, a Russian geologist, started to
undertake expeditions to this area from 1921 and onwards. Kulik identified the
actual place, saw the burned vegetation, the broken trees, and collected eyewitness accounts. Although, the Tunguska event remains one of the most dramatic
cosmic impacts in recent history, its origin, size, and composition are still debated
(Steel 2008).
In 1930, Whipple published a paper dealing with the geophysical phenomena
associated with Tunguska meteor. In his paper, Whipple showed the recordings
made by microbarographs in the UK (Fig. 1.8). These are probably the first
published microbarograms ever. The instruments were developed during the
early 1900s by Shaw and Dines, and the details were published in 1904 (Shaw
and Dines 1904). They end the introduction of their article with the following
statement:
It is proposed to call the apparatus the Micro-Barograph

They constructed the instrument to get a detailed measurement of small pressure
fluctuations associated with severe weather. These fluctuations were identified on
traditional barographs as irregularities in the curves of various amplitude and
duration. The microbarograph would allow them to establish a connection between
the minor fluctuations and meteorological phenomena.
Figure 1.9 shows the operating principles of the first mirobarograph (Shaw and
Dines 1904). A hollow cylindrical bell floats in a vessel containing mercury. The
interior communicates through thin pipe with a closed reservoir containing air.
A very small leak is allowed, i.e. the low frequency cut-off. The reference volume
is enclosed in a larger cylinder where in the intervening space is packed with feathers
or some other insulating material to avoid pressure fluctuations because of temperature changes. A decrease in atmospheric pressure will raise the cylindrical bell in
the mercury. This change is recorded on paper by pen.
The design by Shaw and Dines was based on the earlier work by Wildman
Whitehouse who modified the sympiesometer invented by Alexander Adie from
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Fig. 1.8 Oscillations from the
Tunguska meteor observed
on microbarographs in the
UK, from Whipple (1930)

Edinburgh in 1818. Heavy “ground-swell” on the coast during calm weather
prompted Whitehouse just before 1870 to design an instrument based on the sympiesometer but with a better temperature stability (Whitehouse 1870). The whole
instrument is based on a simple principle: there are two chambers at maximum
temperature stability. In between is a chiffon. The difference in liquid level is a
measure of the pressure difference of the two chambers. One chamber is closed, and
the other is connected to the outside atmosphere. The dilemma is to follow very
small pressure changes on the background of large regular pressure changes. The
solution of Whitehouse was a capillary tube connection between the two chambers
of the instrument which resets the closed chamber to the ambient pressure with a
long time constant.
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Fig. 1.9 The operating principles of the microbarograph designed by Shaw and Dines, from
Meteorological Office (1956). The construction communicates through a thin pipe with a closed
vessel containing air. A tuneable and very small leak takes care of the low frequency cut-off

1.4.3 The Shadow Zone Debate
1.4.3.1 The Effect of Composition or Wind?
An explosion occurred in Swiss Alps during the construction of the so-called
Jungfraubahn on November 15, 1908. A. de Quervain analyzed the observations of
this event and found zones of audibility and inaudibility. It was his conclusion that
temperature and wind structure in the atmosphere might serve as possible explanations for the observations.
G. von dem Borne tried to find a theoretical explanation in the composition of
the atmosphere. He derived one of the first acoustic velocity profiles for the atmosphere (see Fig. 1.10 from Von dem Borne (1910)). Von dem Borne derived a theoretical explanation for the increase in sound speed with altitude in the transition
from an oxygen/nitrogen to hydrogen/helium atmosphere.
Around the same time, sound waves from volcanoes in Japan were analyzed by the
famous seismologist Prof. F. Omori and his colleague Mr. S. Fujiwhara. During the four
years from 1909–1913, eleven explosions of the volcano Asamayama gave rise to double
sound areas (Davison 1917; Grover 1971). Following Nature (1914) vol. 92, pg. 592:
Mr. S. Fujiwhara has recently published an important memoir on the abnormal propagation
of sound-waves in the atmosphere.
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Fig. 1.10 The sound speed in m/s as function of altitude in km as derived by Von dem Borne (1910)

It followed from Fujiwhara’s theoretical analysis that the influence of wind
could well explain the occurrence of zones of silences (A.D. 1912). By analyzing
the winter and summer conditions, Fujiwhara’s concluded that sound-areas are
single in winter and double in summer (Davison 1917).
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1.4.3.2 The Siege of Antwerp During 1914
Prof. Dr. van Everdingen investigated sound and vibrations from the siege of
Antwerp during October 7–9, 1914 (Van Everdingen 1914). In those days, Van
Everdingen was the director of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI). He decided to send an inquiry to lightning observers of the KNMI
throughout the Netherlands. Fig. 1.11 (left frame) shows the responses to the inquiries from people who notified rattling of their windows on hearing the canon fires.
The arrows indicate the direction from which the sound was observed. Northeastern
directions were reported in the northern part of the Netherlands and were correlated
with other war activity. A clear shadow zone follows from this study.
The study was extended to the East into Germany by Prof. Dr. Meinardus
(1915). His results coincided very well with the earlier observations of Van
Everdingen (see the right frame of Fig. 1.11). Furthermore, Meinardus was able to
identify a secondary source region near Meppen in Germany, which made him
conclude that the secondary sound area reached up to 225 km.
In the same volume of the “Meteorologische Zeitschrift” in which Meinardus
presented his results, Dr. Dörr gave similar observations from the Wiener-Neustadt
(June 7, 1912) explosion in Austria (Dörr 1915). He concluded that more of these
types of studies are necessary to find out whether wind and/or temperature structure
leads to refractions (de Quervain, Fujiwhara) or whether reflections occur due to
the increase in hydrogen (Von dem Borne).

Fig. 1.11 Observations (crosses) from canon fires from the siege of Antwerp (circle) in the
Netherlands (left) (Van Everdingen 1914) and Germany (right frame) (Meinardus 1915)
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1.4.3.3 The Temperature in the Stratosphere
In 1922, Lindemann and Dobson concluded that the density and temperature of the
outer atmosphere must be very much higher than what were commonly supposed
(Lindemann and Dobson 1922). They show that the temperature above 60 km must
again reach surface values. This information is gained from the analysis of the
heights, paths, and velocities of some thousands of meteors. The presence of ozone
is given as possible explanation for the temperature increase.
Whipple immediately realized the importance of Lindemann’s findings for
sound propagation (Whipple 1923). The temperature increase in the upper atmosphere will lead to the refraction of sound waves and can also serve as explanation
for the zones of audibility.
An excellent review article appeared in 1925 written by Alfred Wegener on the
shadow zone (Wegener 1925). Wegener summarizes observations from a wide
variety of sources, some of which are described in this chapter, such as the following: canon fire, explosions, volcanoes, and meteors. He then treats four possible
explanations:
1. Temperature: The work of Lindemann and Dobson needs more proof, for
the moment temperature should be regarded as an unlikely candidate.
2. Wind: Can not explain the existence of the shadow zone, but has its
influence as follows from the observed seasonal variability.
3. Composition: Von dem Borne’s (1910) work gives a well-funded theoretical
explanation for the shadow zone. Although, this theory is hypothetical, it has
not been disproved.
4. Pressure: Wegener poses a new idea based on the pressure decrease with
altitude, which will allow shock waves to exist over longer ranges when
traveling at high altitudes.
In later works, Whipple is able to explain the sound observations from explosions
by a combined wind and temperature effect (Whipple 1935). An example is given
in Fig. 1.12 where the eastward observations of the Oldebroek (the Netherlands)
explosion of December 15, 1932 are explained. He also suggested the use of sound
to probe the upper atmospheric winds and temperatures (Whipple 1939).
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Fig. 1.12 The ray trajectories of sound traveling from the Netherlands to Germany (eastwards)
after the Oldebroek explosion of December 15, 1932 (Whipple 1935)
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1.4.4 The Work of Victor Hugo Benioff and Beno Gutenberg
A remarkable development took place during 1939 (Benioff and Gutenberg 1935;
Gutenberg 1939). The two seismologists Benioff and Gutenberg combined their
knowledge from seismology with their interest in atmospheric processes. Benioff
had designed an electromagnetic seismograph, and Gutenberg was very much interested in the structure of the Earth and of the layering of the atmosphere. Their instrument, a loudspeaker, mounted in a wooden box connected very easily to the
equipment that was in use in the seismological community. The amplifier was a
galvanometer with a period of 1.2 s. They used a standard photographic drum
recorder, which resulted in a sensitivity of 0.1 Pa per mm on the records. The loudspeaker was used as the moving membrane and had the property of a very low noise
output because of its low internal resistance. Besides, the loudspeaker was industrially produced and therefore available at a low price and of constant quality. The
loudspeaker has an output that is proportional to the velocity of the membrane and
therefore proportional to the pressure change. Therefore, it suppresses the large
amplitude low frequency pressure changes and has an output that is almost flat with
respect to the pressure noise spectrum. So, Benioff and Gutenberg constructed a low
cost and low white noise pressure transducer. This type of microbarograph responds
not only to elastic pressure waves but also to variations in momentum of currents or
turbulence (see Fig. 1.13). This was the reason why they used two instruments,
instead of one, separated a few tens of meters apart. In the end, they used 120 m. The
coherent sound waves were clearly separated from the turbulent wind noise. This
could be seen as the most elementary array (Benioff and Gutenberg 1939).
The object of their study was an unresolved problem; the origin of microseisms.
Microseisms were seen on seismographs all around the world as almost continuous
wave trains with a period in the range of 4–10 s. At that time, two hypotheses were
used: direct surf on steep shore lines and an atmospheric pressure oscillation. We now
know that neither of them is the major cause. But the major effect is caused by interfering (and therefore standing) ocean waves. Benioff and Gutenberg indeed observed
oscillations on their microbarograph, which they called microbaroms, a name derived
from microseisms that is used in seismology. The lack of coherence between the two
phenomena is caused by the differences in the wave paths. In the atmosphere, there
is a strong dependence on the wind and temperature profiles. Benioff and Gutenberg
were surprised by the rich variety of signals they discovered. They varied from traffic,
battleship gunfire, blasting, surf, and possibly earthquakes. Soon they realized that an
inversion procedure could be possible, like in seismology, from the study of arrival
times to determine the velocity structure of the atmosphere.
Based on the recording of navy gun fire, Gutenberg could find a model for the
atmosphere that explained the data and, as a result, earlier observations in Europe of
large chemical explosions (see Fig. 1.14). Particular was the explanation of the zones
of silence that separated the zones where sounds could be heard clearly. Reflection of
the wave signal at high altitude formed the basis of the explanation. This type of
behavior was confirmed by the newly acquired Californian data (Gutenberg 1939).
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Fig. 1.13 Typical microbarograms on a clear summer day (a) 1938, August 13/14) and cloudy
winter day (b) 1939, January 26/27) from Benioff and Gutenberg (1939)

1.4.5 Infrasound and Nuclear Testing
For over 20 years after World War II, infrasound was mainly developed and used to
monitor nuclear explosions. From these studies, it became clear that infrasound and
acoustic-gravity waves not only enabled source identification but also contained information on the state of the atmosphere as a whole, i.e. up to thermospheric altitudes.
Controlled experiments started to be conducted by Everett F. Cox in the US (Cox
1947) and Germany (Cox 1949). In the US experiment, six microbarometers, based
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Fig. 1.14 Observations of sound after the explosion of 5,000 kg of ammunition, which was buried
on 1925, December 1918 from Gutenberg (1939)

on microphones, were deployed at ranges between 12.9 and 452 km to measure
infrasound from explosions with yields between 3.2 and 250 tons TNT. The
Helgoland (Germany) experiment involved 5,000 tons of high explosives from
which the infrasound was recorded with ten microbarometers at distances of
66–1,000 km. Stratospheric refraction are still labeled as abnormal sound waves
based on Gutenberg’s work. The temperature in the stratosphere is retrieved from a
travel time analysis. Detailed observations of amplitude, frequency, and dispersion
are reported.
It was soon realized that wind-noise reduction was an essential element for successfully measuring infrasound. Pioneering work with tapered pipes was performed
by Daniels (1959). Long pipes, e.g. 1980 ft, sampled the atmosphere through 100
acoustical resistances. These impedances were matched, by varying the impedances
of the pipe through tapering, to make the system nonreflective. Daniels patented his
acoustical devices in March 1956 and April 1957 under number 2,739,659 and
2,789,651 with the United States Patent Office. Other systems were also developed,
as can be seen in Fig. 1.15, consisting of a ring with discrete inlets.
The development of microbarographs also continued, and an example of a measurement system is described Cook and Bedard (1971). Such a system consisted of
a reference volume connected to the atmosphere through a leak, with a diaphragm
as pressure-sensing element. A similar sensing technique was based on measuring
the length changes from a flexible metal bellows with a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT). A microbarometer based on this principle was, for example,
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Fig. 1.15 Thirty-hole ring array at the sonic boom effects recording site in the UK, from Grover (1971)

constructed by Frank H. Grover at the AWRE Blacknest Research Centre in the UK
(Grover 1977) (see Fig. 1.16).
Microbarograph records from nuclear tests become available and appear to
consist of Lamb waves, acoustic-gravity waves, and acoustic phases. An example
is given in Fig. 1.17, which shows the recording of the 50 megaton test on Novaya
Zemlya in 1961, October 30. The infrasound traveled around the globe several
times, where the travel time was in the same range as observed with the Krakatoa
(Symons 1888), i.e. 36 h 20±10 min for Krakatoa and 36 h 27 min for this test. As
more observations began to be made, the need for propagation models emerged.
Raytracing, as developed by S. Fujiwhara in Japan, was extended to quickly predict atmospheric propagation paths in an atmosphere with varying winds and
temperature (Rothwell 1947). This work was later extended to predict azimuthal
deviations from cross winds along the ray trajectories (Georges and Beasley
1977). Other theoretical models were developed and validated with observations.
Such work is based on Lamb’s earlier publications in hydrodynamics (Lamb
1932). The explosive yield can also be determined with these models. This was,
for example, done for the Siberian meteor, which resulted in an estimated yield of
10 megaton TNT (Hunt et al. 1960). Allan D. Pierce publishes a large amount of
papers on the propagation of acoustic-gravity waves with modes, starting in 1963
(Pierce 1963) and advancing into the seventies (Pierce and Posey 1971).
More and more research groups from various countries get involved in
infrasound research (see Thomas et al. 1971 for a complete overview). One of
the most productive institutes in terms of publishing their research was the
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades,
New York. Here, Nambath K. Balachandran, William L. Donn, Eric S.
Posmentier, and David Rind, along with others, discovered and described a
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Fig. 1.16 Typical field setup of a microbarometers and its noise reducer at AWRE Blacknest
Research Centre in the UK, from Grover (1977)

wide variety of sources of infrasound, propagation characteristics and derived
atmospheric specifications. They studied not only nuclear tests (Donn et al.
1963), but also earthquakes (Donn and Posmentier 1964), marine storms
(Donn and Posmentier 1967), and microbaroms (Posmentier 1967) and saw the
potential of infrasound as atmospheric probe (Donn and Wind 1971). The
propagation was studied (Balachandran 1968), paying attention to the effects
of wind (Balachandran 1970).
This period of developments came slowly to an end when the Limited (Partial)
Test Ban Treaty was signed in 1963 by the Soviet Union, the United States, and the
United Kingdom, confining nuclear test explosions to subsurface. To mark the
developments, a series of articles on infrasound was published in volume 26 of the
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Fig. 1.17 Observations of infrasound from a Russian nuclear test in the UK, from Carpenter et al.
(1961) These records consist of measurements from the 50 megaton test on Novaya Zemlya in
1961, October 30, from which the infrasound traveled around the globe, several times

Geophysical Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society (Geoph J R Astr Soc) in
1971. This volume also contains an excellent bibliography on infrasonic waves,
which lists the theoretical and observational papers on sources, propagation, and
instrumentation up to 1971 (Thomas et al. 1971).
The Lamont-Doherty group continued with studying infrasound and the atmosphere with microbaroms (Donn and Rind 1972), meteors (Donn and Balachandran
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1974), bridges (Donn et al. 1974), rockets (Donn et al. 1975), thunder (Balanchandran
1979), volcanoes (Donn and Balachandran 1981), and sonic booms from the Concorde
(Balachandran et al. 1977; Donn and Rind 1979), which were also studied by Ludwik
Liszka in Sweden (Liszka 1978). Sudden stratospheric warmings were also detected
based on the change in infrasonic signature of microbaroms (Rind and Donn 1978).

1.5 The Current Era: Infrasound and the Signature
of the CTBT
The series of articles from 1971 from the Geophys J R Astr Soc was taken as a
point of departure when, from 1994 to 1996, the Comprehensive Nuclear-TestBan Treaty (CTBT) was negotiated. Thus, it became gradually clear that infrasound monitoring should become one of the four techniques used by the treaty’s
verification system, i.e. the International Monitoring System (IMS) (Brachet
et al. 2010). The other techniques are seismological measurements for the solid
earth, hydroacoustics for the open waters and oceans, and radionuclide measurements as additional technique for the atmosphere. The fact that two techniques are applied to monitor the atmosphere illustrates the complexity of the
medium. The detection of radionuclides serves as definite proof but has the
limitation of being slow because the particles have to be transported by the
winds to only a couple of collectors, which have been installed world wide.
Infrasound is, in that perspective, a relatively fast technique but has some more
challenging aspects in source identification.
Between 1971 and 1996, much of the existing knowledge on infrasound had
been lost, and only a handful of researchers were working on infrasound. Australia,
France, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the US were among the countries that had
some activity in the field.
In recent years, since the signing of the CTBT, infrasound research has been
rapidly expanding again. Not only do the upcoming 60 IMS infrasound arrays
serve as data source, but even the non-IMS arrays that are being deployed.
Current research concerns all disciplines of the study of infrasound, i.e. sources
(Campus and Cheistie 2010), propagation (de Groot-Hedlin 2010; Kulichkov
2010; Novis et al. 2010; Gainville et al. 2010), and instrumentation (Ponceau and
Bosca 2010; Walker and Hedlin 2010). Detailed knowledge on all these aspects
is required to accurately identify sources of infrasound. Not only is this of importance from a CTBT point of view, but it also gives rise to various geophysical
studies. A large amount of coherent infrasound is continuously being detected
from both natural and man-made sources. Applications are foreseen in acoustic
remote sensing where in infrasound can be used as passive probe for the atmosphere (Le Pichon et al. 2010; Lott and Millet 2010). Nonacoustic phenomena,
such as gravity waves, can also be detected and are of importance for climate
modeling (Blanc et al. 2010). This book describes the recent developments in the
field of infrasound research and its applications in atmospheric studies.
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Chapter 2

The IMS Infrasound Network: Design and
Establishment of Infrasound Stations
D. R. Christie and P. Campus

2.1 Introduction
The history of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) is long and
involved. After more than four decades on the arms control agenda, the Treaty was
finally opened for signature on 24 September 1996 at the United Nations in New
York. The Provisional Technical Secretariat (PTS) started work on the establishment of the CTBTO in Vienna on 17 March 1997. As of the end of 2008, 180 States
have signed the Treaty and 148 have ratified the Treaty, including 35 of the 44
States whose ratification is required for entry into force. Work on the International
Monitoring System (IMS) for Treaty verification is proceeding rapidly and is nearing completion. This state-of-the-art monitoring system comprises 321 seismic,
infrasound, hydroacoustic, and radionuclide monitoring stations distributed as uniformly as possible over the face of the globe and 16 radionuclide laboratories. The
selection of infrasound as one of the four basic technologies to be used for CTBT
verification has led to a rapid advance in infrasound monitoring technology during
the last decade.
Infrasound from nuclear explosions can be detected at great distances from the
source. Infrasound was widely used during the period from about 1948 to the early
1970s as a means for detecting and locating atmospheric nuclear explosions. The
early infrasound monitoring networks were designed to detect fairly large nuclear
explosions. In contrast, since the CTBT is a zero-yield treaty that prohibits all
nuclear explosions, the technical specifications for the IMS infrasound network are
far more stringent than those used in the design of the earlier monitoring systems.
For practical purposes, the design of the IMS infrasound network is based on the
requirement that the network must be capable of reliably detecting and locating a
relatively small atmospheric nuclear explosion with a yield of 1 kiloton (kT) at any
point on the globe.
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Interest in the use of infrasound for monitoring purposes declined rapidly
following the signing of the Limited Test-Ban Treaty (LTBT) in 1963, the deployment
of satellite-based detection systems in the early 1970s, and the test by China on 16
October 1980, which marked the end of nuclear explosion testing in the atmosphere.
In contrast with the other well-developed monitoring technologies, there were only
a few infrasound stations in operation when the CTBT was opened for signature in
1996. Much of the technology used to establish the IMS infrasound network has
been developed during the last decade. The revival of interest in the field of infrasound in recent years has led to the introduction of infrasonic research programs at
several universities and the establishment of independent research arrays at a number of institutions around the world.
The global IMS infrasound network is far larger and much more sensitive than any
previously operated infrasound network (Evers and Haak 2010; Brachet et al. 2010).
It can be anticipated that data from this unique network could be used as a component in a number of international geophysical hazard-warning systems.
This paper is concerned with the design of the IMS infrasound monitoring network and the design and capability of the array stations in this network. Much of
the discussion in this paper will be focused on recent advances in the field of infrasound monitoring that have the potential to significantly improve the detection
capability and reliability of the global infrasound network. A brief survey of infrasonic waves detected at stations in the global IMS infrasound network, along with
the potential practical applications of data from the global monitoring network, is
given in Chap. 6.

2.2 The Global IMS Infrasound Network
The IMS infrasound network (see Fig. 2.1) was designed in 1996 at the Conference
on Disarmament in Geneva after careful evaluation of a large number of possible
network configurations. The stations in this network are distributed uniformly over
the surface of the globe. The final 60-station configuration represents the most costeffective network design that will guarantee with a high probability two-station
detection of infrasonic waves generated by a 1-kiloton explosion located at any point
on the globe. Initially, it was specified that the stations in this network would be
4-element array stations with elements arranged in a centered triangle configuration.
Later, it was realized that 4-element array configurations may be subject to spatial
aliasing and signal-coherence problems (see below), and the restriction on the number of array elements was relaxed to allow construction of arrays with more array
elements. As can be seen from Fig. 2.1, the infrasound monitoring stations are
located in a wide variety of environments ranging from dense equatorial rainforests
to remote wind-swept islands and the exposed ice-covered wastes of the Arctic and
Antarctic. The stations illustrated in Fig. 2.1 are located where possible in forests to
minimize wind-generated background noise. Many stations are located out of necessity in areas with little protection from the ambient winds. This problem has been
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Fig. 2.1 The 60-station International Monitoring System (IMS) infrasound network

partially resolved by using more efficient wind-noise-reducing systems at stations
located in high-wind environments [Walker and Hedlin 2010]. Nevertheless,
wind-generated noise continues to be a problem at some stations in the IMS infrasound network. The significance of this problem is considered in Sect. 2.6 along
with a discussion of some recent advances in wind-noise-reducing technology
that have the potential to improve detection capability at infrasound monitoring
stations.
At the present time, 41 stations in the IMS infrasound network have been certified.
Work has also started on the construction of several other stations.
The performance of the network is governed by the spacing between the stations
in the network, the background noise level at each site, the efficiency of the windnoise-reducing systems, the number of array elements, the sensitivity of the infrasound sensors at all frequencies of interest, the global pattern of the upper
atmospheric winds, the uptime of the stations in the network, and the performance
of the automatic signal-detection algorithms that are used to routinely analyze the
incoming data from the global network. The average spacing between nearestneighboring stations in the network is 1,920 km in the Northern Hemisphere and
2,027 km in the southern hemisphere. It is clear from Fig. 2.1 that the vast openocean areas in the Southern Hemisphere are more difficult to monitor than the
continental land mass areas in the Northern Hemisphere. In some cases, the distance
across these vast open-ocean regions exceeds 7,000 km. Therefore, the stations that
surround these open-ocean regions need to have good detection capability for
explosions that occur at distances of up to at least 4,000 km.
A good knowledge of the fundamental relationship that describes wave amplitude as a function of the upper atmospheric winds, source distance, and yield is
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essential for the proper design of a global infrasound monitoring system. The
upper atmospheric winds (especially the seasonally dependent stratospheric
winds) have a strong influence on the propagation properties of infrasonic waves
(Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2010; de Groot-Hedlin et al. 2010). Propagation is
enhanced considerably when the stratospheric winds are directed along the wavepropagation direction. In contrast, the amplitude of signals that propagate against
the stratospheric winds will be attenuated, and the range of detection in the upwind
direction will be reduced. On average, however, the stratospheric winds significantly increase the area that can be monitored reliably by an individual array station. The relationship between amplitude as a function of upper atmospheric
winds, range, and yield has been studied in considerable detail during the last
decade (see, e.g., Mutschlecner et al. 1999), and a number of range–amplitude
curves normalized to 1-kT yield with upper-wind-corrected amplitudes
(Mutschlecner and Whitaker 1990; Mutschlecner 1998) have been proposed. The
most recent work on this subject has been presented by Bhattacharyya et al. (2003)
and Whitaker et al. (2003). These authors extend the normalized upper-wind-corrected amplitude–range curves to smaller yields and greater distances. The results
of these investigations are summarized in Fig. 2.2. The red curve shown in Fig. 2.2
is computed from the least squares regression given in Whitaker et al. (2003):
Pwca = 5.95 × 10 4 ( Rs )−1.41 ,

(2.1)

where Pwca is the wind-corrected amplitude and Rs is the scaled range.
It is worth noting that the results illustrated in Fig. 2.2 include observations of
infrasonic waves generated by the relatively small 0.019 kT Watusi test explosion
at 21:25:17 UT on 28 September 2002 at the Nevada Test Site (see Bhattacharyya
et al. 2003). The detection of signals from this event at IS10 at Lac du Bonnet in
Canada at a distance of 2,165 km (denoted by the solid red square in Fig. 2.2) is
particularly interesting, because this observation shows that even relatively smallyield explosions can be detected under suitable low-wind-noise conditions at great
distances. A second example of the distant detection at an IMS infrasound station
of infrasonic waves from a relatively small explosion is the clear observation of
signals at IS07 Warramunga, Australia, along an essentially meridional path from
the 0.027-kT Woomera test explosion at 00:38:03 UT on 20 September 2002 at a
distance of 1,257 km (Brown et al. 2003). A third interesting example of the longrange detection of infrasound from a fairly small explosion is described briefly in
Norris and Gibson (2004) and Garcés et al. (2006). In this case, signals from the
explosion of a train loaded with chemicals on 18 February 2004 near Neyshabur,
Iran, were observed at IS31 Aktyubinsk, Kazakstan, at a distance of 1,579 km and
at IS34 Songino, Mongolia, at a distance of 4,078 km. These observations and other
similar observations indicate that the IMS infrasound network is potentially capable
of detecting explosions with yields that are significantly less than 1 kT. It seems
clear that the development and use of improved wind-noise reducing systems that
will allow reliable detection of even small-amplitude infrasonic signals at any time
of day will substantially lower the global detection threshold, improve network
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Fig. 2.2 Wind-corrected amplitude, Pwca (expressed in Pascals), of infrasonic signals from surface
explosions as a function of scaled range Rs. Data for explosion tests at the White Sands Missile
Range (blue diamonds) are taken from Whitaker et al. (2003). Two results from the Watusi test
(open red squares) recorded at arrays operated by the Los Alamos National Laboratory are also
taken from Whitaker et al. (2003). The filled red square corresponds to signals from the 0.019 kT
Watusi explosion recorded at IS10 Lac du Bonnet in Canada. This data point is determined from
results presented in Bhattacharyya et al. (2003). The scaled range, Rs, is the range in km to the
explosion normalized by (2 × Yield(kT))0.5, where the factor of 2 corresponds to surface explosions. Wind-corrected amplitudes are peak-to-peak amplitudes normalized to zero stratospheric
wind conditions by multiplying the observed amplitudes by 10−0.019V where V is the wind component in m/s at an altitude of 50 km in the direction of wave propagation (see Mutschlecner and
Whitaker 1990; Mutschlecner 1998)

reliability, reduce false alarms, and possibly result in global three-station detection
capability. Three-station detection capability is desirable, because this would significantly reduce event-location errors.
All of the early simulations of the performance characteristics of the 60-station
IMS infrasound network were based on overly simplified models for the background noise at stations in the network. The background noise at many established
stations in the IMS infrasound network have now been documented (see e.g.,
Bowman et al. 2005, 2007; Woodward et al. 2005). These results should be incorporated into future simulations of the IMS infrasound network performance. Early
examples of the simulated performance of the 60-station IMS infrasound network
can be found in Clauter and Blandford (1997), Blanc and Plantet (1998) and the
National Academy of Sciences (2002). The performance simulations for the IMS
infrasound network reported by Clauter and Blandford (1997) and in Figs. 2 to 5 of
the National Academy of Sciences report indicate that the threshold for two-station
detection should be less than 1 kT for explosions located anywhere on the globe
and less than 0.5 kT for all continental land mass areas. The simulations described
by Blanc and Plantet (1998), which include a diurnally varying wind-noise
model and seasonally varying upper atmospheric winds, indicate a 1-kT threshold
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of a typical IMS infrasound monitoring station with 7 array elements. The diagram shows a rosette wind-noise reducing system (see Fig. 2.17) connected to an
infrasonic sensor at each array element, a UHF data transmission tower at each array element, the
central processing facility and the satellite dish of the online communications system used to
transmit data to the International Data Centre (IDC) in Vienna

Fig. 2.4 Photograph showing the interior of an array element equipment vault at IS04 Shannon,
Australia

for two-station detection over much of the globe, but somewhat higher thresholds
at certain times of day and in certain seasons over the high latitude open-ocean
regions and also over a few low-latitude areas in the Pacific where the upper atmospheric wind speeds are small. All of these simulations assumed 4-element arrays
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with wind-noise-reducing systems that are less efficient than those used in the
establishment of the IMS network. Since many stations in the IMS infrasound network have more than 4 array elements and all stations have been installed with relatively high-efficiency noise-reducing pipe arrays, it can be anticipated that the actual
performance of the network is better than that indicated in the early network simulations noted earlier. This is confirmed in the recent simulations reported by Green
(2008) and Le Pichon et al. (2008, 2009).

2.3 Infrasound Monitoring Stations
Where possible, the infrasound stations in the IMS network have been established
in sheltered areas located well away from coastal areas, airports, cities, major highways, industrial centers, hydroelectric stations, waterfalls, consistently active volcanoes, and other sources of infrasonic background noise (Campus and Hoffmann
2006; Campus et al. 2007). As noted earlier, the array stations are located in a very
wide range of environments. Some stations are located in areas with easy access to
technical support; others (such as IS49 Tristan da Cunha) are located in some of the
most remote places on the planet. Some stations are located in hot desert environments; others are located out of necessity in the harsh environments of the Arctic
and Antarctic. In all cases, the design of each individual station has been tailored to
minimize environmental and logistics problems.
An IMS infrasound station consists of a central recording facility (CRF), an
infrasonic array with an aperture of 1–3 km, a data-transmission system between
the elements in the infrasonic array and the CRF, power supply systems (including
backup power supplies) for the array elements and central facility, and an online
satellite system (Global Communications Interface or GCI) for the transmission of
authenticated data in near real time to the International Data Centre (IDC) in
Vienna, Austria. In special cases, out of necessity, a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
system is used for transmitting authenticated data in near real time to the IDC.
The following components are installed at each array element:
(a) Equipment vault. These vaults may be buried, partially buried, or located on the
surface. The door on each vault is fitted with a tamper-sensing switch that transmits a signal to the CRF and from there to the IDC in Vienna if the door to the
vault is opened.
(b) Infrasound sensor located in the equipment vault. The specifications and performance of these sensors are described in Sect. 2.4.
(c) Twenty-four-bit digitizer with antialiasing filter and data authentication located
near the infrasonic sensor inside the equipment vault. All infrasound data are
sampled at 20 samples per second.
(d) Meteorological equipment. An anemometer, temperature sensor, and absolute
barometer are installed at one site (usually the central site) in the infrasonic
array. The anemometer is installed at a height of 2.0 m above the surface, and
the temperature sensor and absolute barometer are installed at a height of 1.0 m
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above the surface. A high-resolution sonic anemometer is installed at almost all
of the IMS stations that have been established in the last 8 years. All meteorological data are sampled at 20 samples per second at these stations. A conventional low-resolution cup anemometer is installed at some of the earlier stations
in the network. The sampling rate for meteorological data at these earlier stations ranges between 1 and 20 samples per second. It is expected that all anemometers at IMS infrasound stations will eventually be upgraded to sonic
anemometers sampled at 20 samples per second.
GPS clock. Time is accurate to within less than 1 ms.
An efficient wind-noise-reducing system (consisting of pipe arrays) that is connected to the inlet of the infrasound sensor. These wind-noise-reducing systems
are described in detail in Sect. 2.6.
Regulated array element power supply. In most cases, power for the equipment
at each array element in provided by an independent solar power system. This
type of power supply has proven to be very reliable. In some cases, power is
supplied at each array element using buried cables connected to the central
facility power supply. Additional batteries are installed (if required) to provide
backup power when the main power supply fails.
Data transmission system. Authenticated data from the array elements are usually transmitted to the central processing system via UHF telemetry. In some
cases, a buried optical fiber transmission system is used to connect the digitizer
at the array element with the central processing system. Both of these systems
are immune to lightning strikes.

Most of the IMS infrasound stations have been constructed as 7- or 8-element
arrays. A few stations have been established with only 4 array elements, but it is
anticipated that these arrays will be upgraded to 8-element arrays. Two stations
have been established with a larger number of array elements (IS27 Neumayer Base
in Antarctica with 9 array elements and IS23 Kerguelen with 15 array elements) in
order to enhance performance in high-wind environments.
A schematic illustration of a typical infrasound monitoring station is given in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.4 shows the interior of the equipment vault at IS04 Shannon, Australia.
The stringent specifications for the CTBT verification system require that stations in the IMS network should be mission capable for at least 98% of the time. In
practice, this means that at least 70% of the array elements at each station must be
operational at any given time. For arrays of more than 4 elements, the configuration
and geometry of the array determine the combinations of element failures that may
occur before mission capability is lost.

2.4 Infrasound Sensors
The development of suitable infrasonic sensors for nuclear explosion monitoring
dates from work on the development of a sensitive capacitor microphone at the
National Bureau of Standards in Washington, DC, in the early 1950s (Cordero et al.
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1957; Cook 1962; Cook and Bedard 1971). These early infrasonic sensors have
been refined considerably in recent years to provide robust, reliable sensors with
very high sensitivity. At the present time, two types of high-sensitivity microbarometer infrasonic sensors are in use at stations in the IMS infrasound network. The
first of these is an absolute pressure microbarometer (model MB2000 and the
recently updated model MB2005) developed at the Laboratoire de Geophysique at
the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique in Bruyères-le-Châtel and manufactured by
Martec Tekelec Systèmes in Les Ulis Cedex, France (Ponceau and Bosca 2010).
The operation of this microbarometer is based on the use of a linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT) to measure the displacement of a temperatureindependent aneroid bellows. A high-sensitivity output for nuclear explosion
monitoring in the passband from 0.01 to 27 Hz is obtained by filtering the absolute
pressure output signal (0–40 Hz). The updated MB2005 microbarometer has diffe
rential outputs, and the electronics have been modified to eliminate sporadic noise
bursts on the output signals.
The second infrasonic sensor used at IMS stations is the Chaparral Physics
Model 5.1 microbarometer, a refined differential capacitor microbarometer with an
aluminized mylar diaphragm. This sensor was developed originally by Chaparral
Physics Consultants in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and is now manufactured by
Chaparral Physics at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. The output signal of the
Model 5.1 sensor is flat to within 3 dB over the frequency band from 0.02 to 50 Hz.
The Chaparral Physics Model 5.1 microbarometer has recently been upgraded to
the Model 50 microbarometer with a differential output signal, a flatter response
between 0.02 and 50 Hz, a sealed electronics enclosure, and improved thermal
stability.
The electronic self-noise of the MB2000/2005 infrasound sensors (~4 × 10−7 Pa2/
Hz at 10 Hz) is significantly higher than the self-noise of the Chaparral Physics
Model 5.1 and Model 50 sensors (<1.0 × 10−10 Pa2/Hz at 10 Hz). However, the
MB2000 and MB2005 sensors are used at most IMS infrasound stations because
these sensors are very robust and have been tested in a wide variety of environments. In addition, the calibration of these sensors over the complete monitoring
passband is very stable. It is clear that a reduction in the electronic self-noise of
MB2000/2005 infrasound sensors would be beneficial.
All of these microbarometers meet the specifications for IMS infrasound
sensors:
(a) The sensor response must be flat (within 3 dB) over a monitoring passband
extending from 0.02 to 4 Hz
(b) The sensor self noise must be £18 dB below the minimum acoustic noise at
1 Hz (~5 mPa)
The mechanical sensitivity to both horizontal and vertical motions for the
MB2000 and Chaparral Physics Model 5.1 infrasound sensors has been studied
in detail by Alcoverro et al. (2005). Both sensors are sensitive to mechanical
vibration. The sensitivity of the MB2000 sensor to vertical motions is similar to
the sensitivity of a Guralp CMG5T strong motion accelerometer and the mechanical
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sensitivity of the Model 5.1 sensor is about 40 times smaller than the sensitivity of
the MB2000.
The calculation of the instrumental response of an MB2000 microbarometer
connected to a wind-noise-reducing pipe array system is described in detail in
Alcoverro (2008). The procedures developed in Alcoverro (2008) to determine the
combined pipe array-microbarometer transfer function can be applied to arbitrary
pipe array configurations.
A number of other infrasonic sensors have been developed in the last ten years,
but the electronic noise floor of most of these sensors does not meet the specifications required for use in the IMS infrasound monitoring network. An exception is
the development of an optical fiber infrasound sensor (OFIS) at the University of
California (see, e.g., Zumberge et al. 2003; Hedlin et al. 2004; Walker et al. 2005,
2006). OFIS sensors are long compliant tubes wrapped by two pressure sensitive
optical fibers that interferometrically detect micropressure fluctuations integrated
along the length of the tube. The electronic self-noise of the OFIS sensor is very
low and appears to be comparable with the electronic self-noise of the Chaparral
Physics Models 5.1 and 50 microbarometers. OFIS sensors can have arbitrary
length and can be deployed in a wide variety of configurations to provide very good
wind-noise reduction. The response of an OFIS sensor configured in a straight line
is wave propagation direction dependent. Higher frequency signals are attenuated
when the sensor is aligned along the wave propagation direction. In contrast, there
is no distortion or attenuation of signals when wave propagation is perpendicular to
the line of the OFIS sensor. Walker et al. (2008) have developed a number of ingenious techniques that use this directional dependence to accurately measure wave
propagation direction, elevation, and phase velocity. There are, however, still some
issues with the thermal stability of the OFIS sensor that need to be addressed. In
addition, the noise level of an 89-m long OFIS sensor (Zumberge et al. 2003)
appears to be slightly higher at frequencies below about 0.2 Hz than the noise level
found for a 70-m diameter wind-noise-reducing pipe array system (see Fig. 2.17).
At the present time, OFIS sensors are buried under gravel in a trench to protect the
sensor and to reduce the effect of thermal fluctuations. Tests need to be carried out to
evaluate the performance of OFIS sensors in an equatorial monsoonal environment
and in the harsh conditions of the Arctic and Antarctic.

2.5 Infrasonic Array Design
Infrasonic arrays at IMS infrasound stations need to be capable of reliably detecting
all atmospheric nuclear explosions. A properly designed array should also provide
an accurate estimate of signal azimuth for use in source location algorithms. The
fundamental principles of array design have been studied for many years (see, e.g.,
Haubrich 1968; Rost and Thomas 2002). The design of an infrasound monitoring
array depends on a large number of factors, including the number and configuration
of the array elements, the spatial coherence of signals between array elements and
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the amplitude, and coherence properties of background noise. IMS arrays are
designed to optimize the detection of signals from regional and distant nuclear
explosions with a yield of 1-kT or less. The dominant frequency of signals generated by a low-altitude atmospheric nuclear explosion with a yield of about 1-kT lies
in the range from about 0.10 to 0.33 Hz (see, e.g., Whitaker and Mutschlecner
2006) for source distances comparable with the distances between nearest-neighboring stations in the IMS infrasound network. The presence of microbarom signals
in this frequency range would therefore appear, at first glance, to seriously complicate the detection of signals from explosions with a yield of around 1 kT. However,
small nuclear explosions with yields of around 1 kT also generate infrasonic waves
with detectable energy at frequencies both above and below the microbarom passband (0.12–0.35 Hz).
Wind-generated noise is almost always the most important source of background
noise at infrasound monitoring stations. Infrasonic arrays are therefore usually
designed to ensure that wind-generated background noise is incoherent between
array elements. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio is increased by the square root of the
number of array elements. This, however, is a relatively small factor and other
techniques are required to reduce background noise at infrasound monitoring stations to acceptable levels. Problems associated with background noise are discussed
in detail in Sect. 2.6.
Recent studies of the detection capability at IMS infrasound stations in
Australia (Christie et al. 2005b, 2006, 2007; Christie and Kennett 2007) have
shown that the most important monitoring passband for the reliable detection of
infrasonic signals generated by small regional and distant nuclear explosions
with yields of 1 kT or less spans a frequency range from about 0.4 to about
1.2 Hz. This passband, which lies immediately above the microbarom passband, will be referred to as the primary monitoring passband. The lower frequency limit in this passband is governed by the intensity of microbarom
background noise and the upper limit is set by problems associated with loss of
signal correlation between array elements, spatial aliasing of higher frequency
signals, and the loss of higher frequency signal components when the distance
to the source is large. The signals that will be detected in this optimal monitoring passband will normally be stratospheric signals. In some circumstances,
wave propagation between the source and the IMS infrasound monitoring station may be restricted to a thermospheric waveguide (Christie et al. 2005a; see
also Whitaker and Mutschlecner 2008). In this case, since thermospheric signals generally have lower frequencies, the optimum passband for signal detection will usually be in the range from about 0.04 to 0.1 Hz. This longer period
passband, which lies immediately below the microbarom passband, will be
referred to as the secondary monitoring passband. Most of the observed signals
from regional and distant explosions with yields of a few kT or less are detected
at IMS infrasound monitoring stations as stratospheric signals in the primary
monitoring passband. While it is desirable to design an infrasonic array that
provides good detection and azimuthal measurement capability for signals in
both monitoring passbands, practical considerations related to the maximum
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number of sensors that can be used in the array and the maximum array aperture
mean that the design must be tailored to provide an optimal design for detection
in the primary monitoring passband. Longer period signals will still be detected
reliably, but the errors on azimuthal measurement will be higher than those
found for signals detected in the higher frequency primary monitoring
passband.
The principal problems in the design of a cost-effective infrasonic array for
nuclear explosion monitoring are:
(a) Problems associated with spatial aliasing of higher frequency signals
(b) Problems with loss in signal correlation between array elements

2.5.1 Spatial Aliasing of High Frequency Signals
Spatial aliasing of higher frequency signals is a potentially serious problem for
large aperture arrays with a small number of array elements. As noted earlier, to
minimize cost, it was initially decided to establish the IMS infrasound network
with 4-element arrays in the form of a centered triangle with an aperture in the
range from 1 to 3 km. An evaluation of the performance of this initial array
design showed that the detection capability could be seriously affected by the
spatial aliasing of higher frequency signals. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.5,
which shows the array configuration and array response (Capon 1969) for a symmetric 4-element centered triangle array with an aperture of 3.0 km. As can be
seen from this diagram, the mainlobe in the array response is surrounded by a
high density of large amplitude sidelobes. Spatial aliasing of higher frequency
signals will therefore be a serious problem with this array configuration. Ideally,
the array response should consist of a single symmetrical mainlobe without any
nearby sidelobes.

Fig. 2.5 Configuration and response for a 3-km aperture centered triangle array
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A poor array response is common to all 4-element infrasonic arrays. Problems
with spatial aliasing during the routine processing of data from arrays of this type
can be alleviated by using the Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation Algorithm
(PMCC) developed by Cansi (1995) (see also Cansi and Le Pichon (2008)), but the
use of this technique is problematic in the case where one of the array elements has
failed. Spatial aliasing is not the only potentially serious problem with 4-element
infrasonic arrays. The degree of signal correlation between array elements may be too
small to allow reliable detection of explosion-generated signals using correlationbased processing algorithms (see below).
It is well known that spatial aliasing problems can be resolved by increasing the
number of array elements. A thorough investigation of the properties of a wide
variety of array configurations was carried out by the authors in 2001 at the
CTBTO. The number of array elements in this study ranged from 3 to 16. The
results of this study showed that infrasonic arrays should have a minimum of 8
array elements to ensure that spatial aliasing problems are eliminated. Several suitable array designs with 8 or 9 elements have been proposed for use at IMS infrasound stations. Most of these designs take the form of a larger aperture main array
with a smaller aperture subarray. Figure 2.6 shows the array configuration and
response for 2 arrays with a small aperture triangular subarray enclosed by a larger
aperture main array in the form of a pentagon. The first IMS infrasound array of
this type was installed at IS55 Windless Bight on the Ross Ice Shelf near McMurdo
Station in Antarctica (Wilson et al. 2001). Arrays of this type are now used, where
possible, at all recently installed IMS infrasound stations. The array responses for
both of the pentagon array designs illustrated in Fig. 2.6 are much better than the
array response of the 4-element array shown in Fig. 2.5. The responses for both
arrays exhibit fairly good side-lobe suppression, but some fairly low amplitude
sidelobes are present, which could result in spatial aliasing at high frequencies
when signal-to-noise ratios are small. These sidelobes can be virtually eliminated by
introducing small distortions into the symmetrical pentagon main array configuration
or by slightly offsetting or distorting the central triangular subarray configuration.
We note that the 9-element array illustrated in Fig. 2.6 is more reliable than the
8-element array since the failure of any site in this array has only a slight influence
on the performance of the array.
Some of the original 4-element arrays in the IMS infrasound network have now
been upgraded to 8-element arrays. It is anticipated that the remaining 4-element
arrays in the network will be upgraded to 8-element arrays in the next few years.
It is not always possible to install an ideal array configuration similar to those
shown in Fig. 2.6 due to land availability problems, local topography, the distribution of forested areas at the site and other factors such as the supply of power to the
array elements. A few examples that illustrate the variability of IMS array configurations are shown in Fig. 2.7. IS04 at Shannon in Australia was installed in a
densely forested national park. In this case, a small aperture pentagon array
(denoted by elements in red) is located slightly outside a centered triangle main
array formed by elements H1, H2, H3, and H8 to facilitate the supply of power to
the small aperture subarray. An unusual array configuration in the form of a small
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Fig. 2.6 Array configuration and response for (a) an 8-element pentagon main array with a
triangular subarray and (b) a 9-element pentagon main array with a centered triangle subarray

aperture triangular subarray located well outside a large aperture pentagon array
was installed at IS05 Hobart on the island of Tasmania. This array configuration
was determined by land availability. The array at IS07 Warramunga in the arid
interior of Australia is an example of an early IMS array station that was installed
with more than 4 array elements in order to improve performance at a site with little
shelter from the ambient winds.
All of the configurations illustrated in Fig. 2.7 exhibit a fairly good array
response with a pronounced mainlobe surrounded by small amplitude sidelobes.
These lower amplitude sidelobes could result in spatial aliasing at higher frequencies when signal-to-noise ratios are small. Spatial aliasing in this case can be
reduced by using the technique developed by Kennett et al. (2003). The array at
IS07 Warramunga is unique in the IMS network in that sites H1 and L1 are colocated. This was done when this station was installed as a cost-saving measure. It is
clear that the array response at IS07 could be improved significantly by moving
array element H1 to a site located slightly outside the area defined by H2, H3, and
H4 to form a distorted small-aperture quadrilateral subarray. It is worth noting at
this point that a good array response does not necessarily mean that the array will
have good overall performance characteristics. The following discussion will illustrate this explicitly in the case of the arrays at IS04 and IS05.
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Fig. 2.7 Array configuration and response for 8-element IMS infrasonic arrays at IS04 Shannon,
IS05 Hobart and IS07 Warramunga in Australia. Sites in the large aperture main array are shown
in blue and sites in the smaller aperture subarray are shown in red. An 18-m diameter 96-port
wind-noise-reducing pipe array system is installed at the forested sites at IS04 and IS05. Array
elements provided with an 18-m diameter wind-noise-reducing system are identified by “H.” The
large-aperture main-array elements at IS07 are provided with a 70-m diameter wind-noise-reducing system with 144 ports in order to improve wind-noise reduction. These array elements are
identified by “L”

2.5.2 Signal Correlation Between Array Elements
We now turn our attention to the important problem of signal correlation between
array elements. The degree of signal correlation between array elements depends
critically on the size of the array and the array configuration. The detection capability for small nuclear explosions may be limited at large aperture monitoring
arrays with a small number of array elements due to the low degree of signal
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correlation between array elements. It is clear that signal correlation needs to
be included in the design of a reliable infrasonic monitoring array. Here, we
describe and illustrate the use of a new and robust technique that can be used as a
measure of the integrated signal correlation properties of infrasonic arrays with
arbitrary configurations.
The spatial coherence of infrasonic signals has been studied extensively since the
pioneering work of Gossard (1969), Gossard and Sailors (1970) (see also Gossard
and Hooke 1975; Mack and Flinn 1971). Mack and Flinn (1971) have provided
convincing evidence to show that the observed loss of signal coherence along the
direction of wave propagation is due to a small variation, ±Dc, in the velocity of the
waves, while the observed loss of coherence along the wavefront is due to a small
variation, ±Dq, in the azimuth of the waves. The coherence parameters Dc and Dq
may be frequency- and range-dependent and the loss in coherence parallel to the
wavefront is significantly greater than the loss in coherence normal to the wavefront.
Mack and Flinn develop a fairly simple, but accurate, signal coherence model that
describes signal coherence as a function of frequency and the spacing between array
elements. The Mack and Flinn coherence model will therefore be adopted here as a
basis for the design of an optimal infrasound monitoring array.
The study of signal coherence is proving to be a fairly complex subject. The
physical processes that give rise to a loss in signal correlation between sensors in
an infrasonic array remain poorly understood. It seems reasonable to assume that
the loss in correlation is mainly due to propagation effects associated with wave
propagation through an inhomogeneous medium with turbulence and/or smallscale variations in wind speed. The loss in correlation tends to be larger when the
distance to the source exceeds 1,000 km. However, we have found a significant
reduction in signal correlation even when the source distance is less than 500 km.
The degree of correlation between array elements for signals that are detected as
direct arrivals from sources within about 50 km is generally very high.
Mack and Flinn (1971) compared model predictions with observations of
relatively long-period infrasound generated by large distant nuclear explosions.
Blandford (1997, 2000, 2004) extended the work of Mack and Flinn to higher frequencies and further studies have been reported by Armstrong (1998), McCormack
(2002), Christie (2007b), and Christie et al. (2005a, 2006, 2007). Observations of
signal correlation between sensors aligned roughly parallel and perpendicular to the
wavefront were used by Mack and Flinn to determine the model parameters Dc and
Dq. Blandford’s parameters for higher frequency infrasound differ slightly from
those found by Mack and Flinn. Typically, for large distances, Dc = 15 m/s and
Dq = 5° (Blandford 1997). However, there is some uncertainty in the choice of Dc
and Dq since the observations exhibit considerable scatter.
The model of Mack and Flinn (1971) is based on the assumption that the signal
is described for a given frequency, f, by a uniform distribution, F(k,f), defined
by the window ±∆c and ±∆q in the wavenumber domain. Mack and Flinn determine
the cross-power spectrum between two sensors separated by vector r by evaluating
the spatial Fourier transform of the wavenumber spectrum F(k,f) over the area
where F(k,f) ¹ 0. After normalizing the result to unity when |r| = 0 and assuming Dc
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and Dq are small and F(k,f) is unity in the window defined by ±Dc and ±Dq, Mack
and Flinn find an expression for the squared coherence, γ 2(r,f). Using the expression
from Mack and Flinn (1971) for the squared coherence, the correlation, C, between
two sensors separated by vector r can be written in the form:
2

C ( r, T ) = γ ( r, f ) =
2

2

sin(2 πx sin( ∆q ) / cT ) sin(2 πy∆c / (cT (c + ∆c))
·
. (2.2)
2 πx sin( ∆q ) / cT
2 πy∆c / (cT (c + ∆c)

where, T is the period, c is the mean phase velocity, g 2 is the squared coherence, Dc
and Dq are the model parameters for the deviations in velocity and azimuth, and x
and y are the components of the vector separation, r, of the infrasound sensors.
Mack and Flinn note that more realistic F(k,f) distributions can be used to define
wave amplitudes that gradually reduce to zero from a central maximum, but the
results obtained using these distributions are essentially the same as those described
by expression (2). The Mack and Flinn model predicts that signal correlation will
depend only on Dc when sensors are aligned normal to the wavefront and only on
Dq when sensors are aligned parallel to the wavefront when Dc and Dq are small.
Expression (2) can be plotted for y = 0 and constant T to give the Mack and Flinn
limiting curve for the variation of correlation between two sensors as a function of
sensor separation for sensors aligned parallel to the wavefront. Similarly, a plot of
expression (2) with x = 0 and constant T gives the Mack and Flinn limiting curve for
the variation of correlation as a function of sensor separation for sensors aligned
normal to the wavefront. Examples that illustrate these two limiting curves are
shown in Fig. 2.8 for 0.5, 1, and 2 Hz infrasonic waves. The material in this diagram is adapted, in part, from Blandford (2000) and includes data from two different shuttle launches recorded at DLIAR (2,500 km) and IS10 Lac du Bonnet
(2,800 km). The Mack and Flinn limiting curves shown here are calculated for Dc =
12, 15, and 18 m/s and Dq = 5, 6, and 7°. As can be seen from this figure, signal
correlation between 2 array elements is strongly dependent on the separation
between the elements and on the frequency of the wave. The data illustrated in
Fig. 2.8 for periods of 0.5 and 1.0 s exhibit considerable scatter, but the overall
trends are clear. The degree of signal correlation between sensors decreases rapidly
as sensor separation increases and as frequency increases. In addition, the degree
of signal correlation depends strongly on the alignment of the sensors with respect
to the wavefront at large sensor spacing or at high frequencies. The parameters
adopted by Blandford (2000), Dc= 15 m/s and Dq = 5°, provide a reasonably good
fit to the data, but they may be slightly too restrictive. We shall, however, continue
to use Blandford’s parameters in the correlation calculations presented below.
The Mack and Flinn model provides a good description of the observed decrease
in signal correlation between two infrasonic sensors as the distance between the
sensors is increased, the dependence of correlation on sensor pair orientation with
respect to the wavefront, and the rapid decrease in correlation with increasing frequency. In view of the simplified representation, F(k,f), used in the derivation of
the Mack and Flinn model to describe the distribution of waves in the wavenumber
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Fig. 2.8 Correlation of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Hz infrasonic signals parallel and perpendicular to the
wavefront as a function of sensor spacing (adapted in part from Blandford 2000). The limiting
curves for the variation of signal correlation when sensors are aligned parallel and perpendicular
to the wavefront are computed from expression (2.2)

domain, it must be expected that the model will only provide an approximate fit to
signal correlation observations. However, the functional form of expression (2) does
provide a reasonable description of all observed signal correlation properties.
The comparison of data illustrated in Fig. 2.8 is an example of the traditional
method that has been used in the past to compare infrasonic wave coherence observations with theory. This method works well when it is possible to find pairs of array
elements separated by a range of distances and aligned both along and perpendicular
to the wavefront. The method is less useful when data are recorded on an array with
a small number of array elements where few, if any, array element pairs are aligned
normal and perpendicular to the wave propagation direction. We have therefore
decided to use a different comparison method that can be applied directly to any array
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configuration and which includes implicitly a contribution from all array element
pairs. The method, which is based on the use of the predicted azimuthal variation of
the array-averaged correlation coefficient, also allows the model predictions at a
specified frequency to be compared directly on the same plot with observed infrasonic
wave correlation data corresponding to sources located at any azimuth.
An important feature of the predicted array-averaged correlation coefficient
distribution is that this polar distribution provides a unique array characteristic,
which can be used to measure array performance. This then provides a basis for the
design of an optimal infrasonic array.
Consider first the azimuthal variation of the signal correlation between two
sensors as predicted by the Mack and Flinn model. The predicted azimuthal variation as defined by expression (2) is plotted in Fig. 2.9 in polar coordinates as a
function of both sensor separation distance and wave period. These curves have
been calculated with the same parameters as those used by Blandford (2000), and
the results at the extremes can be compared with the limiting Mack and Flinn
curves shown in Fig 2.8.
The curves shown in Fig. 2.9a correspond to a sensor separation of 1.0 km. In
this case, the azimuthal variation of the predicted correlations is almost isotropic
when the period exceeds 2.0 s, although the maximum reduction in correlation
along the wavefront direction is still significant for T = 2.0 s. The degree of anisotropy in the azimuthal distribution increases rapidly as period decreases below 2.0 s.
This indicates that the dominant contribution to the overall array-averaged correlation coefficient at higher frequencies will come from array element pairs that are
aligned more or less in the wave propagation direction and suggests that some array
configurations may exhibit azimuthally dependent detection characteristics. This
will be illustrated in the results presented below.
The results illustrated in Fig. 2.9b for the azimuthal variation of the correlation
between two sensors as a function of sensor spacing are similar in form to those

Fig. 2.9 Predicted azimuthal variation of signal correlation between two sensors as a function of
wave period, T, and station separation, D. Dc=15 m/s and Dq = 5°. The sensors are aligned along
the north–south direction
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shown in Fig. 2.9a. The azimuthal distribution is essentially isotropic at a frequency
of 1 Hz when the sensor separation distance is less than about 0.3 km and highly
anisotropic when the separation is more than about 1.0 km. Again these results suggest that certain array configurations may exhibit detection characteristics that are
azimuthally biased at higher frequencies.
The predicted degree of correlation between any pair of sensors in an array with
a separation vector, r, for infrasonic waves from all azimuths is specified, at a given
frequency, by expression (1). Thus, the predicted correlations for all wave backazimuths can be calculated for each individual sensor pair in the array in a common
geographic coordinate system where the wave back-azimuth, j, is measured from
north by rotating the azimuthal distribution defined by (2) to the direction of the
pair separation vector, rij, in the common coordinate system. The results for each
~
sensor pair, Cij (j, T), in rotated coordinates can be then be averaged over all pairs
of elements in the array to give a predicted normalized array-averaged correlation
coefficient for all wave back-azimuths:
C (j , T ) =

N
2
 (j , T ).
Cij
∑
N (N − 1) j > i

(2.3)

The resulting polar distribution of the array-averaged correlation coefficient is
thus a unique characteristic of the array configuration, the parameterization of
Mack and Flinn theory, and the specified frequency. As noted earlier, each sensor
pair in the array contributes to the predicted array-averaged correlation coefficient
for any wave back-azimuth direction, and thus the observed normalized array averaged correlation coefficients from all sources can be plotted on the same diagram
and compared directly with the theoretical predictions.
We focus initially on the predicted results for arrays with a small number of
array elements in order to emphasize potential problems with the reliable detection
of infrasonic signals from regional and distant explosions. More specifically, we
choose the following tripartite subarrays from IMS infrasound station IS07
Warramunga (see Fig. 2.7): (a) a large aperture (about 2.0-km) array defined by
array elements L2, L3, and L4, (b) a medium aperture (about 1.5 km) array defined
by array elements H2, L3, and L4, and (c) a small aperture (about 0.3 km) array
defined by array elements H2, H3, and H4. The predicted azimuthal distributions
of the array-averaged correlation coefficients for this set of subarrays at IS07 with
three different apertures are shown in Fig. 2.10.
The results presented in Fig. 2.10 show that the array-averaged correlation coefficient for sparse arrays may be strongly anisotropic at higher frequencies when the
array aperture is large. The results also indicate that regional and distant explosions
may not be detected reliably on larger aperture triangular arrays at frequencies
above 1 Hz.
An example of the comparison between signal correlation observations and model
predictions for the large-, medium-, and small-aperture subarrays at IS07 is presented
in Fig. 2.11a and b for regional and distant mining and other chemical explosions in
Australia. The observations shown in Fig. 2.11 are in fairly good agreement with
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Fig. 2.10 Predicted azimuthal variation of the array-averaged correlation coefficient for a largeaperture (~2 km) subarray (in green), a medium aperture (~1.5 km) subarray (in red) and a small
aperture (~0.3 km) subarray (in blue) at IS07 Warramunga, Australia. Azimuth is measured from
north. The calculations are based on ∆c = 15 m/s and Dq = 5° as found by Blandford (1997)

model predictions. Observed signal correlation decreases rapidly with increasing
frequency and with increasing array aperture in agreement with theory. The observations confirm that the degree of signal correlation of infrasound from regional and
distant explosions is very low on sparse arrays with apertures of about 1 km or more
at frequencies above 1 Hz. The degree of signal correlation will also be unacceptably
small at all frequencies in the primary monitoring passband (0.4–1.2 Hz) if the array
aperture exceeds 2 km.
Similar array-averaged correlation results for naturally occurring regional and
distant explosions are described in Christie et al. (2007). The essential conclusion
from the results presented in Fig. 2.11 is that the monitoring capability of triangular
arrays with apertures of more than 2 km for small nuclear explosions will be, at
best, marginal.
We now consider the use of the predicted array-averaged correlation coefficient
in the evaluation of the performance of arbitrary array configurations and as a
parameter for the design of optimal IMS infrasound monitoring arrays. This discussion will be limited to an evaluation of the detection capability of 4-element centered triangle infrasonic arrays, representative 8-element IMS arrays and 8- and
9-element pentagon arrays with triangular small aperture subarrays.
The array response illustrated in Fig. 2.5 shows that spatial aliasing of higher
frequency signals is a potentially serious problem for 4-element centered triangle
arrays. We now examine the performance characteristics of centered triangle arrays
from a signal correlation perspective. The predicted azimuthal distribution of the
array-averaged correlation coefficient for centered triangle arrays with apertures of
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 km are compared in Fig. 2.12 for signals with frequencies of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 Hz.
The predicted azimuthal array-averaged correlation patterns illustrated in Fig. 2.12
for symmetrical centered triangle arrays are all reasonably isotropic. However, the
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Fig. 2.11 Comparison of predicted and observed array-averaged correlation coefficients for
(a) 2.0 Hz, (b) 1.0 Hz and (c) 0.5 Hz infrasonic signals from regional mining and other chemical
explosions in Australia recorded on small, medium and large aperture subarrays at IS07

predicted array-averaged correlation coefficient shows that there is a serious loss in
signal correlation between array elements in most cases. The signal correlation results
indicate that centered triangle arrays will have reasonable signal detection capability
(ignoring the spatial aliasing problem) at a relatively low frequency of 0.5 Hz
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Fig. 2.12 Azimuthal distributions of the array-averaged correlation coefficient predicted by the
Mack and Flinn (1971) model for symmetrical centered triangle array configurations at frequencies of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Hz. Results are shown in blue for a 1.0-km aperture array; in green for a
2.0-km aperture array and in red for a 3.0-km aperture array. The correlation model parameters
are ∆c = 15 m/s and ∆ q = 5°(Blandford 1997)

provided the array aperture is 2.0 km or less. The array correlation coefficient for
3.0-km arrays is significantly attenuated at 0.5 Hz. Detection capability for distant
explosions will be reasonably good for 1.0-km aperture arrays, but limited for 2.0and 3.0-km aperture arrays at 1.0 Hz. The results presented for a frequency of 2.0 Hz
show that signal correlation will be very small for all centered triangle arrays with
apertures of 1.0 km or more at frequencies of 2.0 Hz or more. These results indicate
that higher frequency signals from distant explosions may not be detected reliably on
centered triangle arrays with apertures of 1 km or more using automatic processing
based on signal correlation algorithms.
It might be expected that infrasound monitoring stations with 8 array elements
arranged in a configuration with reasonable side-lobe suppression would have generally acceptable signal correlation properties. However, Christie et al. (2007) have
shown that this is not necessarily true. This can be illustrated by the correlation
properties for the three operational 8-element IMS infrasound monitoring stations,
IS04, IS05, and IS07, located on the Australian continent. As can be seen from the
array responses for each of these stations (Fig. 2.6), the array configurations at
IS04, IS05, and IS07 exhibit fairly good side-lobe suppression. Each of these stations is configured in the form of a large aperture array with a small aperture subarray. However, the array configurations at each of these stations differ substantially.
The calculated polar distributions of the array-averaged correlation coefficients for
the arrays at IS04, IS05, and IS07 are shown in Fig. 2.13 for frequencies of 0.5, 1.0,
and 2.0 Hz.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.13, the signal correlation properties of all arrays
are fairly good at a frequency of 0.5 Hz, but the arrays at IS04 and IS05 exhibit
some asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of the array-averaged correlation
coefficient. In addition, the array-averaged correlation in each case is attenuated,
which reflects a loss in signal correlation between some site pairs in the array.
The loss in signal correlation is much more pronounced at a frequency of 1.0 Hz.
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Fig. 2.13 Azimuthal distributions of the predicted array-averaged correlation coefficient for
8-element IMS infrasound arrays at IS04, IS05 and IS07 at frequencies of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Hz. The
azimuthal variation of the array-averaged correlation coefficient is shown in green for the array at
IS04; results in red correspond to the array at IS05 and results in blue were calculated for the array
at IS07. The array configurations are shown on the left hand side of the diagram. Calculations
were carried out with Dc = 15 m/s and Dq = 5°

The polar distributions of the array-averaged correlation coefficient for IS04 and
IS05 are also anisotropic at 1.0 Hz, which means that the sensitivity of these arrays
is azimuthally dependent. The results for all arrays at a frequency of 2.0 Hz show
that contributions to the array-averaged correlation coefficient are almost entirely
due to element pairs in the high-frequency subarray. Thus, each of these arrays is
reduced effectively to a small aperture subarray at high frequencies. Detection at
a frequency of 2.0 Hz is still possible at these arrays, but overall capability is
reduced, and the error on azimuthal measurement is increased. The array at IS07
with the small aperture subarray embedded inside the main array has better performance characteristics than the arrays at IS04 and IS05. The essential conclusion
here is that small aperture subarrays should not be located outside the main array
configuration.
It is easy to design an optimal array with acceptable response and correlation
characteristics when the number of array elements is large. However, cost considerations limit the number of array elements at most IMS infrasound monitoring
stations to a maximum of about 9. An optimal array design for IMS infrasound
monitoring stations should therefore have 8 or 9 array elements with an overall
aperture in the range from 1.0 to 3.0 km, and the array should be optimized for
detection in the primary monitoring passband (0.4–1.2 Hz). The first step in the
design of an infrasound array is to choose a basic array configuration with an
acceptable array response. As noted above, this initial problem is essentially
resolved for arrays with 8 or more array elements. Arrays with good side-lobe suppression can be designed using a larger aperture pentagon main array with an
enclosed smaller aperture triangular subarray, arrays in the form of a logarithmic
spiral and arrays with randomly configured array elements. Since most of the arrays
installed in recent years at IMS infrasound stations have been 8-element arrays in
the form of a small aperture triangular array embedded inside a larger aperture
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pentagon array, we will take this well-known basic configuration, along with a
similar 9-element array configuration, as basic array configurations that are suitable
for use at IMS infrasound monitoring stations. The parameters that need to be optimized are the overall aperture of the main array and the size of the enclosed triangular subarray. Both of these array configurations (see Fig. 2.6) exhibit an
acceptable array response. The 9-element array is more robust than the 8-element
array. The performance of both arrays will decrease if one of the array elements in
the outer pentagon array fails, but the side-lobes that appear in both cases remain
relatively small. The 4-element small aperture subarray in the 9-element array will
continue to have fairly good performance characteristics even when one of the
array elements in the small-aperture array fails.
The predicted azimuthal variation of the array-averaged correlation coefficient
for 8-element arrays are given in Fig. 2.14 for overall array apertures of 1.0, 2.0,
and 3.0 km, a triangular subarray aperture of 0.3 km and frequencies of 0.5, 1.0,
and 2.0 Hz. The results found for the 9-element arrays (not shown) are only slightly
better than those found for the 8-element arrays. In all cases, the azimuthal correlation patterns are nearly isotropic, even at high frequencies. However, in the case of
the 2- and 3-km aperture arrays, the correlation coefficient at frequencies of 1.0 Hz
or higher is attenuated and dominated by contributions from the small aperture
triangular subarray. In contrast, the 1.0 km aperture array has fairly good correlation characteristics even at a frequency of 2.0 Hz. The performance of each of these
configurations has also been determined for a wide range of subarray apertures. The
performance of the 8-element array deteriorates at higher frequency when the aperture of the central triangular subarray exceeds about 250 m. The performance of the
9-element array at higher frequencies is largely independent of the size of the
centered triangle subarray up to an aperture of about 300 m. The size of the central
subarray should therefore be chosen to be as large as possible in order to minimize

Fig. 2.14 Azimuthal distributions of the array-averaged correlation coefficient predicted by the
Mack and Flinn (1971) model for 8-element pentagon array configurations at frequencies of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 Hz. Results are shown in blue for a 1.0-km aperture array; in green for a 2.0-km aperture array and in red for a 3.0-km aperture array. The correlation model parameters are Dc = 15 m/s
and Dq = 5° (Blandford 1997)
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the error on azimuthal measurements at high frequencies. Hence, we conclude that
the optimal design parameters for 8- and 9-element pentagon arrays are:
(a) 8-element array: 1 km overall aperture with a 0.25-km aperture triangular
subarray.
(b) 9-element array: 1 km overall aperture with a 0.30-km aperture centered triangle
subarray.
The results presented in this section show that the low degree of signal correlation
between array elements in arrays with a small number of array elements may limit
the reliable detection of regional and distant explosions at frequencies of 1.0 Hz
and higher. The study of the signal correlation properties of typical 8-element IMS
arrays with a larger number of array elements shows that, even when the array has
good side-lobe suppression characteristics, signal correlation between array elements
may be reduced substantially, and the sensitivity of these arrays may exhibit
significant azimuthal anisotropy at higher frequencies. These problems can be
eliminated by using array configurations in the form of 8- or 9-element pentagon
arrays with an overall aperture of 1.0 km and with enclosed subarray apertures of
0.25 km (8-element arrays) or 0.30 km (9-element arrays).

2.6 Background Noise
The primary sources of background noise are given in the following list in order of
their importance from a nuclear explosion monitoring perspective:
(a) Wind-generated micropressure fluctuations associated with turbulent eddies in
the atmospheric boundary layer (all frequencies)
(b) Microbarom infrasonic waves in the 0.12–0.35 Hz passband
(c) Surf-generated infrasonic noise (usually at frequencies above 1.0 Hz)
(d) Infrasonic noise generated by highway traffic, trains, aircraft, bridges, industry,
and other cultural sources (usually high frequency)
(e) Oil and gas refinery flares (high frequency)
(f) Hydroelectric installations (high frequency)
(g) Wind turbines (usually high frequency)
(h) Auroral-generated infrasound (usually at frequencies below 0.1 Hz)
(i) Various naturally occurring infrasonic sources such as ongoing volcanic eruptions, forest fires, waterfalls, etc. (usually at higher frequencies)
(j) Mountain-generated infrasonic waves (frequencies below 0.1 Hz)
(k) Long period pressure fluctuations and wind noise generated by mesoscale
density currents
(l) Micropressure fluctuations associated with slowly propagating trapped internal
gravity waves (low frequencies); The surface winds associated with highly nonlinear
solitary waves and internal bore waves will also generate background noise
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(m) Pressure variations at the surface associated with shear instabilities in the upper
tropospheric and boundary layer jet streams (low frequencies)
Wind-generated noise is by far the most important source of infrasonic background
noise in the primary and secondary monitoring passbands (Walker and Hedlin
2010). This section will therefore be focused on a discussion of techniques that
have been used in the past to reduce the influence of wind-generated noise at
infrasound monitoring stations and a discussion of new techniques that have been
developed recently, which have the potential to significantly reduce or eliminate
wind-generated noise at many IMS infrasound monitoring stations. A general
review of wind noise reduction methods is given in Part I of this volume in
Chap. 5.
Wind noise may be a serious problem at certain times of day at a significant
number of infrasound monitoring stations in the global network. At the present
time, even with the use of state-of-the-art wind-noise-reducing pipe array systems,
turbulent wind noise may prevent the detection of infrasonic signals from atmospheric explosions over significant periods of time if the array elements are exposed
to ambient winds of more than a few meters per second. The problem is particularly
serious at stations located on remote barren wind-swept islands and at stations
located at high latitudes in the Arctic and Antarctic. Continental stations located in
open fields or in semidesert areas with sparse vegetation are usually subject to high
levels of wind noise during the daytime. Background noise levels at these stations
are generally much lower during the night when the winds at the top of the boundary layer are decoupled from the surface by a nocturnal radiation inversion. Wind
noise levels will usually be within acceptable limits at all times of day or night at
infrasound monitoring stations located in dense forests.
The diurnal variation of background noise conditions at IMS infrasound monitoring stations that are exposed to the ambient winds can be illustrated by the typical background noise conditions found at IS07 Warramunga, Australia (see
Fig. 2.15). IS07 is located in a semi-desert environment with sparse vegetation and
little shelter from the ambient winds. Wind-generated noise levels are invariably
high at this station under daytime convective conditions when the boundary-layer
winds are coupled to the surface. The well-mixed boundary layer is replaced at
night by a deep stable nocturnal radiation inversion, which effectively decouples
the boundary layer winds from the surface and often results in very low noise conditions. The detection capability of this station is fairly poor during the daytime, but
may be exceptionally good at night. The diurnal behavior of the background noise
levels at IS07 shown in Fig. 2.15 is also characterized by sporadic nocturnal bursts
of noise associated with highly nonlinear mesoscale solitary waves and internal bore
wave disturbances (Christie 1989) that propagate on the nocturnal inversion layer.
The long-period micropressure signatures of a variety of these unusual disturbances
can be seen in the records shown in Fig. 2.15. Large amplitude waves of this type
are observed frequently at IS07 Warramunga. They are also recorded from time to
time at many other infrasound monitoring stations located in areas that favor the
formation of stable surface-based inversion layers.
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Fig. 2.15 Typical wide-band (0.01–10 Hz) micropressure signatures recorded at IS07 Warramunga
over a 24-h period. Time is given in UT (LT = UT + 09:30)

Fig. 2.16 illustrates typical background noise conditions recorded at IS07
Warramunga. A DASE MB2000 infrasonic microbarometer is installed at each
array element at IS07. A standard 18-m diameter, 96-port rosette wind-noisereducing system is connected to the input at all microbarometer sensors in the small
aperture H-array (the array configuration for IS07 is shown in Fig. 2.7) and a 70-m
diameter, 144-port rosette pipe array is installed at all array elements in the large
aperture L-array. A description of the standard CTBTO rosette wind-noise-reducing
systems may be found in Christie et al. (2001) and the configuration of both of
these pipe array designs are illustrated in Fig. 2.17. The lower limit on the background noise at all array elements at IS07 in very low wind conditions is governed
by the electronic noise floor of the MB2000 microbarometer (~4x10-7 Pa2/Hz at
10 Hz). This lower limit is clearly shown by the red curve corresponding to zero
wind conditions in Fig. 2.16. For comparison, we have also included power spectral
density estimates (blue curve) of background noise recorded simultaneously at
IS07 in zero wind conditions using a Chaparral Physics Model 5.1 microbarometer.
As discussed in Sect. 2.4, this microbarometer has a very low electronic noise floor
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Fig. 2.16 Power spectral density of infrasonic background noise recorded at site H2 at IS07
Warramunga. Curves shown in red correspond to observations made with the DASE MB2000
microbarometer at site H2 with a standard CTBTO 18-m diameter rosette noise-reducing system
installed at the input to the microbarometer. The blue curve corresponds to data recorded simultaneously in very low wind conditions using a Chaparral Physics Model 5.1 microbarometer. Wind
speed is measured at a height of 2.0 m

(~5×10−11 Pa2/Hz at 10 Hz), and this is reflected in the significantly improved performance of the Chaparral Physics Model 5.1 sensor in low wind conditions at all
frequencies above 0.9 Hz. It is interesting to note that the high-frequency observations given by the blue curve in Fig. 2.16 of background noise under very low wind
conditions appear to be essentially the same as the lower noise limit reported by
Zumberge et al. (2003) in the frequency range from 1 to 10 Hz for observations
made under low wind conditions using an OFIS. The Chaparral Physics Model 5.1
sensor observations shown in Fig. 2.16 for very low wind conditions are not limited
by the electronic noise floor of this sensor, which is more than one order of
magnitude lower than the results shown in this diagram.
The observations presented in Fig. 2.16 show that the average noise levels at
1 Hz at IS07 range from about 2×10−6 Pa2/Hz at night in very low wind conditions
to about 3×10−3 Pa2/Hz during the daytime. The microbarom waves recorded in very
low wind conditions in this diagram had a peak-peak amplitude of about 0.1 Pa.
Note that the microbarom peak has virtually disappeared when winds exceed
2.0 m/s.
Most of the methods that have been used in the past to reduce wind noise have
been based on a spatial averaging of the micropressure field over a limited area
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surrounding the array element using pipe arrays with a large number of inlet ports
or pipe arrays constructed from sections of porous hose (see, e.g., Daniels 1959;
Noel and Whitaker 1991; Alcoverro 1998, 2008; Christie 1999, 2002; Christie et al.
2001; Hedlin et al. 2003; Alcoverro and Le Pichon 2005). Examples of pipe arrays
that have been designed for use in the IMS infrasound network are illustrated in
Fig. 2.17. A photograph of the pipe array installed at IS18 Qaanaaq in northern
Greenland is shown in Fig. 2.18. The response of pipe arrays may exhibit resonances at higher frequencies corresponding to organ-pipe modes inside the various
pipes that connect the inlet ports to the infrasound sensor (Hedlin and Berger 2001;
Alcoverro 2008). These resonances will distort infrasonic signals with frequencies
at or near the resonance frequency. However, this potentially serious problem can

Fig. 2.17 Examples of some of the wind-noise-reducing systems used at stations in the IMS
infrasound network. The rosette pipe array designs shown in (a) and (b) (Christie 1999; Christie
et al. 2001) are used widely throughout the IMS infrasound network. The design illustrated in (c)
(Alcoverro 1998) is also used at a number of IMS infrasound stations. The specialized design
illustrated in (d) (Christie 2002) is used at IS27 Neumayer Base in Antarctica. This pipe array is
constructed from sections of porous hose enclosed in perforated pipes and is designed to operate
under snow cover in Arctic and Antarctic conditions
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Fig. 2.18 View of one of the four rosettes in the 18-m diameter wind-noise-reducing pipe array
installed at site H1 at IS18 Qaanaaq in northern Greenland

be avoided by using impedance matching capillaries in the design of the pipe arrays
to ensure that reflections do not occur at the ends of the pipes (Hedlin 2001; Hedlin
and Alcoverro 2005). The elimination of resonances may introduce other problems
if the high impedance matching capillaries are blocked or partially blocked by
moisture or dirt because the resonance-suppressing capillaries result in a much
slower phase rotation, and variations in phase could lead to errors in the timing of
signals (Alcoverro 2002, 2008). Since pipe arrays integrate the pressure variations
at all inlet ports, higher frequency signals may be severely attenuated by large
diameter pipe arrays (Hedlin et al. 2003; Alcoverro 2008). The degree of attenuation due to this effect is significant at frequencies above 2 Hz in the case of 70-m
diameter pipe arrays, above 4 Hz in the case of 36-m pipe arrays and above 8 Hz
in the case of 18-m diameter pipe arrays. Effective noise reduction has also been
achieved (Zumberge et al. 2003; Walker et al. 2007) using a distributed OFIS to
average pressure fluctuations along a line. The level of noise reduction achieved
with an OFIS infrasound sensor in the primary monitoring passband appears to be
comparable with the level of noise reduction that can be obtained using a conventional CTBTO rosette pipe array connected to a Chaparral Physics Model 5.1
microbarometer (see Fig. 2.16).
Almost every conceivable wind-noise-reducing pipe array design has been
tested during the last 40 years (Christie 2006). It seems very unlikely that further
refinements to pipe array design will lead to significant improvements in performance
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since the size of the area that can be used, and the number of inlet ports has reached
practical limits. The use of compact arrays consisting of a large number of individual sensors and digitizers combined with adaptive signal processing has been
proposed as an enhanced noise-reducing technique (Talmadge et al. 2001; Bass and
Shields 2004; Shields 2005). This procedure will undoubtedly provide some
improvement, and it may eventually lead to a noise-reducing system that is better
than existing pipe array systems.
The first attempt to use a wind barrier for infrasound noise reduction was
reported by Grover (1971) who evaluated the use of small diameter perforated
metal domes for wind-noise reduction at the Blacknest UKAEA infrasonic array.
These wind shields provided only marginal noise reduction at high frequencies.
Larger diameter wind barriers (5.5-m diameter × 2.0-m high constructed from
spaced wooden slats) based on the original design pioneered by L. Liszka at the
Swedish Institute of Space Physics in 1972 have been used more successfully to
reduce wind noise and enhance signal-to-noise ratios (ReVelle, private communication 2000; Hedlin 2001; Hedlin and Berger 2001, Hedlin and Raspet 2003; Liszka
2008a). Hedlin and Berger (2001) showed that a wire mesh cover over the walls
improves the performance of the original wind barriers designed by L. Liszka.
However, while these noise-reducing barriers are effective at higher frequencies,
they provide relatively little improvement at frequencies in the primary monitoring
passband. Another method that has been proposed as a means for the reduction of
wind-generated noise is the “sandbox” approach where the microbarometer inlet
port is buried in a porous medium (Herrin et al. 2001b). Results using this method
with the inlet port buried in a shallow gravel pit have been described briefly by
Herrin et al. (2001a). Again, this method provides significant noise reduction at
higher frequencies, but only a relatively small reduction at frequencies in the primary monitoring passband. Finally we note the important work of Bedard et al.
(2004) who successfully used a porous wind fence with corrugations in conjunction
with a porous hose pipe array to reduce wind noise during an investigation of
higher frequency infrasound generated by tornadoes.
The development of a more effective wind-noise-reducing system in the form of
a turbulence-reducing enclosure has recently been described by Christie et al.
(2006, 2007), Christie (2006, 2007a, c), and Christie and Kennett (2007). This
system appears to have the potential to effectively eliminate wind-generated background noise in the primary monitoring passband at many of the stations in the IMS
infrasound monitoring network. This noise-reducing system is based on the use of
a series of screens to mechanically extract energy from turbulent wind-generated
eddies in the atmospheric boundary layer and transform these eddies into smaller
scale eddies which generate micropressure fluctuations that lie outside the monitoring passband.
All tests on the development of an effective wind-noise-reducing screened enclosure
were carried out at IS07 Warramunga located in the arid interior of the Northern
Territory of Australia. As noted above, IMS infrasound station IS07 is subject to unacceptably high levels of wind-generated noise during the daytime with average daytime
wind speeds in the range from about 2.7 to 4 m/s (as measured at a height of 2.0 m).
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The wind noise conditions encountered at Warramunga are typical of wind noise
conditions found at many unsheltered IMS infrasound stations. It is clear that the
development of a noise-reducing system that is capable of reducing wind noise at IS07
to acceptable levels in the monitoring passband has the potential to resolve wind-noise
problems at many IMS infrasound monitoring stations.
A number of different designs for screened enclosures have been tested at
Warramunga. The performance of these enclosures were evaluated by comparing
the results recorded with a small wind-noise-reducing pipe array and/or a single
inlet port located inside an enclosure with simultaneously recorded results for an
identical reference pipe array and/or reference single inlet port sited in an area
located about 35 m from the enclosure. The location of the reference arrays and the
single reference inlet port was chosen to minimize any contamination of the results
by turbulence generated in the wake of the enclosure.
The initial open enclosure designs were based on the following criteria:
(a) The interaction of the enclosure with the ambient flow should not create
unwanted turbulence. This was achieved by using porous walls, which allow
part of the ambient wind to flow through the structure. The precise value of the
porosity does not appear to be important provided the screened walls have
porosity in the range from about 30 to 50%. Solid walls must not be used since
this will generate further unwanted turbulence.
(b) The top of any wall in the structure should not be horizontal since the flow will
fold over this boundary normal to the edge and create turbulence at lower levels
behind the wall. Bedard et al. (2004) used solid vertical corrugations along the
upper edge of their wind fence in an attempt to avoid this problem. The initial
experiments at IS07 Warramunga were carried out using a modified version of
this technique in which the vertical solid corrugations along the tops of the wall
are replaced by deep porous serrations inclined away from the center of the
enclosure in order to ensure that any residual turbulence created behind the serrations will have an upwards component which will carry these disturbances
into the undisturbed flow aloft that is sweeping over the structure.
Two versions of an open multiple-walled turbulence-reducing enclosure, one
with 1.6-m high walls and one with 2.4-m high walls, are illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2.19. These wind-noise-reducing systems were evaluated by comparing
measured background noise data recorded using a conventional 6-arm porous hose
noise-reducing pipe array located on the surface inside the enclosure with data
recorded simultaneously using an identical porous hose pipe array located in an
open area outside the enclosure.
The 1.6 m high enclosure surrounding the porous hose pipe array improves the
overall performance of this noise-reducing system by reducing noise levels at
1.0 Hz in modest winds by about an order of magnitude compared to the noise
levels recorded on an identical reference porous hose pipe array located outside the
enclosure. However, the efficiency of this enclosure decreases rapidly when wind
speeds exceed 3.2 m/s. The results show that this enclosure would probably eliminate wind noise problems when used with existing pipe arrays at IMS infrasound
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Fig. 2.19 Schematic diagram illustrating two versions of an open turbulence-reducing enclosure.
The 1.6-m high enclosure has two porous walls with overlapping deep serrations inclined away from
the center. Version 2 of this system is 2.4 m high with three rows of inclined overlapping serrations
arranged on two porous walls. The plan view shows the layout of the conventional 6-arm porous
hose array system that was used to evaluate the performance of these noise-reducing systems

stations located in sparse forests or other partially sheltered environments where the
ambient winds at a height of 2.0 m are less than 3.0 m/s.
The performance of the open enclosure with 2.4-m high walls is significantly
better than the performance of the open 1.6-m high enclosure. A detailed evaluation
of the performance of the multiple-walled 2.4-m high open turbulence-reducing
enclosure (Christie 2006) shows that this enclosure effectively improves the noisereducing capability of a conventional pipe array by more than two orders of magnitude at 1.0 Hz in winds of up to 4.5 m/s. Since many IMS monitoring stations are
subject to average wind speeds of less than 4 m/s, the use of open noise-reducing
enclosures of this type in conjunction with existing pipe arrays can potentially
resolve wind noise problems at these stations. However, the performance evaluation of this enclosure also shows that the efficiency of the 2.4-m high open enclosure decreases rapidly in ambient winds of more than about 4.5 m/s. Thus, this open
enclosure will not resolve wind noise problems at stations located at sites with
sustained winds of more than about 5 m/s.
A number of other designs for open turbulence-reducing enclosures are described
in Christie (2007c). These include enclosures with 3.2-m high walls. The performance of these higher enclosures proved to be somewhat disappointing. The noisereducing performance of these higher enclosures was found to be only marginally
better than the performance of the 2.4-m high enclosure. This can be attributed to
the fairly rapid increase in the ambient boundary layer winds with height above the
surface. An examination of the flow inside the enclosure showed that the upper
serrations on the top of the 3.2-m walls were interacting with the higher winds at
this height, and this in turn resulted in the generation of further unwanted turbulence, which is mixed to lower levels inside the enclosure. The effect of this
interaction with the higher winds aloft appears inside the enclosure as a low
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intensity induced irregular swirling flow that circulates around the inside of the
enclosure. While the overall performance was found to be slightly better than the
2.4-m high enclosure in winds of more than 4.5 m/s, the performance of the 3.2-m
high enclosures was again observed to deteriorate rapidly when the ambient winds,
as measured at a height of 2.0 m outside the enclosure, exceed about 5.5 m/s.
The design and construction of a significantly improved wind-noise-reducing
enclosure is described in Christie et al. (2007) and Christie (2007c). This design is
based on a critical examination of the performance of all of the enclosures noted
above and a series of separate experiments. A noise survey carried out inside the
3.2-m high open enclosure showed that the maximum noise levels at 1.0 Hz
occurred at the midway point between the center and the inside walls of the structure. Noise levels in the corners at the inside walls were slightly higher than the
noise levels observed at the center of the enclosure. It was also found from separate
experiments that noise levels inside the structure could be reduced using vertical
porous radial baffles. However, the most important result from these evaluation
experiments was the discovery that noise levels are reduced significantly when the
enclosure is completely enclosed by a rigid porous roof.
A schematic illustration of the best version (Version 5B) of the turbulencereducing enclosure is shown in Fig. 2.20. The principal features of this design are
as follows:
(a) The enclosure is limited to a maximum height of 2.0 m to reduce the interaction
of the structure with the more intense ambient winds above 2.0 m.
(b) All serrations that protrude into the higher wind regime above 2.0 m have been
removed.

Fig. 2.20 Schematic diagram illustrating Version 5B of the turbulence-reducing enclosure. All
higher serrations on the outer walls (see Fig. 2.19) have been replaced by horizontal outward facing serrations and larger scale outward facing and downward inclined serrations along the lower
edge of an outer inclined screen attached to the upper edge of the outer wall. Vertical screens
aligned radially are included to reduce circulations inside the structure. The enclosure is covered
by a screened roof and central concentric enclosed screened chambers have been added to further
reduce noise levels at the center of the enclosure
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(c) The design includes a row of horizontal outward-facing screened serrations
attached to the upper edge of the outer walls inline with the roof of the structure. Since these serrations are horizontal, they do not interact directly with the
incoming flow. The purpose of these serrations is to limit the generation of
turbulence in the partially blocked flow over the upper edge of the enclosure.
(d) Larger scale downward- and outward-facing serrations are installed along the
lower edge of a downward inclined screen attached to the upper edge of the
outer wall of the structure. The purpose of these serrations is to degrade incoming turbulent eddies before they reach the outer wall of the structure and also to
further limit turbulent flow over the upper edge of the structure. The downward
inclined screen attached to the upper edge of the outside of the enclosure also
helps to force the blocked ambient airstream to flow around the enclosure,
rather than over the roof of the enclosure.
(e) A rigid screened roof is installed over the entire structure.
(f) Vertical screened radial baffles are installed to reduce any circulations inside
the enclosure.
(g) Two concentric fully enclosed chambers constructed from porous screens are
installed at the center of the enclosure to further enhance noise reduction at the
center of the enclosure.
The location of a single-inlet port system near the center of Version 5B of the enclosure and the configuration of a conventional 6-port pipe array are shown in
Fig. 2.20. Both of these systems were used to evaluate the performance of this
enclosure. These tests were carried out in ambient winds ranging from 0.0 m/s to
6.0 m/s by comparing noise levels recorded on both of the systems located inside
the enclosure with simultaneously recorded noise levels recorded on a single-inlet
port reference system and an identical 6-port reference pipe array system installed
outside the enclosure. A survey of the wind-noise-reducing performance of this
simplified, but highly effective, lower profile turbulence-reducing enclosure is
presented in Fig. 2.21. The results recorded on the 6-inlet port reference pipe array
system located outside the enclosure are not shown in Fig. 2.21 since they are
nearly the same as those observed with the external single-port reference system
except at longer periods where the noise levels recorded on the 6-port array are a
little more than a factor of two lower than those observed on the single-inlet port
system. All measurements illustrated in Fig. 2.21 were made with Chaparral
Physics Model 5.1 microbarometer sensors to avoid any limitations on low noise
observations imposed by the electronic noise floor of the sensor. Wind speed is
measured outside the enclosure at a height of 2 m.
The results presented in Fig. 2.21 show that Version 5B of the noise-reducing
system has excellent noise-reducing capability. We note that background noise
levels recorded inside Version 5B of the enclosure at high frequencies with the
single inlet port system are at or below the electronic noise floor of an MB2000
infrasonic microbarometer sensor in winds of up to at least 5.1 m/s. The results
shown in Fig. 2.21 appear to indicate that the performance of the single inlet port
system located inside the inner chambers near the center of the enclosure is almost
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Fig. 2.21 Comparison of power spectral density estimates of infrasonic data recorded with a
6-port pipe array system (light blue curve) and a single inlet port system (green curve) located
inside Version 5B of the turbulence-reducing enclosure with power spectral density estimates of
background noise data recorded simultaneously on a single inlet reference port located outside the
enclosure (red curve)

always better than the performance of the enclosed 6-port pipe array at frequencies
above 1 Hz. However, the 6-port pipe array used in these tests did not have resonance-suppressing capillaries installed, and thus the high frequency results shown
in Fig. 2.21 for the 6-port pipe array are dominated by the fundamental-mode resonance for this system. Subsequent observations made after the installation of
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impedance-matching capillaries show that the degree of noise reduction with
the enclosed 6-port array is better than that found for the single-port system at all
frequencies. Both systems exhibit very good noise-reduction characteristics at
1.0 Hz in ambient winds of up to about 5 m/s. In this case, wind-generated noise is
attenuated by up to 4 orders of magnitude. The performance in higher winds is also
significantly better than the performance found for all earlier versions of the enclosure.
Version 5B of the system is still very efficient at higher frequencies in ambient
winds of 6.0 m/s, but the performance at lower frequencies is starting to diminish
at this point.
The high degree of noise reduction achieved in the monitoring passband using the
best version of the turbulence reducing enclosure (Fig. 2.20) can be seen in the
comparison of waveforms shown in Fig. 2.22, which were recorded near noon in
typical daytime wind conditions at IS07 Warramunga. The two upper traces in the
Wind speed: 2.7 m/s at 2 m
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Fig. 2.22 Comparison of background noise in the monitoring passband recorded on a single inlet
port system and a 6-port pipe array system located inside Version 5B of the turbulence-reducing
enclosure with background noise recorded simultaneously on a single inlet reference port located
outside the enclosure. The average wind speed measured outside the enclosure at a height of 2 m
during these observations is 2.7 m/s. Note that all traces in this diagram are plotted on the same
scale. The noise levels recorded inside the enclosure (upper traces) are much less than the noise
levels recorded outside the enclosure (bottom trace). Some of the barely visible micropressure
fluctuations in the top traces may be very weak infrasonic signals
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diagram were recorded using the shielded single inlet port system and the 6-port
pipe array located inside Version 5B of the enclosure. The bottom trace in this diagram was recorded simultaneously using a single inlet reference port system located
outside the turbulence-reducing enclosure. It is clear from the results presented in
Fig. 2.22 that wind-generated noise in the primary monitoring passband has been
dramatically reduced by Version 5B of the turbulence-reducing enclosure.
In view of the wavelengths involved and the porosity of the screens used in the
construction of the turbulence-reducing enclosures, it can be anticipated that these
structures will be virtually transparent to infrasonic signals with frequencies in the
monitoring passband. The influence of Version 5B of the enclosure on the morphology of recorded infrasound signals has been examined in detail for a wide variety
of signals spanning the frequency range from about 0.03 to 6 Hz. In all cases, it was
found that enclosures of this type have virtually no observable influence on the
waveform of infrasonic waves. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.23 for a signal with frequencies in the primary monitoring passband and in Fig. 2.24 for a higher frequency signal with a dominant frequency of about 6 Hz. These signals were
recorded simultaneously inside and outside the enclosure. In both cases the signals
recorded inside and outside the enclosure are essentially the same with the same
amplitudes and no indication of any phase shifts. Similar results have been found
for lower frequency signals. We therefore conclude that the turbulence reducing
enclosure is effectively transparent to infrasound and does not significantly attenuate or distort infrasonic signals at frequencies in the monitoring passband.

Fig. 2.23 Comparison of infrasonic signals recorded simultaneously on single port systems
located inside and outside the turbulence-reducing enclosure and a 6-port pipe array system located
inside the enclosure. The signal was generated by a small mining explosion. This comparison indicates that the closed turbulence-reducing enclosure illustrated in Fig. 2.20 does not significantly
attenuate or distort infrasonic signals in the primary monitoring passband (0.4–1.2 Hz)
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Fig. 2.24 Comparison of high frequency (~6 Hz) infrasonic signals recorded simultaneously on
single port systems located inside and outside the turbulence-reducing enclosure. The source of
this signal is unknown. This comparison indicates that the closed turbulence-reducing enclosure
illustrated in Fig. 2.20 does not significantly attenuate or distort infrasonic signals at frequencies
up to at least 6 Hz

The best version of the wind-noise-reducing enclosure illustrated in Fig. 2.20
provides very effective wind-noise reduction in the primary monitoring passband.
The noise-reducing performance of this relatively small enclosure when used in
conjunction with either a single inlet port or a 6-port pipe array is significantly better
than the performance of existing IMS pipe arrays at higher frequencies. The results
of a direct comparison of the performance of Version 5B of the enclosure with a
standard 96-port 18-m diameter IMS pipe array are presented in Christie (2008).
These results show that the degree of noise reduction obtained in winds of 4.3 m/s
with a single inlet port located at the center of the enclosure is virtually the same at
1 Hz as the noise reduction obtained using the 96-port 18-m diameter pipe array.
However, it is worth noting that the degree of noise reduction obtained with the
enclosed single port system is much larger than that found for the 96-port 18-m
diameter pipe array at higher frequencies. For example, the degree of noise reduction provided by the single enclosed port system is nearly two orders of magnitude
larger than that found for the 18-m diameter pipe array at a frequency of about 5 Hz.
The 96-port 18-m diameter pipe array provides slightly better noise reduction at
frequencies below 1.0 Hz than the enclosed single port system. Other experimental
comparisons have shown that a 12-m diameter 6-port pipe array located inside the
enclosure provides almost exactly the same degree of noise reduction at frequencies
below 1.0 Hz as a standard 96-port 18-m diameter IMS pipe array. As with the single
enclosed port system, it is also found that the degree of noise reduction provided by
the enclosed 12-m diameter 6-port system is nearly two orders of magnitude higher
than that found for the standard 18-m diameter pipe array at high frequencies
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Noise reduction with the enclosed 6-port pipe array is better than that found
using only a single inlet port at the center of the enclosure since the 6-port pipe
spatially averages the residual surface pressure fluctuations inside the enclosure. If
the micropressure signals measured at each of the inlet ports in an N-port array are
uncorrelated then the pipe array inside the enclosure should result in a decrease in
the power spectral amplitudes by a factor of N over the values found for the single
inlet port. The observed reduction in the case of the 6-port array is close to a factor
of 6 which suggests that the residual micropressure fluctuations at the vertices
inside Version 5B of the enclosure are uncorrelated. Most of the noise reduction
seen in the longer period results shown in Fig. 2.21 for the 6-port pipe array is due
to the turbulence-reducing properties of the enclosure. It can be anticipated that the
degree of noise reduction illustrated in Fig. 2.21 for a 6-port pipe array would be
much larger if the enclosure was adapted for use with an 18-m diameter 96-port
pipe array. The performance of other types of noise-reducing systems, such as the
OFIS, could also be improved by placing the system inside a turbulence-reducing
enclosure.
It is worth noting that the performance of a turbulence-reducing enclosure
improves as the diameter of the enclosure is increased. This can be seen for example by comparing the performance results for Ludwik Liszka’s 5.5-m diameter,
2.0-m high wind fence (see, e.g., Hedlin and Berger 2001; Hedlin 2001) with the
performance results for the 14-m diameter, 2.0-m high enclosure illustrated in
Fig. 2.20. The 5.4-m diameter wind fence (with screen-covered walls) provides
only a very small degree of wind noise reduction at frequencies below 1 Hz in
winds of more than 3.0 m/s, and the noise level is reduced to only 1.0×10−4 Pa2/Hz
at about 9 Hz in winds in the range from 5.0 to 5.5 m/s. In contrast, the 14-m diameter enclosure (Version 5B) provides a reduction in wind noise at 1 Hz by more than
two orders of magnitude in winds in the range from 2.8 to 6.0 m/s, and a reduction
in noise level to less than 1.0×10−6 Pa2/Hz at 9 Hz in all winds up to 6.0 m/s. In
addition, Version 5B provides useful wind noise reduction down to frequencies
below 0.1 Hz in high winds.
The results presented here indicate that wind-noise can be substantially reduced
at many IMS infrasound stations by using turbulence-reducing enclosures similar
to the enclosure shown in Fig. 2.20 to enhance the performance of existing pipe
arrays. We note as well that the latest version of the enclosure can also be used at
sites with modest winds of less than 3 m/s as an effective stand-alone noise-reducing system that does not require a pipe array. Version 5B of the turbulence-reducing
enclosure is 14 m in diameter. This can be compared with existing pipe arrays at
IMS infrasound stations that are usually 18 m in diameter. Since the performance
of an enclosure at longer periods is governed by the diameter of the structure, it can
be anticipated that turbulence-reducing enclosures that are 18-m in diameter will
provide better noise suppression at longer periods (and also at higher frequencies)
than the 14-m diameter enclosure shown in Fig. 2.20. Recommendations for the
combined use of both wind-noise-reducing enclosures and IMS pipe arrays are
given in Christie (2008).
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In summary, the results described here and in Christie (2007c), Christie and Kennett
(2007), and Christie et al. (2007) show that the performance of conventional windnoise-reducing pipe arrays can be enhanced significantly by placing the pipe array
inside a porous screened enclosure. Enclosures with two screened outer walls are more
effective than enclosures with only a single screened outer wall. Additional screened
walls do not significantly improve the performance of these enclosures when used
with an enclosed pipe array. Noise levels observed at the center of the enclosure using
a single inlet port system can, however, be reduced further at high frequencies by
including a small enclosed screened chamber around the central inlet port system.
Enclosures with a rigid screened roof are much more effective than open enclosures.
The following list provides some practical advice on the construction of turbulence-reducing enclosures for use at permanent infrasound monitoring stations:
(a) The roof and walls, including internal vertical baffles need to be constructed
from porous screens. It is essential that the flow in and around the enclosure
should not be completely blocked. All screens used in the construction of these
enclosures should have a porosity between 30 and 50%. The precise value of
the porosity does not appear to be important, but it should probably not be less
than 30%. All screens should be as rigid as possible and should be completely
stable to ultraviolet radiation.
(b) The screens should be supported on a rigid framework. This can be constructed
at permanent stations using stainless-steel cables supported by galvanized fence
posts with cement footings.
(c) The supporting structure should be as rigid as possible. Torsional and lateral
mechanical resonances need to be suppressed. These resonances can be removed
by using appropriate stainless-steel guys at each corner post. Guys should also
be used to secure the enclosure in high wind environments.
(d) There should be no holes or gaps in the screening.
The results presented in this section indicate that wind-generated background noise
can be substantially reduced in the primary monitoring passband at most IMS infrasound stations by using turbulence-reducing enclosures in conjunction with existing pipe arrays.

2.7 Concluding Remarks
The establishment of the IMS infrasound network is rapidly nearing completion. As of
the end of 2008, 41 stations, or 68% of the stations in the IMS infrasound network
have been certified and are transmitting data continuously to the IDC in Vienna,
Austria. Work has also started on the construction of several other stations in the
network. The IMS infrasound monitoring network is far larger and much more
sensitive than any previously operated infrasound network.
There have been substantial improvements in infrasound technology during the
last 10 years, and many of these improvements have been incorporated into IMS
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infrasound monitoring stations. Network simulations of the performance of the
IMS infrasound network indicate that all nuclear explosions with yields of 1 kT or
more will be detected and located reliably. These simulations also suggest that the
detection and location thresholds will be significantly less than 1 kT for explosions
that occur over the continental land mass areas. It can be anticipated that recent
advances in infrasound monitoring technology and signal processing will result in
lower detection thresholds and more accurate location estimates.

2.8 Disclaimer
The views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the CTBTO Preparatory Commission.
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Chapter 3

Monitoring the Earth’s Atmosphere with
the Global IMS Infrasound Network
Nicolas Brachet, David Brown, Ronan Le Bras, Yves Cansi, Pierrick Mialle,
and John Coyne

Disclaimer The views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the CTBTO Preparatory Commission
The International Data Centre (IDC) of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test Ban
Treaty Organization (CTBTO) Preparatory Commission receives and processes in
near real time data from a globally distributed network of seismic, hydroacoustic,
infrasound, and radionuclide stations. In its final configuration, the IMS network
will comprise 60 infrasound stations (Fig. 3.1). These stations are arrays of microbarometer sensors that are sensitive to acoustic pressure variations in the atmosphere in the frequency band between 0.02 and 4 Hz. The array configurations
typically include 4–8 elements with apertures between 1 and 3 km (Christie et al.
2001; Sec Chap. 2).
Upon receipt at the IDC, the time series data from each seismic, hydroacoustic,
and infrasound station are stored and referenced in the IDC database, organized in
time blocks, and automatically processed (Fig. 3.2) at the station-level processing.
The results of station processing serve as input to network level processing.
Network processing results in automatic event locations, which are reported in bulletins known as Standard Event Lists (SELs). Three SELs are successively made at
the IDC: SEL1 includes seismic and hydroacoustic data and is produced 1 h after
real-time; SEL2 includes seismic, hydroacoustic, and infrasound data and is available 4 h after real-time; SEL3 also includes seismic, hydroacoustic, and infrasound
data and is available 6 h after real-time. Seismic data from auxiliary seismic stations are requested after each SEL and are used to refine event locations in subsequent bulletins. The bulletin production deadlines are staggered to accommodate
late arriving data and the signal propagation times for all technologies.
Specialized software has been developed to detect infrasound signals, categorize,
and identify the most significant detections as phases (as opposed to noise), and subsequently group these phases to form automatic events. The SEL3 bulletin is reviewed
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic overview of data processing at the International Data Centre (IDC)

by IDC analysts, who may correct the automatic results or add any late arriving data
not available during SEL3 processing. The result of the interactive review process is
the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB), which is typically available in less than 10 days
after real time. The creation of the REB triggers a postlocation processing pipeline,
which includes processes such as surface wave magnitude estimation and event characterization. Additional bulletins are formed as a result of these processes. After entry
into force of the CTBT, the delay for producing the REB is planned to be 2 days.

3.1 Station Processing
The infrasound data frames are received in near real time at the IDC and are
organized in 30-min time intervals. Once sufficiently filled with data, these
intervals are automatically scheduled for processing. The first stage of automatic
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processing is “station processing,” where the system attempts to detect signals and
extracts their characteristics (e.g., back azimuth, horizontal trace velocity, frequency
content, amplitude, and duration) at the individual stations.

3.1.1 Detection of Infrasound Signals
3.1.1.1 Detection Using Waveform Cross-Correlation
The infrasound data are processed using the Progressive Multichannel Correlation
(PMCC) algorithm (Cansi 1995; Cansi and Klinger 1997). This array processing
method was originally designed for seismic data and proved to be efficient for
extracting low-amplitude coherent signals among noncoherent noise.
A temporal signal s(t) can be represented in the frequency domain by its Fourier
transform S(f)=A(f)eij(f), where A(f) represents the spectral amplitude and j(f) is the
phase. The background noise is characterized by a rapid variation in both amplitude
and phase from one sensor to another, even if they are closer than one wavelength
of signal. As opposed to incoherent noise, signal propagates through the array elements without any deformation. In case of a planar wave, the only signal difference
observed at different sensors is a time delay, depending on the relative positions of
the sensors, and the following formula can be written:
  
Aj ( f ) = Ai ( f ) j j ( f ) = j i ( f ) - k ·(rj - ri ),
(1)


where k = 2p f is the magnitude of the wave number k which points in the
c
direction of the plane wave’s propagation

r the sensor position
c the local sound speed
Based on these observations, a signal-processing tool can be used to detect a signal
present in the records si(t) and sj(t). The correlation function is used to measure the
time delay Dtij between two records. In case of a wave propagating without distortion, this delay is the same for all frequencies of the signals:
Dtij =

1
(j j ( f ) - j i ( f ))
2p f

(2)

The time-delay calculation is not made in the frequency domain, but in the time
domain using the correlation function (with values ranging from −1 to 1), which
prevents any “wrapping” effect as it uses all possible frequencies. In a given time
window, the correlation measures the similarity of the signals shifted in time. The
maximum of the correlation function gives the time delay between the signals. This
method enables a decision to be made on whether there is a signal in a set of
simultaneous records, independently of any information on previous records.
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For nonplanar arrays, the travel time differences due to elevation differences
between sensors is not negligible for acoustic waves in the air and needs to be taken
into account in the processing. At first order, the time delay between sensor j of
coordinates (x,y,z) and the center of the array (0,0,0) is:
tj =

- x sin(q ) - y cos(q ) z cos(i )
+
,
VT
c

(3)

where q is the back azimuth of the wave front, VT is the horizontal trace velocity,
C is the local sound speed, and i is the incidence angle between the direction of the
wave front and the vertical.

3.1.1.2 Consistency Used as a Threshold for Detection
To minimize ambiguity problems when correlating the records from sensors too far
apart, the analysis is initialized on the smallest groups of three sensors.
The correlation function is used to calculate the propagation time of the wave
between sensors i and j. For each subnetwork (i,j,k), the sum of time delays
Dtij + Dtjk + Dtki is computed.
In case of a planar wave across the array, the closure relation Dtij + Dtjk + Dtki = 0 should
be obtained. In the presence of background noise, the measured delays are the result of
random phase combinations and the closure relation given earlier is no longer valid.
The consistency C of the set of delays obtained using all sensors is then defined
as a mean quadratic residual of the closure relation, and detection is declared if the
consistency value is below a given threshold.

3.1.1.3

Progressiveness

To minimize errors in the calculation of the wave parameters, distant sensors are
progressively added using a criterion based on a comparison between their distance
to the subnetwork and the computed wavelength. This progressive use of distant
sensors has two main effects: the removal of false detections, which could be due
to correlated noise at the scale of the starting subarrays, and an improved estimate
of the wave parameters by increasing the array aperture.
After being initialized with a small subnetwork of three sensors, to avoid ambiguity
problems inherent in the correlation of signals from distant sensors, the wave parameters calculated on the initial subarrays are used when adding other sensors. (Fig. 3.3
presents an example of selected subarrays at the IS53 Fairbanks array.) During this
process, a propagation of a planar wave front is assumed. The new measured time
delay is given by the maximum of the correlation function, which is the closest to the
one that has been estimated. Each elementary detection is therefore defined by several
parameters such as the consistency value, the number of sensors participating in the
detection, the frequency, the horizontal trace velocity, and the back azimuth.
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Fig. 3.3 Smallest subnetwork used to initiate progressive multichannel correlation (PMCC
processing). Example of (H6,H7,H8) triplet at IS53 array

Such a detector is independent of the signal amplitude and uses only the intrinsic
information of the recordings. As long as the closure relation is valid, the use of
sensors increasingly further apart gives more precise wave parameters since the
aperture of the network increases with each new sensor. The final solution is given
by the largest subnetwork in terms of number of sensors.
3.1.1.4 Data Quality Control
Data quality control (QC) is a preprocessing function used by the automatic detection and feature extraction software (DFX) to ensure that subsequent detection processing runs under optimal conditions. The module searches and masks poor quality
data waveforms, which are typically single point spikes, data dropouts, and extended
sequences of repeated values. The poor quality data samples are repaired whenever
possible or discarded before running the detection-processing algorithm.
• Single point spike refers to any isolated sample whose amplitude is anomalously
different compared with the amplitudes of the neighboring samples. The signal
amplitude differences dij=s(j)−s(i) with i=1..4 and j=2..5 are measured at five
consecutive samples, and the central sample is masked if the following conditions are satisfied: d23*d34<0 and Min(|d23|,|d34|)>50*Max(|d12|,|d45|).
•

s(t)

δ23

δ34

δ12

δ45

tx

t

Example of a single point spike masked at time tx
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• Dropouts (missing data) and sequences of identical values, which are composed
of four or more samples, are masked by DFX-QC.
• s(t)
tx

ty

t

Example of a sequence of four constant values masked at time tx and ty
The data QC does not modify the contents of the original waveform data. The
function creates a mask structure composed of 0 and 1 values, which characterizes the
quality of each waveform data sample during the different stages of station processing.
DFX uses the mask information to repair the poor quality samples. When more
than four consecutive samples are masked, the data segment is discarded, and a tapering is applied to attenuate the impact of the data gap on the processing. When fewer
(i.e., less than four) samples are masked, a linear interpolation is used to repair the
data. DFX-QC declares a data channel unusable if it contains a number of masked
samples, which exceeds one third of the samples in the 30-min processing window.
The action of DFX-QC on infrasound data has intentionally been limited to
unquestionable data problems (i.e., data gaps and very large spikes), to mitigate any
possible bias in cross correlation results introduced by a local change of signal
frequency content at repaired samples.
PMCC processing uses the information from data QC for each sliding time window. If the initial subarrays contain sensors with poor quality data, i.e., recordings
with consecutive sequences of zeros, then the application automatically searches
for alternative triplet combinations among the remaining valid sensors. The best
subarrays are selected based on symmetry and aperture criteria. An equilateral
triangle of small aperture is the best configuration.
3.1.1.5 Postprocessing: Building PMCC Families
The processing is performed consecutively in 11 frequency bands between 0.07 and
4.0 Hz, and in adjacent time windows covering the whole period of analysis. The
duration of the processing window depends inversely on the frequency band. It
varies from 60 s for the lowest frequency to 30 s for the highest frequencies
(Fig. 3.4a). PMCC uses infinite impulse response filters, configured with Chebyshev
filters of orders 2 and 3 and ripples varying between 0.05 and 0.1 (Fig. 3.4b).
This first processing stage produces elementary detections, so-called PMCC
pixels, which satisfy the correlation and consistency criteria. The following step is
the grouping of individual detection pixels that have similar signal attributes in
time, frequency, back azimuth, and horizontal trace velocity. Groups of neighbor
pixels constitute a “PMCC family” (see Fig. 3.5).
Only the largest and most stable families are preserved for subsequent processing
and give rise to detection. Each detection is characterized by a back azimuth,
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Example of a PMCC configuration, showing the duration of processing time windows as a function of frequency band (for 11 bands). (b) Response curves of the 11 Chebyshev
filters used in the PMCC configuration
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Fig. 3.5 PMCC family formed with pixels with similar back azimuth, horizontal trace velocity,
frequency, and time characteristics

h orizontal trace velocity, frequency content, consistency, and correlation values,
which are the average values of all pixels in the family. Other attributes such as
signal duration, Fisher statistics (Fstat), and number of pixels forming the family
are also computed.
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Several waves with different propagation parameters may coexist in the same
time window but in different frequency bands. The PMCC time–frequency analysis
permits each detected individual signal to be identified, providing detailed information, particularly on the evolution of the propagation parameters and the frequency
content with time.

3.1.2 Feature Extraction of Infrasound Signals
Methods are being explored to enhance the current operational infrasound processing system at the IDC. The aim is to provide both CTBTO and the external users
of IDC data products the facility with which to determine more accurate measures
of the IMS infrasound network capability (Brown et al. 2008).
This goal is to be achieved through enhancements to the current automatic infrasound processing system that will
(i) Provide infrasound signal amplitudes
(ii) Provide a notion of the background noise characteristics at each station
3.1.2.1 Amplitude Determination
Three different amplitude measures are being determined for each infrasound
detection. These are:
(i) Peak-to-peak amplitude
(ii) The maximum RMS amplitude
(iii) The maximum of the instantaneous amplitude as revealed by the analytic trace
via the Hilbert transform
The peak-to-peak amplitude is used typically in empirical infrasound amplitude
attenuation laws (Whitaker 1995; and Blanc et al. 1997), and so provides a useful
addition to the IDC Bulletin. The RMS amplitude, however, is a running average
taken over a user-specifiable time interval and is more representative of the average
signal strength than the peak signal strength, as revealed by the peak-to-peak amplitude. The RMS amplitude will, for example, assign small-to-modest amplitudes to
short-duration spurious signals that consist of a single cycle or oscillation since the
neighboring uncorrelated data points will likely figure in the calculation and reduce
the measure of the amplitude accordingly. The analytic trace amplitude is the formal definition of instantaneous wave amplitude and its features may be useful
(Taner et al. 1979). Assume x(t) is an infrasonic waveform and H(t) its Hilbert
Transform (see, e.g., (Bracewell 1986)). The analytic trace A(t) is written simply as
the complex time series A(t) = x(t) + iH(t), where i is the unit complex number. The
following identifications are then made:
(a) Instantaneous amplitude: A(t ) = x 2 (t ) + H 2 (t )
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æ H (t ) ö
(b) Instantaneous phase: q (t ) = arctan ç
è x(t ) ÷ø
(c) Instantaneous frequency: f (t ) = ¶q (t ) / ¶t
Here, we take the maximum value of the instantaneous amplitude to be the measure
of signal amplitude that is reported.
The analytic trace amplitude, for example, may find application in a future
microbarom classifier following Olson’s microbarom analysis (Olson 2000)
whereas the RMS amplitude may find application in an infrasound detection
“measure-of-significance” value.
As an example, amplitudes have been determined for an acoustic signal
recorded at station IS26, located in Germany, from the Buncefield Oil Depot
explosion in Hertfordshire, UK, in December 2005. The band-pass filtered data
are shown in Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.7 shows the time-aligned beam channel with the analytic trace (red) and
a trace derived from the RMS amplitude channel (blue) assuming a 2-s sliding
window, superimposed over the beam channel data.

Fig. 3.6 Acoustic waveform recorded on station IS26, Germany from the December 2005 Buncefield
oil depot explosion in Hertfordshire UK. Data have been band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 2.0 Hz

Fig. 3.7 Time aligned beam (black) with analytic trace (red) and RMS Trace (blue) superimposed. The RMS amplitude trace was determined with a 2-s sliding window
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For this signal, the peak-to-peak amplitude was found to be 1.90 Pa, maximum
analytic trace amplitude 1.04 Pa, and the maximum RMS amplitude 0.62 Pa. As one
would expect the analytic trace amplitude agrees exactly with the zero-to-peak amplitude at the maximum point of the signal. As can be seen from the figure, the averaging
nature of the RMS amplitude may be useful in discarding less significant signals.
3.1.2.2 Station Noise Characterization
Station ambient noise conditions are represented by the power spectral density (PSD),
which provides a measure of the differential power contained in the signal at each
frequency. Implicit in the use of the PSD is that both the mean and autocorrelation of
the sampled waveform are time independent, which is assumed to hold approximately
true in general as the propagating acoustic signals are considered to be short-lived
transitory phenomena and will thus provide only a minor impact on the statistics.
Power spectral densities are determined for each station four times per day at
hours 03:30, 09:30, 15:30, and 21:30 local station time. A 1-h data interval is used
in each case and, except for minor departures, the PSD’s are being determined
using the processing schema outlined in (Bowman et al. 2005). In this scheme, the
1-h data interval is divided into 21 three-min intervals, each slightly overlapping
the adjacent windows and an average PSD determined. A Hanning-type window
function is applied to each 3-min interval to dampen spectral leakage and improve
amplitude resolution.
Spectral information is recorded in a binary data file in two forms:
(a) The base 10 logarithm of the power spectral density for each sensor for each
station. The sample rate is typically 20 samples-per-second, so with the 3,600
data samples in a 3-min window, a PSD using 1,800 frequency pickets is typically computed. As an example, the raw data for day 2007183 h 21:30 on station
IS22 (Port Laguerre, New Caledonia) is shown in Fig. 3.8.
(b) Monthly averaged and smoothed logarithmic data, typically with 100 frequency
pickets along the abscissa. The data are smoothed with a 6th order 11-point
Savitzky–Golay filter. Also recorded is the standard deviation for each data set.
The mean and standard deviation data are updated each time when the new data
becomes available. The monthly data for stations IS07 (Warramunga, Australia)
and IS22 (Port Laguerre, New Caledonia) for July 2007 are shown in Figs. 3.9
and 3.10, respectively.
To provide an indication of the daily variation, spectral data for a single sensor
together with the mean µ and standard deviation σ are presented for station IS07
and IS22 for the month of July 2007 in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, respectively.
The diurnal differences are quite obvious from these figures. Day-time
convection has increased wind noise to such a level that the microbarom peak is
generally not visible during the day. Interestingly, the night-time hours seem to
exhibit most variation, but neither station exhibits a situation in which no
microbaroms are present.
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Fig. 3.8 Raw PSD data for station IS22 from 21:30 to 22:30 local time on day 2007183

Spectral data are being written to binary files with the intention that users with access
to IDC external data products be able to access them using conventional methods.

3.1.3 Detection Categorization and Phase Identification
The categorization process examines the automatic infrasound detections and classifies them into “phase” or “noise” categories. Phases are detections that can be
subsequently associated to others – seismic, infrasound, or hydroacoustic – in order
to build events, whereas noise detections are not considered during network processing. The detection categorization strategy has been introduced to mitigate the
risk of overwhelming the IDC automatic bulletin with false events caused by misassociation of detections.
The notion of phase and noise applied to infrasound data at the IDC is directly connected to the mission of the CTBTO. The overall mission of the organization is to
monitor compliance with the nuclear test-ban treaty, and this is accomplished by routinely producing on a daily basis a bulletin of events that were observed by a global
network of seismic, hydroacoustic, and infrasound stations. Given these requirements
of a global bulletin of events that are recorded by multiple stations, there are a number
of signals recorded at infrasound stations, which are not of interest for CTBT
monitoring. Such signals include small local events that can only be observed by single
IMS stations – e.g., related to human activity or natural phenomena such as ocean surf
and thunderstorms – or multistation events originating from repetitive or long duration
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Fig. 3.9 The mean PSD data for station IS07 for the month of July 2007 taken at the four times:
03:30-04:30, 09:30-10:30, 15:30-16:30, and 21:30-22:30 local time. A 6th-order, 11-point
Savitzky-Golay filter has been used to smooth the data

sources – e.g., offshore ocean swell, mountain associated waves, industrial activity, and
nonexplosive volcanic eruptions. About 90% of the infrasound detections are identified
as noise with the current IDC algorithm (Brachet 2004).
3.1.3.1 Categorization on Individual Detections
The categorization algorithm first examines the characteristics of individual
infrasound detections based on frequency and horizontal trace velocity criteria.
The test identifies as noise all detections with noninfrasonic horizontal trace velocities (values must be ranging between 290 and 450 m/s). Also all infrasound detections
with only high-frequency contents (i.e., PMCC families only composed of pixels with
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Fig. 3.10 The mean PSD data for station IS22 for the month of July 2007 taken at the four times:
03:30-04:30, 09:3-10:30, 15:30-16:30, and 21:30-22:30 local time. A 6th-order, 11-point SavitzkyGolay filter has been used to smooth the data

frequencies greater than 1.75 Hz), which typically characterize small and usually
nonexplosive local infrasound sources, are systematically classified as noise.
Detections with seismic horizontal trace velocities (i.e., values greater than
2,900 m/s) are not considered during the categorization tests. They are systematically
identified as phases and put into the phase identification process.
3.1.3.2 Categorization on Clusters of Detections (Meta-Families)
The categorization algorithm then performs a thorough analysis of the infrasound
detections taking into account the station detection background in the few hours
preceding the detection. This strategy determines whether the reviewed detection
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Fig. 3.11 Daily spectral data, the mean µ, and mean ± one-standard deviation s for sensor I07L2
for all days in July 2007 for the hours 03:30-04:30, 09:30-10:30, 15:30-16:30, and 21:30-22:30
local time

belongs to an isolated infrasound signal or if it can be related to very long duration
or repetitive sources that earlier started to produce similar detections.
The first step is to build metafamilies, which are clusters of detections with similar characteristics. Metafamilies are formed with detections that are close in time,
back azimuth, and frequency, using the following tests, where i and j refer to
distinct detections:
•
•
•
•

abs (tj–(ti + duri)) £ 3,600 s
abs (azj–azi) £ max (1, 2 * max(sazi, sazj))
abs (cfreqj–cfreqi) £ max(2 * sfreqi, 0.5 * BWi)
abs (cfreqj–cfreqi) £ max(2 * sfreqj, 0.5 * BWj)
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Fig. 3.12 Daily spectral data, the mean µ, and mean ± one-standard deviation s for sensor I22H1
for all days in July 2007 for the hours 03:30-04:30, 09:30-10:30, 15:30-16:30, and 21:30-22:30
local time

æ BWoverlap BWoverlap ö
min ç
,
÷ ³ 30%
BWj ø
è BWi
with ti : detection time, duri : time duration of the detection family, azi ± sazi : detection back azimuth and standard deviation, cfreqj ± sfreqi : central frequency of
PMCC family and standard deviation, BWi : bandwidth of the detection, and
BWoverlap: overlapping bandwidth for the detections i and j
Long duration, short duration, and repetitive series of detection metafamilies are
identified as noise. However, some restrictions are applied on the first detection in
the cluster. The first detection cannot be tagged as noise to keep a trace of it, and
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then, it becomes possible to build an event with the beginning of detection
metafamily. Another criterion based on energy (using F-statistics values) is also
used to avoid any atypical detection in a cluster being categorized as noise. The
clusters are defined according to the following criteria:
Long-duration clusters:
• Detection is not the first in a cluster.
• Cluster duration is longer than 3,600 s.
• Fstat - Fstat £ 3 ´ s ,
i
Fstat
where Fstati is Fisher statistics of detection i, |Fstat| ± sFstat is the mean and standard
deviation of F-statistics values of all detections included in the cluster.
Short duration and small clusters:
• Cluster duration does not exceed 50 s.
• The total number of pixels in the cluster is below 15.
Repetitive clusters:
• Detection is not the first in a cluster.
• Cluster is comprised of more than five detections.
• Fstat - Fstat £ 3 ´ s
i
Fstat
To illustrate the action of the IDC detection categorization algorithm, Fig. 3.13
shows two views of 1-week detection list (period March 3–9, 2008) for the station IS31, Kazakhstan. The automatic infrasound detections are represented in
seven (time and frequency) plots of 24 h duration with frequency bands ranging
from 0.1 to 4 Hz. The back azimuths of the detections are displayed with a color
scale, which is referenced at the bottom of each side. Figure 3.13(a) shows all
PMCC detections for this time period, including long-duration noise signals
caused by human activity – oil flares at a back azimuth of 180° – and microbaroms at a back azimuth of 300°. Figure 3.13(b) shows a “cleaned view” of the
nonnoise detections remaining after applying the detection characterization and
phase-identification algorithm.
3.1.3.3 Phase Identification
The phase-identification process, which follows the detection categorization,
assigns phase names to detections. Detections that have been identified as
noise during the categorization process are named “N.” Seismic detections
with speeds more than 5,700 m/s are interpreted as P-type signals, and named
“IPx.” Seismic detections with speeds between 2,900 and 5,700 m/s are named
“ISx.” All other detections are interpreted as infrasound arrivals and are
named “I.”
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Fig. 3.13 Example of the IDC detection list (a) before detection characterization and (b) after
detection characterization during the period 3–6 March 2008
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3.2 Network Processing
Station processing is followed by “network processing,” which combines all
relevant nonnoise infrasound detections along with detections from seismic and
hydroacoustic technologies and attempts to build and locate events from these
associations.

3.2.1 Building Candidate Seed Events
Network processing is the IDC automatic subsystem that associates the signal
detections at individual IMS stations with events and provides a location and magnitude of these events (Le Bras and Sereno 1996; Le Bras et al. 1999). The location
algorithm used at the IDC is an iterative nonlinear least-squares inversion originally
developed by Jordan and Sverdrup (1981), which was later modified by Bratt and
Bache 1988) to include azimuth and slowness observations.
The association of arrivals is done with a grid search of hypothetical seed events
(Fig. 3.14). The grid cells are quasi uniformly distributed at the surface of the Earth
and also cover depth zones in geographic areas known for having deep seismicity,
as determined by historical seismicity.

Fig. 3.14 Example of surface grid cells (©Google) used by IDC network processing in South East
Europe. Each grid cell is 236 km in radius. There are more than 7,000 cells covering the globe
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The arrival detected at the nearest station to the grid cell is called a driver
p rovided the observed slowness matches with the predicted value ± a standard
deviation (Fig. 3.15). Contrary to seismic, infrasound slowness is independent of
the range between source and receiver, and it is currently calculated as the inverse
of the 300 m/s celerity, and the slowness threshold around each grid cell is
45 s/degrees. The driver is used to predict time at the other IMS stations. Stations
that are consistent with the driver are added to the seed event (Fig. 3.16).
Once associations have been formed, a location is performed on the association
sets. Only association sets surviving this step are further considered. After the location step, some arrivals may be found associated to multiple events, and conflicts
need to be resolved by selecting the best quality events (i.e., based on the number
of associated defined arrivals, the size of the error ellipse, the distance to the nearest
station, and the probability of detection).

3.2.2 Fusion Between Different Waveform Technologies:
Seismic, Infrasound, and Hydroacoustic
In the current configuration, automatic seed events are created with arrivals
detected by stations of the same technology – all seismic, all infrasound, or all
hydroacoustic. The association with other technologies is done, for each seed event,
by prediction of phase characteristics at other stations: detections that match the
Sy

Slowness
threshold

cell

Theoretical
Observed

Fig. 3.15 A driver is defined at the closest
station to the grid cell if the arrival time and
slowness vector match with the predicted
values

Sx

Location derived
from data for two
arrivals

source

Grid cell

Station A
(driver station)

Fig. 3.16 Corroborating stations that are consistent with the driver are added to the seed
event

Station B
(corroborating
station)
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expected time, azimuth, and slowness criteria within certain tolerance thresholds
are added to the event and may contribute to the location solution. In contrast with
seismic and hydroacoustic, infrasound slowness is not considered during the association process.
The arrival quality test that is applied during this iterative process of phase association and seed event location is based on a comparison of arrival residuals with
modeling errors. For infrasound, azimuth and time entities are closely related: an
azimuth error dq in the event epicenter determination at a range of Rk generates a
time-equivalent error dTAz, which can be estimated based on geometrical
considerations.
dTAz =

Rk dq
sin (dq ),
c

(4)

where c is the infrasound wave celerity (ground speed).
The association process rejects all infrasound data that do not verify the following time relation:
Arrival residuals > tolerance errors
Û

DTAzimuth + DTtime > dTAzmodel + dTtmodel + dTtime ,

(5)

where
DTAzimuth =

Rk Dq
sin ( Dq )
c

(6)

is the time error (in s) associated to the azimuth residual Dq (in rad), for a source
located at a range Rk (in km), and for a celerity c (in km/s). ∆Ttime is the time residual
of the associated PMCC detection
dTAzmodel =

Rk dq
sin (dq )
c

(7)

is the time error (in s) associated to the azimuth error dq. (dq includes both measurement and modeling errors, its value is fixed to 5°)
dTtmodel = a ´ 720 ´

Rd
+b
90

(8)

is the travel time modeling error (in s) for a source located at a range Rd (in degree).
a and b are corrective parameters that reflect three dominating infrasound
propagation regimes (cf. Sect. 3.2.4). dTtime is the time error associated to the
PMCC detection (value fixed to 10 s.)
The candidate events resulting from the automatic association process are
examined and validated using an acceptance test based on weighted count of defining phases: the weights for each time, azimuth, and slowness observation at the
associated stations are summed up (details of the weights are provided in Table 3.1).
Events with a minimum total weight of 3.55 are saved in the automatic SEL
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Table 3.1 Weights applied to each type of phase and technology in the acceptance criteria for
building IDC automatic events
Azimuth Slowness Total
Station type
Phase type
Time weight weight
weight
weight
Seismic array
P, Pn, Pg, PKP, PKPab,
1
0.4
0.4
1.8
PKPbc, PKiKP
pP, sP, pPKP, pPKPbc, PcP, 0.4
0
0
0.4
ScP, SKP, SKPbc PP
Sn, Lg
0.7
0.4
0.4
1.5
S
0.7
0
0
0.7
Seismic 3C
P, Pn, Pg, PKP, PKPab,
1
0.2
0.2
1.4
stations
PKPbc, PKiKP
pP, sP, pPKP, pPKPbc, PcP, 0.4
0
0
0.4
ScP, SKP, SKPbc PP
Sn, Lg, S
0.7
0
0
0.7
Hydroacoustic
H
1.54
0
0
1.54
Infrasound array I
0.8
1
0
1.8

b ulletins. Given these criteria, infrasound arrivals observed on two arrays are
sufficient to build an automatic event.

3.2.3 Limiting the Number of False Infrasound Associations
The number of candidate infrasound events grows exponentially with the number
of operating IMS infrasound stations. The IDC has expended some effort to
decrease the number of false associations with infrasound arrivals. The introduction
of the detection categorization strategy (previously described in station processing)
has significantly lowered the number of automatic events with infrasound phases to
a more manageable level.
In addition, some criteria have been implemented in IDC network processing to
lower the number of false associations of infrasound data:
• The distance for associating infrasound arrivals is limited to 60° from the
source
• The range of the first detecting infrasound station should not exceed 40°
• The infrasound events should contain at least one significant infrasound detection (i.e., central frequency between 0.4 and 2.5 Hz; PMCC family of 20 pixels
or more; PMCC family with duration above 120s), or should contain at least one
seismic phase picked on an infrasound station.
• Small infrasound detections (i.e., PMCC families of 11 pixels or less) are discarded during the weighted count test.
• The frequency–distance attenuation curve obtained empirically with IDC infrasound reference events (IRED) (Fig. 3.17) significantly reduces the false associations of high-frequency detections for large distance events. A first empirical
relation has been established using 100 IRED (Brachet et al. 2006):
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Fig. 3.17 Frequency of the detections contributing to 480 infrasound reference events (IRED).
The black curve represents the initial (established with 100 IRED events) empirical frequency–
distance attenuation curve (F > 4–0.055*D) used by the IDC to reject the false association of an
infrasound detection to an event. The plot shows that the original curve can still be used as a criterion in the network processing, but the relation could probably be refined to better fit the
observed reference events

Reject infrasound association if F > 4.0–0.055*D With : F= central frequency of
PMCC infrasound detection (in Hz) and D = distance from source to station
(in degrees). The criterion halved the number of false associations events created
with infrasound data.

3.2.4 Atmospheric Modeling
The association of infrasound automatic detections is reliant on achieving good
detector performance and a realistic modeling of the wave propagation in the atmosphere. The same set of infrasound travel-time tables is used by the association and
location algorithms. At the IDC, the modeling of infrasound wave propagation is
currently done using three constant 330, 295, and 303 m/s celerity models, which
are range dependent (Fig. 3.18), and no azimuth correction is due to atmospheric
winds. This choice for a simplification of the infrasound wave-propagation problem is justified by the currently limited knowledge of the scientific community in
this domain and the CPU and time constraints imposed by the IDC real-time
operational environment.
Using a simplified celerity model must be seen as an initial step for the IDC,
which simplifies the implementation in an automatic system and allows the
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Fig. 3.18 Celerity of the IDC IRED having well constrained location and origin time (i.e., 270
selected mine blasts and chemical explosions). The horizontal blue line shows the 330, 295 and
303 m/s celerity values used by the IDC automatic processing

p roduction of fast results during the phase association and event location processes.
However, this model is not appropriate for accurately describing the complex
propagation of infrasound waves in the atmosphere, and it does not reflect the diurnal and seasonal variations of the atmosphere. The infrasound travel-time tables
have been empirically established from a ground truth data set of 270 mine blasts
and chemical explosions recorded by the IMS network. 330 m/s is used for short
range tropospheric infrasound wave propagation (i.e., range smaller than 1.2°).
295 m/s celerity is used for intermediate range (i.e., range between 1.2 and 20°)
where both stratospheric and thermospheric returns may be observed. 303m/s is an
average celerity value which fits relatively well with the fastest waves propagating
over large distances in the stratosphere (i.e., range larger than 20°).
Travel time modeling error dTtmodel (in s) for infrasound arrivals are function of
the range Rd (in degrees) and are calculated at the IDC with the empirical formula
dTtmodel = a ´ 720 ´

Rd
+ b,
90

(9)

where a and b are corrective coefficients applied for the three different ranges
previously identified. (a = 1,b = 60), (a = 2,b = 0), and (a = 0.8,b = 0) correspond
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respectively to small, intermediate, and long ranges. The larger model uncertainty
remains for intermediate ranges where travel time residuals of the fast stratospheric
and slow thermospheric returns are broadly distributed along the central 295 m/s
IDC celerity value (Fig. 3.19).
Research is under way to improve the propagation modeling of infrasound
waves:
• Using more realistic atmospheric models providing accurate atmospheric
parameters in near real time, e.g., global horizontal wind model and mass
spectrometer incoherent scatter extended (HWM/MSISE (Drob et al. 2003;
Drob et al. 2008a; Hedin 1991; Hedin et al. 1996)) models combined with the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts – ECMWF (Fig. 3.20,
(Drob et al. 2003)).
• Using ray tracing techniques (e.g., TauP (Drob et al. 2008b; Garcés et al. 1998;
Garcés and Hetzer 2004) or WASP-3D (Dessa et al. 2005; Mialle et al. 2007a;
Mialle et al. 2007b; Virieux et al. 2004) software) to better predict travel time
and azimuth deviations of different infrasound phases (Fig. 3.21).
• Using more advanced nomenclature, as suggested by (Brown et al. 2002), for
various infrasound phases according to the ducting layer in the atmosphere: Iw,
tropospheric; Is, stratospheric; It, thermospheric.
Time vs. range
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400
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–200
–400
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–800
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Fig. 3.19 Reduced Travel time modeling error dTtmodel (blue line) as a function of range. Celerity
values of 330, 295 and 303 m/s have been used respectively for ranges below 1.2°, between 1.2
and 20°, and above 20°. The travel time modeling errors fit with mine blasts and chemical explosions from the IDC IRED database
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Fig. 3.20 (a) HWM-93 model (b) numerical weather prediction, e.g., ECMWF atmospheric
specifications (c) hybrid ground-to-space model, e.g., combining HWM-93 and ECMWF
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Fig. 3.21 Example of ray tracing simulation of infrasound wave propagation in the atmosphere
(stratospheric and thermospheric returns) using WASP-3D

The example presented in Fig. 3.22 illustrates how the complex anisotropic atmosphere impacts the infrasound signal characteristics detected at IMS stations
located at different ranges and azimuths.
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Detections at IS26, Germany
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c
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Detections at IS46, Russia
Is

Is

Detections at IS48, Tunisia
It

b

Is

d

HWM-93 stratospheric winds
(InfraMAP [Gibson and Norris 2004])

Fig. 3.22 Explosion of an ammunition depot near Tirana, Albania on 15 Mar 2008. Two
SEL3 automatic events were built 20 min apart, using (a) detections at IMS infrasound arrays
IS26-Germany, 950 km, (b) IS48-Tunisia, 1,090 km, and (c) IS46-Russia, 4,900 km.
Stratospheric winds at 50 km (d) are favorable for eastward propagation of infrasound signals. A possible interpretation of these arrivals would be thermospheric phases (labeled “It”)
detected at IS48, and stratospheric phases (labeled “Is”) detected at IS26 and IS46. The intensity and wind barbs may explain the azimuth deviations observed at the station and also the
very different infrasound waveforms at the two equally distant stations IS26 (clear impulsive
signals, winds perpendicular to the wave path) and I48TN (diffused signals, winds against the
wave path)

3.3 Interactive Processing
Interactive analysis is the stage of IDC processing where results produced by
automatic processing are reviewed and refined by analysts. This stage is concluded
by the publication of the REB.
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3.3.1 Analysts’ Review Tool
The primary tool used by analysts at the IDC to routinely review the seismic,
hydroacoustic, and infrasound waveform data is the analyst review station (ARS).
ARS allows an analyst to review each SEL3 event and to make corrections and
additions as needed. The graphical interface is used to display the waveform data
and detections and for calling specialized signal processing tools – e.g., F-k
analysis, beam forming, event location, and magnitude computation.
Geotool-PMCC is part of these integrated tools in ARS, which has been
specifically developed for infrasound interactive review. The tool allows the analyst to analyze in detail the waveform signals and detections for a selected infrasound station. It graphically displays the PMCC results that were automatically
calculated and stored during station processing.
These results are presented as plots of back azimuth and horizontal trace
velocities versus time and frequency as well as the raw or filtered time series
data, the different phases identified during station processing, and the meteorological observations at the station. This form of display provides a comprehensive picture of the signal properties as they evolve with time, and efficiently
helps to comprehend and interpret the detection results. Geotool-PMCC has the
ability to toggle the pixel display between all pixels, only pixels that are members of a family, or only pixels that are members of a nonnoise family
(Fig. 3.23).
A polar diagram plot is integrated with the main window and displays pixel
information in polar coordinates of azimuth and horizontal trace velocity
(Fig. 3.24). The frequency polar plot permits a visual separation of the low- and
high-frequency events. The time representation is interesting for tracking moving sources, such as large aircraft flying near the array (in such case, the speed
representation is also very useful to visualize the changes in horizontal trace
velocities with azimuth) or long distance microbaroms sources moving across
the ocean.
The analysts may retime, rename, add, or delete infrasound phases in
Geotool-PMCC. Each action is synchronized with ARS.

3.3.2 Contribution of Infrasound Data to IDC Event Bulletin
3.3.2.1

Purely Infrasound Events

Rocket Launches and Re-Entries
Rocket launches and re-entries are regular atmospheric sources of infrasound signals that may be recorded at large distances by one or several IMS infrasound
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Fig. 3.23 Interactive review of infrasound results related to an explosion in a fireworks factory
near Kolding, Denmark (03-Nov-2004) using Geotool-PMCC. The display of detections and
PMCC pixel information is configurable, allowing the analyst to highlight the Kolding signal (red
azimuth) compared to the continuous microbaroms detection background (pink azimuths) for
example: (a) All detections and all family pixels, (b) only phase detections and all family pixels,
(c) only phase detections and related family pixels (cleaned display)

arrays. Although the source is often a generator of large amplitude and long
duration infrasound signals, it is not easy to build an IDC event with the detected
arrivals. Rockets are supersonic objects – generating infrasound wave fronts in a
direction perpendicular to the mach cone – and their flight missions consist of distinct phases like take-off, stage jettisons, and stage re-entries. Therefore, each
rocket launch or re-entry can be seen as a combination of distinct events along the
trajectory, which are likely to be detected as distinct source points by different IMS
infrasound stations.
The example in Fig. 3.25 shows signals associated to the launch of the Space
Shuttle Atlantis on February 7, 2008. It has not been confirmed that the infrasound
signals detected at the three IMS infrasound arrays correspond to the take-off of the
rocket at Kennedy Space Center or any later phase during the flight. However, the
REB solution obtained with the three detected arrivals converged to a region
located near the launch pad. Considering the small number and the far distance of
recording stations, the accuracy is not sufficient to determine which exact phase of
the flight is observed.
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Fig. 3.24 Interactive review of infrasound results related to an explosion in a fireworks factory
near Kolding, Denmark (03-Nov-2004) using Geotool-PMCC. The polar diagram plots (back
azimuth and horizontal trace velocity) represent the family pixel information for back azimuth (a),
frequency (b), and detection time (c)

Bolides
Bolides are large meteor fireballs exploding in the upper atmosphere. For CTBTO,
they represent very interesting explosive sources that may release energy of 1 kiloton
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Fig. 3.25 Space Shuttle Atlantis taking off from Kennedy Space Center, Florida on February 7,
2008 at 19:45UTC. Signals related to the rocket launch were detected at three IMS infrasound
arrays IS10 (Canada), IS18 (Greenland), and IS11 (Cape Verde). The event was automatically
built and included in the REB after analysts review

TNT equivalent or more. The bolide location cannot be constrained easily without
satellite data input or seismic data for meteorites impacting the Earth’s surface; however, two or more IMS infrasound detections are sufficient to get a first estimate of
the location of large bolides. An example of an atmospheric event detected by the
infrasound network, probably an exploding meteor, is presented in Fig. 3.26.
Volcanic Eruptions
Volcanic eruptions are natural phenomena distributed worldwide and are powerful
sources recorded by the IMS network. Seismic activity is mostly recorded before
the eruption during the convective movement of magma in the lava dome, whereas
infrasound signals are observed when the eruption has started and vents are opened.
It is therefore not common to observe seismic and infrasound signals simultaneously on IMS stations.
The detected infrasound signals have different characteristics according to the
type of eruptions:
• Explosive eruptions are sudden releases of material – gas, lava, or rocks – into
the atmosphere. Infrasound signals related to such events are usually energetic
and their duration rarely exceeds tens of minutes (Fig. 3.27a). The most violent
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Fig. 3.26 On September 2, 2006, strong signals from an atmospheric event (supposedly meteor
explosion, but not independently confirmed) were observed downwind at IMS arrays in Australia
and New Caledonia. The event was formed and located in the automatic bulletin in Wharton
Basin, North West of Australia

ones may be detected by distant IMS infrasound arrays. An impressive example
was the Manam volcano eruption on January 27, 2005, which was detected by
eight IMS infrasound stations all over the world (the farthest station was IS33,
Madagascar, located 10,675 km from Manam).
• Effusive eruptions are characterized by a burbling activity of the volcano. They
are sources of high-frequency infrasound signals, which can only be detected by
a local or regional array. The eruptions are usually continuous and may last for
hours, days, or months (Fig. 3.27b). The associated infrasound detections are
categorized as noise by the IDC categorization algorithm. However, the beginning of each eruption sequence or period of more intense volcanic activity may
be picked as a detection phase by the system and may form an infrasound event
if several stations detected it.
Volcanic eruptions represent excellent calibration sources for the IMS infrasound network. The location is precisely known, and the energy released during
explosive eruptions may be large enough to generate infrasound waves propagating
thousands of kilometers. These sources can be used to assess the detection capability of the IMS network and to help validate the atmospheric models
(Le Pichon et al. 2005) and infrasound wave propagation tools.
The IMS Infrasound data may be used for civil application for detection of volcanic eruptions and assist in aviation safety. Monitoring volcanic eruptions in
remote areas is still challenging, and the possible contribution of infrasound to the
early warning program for volcanic ash emission developed by the International
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Explosive eruption of Ubinas volcano
detected by IS08 (distance 260km)

Effusive eruption of Ol Doinyo Lengai
volcano detected by IS32 (distance 195km)

Fig. 3.27 Comparison of the infrasound signals and detections for two types of eruptions: (a)
Explosive eruption of Ubinas volcano (Peru) recorded by IS08, Bolivia on 18 June 2006.
Stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals were clearly detected at the station (b) Effusive eruption
of Ol Doinyo Lengai volcano (Tanzania) recorded by IS32, Kenya on 3 July 2008

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) may help mitigate the risks of catastrophic
accidents when aircraft fly through ash clouds (Garcés et al. 2008).
Microbaroms
The interaction of ocean swell with the atmosphere generates energetic long-period
infrasound waves, which propagate over large distances, and may be detected by
IMS infrasound stations over hours or days. Although considered as noise by the
IDC, these microbaroms are interesting sources for infrasound scientific studies.
The infrasound signals associated to microbaroms are strongly influenced by the
presence of stratospheric wind jets (Le Pichon et al. 2006) and may help better
understand the characteristics and temporal fluctuations of the stratosphere.
Figure 3.28 shows how the infrasound automatic detections at IS22, New Caledonia,
related to microbaroms and volcanic eruptions are dependent on the direction of
stratospheric wind jets.
3.3.2.2 Mixed Technology Events
Earthquakes
Earthquakes are among the main sources of mixed technology events – i.e.,
involving seismic, hydroacoustic, and infrasound detections – in IDC event bulletins.
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Fig. 3.28 100,000 automatic infrasound detections at IS22, New Caledonia from January 2005
to December 2007. Stratospheric winds blowing in eastward direction from May to October help
infrasound waves propagate from the Tasman Sea (back azimuth 210°). In contrast, from
December to April, the stratospheric winds blow westward and the station detects signals from
South Pacific Ocean or Yasur volcano. The volcanic activity from Lopevi is visible all year round
and attributed to thermospheric propagation

For large events, infrasound (ground to air coupled) waves may be detected by IMS
infrasound arrays (Le Pichon et al. 2002).
The infrasound sensors behave like seismometers detecting the ground deformation caused by body or surface waves. Seismic waves may be observed at infrasound stations for large events, regardless of the hypocentral depth. They are
usually associated to long duration coda waveform signals, which may be energetic
but poorly correlated on the small aperture (1–3 km) IMS infrasound arrays.
Topography is a key factor for observing ground to air-coupled infrasound signals. High mountain ranges or volcanic domes located near the epicenter of large
earthquakes are shaken by the seismic waves and become themselves secondary
sources of infrasound waves that may propagate over hundreds of kilometers before
being detected by IMS infrasound stations. The example in Fig. 3.29 shows recent
regional earthquakes detected by the Japanese IMS infrasound station IS30.
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Fig. 3.29 Regional map (©Google) of earthquakes detected by the IMS infrasound station IS30,
Japan. Seismic signals were detected for all the events (red symbols). Infrasound signals were
detected for events located near topographic areas (orange symbols). An indication of the magnitude (IDC mb magnitude) is given for each event, e.g., “4” corresponds to an event with mb
between 4 and 5). In this region, magnitudes 3–4, 4–5, 5–6 events can be detected by IS30 within
radius of 150 km (green circle), 300 km (blue circle) and 1,000 km (orange circle) respectively

Infrasound signals are detected for epicenters located near topographic areas
(mountain range and island), but no infrasound signals originate from earthquakes
located off the coast of Japan or in lowland areas.
Deep events with large magnitudes may generate infrasound signals, especially
in areas of the globe where topography is favorable for ground to air coupling
(mountain ranges and islands). In the IDC automatic network processing, a parameter sets to 150 km the maximal depth for associating infrasound signals to seismic
events. This threshold is in agreement with the maximum depth (140 km) recorded
so far by infrasound arrays in the IDC REB. However, this depth threshold may
possibly be increased, as large events have recently been infrasonically recorded
down to a depth of 228 km (Celebes Sea, December 12, 2006, Fig. 3.30). The
downside of associating infrasound with deeper events is (1) a risk of increasing the
number of false automatic associations of infrasound detections with weak- and
low-confidence seismic events, (2) and the coupling areas at the Earth’s surface
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Fig. 3.30 The PMCC detection pixels can either be displayed in Geotool-PMCC with the waveform data, or projected on a topographic map (©Google). The seismic and infrasound waves
generated by the Celebes Sea earthquake (December 12, 2006 15:48UTC, REB magnitude 5.6,
depth 228 km) have been detected at IS39 Palau infrasound array at a distance of 1,150 km from
the source. The signals show clear P and S seismic waves (a) followed by a long train of infrasound waves from various azimuths produced by secondary sources at the surface of the globe
(mountain peaks, islands) which start vibrating during the passage of seismic waves: (b) infrasound from the local islands located in the vicinity of the epicenter (flat terrain reacts as a membrane excited by the vertical incidence seismic wave) and (c) infrasound originating from the
mountain ranges in Philippines
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might be located hundreds of kilometers away from the epicenter and the inclusion
of infrasound readings may degrade the automatic seismic location solution.
It can be argued that there is no added value in including infrasound data into
the existing IDC seismic event bulletins. Seismic and infrasound arrivals detected
on IMS infrasound stations only appear for large earthquakes, which means for
events generally recorded and located with good precision by large number of IMS
seismic stations. Moreover, large differences in measured infrasound back azimuths
due to secondary topographic sources may introduce some bias in the location
process. However, the IMS seismic network does not have a complete and uniform
coverage of the globe, especially in some oceanic regions where the valuable seismic primary arrays – offering excellent detection capability compared with 3-component seismic stations – are sometimes not so well represented. In such cases,
infrasound arrays provide a good complement to the existing seismic network and
may help in monitoring the Earth activity and refining the epicenter location in
remote areas. The presence of infrasound signals along with seismic signals is
always a sign of large earthquakes producing major ground movement at the surface, with sometimes catastrophic consequences for a population living in the area.
If infrasound detections are used in combination with seismic information, they
could become a reliable indicator for triggering alerts in case of devastating earthquakes (e.g., infrasound waves observed during Banda Aceh “tsunamigenic”
Mw9.3 earthquake on December 26, 2004).
Surface Explosions
Most infrasound signals recorded at IMS arrays originate from sources located near
the surface of the Earth. Open-pit mine blasts (Fig. 3.31) and chemical explosions
are typical examples of fusion between seismic and infrasound data in IDC event
bulletins. The coupling of the explosion energy with the ground or the atmosphere
may differ from one blast to another, which explains discrepancies in seismic or
infrasound observations.

Fig. 3.31 Map (©Google) of open pit mines in Eurasian region detected by the IMS infrasound
stations IS31 (Kazakhstan), IS34 (Mongolia), and IS46 (Russia)
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The presence of infrasound signals is also strongly dependent on the diurnal and
seasonal fluctuations in the atmospheric wind and temperature profiles. The explosions at the Zheleznogorsk open pit mine in Russia have enough yield to produce
infrasound signals recorded at 1,500 km distances, detected by IS26 (Germany)
during summer months (westward stratospheric wind propagation) and by IS31
(Kazakhstan) during winter months (eastward stratospheric wind propagation).
Infrasound signals associated to explosions are usually composed of a series of
impulsive arrivals that correspond to wave reflections from different altitudes of the
atmosphere (example of explosion of an ammunition depot near Tirana, Albania in
Fig. 3.22). For local blasts, the usage of infrasound back azimuth allows an analyst
to substantially refine the location of the event. Research is underway for improving atmospheric modeling as well as determining a better usage of infrasound data
in combination with seismic data. In particular, the IDC processing is expected to
be enhanced with the introduction of realistic back azimuth corrections due to
atmospheric winds as well as a new capability for predicting accurate onset times
for different infrasound arrivals.

Fig. 3.32 Infrasound (BDF channels) and wind speed (BWS channel) data recorded at IS48,
Tunisia, on July 6, 2008. The energetic high-frequency waveforms on BDF channels are caused
by wind bursts, as indicated by the BWS wind speed channel. The ocean activity on the Tunisian
coast produces a continuous infrasound signal detected in the back azimuth 60–70° (in yellow).
The detection is interrupted (PMCC pixel gaps) between 23:30 and 23:45 when the wind speed
exceeded 3 m/s
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3.3.2.3 Importance of Meteorological Data at the Station
The standard IMS configuration for infrasound arrays includes meteorological
sensors at one or several elements. Wind speed (and direction) and temperature are
key information measured and stored simultaneously with micro pressure data.
This meteorological data can be displayed with Geotool-PMCC like any other data
time series and may be very helpful for the analysts to understand the detection
background at the station.
• The local surface winds strongly influence the detection capability at the station.
IMS infrasound stations are equipped with wind-noise reduction systems
(rosette pipes), or wherever possible are installed in areas covered by dense
vegetation. This has proved to efficiently reduce incoherent high frequency turbulence caused by local wind bursts, but may be insufficient for some stations
exposed to very windy conditions. In IDC processing, strong wind bursts generate high-amplitude incoherent infrasound noise, which may mask any other
coherent signals occurring at the same time. As the PMCC detection algorithm
is based on signal cross correlation, wind bursts do not create false detections
but renders the infrasound array blind. Figure 3.32 shows some infrasound and
wind speed data recorded at IS48, Tunisia, and PMCC detections interrupted
when the wind speed exceeds 3 m/s.
• The local sound speed depends on the temperature at the station. In dry air, at
20°C, the speed of sound is about 343 m/s. In regions like Antarctica or the
desert of Australia, temperatures may reach extreme values. The example in
Fig. 3.33 shows automatic detections produced at IS55, Windless Bight
(Antarctica). The LKO channel indicates a local temperature of −12°C at the
time of the recording. Two very local high-frequency transient signals are
detected with trace velocities of 319 m/s (i.e., with direct wave propagation in a
medium at −12°C). The low-frequency microbaroms show higher horizontal
trace velocities (about 345 m/s), which is explained by the propagation in different waveguide (stratospheric phases).

3.3.2.4 Nondefining Infrasound Phases Associated to Events: Ix
The IDC is still at an early stage when identifying infrasound wave types. There is
currently no distinction made for tropospheric, stratospheric, and thermospheric
phases, all infrasound phases are named “I.” An event cannot include more than one
infrasound “I” phase per station. During interactive review, the analysts may decide
to associate additional infrasound phases to the event. These phases are named “Ix”
and are not used in the location process.
As shown in the previous section, infrasound data may contribute to many types
of REB events. In case of very well-constrained source locations (explosive
events), the time and azimuth of the automatic detections very well characterize the
source. The analysts generally identify the fastest arrival as I-phase and associate it
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Fig. 3.33 Detections at IS55, Antarctica. The LKO channel indicates the local temperature measured at the array (between −12 and −11°C). The signatures of local sources are characterized by
impulsive energetic signals with trace velocities that are of same order as the local sound speed
(values represented with a dark blue color). In contrast, the long duration and low-frequency
microbaroms that propagate over larger distances have higher trace velocity values (values represented with light blue color)

to the event. Later, infrasound phases may also be manually reviewed and associated to the same event, but as there are currently no appropriate travel time tables,
these phases are named Ix (Fig. 3.34).
For complex events such as fast moving objects or earthquakes, which involve
multiple secondary source points, the current analyst procedure recommends picking and labeling the block of correlated waveforms which better fits with the
expected azimuth and time as “I.” Any other associated group(s) of infrasound
detections should be labeled “Ix.” Note that these Ix phases often arrive before the
I-phase (due to topographic seismic/infrasound wave coupling, or corresponding to
the closest points on the trajectory of a hypersonic moving source).
Concluding Remarks
An automatic and interactive data processing system has been established at the
IDC to analyze data from the IMS infrasound network. Specialized software has
been developed to automatically detect and categorize infrasound signals at each
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Fig. 3.34 Signal recorded at IS46, Russia related to a blast at Kara Zhyra mine in Kazakhstan
(distance of the source: 600 km). The waveforms on the beam channel clearly show a group of
three distinct arrivals (two stratospheric and one thermospheric returns, according to ray tracing
modeling). The first arrival in the group is identified as “I” and, the two others as “Ix”

individual IMS station, and finally to produce automatic event bulletin together
with seismic and hydroacoustic technologies.
The interactive review of the automatic bulletin has demonstrated that the
automatic system is functioning at a level whereby infrasound or mixed-technology events can be reliably formed. Various types of infrasound sources have
been identified, some of them are energetic enough to be detected by several
stations of the IMS network, in particular atmospheric or surface explosions,
exploding meteors, rocket launches and re-entries, large earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
The production of a good quality automatic infrasound event bulletin requires
the correct detection and association of signals and accurate location of the largest
number of genuine sources, while keeping the rate of false alarms as low as possible. The IDC will continue working on enhancing the system in order to determine and/or refine the source locations. Additional work is required for producing
reliable modeling of the atmospheric specifications and for understanding the
impact it has on the infrasound wave propagation. One of the remaining challenges
for the IDC will be the integration of these real-time data models into the automatic
and interactive operational environment.
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Chapter 4

Low-Noise Broadband Microbarometers
D. Ponceau and L. Bosca

4.1 Background
Infrasound measurements are made thanks to a dedicated set of equipments generally
called “infrasound measuring chain”. Modern ones generally consist in an infrasound sensor, an acquisition unit and, when necessary, a wind noise reducer.
The term infrasound sensor mainly stands for the elements of an infrasound measuring
chain which are located between the wind-generated noise reducer and the recorder.
It measures atmospheric pressure changes over a very large dynamic range and delivers
a dynamic signal adapted to the associated recorder whose input range is limited.
The term infrasound sensor mainly stands for the assembly of the mechanics
sensitive to pressure and the associated transducer. A mechanics sensitive to
pressure or pressure changes induces a motion or stress between two mechanical
parts. A transducer converts it into a dynamic signal adapted to the associated
acquisition unit, generally a dynamic voltage. Numerous transduction and mechanics
principles have been developed for decades, their principle, and some of their
specificities are described hereafter (Fig. 4.1).

4.1.1 Self-Noise
During the measurement and when possible, measuring chain self-noise should be
negligible relatively to infrasound background noise on site and on the frequency
band of interest. It is sometimes considered that sensor self-noise should be more
than three times smaller than infrasound background noise.
On noisy or windy sites, signal levels can remain high. On quietest sites, signals
to measure can be very weak over some frequency bands.
Thanks to the numerous studies that have been carried out recently in the framework of the International Monitoring System (IMS), Earth’s atmosphere’s infrasound
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Fig. 4.1 Simplified layout of an infrasound measuring chain

Fig. 4.2 Infrasound noise models established by Bowmann et al. (Bowman et al. 2007)

background noise is better and better known down to frequencies as low as 0.02 Hz.
For lower frequencies, it is less true.
Bowman et al. (2007) have recently established models that can be used for
infrasound sensors choice or design. Next figure shows three models published in
this study. Infrasound Low Noise Model is a fine estimation of the lowest infrasound background noise that can be measured in Earth’s atmosphere. It appears that
on quietest sites, local noise can be lower than 0.3 mPaRMS over a 1-Hz bandwidth
above 3 Hz (Fig. 4.2).

4.1.2 Pressure Range
Infrasound sensors are installed all over the world at a large range of altitudes. This
means that infrasound sensor’s operating pressure range is several orders larger
than infrasound range to measure.
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If infrasound range generally does not exceed 1,000 Pacc, infrasound sensor can
be led to deal with absolute pressures from 350 to 1,150 hPa depending on the
installation site and meteorological conditions, that’s to say a 800-hPacc range.
Obviously, this is highly dependent on the altitude. On a given installation site,
with a static altitude, atmospheric pressure changes are much lower, seldom larger
than 100 hPacc.

4.1.3 Dynamic Range
Infrasound sensor’s pressure range can be about 800 hPacc. It is about 80 times
larger than biggest infrasound to measure, but it is also more than 200 million times
larger than the lowest. It means that infrasound sensors’ dynamic range, when
expressed in pressure is larger than 200 millions.
It is very hard to realize mechanics, transducers or electronics with such a
dynamic range and when possible this led to complex systems with other
drawbacks.
This huge dynamic range is the ratio between a large pressure range, from lowfrequency pressure changes, and a low infrasound background only above 4 Hz. As a
consequence, there is an alternative which consist in differentiating as soon as possible
in the pressure measuring chain to measure pressure change or pressure derivate
instead of pressure itself.
Here is the main difference between the two main kinds of infrasound sensors:
absolute sensors and differential sensors. As absolute sensors are concerned,
atmospheric pressure is compared with a known reference in pressure enclosed in
a sealed cavity. Some of them use primary vacuum as a reference. Differential sensors compare present atmospheric pressure with an averaged (delayed) image of
atmospheric pressure. They use the same acoustic principle as microphones and are
sometimes called infrasound microphones. In the same way, classic microphones
with low cut-off frequency can be used to measure infrasound.
Differential infrasound sensors can achieve very low noise. Their main drawbacks
are their sensitivity to environment due to their low frequency acoustic behavior and
the lack of accurate calibration technique suited to them.

4.1.4 Environmental Constraints
Infrasound measuring chains can be installed all over the world, this include very harsh
environmental conditions where they can have to fulfill previous requirements.
The IMS is a nice example. Infrasound measuring chains installed on this
network have to operate in a very large temperature range (−20, 60°C) not well
protected from short period temperature variations. They can be installed in very
remote locations where electrical power can be difficult to obtain.
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4.1.5 Transfer Function
Up to now, many sensors have been developed, but it looks like there’s no perfect
infrasound sensor and you still have to choose the sensor best suited to your needs.
This document attempts to introduce major kinds of infrasound sensors and to
explain how they operate. This document is not exhaustive as many kinds of sensors have been developed associating many types of mechanics and transducers.
As first infrasound sensors were concerned, dynamic ranges of transducers
associated with these absolute microbarometers were too small to measure largest
pressure variations associated with long period (e.g., diurnal) pressure changes and
smallest infrasounds (Kortschinski et al. 1971). A common solution to this problem
was first suggested by Shaw and Dynes (1905), the differential microbarometer.
It consists in measuring the difference in pressure between the inside and the outside
of a closed cavity in which a small leak is allowed. Short period pressure changes
are recorded while flow through the leak equalizes the interior and exterior
pressures for long period pressure changes (Kortschinski et al. 1971). Second part
of this chapter will introduce the theory of these sensors.
Another difficulty in infrasound sensors design concerns sensors response. The
transition between adiabatic and isothermal transformations occurs over infrasound
range and can have a noticeable influence on sensor response. This document
explains how sensors are affected by this transition.
However, it is difficult to analyze the response of instruments having uncontrolled
leaks or needle valves, and their outputs are unknown functions of pressure
(Kortschinski et al. 1971).

4.2 Absolute Infrasound Sensors
Infrasounds have been recorded for centuries by barometers (Kortschinski et al.
1971). However, significant advances in infrasound sensing only occurred since
last century. Indeed, the fact that nuclear explosions generate infrasounds has
stimulated an enhanced interest in infrasound sensors and has led to their application
to other fields.

4.2.1 Principle of Operation, Mechanics
Absolute infrasound sensors principle was described by Haak and de Wilde (1996)
and Alcoverro and Le Pichon (2005). An absolute infrasound sensor consists in an
aneroid capsule deflected by atmospheric pressure changes inside a measuring cavity connected to atmospheric pressure. A motion transducer or a stress transducer
converts bellows deflection or stress into a dynamic signal adapted to the associated
recorder (Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic overviews of an absolute infrasound sensor, the MB2005 from MARTEC

In this chapter, we will describe some influent parameters of an absolute infrasound sensor mechanics in order to estimate its acoustic impedance, Zan, defined as
the ratio of the difference in pressure between both sides of the aneroid capsule, pan,
to the air flow generated by aneroid capsule motion, qan.
Z an =

pan 2
[ m ].
qan

(4.1)

4.2.1.1 Aneroid Capsule
An aneroid capsule is a metal bellows sealed under vacuum. One end is attached to
the frame and includes an inlet used to create a primary vacuum inside the bellows.
The other end, the “mobile” end of the aneroid capsule behaves as a piston. The
metal bellows can be made of bronze or stainless steel. Modern sensors use specific
stainless steel whose thermal coefficient of expansion is adjusted to be very small
(CEA/DASE 1998; Martec 2006).
Important parameters of an aneroid capsule include its effective area, stiffness,
and mobile mass.
The aneroid capsule’s effective area, Aan, is the ratio between the force applied
on the piston, Fpi, and the difference in pressure between both sides of its mobile end,
ppi. When the aneroid capsule is deflected it induces an acoustic flow, qpi, proportional
to piston velocity relatively to aneroid capsule’s frame, vpi. This piston can be modeled
as an acousto-mechanical transformer whose mutual constant is its effective area.
Piston’s mechanical impedance, Zmpi, represents its contribution to aneroid capsule’s
mobile mass, damping, and spring rate.
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(4.2)

The aneroid capsule’s spring rate, Kan, is the ratio between its deflection, x−x0,
and the force applied on it, Fan.
K an =

Fan
x − x0

N
m
 

(4.3)

The sensitivity to pressure of an aneroid capsule is the ratio of its effective area
over its spring rate:
S=

Aan x − x0  m 
=
K an
p pi  Pa 

(4.4)

The aneroid capsule can be modeled by its acoustic mobile mass, stiffness, and
damping coefficient (Fig 4.4).
The acoustic impedance of the aneroid capsule, Zaan is given by the following
formula (Alcoverro et al. 2005; Alcoverro and Le Pichon 2002; Alcoverro and
Le Pichon 2005):
Z aan = Raan + M aan jw +

1
Caan jw

[Ωa ]

(4.5)

The acoustic compliance, Caan, is defined as the ratio of the square of the effective
area, Aan, of the aneroid capsule to its spring rate, Kan:
Caan =

2
Aan
K an

 m3 
 
 Pa 

4.6

Caan

The acoustic mobile mass, Maan, is defined as the ratio of mechanical mobile mass,
man, of the aneroid capsule over the square of the effective area, Aan:

Maan

Raan

Qan

Fig. 4.4 Aneroid capsule acoustic model

Pan
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(4.7)

The acoustic resistance, Raan, is the acoustic damping of the aneroid capsule.
Infrasound sensors aneroid capsules are designed to minimize acoustic mobile
mass and resistance impedances relatively to that of the acoustic compliance over
the infrasound frequency band.
The MB2005 aneroid capsule impedance (blue) is plotted on Fig. 4.5 along with the
contributions from its stiffness (black), mass (green) and damping coefficient (red).
Over the whole infrasound frequency band and up to 50 Hz, MB2005 aneroid
capsule acoustic impedance can be accurately modeled by only the contribution
from its stiffness.
4.2.1.2 Measurement Cavity
The measurement cavity is acoustically connected to the atmosphere. Typically, it acts
as an acoustic capacitance with losses. Generally, the model used is a resistance in
series with a capacitance whose value depends on the thermal process that applies.

Fig. 4.5 Bode diagram of MB2005 aneroid capsule acoustic impedance (blue) with contributions
from: damping (red), mobile mass (green) and spring rate (black)
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In high frequencies, the thermal regime is adiabatic. Measurement cavity’s
capacitance is the ratio of its volume, Vme, over the product of its pressure, pm, and
the ratio g of specific temperatures of air.
Came =

Vme
g i pm

 m3 
 
 Pa 

(4.8)

In low frequencies, the thermal regime is isotherm. Cavity’s capacitance is the ratio
of its volume over its pressure.
Came =

Vme
pm

 m3 
 
 Pa 

(4.9)

To determine the frequency bands where adiabatic or isothermal theory applies,
experiments can be performed (Haak and de Wilde 1996). However, the transition is
not immediate and could span over octaves within the infrasound frequency band.
Cavity capacitance influence on infrasound measuring chain response needs to
be minimized. It cannot be done relatively to that of the aneroid capsule which
appears to be negligible. As a conclusion, the acoustic response of the infrasound
sensor needs to be as flat as possible over the transition between adiabatic and
isothermal transformations frequency bands (Fig. 4.6).
According to both models, the aneroid capsule is equivalent to a cavity.
Generally, an equivalent aneroid capsule complex volume can be defined as:
Van _ e =

(4.10)

 m 3 

Pm

Qan

Came

Caan
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Fig. 4.6 “General” (left) and simplified (right) acoustic models of the aneroid capsule inside the
measuring cavity
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When aneroid capsule impedance can be simplified to its capacitive part, the
aneroid capsule equivalent volume is given by:
Van _ e = g i pm Can

 m 3 

(4.11)

4.2.1.3 Inlets and Noise Reducers
Inlets and noise reducers’ acoustic impedance can have a major influence on acoustic
response of the infrasound measuring chain. Infrasound sensor’s inlets are designed
not to influence infrasound measuring chain’s acoustic response over infrasound
bandwidth. These inlets are also designed to match with the noise reducer. Generally,
infrasound sensors have one to four inlets but their manufacturers can adapt them
on demand.
4.2.1.4 Full Sensor Acoustic Models
Each inlet is represented by losses (Rain) and air mass (Main). The aneroid capsule is
represented by its equivalent acoustic mass, losses, and compliance (Maan, Raan, and
Caan). The measurement cavity is represented by its compliance (Camc) and losses (Ramc).
The figure at right is a simplified model of an absolute infrasound sensor with one inlet
as described by Alcoverro and Le Pichon (2005) (Fig. 4.7).
Finally, absolute infrasound sensor mechanics acts as an acoustic low pass filter
whose characteristics depend on inlets or noise reducer’s acoustic impedance.
If the inlet can be considered as purely resistive Rain, the relation between measured
pressure pm and external pressure, pe, is given by:
1
pm
=
pe

Came jw
.
1
Rain +
Came jw

(4.12)
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Raan
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Fig. 4.7 “General” (left) and simplified (right) acoustic models of an absolute microbarometer
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In these conditions, absolute infrasound sensor act as a low pass acoustic filter whose
cut-off frequency is dependent on the dimensions of its inlets and of its cavity.
pm
=
pe

1
jw
1+
w0

with w 0 =

1
RinCme

(4.13)

4.2.2 Transducers
The deflection of an aneroid capsule under changes in pressure is converted into an
analog voltage by a motion transducer. Various types of transducers can be used
depending on the requirements.
Measurement of very long period infrasound requires a transducer with low long
period noise. Generally displacement transducers such as LVDT are used.
Displacement transducers are not very appropriated for the upper part of the
infrasound frequency range. Indeed, recent studies (Bowman et al. 2007) shown
that infrasound minimal noise vs frequency follows a quasi constant slope of about
−20 dB/decade (Fig. 4.2).
An adequate infrasound sensor would follow the same slope in order neither
to be overspecified in lower frequencies resolution nor underspecified in higher
frequencies resolution. Both lead to a decrease in effective dynamic range of the
measuring chain.
Many kinds of transducers have been associated with absolute infrasound sensors.
Most of them were motion transducers. First ones were pens. More recently, electronic
transducers were preferred.
4.2.2.1 Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT)
The LVDT is a type of electrical transformer used for measuring displacement. The
transformer has three solenoid coils placed around a tube. One of them, the primary coil,
is centered in the central plan. Two others, the secondary coils are symmetrically
positioned around this plan. An alternative current is driven trough the primary
causing a voltage to be induced in each secondary proportionally to its mutual
inductance with the primary. The frequency is usually in the range 1–10 kHz.
A ferritic core, attached to the object whose position is to be measured, slides
along the axis of the tube. As the object (and the core) moves, mutual inductances
between primary and secondaries change causing voltages induced in the secondary
coils to change. The secondary coils are connected in reverse series so that the output
voltage is the difference between the two secondary voltages. When the core is in its
central position equal voltages are induced in each secondary coil so the output voltage
is zero. When the core is moved in one direction, voltage in one coil increases as
the other decreases. The magnitude of the output voltage is proportional to the distance
between the ferritic core and LVDT central plan, its phase indicates the direction of
the displacement.
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Fig. 4.8 Schematic overview of a linear
variable differential transformer. A is the
excitation for the primary coil. B is the
output from secondary coils. The ferritic
core is represented in blue, the mobile
element in green, the fixed LVDT frame
in gray

The sliding core does not touch LVDT frame and can move without friction making
the LVDT a non contact highly reliable device. The absence of any sliding and rotating
contacts allows the LVDT to be completely sealed against the environment (Fig. 4.8).
DASE MB2000 and MB2005 absolute infrasound sensors use a LVDT as displacement transducer. It converts aneroid capsule deflection into a voltage proportional to
its mobile end displacement.
Such a transducer has a very wide dynamic range which helps to address issues
associated with the dynamic range need for infrasound detectors (e.g., Bowman et al.
2007). For frequencies below 1 Hz, the sensor can measure pressure amplitudes
greater than 200 hPa peak to peak (CEA/DASE 1998; Martec 2006). Its response is
flat in pressure up to its cut-off frequency that can be adjusted on decades around its
nominal cut-off frequency (about 40 Hz). Its electronics is designed to be very stable
under IMS conditions.
This signal cannot be digitized totally with common 24 bits recorders as the required
dynamic range is too large. A solution consists in filtering signal with a high pass filter
but this has to be done with caution as this can induce major phase uncertainties.
An electronic high pass filter is a good solution as it can be made nearly insensitive
to environment and aging when properly selected and sealed into a watertight cavity.
Furthermore, it can be designed not to induce noise bigger than atmospheric minimum noise down to very low frequencies.
So, LVDT displacement transducers are very suited long range monitoring. They
are less suited to temporary measurements because of its power requirements which
is generally not smaller than 1.5 W.
4.2.2.2 Magnet and Coil Velocity Transducer
As Haak and de Wilde (1996) first discussed, it is possible to use a magnet and coil
velocity transducer as a detector for the aneroid capsule deflection. Such a transducer
is robust, has very low noise, and gives the instrument a response in accordance
with background noise characteristics. The integration to pressure can be digitally
done (Fig. 4.9).
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Fig. 4.9 Schematic overview of an absolute infrasound sensor with a magnet and coil velocity
transducer (Ponceau 2008)
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Fig. 4.10 Comparison between MB2007 MB2005 self-noise (Ponceau et al. 2008) and Infrasound
Low Noise Model from Bowman (Bowman et al. 2007)

Ponceau et al. (Ponceau 2008; Ponceau et al. 2007) have recently presented a very
compact prototype of such a sensor, called MB2007 (Fig. 4.9). Its self noise, plotted
on Fig. 4.10, match with Bowman’s Infrasound Low Noise Model (Bowman et al. 2007).
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Fig. 4.11 Left: Schematic overview of an absolute infrasound sensor with quartz crystal resonator
sensing (Paroscientific 2007). Right: Schematic overview of a quartz crystal resonator used as a
stress transducer (Paroscientific 2007)

Its response in pressure derivate is flat all over the infrasound range. As a result,
no phase uncertainties are added and the required recorder dynamic range is
smaller.
As a consequence, this passive sensor can be associated with a low power
recorder to obtain a measuring chain suitable for temporary experiments.
4.2.2.3 Quartz Crystal Resonator Stress Transducer
Some infrasound sensors use precision quartz crystal resonators (Paroscientific
2007) to sense stress induced by pressure on mechanics. The output of these transducers is the resonant frequency that varies with pressure-induced stress. They are
described as transducers with a remarkable repeatability, low hysteresis, and excellent stability (Fig. 4.11).
Marketed sensors are not sensitive enough to solve IS Low Noise Model on the
upper part of the infrasound frequency range (Fig. 4.12).

4.3 Differential Infrasound Sensors
Direct measurement of pressure with absolute infrasound sensors induces dynamic
range limitations. Electronic solutions have been developed but another common solution to this problem was first introduced by Shaw and Dynes (1905), the differential
infrasound sensor. It measures the pressure difference between the inside and outside
of a cavity in with a small leak. Short period pressure changes are recorded, while flow
through the leak equalizes the interior and exterior pressures for slow changes.
Differential infrasound sensors are sometimes called infrasound microphones as they
principle of operation is similar to that of acoustic microphones.
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Fig. 4.12 Paroscientific DIGIQUARTZ® pressure transducer

One difference is the low frequency bandpass limit, which is lower for infrasound
microphones. But the major difference is introduced by Haak and de Wilde (1996),
acoustic theory is no longer valid in lower infrasound range where pressure fluctuations are isothermal and not adiabatic.

4.3.1 Principle of Operation, Pressure Sensitive Part
A differential infrasound sensor produces a signal proportional to the difference
between the pressure inside the measurement cavity and the pressure in a backing
or reference cavity (Figs. 4.13 and 4.14). A small air leak between the two volumes
will lead to a pressure equalization over long periods of time. This determines the
low frequency response of the system (Rocard 1971).
A differential infrasound sensor is sensitive to temperature differences between
both volumes. Thermal insulation need to be carried out with care: a solution is to
locate the infrasound sensor a few meters below Earth surface. Furthermore, the
volumes can be filled with steel wool or vermiculite as explained by Cook and
Bedard (Haak and de Wilde 1996) or Rocard (1971).
A famous example of operational infrasound sensor was described by Rocard
(1971). Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show this sensor. Last one is from the original paper.
This sensor consists in two cavities (16 and 18) separated by a bellows (30).
Both cavities have similar volumes and are connected through the capillary (31).
Front cavity (16) is connected to atmosphere through the capillary (20). Bellows
motions induced by pressure changes are measured thanks to an electromagnetic
displacement transducer adjusted to match bellows motion range.
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Fig. 4.13 Three dimensions view of the differential infrasound sensor from Rocard (1971)

Here again, thermal insulation was of first interest: reference cavity (18) is covered
with a thick thermal insulation, and the sensor was operated inside a thick insulating
box (12).

4.3.2 Sensitive Mechanics
The sensitive element may either be a bellows or a diaphragm. Differences in pressure between front inlet and backing volume for long periods are usually small so
the bellows can be made quite sensitive to small pressure differences.

4.3.3 Transducers
Mechanics’ deflection is converted into an analog voltage by a low noise motion
transducer. Many types of transducers have been used. It can be a linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), a capacitive transducer, a magnet and coil velocity
transducer, or even an optical transducer as described by Kortschinski et al. (1971).
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Fig. 4.14 Original view of the differential infrasound sensor from Rocard (1971)

4.3.3.1 Externally Polarized Capacitive Displacement Transducers
Capacitive displacement transducers’ principle of operation is well described by
Brüel and Kjær (1996). They use the electrical property of “capacitance” to make
measurements. Capacitance is a property that exists between any two conductive
surfaces within some reasonable proximity. Changes in the distance between surfaces
induce changes in capacitance.
These changes in capacitance may be converted to an electrical voltage in two
ways. The most simple conversion method uses a constant electrical charge, which
is either permanently built into the microphone cartridge or applied to it. Today this
method is used for practically all sound measurements.
However, it should be mentioned that the capacitance variations may also be
converted to voltage by using high-frequency circuits. High-frequency conversion
implies frequency or phase modulation and uses various types of bridge couplings.
In principle, such methods work to very low frequencies (even to DC) and therefore
are well suited for infrasound measurements. However, in practice the use of these
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Fig. 4.15 Capacitive Transduction Principle of Brüel and Kjær externally polarized microphones
(Brüel and Kjær 1996). The constant electrical charge used for polarization is supplied from an
external source

methods is rare because of their complexity, lack of stability, and the relatively high
inherent noise levels that these methods imply.
The transduction principle of an externally polarized capacitive displacement
transducer is illustrated in Fig. 4.15. For a capacitor formed by two plates: the
diaphragm and the back-plate, both plates are polarized by an external voltage
source which supplies a charge via a resistor. Movements lead to distance and
capacitance changes and to a corresponding AC-voltage across the plates. The AC
voltage produced is separated from the polarization voltage by a capacitor placed
inside the preamplifier.
4.3.3.2 Prepolarized Capacitive Displacement Transducers
Brüel and Kjær (1996) introduced prepolarized capacitive displacement transducers
for measurement microphones in the late seventies and showed by experiments and
by extrapolation of measurement results, that such microphones could be made very
stable and that they could meet all the requirements set for most applications.
Prepolarized capacitive displacement transducers contain an electret. It consists of
a specially selected and stabilized, high-temperature polymer material, which is
applied to the top of the back plate. The electret contains trapped or “frozen” electrical charges which produce the necessary electrical field in the air gap. The frozen
charge remains inside the electret and stays stable for thousands of years (Fig. 4.16).
Prepolarized microphones are mainly intended for use with battery operated and
handheld instruments. Because this type of microphone does not require a polarization
voltage it is often selected for temporary measurements to save space and power
and allow simpler electronics.
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Fig. 4.16 Electret polarization from Brüel and Kjær microphones (Brüel and Kjær 1996). The
electret consists of a polymer which contains a permanent or “frozen” electrical charge

4.3.4 Piezoelectric-Based Transducers
Piezoelectric based transducers are now widely used in microphones design. Some
of them were characterized by DeWolf (2006) with interesting results.
Such kinds of transducers are now widely used for infrasound measurements
and also in distributed arrays (Howard et al. 2008) (Fig. 4.17).
4.3.4.1 Optical Motion Transducer
Kortschinski et al. (1971) presented a differential infrasound sensor using an optical
transducer to sense diaphragm deflection. This sensor was not developed to operate
on remote locations all over the world (Fig. 4.18), and its self noise was larger than
that of modern infrasound sensors. New optics and new interferometry techniques
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Fig. 4.17 Piezo-based infrasound sensors from DeWolf (DeWolf 2006)

Fig. 4.18 Extract from Kortschinski, 1971 (Kortschinski et al. 1971). The University of Western
Ontario (UWO) differential infrasound sensor: 1 chamber 2; 2 capillary tubes; 3 connection to
inlet valve; 4 diaphragm tension adjustment nut; 5 chamber 1; 6 photocell housing; 7 condensing
lens mount; 8 shaped aperture; 9 aluminum base plate; 10 plywood board; 11 inlet valve

make now possible to consider new developments from motion sensing optical
techniques as described by Ponceau et al. (2008).

4.4 Other Infrasound Sensors
4.4.1 Liquid Microbarometer
Kremenetskaya (Bovsherverov et al. 1979; Kremenetskaya et al. 1997) presented
liquid infrasound sensors installed in the Apatity seismic array site of Kola Regional
Seismological Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences (KRSC). These sensors
were selected for their band pass (0.0001–1 Hz) and their ease of operation. Their
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Fig. 4.19 Schematic view of a liquid infrasound sensor from Kremenetskaya (Kremenetskaya
et al. 1997): 1 liquid; 2 capacitor plates; 3 body; 4 inlets; 5 electronics

measurements were used in many works (Bovsherverov et al. 1979; Kremenetskaya
et al. 1997; Shumilov et al. 2002, 2003).
They were developed by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics RAS (Shumilov et al.
2003). A typical liquid infrasound sensor design is shown in Fig. 4.19. It consists
in two measurement cavities. One of the inlets is kept in the atmosphere, other is
coupled with a volume (not shown) separated from the atmosphere. Changes in atmospheric pressure induce changes in the relative liquid level in the capacitors.
Deviation in liquid level from the balance is transformed into an electric signal by
a capacity-voltage converter.
These sensors still may operate with an output sensitivity of about 150 mV/Pa.

4.4.2 Particle Velocity Sensors
A particle velocity sensor is not a conventional infrasound sensor as it does not
measure pressure or pressure changes but the velocity of air particles across two tiny,
resistive strips of platinum that are heated to about 200°C (de Bree 2007). They also
record infrasound waves but through a different physical property, the velocity,
which is a vector (and consequently oriented) not a scalar as pressure is.
Van Zon and Evers (2008) recently presented a small aperture high density infrasound array (HDIA) operated by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI). This array consists in 80 instruments including 37 pairs of particle velocity
sensors closely spaced. Azimuths of the incoming infrasound waves can be calculated from the amplitude ratio between pairs’ elements.
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4.5 Conclusions
The term infrasound sensor mainly stands for the elements of an infrasound measuring
chain, which are located between the wind generated noise reducer and the recorder.
It measures pressure changes over a very large dynamic range and delivers a
dynamic signal adapted to the associated recorder whose input range is limited. No
versatile measuring chain is able to solve known Infrasound Low Noise Model and
to measure largest infrasound all over infrasound frequency band.
An infrasound sensor can be installed all over the world for a long time under
very harsh environmental conditions. Some designs are adapted to operate on
worldwide networks and are very robust, reliable, and insensitive to environment
but sometimes heavy and power consuming. Others are more adapted to temporary
measurements but are not as reliable or insensitive to environment.
On another hand, sensors performances, reliability, and robustness are very different according to the technique used. The sensor to be used has to be chosen with care
according to the specifications to reach and the environmental constraints to undergo.
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Chapter 5

A Review of Wind-Noise Reduction
Methodologies
Kristoffer T. Walker and Michael A.H. Hedlin

5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Importance of Infrasound in Science and Monitoring
Infrasound and longer-period acoustic gravity waves have been of considerable
interest since barometers around the world inadvertently recorded infrasound from
the 1883 eruption of Krakatau (Evers and Haak 2010). Early recordings showed
that, at low frequencies, there is relatively little intrinsic attenuation, facilitating
the detection and characterization of large events over great ranges (e.g., Landau
and Lifshitz 1959). Infrasound was used to locate enemy artillery in WWI.
Infrasound was used as a monitoring tool during the early proliferation of nuclear
weapon technologies after WWII when nuclear tests were routinely conducted in
the atmosphere. In 1963, the Limited Test Ban Treaty was signed by most nations,
and nuclear testing generally went underground. Interest in infrasound as a monitoring tool waned as interest in global seismology increased.
In 1996, the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) opened for signature. This treaty is intended to prohibit all nuclear weapon test explosions. Many
countries have signed the treaty, but not ratified it. Ratification is an essential step
before the treaty can enter into force. The International Monitoring System (IMS)
began construction shortly after the treaty was opened for signature. This system
will ultimately comprise more than 300 seismic, hydroacoustic, radionuclide, and
infrasound stations. Specifically, each of the 60 infrasound stations will comprise
an array of infrasound sensors to determine the direction from which signals originated (Christie 1999).
Since the signing of the CTBT and development of the global IMS infrasound
network, there has been a renewed interest in infrasound for monitoring and
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scientific research (Christie and Campus 2010; Campus and Christie 2010). In most
of these studies, a very limiting constraint is wind; as wind speed increases, the
ability to detect infrasound is compromised. For monitoring purposes, this means
that each infrasound array in the IMS network has a detection threshold that varies
significantly, if not greatly, with local wind speed. Therefore, at any point in time,
a certain percentage of the otherwise fully operational network may not be “mission
capable.” Carefully evaluated and independently verified techniques to reduce the
impact of wind on infrasound detection and characterization are of critical importance to the basic infrasound monitoring and research efforts.

5.1.2 Observations of Wind Noise During Measurements
of Infrasound
It has been well known for a long time that noise increases on microphones and
microbarometers with increasing winds. Figure 5.1 shows a simple example of
infrasound in the 1–20 Hz range recorded at Piñon Flat Observatory by a Brüel
& Kjær (B&K) microphone with a standard sponge wind filter at a height of
50 cm above the ground in the presence of wind. These spectra are a result of
averaging the Fourier transforms of two-minute windows where the median
wind speed was in one of four bins (0–2, 2–4, 4–6, and 6–8 m/s). The 7 m/s bin
had far fewer spectra than the other three bins. The leveling off at 1 Hz is due
to the instrument response of the microphone. The noise in this case generally
increases uniformly by ~5 dB per m/s. Estimates at frequencies of 0.01–0.5 Hz
vary from 2 to 7 dB per m/s (McDonald et al. 1971; McDonald and Herrin

Fig. 5.1 Infrasound recordings in the 1–10 Hz band. Time series (a) and average spectra from
many 2-min time series (b) are shown for four different wind speeds
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1974; Hedlin and Alcoverro 2005). Indeed, a 0.05-Pa infrasound signal clearly
recorded in 1 m/s winds would be completely masked in 4–5 m/s winds without
a better wind filter.

5.2 Wind-Noise Theory
5.2.1 The Physics of Wind
To understand the wind-related noise and design wind-noise resistant technologies
or stations, it is helpful to review the basic physics of wind. Wind is caused by
spatial differences in atmospheric pressure and is a common part of the diurnal
meteorological cycle in most parts of the world. Much of the following discussion comes from Panofsky and Dutton (1984). The first 1–2 km above the
ground is called the “friction layer” or the “planetary boundary layer” (PBL),
after Lettau (1939). The PBL is defined by the vertical exchange of momentum,
heat, and moisture due to surface effects. The top of this layer is often visible
to airplane pilots because it contains dust, smoke, and aerosols. The thickness of
the PBL can also be detected by acoustic sounders in the 1–3 kHz range and is
predicted by a linear relationship with wind speed at 10 m height (e.g., Koracin
and Berkowicz 1988).
Wind is intimately related to atmospheric turbulence. There are two types of
turbulence: convective and mechanical. Convective turbulence is driven by thermal
instability and is the predominant mechanism of mixing in the troposphere. Clouds
are often a manifestation of this turbulence. Mechanical turbulence is created by the
interaction of the wind with topography and ground-based objects.
A vertical profile in which temperature increases with height is an “inversion”
(Fig. 5.2). During the day, solar heating warms the surface and the lower PBL,
the top of which occurs at the height zi. This is the height to the lowest inversion,
where the sign of the temperature gradient changes. Because the warmer air near
the surface is gravitationally unstable, both convective and mechanical turbu-

Fig. 5.2 Temperature profiles during the night (AB; inversion) and day (BCD; inversion between
CB). The temperature in the surface layer warms during the day, which is one mechanism for
driving wind. Tn and Td are the nighttime and daytime temperatures, respectively
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Table 5.1 Surface roughness values (from Panofsky and
Dutton 1984)
Ground cover
Roughness length (m)
10−4
Water or icea
Mown grass
10−2
Long grass, rocky ground
0.05
Pasture land
0.20
Suburban housing
0.6
Forests, cities
1–5
Surface roughness increases with wind speed over water

a

lence occur at a variety of scales producing wind. In some cases, the scales are
quite large because of geographical differences in surface heating and can lead to
regional horizontal winds. Nonetheless, smaller scale turbulence occurs and
defines a mixing layer (surface layer) of thickness h, which is approximately
equal to zi during the day.
An inversion often extends down to the surface at night, making the air gravitationally
stable (Fig. 5.2). Consequently, wind and turbulence are often less pronounced at
night. However, minor mechanical turbulence still occurs in the lower portions of
the surface layer (h < 100 m) on clear nights with weak winds.
“Turbules” are defined as self-similar localized eddies (e.g., deWolf 1983;
McBride et al. 1992; Goedecke and Auvermann 1997). Wind speed varies as a
function of height because of surface friction. In pure mechanical turbulence, the
winds in the surface layer are the slowest at the ground level and increase
logarithmically with height (e.g., Thuillier and Lappe 1964; Chen 1997). In convective turbulence, the variation of wind speed with height can be much more
complex and is often described by a power law over some height range. In either
case, the reduction in speed at ground level is a function of the surface roughness,
a length that characterizes the size of mechanical turbules (Table 5.1). The surface
roughness is also a measure of how efficiently momentum is transferred from
the wind into the ground. For example, a dense forest or craggily mountainous
terrain has a high roughness and can lead to a great reduction in surface wind.
Above relatively smooth surfaces, one can expect a significant increase in wind
speed simply between 1 and 3 m height. For example, Berman and Stearns (1977)
recorded an ~20–40% difference in wind speed between these two heights in light
winds (2–5 m/s).

5.2.2 Predicting Turbulence Potential from Meteorological Data
The potential for turbulence can be calculated from basic meteorological data.
Because both mechanical and thermal forcing influences turbulence, a predictive
measurement is needed that superimposes the effects of both. Monin and Obukhov
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(1954) derived two scaling parameters in the surface layer. The first is the surface
friction velocity
u* = t / r ,

(5.1)

where r is the density and the surface Reynolds stress is τ = rK m ∂ ux / ∂ z , where
u x is the mean wind speed in the wind direction and Km is the eddy viscosity of the
order 1 m2 s-1. The second scaling parameter is the Monin-Obukhov length
L=−

u*3 c p ρT
ka gH (1 + 0.07 / B)

,

(5.2)

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, T is the temperature, ka is the von
Karman constant, g is the acceleration due to gravity, H is the vertical heat flux, and
B is the Bowen ratio
B=−

TH − TL + 0.01∆z
,
2500(qH − qL )

(5.3)

where T and q are temperature and humidity at a high and low reference point
separated by Dz in the surface layer. In general, L is essentially independent of height,
is computed from near-surface measurements, and varies mostly because of variations
in u* and H.
The important parameter that superimposes the effects of thermal and mechanical forcing is the ratio z/L, where z is the height above the ground. This ratio is a
measure of the relative importance of mechanical and thermal forcing in the characterization of atmospheric stability. Strongly negative values indicate a dominance
of convective turbulence. Smaller negative values are associated with a dominance
of mechanical turbulence. Zero means there is pure mechanical turbulence (theoretical
case at the ground level). Slightly positive values suggest mechanical turbulence is
damped by temperature stratification. Strongly positive values indicate strong
damping of turbulence.

5.2.3 Geographic Influences on Wind
Careful site selection as a strategy for the abatement of wind noise can benefit
greatly from knowledge of the local wind patterns. Much of this section is from
Pidwirny and Budikova (2006). As mentioned earlier, wind is derived by spatial
differences in atmospheric pressure, which are usually directly related to changes
in temperature due to solar heating and surface radiation. Because these differences occur at a variety of scales, they interfere with each other to give rise to the
observed local conditions. At a global scale, the equatorial regions experience
more solar heating than at the poles. Warming through conduction and convection,
the air flows upward and toward the poles, where cooling causes the air to flow
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down to the surface and back to the equatorial regions. As viewed from a frame of
reference that is fixed in the forward flow, the Coriolis effect deflects the flow
toward the right and the left in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively,
leading to three circulation cells in each hemisphere. This system drives most of
the global circulation patterns, which are ultimately modulated by regional and
local influences.
In the continental interiors, regional variations in solar heating during the day
influence convection patterns. Solar heating of the surface warms the air via conduction, the air ascends, horizontal pressure gradients form, and convection pulls in
air from other regions that are cooler, such as those beneath cloud cover (Fig. 5.3).
The horizontal winds usually do not travel straight lines between the high- and lowpressure regions because of influences by global circulation patterns. This idealized
system only works during the day; at night, there is no variation in surface heating
or cooling to drive convection and surface winds.
Coastal environments can lead to a similar pattern of convection during the
day. Because of the specific heat capacity of water and mixing with deeper layers,
the water surface does not heat up as much as the land surface (Fig. 5.4). This can
lead to differential surface/air heating, a horizontal pressure gradient, and onshore
surface winds.
Unlike continental interiors, coastal environments can also drive convection
systems at night. After sunset, the heated land surface continues to radiate heat and
eventually becomes cooler than the air temperature, at which point heat is
transferred from the air to the ground. Conversely, the water surface stays at a
relatively fixed temperature and continues to transfer heat to the air. This reverses
the pattern shown in Fig. 5.4, leading to offshore surface winds.

Fig. 5.3 Regional influences on wind in an intracontinental setting during the day. Differences in
solar heating at the surface leads to horizontal air temperature and pressure gradients that can lead
to a closed convection system

Fig. 5.4 Regional influences on wind in a coastal setting during the day. The specific heat capacity of water leads to differences in solar heating and cooling of the surface, which can drive a close
convection system
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Whereas the above regional systems are diurnal in nature, there are also seasonal
influences on wind over continental spatial scales. In certain equatorial regions, the
average daily temperature of the inner continental land surface is greater than that
of the adjacent water surfaces. This leads to onshore “Monsoon” winds during the
summer that persist diurnally. In some locations and times of the year, these humid
winds are diurnally uniform. The situation is reversed during the winter, and the
region is dominated by dry offshore winds.
Mountains also affect wind patterns. Despite the obvious obstacle that mountains
present to winds driven by global convection systems, mountains also act as sources
of heat during the day. Solar heating of their slopes leads to a flow of air up and
above the mountain to the height of the surface layer where it is deflected. In the
specific case of a valley, heating on both adjacent slopes can give rise to a circulation system with vertical return flow above the axis of the valley. At night, the
mountains are heat sinks rather than heat sources; the convection pattern is reversed.

5.2.4 Taylor’s Hypothesis
Of fundamental importance to wind-noise theory, Taylor (1938) hypothesized that
turbules and their associated observables are spatially fixed time-invariant anomalies.
This hypothesis is often called “Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis.” If correct,
this predicts that the statistical properties of flow in time measured at a single point
can be used to infer the two-dimensional spatial characteristics of turbulence within
the limitations placed by variations of local topography.
There have been numerous verifications of Taylor’s hypothesis (e.g., Favre et al.
1962; Frenkiel and Klebanoff 1966; Panofsky 1962). Measurements on aircraft
have also been compared to those from towers to test this concept (e.g., Panofsky
and Mazzola 1971; Kaimal et al. 1982). These aircraft fly along the mean wind
direction so quickly that they effectively sample space instantaneously. The results
suggest that short-wavelength structures move with the mean wind (e.g., McDonald
et al. 1971), but large-scale structures move at their own velocities in contrast to
Taylor’s hypothesis.
Although Taylor’s hypothesis appears to be generally valid at higher frequencies,
studies have shown that turbules are not indefinitely time invariant. Rather, they
decay with distance traveled by an amount that is proportional to their length scale;
smaller turbules decay faster over shorter distances traveled than larger turbules.
Shields (2005) analyzed pressure data from two strings of microphones
located on the ground: one along the wind direction and one perpendicular to it.
He calculated the cross-correlation between the reference sensor (the one at the
intersection of the two strings) with the other sensors at greater distances in the
downwind and crosswind directions (Fig. 5.5). In the downwind direction,
what is observed by the reference sensor is observed some time later by the
downwind sensors, but the correlation is gradually reduced with time/distance.
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Fig. 5.5 Quantification of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis. Shown are the cross-correlation
functions between a reference microphone and microphones at increasing distances in the downwind (a) and crosswind (b) directions. The sensor separations in the downwind and crosswind
directions are 1.2 and 0.6 m, respectively. Modified from Shields (2005)

Indeed, in time/distance space, the slope of the line that connects the points
associated with the maxima in (Fig. 5.5a) is equal to the mean advection velocity
(~2.7 m/s). If the sensors themselves are not modifying the turbulence, then this
suggests Taylor’s hypothesis is only a first-order approximation at typical infrasound frequencies. In the crosswind direction, there is also some correlation, but
the peak is at zero lag for all sensors, simply reflecting the crosswind spatial
coherence length.

5.2.5 Turbulence Length Scales and Noise Spectra
As proposed by Kolmogorov (1941), turbulence velocity spectra are separated into
frequency ranges that are associated with three spatial scales of turbulence: source
region (large scales and low frequencies), inertial subrange (intermediate scales and
frequencies), and dissipation region (small scales and high frequencies). The source
region comprises large eddies with length scales of tens of meters to kilometers.
The spectral characteristics of this range are not isotropic; the characteristics depend
on many variables, including wind, surface roughness, and height of the surface
layer. Mixing within the PBL causes energy-containing eddies from the source
region to fragment into smaller eddies without energy dissipation. This mixing
without dissipation defines the isotropic inertial subrange, with eddy length scales
of less than the height above the surface, but larger than the Kolmogorov microscale,
which is the smallest scale of turbulence defined by
 n3 
h=  
 e

1/ 4

,

(5.4)
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where e is the dissipation rate of turbulence into heat and n is the kinematic (or
molecular) viscosity. Continued mixing leads to eddies that are smaller than the
Kolmogorov microscale, defining the isotropic dissipation range where molecular
mixing dissipates energy over a length scale on the order of millimeter in the surface layer, which is too small to be of concern here.
Wind noise in the infrasound band pertains to the source region and the inertial
subrange. Identifying these ranges in spectra of recorded wind noise is important
for understanding what type of wind noise is being recorded, which ultimately
helps one design or choose the optimum wind-noise filter. For a stationary sensor,
the frequency separating the source region on the low side from the inertial subrange on the high side for wind-speed fluctuations in the downwind direction is
defined by fz / u > 1, where f is the frequency, z is the sensor height, and ū is the
mean wind speed (Panofsky and Dutton 1984). Figure 5.6 is a graph depicting this
relationship for 10 logarithmically spaced wind speeds. For a fixed wind speed, the
inertial subrange moves to lower frequencies as the sensor height increases. For a
sensor precisely at the ground level, the inertial subrange is undefined, and the
entire infrasound spectrum is in the source region. For a fixed sensor height, the
source region moves to higher frequencies as the wind speed increases. The IMS
arrays have effective sensor heights from 5 to 40 cm and wind speeds that typically
extend up to 5 m/s. Therefore, for any given spectra of recorded pressure, one can
expect to find this boundary above ~0.2 Hz. For wind speeds of at least 1 m/s, the
boundary is above ~3 Hz.

Fig. 5.6 Frequency boundary between the source region at the low end and the inertial subrange
at the high end as a function of wind speed and sensor height for wind velocity spectra
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5.2.6 Types of Wind Noise
In the following section, we discuss four types of wind-related “noise.” More
detailed discussions of this can be found in Shields (2005), Raspet et al. (2006), and
Raspet et al. (2006).
5.2.6.1 Wind Velocity Fluctuations
For the inertial subrange, Monin and Yaglom (1975) show that the power density
spectrum of the wind velocity in the downwind direction is
V11 (k1 ) = a2 e 2 /3 k1−5/3 ,

(5.5)

where a2 is a constant and k1 is the wave number in the wind direction assuming
Taylor’s hypothesis
k1 = 2p f / u

(5.6)

Recent observations have shown that the −5/3 power laws accurately describes the
velocity spectra in the inertial subrange (Shields 2005; Raspet et al. 2006).
5.2.6.2 Interactions Between the Sensor and the Wind
As an object deflects wind, kinetic energy is converted into pressure energy. The
pressure at the head of the body directly in front of the wind is called the “stagnation pressure” and is the maximum pressure on the body due to the deflection of the
wind. Fluctuating wind velocity can therefore give rise to fluctuating stagnation
pressure on pressure-sensing surfaces. Raspet et al. (2006) derived two equations for the stagnation pressure density spectrum in the inertial subrange. Because
stagnation pressure depends on the bluffness and geometry of the sensor, effects
that are easier to determine empirically than theoretically, they suggest that
recorded wind-velocity spectra can be used to predict stagnation pressure and the
upper limit of recorded infrasound wind noise in the inertial subrange. Specifically,
the stagnation pressure is

Ps (k1 ) = r 2 u 2 V (k1 ) ,
(5.7)

where Ps is the stagnation pressure power density and V is the power spectral density
of the recorded wind velocity magnitude. A second equation for the stagnation
pressure is
 V (k 0 ) 
 V (k 0 ) 
Ps (k1 ) = 1.14 r 2 u 2 + 3.67u 2  110 −15/3  k1−5/3 − 5.89  110 −15/3  k1−7/3 , (5.8)
 (k1 ) 
 (k1 ) 

(

)
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where the quantity V11 (k10 ) is the power spectral density of the wind velocity in the
downwind direction evaluated for a reference wave number k10 at which there is a
good fit of a −5/3 power law curve to the spectra of recorded wind velocity in the
downwind direction, and
u2 =

)

(

1 2
ux + uy2 + uz2
3

(5.9)

is the mean of the mean of the squared velocities in the downwind, crosswind, and
vertical directions. Predicting Ps is potentially advantageous in the testing of windnoise reduction methodologies since it eliminates the need for a reference pressure
sensor. However, use of the aforementioned equations in the inertial subrange
requires a research-grade anemometer that is capable of output sampling rates that
are commonly used for microphones (at least 20 Hz). Many of the current IMS
anemometers are not capable of such high output rates.
Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are only valid in the inertial subrange. Raspet et al. (2006)
extended the turbulence–sensor interaction theory into the source range and introduced
Ps (k1 ) =

1.44u 2C
1 + (k1 λ )2 

5/6

+

1.451C 2
λ 1 + 0.1129(k1λ )2 

5/6

,

(5.10)

where C and λ are fit parameters, the latter of which being a length parameter that
reflects the location of the transition from the source region to the inertial subrange.
These two fit parameters are determined by fitting of the following function to the
downwind velocity spectrum
V11 (k1 ) =

C
1 + (k1 λ )2 

5/6

(5.11)

Note that the first term of the pressure equation is simply the velocity spectrum
multiplied by 1.44u 2 . The second term is constant for low wave numbers and decays
as k1–5/3 for high wave numbers. The authors verified that in the inertial subrange,
the predictions from equation (5.10) match those from equations (5.7) and (5.8).

5.2.6.3 Pressure Anomalies Advected Across the Sensor
Turbulence–Turbulence Interaction
Taylor’s hypothesis predicts that pressure anomalies that develop in turbulent flow
in the absence of sensor interference (that is characterized by turbulence–sensor
interaction) may be advected with the mean wind speed across a sensor, leading to
another type of wind noise. There have been two possible sources of these advected
pressure anomalies discussed in the literature. George et al. (1984) describe these
sources based on a review of published measurements and identifications of different
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pressure fluctuations sources from a turbulent jet without interference from noise
associated with wind/sensor interaction. Pressure anomalies can be generated due
to the interaction between turbules. Miles et al. (2004) show that this “turbulence–
turbulence interaction” is the dominant source of turbulence-induced pressure in
the inertial subrange above some threshold sensor height.
Dimensional analysis has been used to derive the pressure power spectral density
for turbulence–turbulence interaction, as shown in Monin and Yaglom (1975)
Pt (k1 ) = a1 r 2 e 4 /3 k1−7/3 ,

(5.12)

where a1 is a constant. This −7/3 pressure power law was also derived by analytical
techniques (Hill and Wilczak 1995). However, Miles et al. (2004) found using
“Large Eddy Simulation” that this law needs further evaluation for cases where the
atmosphere is thermally stratified and stable (strongly positive z/L).
More recently, two equations have been derived that permit the prediction of the
turbulence–turbulence pressure spectrum from the velocity spectrum in the inertial
subrange. Batchelor (1951) and Raspet et al. (2006) derive
 V (k 0 ) 
Pt (k1 ) = 7.60  110 −15/3  k −7/3
 (k1 ) 

(5.13)

Miles et al. (2004) also calculated a velocity and pressure power density from a
“large eddy simulation” (LES) and fit their synthetic data and statistics from their
simulations to scaling laws based on work by Obukhov (1941). They derive
2

 V (k 0 ) 
Pt (k1 ) = 10.2  110 −15/3  k −7/3
 (k ) 

(5.14)

1

The aforementioned equations are only valid in the inertial subrange, and as with
equation (5.8), one must evaluate the velocity spectrum at a reference wave number
k10 where the −5/3 power law fits the velocity spectrum well. Raspet et al. (2008)
extended the theory to the source region, resulting in
Pt (k1 ) = 0.811

C2
1
λ 1 + 0.1792(k1 λ )2 

7/6

(5.15)

At low wave numbers, the predicted pressure spectrum is constant, whereas at high
wave numbers, the spectrum decays as k1−7/3.
Turbulence–Mean Shear Interaction
The vertical gradient of the average horizontal wind velocity near the ground acts as an
impedance to turbules. Turbulence in this region creates another source of pressure fluctuations called “turbulence–mean shear interaction.” Raspet et al. (2006) also developed
an empirical equation for this that is valid in the source region and inertial subrange,
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λ 2 (k1 λ )5/3
1 + 1.622(k1 λ )2 

8/3

(5.16)

In contrast with the constant spectra at low wave numbers for turbulence–sensor
and turbulence–turbulence interaction, the turbulence–mean shear interaction spectrum increases as k15/3 to a peak just before the transition to the inertial subrange
where it decays as k1−11/3.
Correlation Distance of Turbulence
Shields (2005) examined pressure and wind data from 28 piezoelectric microphones on the ground and spaced parallel and perpendicular to the dominant wind
direction at three field sites. He expanded upon previous results (e.g., Priestley
1966) and derived a model for the narrow-frequency-band correlation of recorded
pressure as a function of sensor separation in the downwind and crosswind directions for the 0.2–2.0 Hz range. These correlations are the cross-correlations at zero
lag time; these equations have no bearing on Taylor’s hypothesis and only describe
the spatial structure of turbulence during a snapshot in time.
R( x ) = e −3.2 x cos(2p x )

(5.17)

R( y) = e −7 y cos(2p y)

(5.18)

and

where x and y are the separations in unit wavelength, which is defined by the sensor
separation divided by the advective wavelength
l = ux / 2p f

(5.19)

This is just the inverse of the advective wave number k1 (5.6). Figure 5.7 shows
Shields’ results. The similarity between the measurements in each graph indicates
that the spatial coherence length is linearly proportional to the size of the turbules
over a wide range of length scales. In other words, the spatial characteristics of
turbulence have a self-similar appearance. For example, defining the coherence
length by the minimum distance to zero correlation, in 3 m/s wind, wind noise at
1 Hz has a coherence length of 0.1 and 0.3 m in the downwind and crosswind directions, respectively. In the same wind, the coherence lengths at 0.1 Hz are 1 and 3 m.
Similarly, doubling the wind speed doubles these coherence lengths.
Of fundamental importance, Shields’ results confirm the lower and slightly
frequency-dependent results of Priestley (1966) that there is an exponential decay
in the correlation in all directions (including vertical), but that the downwind direction has an additional periodic factor that oscillates about the zero axis. These
results predict that spatial averaging of infrasound along a line parallel to the wind
direction, rather than along any other line, results in the greatest attenuation of wind
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Fig. 5.7 Measured pressure correlation coefficients as a function of unit wavelength in the downwind and crosswind directions for three different field sites and central frequencies from 0.2 to
2.0 Hz. There is a periodicity to the correlation in the downwind direction. The graphed curves
are the fits to lower-frequency data in Priestley (1966). Modified from Shields (2005)

noise associated with turbulence–sensor, turbulence–turbulence, and turbulence–
mean shear interaction. Specifically, for frequencies where the sensor separation is
greater than the coherence length as defined above, one will get approximately n1/2
reduction in wind noise for the crosswind direction, but better than n1/2 for the downwind direction providing that the sensor separation is not so large as to exclude the
negative lobe in the correlation function. Shields specifically reports a “better than
n1/2” for the 0.5–5.0 Hz range in the downwind direction for his sensor spacing in
the 4–8 m/s wind speed range (wind speed was recorded at 3 m height).
5.2.6.4 Acoustic Energy Generated by Wind
It is well known that the interaction of wind with objects can lead to acoustic energy
radiation. At larger scales, it has been shown that wind can interact with mountain
peaks to radiate infrasound in the 0.01–0.1 Hz band that can travel great continental
distances (Larson et al. 1971; Rockway et al. 1974). Turbulent storm systems can
also radiate infrasound (e.g., Gossard 1956; Bowman and Bedard 1971; Georges
and Greene 1975).
Wind can also indirectly generate infrasound. For example, as the winds increase,
so do the size of ocean swells, which can lead to higher surf and more energetic surf
infrasound (Garcés et al. 2003; Arrowsmith and Hedlin 2005) and the interaction
of intersecting swell patterns (microbaroms; e.g., Garcés et al. 2004). Furthermore,
wind also leads to seismic disturbances, which can couple into infrasound via
seismic-to-acoustic coupling or create artificial pressure signals if the infrasound
sensor is sensitive to seismic shaking.
5.2.6.5 Distinguishing between Wind Noise Types
In designing and testing wind-noise reduction technologies, it is helpful to understand the type of wind noise one is recording and attempting to reduce. Using the
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aforementioned equations may help as they predict distinctly different spectra with
unique slopes. For example, the recent Raspet et al. (2006) predictions for turbulence–sensor (TS), turbulence–turbulence (TT), and turbulence–mean shear (TMS)
interaction suggest that at a height of 1 m, in order of increasing influence in the
contribution to wind noise is TMS, TT, and TS for the inertial subrange. In the
source range, the contribution to wind noise is TT, TS, and TMS. More observations are required to tests these relations at different heights and at lower frequencies, but Raspet et al. (2006) found that 0.6 and 1.0 m spherical microphone wind
screens attenuated wind noise to the same level as that predicted by turbulence–
turbulence interaction in the inertial subrange, suggesting that successively larger
wind screens would not provide additional improvement.
Similarly, Raspet et al. (2006) analyzed some data presented by Shields (2005).
Figure 5.8 shows the pressure spectra recorded by a variety of sensors with different
exterior shapes and sizes: (a) a bare B&K 1/2-inch microphone, (b) a piezoelectric
sensor, (c) a microphone in a 0.18 m windscreen, and (d) a microphone in a 0.90 m
windscreen. Predicted spectra are plotted for turbulence–sensor interaction (a and
b), turbulence–turbulence interaction (c and d), and self-noise for the 0.18 and
0.90 m windscreens (E and F). The bare microphone has a spectrum that is fairly
close in amplitude and slope to that predicted by the turbulence–sensor interaction.
This predicted spectrum serves as an upper limit on the expected wind noise given
no wind-noise reduction filters.
Wind noise predicted by turbulence–turbulence interaction correlates with that
measured by the 0.9 m windshield sensor (d). However, this may be a coincidence
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Fig. 5.8 Power spectral densities of wind-noise pressure recordings from four different sensors
(A–D) compared with six predictions of wind-noise pressure spectra (1–6). Recordings are made
with a bare B&K 1/2-inch microphone (a), a piezoelectric sensor (b), a microphone in a 0.18 m
windscreen (c), and a microphone in a 0.90 m windscreen (d). Predictions are for Raspet et al.
turbulence-sensor interaction (1–2), Batchelor turbulence-turbulence interaction (3), Miles et al.
turbulence-turbulence interaction (4), self-noise for the 0.18 m windscreen (5), and self-noise for
the 0.90 m windscreen (6). Slightly modified from Raspet et al. (2006)
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given that the height of the anemometer was at 1 m while the pressure sensor in the
0.9 m ball was at 0.45 m, meaning that the wind noise predictions were for a higher
elevation than those of the sensor.
The pressure spectra recorded by the piezoelectric sensors are about 20 dB
greater than that predicted by turbulence–turbulence interaction. If the turbulence–
turbulence predictions are accurate, this suggests that the dominant mechanism for
the wind noise recorded by Shields is not due to the advection of pressure anomalies across the microphone. Shields collocated one of the piezoelectric sensors with
a B&K microphone inserted in a Quad Disk enclosure. A Quad Disk is a tube with
four disks mounted over four holes in such as way as to provide a point inside the
tube where one can measure pressure that is independent of wind speed and direction (Nishiyama and Bedard 1991). Wyngaard et al. (1994) developed a technique to
predict the effect of velocity variations on pressure measurements, and he showed
that the Quad Disk should be insensitive to turbulence–sensor interaction. Shields
argues that the spectra obtained by both the B&K and the piezoelectric sensors were
similar, suggesting that the piezoelectric sensor was not measuring turbulence–
sensor noise. Shields also reports that the magnitude of pressure in the 0.5–2.5 Hz
band recorded by the piezoelectric sensors at all three sites falls within an upper and
lower bounds estimated by Bedard et al. (1992) by analyzing three months of Quad
Disk pressure data recorded in various winds. These data show a scatter of up to
10 dB between the bounds, which is considerably less than the 20 dB difference
between Shields observations and the turbulence–turbulence prediction, suggesting
that the piezoelectric sensors are not greatly influenced by wind–sensor interaction.
Based on the good fit of the turbulence–turbulence predictions with the windscreened microphones, Raspet et al. interprets the piezoelectric sensors to be quite
aerodynamic and dominated by fluctuations of a smaller stagnation pressure.

5.3 Wind-Noise Reduction Methodologies
Wind-noise reduction technologies seek to reduce all types of wind noise while
preserving signal energy. Most of the strategies to date have focused on reducing
turbulence–sensor, turbulence–turbulence, and turbulence–mean shear interaction.
As discussed earlier, these types of noise depend on the length scales of the
turbules. As predicted by Taylor’s hypothesis, the frequency of the noise from a single
turbule with largest diameter d scales with the mean wind speed (e.g., Alcoverro
and Le Pichon 2005).
The coherence of turbules varies as a function of size and distance traveled. An
acoustic signal propagates at much faster velocities and may remain coherent at
separations of kilometers. Most of the wind-noise reduction strategies are based on
the contrasting spatial coherence lengths of turbules and acoustic signals. The technologies can be grouped into four classes: acoustic integration filters, instantaneous
integration sensors, digital filtering with dense microphone arrays, and wind/sensor
isolation strategies.
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5.3.1 Daniels Filter
There have been a number of mechanical filters developed that attach to microbarometers or low-frequency microphones. If atmospheric pressure is sampled at a
number of locations (n) spaced far enough apart so that the pressure variations from
wind noise are uncorrelated, but close enough such that the acoustic signal remains
coherent and in phase, summing the time series will increase the noise power by
n and the signal power by n2, resulting in a power signal-to-noise improvement of n
(or n1/2 in amplitude). This is the basis for the seminal work Fred Daniels performed
in the 1940s and 50s, leading to the Daniels wind filter, which is also the basis of
two other filter designs described later (Daniels 1952, 1959).
The Daniels filter comprises a series of different tapered pipes with sensing
inlets distributed uniformly along its length and a microphone connected to its wide
end (Fig. 5.9). It is designed to detect coherent infrasound as it propagates from left
to right along the length of the filter. Provided that rf 1/2 is large, where r is the pipe
radius and f is the signal frequency, the wave speed inside the pipe will match the
wave speed outside, and the signals inside the pipe will sum in phase provided the
narrow end of the pipe is pointing directly toward the source. These diameters also
acoustically scale the coherent infrasound signals that propagate toward the central
microphone such that the acoustic summation of the coherent signals at the microphone yields the outside signal pressure amplitude. While the filter sums signal in
phase, incoherent noise from the inlets that travels acoustically inside the pipe is
attenuated due to the scaling. The individual pipes have carefully selected diameters
and inlet impedances to inhibit internal resonance. A prototype filter was ~600 m
long with 100 equally spaced openings. The pipe inner diameter ranged from ~40 mm
near the microbarometer to ~8 mm. The noise reduction was reported to be on the
order of 20 dB in times of high winds (up to 12 m/s).
The Daniels filter is effectively a line microphone. It has an omnidirectional
infrasound instrument response for wavelengths larger than four times the length of
the filter (f < 0.14 Hz in the 600-m long prototype). For shorter wavelengths, the
response is anisotropic and a function of the angle between the signal direction and
the pipe (Olson 1947; Daniels 1959; Cook and Bedard 1971; Noel and Whitaker
1991). Figure 5.10 demonstrates the instrument response for three angles. For a
broadband signal entering the filter and propagating toward the sensor at the same
speed (Fig. 5.10a), the signal is recorded perfectly (flat instrument response). For
the opposite direction (Fig. 5.10b), the signals that entered the inlets do not arrive
at the sensor in phase, and the response is a boxcar function in time, which is a sinc
function in frequency. For the broadside direction (Fig. 5.10c), the signals are also
Pck
po

Fig. 5.9 The Daniels wind filter. A microbarometer connects to the wide end of the pipe. From
Daniels 1959
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Fig. 5.10 Simplistic view of a Daniels (D), pipe (P), and porous hose (H) filter response to an
infrasound signal due to acoustic integration of the signal that enters the filter at various points
along its length. For the case of the filter pointing toward the source (a), the signal is recorded
perfectly leading to a delta function and flat impulse response in the time and frequency domains,
respectively. For the opposite case (b), one gets the most attenuation of the signal, leading to a
wide boxcar and sinc function. For broadside ensonification (c), the boxcar is half the width in
time of (b). In reality, the response for the microporous hose is more complex

out of phase at the sensor, but not by as much, leading to a narrower boxcar function and a broader sinc function. Other more isotropic pipe configurations have
been considered (e.g., circular pipes studied by Burridge 1971 and Grover 1971).

5.3.2 Rosette Pipe Filters
A rosette filter is an extension of the Daniels filter and comprises an areal array of
solid pipes that are interconnected to a central microbarometer to provide an
omnidirectional infrasound instrument response and wind-noise reduction in a
frequency band that depends on the aperture of the filter.
The rosette filter is the standard wind-noise filter used at IMS array sites and was
designed by Alcoverro in the late 1990s (Alcoverro 1998; Alcoverro and Le Pichon
2005). The original design comprises a number of low-impedance inlets connected
by solid pipes to a microbarometer where sound from all inlets is acoustically
summed. The along-pipe distance from each inlet to the microbarometer is equal,
and thus, at any moment, pressure at the microbarometer is the sum of pressure
changes that entered each inlet of the filter simultaneously. The sum is unweighted
as each inlet has the same low impedance, which is scaled based on the number of
inlets in the filter. In other words, the filter response is a delta function of unity
amplitude for vertically incident infrasound.
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The inlets are arranged in a geometrically regular pattern around a circle and
spaced far enough apart to provide nearly omnidirectional n½ noise reduction for a
particular frequency band. Alcoverro’s prototype filter is shown in Fig. 5.11 and
comprises 32 inlets spanning an area 16 m across. The maximum SNR gain with
this filter is 15 dB. The band of noise reduction possible with each filter scales with
aperture. Larger filters provide greater separation of sensors to provide the requirement of incoherent wind noise at lower infrasound frequencies. More recent
designs used at IMS sites range in diameter from 18 to 70 m, with considerably
more inlets (up to 144). In the filter pictured in Fig. 5.11, noise reduction of 15 dB
is observed from 0.1 to 10 Hz. In tests at the Piñon Flat Observatory, Hedlin et al.
(2003) found that at wind speeds up to 5.5 m/s, the 18 m filter reduced noise by as
much as 20 dB above 0.2 Hz; a 70 m filter reduced noise by a similar amount
between 0.02 and 0.7 Hz.
Resonance is an issue inherent in rosette filters. The rosette filter connects each
inlet to the microbarometer via two pipes. These pipes are joined at the “secondary
summing manifold” (Fig. 5.11). The acoustic impedance of the path is thus not

Fig. 5.11 Prototype rosette noise-reduction filter. The salient feature of this filter is that signals
and noise are summed at a microbarometer located at the center of the filter after an identical
propagation time delay from the inlets for vertically incident signals. Modified from Alcoverro
and Le Pichon (2005)
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constant giving rise to resonance of different frequencies in each pipe. The fundamental frequency of the resonance scales with the pipe length and is nearly
independent of wind speed and temperature. For the 70-m filter, the lowest fundamental frequency is 2.65 Hz, well within the band of interest. Resonance in the
shorter pipe is predicted to lie above 9 Hz. Resonance is observed at all wind speeds
(Hedlin et al. 2003).
As predicted by Alcoverro and Le Pichon (2005) and demonstrated by Hedlin
and Alcoverro (2005) the lower-frequency resonance can be eliminated by installing
impedance matching capillary plugs in each pipe that leads away from the microbarometer adjacent to the secondary summing manifolds (Fig. 5.12). These capillary units are solid cylinders of a certain length of PVC that are drilled along their
axes to create holes (capillaries) of a certain diameter. The length and diameter of
these capillaries are calculated precisely to match the dimensions of the pipe such
that they inhibit reflections back to the microbarometer. These small capillaries
must be clear of obstructions however, since blockage would close off a significant
part of the array from the primary summing manifold. It is unknown how partial or
total blockage of one or more capillaries would affect the rosette response. The
resonance in the shorter pipes can also be eliminated in a similar fashion, but
such a retrofit is costly and usually not necessary if the band of interest is only for
frequencies below 5 Hz.

Fig. 5.12 Spectral density estimates taken from data collected without impedance matching
capillary plugs (grey curves) and with capillary plugs installed at all secondary manifolds (curve
labeled “L2”). The microbarom peak can be seen in all spectra at 0.2 Hz. The capillaries effectively
remove the resonance in the main pipes between the primary and secondary manifolds. From
Hedlin and Alcoverro (2005)
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We now return to the omnidirectional instrument response of a rosette. Although
the response is a delta function with unity amplitude for vertically incident signals,
typical infrasound signals propagate across the filter at grazing elevation angles
(<15°; McKisic 1997) and are heavily attenuated because the signals that enter each
inlet do not arrive to the central microbarometer in phase. This can be modeled by
calculating the travel time it takes for a plane wave that propagates across all the
inlets to travel through the pipes to the central sensor. For each of the 32 travel
times (for the filter in Fig. 5.11), a delta function of 1/32 amplitude is created and
added to the time domain response at the correct time with respect to the time the
wavefront crosses the central sensor. The resulting magnitude of the Fourier transform of the response is shown in Fig. 5.13. Smaller 18-m rosettes do not attenuate
infrasound below 10 Hz but reduce wind noise by as much as 20 dB above 0.2 Hz.
Larger 70-m rosettes do not attenuate infrasound below 2 Hz, but reduce wind noise
by up to 20 dB between 0.02 and 0.7 Hz. These “high-frequency” and “low-frequency”
rosettes have the fundamental limitation that they can only provide about 20 dB of
wind-noise reduction because they cannot be made larger without pushing the flat
part of the infrasound signal response to lower frequencies.
An array of small and large rosettes provides the means to monitor the 0.02–10 Hz
infrasound band with roughly up to 20 dB wind-noise reduction. Standard arrayprocessing techniques like beamforming can be used to provide an additional SNR
gain. However, such techniques only work well with array elements that use the same
type of rosette filter or in the low-frequency signal band common to all rosettes.
A potential issue with rosette filters is that the pipe diameter can be too small.
As the pipe diameter decreases, the pipe should become more dispersive to internally propagating infrasound (Benade 1968). It is our understanding that this
effect has not been empirically measured or quantified; the filter responses shown
in Fig. 5.13 are approximations (that do not include dispersion) of the actual filter
response.
Rosettes are expensive to fabricate and deploy. Depending on the material with
which they are constructed and the array location, maintenance costs can also be
expensive. Most of the IMS network pipes are either made of PVC or galvanized
metal, which usually gets brittle or attacked by corrosion over time. Some of the
newly installed IMS rosettes are made of stainless steel pipe and non-corrosive
inlets. Because the pipes are open to the atmosphere, occlusions can develop in the
capillaries or pipes, the detection and location of which is time consuming. Finally,
rosettes occupy a considerable amount of space, which is an especially important
consideration for island stations where space is at a premium.

5.3.3 Microporous Hoses
Much infrasound data in recent years has been collected via 1.6-cm diameter
microporous or “soaker” hoses that are designed for irrigation. Depending on the
objective, configurations vary from linear porous hoses to circular ones, all con-
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Fig. 5.13 The upper and lower panels show the plane-wave response for the 18- and 70-m rosette
filters, respectively, at four arrival angles. The solid curves in each panel represent the response to
horizontally propagating signals. The finely to coarsely dashed curves represent signals propagating
across the two filters at 15°, 45°, and 75° above the horizontal. The elevation angles are calculated
assuming a sound speed of 347 m/s. From Hedlin et al. (2003)

nected to a central or end microbarometer (e.g., Fig. 5.14). There is presumably
destructive interference in incoherent wind noise for turbules that are smaller than
either the length of the hose for linear configurations or the aperture for areal
configurations.
For linear configurations, the instrument response of a porous hose is presumed
to be qualitatively similar to that of a Daniels or single pipe filter (Fig. 5.10); as the
signal wavefront propagates along the length of the hose toward the microphone, a
running acoustic wave presumably propagates inside the hose at the same speed.
Ideally, the signal is recorded perfectly, leading to an instrument response characterized by a delta function. The amplitude of this delta function is important. If the
signal is originating from the summation of signals that diffused into all parts of the
hose, then the hose should have a signal gain factor that increases with hose length.
If there is no significant signal gain effect, this suggests that the hose may be analogous to a windscreen commonly found on microphones, which reduces wind noise
but may not lead to greater wind-noise reduction with longer hoses.
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Fig. 5.14 Photo of a spiraling-outward microporous hose connected to a microbarometer at Piñon
Flat Observatory

A circular, spiral, or several linear porous hoses radiating from a central microphone are often used for applications where the source direction is unknown a
priori. Such a configuration makes the filter’s instrument response and wind-noise
reduction isotropic for all signal azimuths and wind directions, which simplifies
array processing.
This filter has fared well under some empirical tests. In a study of underground
nuclear tests at the Nevada Test Site, Noel and Whitaker (1991) considered various
configurations of porous hoses (e.g., “spiders” comprising several microporous arms
radiating from the microbarometer, and crosses, a type of spider filter with just four
orthogonal arms). They concluded that the spider and cross designs effectively
reduced noise while causing relatively little distortion of the signals in the frequency
band of interest. Haak and de Wilde (1996) also found significant noise reduction
in the band from 10 s to 10 Hz.
These filters are commonly used at temporary recording sites where the goal is
to record for a relatively short period of time (e.g., days to weeks/months) for a
relatively low cost. The filters are inexpensive, both in terms of raw material cost
and manpower. However, using these filters is now being discouraged for long-term
installations, and even some short-term ones, for several reasons. First, the theoretical instrument response of a porous hose is not well understood and has not been
successfully modeled. Howard et al. (2007) presented results that suggested above
~20 Hz, low-frequency acoustic signals do not penetrate the hose well. They also
found that signals coming from the broadside do not have such a simple sinc function response as shown in Fig. 5.10c and are attenuated across the band. Signals
propagating along the length were found to be amplified in the 10–20 Hz range
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(Fig. 5.10a). They also made measurements at 1, 5, and 10 Hz in an anechoic chamber that suggest infrasound input into the end of the filter is attenuated as it propagates inside at a rate that increases with increasing frequency (up to 1.1 dB/m at
10 Hz). Surprisingly, removing the cap at the end of 18 m long hoses did not appear
to significantly affect the response (Hetzer, personal communication, 2008).
Finally, they clearly showed that different hoses of the same length and width had
significantly different responses and roll-off frequencies, presumably due to different
ages or manufacturers. This leads one to wonder if the instrument response is also
time dependent, changing with increasing exposure to ultraviolet radiation, dust,
and rain.
Porous hoses are also fragile. A single pin-sized hole close to the end where the
microphone is can generate high noise levels (Herrin, personal communication,
2006). A kink, which is easy to create and often hard to mend, is also likely to
create resonance or other anisotropic instrument-response peculiarities.

5.3.4 Optical Fiber Infrasound Sensor
The previous summation filters relied on acoustic summation of signals that impact
many inlets (pipes or flexible hoses) or pores (microporous hoses). The rosettes
reduce wind noise, but as they get larger, the omnidirectional instrument response
for typical infrasound signals is degraded. The optical fiber infrasound sensor
(OFIS) directly measures the integrated pressure change along a path; this sensor
does not rely on the propagation of pressure signals through a narrow tube to a
central manifold. A laser shines through two optical fibers that are helically
wrapped around a long, sealed 2.54 cm diameter silicone tube in such a way as to
create a Mach-Zender interferometer that measures diameter change of the tubular
diaphragm due to a passing pressure wave. The fiber-wrapped tube is encased in
insulation and placed inside a perforated drainage tube of 10 cm diameter
(Fig. 5.15). Calibration experiments have been performed demonstrating that the
sensor has a flat instrument response down to a frequency dependent on the size of
a vent hole (typically 0.05 Hz) and up to the kHz range for broadside signals.
Unlike the rosettes, acoustic resonance inside the tube is not measured, since standing
waves are averaged to zero by the instantaneous integration along the length. These
sensors can lie on the surface, but their sensitivity is currently a function of
temperature; they perform well when buried in a trench beneath at least 15 cm
of gravel. Lab and field measurements indicate that below 20 Hz there is no attenuation of infrasound by the gravel (Zumberge et al. 2003). Several comparisons with
collocated MB2000 sensor recordings show that they are relatively insensitive to
seismic shaking likely because such shaking generally modifies the shape of the
tube and not the volume that it occupies.
Zumberge et al. (2003) buried a 90-m long linear OFIS beneath 15 cm of gravel
at Piñon Flat Observatory and collected several weeks worth of data with which to
compare the OFIS to the collocated 70-m L2 pipe rosette of the I57US array.
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Fig. 5.15 Photo of the optical fiber infrasound sensor. The sensor is a 2.54 cm diameter silicone
tube wrapped with two optical fibers. A laser shines through the fibers. The sensor measures pressure induced diameter changes of the silicone tube with laser interferometry

A microporous hose was laid out around the periphery of the L2 rosette. The I57US
L2 and porous hose filters were connected to MB2000 microbarometers. A rocket
launch occurred at nearby Vandenberg Air Force Base. The three sensors yielded
nearly identical recordings. Figure 5.16 shows the power spectral density computed
from a 15 min time window for two mean wind speeds. In 1.4 m/s winds, the OFIS
noise floor is about the same as the other systems below 1 Hz. Above 1 Hz, the
OFIS is about 10–20 dB lower than that of L2 and the porous hose. In moderate
winds (3.4 m/s), the OFIS has a noise floor that is the same as that provided by
the porous hose, both of which are lower than L2, likely due to the resonance.
Plotting the minimum power for each frequency after computing 440 power spectra
shows the same relationships.
The results presented in Zumberge et al. (2003) compare the OFIS to the L2
array element. In moderate winds, the OFIS and porous hose are comparable. As
mentioned earlier, the response of the porous hose is unknown, so it is unclear how
useful the entire hose was for this comparison. Resonance makes comparison with
L2 difficult. Recent comparisons with L2, after it was fitted with capillaries to
remove the 3 Hz resonance peak, suggest that in moderate wind a 90-m linear
OFIS reduces wind noise at roughly the same level as the 70-m L2 rosette (Walker
et al. 2007a, b).
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Fig. 5.16 Comparison of the OFIS sensor to the low-frequency element of the I57US array. The
power spectral densities are shown for a single 15-min time window for a mean wind speed of 1.4 m/s
(a) and 3.4 m/s (b). The resonance peaks in the L2 rosette are apparent at about 3 and 8 Hz.
Modified from Walker et al. (2008)

Recent tests have shown that the minimum noise of L2 is due to the self-noise
of the microbarometer. Therefore, once L2 is fitted with a better microbarometer or
microphone it should perform better than that shown in Fig. 5.16a in low wind
conditions. The self-noise of an OFIS depends on its length, but is generally on the
order of 10−10 Pa2/Hz for frequencies above 0.2 Hz. For frequencies below 0.2 Hz,
the noise floor goes up to 5 × 10−7 Pa2/Hz at 0.05 Hz presumably due to thermal
noise. The noise floor was determined by measuring the noise in the interferometer
by helically wrapping the fiber on a stiff mandrill that is not sensitive to atmospheric
pressure change. Therefore, the OFIS noise floor in Fig. 5.16b likely represents the
acoustic noise floor for that time period at I57US.
An OFIS is similar to the other acoustic summation filters in that it is a directional sensor if used in a linear configuration. Figure 5.17 shows the instrument
response of an OFIS as compared to that of a 90-m pipe array. For infrasound with
wavelengths larger than 4L, where L is the length of the linear OFIS, the OFIS is
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Fig. 5.17 Directivity (a) and frequency response (b) for a 90-m long OFIS as a function of and
frequency. In (a) the response is plotted in polar coordinates as a function of θ for three example
frequencies. In (b) the response is plotted in dB as a function of θ and frequency for four example
angles. For comparison purposes, the omnidirectional plane-wave response for a 90-m diameter
rosette with eight, 16-m diameter secondary rosettes is also shown for grazing angles in (b).
Modified from Walker et al. (2008)

effectively a point sensor and has an omnidirectional response (Fig. 5.17a). For
shorter wavelengths, the response is more anisotropic. For signals impacting the
broadside of the OFIS, the instrument response is a delta function of unity amplitude
(flat response in frequency). For signals propagating along the length of the OFIS
(endfire), there is a directional attenuation that depends on the frequency and length
of the OFIS. The response is the exact opposite to that of the Daniels filter (Fig. 5.10)
and has similarities to that of a rosette filter of the same size (Fig. 5.17b). The first
node in a 90-m OFIS instrument response for an endfire signal matches the first
node in a 90-m diameter rosette for all directions with grazing elevation angles. As
mentioned, however, for near broadside signals, the OFIS response is nearly flat.
This is a fundamental difference between an OFIS and a rosette; a cluster of several
OFIS arms in a radial configuration can each provide wind-noise reduction roughly
just as well as a single rosette of the same diameter that occupies the same space,
but depending on the number and length of OFIS arms, at least one of the arms can
record a broadband signal (0.05–10 Hz) from all directions without attenuation.
Therefore, it is probable that a cluster of radially oriented OFIS arms may be an
improved alternative to a rosette, since one can make such an OFIS cluster much
larger than a rosette to get better wind-noise reduction but without limiting the ability
to make broadband infrasound recordings. An additional difference between a rosette
and an OFIS is that not only is wind noise from advected turbules attenuated, but
wind-induced acoustic noise is also attenuated by the arms that are not oriented favorably to this arriving energy (just like infrasound signals would be).
The new OFIS design uses polarization maintaining fiber, which rectifies an issue
with previous OFIS designs where polarization change of the light in the two fibers
led to an occasionally uptime problem. Methods and software have been developed
to calculate back azimuth and phase velocity by exploiting sensor directivity with a
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small array of OFIS arms (Walker et al. 2008). A six-OFIS array near San Diego,
California, has been operating since April 2008 for research and monitoring interests.
Finally, an automated calibration system has been developed for each OFIS arm.
Current OFIS research is focused on two fronts. The first is on the level of windnoise reduction provided by a buried OFIS, especially as a function of OFIS length,
burial depth, gravel diameter, and wind direction. The second is on determining
why the sensitivity to pressure change of an OFIS is a predictable function of
temperature and OFIS length. Lab measurements have shown that the mechanical
properties of short (1.5 m) silicone tubes do not change significantly with temperature. Field tests have shown that the sensitivity is not related to a buildup of
differential pressure across the tube walls. Although the burial of the OFIS with the
automated calibration system eliminates this from being a major nuisance, additional experiments and mathematical models are being developed that will likely
lead to the fabrication of an OFIS that is insensitive to temperature.

5.3.5 Distributed Sensor (Adaptive Processing
with a Dense Array)
Another approach to reducing wind noise is to record pressure simultaneously at
many points sampled by a dense array. One could either record to disk all the traces
and extract a signal of interest in post-processing, or one could use on-the-fly algorithms to reduce wind noise through filtering or weighted-averaging schemes that
adapt to the changing wind conditions, outputting a single trace. This system has
been labeled the “distributed sensor” and is being developed by the University of
Mississippi and Miltech Research and Technology. The array sensors (Fig. 5.18)
comprise similar piezoelectric microphones that are described in Shields (2005).
Two configurations are being tested: wired and wireless. The wireless configuration
communicates pressure samples through a nearest-neighbor approach, bouncing
from one sensor to another until the sample reaches the data-logging hub. If one
sensor stops working, communication automatically gets routed around that sensor.
Dillion et al. (2007) deployed a rectangular distributed sensor of 100 elements
at Piñon Flat Observatory inside the 70-m L2 I57US rosette, which comprised 144
inlets. They occupied an area of ~500 m2 inside the ~2,700 m2 area of the rosette.
They confirmed that for simple unweighted-averaging schemes, one gets the
expected reduction of wind-noise power by roughly 20 dB. They also confirmed
that the larger area and/or number of inlets for L2 reduce wind noise by roughly
5 dB more for frequencies above 0.8 Hz and below 0.4 Hz.
The true potential of the distributed sensor will probably be realized as we learn
more about the physics of wind noise. For example, Shields (2005) found that averaging microphones along the wind direction can yield better than n½ reduction wind
noise. A simple approach would be to have an array of some given size and average
only those sensors along a single line that is parallel with the current wind direction. A more sophisticated approach might involve weighted-averaging schemes.
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For example, a sensor in the array could be summed with another sensor in the
downwind direction a distance of 0.4 wavelengths away by an amount determined
by the graph in Fig. 5.7 such that the average cancels the advected wind noise while
preserving any energy that propagates across the sensor at a much faster acoustic
velocity. Another approach might be a running frequency-wave number (F-K) filter
that selectively attenuates slower moving energy that propagates across the array
from all directions simultaneously, after which the resulting filtered data could be
simply averaged. These are all techniques that might be invoked on a high-speed
digital signal processor at the site or back in the lab after the data have been stored
to disk. As the availability of faster computational and data storage resources
increases with time, it should become easier to manage and process larger amounts
of infrasound data.
The distributed sensor is reported to be relatively inexpensive and portable. The
individual sensors are very durable, do not have resonance issues in the infrasound
band, and have flat instrument responses. Over the next several years, a considerable effort will be spent on investigating if array processing techniques on data
from such an array can provide better signal-to-noise ratios than a single rosette or
an array of several rosettes.

5.3.6 Porous Media Filters
The last class of filters that we discuss may embody a completely different approach
to wind-noise reduction, depending on the type of the wind noise being filtered.
Instead of averaging over a number of sensing surfaces, one may be able to isolate
the sensor from the advected turbules. Since wind speed decreases with distance
toward the ground and the stagnation pressure is not defined on a flat ground for a
horizontal wind, it may be that burial of wind sensors in a porous media like sand
or gravel may provide a useful wind filter. Herrin et al. (2001) presented theory on
wind-noise reduction in rigid, porous media and tested the theory with an experiment in a box of sand. They state that results of Attenborough (1983), Attenborough
et al. (1986), and Sabatier et al. (1986, 1993) imply that infrasound pressure
decreases exponentially with depth inside a semi-infinite half-space. They also
state that “wind-generated atmospheric pressure changes” (presumably those that
are advected across the ground) decrease exponentially with depth in this porous
medium. Because the attenuation operators are different, the change in signal-tonoise ratio with respect to the observation at the surface, changes with depth
d a −a
∆SNR(d ) = e ( w i ),

where ai and aw are the infrasound and wind attenuation operators

gsw 
a i = Re  i
2 
 r o co 
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and

sw 
a w = Re  kw2 + i
,
Po 

where g is the specific heat ratio for air, s is the effective flow resistance of the
porous solid, w is angular frequency, ro is the air density, co is the sound speed, kw
is the horizontal wave number characterizing the wind turbules, and Po is the pressure. Herrin et al. (2001) show that the signal-to-noise ratio does not change with
depth for frequencies well below
fc =

s cw2
,
2p Po

where cw is the advective wind speed. For much higher frequencies,
∆SNR(d , w ) = 20 Log(e)

wd
cw

The SNR increases with increasing frequency and depth for porous media that have
appropriate effective flow resistances.
Herrin et al. (2001) collected data to test the above theory by empirically measuring the attenuation operators. They attached a microphone to a flexible hose,
which they placed inside a 2.4 × 2.4 × 0.6 m box of sand resting on the surface with
the inlet in the center buried beneath 0.36 m of sand. They placed a reference hose
and inlet inside the box at a depth of 0.05 m beneath the sand, right above the
deeper inlet. They acquired data in both low and moderate winds. They found that
they could fit an exponential decay curve to the wind-noise pressure using 6 and
12 m/s wind speeds for the low and moderate wind speed bins into which they separated the data. Unfortunately, no infrasound signals were detected during this trial,
and consequently neither the infrasound attenuation operator nor the effective flow
resistance could be verified.
Herrin et al. (2001) performed a second experiment where the dimensions of the
first were roughly doubled. The burial depth of the test inlet was 0.84 m and the
reference inlet was at a depth of 0.1 m. The analysis of this data set was also
limited. However, they determined that over the wind speeds sampled, the average
attenuation of wind noise was 40 dB at 1 Hz. As with the last data set, broadband
infrasound signals were not recorded. However, microbaroms (0.15–0.3 Hz) were
recorded during calm periods and used to empirically estimate the theoretical flow
resistance of the sand of ~2.0 × 105 N s/m4. With that flow resistance parameter, an
infrasound decay curve was calculated and compared with the mean wind-noise
attenuation curve. Although the infrasound transmission decays considerably with
increasing frequency, the wind-noise transmission decays much faster beginning at
0.1 Hz and extending to 4 Hz where both curves intersect. This suggests an SNR
increase of ~20 dB at 1 Hz for their inlet buried at 0.84 m. This also suggests that
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above 4 Hz, the infrasound is attenuated more than wind noise. It appears that more
work needs to be done in this area, but that porous media filters have significant
potential as wind-noise filters, especially when used with sensors that have very
low self-noise.

5.3.7 Wind Barriers
Wind barriers share similarities with porous media filters, since they attempt to
isolate the sensors from the wind. This should greatly reduce noise from turbulence–
turbulence and turbulence–mean shear interaction. The interaction of the barrier
walls with the wind may lead to turbulence-sensor noise (i.e., the walls act as
pressure sensing surfaces) depending on the wall construction. If the turbulence–
sensor noise is negligible and barriers do not create additional noise in the form of
turbulence inside the enclosure, then they could be very effective, only measuring
the acoustic noise generated by the wind.
There have been several wind barrier designs over the last two decades. Liszka
conducted pioneering work with wind barriers for noise reduction at infrasonic
frequencies (e.g., Liszka 2008). In Liszka’s patented wind barrier design (Swedish
Patent No. 7315138-3, October 30, 1975) a sensor is placed inside a semiporous
hexagonal barrier. The sides of the fence are not solid to avoid increasing largescale turbulence downstream of the barrier.
Another design tested by Hedlin and Raspet (2003) included sides that were
50% porous and 2 m high by 5.5 m apart at the base. The entire barrier was coated
with a fine wire mesh. The sensor was located inside foam at the center of the fence.
The fence reduced wind speed by 90%. Surprisingly, the 10× reduction in wind
speed inside the fence did not result in a proportional 20 dB reduction in infrasonic
wind noise. In most of the frequency band of interest, the rosettes performed much
better in reducing wind noise. However, noise reduction by the barrier was observed
to be over 10 dB at frequencies above 0.5 Hz at low wind speeds (<0.5 m/s) and at
frequencies above 2 Hz (at wind speeds above 4.0 m/s).
The Hedlin and Raspet (2003) work has an implication for the type of wind
noise being created or reduced by the barrier. The wind-noise reduction by the barrier
scales much like the wind-noise reduction of the rosettes produced by spatial averaging.
Figure 5.19 shows the wind-noise reduction ratio (wind filter spectra divided by
spectra from a reference port) for 5.25 m/s wind speed and different filter types
with characteristic sizes L (70, 18, and 2.0 m for the rosettes and barrier). As stated
by Hedlin and Raspet “If the wind noise and wind-noise reduction are caused by
local interactions of the turbulence and the wind-noise reduction device (turbulence–
sensor interaction), the wind-noise reductions of similar devices should scale as the
ratio of the turbulence scale to a characteristic linear dimension of the device
(Strasberg 1988).” Therefore, instead of plotting reduction ratio vs. frequency, they
are plotted vs. the scaled “frequency” fL/v, where v is the mean wind speed.
Consequently, Fig. 5.19 displays the relative effectiveness of the wind filter in
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reducing wind noise generated by turbules with a length scale normalized by the
length scale of the assumed spatial averaging filter.
Hedlin and Raspet show that the shapes of the curves, except for that part associated with the 70-m rosette resonance peaks, are independent of wind speed and
have roll-offs to the rosettes if the scaling length for the barrier is the barrier height
(2.0 m) instead of the barrier diameter (5.5 m). This may suggest that pressure
fluctuations are primarily averaged over the front of the barrier in the wind in a
similar fashion to being averaged over the surface of the rosettes. However, the
barrier displayed a small but significant wind-noise reduction (4 dB) even when the
size of the turbulence is greater than the size of the barrier itself (from a scaled
frequency of 0.05 to 0.5). This additional noise reduction might be due to a mechanism similar to that of the spherical foam windscreens (Fig. 5.19) in which reductions occur because the pressure measured at the center is the area average of
the pressures generated at the surface of the sphere; the wind barrier may serve as
a pressure averaging device over the surface of the barrier with negative and positive contributions even for turbulent structures with dimensions much larger than
the windscreen. If this is the case, a roof or a more spherical barrier may provide
better wind-noise reduction. Regardless, this result suggests that the fundamental
issue faced by wind barriers is the reduction in the noise generated by the interaction of the barrier itself with the turbules.
Solid-walled barriers tested by Shams et al. (2005) employed a variety of materials.
The guiding principle in this design was that the solid walls, with a low acoustic
impedance, would divert atmospheric turbulence away from the sensor while allowing long-period infrasound to penetrate to the interior. One design was found to
reduce noise at 0.7 Hz by 10 dB and by greater than 20 dB at 20 Hz. Despite the
solid sides, noise from vortex shedding was found to lie above 20 Hz.
A series of barriers have recently been designed and tested by Doug Christie (e.g.,
Christie et al. 2007; Christie and Campus 2010). The material used is outdoor windscreen that is roughly 50% porous. As of this writing his best design, in terms of
experimentally measuring wind-noise reduction at IS07 Warramunga, is shown in
Fig. 5.20. The hexagonal barrier has a diameter of 14 m, vertical sides of 2 m height,
a roof, internal radial baffles to dampen internal vortices, and serrated edges that
extend both outward and downward from the outer upper edge. The serrated edges
were a development that came out of work on wind fences designed for an infrasound
tornado-warning system network (Bedard et al. 2004) and are designed to reduce the
generation of local turbulence as air flows up and over the barrier. Most of the other
components of the barrier were designed to minimize air flow within the barrier.
Christie’s barrier designs have evolved, with that in Fig. 5.30 being version 5.
He reports a dramatic improvement in wind-noise reduction during the transition
from a version with an open structure to one with a roof made of the same porous
screen. He recorded data with this design using Chaparral Physics microphones and
plotted stacked spectra in Fig. 5.21. Comparison of a reference pipe array outside
the enclosure (and presumably far enough away to be out of the enclosure’s wake)
with an identical pipe array and a single inlet microphone inside the enclosure
shows a dramatic reduction in wind noise, especially at high frequencies. As was
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observed by Hedlin and Raspet (2003), the frequency above which the barrier performs well scales with wind speed. At 1 Hz, the wind-noise reduction is between
roughly 5–20 dB for winds up to 5.7 m/s. Remarkably, in most cases, the windnoise reduction is about the same for the inside pipe array as well as for the inside
single inlet microphone, suggesting that a single microphone may be all that is
required inside these enclosures.
It is clear that a wind barrier is more effective at reducing some type of wind
noise than a 6-inlet pipe array of the same size. However, the technology is still
young and there are interesting and practical questions that remain. For example, an
18-m rosette often has as many as 96 inlets, providing a 20 dB reduction in incoherent noise. Since one obtains 5–20 dB reduction at 1 Hz in wind up to 5.7 m/s simply
with the enclosure, will that reduction add to that provided by an outside rosette of
96 elements, if that rosette was instead enclosed? In other words, would a rosette of
96 elements outside an 18-m enclosure reduce wind noise to the same base level as
that which is provided by the enclosure over an identical 96-element rosette? If so,
then there is no benefit to enclosing rosettes. In addressing these questions, spectra
predictions from the aforementioned equations for the different types of noise could
be invaluable and save lots of time in terms of field experimentation.
The signal-to-noise ratio is ultimately what one seeks to improve. Wind-noise
reduction is therefore only half of the problem. The response of the enclosure to
infrasound signals should probably be quantified. Christie et al. (2007) compared
the time series of an infrasound signal that was recorded in windless conditions by
a single port outside the enclosure and the pipe array and single port inside the

Fig. 5.18 Piezo-electric microphones used in the distributed sensor. (a) Pictures a piezoelectric
“bimorph” formed by cementing a piezo-ceramic disc to a 3.5 cm diameter brass disc. A pressure
sensitive capsule is formed by cementing one of these bimorphs to each side of the brass ring also
shown. (b) Pictures two capsules, one with the piezo-ceramic turned out and one with it turned in,
potted in transparent polyurethane. (c) Pictures the housing for the potted capsules. It is made from
5-cm diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe with end caps. The potted capsules are wrapped in fiberglass
and enclosed in this PVC housing. Fifty-four holes are bored in the PVC housing in such a way
as to make the sensor insensitive to seismic disturbances. From Shields (2005)
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Fig. 5.19 Wind-noise reduction ratio (filter results divided by results from a reference port) vs.
scaled frequency at 5.25 m/s for a 70-meter rosette (bold dots), for a 18-meter rosette (bold grey)
and for a wind barrier (bold black). Also displayed is the noise reduction produced by a 90-mmdiameter foam windscreen at an average wind speed of 4.84 m/s (light dashed curve) and a 180mm diameter spherical foam windscreen at 4.74 m/s (light solid curve). In this figure f is the time
frequency, L is the scale length, and v is the wind speed. From Hedlin and Raspet (2003)

Fig. 5.20 Christie’s wind barrier design (version 5). This 14-m barrier encloses a 6-inlet pipe
array and a central reference microphone. Modified from Christie et al. (2007)
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Fig. 5.21 Stacked noise spectra at wind speeds ranging from 0.0 to 5.7 m/s. Spectra are shown for
three sensors: a single microphone inside the enclosure, a pipe array inside the enclosure, and the same
size pipe array outside the enclosure. The sensors used are Chaparral Physics model 5 microphones
with electronic noise floors that are not observed in any of these spectra. Modified from Christie
et al. (2007)

enclosure. They showed that there is no attenuation for the dominant frequency of
that signal, which was ~1 Hz (Christie et al. 2007). However, subtle differences
observed in the structure of the recorded signals may suggest that higher frequencies were attenuated by the enclosure. As with rosette filters, knowledge of the
enclosure response function is useful for determining how different properties of
the enclosure may impact the ability to hear infrasound throughout the band of
interest. For example, would reducing the permeability of the fabric or increasing
the size of the enclosure by 20% lead to better wind-noise reduction at 1 Hz without
attenuating infrasound at lower frequencies?
A few other questions remain. Can wind barriers (up to 14 m across) be tuned to
perform as well as larger 70-m rosettes in the 0.05–0.7 Hz band? What level of
improvement can be expected for large 70 m rosettes that have enclosures around
the individual subrosettes? Finally, knowing what type of wind noise that is being
reduced by these filters, perhaps with the help of the equations above, will help
determine how well they will perform at other sites where the predominant wind
noise type may be different.

5.4 Discussion
Some characteristics of the ideal infrasound station are that it occupies little space,
has a low surface profile, has superb wind-noise reduction at all frequencies while
faithfully recording signals, has the ability to determine accurately the direction of
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arrival, is maintenance free, and is user-friendly to the station operator and data
processor. The many methods discussed earlier exist because there are various
situations where some of these characteristics are more important than others.
However, many of these techniques are fairly young, not completely understood,
and not yet proven to be mission capable.
Two of the technologies above have received considerable attention during the
last decade: rosette and porous hose filters. It is probably fair to say that rosettes are
currently the standard to which every other technology should be compared.
However, it must be remembered that rosettes are inherently flawed by their omnidirectional attenuation of infrasound signals for grazing elevation angles. While
this flaw does not affect small pipe arrays, it is debilitating for large arrays that have
the ability for better wind-noise reduction, especially at lower frequencies. Porous
hoses, although inexpensive and very portable, have been found to be unpredictable
at best. Sometimes they provide wind-noise reduction comparable to a rosette.
Sometimes they create their own noise. They too suffer from the omnidirectional
attenuation of infrasound signals as the rosettes.
The other “younger” technologies may be well poised in the next several years to
eventually replace or be used to retrofit aging rosettes and porous hoses arrays. For
example, small existing rosettes should probably be retrofitted with wind barriers if
such barriers can provide additional wind-noise reduction without signal degradation. This wind noise filter seems to be the most mature of the “young” technologies
previously discussed, although outstanding questions still exist. The practical
lifetime and maintenance requirements for such barriers are also undetermined.
Rosette footprints could be replaced with buried clusters of n OFIS arms or
distributed sensors. The full potential of the distributed sensor may only become
clear after different algorithms have been tested on trial data sets. As discussed
above, a single OFIS of length L appears to reduce wind noise by about the same
amount as a rosette of diameter L. A buried OFIS cluster that occupies the same
horizontal area as a rosette should provide greater wind-noise reduction than the
rosette if the OFIS time series are summed together or if only the OFIS oriented in
the direction parallel to the wind is considered. Since each OFIS arm is a directional
sensor that has a flat response for near broadside infrasound signals, one could also
make an OFIS cluster much larger than a rosette to get even greater wind-noise
reduction without compromising the ability of the sensor to make broadband
infrasound recordings of signals from all directions. In this latter case, determining
the direction of arrival with several of these OFIS clusters is accomplished with a
conceptually simple modification to standard array processing algorithms. For example,
the “trial direction” in beamforming would determine which OFIS in each cluster
to use for the correlation function, which imparts no additional computation. For
even greater directional resolution for signals with good signal-to-noise ratios, one
could also take advantage of all OFIS arms by using instrument-response-dependent
beamforming (Walker et al. 2008).
Two guiding principles for the design of infrasound stations on islands is to
minimize wind noise and the station footprint. A single distributed sensor, OFIS
cluster, compact wind barrier array, an array of microphones encased in porous
media, or some hybrid of these may work best for these sites.
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Site location can of course greatly affect the level of wind noise. Perhaps the
optimum natural filter that exists is a dense forest. Forests have a high surface
roughness length, greatly reducing wind and likely breaking up large-scale turbules
into smaller turbules that can be attenuated better by spatial filters. Although mountains have been associated with low frequency infrasound noise in the 0.01–0.1 Hz
range and may cause blockage of higher frequency infrasound, valleys or craggily
surfaces may also be locations of relatively slow winds. Given that even stable
winds can interact with objects to create infrasound or turbules that can saturate an
array, it is important to locate array elements far from obstacles in the path of the
wind. Finally, it is clear that wind noise is a site-specific problem. A noise survey
at sites of interest for future permanent infrasound stations could be useful in the
design of wind filters specifically tailored for those sites.
There are several pitfalls that can arise in wind-noise reduction research that can
cause great delays in progress. First, the self-noise floors of the sensors must be
significantly lower than that which is possibly achievable with the wind filter. For
example, the MB2000 and MB2005 microbarometers have a nominal self-noise
floor on the order of 10−7 Pa2/Hz. This sensor noise is apparent at frequencies above
~1 Hz, which happens often when connected to porous hoses or pipe arrays in low
wind conditions.
Another problem that can arise is occlusion of the narrow impedance matching
capillaries or pipes in reference rosettes. The capillaries are often very narrow,
which allows them to become easily occluded. The biggest problem that they present is that such occlusions may remain unnoticed for a long time while quietly
degrading the rosette performance and wind-noise reduction comparisons. Perhaps
periodically blowing a jet of air through each pipe at the primary summing manifold would be an effective maintenance strategy. A more informative technique may
be to impart an instantaneous pressure differential into each pipe and measure the
decay rate, which should be predictable and identical for all pipes.
Another potential issue is the development of technologies under the assumption
that there is only one type of wind noise. Some types of wind noise may be more
important than others depending on the filtering mechanism or atmospheric conditions. Similarly, the same wind speed does not necessarily yield the same level of wind
noise. Winds associated with stable atmospheres (non-convecting) are predicted to
give rise to significantly lower wind noise levels than winds associated with vigorous
diurnal convection. Along the same lines, winds from one direction may give rise to
a different level of noise than winds from another direction based on local and
regional influences. For this reason, it is probably wise to search for variations in
wind-noise spectra for a given wind speed before averaging such spectra. Furthermore,
comparing wind-noise reduction spectra obtained at different sites without knowledge of the type of wind noise being attenuated may be deceiving. Although more
work remains to be done in quantitatively predicting wind noise, simple equations
that predict different types of wind noise are contained in this chapter and explained
in more detail in Raspet et al. (2006, 2008). Comparing spectra plotted as a function
of advective wave number 2p f / ū (or scaled frequency fL/ū) or investigating wind
noise with a distributed sensor can be used to determine if the wind noise is acoustic
or being advected across the filter (e.g., Hedlin and Raspet 2003).
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Testing wind-noise reduction filters is two-sided; such filters are designed to
attenuate wind noise more than infrasound such that the signal-to-noise ratio
improves. The development of wind-noise filters benefits from quantitative analyses
of the effect of the filter on infrasound signals from all directions. This should especially be important if a significant effort is spent on carefully calibrating sensors in
the lab that ultimately will be used with these filters. One technique for estimating the
infrasound filter response is to calculate the coherence function or transfer function
on a time window that contains a broadband infrasound signal recorded by the test
sensor/filter and two reference sensors without filters. The three sensors must be
spaced far enough apart such that infrasound remains spatially coherent while wind
noise is spatially incoherent. Coherence functions are calculated for all three pairs of
time series. The near-unity amplitudes of the coherence function between the two
reference sensors indicate the spectral bandwidth of the infrasound signal, which
provides guidance for how to interpret the other two coherence functions between the
test sensor and reference sensors. Used in this way, one can piece together the infrasound filter response by analyzing several signals that together span the frequency
band of interest.
It seems clear that continued, paced research and independent validation of
results is important to flush out the details of each technology and prove if the
technologies are mission capable before great efforts are taken to implement these
technologies as part of a routine operational setup. Such efforts would especially
benefit from the establishment of one or more “standard” testing facilities, perhaps
in different environments, where the nature and character of the wind noise can be
quantified and routinely verified with precision instruments such as a high-samplerate anemometer and a permanent dense microphone array. Such a facility would
also benefit from an onsite, active-source infrasound calibration tool such as that
provided by a rotary subwoofer (Garcés and Park 2007) or a large weatherproof
subwoofer array (Walker et al. 2007b).

5.5 Conclusions
Progress in infrasound science and monitoring efforts suffers from high noise levels
created by the wind. There are a number of mature technologies that are routinely
employed to reduce wind noise. However, these technologies are of limited usefulness;
noise levels in moderate winds are still deafening and instrument responses are not
always ideal for typical infrasound signals. The impact to existing monitoring
efforts is that at any one time, it is possible that a subset of the IMS network stations
will be beset by high noise.
A number of new techniques to reduce wind noise have developed during the
last several years. These development efforts were guided by two principles: the
need to improve signal-to-noise ratio and the need for compact, low-maintenance
designs. In the order in which they are presented earlier, these include the optical
fiber infrasound sensor, the distributed sensor, rigid porous media filters, and wind
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barriers. The optical fiber sensor is a line sensor, usually buried in gravel, that
instantaneously averages pressure along its length. Each arm of a cluster of OFIS
arms in a radial configuration has about the same wind-noise reduction as a rosette
of the same aperture, but at least one arm can record infrasound from any direction
without attenuation. An OFIS cluster can therefore be made larger to provide a better signal-to-noise ratio than what could ever be provided by a rosette. The distributed sensor is a low-profile, generally portable system that comprises many (at least
100) robust, broadband microphones in both a wired and wireless configuration.
Methods are being developed and tested to digitally filter wind noise while preserving infrasound. Such algorithms might be run in post-processing or onsite with
high-speed digital signal processors. Theoretical work has been carried out and
partially tested that predicts rigid porous media like sand and gravel can be utilized
with other sensors to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in a part of the frequency
band of interest. Finally, wind barriers may act as massive microphone windscreens
or as devices that isolate the sensor from advected wind noise. A 14 m prototype
has been developed that provides much greater wind-noise reduction above 0.7 Hz
than that provided by a 6-port pipe array of the same aperture. These technologies
are still young, but may mature during the next five to ten years if paced research
and independent validation of results continues, especially if one or more “standard” testing facilities can be agreed upon and developed.
There have been some recent developments in wind-noise theory. It is clear that
there are at least four types of wind noise that are important in the infrasound
band: turbulence–sensor interaction noise, turbulence–turbulence interaction
noise, turbulence–mean shear interaction noise, and acoustic noise generated by
the wind. The first three types of noise effectively advect with turbules across the
sensor at the mean wind speed. That type of wind noise can be verified if
wind-noise spectra plotted as a function of advective wave number collapses onto
a single curve. The pressure spectra due to each type of wind noise can also be
predicted by wind velocity spectra using simple equations. Wind-noise theory is
still evolving and requires more research and validation. However, that which has
been discovered should be useful in further development of wind-noise reduction
technologies.
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Part II
Sources, Observations, and Propagation

Chapter 6

Worldwide Observations of Infrasonic Waves
P. Campus and D. R. Christie

6.1 Introduction
The International Monitoring System (IMS) is designed to ensure compliance with
the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT). Four separate technologies
are used in this global monitoring network. A network of 170 seismic stations is
used to detect and locate underground nuclear explosions. Underwater explosions
are detected with exquisite sensitivity by a network of 11 hydroacoustic stations. A network of 60 infrasound monitoring stations distributed uniformly over
the face of the globe is used to detect and locate atmospheric nuclear explosions.
Finally, a global network of 80 radionuclide stations is used to detect specific radionuclides that can provide unambiguous evidence for a nuclear explosion.
The infrasound component of the IMS is unique in the sense that all of the stations
in this network (with the exception of the station at Warramunga in central Australia)
have been established in the last 10 years. The IMS infrasound network is much larger
and far more sensitive than any of the earlier infrasound monitoring networks. The
stations in this network are located in a wide variety of environments including tropical
equatorial rainforests, semi-urban areas with high population densities, semi-desert
areas, exposed locations on some of the most remote islands on the globe and the harsh
ice-covered Polar regions of the Arctic and Antarctic. A large number of infrasonic signals
are detected each day at all stations in the IMS infrasound network. Some of these
signals can be easily identified while others can be identified using data from other
monitoring networks. However, at the present time, the source of many of the detected
infrasound signals is unknown. Several new and interesting infrasound sources have
been identified using data from the IMS infrasound network during the last decade. It
can be anticipated that the detailed study of data from this unique network will eventually lead to the discovery of other new sources of infrasound.
The establishment of the IMS infrasound network is proceeding rapidly. As of the
end of 2008, 41 stations in this global network have been certified and are transmitting
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data continuously via satellite or virtual private network (VPN) to the International Data
Centre (IDC) in Vienna, Austria. The current status of the IMS infrasound network is
illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (Christie and Campus 2010). This chapter also provides an overview of the design and establishment of the stations in the global infrasound network.
IMS infrasound stations are array stations with apertures in the range from 1.0 to
3.0 km. The number of elements in each array is usually 7 or 8, but a few stations have
only 4 array elements, one station (IS27 Neumayer Base in Antarctica) has 9 array elements and IS23 Kerguelen, which is located in a high-wind environment, has 15 array
elements. Infrasound data at all stations in the IMS network are sampled at 20 samples
per second. The Nyquist frequency (10 Hz) effectively limits the frequency of detected
signals at IMS infrasound stations to less than about 8 Hz. A wind noise-reducing pipe
array is connected to the sensor at each array element. Elements with 18-m diameter
pipe arrays are denoted by “H” and elements with 36-m or 70-m diameter pipe arrays
are denoted by “L.” All data are analysed in near real time and archived at the IDC. This
high-quality archived data set is by far the largest infrasound data set ever recorded.
The routine analysis of data from the global infrasound network at the IDC has led to
the detection of a very large number of infrasound signals from sources distributed over all
parts of the globe (Brachet et al. 2010). Most of these detected events originate at local or
regional distances from an infrasound monitoring station. Some events are detected, however, at a large number of stations. This chapter is concerned with an attempt to provide an
overview of the wide variety of infrasonic waves that are routinely observed at IMS infrasound stations around the globe. This chapter will also include a discussion of a number
of possible applications for the use of infrasound data from the global monitoring network.
The overview presented here of signals observed at IMS infrasound stations is
limited to a survey of infrasonic waves. It is worth noting, however, that a wide
variety of other types of atmospheric waves ranging from highly nonlinear internal
trapped waves (Christie et al. 1978; Christie 1989, 1992) to longer period gravity
waves created by shear instabilities in the upper tropospheric and boundary layer
jets are routinely recorded at stations in this global network.

6.2 Observations of Infrasonic Waves at IMS
Infrasound Stations
Infrasonic waves are generated by a large variety of natural and man-made sources
(Campus 2004). Natural sources include meteors, auroras, convective storms and
lightning, tornadoes, interacting large amplitude ocean waves, earthquakes, icequakes,
landslides, avalanches, the calving of icebergs and glaciers, continuously erupting
and explosive volcanoes, tsunamis, waterfalls and coastal surf. Man-made sources
of infrasound include nuclear explosions, mining and other chemical explosions,
the launch and re-entry of satellites, spacecraft and rockets, aircraft, industrial
sources such as exhaust fumes from industrial plants, oil and gas refinery flares,
hydroelectric dams, wind generators and other cultural sources.
Table 6.1 provides a list of the most important types of observed infrasonic
waves, including their typical range of frequencies, observed maximum amplitudes

Table 6.1 Some properties of infrasonic waves
Estimated
maximum
detection
range (km) References

Infrasound source
or type

Frequency
range (Hz)

Maximum
observed
amplitude
(Pa)

Atmospheric
nuclear
explosions

0.002–20

>20

>20,000

Underground nuclear ~1–20
explosions
Mining explosions
0.05–20
Other chemical
0.05–20
explosions

~1

~1,000

~5
~10

>5,000
>5,000

Bridges and other
structures
Gas exhausts from
industrial activity
Launching of rockets
and spacecraft
Satellite and spacecraft
re-entry
Subsonic aircraft
Supersonic aircraft

~0.5–20

~0.5

<100

Hagerty et al.2002
Reed 1987b
Davidson and Whitaker 1992
Grover 1968
Evers et al. 2007
Donn et al. 1974

1–20

~0.5

~1,000

Liszka 1974

0.01–20

~5

~3,000

~0.1–10

~1

>2000

0.3–20
0.3–20

~2
~10

<100
~5,000

Meteors
Auroral Infrasound
Calving of Icebergs
and Glaciers
Volcanic eruptions
Convective storms
Earthquakes

0.01–20
0.008–20
~0.5–8

>10
~2
~1

>20,000
~4,000
~200

Balachandran and Donn 1971
Greene and Bedard 1986
Cotten et al. 1971 ; Garcés et al.
2004b
Evers 2005
Donn 1978; Liszka and
Waldemark 1995
ReVelle 1976
Wilson 1971
Campus 2004

0.002–20
0.01–0.1
~0.005–10

>20
~0.5
~4

>20,000
>1,500
>10,000

Forest fires; large
industrial fires
Landslides;
avalanches
Microbaroms

2–20

~2

~4,000

~0.1–20

~1

~1,000

0.12–0.35

~5

~10,000

Mountain
associated waves
Surf
Lightning

~0.007–0.1 ~5

~10,000

1–20
0.5–20

~0.2
~2

~250
~50

Tornadoes
Tsunamis
Waterfalls

0.5–20
~0.5–2
0.5–20

~0.5
~0.1
~0.2

~300
~1,000
~200

Donn and Shaw 1967; Reed
1969
Mutschlecner et al. 1999
Posey and Pierce 1971
Whitaker 2007, 2008

Donn and Balachandran 1981
Georges, 1973; Bedard, 1998
Le Pichon et al., 2003; Mutschlecner
and Whitaker, 2005; Young and
Greene 1982
Bedard 1988
Bedard, 1988, 1993 Arnoult et al.
2005
Donn and Rind 1972
Garcés et al. 2004a
Rockway et al. 1974 Wilson et al.
2003
Garcés et al. 2003
Few 1970
Lin and Langston 2007
Bedard et al. 1998, 2004a, 2005
Le Pichon et al. 2005c
Bedard 1988

The maximum frequency listed in this table is 20 Hz, the upper frequency limit for infrasound.
Some sources may also generate sound at higher frequencies. References are representative only.
Many other references exist for most types of infrasound noted in this table.
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expressed in Pascals (1 Pa = 10−5 bar), estimated maximum range of detection and
sample references. A number of relatively minor sources of infrasound have not
been included in this table, including hydroelectric power stations, wind turbines,
icequakes, microbursts (Bedard 2005), sprites (Liszka, 2004), solar eclipses
(Kunhikrishnan and Krishna Murthy 1982; McIntosh and ReVelle 1984) and
sources associated with cultural activity such as highways, trains and airports.
“Other references which may be of use concerning observations and theory of
infrasound sources include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas et al. (1971) a summary of articles up until 1970.
Thomas et al. (1972) a supplement to the above with articles up to 1972.
Greene and Howard (1975) an observational study of sources with a useful table.
Axefors et al. (1985) a bibliography of articles up to 1983.
Backtemans et al. (1985) a general summary including a bibliography.
McKisic (1996) a comprehensive bibliography of more recent papers.

We note that there are probably many other sources that have not yet been identified or classified. The references are meant to serve only as an introduction to the
reader for observations of a given source type; the list of references is by no means
comprehensive. In many cases, there are large numbers of papers on a given type.
The highest frequency noted in this table is limited to 20 Hz, the accepted upper
frequency limit for infrasound. Some of the sources noted in this table may generate
higher frequency sound. The upper frequency limit listed in this table for infrasound
from some sources is less than 20 Hz. These sources may also generate higher
frequency infrasound, but this has not yet been observed. As noted above, IMS
infrasound data is digitised at a sampling rate of 20 Hz. Observations of infrasonic
waves at IMS stations are therefore limited by the Nyquist frequency to frequencies
of less than about 8 Hz. The maximum observed amplitudes are estimates only and
are based on a survey of the literature. The maximum detection ranges listed in
Table 6.1 are also estimates based primarily on observations reported in the literature. The maximum detection range at a specific station at a particular time depends
on a large number of factors including the upper atmospheric wind components in
the direction of wave propagation, the degree of signal attenuation along the path
between the source and receiver, background noise levels and the efficiency of
detection algorithms. It can be anticipated that future improvements in infrasound
monitoring technology will lead to lower detection thresholds and maximum detection ranges that are larger than those listed in Table 6.1.
The following sections provide a brief description of typical observations at IMS
infrasound stations.

6.3 Natural Sources of Infrasound
Infrasonic signals generated by naturally occurring sources are frequently observed
at all monitoring stations in the global infrasound network. Many of these signals,
such as microbaroms, signals from ongoing volcanic eruptions, and surf-generated
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infrasound are continuous over long periods of time. Signals of this type are normally regarded as background noise from a nuclear explosion monitoring perspective.
Other signals such as infrasonic waves generated by bolides and explosive volcanic
eruptions may be detected as large-amplitude, short-duration, sharp-onset signals.
The morphology of these signals may be similar to the morphology of signals generated
by an atmospheric nuclear explosion.

6.3.1 Microbaroms
The nonlinear interaction of large-amplitude storm-generated waves on the surface of
the ocean generates standing waves, which radiate continuous infrasonic waves into
the atmosphere (Posmentier 1967; Arendt and Fritts 2000). These commonly occurring waves are called microbaroms. Infrasonic waves of this type were first reported
by Benioff and Gutenberg (1939) and Gutenberg and Benioff (1941) who describe
observations near Pasadena, California, and by Baird and Banwell (1940) who recorded
microbaroms at Christchurch, New Zealand. Seismic waves known as microseisms
are also generated by standing ocean waves as shown by Longuet-Higgens (1950).

Fig. 6.1 Microbaroms recorded at IS07, Warramunga, Australia. The order and the minimum and
maximum frequency of the Butterworth passband filter applied to the data are specified within the
brackets in the header of this diagram (and in other diagrams presented below). The microbarom
signals illustrated in this diagram were generated by tropical cyclone “Heta” as the cyclone moved
to the south of the Cook Islands in the Pacific Ocean. The distance from IS07 to “Heta” at the time
of these observations was about 5,400 km. Array elements in the small aperture sub-array are
shown in red. Array elements in the large aperture main array are shown in blue. Data from L1 is
not shown in this diagram because L1 is co-located with H1 at IS07. The backazimuth is 139º and
the apparent velocity is 0.377 km/s
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Microbaroms are therefore the atmospheric equivalent of microseisms (Donn and Naini
1973, Barruol et al. 2006). Infrasonic waves of this type are almost always present at
any point on the surface of the globe at any time. These ubiquitous waves have
frequencies in the range from about 0.12 to 0.35 Hz with amplitudes that can range from
tens of mPa up to a few Pa (Donn and Rind 1971). They occur as almost monochromatic wave trains with characteristic modulations in wave amplitude (see Fig. 6.1) and
can be detected at distances of up to 10,000 km. Rind (1977) estimates that the energy
input into the lower thermosphere due to the dissipation of upward propagating microbaroms is a significant source of heating comparable with the energy input due to
upward propagating gravity waves. Hetzer et al. (2007) have recently shown that
microbaroms associated with hurricanes, typhoons and tropical cyclones are created in
the interaction of storm-generated waves with the ambient wave field surrounding the
storm. Thus, the microbarom source does not coincide with the eye of the storm.
The microbaroms illustrated in Fig. 6.1 were recorded on the 8-element IMS
infrasonic array at IS07 Warramunga, located in the arid interior of the Australian
continent. Microbaroms associated with intense storms over the Southern Ocean
are frequently detected at IS07. Microbaroms associated with tropical cyclones in
the Indian Ocean to the west and in the Pacific Ocean to the east of the array are
also routinely observed at IS07. The microbaroms shown in Fig. 6.1 were generated
by large amplitude interacting ocean waves associated with tropical cyclone “Heta”
in the South Pacific Ocean. The progress of this tropical cyclone was monitored
using microbarom data from IS07 during a five-day period as the cyclone moved
south from the Cook Islands over a distance of more than 1,000 km.
The array at IS07 is divided into a large centred triangle array with an aperture of about
2.3 km and a small centred triangle sub-array with an aperture of about 0.38 km. The
sensor at each array element in the large aperture array is connected to a 70-m diameter
wind-noise-reducing pipe array. These sites are denoted by “L.” The sensors in the small
aperture sub-array are connected to an 18-m diameter pipe array. These sites are denoted
by “H.” Sites L1 and H1 are collocated at the centre of the array. The separations between
array elements at the vertices of the large aperture array range from a minimum distance
of 1.78 km (L3 to L4) to a maximum distance of 2.26 km (L2 to L3). The maximum
separation between sites in the H-array is 0.383 km (sites H2 and H4).
The correlation of microbarom signals is very high between sensors separated
by up to about 0.5 km and very low when the spacing between sensors exceeds a
few kilometres. This can be seen in the microbarom data presented in Fig. 6.1. The
degree of signal correlation between sites L2, L3 and L4 in the large aperture
L-array is very low. In contrast, the degree of signal correlation between all sites in
the small aperture H-array is high.
Microbarom signal amplitudes exhibit characteristic diurnal and semi-diurnal
variations, associated with the modulation of the mean upper atmospheric winds by
the atmospheric tides. This means that the amplitude of microbarom waves at most
stations will vary significantly, depending on the time of day. The detection capability
for coherent infrasonic signals with dominant frequencies in the microbarom passband (0.12–0.35 Hz) may be enhanced when signal processing is limited to sites in the
large aperture L-array since the microbaroms are incoherent between array elements in
this array. Thus, the microbarom signals recorded on the L-array represent incoherent
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Fig. 6.2 Average (red curve) and median (blue curve) of the power spectral density of data
recorded over a 6-h period during the night at IS04 Shannon, Australia. The microbarom peak is
clearly visible during this 6-h period

background noise. In most cases, however, even though the microbarom signals are
largely incoherent between sites in the L-array, the high level of background noise
due to incoherent microbaroms will limit detection of coherent signals in this passband.
It is for this reason that the most important passbands from a nuclear explosion
monitoring perspective lie immediately below and immediately above the passband
dominated by microbarom waves (~0.12–0.35 Hz). Studies carried out at IMS stations in Australia (see, e.g., Christie et al. 2005; Christie and Kennett 2007) indicate
that the most important monitoring passband for the reliable detection of infrasound
from small nuclear explosions spans a frequency range of about 0.4–1.2 Hz. This
passband will be referred to as the primary monitoring passband.
The observation of microbaroms in the frequency domain may provide a measure
of the level of wind-generated background noise at an infrasound array. Since microbaroms are usually observed under relatively low wind noise conditions, the observation of a microbarom peak in the power spectral density plot indicates that noise levels
in the primary monitoring passband are low and the array station can potentially detect
low-yield nuclear explosions at great distances. Microbaroms will normally be
observed at all times of day and night at stations located in tall dense forests. IS04
Shannon is located in a very tall dense forest in the southwest corner of Australia.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the power spectral density of data recorded over a 6-h period at
IS04 during the night. Similar results are found for data recorded during the day. These
results indicate that this station has very good detection capability.

6.3.2 Mountain-Generated Infrasound
Airflow over mountain ranges can generate long period infrasonic waves that
propagate for distances of up to 10,000 km (Larson et al. 1971; Rockway et al.
1974; Wilson and Olson, 2003, Wilson et al., 2010). Orographically generated
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Fig. 6.3 Mountain generated infrasonic waves, recorded at IS08, La Paz, Bolivia

infrasonic waves are continuous with frequencies ranging from about 0.007 to
0.1 Hz. Their amplitudes are usually fairly small, but occasionally reach values
above 1 Pa. The precise source mechanism that causes waves of this type is not well
understood. The only theoretical work on this subject appears to be that of
Chimonas (1977) who developed an idealised model for the generation of mountainassociated infrasound based on the interaction of low-frequency wind oscillations
with terrain undulations. Mountain-generated infrasonic waves increase the background noise level at longer periods and contaminate signals recorded at large
distances from the source. Figure 6.3 shows an example of mountain-generated
infrasonic waves recorded at IS08 La Paz in Bolivia.

6.3.3 Auroral Infrasound
Infrasonic waves generated by auroras are commonly recorded at high latitudes during periods of high geomagnetic activity (see Chrzanowski et al 1961; Wilson 1967,
1971, 2005; Procunier 1971; Wilson and Olson 2005a, Liszka 2008a). Auroragenerated infrasound may also be observed at mid latitudes during strong geomagnetic storms (Maeda and Young 1966; Campus 2003, 2004). As noted in Table 6.1,
auroral infrasound has frequencies ranging from about 0.008 Hz up to at least 20 Hz
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Fig. 6.4 Aurora-generated infrasound recorded at IS53, Fairbanks, Alaska (64.9ºN). The average
backazimuth of these waves is about 30º and the average apparent velocity over the array is about
480 m/s

and amplitudes between approximately 0.01 and 2 Pa. Infrasonic signals generated
by auroras tend to be continuous with short intervals of higher amplitude. From a
nuclear explosion monitoring perspective, auroral-generated infrasound, when present, is part of the continuous background noise at infrasound monitoring stations.
These waves often have high apparent velocities (typically 400 to 1,000 m/s), corresponding to a source located at high altitude. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show two examples
of infrasonic waves generated by auroras during a strong geomagnetic storm in
November 2003 and recorded at IMS infrasound stations located at high latitude
(IS53 Fairbanks) and mid-latitude (IS05 Hobart). We note that visible observations
across southern Australia of the aurora (Aurora Australis) were widely reported in the
press (including the area where IS05 is located) at the time of this geomagnetic storm.
Auroral-generated infrasonic waves are also frequently observed during geomagnetic
storms at IS04 Shannon, located in the southwest corner of Australia. The apparent
velocities and backazimuths of the events illustrated in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 confirm the
identification of these infrasonic waves.

6.3.4 Infrasound from Meteorological Sources,
Lightning and Sprites
Infrasound with frequencies between 0.02 and 0.1 Hz and amplitudes up to about
0.5 Pa may be generated by severe convective storms (Goerke and Woodward 1966;
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Fig. 6.5 Aurora-generated infrasound recorded at IS05 Hobart, Tasmania, Australia (42.5ºS). The
backazimuths of these waves range from 205º to 220º and the average apparent velocity of the signals
over the array is 540 m/s

Georges 1973). These signals can be detected at distances of more than 1,500 km.
The source mechanism for waves of this type is poorly understood (Bowman and
Bedard 1971). Other meteorological sources of infrasound include microbursts,
tornadoes, lightning and sprites.
Microbursts are intense highly localised thunderstorm-generated downdrafts of
cold air that impinge upon the surface creating a radially spreading outflow density
current with a ring vortex along the leading edge. Windshear generated by these
intense short-lived disturbances is a serious hazard for aviation, especially during
takeoff and landing. Microbursts are characterised by very high winds (up to
75 m/s) that are confined to a small area (less than 4 km in diameter) at or near the
surface. Infrasound generated by microbursts will only be detected at relatively
small distances from the parent thunderstorm (see Table 6.1) and may be masked
by turbulence generated by storm-generated winds.
Most thunderstorm-generated downdrafts are much larger in scale than the intense
localised downdraft and outflow that defines a microburst. These larger-scale downdrafts also generate cold outflow density currents at the surface, which propagate
away from the thunderstorm for distances of more than 20 km. The surface winds
associated with these usually benign large-scale thunderstorm density currents
(typically less than 10 m/s) are much less than those associated with a microburst.
The winds and wind-generated turbulence associated with a normal thunderstorm
outflow are usually sustained over a period of at least 5 min and in some cases over
periods of more than 1 h. Observations of infrasonic waves generated by large-scale
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thunderstorm outflow density currents have not been reported. Thunderstorm outflow
density currents are, however, frequently observed at many infrasonic monitoring
stations in the form of a large-amplitude, slowly propagating (typically 10 m/s) signal.
The cold outflow in these density currents is also a significant source of wind-generated
noise. The morphology of a typical thunderstorm outflow micropressure signature is
discussed below.
Tornadoes radiate higher frequency infrasound in the range from about 1 to 20 Hz.
Tornado-generated infrasound has been studied in detail by Bedard (1998, 2005) who
finds that the properties of infrasonic waves radiated by tornadoes appear to be consistent with the radial vibration model proposed by Abdullah (1966). The results of
an evaluation of a prototype infrasonic tornado-detection network are described in
considerable detail in Bedard et al. (2004a, b). Several tornadoes were successfully
detected during this evaluation experiment. The detection of tornadoes using infrasonic waves provides an important example of the use of infrasound technology.
Infrasonic waves associated with lightning discharges usually occur as short-lived
disturbances with frequencies in the range from about 0.5 to 20 Hz and amplitudes
ranging from 0.01 up to about 2 Pa (Dessler 1973; Balachandran 1982; Few 1985;
Campus 2004; Assink et al. 2008; Liszka 2008a). The dominant frequency of these
short-lived disturbances is about 1 Hz. These pulse-like waves often travel almost
vertically downwards when the thunderstorm is almost directly overhead. They are
also detected as direct arrivals propagating at the local speed of sound when the
thunderstorm is some distance from the monitoring station. The maximum range for
the detection of lightning-generated infrasound is about 50 km.
An example of the micropressure variations associated with a thunderstorm outflow along with infrasonic signals generated by lightning during this storm is given
in Fig. 6.6. This data was recorded at IMS infrasound station IS31, Aktyubinsk,
Kazakhstan. The micropressure channels in this diagram are specified by “BDF.”
Wind speed data (denoted by “LWS”) are also included in this diagram. The large
amplitude turbulent fluctuations observed on the micropressure channels are a manifestation of wind-generated noise associated with the outflow winds generated by
the nearby thunderstorm. The sharp spikes in the data both before and after the onset
of the turbulent winds at the surface correspond to infrasonic waves generated by
lightning. A detailed examination of the lightning signatures marked by the “spikes”
in Fig. 6.6 shows that the vast majority of these signals arrive at the array as direct
arrivals with apparent velocities corresponding to the local speed of sound. It appears
that the thunderstorm in this case approached the array from the west, passed
directly over the array (or slightly to the south of the array) and then departed
towards the east. This is shown by the observed backazimuths from lightning generated by the approaching and departing storm. Some of the lightning-generated
signals associated with this storm were probably generated when the storm was over
(or almost over) the array, but these signals are obscured in this example by thunderstorm
outflow wind-generated turbulence.
Figure 6.7 shows in detail a typical example of the micropressure signature of
infrasonic waves generated by a lightning discharge during the storm on August 28,
2003.
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Fig. 6.6 Wind noise and infrasonic signals generated by a local thunderstorm and associated
lightning. Data were recorded at IS31, Aktyubinsk, Kazakhstan, on August 28, 2003. Micropressure
data is denoted by BDF and wind-speed data by LWS

Sprites are high-altitude discharges into the upper atmosphere, which also generate
high-frequency infrasound in the neighbourhood of thunderstorms. Infrasonic
signals from sprites typically occur in the form of short-lived chirp-like signatures
that may be detected at distances of more than 100 km (Liszka 2004, 2008a; Liszka
and Hobara 2006; Farges et al. 2005).

6.3.5 Earthquakes
Infrasonic signals generated by earthquakes are frequently observed at infrasound
stations (see, e.g., Grover and Marshall 1968; Cook 1971, Young and Greene 1982;
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Fig. 6.7 Detailed signature of an infrasonic wave generated by lightning during the thunderstorm
on August 28, 2003 at IS31 Aktyubinsk, Kazakhstan. This infrasonic signature was recorded
before the thunderstorm outflow winds arrived at the array station. The backazimuth is 286º and
the apparent velocity of the signal over the array is 0.349 km/s

Olson et al. 2003; Le Pichon et al. 2003, 2006c; Campus 2004, 2007a; Mutschlecner
and Whitaker 2005). Infrasound associated with large earthquakes arises from at
least three distinct mechanisms. The first mechanism involves the near vertical
radiation of an acoustic wave away from the surface of the Earth during the passage
of seismic body and surface waves. Since the vertical particle velocities in the Earth
and the air must be identical at the earth–air interface, the apparent horizontal
velocities of the airwave and the seismic wave are identical. The apparent velocities
of locally generated infrasonic waves of this type are therefore very high, usually
in the range from a few km/s up to about 8 km/s, and this characteristic can be used
to identify these signals. Violent ground motion at the epicentre of a shallow earthquake provides a second mechanism for the generation of infrasonic waves in the
atmosphere. These waves are ducted through the atmosphere at normal atmospheric
acoustic velocities and, due to the slower sound speed, arrive at the infrasonic sensor
after the ground-coupled airwaves. Long period infrasonic waves may also be generated in the atmosphere when seismic surface waves induce motions in high mountains,
causing the mountains to radiate infrasonic waves.
As noted in Table 6.1, the frequency range of earthquake-generated infrasonic
waves extends from 0.005 to 10 Hz. Amplitudes vary from about 0.01 Pa to a few
Pa. Large earthquakes can be detected infrasonically at distances of up to 10,000 km
or more. Examples of infrasonic signals associated with an earthquake in Irian Jaya
that occurred on October 10, 2002, with a moment magnitude Mw = 7.5, are shown
in Figs. 6.8–6.11. Signals from this earthquake were recorded at a distance of about
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Fig. 6.8 Unfiltered infrasonic data from the Irian Jaya earthquake recorded at IS07, Warramunga,
Australia, on October 10, 2002

Fig. 6.9 Vertical P and Rayleigh arrivals associated with the Irian Jaya earthquake on October 10,
2002. These ground-to-air coupled waves were detected at IS07, Warramunga, using the progressive
multi-channel correlation (PMCC) algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz
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Fig. 6.10 Results of the PMCC analysis for signals generated by the Irian Jaya earthquake on
October 10, 2002. The diagram shows the backazimuth (station-to-source) direction and the
apparent velocities associated with the two distinct arrivals recorded at IS07 Warramunga,
Australia (see Fig. 6.9). The apparent velocities derived from this analysis correspond to seismic
P arrivals (a ~ 8 km/s) and Rayleigh arrivals (VRay = 0.92b ~ 4.25 km/s)

2,000 km at IMS infrasound station IS07 Warramunga, Australia. Two distinct types
of arrivals can be seen in Fig. 6.8 at about 1,100 UT and 1,230 UT.
The data shown in Fig. 6.8 have been processed using the progressive multichannel correlation (PMCC) algorithm (Cansi 1995; Cansi and Le Pichon 2008)
applied separately to each group of arrivals. This analysis shows that the first group
of waveforms (around 11:00 UT) is associated with the passage of vertical P and
Rayleigh waves. The different arrival times and apparent velocities can be clearly
seen in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10.
The second group of waveforms, recorded around 12:30 UT is associated with
infrasound arrivals propagating at the speed of sound. These arrivals correspond to
infrasound generated by the shaking of the area around the epicentre. The results of
the PMCC analysis for these arrivals are presented in Fig. 6.11.
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Fig. 6.11 PMCC analysis of infrasound data recorded at IS07, Warramunga, corresponding to
infrasound created around the epicentre during the Irian Jaya earthquake on October 10, 2002.
Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz. The observed backazimuth direction (358º) is consistent
with the backazimuth derived from data for the ground-coupled vertical P and Rayleigh wave
components and the observed apparent velocity (344 m/s) clearly indicates that these waves are
atmospheric acoustic waves. The arrival time of these acoustic waves is consistent with a source
in the epicentral area of the earthquake

6.3.6 Meteors
Meteors are another important source of infrasonic waves (McIntosh et al., 1976;
ReVelle 1976, Evers and Haak 2001; Brown et al. 2002a; Evers and Haak 2003;
Campus 2004, 2007a; Edwards et al. 2006; Evers 2008, Liszka 2008b). It has been
estimated that the average rate of occurrence of exploding meteors with effective
yields of 1 kT or more is greater than two per year over the globe (ReVelle 1997;
Brown et al. 2002b). Signals from meteors tend to have frequencies between 0.01
and 20 Hz and amplitudes ranging from 0.01 up to about 10 Pa. The signals are
generally quite complex and two or more wave groups corresponding to refractions
from different layers in the upper atmosphere are often observed.
An example of infrasonic waves generated by a meteor is given in Fig. 6.12.
A few minutes after midnight (local time) on March 27, 2003, a large meteor
entered the atmosphere over the north-central United States, moving across
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin and producing a bright luminous blue
flash and trail. Fragments of this bolide hit an inhabited area located south of
Chicago. A clear signature of this event with several groups of arrivals has been
identified in data recorded at IMS infrasound station IS10 Lac du Bonnet,
Canada. The records shown in Fig. 6.12 are typical of many meteor-generated
infrasound observations.
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Fig. 6.12 Infrasonic data from the Chicago meteor recorded at IS10 Lac du Bonnet, Canada, on
March 27, 2003. Amplitudes are expressed in Pascals. The backazimuth of these waves ranges
from about 142º to 148º and the average apparent velocity over the array is 0.340 km/s

6.3.7 Calving of Icebergs and Glaciers
The calving of icebergs and glaciers produces a distinctive infrasonic signal, with
sharp-onset high-frequency oscillations ranging between 0.5 and 8 Hz and amplitudes between 0.01 and 1 Pa (Campus 2004, 2007a, 2008). Figures 6.13–6.15
illustrate time series corresponding to signals of this type recorded at IS18 Qaanaaq,
Greenland and the results of PMCC analysis.
IMS infrasound station IS18, at a latitude of 77.5ºN, is the northernmost infrasound station in the global monitoring network. The station is located a few kilometres from the isolated settlement of Qaanaaq on the eastern side of Murchison Sound
in northwest Greenland. All of the elements of the infrasonic array lie within 1.3 km
of the coast. The area around Qaanaaq is surrounded by numerous fjords, which
extend inland for distances ranging from about 20 to 40 km to numerous glaciers
located along the edge of the Greenland Icecap. Icebergs are shed from the glaciers
at the head of these fiords during the summer months and drift in a steady stream
down the fjords and then to the south along the eastern coast of the Sound. As a rule,
at least half a dozen large icebergs can be seen within a distance of less than 10 km
from the sites at IS18 during the summer months. These icebergs frequently break up
with an audible sound that can be clearly heard at the infrasonic array. The calving of
these icebergs also generates sharp-onset high-frequency infrasonic signals that can be
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Fig. 6.13 Calving of icebergs and glaciers: infrasonic data recorded over a period of 15 h at IS18
Qaanaaq, Greenland. Amplitudes are expressed in Pascals. Many of the signals illustrated here
originate in the breakup of drifting icebergs near the eastern coast of Murchison Sound; a few of
these signals may correspond to calving along the face of nearby glaciers

clearly identified in the recorded data. This has been confirmed on numerous occasions by noting the time of a visibly observed calving event and the associated
audible sound at the array site and comparing these times with the recorded infrasonic
signals. Many of the recorded signals come from the direction of the southward drifting icebergs in Murchison Sound (see Fig. 6.14). The observed backazimuths of
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Fig. 6.14 Illustration in detail of the infrasonic signals generated by the calving of icebergs near
IS18, Qaanaaq, in northern Greenland. Amplitudes are expressed in Pascals. The high-frequency
signals in this diagram are only seconds apart. They all originate from the west-south-west direction
with the same backazimuth. This indicates that these signals are generated in either a multiple calving
episode associated with a single slowly drifting iceberg or with calving in a group of closely located
icebergs in Murchison Sound

other signals (see Fig. 6.15) indicate that these signals are associated with iceberg
calving in nearby fjords, especially in the large fjord on the southern side of Qaanaaq
that runs from Murchison Sound to the base of Tracy and Helprin Glaciers. It seems
very likely that some observed events originate in the calving of these nearby glaciers, but this has not been verified. Recently, Richardson et al. (2008) have reported
observations of seismic and infrasonic waves generated by the calving of Bering
Glacier in southeast Alaska and also signals generated by the calving of floating and
grounded icebergs within a lake near the foot of the glacier.
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Fig. 6.15 Detection of infrasound generated by the calving of icebergs and glaciers. The data was
recorded on September 2, 2003, at IS18 Qaanaaq in Greenland and analysed using the PMCC
algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz

The increasing concern with climate change underlines the need for systematic
and accurate monitoring of the environment. This is particularly true in the Arctic
and Antarctic. In this regard, we note that the high rate of detection of infrasound
from calving glaciers and icebergs at IS18 Qaanaaq provides a potentially useful
measure of the state-of-health of the Greenland Icecap. The continuous monitoring
of data from IS18 over the course of several years could therefore provide a useful
indication of global warming. Avalanches and landslides can also be detected at
IMS infrasound stations. The detailed monitoring of avalanches and landslides in
certain parts of the world using infrasound data might also provide an indication of
climate change (Campus 2007a).

6.3.8 Volcanic Eruptions
Volcanic eruptions are a very important source of infrasonic waves (see, e.g., Goerke
et al. 1965; Evers and Haak 2001; Le Pichon et al. 2001; Liszka and Garcés 2002;
Evers and Haak 2005; Campus et al. 2005; Christie et al. 2005; Campus 2006a, b,
2007b, 2008; Evers 2008). Volcanic infrasound originates primarily in the atmospheric perturbation caused by the explosive ejection of lava and gases from the
crater and surrounding vents of the volcano. The quantity of materials discharged
during eruptions is dependent on the size of the explosion. The size of an eruption
can range, in terms of equivalent yield, from less than 1 kT for small eruptions, to
100 MT for powerful eruptions like those of Krakatoa in 1883 (Symons 1888) and
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Mount St. Helens in 1980 (Donn and Balachandran 1981, Reed 1987a). The dominant
frequency and amplitude of infrasonic waves from volcanic explosions depends on the
size of the explosion and the distance from the source. Large explosions will generate waves that span a very large range of frequencies (from 0.002 Hz up to at least
20 Hz) and the recorded signals may have amplitudes of more than 100 Pa in the
near field (less than 50 km) and tens of Pascals at distances of more than 1,000 km.
Eruptions of this kind will be detected at great distances (up to at least 20,000 km).
The initial impulsive signature of a large volcanic explosion is generally followed
by a long train of irregular waves that may extend over periods ranging from hours
to weeks. Smaller volcanic eruptions will be dominated by higher frequency waves
with smaller amplitudes. There is a large variation in the morphology of infrasonic
signals generated by volcanic eruptions. Some signals, especially those associated
with small explosions, are very short in duration. These impulsive signals are similar
to signals generated by mining explosions. In other cases, the signals generated by
small volcanic eruptions may exhibit a coda that extends over a long period of time.
A detailed study of the morphology of signals from an active volcano may provide
insight into the various source mechanisms for volcano-generated infrasound.
The IMS infrasound network has the potential to provide a significant contribution to the monitoring of volcanic eruptions around the world (Campus 2006a, b;
2007a, b, c). Data from the IMS infrasound network could be incorporated into the
existing volcanic ash monitoring systems to provide an enhanced warning system
for aviation (Chen and Christie 1995; Campus 2005). Results of a regional study of
volcano-generated infrasound in South America with a focus on stratospheric ash
injection have recently been reported by Garcés et al. (2008).
A large number of volcanic eruptions have been recorded during the last decade
at IMS infrasound stations. Some examples are presented in Figs. 6.16–6.26.
Records of moderate volcanic activity observed during the site survey in April
2001 at IMS station IS40, in Papua New Guinea (Campus 2004) are presented in
Figs. 6.16 and 6.17. The observed infrasonic waves were generated by minor volcanic
activity at Tavurvur Volcano. Small explosive eruptions were visually seen by observers (including one of the authors) in the area around the crater throughout the site
survey period. Infrasound from small explosions at the crater on Tavurvur was
detected over a period of several days at the site of IS40 at a distance of approximately 25 km. The volcanic activity at Tavurvur was the dominant signal recorded
during the site survey. The backazimuth of the detected signals corresponded in all
cases to the direction from the array to the crater at Tavurvur and all signals were
detected as direct arrivals with apparent velocities equal to the local speed of sound.
In addition, seismic signals generated by the eruptions at Tavurvur during the site
survey were recorded and analysed at the Rabaul Volcano Observatory (RVO). This
analysis showed that the observed infrasound signals were highly correlated with the
observed seismic signals generated by the eruptions at Tavurvur (Itikari et al. 2003).
The detection of the eruption of Mt. St. Helens on March 9, 2005, at 0125 UT is
shown in Fig. 6.18. The small but significant explosive eruption, which produced ash
falls in the neighbouring towns of Ellensberg, Yakima and Toppenisht, was clearly
recorded at IMS infrasound station IS56 Newport in Washington State, USA, at a
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Fig. 6.16 High-frequency infrasonic waves observed in a 12-h window at Keravat, Papua New
Guinea, during the site survey for infrasound station IS40. The source of these waves is Tavurvur
Volcano located at a distance of about 25 km

Fig. 6.17 Expanded view of infrasonic waves generated by Tavurvur Volcano. This data was
recorded at site IS40A over a 1-h period during the site survey for IMS infrasound station IS40

distance of about 450 km from the volcano (Campus 2005, 2006a). The observed
backazimuth of the signals illustrated in Fig. 6.18 (239º) is in good agreement with
the actual backazimuth to Mount St. Helens (240º). The onset time of the signals
shown in Fig. 6.18 is also consistent with the start of the eruption on March 9, 2005,
at approximately 01:26 UT. The detection of infrasonic signals from the eruptions of
Mount St. Helens on January 16, 2005, and March 9, 2005, has also been studied by
Matoza et al. (2007). These authors describe observations made on the northern flank
of the volcano at a distance of about 13 km from the crater and observations made at
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Fig. 6.18 Detection of infrasound arrivals associated with an eruption of Mount St. Helens
Volcano on March 9, 2005. These signals were recorded at IS56 Newport, Washington State, and
analysed using the PMCC algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 4 Hz. The observed
backazimuth and apparent velocity are 239º and 351 m/s

a site located in Sacajawea State Park about 250 km east of the volcano. The signals
generated by the eruption on January 16, 2005, were an order of magnitude smaller
than the signals associated with the eruption on March 9, 2005. These signals were not
detected at either the Sacajawea site or at IS56 Newport.
The Andes Mountains along the western edge of South America is a very active
volcanic region where the IMS infrasound network can provide a significant contribution to volcano monitoring (Campus 2005, 2006a, b, 2007a, b, c). Figure 6.19
shows the detected infrasonic signatures recorded at IS08, La Paz, Bolivia during the
eruption of Lascar Volcano on April 18, 2006. This volcano is located in Northern
Chile, about 800 km from the IMS station in Bolivia.
A second example of the detection of volcano-generated infrasound at IS08 in
Bolivia is shown in Figs. 6.20 and 6.21. The waveforms, observed backazimuths and
apparent velocities correspond to an eruption of Ubinas Volcano on April 22, 2006.
Ubinas Volcano is located in Peru at a distance of 260 km from IS08. The two distinct
apparent velocities shown in Fig. 6.21 might be associated with tropospheric and
stratospheric arrivals.
IMS infrasound station, IS44 (Petropavlovsk Kamchatskiy, Russian Federation)
is located in a very active volcanic area on the Kamchatka Peninsula. There have
been a number of serious encounters by aircraft with volcanic ash generated by
volcanic eruptions on the Kamchatka Peninsula during the last 10 years. IS44 is
therefore very well located for monitoring hazardous volcanic activity on the
Kamchatka Peninsula. Indeed, IS44 lies within good detection range of all active
volcanoes on the Kamchatka Peninsula (Campus, 2006b, 2007a, b, c).
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Fig. 6.19 Detection of infrasound signals associated with an eruption of Lascar Volcano in Northern
Chile. These signals were recorded at IS08, La Paz, Bolivia, on April 18, 2006, and analysed using
the PMCC algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 4 Hz. The average backazimuth and apparent
velocity of the detected signals are 172º and 347 m/s, respectively. Only stratospheric arrivals were
observed

Fig. 6.20 Detection of infrasound signals associated with volcanic activity at Ubinas Volcano in
Peru. These signals were recorded at IS08 La Paz, Bolivia, on April 22, 2006, and analysed using the
PMCC algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 4 Hz. The polar diagram illustrated in Fig. 6.21
shows that these signals come from the direction of Ubinas Volcano (267º) but with different apparent
velocities (~340 and ~420 m/s)

One of the most active volcanoes in this area is Karymsky Volcano (Lees et al. 2004),
located about 160 km from IS44. A typical example of the detection of infrasonic waves
from Karymsky Volcano at IS44 is shown in Fig. 6.22.
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Fig. 6.21 Polar diagram showing the backazimuth (station-to-source) direction and apparent
velocities corresponding to the two distinct arrivals illustrated in Fig. 6.20. The data was analysed
using the PMCC algorithm

Fig. 6.22 Detection of infrasound signals associated with volcanic activity at Karymsky Volcano.
These signals were recorded at IS44 on the Kamchatka Peninsula on October 20, 2007. Data has been
analysed using the PMCC algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 8 Hz. The observed backazimuth (49.8º) is consistent with volcanic activity at Karymsky Volcano. The observed apparent
velocity is 338 m/s
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Another very active volcano on the Kamchatka Peninsula is Bezymianny Volcano,
located about 360 km from IS44. On May 09, 2006, at about 0845 UT, a large eruption
at Bezymianny Volcano was noted in several volcanic bulletins. The complexity of
the signals recorded at IS44 is illustrated in Fig. 6.23. As can be seen from this diagram, several large amplitude signals were recorded between 0845 UT and 0930 UT
and two smaller disturbances were recorded before 08:30. The observed backazimuth
and apparent velocities (Figs. 6.23 and 6.24) indicate very clearly that the infrasound
signals recorded after 08:30 at IS44 are coming from Bezymianny Volcano. This
observation is confirmed by data recorded at another IMS infrasound station, IS53,
Fairbanks, Alaska, USA, located about 2,900 km from the volcano.
As can be seen from Fig. 6.23, two clearly defined signals were also recorded at
IS44 at about 08:16 and 08:27 UT before the larger amplitude signals from
Bezymianny Volcano. It is worth noting that there is no mention in any available
volcanic bulletin of any volcanic eruptions on May 09, 2006, on the Kamchatka
Peninsula except for the major eruption at Bezymianny Volcano. It is tempting to
assume that the earlier signals 08:16 and 08:27 at IS44 are also associated with volcanic activity at Bezymianny Volcano. However, an analysis of these earlier events
shows that these signals come from a different direction. Bezymianny Volcano lies at
a backazimuth of about 29°. The analysis presented in Figs. 6.25 and 6.26 shows that
the backazimuth of the signal at 08:16 in Fig. 6.23 is about 46º, which corresponds
to the backazimuth of Karymsky Volcano (see Fig. 6.22). The PMCC analysis
(not shown) of the second earlier signal at about 08:27 in Fig. 6.23 also shows that
the backazimuth of this signal (46.3º) corresponds to the backazimuth of Karymsky
Volcano. We therefore conclude that two different volcanoes were active on the
Kamchatka peninsula between the hours of 08:00 and 10:00 on May 09, 2006.

Fig. 6.23 Infrasonic signals at IS44, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy, in the Russian Federation
observed between 08:00 and 10:00 on May 09, 2006. The PMCC analysis for this data (see also
Fig. 6.24) shows that the large amplitude signals recorded after 08:30 correspond to volcanic
activity at Bezymianny Volcano. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz

Fig. 6.24 Polar diagram showing the backazimuth directions and apparent velocities associated
with the signals observed after 08:30 in Fig. 6.23. The observed backazimuths and arrival times
are consistent with signals generated by a documented volcanic eruption at Bezymianny Volcano
on the Kamchatka Peninsula

Fig. 6.25 Expanded view of the 1st infrasonic signal illustrated in Fig. 6.23. This data was recorded
at IS44, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy on May 09, 2006. The following analysis (Fig. 6.26) shows that
this event was not generated by a volcanic eruption at Bezymianny Volcano. Data are filtered
between 0.4 and 6 Hz
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Fig. 6.26 Polar diagram showing the backazimuth directions and apparent velocities associated
with the signal illustrated in Fig. 6.25. The observed azimuth (46.1º) indicates that this event
originated in a volcanic eruption of Karymsky Volcano on the Kamchatka Peninsula

The results presented here provide a very good example of how the IMS infrasound
network can be used to identify and discriminate between volcanic eruptions at two
different volcanoes located in the same region. In the present example, neither satellite
imagery nor local observations from other monitoring networks identified volcanic
activity at two different volcanoes on the Kamchatka Peninsula on May 09, 2006. In
contrast, the analysis of IS44 data clearly indicates two different volcanic sources.
Numerous other volcanic eruptions and explosions have been detected during
the last decade at IMS infrasound monitoring stations. One noteworthy event that
should be mentioned here is the large explosive eruption at approximately 14:00
UT January 25, 2005, of Manam Volcano located close to the equator on the northern
side of Papua New Guinea. The initial signals from this event were associated with
a series of violent explosions over a period of about 2 h. These signals were
detected at a large number of IMS infrasonic stations distributed around the globe
(Campus et al. 2005; Christie et al. 2005; Wilson and Olson 2005b). Large volcanic
eruptions of this type are relatively rare. The explosive eruption of Manam Volcano
in 2005 appears to be the largest explosion in the atmosphere in the last 10 years.
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6.4 Man-Made Sources of Infrasound
6.4.1 Launching of Rockets and the Re-Entry
of the Space Shuttle and Space Debris
Infrasound from the launch of large rockets has been recorded at distances of up to
about 3,000 km (see, e.g., Balachandran and Donn 1971; Posmentier 1971; Campus
2004). These long-range signals usually have frequencies extending from 0.01 Hz
to more than 10 Hz and durations of several minutes. The amplitudes at distances
of about 1,000 km vary from a few tens of mPa to more than 2 Pa, depending on
the seasonal component of the stratospheric winds along the direction of wave
propagation. Large signals have also been recorded during the overhead passage of
large rockets at orbital altitude (about 188 km, Cotton and Donn, 1971; Cotten et al.
1971). These impulsive short-lived signals, which are created in the decay of the
rocket-generated N-wave shock cone, have durations of about 2 s. Figures 6.27 and
6.28 show complex signals from the launch of the Soyuz rocket from Baikonur
Cosmodrom, as recorded at IS31, Aktyubinsk, Kazakhstan on August 29, 2003, and
analysed using the PMCC algorithm. These observations are similar to many other
observations of infrasound generated during rocket launches.
The re-entry of the space shuttle, rockets and space debris also generates observable infrasonic signals. Signals associated with the shock front created by the space
shuttle during re-entry have often been observed in the United States. These shock
front signals are typically sustained along a track below the trajectory that may be
more than 8,000 km in length. Sorrells et al. (2002) have studied the seismic and

Fig. 6.27 Detection of infrasonic signals generated by the launch of the Soyuz rocket at Baikonur,
Kazakhstan, recorded at IS31, Aktyubinsk, Kazakhstan on August 29, 2003, using the PMCC
algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz
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Fig. 6.28 Polar diagram illustrating the backazimuths and apparent velocities associated with the
signals shown in Fig. 6.27. Results were computed using the PMCC algorithm

infrasonic signatures created during the re-entry of the space shuttle with an emphasis
on the interpretation of seismic precursors to the shock front at the surface. GrootHedlin et al. (2007, 2008) describe a very detailed investigation of the shock front
signal generated by space shuttle Altlantis during a landing at Edwards Air Force
Base in southern California on June 22, 2007. Detections were limited to direct
arrivals in the primary acoustic carpet in the area to the east of the trajectory. On the
western and northwestern side, both direct and ducted stratospheric arrivals were
detected out to distances of several hundred kilometres. Propagation modelling
predictions were found to be in good agreement with observations.

6.4.2 Infrasound from Aircraft
Sonic boom signals in the form of an N-wave pressure signature can be detected as
direct arrivals over a relatively small area under or near the fight path of a supersonic
aircraft (Grover 1973; Donn 1978). Signals from supersonic aircraft are not, however,
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limited to this relatively narrow zone (or carpet). As the shock wave propagates away
from the aircraft, the higher frequency components are rapidly attenuated and the
resulting infrasonic components may be detected, depending on conditions, at distances of up to at least 4,000 km from the flight path of the aircraft (Balachandran et al.
1977; Liszka and Waldemark (1995), Le Pichon and Cansi 2003, Liszka 2008a).
As noted in Table 6.1, these long-range signals have frequencies between 0.3 and 20 Hz
and amplitudes in the range between 0.01 and 10 Pa. Infrasonic waves generated by a
supersonic aircraft are often recorded as a succession of distinct phases corresponding
to one or more refractions from the stratosphere and lower thermosphere.
Signals from subsonic aircraft (including helicopters) are also detected routinely at
many IMS infrasound stations. In contrast with signals from supersonic aircraft, the
detection of signals from subsonic aircraft is limited to direct arrivals with a maximum
range of about 40 km. Large-amplitude signals are often generated by aircraft during
takeoff and landing. Two examples of signals generated by the take-off and landing of
regular flights at the Fairbanks International Airport and recorded at the nearby IMS
infrasound station IS53 on June 18, 2008 are presented in Figs. 6.29–6.32. The centre
of the 3.6 km long runway at Fairbanks International Airport is located about 5.2 km
south of the centre of the IS53 array and the runway is aligned along the 38º/218º
direction from true north. The variation in amplitude of the signals shown in Fig. 6.29
for the take-off of Flight AS126 is due primarily to the proximity of sites H2 and H3
to the flight path of the departing aircraft in the 218º direction and possibly to variations in source intensity. The observed backazimuth of infrasonic signals generated
during take-off (174.4º) is consistent with a source located close to the nearest end of
the runway. The variation in amplitude between sites in the array for signals generated
by Flight AS55 during final approach (see Fig. 6.31) is also reflected in the proximity

Fig. 6.29 Detection of infrasonic waves associated with the take-off of flight AS126 at Fairbanks
International Airport, recorded at IS53, Fairbanks, Alaska on June 18, 2008 using the PMCC
algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz
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Fig. 6.30 Polar diagram obtained using the PMCC algorithm showing the backazimuths and
apparent velocities corresponding to the signals illustrated in Fig. 6.29

Fig. 6.31 Detection of infrasonic signals associated with the landing of flight AS55 at Fairbanks
International Airport, recorded at IS53, Fairbanks, Alaska on June 18, 2008, using the PMCC
algorithm. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz
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Fig. 6.32 Polar diagram showing the backazimuth directions and apparent velocities associated
with the signals illustrated in Fig. 6.31. Results were obtained using the PMCC algorithm

of the array to the airport. Even though the signals illustrated in Fig. 6.31 for the landing
aircraft were recorded only 54 min after the signals shown in Fig. 6.29 for the departing
aircraft, the background noise levels have increased and the signal-to-noise ratio for
the signals shown in Fig. 6.31 is relatively low. Nevertheless, signals were detected and
the observed backazimuth for these signals (189.2º) is consistent with signals generated
at the far end of the runway during the landing of Flight AS55. Similar results have
been recently observed at another IMS infrasound station (IS51 Bermuda) located very
close to an airport (Campus 2008).
Infrasonic waves generated by commercial jet aircraft at cruising altitude are
also frequently observed at many infrasound stations. In this case, the observed
azimuth and apparent velocity of the direct infrasonic arrivals changes rapidly with
time as the aircraft passes from one horizon to the other. This characteristic pattern
is illustrated in Fig. 6.33 for the flight of a commercial jet aircraft over the infrasonic
array at IS07 Warramunga in central Australia (Christie 2004).
Observations of high-frequency signals from subsonic aircraft have also been
described briefly by Posmentier (1971). Similar results have been reported by Evers
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Fig. 6.33 Infrasonic waveforms and observed backazimuth, Fisher F-statistic and apparent velocity
variations corresponding to the flight of a commercial jet aircraft at cruising altitude over the
infrasonic array at IS07 Warramunga, Australia, on 8 March 2002. Data is bandpass filtered
between 1.6 and 7.0 Hz. The Fisher F-statistic (Melton and Bailey, 1957; Olson, 2004), which is
used as a quantitative signal detection indicator here, is related to the signal-to-noise power ratio,
Psnr, by Psnr = (F − 1)/N, where N is the number of sensors. Since the F-statistic is characterised by
Fisher’s F-distribution, it provides a formal statistical measure for signal detection. (This diagram
is adapted from Christie (2004))

(2005) corresponding to the flight of a subsonic aircraft over the De Bilt Infrasound
Array in The Netherlands and by Walker et al. (2008) for the flight of an aircraft
over the array at IS57 Piñon Flats in California.

6.4.3 Chemical Explosions
Chemical explosions generate characteristic sharp-onset infrasonic waves. Waves
generated by mining explosions and quarry blasts have frequencies ranging from
0.05 Hz up to at least 20 Hz and amplitudes ranging from a few mPa to more than
5 Pa. The range of detection for large mining explosions may exceed 5,000 km, but
is usually less than 2,000 km. Signals from small mining explosions and quarry
blasts are frequently detected at most infrasound monitoring stations. Figure 6.34
shows typical examples of mining explosions detected at IS26, Freyung, Germany.
Signals from accidental chemical explosions are also observed from time to time
at IMS infrasound monitoring stations. The signature of these events is generally
similar to the signature observed from mining explosions. Many of these events are
detected only at regional distances, but some larger accidental explosions have been
detected at distances of more than 5,000 km. An example of the signals generated by
an industrial chemical explosion is shown in Fig. 6.35. A series of three explosions at
the Buncefield oil depot near Hemel Hempstead in Hertfordshire, United Kingdom,
occurred soon after 0600 UT on December 11, 2005, causing several casualties. The
signals from this explosion were recorded at IMS infrasound station IS26 in Freyung,
Germany, and at several other European infrasound stations. A number of studies
have been reported on the unusual propagation characteristics of the signals from the
Buncefield explosion (Ceranna and Le Pichon 2006; Evers and Haak 2006, 2007;

Fig. 6.34 Detection of infrasonic signals associated with local mining activity in data recorded at
IS26, Freyung, Germany, on June 04, 2008, using the PMCC algorithm. The source of these events is
located at a distance of about 60 km from IS26. Data are filtered between 0.4 and 6 Hz. The observed
average backazimuth and apparent velocity of these signals is 265º and 341 m/s, respectively

Fig. 6.35 Infrasonic signals generated by the explosion of an oil depot at Buncefield in the United
Kingdom and recorded at IS26, Freyung, Germany
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Green et al. 2006). The work of Evers and Haak (2006, 2007) is particularly interesting.
These authors show that exceptionally fast infrasonic phases can result when energy
is trapped for a significant period of time in a stratospheric duct before it is detected
at the surface.

6.4.4 Nuclear Explosions
Nuclear explosions also generate sharp-onset infrasonic waves similar to those generated by large chemical explosions. Infrasonic waves generated by very large
nuclear explosions in the atmosphere can be detected at any point on the globe
(Donn and Shaw 1967). The energy in an atmospheric nuclear explosion is initially
confined to a very small volume at extremely high temperatures (T > 10,000,000 ºC)
and extremely high pressures (P > 1,000,000 atmospheres). This extremely hot volume radiates large amounts of (soft) X-rays in the first microsecond, which are
absorbed within about one metre and this in turn leads to a rapidly expanding, highly
luminous fireball, which may reach more than 100 m in diameter at the end of the
first millisecond. The fireball continues to expand at supersonic speeds and to rise
slowly at a rate of about 100 m/s, changing its form from roughly spherical to toroidal,
until the radioactive cloud reaches its neutrally buoyant level, usually near to the top
of the troposphere. The supersonic shock wave generated by the explosion is created
within the first second and propagates away from the expanding fireball during the
first few seconds. After 50 s, the shock wave will have propagated about 20 km from
the centre of the explosion. The shock wave gradually decreases in intensity due to
geometrical spreading and attenuation, and eventually only the infrasonic components are left as the higher frequency components are absorbed by the atmosphere.
The amount of energy that appears in the shock wave depends on the height of the
explosion. If the fireball does not touch the ground (this is referred to as an air burst),
and if the explosion occurs below 12 km, then approximately 50% of the released
energy is carried away by the shock wave. Less energy is carried away by the shock
wave when the explosion occurs at higher altitudes (due to an increase in thermal
radiation) or when the fireball touches the surface. In the latter case, some of the
energy is transferred into the solid Earth or ocean beneath the explosion.
Infrasonic waves generated by atmospheric nuclear explosions are observed with
frequencies in the range from about 0.002 Hz to 20 Hz and amplitudes (in the case
of large events at regional distances) up to at least 20 Pa. The amplitude of the signal
is directly proportional to the square root of the equivalent nuclear explosive yield
(in kilotons TNT equivalent). The amplitude of the signal also depends on the
component of the stratospheric wind velocity in the direction of propagation. Large
nuclear explosions in the Megaton range can be detected at distances of up to at least
20,000 km. The morphology of infrasonic signals from a nuclear explosion will
depend on the size of the explosion and the distance from the source. High-frequency
signals are attenuated more rapidly than low-frequency signals and hence the
waveforms observed at large distance from the source will be dominated by longer
period components.
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Small atmospheric nuclear explosions with yields of a few kT generate infrasonic
waves with frequencies between about 0.02 and 4 Hz. At distances of up to about a
thousand kilometres, these relatively high-frequency signals will be observed as a
sequence of discrete arrivals corresponding to one or more refractions from the
stratosphere and lower thermosphere. The signature from larger nuclear explosions
will tend to be dominated by waves with significantly longer periods. These longperiod signals propagate with little loss in energy and can be easily detected at great
distances from the source in the form of a sequence of modal components consisting
of the leading Lamb wave component followed by superimposed dispersed acoustic
mode wave trains.
Underground nuclear tests will also generate infrasonic waves in the atmosphere
(see, e.g., Whitaker, 2007, 2008). Much of the energy from an underground nuclear
explosion is directed upwards, but energy in the sidelobes may be detected at
regional distances.
Two examples that illustrate the long-range detection of infrasonic signals from
large atmospheric nuclear tests are presented in Figs. 6.36 and 6.37. Infrasonic signals from these two explosions were recorded at WRAI at Warramunga in the
Northern Territory of Australia, on November 17, 1976, and October 16, 1980.
WRAI was established at Warramunga in August 1975 and was maintained in

Fig. 6.36 Infrasonic signals recorded at WRAI (Warramunga, Northern Territory, Australia) from
the thermonuclear test carried out at Lop Nor, China, on November 17, 1976, at a distance of
8,370 km. Yield is estimated to be 4,000 kT. The first arrival is dominated by very low frequencies
and is very likely a Lamb wave. The dispersion of all of the higher frequency modal components
is clearly visible. Note that the signal extends over a period of several hours. The data shown in
this diagram have not been filtered
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Fig. 6.37 Infrasonic signature of the thermonuclear test at Lop Nor, China, on October 16, 1980
recorded at WRAI (Warramunga, Northern Territory, Australia) at a distance of 8,370 km. Yield
is estimated to be between 200 and 1,000 kT. The data have not been filtered. The infrasonic
signal illustrated in this diagram corresponds to the last known nuclear test in the atmosphere

continuous operation until 1999 when it was replaced by IMS infrasound station
IS07. Both of these nuclear tests were carried out at Lop Nor in China at a distance
of 8,370 km. The nuclear test illustrated in Fig. 6.37 is the last known nuclear explosion in the atmosphere.
WRAI was configured initially in the form of a 4-km aperture 5-element centred
square array with National Bureau of Standards Mark II differential microbarometer
sensors installed at each array element. Later, two more elements were added near site
1 to form a 300-m aperture triangular sub-array. The array data was sampled at 4
samples per second. A description of the response of the differential microbarometer
sensors at WRAI is given in Christie et al. (1978). These instruments were designed
to detect fairly long period infrasonic waves. The maximum amplitude response is
at a period of about 10 s and the gain is reduced by 3 dB at a period of about 100 s.
The data presented in Figs. 6.36 and 6.37 have not been filtered in order to illustrate
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the modal components (especially in Fig. 6.36) in the recorded infrasonic signals.
Since both of the signals shown in Figs. 6.36 and 6.37 include components with
periods of about 100 s, the amplitude calibration noted in these diagrams is given for
a period of 100 s. The calibration for other periods can be found using the transfer
function given in Christie et al. (1978).
The data corresponding to the large thermonuclear test on November 17, 1976
(Fig. 6.36) was recorded under fairly low wind-noise conditions. Background noise
levels at WRAI at the time of the last known nuclear test in the atmosphere
(Fig. 6.37) were significantly higher and the data shown in Fig. 6.37 is contaminated
by longer period wind-generated noise.

6.5 Practical Applications of Infrasonic Data
6.5.1 Tomography of the Upper Atmosphere
The propagation of infrasound depends strongly on the detailed morphology of the
atmospheric wind and temperature profiles. This provides the bases for the use of
infrasound tomography as a means for determining the structure of the upper atmosphere. The use of infrasound to probe the vertical structure of the atmospheric dates
from the work of Gutenberg (1939) who deduced the temperature profile of the
atmosphere from infrasonic observations. The interpretation of other early infrasound observations (see, e.g., Cox 1949) revealed the essential features of the vertical
wind and temperature profiles. Further refinements were introduced by Donn and
Rind (1972), Rind et al. (1973), Rind and Donn (1975) and Rind (1978) to qualitatively measure upper atmospheric winds using microbaroms.
Infrasound tomography can be used to validate the existing upper atmospheric
models and to extend the wind profiles to the mesosphere and lower thermosphere
where the accuracy of current models is limited. A further advantage of infrasound
tomography is that this technique, when used with a global network of uniformly
distributed infrasound monitoring stations and modern processing and modelling
techniques, has the potential to provide accurate atmospheric profiles at any point
on the face of the globe with an unprecedented temporal resolution of a few hours
or perhaps even less than 1 h. The use of improved time- and spatially dependent
vertical profiles for atmospheric winds and temperatures would significantly
improve source location estimates.
The best current estimate of the global atmospheric structure profiles is provided
by the Naval Research Laboratory – Ground to Space (NRL-G2S) semi-empirical
model, which is based on a self-consistent smooth fusion of operational numerical
weather prediction (NWP) lower atmosphere models with the upper atmosphere
portion of the Horizontal Wind Model (Hedin et al. 1996)/Mass Spectrometer and
Incoherent Radar Model (Hedin 1991) HWM/MSIS climatology (see, e.g., Drob
et al. 2003, 2007). Numerous infrasound propagation studies in recent years
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(e.g., Le Pichon et al. 2006a) have shown that the NRL-G2S model provides a
fairly good description of the temporal and spatial variation of atmospheric wind
and temperature profiles up to an altitude of about 55 km. Work is currently underway
to improve the Horizontal Wind Model to provide a better estimate of winds in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere (Drob et al. 2006).
Two types of infrasonic sources have been used to refine the upper atmospheric
profiles: microbaroms and higher frequency infrasound generated by continuous
volcanic eruptions. In principle, microbaroms provide a useful source for global
tomography studies since waves of this type are almost always present at monitoring stations in the global IMS infrasound network. However, these waves may be
masked by high levels of background noise at some stations (especially during the
daytime) and the precise location of the source may not be known with certainty.
Nevertheless, microbaroms are potentially very useful for global infrasound tomography studies. Recent examples of the use of microbaroms to delineate the upper
atmospheric winds and temperatures using state-of-the-art propagation models are
given in Garcés et al. (2004a) and Le Pichon et al. (2006b). An analysis of observations at IS22 in New Caledonia of infrasonic signals generated by continuous eruptions of volcanoes in Vanuatu is described is detail in Le Pichon and Drob (2004)
and Le Pichon et al. (2005a, b). These studies show that the observations do not
agree with propagation model simulations based on the NRL-G2S climatological
profiles and parabolic equation range-dependent modelling assuming a 2 Hz frequency signal. A procedure has therefore been devised to use these observations to
correct the NRL-G2S profiles. The main conclusion at this point is that the zonal
winds in the upper stratosphere and lower thermosphere are underestimated by the
NRL-G2S climatology.

6.5.2 Geophysical Hazard Warning Systems
Data from the global infrasound network can play an important role in a wide variety
of international geophysical hazard warning systems ranging from the identification
of potential damage from shallow earthquakes, landslides and avalanches in remote
areas to the monitoring of global warming and global volcanic activity.
Perhaps the most important potential application the IMS infrasound network is
in the use of data from this network to identify, accurately locate and quantify
volcanic eruptions in remote areas when data from satellite observations are marginal due to cloud cover. Thus, data from the global infrasound network could
provide valuable information that could be used at volcanic ash observatories in
parallel with data from other monitoring systems to provide an enhanced warning
to aviation of potentially hazardous volcanic ash clouds (Chen and Christie 1995;
Campus 2005).
A second potentially important example of the use of infrasound technology in
a geophysical hazard warning system is the development of an infrasound tornadowarning system as described by Bedard et al. (2004a, b).
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Infrasound can also be used in other more localised geophysical hazard warning
systems. For example, the use of infrasound in avalanche warning systems has been
studied in detail in recent years (see, e.g., Bedard 1994; Scott et al. 2007).

6.5.3 Observation of Meteors
Detailed infrasonic observations are contributing to our understanding of the frequency, size distribution and dynamics of meteors (see Sect. 3.6) on a global scale.
Some of the largest recorded infrasonic signals observed at stations in the global
network have originated in meteors that explode in the atmosphere before impact.
These exploding meteors (or bolides) sometimes have effective yields of more than
5 kT and signals from these events are observed at a large number of stations in the
global network. The signature of a large exploding meteor may be similar to the
signature from a nuclear explosion. The generation and propagation of infrasonic
signals by large exploding meteors are not yet well understood. Further work on the
development of techniques that will provide unambiguous discrimination of bolidegenerated infrasound is clearly important from a nuclear explosion monitoring
perspective.

6.5.4 Global Warming
It can also be anticipated that data from the global network could be used to monitor global warming. The break-up of icebergs and the calving of glaciers located
near Qaanaak are routinely observed at IS18 in northern Greenland. A long-term
study of infrasound observations at IS18 could be used to monitor the progress of
global warming at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere (Campus 2008).
Similar studies that focus on ocean-storm-generated infrasound, the prevalence of
natural disasters such as landslides and avalanches and infrasound associated with
the break-up of the Antarctic ice shelves may also provide a valuable indication of the
progress of global warming.

6.5.5 Forensic Investigations
Data from infrasonic arrays can be used in forensic studies of accidental chemical
explosions and other disasters to provide a detailed record of the size, timing and
sequence of events during the disaster. The detailed analysis of the Buncefield oil
depot explosion (Ceranna and Le Pichon 2006; Evers and Haak 2006, 2007; Green
et al. 2006) described briefly in Sect. 4.3 is a good example of the usefulness of
infrasonic data in investigations of this type.
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A second example of the use of infrasonic data as a source of valuable information
in a disaster investigation is given by the results of a detailed study of infrasonic
waves recorded during the tragic re-entry of space shuttle Columbia over the western
United States on February 1, 2003 (Bass et al. 2003).

6.6 Concluding Remarks
The establishment of a global IMS 60-station infrasound network is rapidly nearing
completion. The stations in this network are located in a very wide variety of environments ranging from the hot and wet tropics to the icy wastes of the Polar
regions. Some of the signals that are detected at stations in the global network are
unique to one or perhaps a few nearby monitoring stations located in a specific
environment. Other types of signal are commonly detected at almost all stations in
the network. This chapter has been concerned with an attempt to provide as many
examples as possible of the wide variety of signals that are observed at stations in
the global IMS infrasound monitoring network. This survey is not exhaustive.
Examples of some relatively minor sources of infrasound have not been included.
The primary purpose of the IMS infrasound network is to detect and locate
atmospheric nuclear explosions. There are, however, a number of practical applications where infrasound data may prove to be of value. These potentially important
applications are summarised in Sect. 5.
The field of atmospheric infrasound can be regarded as both an old and new area
of science. Much of the fundamental research on infrasonic waves was carried out
during the period from the late-1950s to the early-1970s. Interest in infrasound
started to fade after the signing of the limited test-ban treaty (LTBT) in 1963 and
almost all infrasound monitoring networks were closed down in the mid-1970s.
There were only a few scientists working in the field of infrasound when the CTBT
was opened for signature in September 1996. This situation changed dramatically
with the establishment of the global IMS infrasound network. Infrasound research
programmes have been established at several universities and institutions and a
significant number of scientific papers in infrasound are now published each year
in the peer-reviewed literature. There have been a number of improvements in
infrasound monitoring technology since 1996, many of which have been incorporated into the global monitoring network. As of the end of 2008, high-quality infrasound data was being recorded at 41 certified stations in the global IMS infrasound
network. This data is transmitted directly by satellite (or via VPN) to the IDC in
Vienna, Austria, analysed in near real time and permanently archived. The global
IMS infrasound network is far larger and much more sensitive than any previously
operated infrasound network. Recent studies (Green 2008; Le Pichon et al. 2009)
indicate that the IMS infrasound network is capable of detecting and locating any
nuclear atmospheric explosion with an yield of 1 kT or more. It can be anticipated
that further developments in infrasound monitoring technology will eventually lead
to lower detection thresholds and improved location estimates.
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We expect that scientific interest in the field of infrasound will continue to
increase. A number of problems related to the long-distance propagation of infrasound, the nature of various source mechanisms, and problems associated with the
discrimination of signals remain unresolved. A very large number of signals are
detected every day by the IMS infrasound network. However, the source of only a
small fraction of the detected signals can be identified with certainty. Several new
sources of infrasound have been found since work began in 1997 on the establishment of the global infrasound monitoring network. It seems likely that other new
and interesting sources will be discovered during the next few years.
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Chapter 7

Infrasonic Observations of Open Ocean Swells
in the Pacific: Deciphering the Song of the Sea
M. Garcés, M. Willis, and A. Le Pichon

7.1 Introduction
Microbaroms are continuous infrasonic oscillations produced by ocean waves.
They are observed everywhere on Earth and generally determine the ambient noise
floor in the 0.1–0.5 Hz frequency band (Bowman et al. 2005). The microbarom
peak is in the midst of the detection region for 1-kiloton nuclear explosion tests
(Stevens et al. 2002), and thus microbaroms can obscure an important signal of
interest. Although microbaroms limit signal detection thresholds in that band, they
may be used to remotely sense marine weather and ocean waves, and for passive
acoustic tomography of the atmosphere.
The source mechanism for microbaroms is attributed to the nonlinear interaction
of ocean surface waves (Hetzer et al. 2010). Multiple swells coexisting at any given
point on the ocean surface can radiate infrasonic waves if the ocean-wave spectrum
contains swell components that are almost opposite in direction and of a nearly iden
tical frequency. Such interactions commonly occur between ocean waves with ~10 s
periods, which are abundant in the open oceans and correspond to the observed 0.2 Hz
infrasonic spectral peak. Global ocean-wave spectra, as provided by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s) Wavewatch 3 (WW3) model,
can be used to estimate the acoustic source pressure spectra induced by nonlinear
ocean-wave interactions (Willis 2004). Comparison of microbarom observations with
surface weather, ocean-wave charts, and WW3-produced acoustic sources suggests
that microbarom source regions occur in locations that contain opposing wave trains,
instead of exclusively from regions of marine storminess. The arrival azimuths of coherent
microbarom signals observed by the global infrasound array network are associated
with high ocean-wave activity, the dominant wind directions in the troposphere,
stratosphere, and mesosphere, and the thermal structure of the atmosphere. Some of
the seasonal trends in the microbarom observations can be explained by the winds in
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the stratosphere and lower mesosphere, whereas some of the daily variability can be
explained by the winds in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. However, coherent
energy from powerful swells may overcome the wind-carried microbarom signals and
arrive to the station through thermospheric ducting (Fig. 7.1).
In this chapter we review contemporary observations and interpretations of
microbarom signals recorded by the global infrasound network, and discuss the
potential of using these signals for acoustic remote sensing of hurricanes, severe sea
states, and the temporal and spatial variability of atmospheric winds.

7.2 Background
Microbaroms were first reported by Sulejkin (1935) and Benioff and Gutenberg
(1939), although at the time of their studies there was no accepted hypothesis for
microbaroms or their seismic counterparts, microseisms (e.g., Webb and Cox 1986;
Webb 1992; Kibblewhite and Wu 1996). Longuet-Higgins (1950) was the first to
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Fig. 7.1 Power spectral density at I59US, Hawaii, showing the frequency partitioning of the persistent
ocean infrasound spectrum. The typical microbarom spectrum resides near 0.2 Hz, but occasionally may
split and produce multiple peaks. The frequency-dependent microbarom arrival angles derived from
array processing suggest that multiple peaks may be attributed to different coexisting storm systems. The
lower frequencies correspond to long-period ocean waves radiated by powerful storms, and this energy
may arrive to a station through thermospheric ducting. The 0.2 Hz peak may be attributed to stratospheric
ducting, which is determined by the global seasonal wind patterns. Above 1 Hz, the ambient noise field
is affected by ocean waves breaking by the shoreline [Garces et al. 2003; Le Pichon et al, 2004]
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develop a mathematical theory for the excitation of microseisms by ocean waves.
Studies by Saxer (1945; 1954), Daniels (1952; 1962), Donn and Posmentier (1967),
Donn and Naini (1973) and Rind (1980) suggest that microbaroms and microseisms
share a similar source that is related to strong storms over the ocean and the resulting
high seas. In addition to major weather systems (cold fronts and high- and low-pressure
areas) and significant wave heights, Rind (1980) compared expected source locations
of microbaroms and microseisms recorded at Palisades, New York, with dominant
wave period and mean propagation charts on a 5° grid provided by the Navy Fleet
Numerical Weather Center. Since microbaroms theoretically contain frequencies
twice those of the producing ocean waves, Rind attempted to correlate the period
of the observed microbaroms with ocean-wave half periods in the expected source
regions. Mean propagation charts were used to correlate the expected source regions
with areas that contained opposing wave trains. The methods of Rind (1980) were
not effective in the case studies presented in this chapter. It should be mentioned
that Rind discussed the error potential in correlating microbaroms with mean wave
parameters (i.e., significant wave height, dominant period, and propagation directions)
on such a coarse grid instead of using an entire spectrum of waves. Substantial
advancements have been made in ocean-wave modeling since 1980, which has
made contemporary microbarom studies potentially more useful to the monitoring
of marine weather and ocean waves.
Microbaroms, like microseisms, are believed to originate from the nonlinear
interactions of ocean waves traveling in nearly opposite directions with similar frequencies (e.g., Waxler and Gilbert 2006; Arendt and Fritts 2000; Ponomaryov et al.
1998; Posmentier 1967; Hasselmann 1963). Posmentier (1967) presented a theory
that explained the source generation of microbaroms based on the Longuet-Higgins
(1950) approach that described the generation of microseisms. Posmentier’s theory
described a nonlinear pressure perturbation that arises at the air–sea interface when
two ocean waves of opposite direction and similar frequencies meet. The corresponding acoustic wave was shown to gain properties of the interfering ocean-wave
train where acoustic amplitude is proportional to the product of the opposing ocean
waves and frequency is twice that of the individual ocean waves. Waxler and Gilbert
(2006) and Arendt and Fritts (2000) extended this theory to an arbitrary spectrum of
ocean surface waves. They found that the frequency-doubling nonlinear interactions
of pairs of ocean waves traveling in nearly opposite directions produce propagating
acoustic waves with a near isotropic radiation pattern. All terrestrial ocean surface
waves contain phase speeds and wavelengths much smaller than acoustic phase
speeds and wavelengths. Thus, single ocean waves cannot couple sound into the
atmosphere. However, sound can be coupled into the atmosphere when ocean waves
interact nonlinearly and the sum of the horizontal wave numbers of the ocean surface
waves is nearly zero. This occurs only when an ocean-wave spectrum contains
components of nearly identical frequencies traveling in nearly opposite directions.
Ocean waves propagating with identical frequencies in opposite directions are predicted to radiate sound vertically, leading to efficient ensonification into the ocean and
seabed, but ensuring that atmospheric sound never reaches the ground again. Thus,
microseisms propagate through the ground as a result of vertical excitation through
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the ocean, whereas microbaroms propagate to infrasonic stations after near horizontal radiation from the ocean surface to the atmosphere (Tabulevich 1995).

7.3 Observations
Willis et al. (2004a, b) describe why strong microbarom signals often appear to
come from regions of marine storms, but are actually more likely coming from
storm-wake regions (Fig. 7.2). This is due to the observation that ocean-wave spectra
often become confused upstream of the storm propagation direction, with opposing
swell components created ahead of and behind a surface low. Willis et al. (2004a, b)
show that the scenario of opposing wave trains interacting with similar frequencies
(the prerequisites to microbarom generation) may also occur at large distances from
marine storms. The results presented in Garcés et al. (2004) and Willis et al. (2004a,
b) show that the detection of microbarom signals by an infrasound array will be
dependent on (1) amplitude and frequency of opposing wave trains (which is a
byproduct of marine weather), (2) proximity of high-acoustic source regions to
array site, (3) mesospheric, stratospheric, and tropospheric winds, (4) thermospheric refraction, and (5) topographic shadowing (Fig. 7.3). The coherence of
microbarom wave trains has also been studied to help identify multiple sources or
propagation paths (Olson and Szuberla 2005).
Microbaroms have been proposed to recover the characteristics of high-altitude
winds (Donn and Rind 1973; Rind and Donn 1975). Donn and Rind (1971) and Rind
(1978) related microbarom amplitude variability to solar tide fluctuations in the
thermosphere during winter, and stratospheric wind strength during summer. These
studies concentrated on the results from an infrasound station in the Eastern United
States that was primarily exposed to microbaroms arriving from the North Atlantic.
The storm sources considered were between hundreds and one thousand kilometers
away. In a more recent study by Le Pichon et al. (2006), microbaroms are used as a
natural source for continuous measurements of high-altitude winds over propagation
ranges that exceed several thousands of kilometers. In boreal and austral stations, the
arrival directions of microbaroms signals reverse from summer to winter and are
anticorrelated from the northern to southern hemispheres (Fig. 7.4). A 3D paraxial
ray-tracing modeling (Dessa et al. 2005) coupled with high-resolution atmospheric
specifications (Drob et al. 2003) was used to explain seasonal trends in the observations. Le Pichon et al. (2006) conclude that the dominant cyclical variations of
microbarom azimuths result from the zonal winds reversal in the 35–50 km range
and find a clear correlation between the observed signal amplitude and the stratospheric
Fig. 7.2   (continued) but opposite directions. Amplitude will decay, but frequency and direction
will remain constant. Swell trains of nearly identical frequencies and in nearly equal but opposite
direction meet at point A during Time 3. This scenario supports efficient generation of infrasound
in the 0.1–0.5 Hz band. Regardless of the amplitudes of the interfering wave trains, acoustic
radiation will still occur
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Fig. 7.3 Coherent microbarom (black circles) and wind (green and red) arrival azimuths, clockwise
from North, at the Hawaii array for 2003. The transparent circles with the red rim represent the
winds between 50 and 70 km and the green circles represent the winds between 10 and 20 km
evaluated at 18UT. The dominant wind directions match the seasonal variability for some of the
arrivals, except for the arrivals from the Southern hemisphere during the Austral winter. These S
swells are large, consistent, and powerful, and may overwhelm the 10-s-period swell energy
(Figure from Garces et al., 2004)

wind speed (Le Pichon et al. 2010). These results suggest that microbaroms may be
used for continuous acoustic remote sensing of the seasonal and short-time scale
variability of the state of the atmosphere.

7.4 General Approach
By integrating the NOAA Wavewatch 3 (WW3) model (Tolman 1999; 2002) with recent
acoustic source formulations for microbaroms (e.g., Waxler and Gilbert 2006), we
demonstrate how we can provide global estimates of microbarom source regions.
Such source modeling results would show the relationship between microbarom
generation regions with marine storms and high-amplitude standing wave locations. In
this section, comparisons between the observed arrivals and modeled microbarom
sources will be used together to help present a conceptual model of microbarom
generation for a case study in the Pacific.
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variability, and geomagnetic and solar forcing effects in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere
(Hedin et al. 1996). For all stations, the dominant wind directions match the seasonal variability
of microbarom detections (Le Pichon et al., 2006).

The Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation (PMCC) algorithm of Cansi (1997)
is the signal-detection algorithm we used to process the IMS array data (Brachet et al.
2010). PMCC is used to detect coherent infrasonic energy across the array, which
allows the speed, arrival azimuth, and amplitude of the detected arrivals to be
extracted. Microbarom arrival azimuth is the main parameter we used to compare
with storm and ocean-wave characteristics as well as source modeling results. The
arrival azimuth of an infrasound signal is obtained by determining time shifts that
yield the highest cross-correlation between waveforms of the array elements and
calculating the azimuth from which the waves would have to be arriving in order to
achieve those time shifts. Multiple ground truth experiments have confirmed the
stability and utility of arrival azimuths for infrasound source location (Garcés et al.
2002). Signals with low PMCC consistency, as well as a steady azimuth and trace
velocity, are referred to as coherent arrivals. Infrasonic power spectral densities are
used to distinguish peaks within the microbarom passband (normally 0.1 to 0.5 Hz).
Power spectra include the combination of both coherent and noncoherent infrasonic
signals at each frequency. A more detailed description of the IS59 array, PMCC,
and the computation of infrasonic power spectral densities is provided in Willis
et al. (2004a, b).
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The WW3 ocean-wave model (v1.18) in this study is driven by NOGAPS 10 m
surface winds and includes global ice-concentration values. WW3 is used to produce
realistic ocean-wave spectra values on a global 1° grid. The wind and ice input files
are provided by the Master Environmental Library Homepage (MEL) at http://mel.
dmso.mil/. For case studies in large ocean basins (such as the Pacific), WW3 should
be initialized at least 6 days ahead of chosen events to produce an accurate background
ocean-wave field.
WW3 outputs wave energy densities in 24 directional and 25 frequency bins to
produce 600 values at each grid point (Fig. 7.5). These wave spectra are then used
to calculate a microbarom source strength spectrum by summing the products of
directly opposing wave trains at each frequency. In other words, we used WW3 to
evaluate the standing wave field, which has theoretically been shown to be the
precursor to microbarom generation. A concise definition of the microbarom source
strength spectrum is used in this chapter. WW3 also outputs significant wave height,
peak frequency, and dominant ocean-wave propagation directions (wave height
shown in Fig. 7.6). These mean parameters are calculated from the wave energy
density values in the wave spectrum at each grid point, but do not contain any
information about standing waves. Therefore, mean and dominant wave parameters
are not useful in suggesting source regions of microbaroms.

Fig. 7.5 Frequency, directional ocean-wave spectrum for a grid point (38.00 N, 170.00 W) at 18Z
on January 4, 2003, in the wake region of the strong marine storm. Frequency (Hz) decreases
towards the center, wave energy scale (m²/Hz*Deg) on the right hand side
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We concentrated on the case study from February 22, 2003, when the North
Pacific was very active with storm and high wave activity. Surface pressure charts
were generated using data supplied by the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis project available in
6 hourly intervals at a resolution of 2.5° (web site at www.cdc.noaa.gov/). The
NCEP/NCAR data set provides a good opportunity to examine the synoptic-scale
evolution of storm systems. Surface weather and wave charts are compared with
microbarom observations and source modeling results to distinguish a relationship
between infrasonic source locations and marine storm tracks.
The Wavewatch 3 model outputs the variance density, F, of the surface wave
field as a function of frequency, f, and propagation direction, θ, at each grid point
of the model (Fig. 7.5). The variance density can be integrated over angle and
frequency to provide the total wave energy E
2π

∞

0

0

E = ∫ dq ∫ df F ( f , q ).

(7.1)

The significant wave height (Fig. 7.6) is defined as
Hs = 4 E .

(7.2)
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Thus, the variance density has units of m2/(rad*Hz), and it is a measure of the
energy in the surface wave field. The phase of each ocean-wave component is
assumed to be random.
Hasselmann (1963) and Waxler and Gilbert (2006) derive a relationship between
the microbarom and microseism power spectra and the energy variance of ocean
surface waves of the form
Pk ( fm )

2

2π
f
 f

∝ ∫ F  m , q  F  m , q + π dq ,
0
 2   2


(7.3)

where fm is the microbarom or microseism frequency. Hetzer et al. (2010) describe
in greater detail why the microbarom frequency is twice the surface wave frequency,
and draw on the work of Waxler and Gilbert (2006) to provide an expression for the
microbarom source strength spectrum S, of the form:
S ( fm ) =

4 gπ 4 ra2 fm3
ca2

 ca2
9 g 2  2 π  fm   fm

 c 2 + 4 π 2 c 2 f 2  ∫0 F  2 , q  F  2 , q + π dq ,  (4.4)
w
a m

where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2), ra and rw are the air and water
densities (approximately 1 and 1,000 kg/m3, respectively), and ca and cw are the air
and water sound speeds (approximately 340 and 1,500 m/s, respectively). These
equations allow the evaluation of the microbarom source strength from the directional
variance density output of ocean surface wave models.
On February 22, 2003, low-frequency energy below 0.6 Hz that originated from
a region in the North Pacific was recorded on eight different infrasound stations
throughout the Northern Hemisphere and lasted for several hours. This exceptional
microbarom burst was much stronger than normal microbarom events (Bhattacharyya
et al. 2003) and thus was recorded by eight infrasound arrays: IS10, Canada, IS34,
Mongolia, IS53, Alaska, IS56, Washington, IS57, California, IS59, Hawaii,
PDIAR, Wyoming, and NVIAR, Nevada. Near the peak of this infrasound event at
00 GMT on the 22nd, three surface low-pressure systems were evident in the North
Pacific. The first was an intense cyclone just east of Japan, centered near 40N, 168E
with a minimum central pressure below 960 mb. A second, moderately strong and
symmetrical surface low (988 mb) was located near 45N, 155W, while a third but
much weaker closed low was centered just north of the western Aleutian Islands
near 55N, 172W (Willis 2004). The first two cyclones were propagating towards
the ENE, whereas the third was moving slowly and erratically.
We used the WW3 output in conjunction with the microbarom source equations
to evaluate the expected acoustic source intensity on the ocean surface for the 22
February event. The microbarom back azimuths (Fig. 7.7) extended along great
circle routes from 7 of the 8 infrasonic arrays during the peak of this event intersect
in a confined region between 25–32N and 168–170W, which is not a region where
a surface low or peak in significant wave height is noted. The great circle routes
shown in Fig. 7.7 were not corrected for the azimuth errors induced by the wind
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Fig. 7.7 Normalized magnitude of the microbarom source strength spectrum evaluated at a frequency of 0.197 Hz, corresponding to ocean waves interacting with periods of approximately 10 s.
Red shading represents high acoustic source intensity values whereas blue shading represents low
intensity values. Great circle paths overlaid correspond to the measured microbarom azimuths at
8 IMS infrasound station. Red diamonds represent infrasound array locations, blue squares are
infrasound locations derived from travel times and azimuths. The color dynamic range represents
18 dB in intensity

component transverse to the propagation direction. However, by introducing travel
times and backazimuth corrections, the inverted infrasonic source locations match
well with the predicted high microbarom intensity regions, reinforcing the theoretical
and observational concepts presented herein.

7.5 Concluding Remarks
Theory and observations suggest that microbarom source regions occur in locations
that contain opposing wave trains instead of from regions of marine storminess.
Microbarom source regions are very common and can occur nearly anywhere in the
ocean at any given time. All source regions may produce coherent or noncoherent
arrivals at an array site, but infrasound stations will generally detect coherent
microbarom arrivals from the closest and strongest source whose propagation path
is favored by the atmospheric conditions.
Microbarom arrival azimuths and amplitudes exhibit clear seasonal trends
mainly driven by the reversal of the zonal stratospheric wind with season
(Le Pichon et al. 2006). However, this does not exclude thermospheric arrivals from
powerful long-period swells (Garcés et al. 2004) or diffracted arrivals (Godin and
Naugolnykh 2005). The continuous microbarom measurements can help refine
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evaluations of the global infrasound detection capabilities and also provide new
insights to understand and quantify the relationship between infrasonic observables
and atmospheric specification problems (Drob et al. 2010).
The following conclusions may be drawn from a careful comparison of microbarom observations with simulated acoustic source pressures derived from the
output of the Wavewatch III model (Willis 2004):
1. Case studies show that observed microbarom arrival azimuths coincide well
with strong infrasonic source regions predicted by the WW3 model, suggesting
that the theoretical basis for the open ocean generation of microbaroms is substantially correct. Mean wave parameters such as significant wave height, peak
period, and mean propagation direction are not effective in determining microbarom source regions. Conversely, WW3 is only able to produce an accurate
depiction of microbarom source regions generated by open ocean-wave interactions when the entire spectrum is used.
2. Microbaroms are generated wherever ocean surface wave trains with opposite
propagation directions and similar frequencies interact. The strongest
microbaroms are often generated in the wake regions of marine storms, where
the amplitude of the opposing wave trains is greatest. In the case studies considered,
propagating surface lows exhibit a modeled wake-region peak in source pressure.
However, high-amplitude opposing wave trains can occur almost anywhere in
the winter hemisphere where multiple mid-latitude storms may be evident. Thus,
high acoustic source pressure regions are often prevalent at a distance from the
wave-producing winds.
3. Opposing wave trains and thus microbarom source regions are very common and
can occur nearly anywhere in the ocean at any given time. All source regions
may produce coherent or noncoherent arrivals at an array site, but the strongest
and most coherent signals will be determined by (a) amplitude and frequency of
opposing wave trains, (b) proximity of high-acoustic source regions to array site,
(c) mesospheric, stratospheric, and tropospheric winds, (d) thermospheric refraction,
and (e) topographic shadowing.
4. Infrasound stations receive coherent arrivals from the closest and strongest
source whose propagation path is favored by the atmospheric conditions; therefore,
weaker signals will be masked, including those generated in wake of distant or
weaker storms.
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Chapter 8

Generation of Microbaroms by Deep-Ocean
Hurricanes
Claus H. Hetzer, Kenneth E. Gilbert, Roger Waxler,
and Carrick L. Talmadge

8.1 Introduction
Microbaroms are infrasonic atmospheric pressure waves with a dominant frequency
of about 0.2 Hz, first identified by Benioff, Gutenberg (Benioff and Gutenberg 1939;
Gutenberg and Benioff 1941), and Baird (1940). Their resemblance to microseisms,
a continuous seismic signal at the same frequency, was noted immediately and
provided their name. A mechanism for their generation via a nonlinear interaction
of opposing ocean surface waves was discovered by Longuet-Higgins (1950)
and confirmed by Hasselmann (1963). This theory was then extended into the
atmosphere by Brekhovskikh et al. (1973) and Waxler and Gilbert (2006) and
is summarized below in Sect. 8.3.2. Microbaroms are observed worldwide
(Bowman et al. 2005; Garcés et al. 2010; Hetzer et al. 2010).
The association of microseisms (and, by extension, microbaroms) with severe
weather has been known for a century or more (Banerji 1930; Klotz 1910); Klotz
(1910) even noted that barographic lows will generate microseisms while over
water but not while over land. Some of the first comprehensive studies associating
storms and microseisms were carried out by Donn and others starting in the late
1940s (Donn 1951, 1952), demonstrating a clear link between severe weather and
microseism “storms.” Subsequent work by those and other researchers identified
a relationship between water depth below a storm and the microseism period
(De Bremaecker 1965; Donn 1954), and that microbaroms and microseisms share
a common generation mechanism (Donn and Pasmentier 1967; Donn and Naini
1973) and often a common source (Rind 1980).
Strong microbarom signals are often observed on infrasound arrays when there
is a hurricane or other large ocean storm within 500–1,000 km. A common, but
puzzling, observation is that microbarom source bearings identified at infrasound
arrays rarely point to the center of the storm where the waves are the largest
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(Cessaro 1994; Hetzer et al. 2008; Tabulevich 1992; Willis et al. 2004). In this
article, we outline the physical mechanism that produces microbaroms and present
a hypothesis for why infrasound array bearings do not point toward the hurricane
eye. It is hypothesized that microbarom generation results from the interaction of
storm-generated waves with the ambient wave field. Observations and wave-action
models from Typhoon Usagi (2007) are presented which strongly support this
hypothesis.

8.2 Hurricane Monitoring and Modeling
Although much theoretical work was done in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, starting with the work of James Pollard Espy in 1841, direct reconnaissance of the interior of a hurricane was not possible until July 27, 1943 when
Joseph Duckworth, an American Army Air Corps pilot, became the first to fly an
airplane into the eye of a hurricane (Emanuel 2003). Since then a number of technological advances have allowed direct observation, especially improved reconnaissance aircraft, land-based radar, and weather satellites. However, each of these
techniques has its limitations, whether it be the temporally discontinuous nature of
airplane and satellite observation or the line-of-sight requirement for radar, and all
pose considerable expense to any government wishing to implement them.
Similarly, hurricane forecast models have made significant advances, particularly
in improving the quality of track predictions. Although statistical prediction
models were in use since 1924, routine quantitative track forecasts were first
issued in 1954, made possible by the improvements in storm positioning gained
from aircraft reconnaissance. Improvements in computer processing power
enabled the inclusion of numerical weather-prediction models. Prediction models
started as adaptations of the simple barotropic weather models, which consider
only horizontal winds and require constant-pressure surfaces to have constant
temperatures. The first baroclinic prediction model, wherein wind shear is considered and pressure surfaces can have temperature gradients, was introduced in
1976. Both types of models continue to be run operationally and yield results of
comparable accuracy. Currently, the statistical models are, as a group, the least
accurate, with barotropic models improving slightly upon them and baroclinic
models in turn improving slightly upon the barotropic. Both types of deterministic
models forecast tracks accurately within 150 km at 24 h, 280 km at 48 h, and
550 km at 72 h (DeMaria and Gross 2003). Errors at all three timescales have
decreased significantly since their introduction, though an idealized experiment
with a baroclinic model suggests that the 24-h forecast errors in particular
may be converging toward their best-case limits (Leslie et al. 1998). Further
improvements may require additional statistical treatments of multiple forecasts
with slightly-varying initial conditions (Willoughby 2003).
Intensity forecasting, on the other hand, has been extensively used only since
1988. The best performance in terms of minimum absolute error comes from the
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SHIPS model, which uses statistical methods combined with numerical forecast
models, and accounts for the effects of land. However, since their introduction, the
accuracy of intensity forecasts has only marginally improved, and the 24-h forecast
was actually worse in 2000 than it was in 1992–1997 (DeMaria and Gross 2003).
Among the shortcomings of the models is an inability to predict rapid intensification,
which has been observed in some of the most destructive hurricanes to make landfall
in the United States, including Hurricane Katrina (Law and Hobgood 2007).
Infrasound technology has a number of advantages relative to the primary hurricane observation and monitoring technologies. In contrast to the periodic sampling characteristic of airplane and satellite reconnaissance, infrasound records
continuously at sampling rates low enough to allow continuous real-time datastreams
to be feasible without onerous bandwidth requirements. Infrasound also does not
require line-of-sight due to its propagation characteristics, and the equipment
required for infrasound monitoring is inexpensive in comparison to radar installations, aircraft and especially satellites, enabling its use in places where extensive
radar, airplane, or satellite coverage are not feasible. In addition, to the extent that
microbarom signal levels may be related to hurricane intensity, infrasound technology may be able to detect intensity changes in near real time. However, these
advantages must be weighed against infrasound’s inherent drawbacks. Signals of
interest can often be drowned by local noise from wind and turbulence or overwhelmed by nearer, louder sources. Because upwind propagation can increase
attenuation significantly, seasonal changes in stratospheric winds have a great deal
of control on whether or not infrasound signals are detected (Garcés et al. 2004).
One must also address the fact that it is not necessarily the hurricane itself that is
being observed; thus, it is vital that the specific sound-generation mechanism be
identified so that the acoustic signals can be correctly interpreted and modeled.
Since the primary acoustic signal received appears to be a microbarom, first it is
necessary to more generally discuss the production of microbaroms.

8.3 Atmospheric Pressure Waves Produced by Ocean Waves
In this section, we will discuss the mechanism for the production of atmospheric
pressure waves, specifically microbaroms, by ocean surface waves. We should note
that we will not be discussing infrasound from breaking ocean waves, as such
signals are generated in a completely different way and occupy a completely separate
frequency band (Garcés et al. 2003).

8.3.1 The Ocean Wave Frequency Spectrum
Ocean waves are a continuous superposition of waves of different periods and
amplitudes. Generally, the greater the significant wave height, the more long-period
waves are present (Goda 2003). The distribution of the wave composition over
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frequency (1/period) is expressed as F (f) and called the ocean wave “frequency
spectrum” and for a fully-developed sea state can be modeled as the PiersonMoskowitz spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz 1964),
4

 g  
ag 2
,
F (w ) = 5 exp  − b 
w
 U19.5w  


(8.1)

where a = 8.1 × 10−3 and b = 0.74 are dimensionless parameters, and U19.5 is
the wind speed at a height of 19.5 m above the ocean surface. Examples of
Pierson–Moskowitz frequency spectra for ocean waves for several wind speeds
are shown in Fig. 8.1. Note that, for the greatest wave height, the period of
the waves is approximately 10 s. It was later found that the sea state never
really becomes fully developed, and the relationship became (Hasselmann and
Olbers 1973)
 5 wp  4 
ag 2
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Fig. 8.1 Pierson–Moskowitz surface-wave frequency spectra for various wind speeds (Pierson
and Moskowitz 1964)
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a, wp, g, and s are parameters determined from experimental data and are dependent
on the wind speed and the fetch, or the length of the water over which the wind has
blown. Stronger winds and longer fetch both lead to larger waves.
The dispersion relation for deep-water ocean waves is
k=

2p
w2
=
,
locean
g

(8.4)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, and locean is the wavelength of the ocean
wave. Hence, the wavelength of an ocean wave with a 10 s period is locean = 156 m.
The corresponding wavelength of an atmospheric acoustic wave is lair = 3,400 m.
As is discussed below, the fact that locean is much less than lair has a profound effect
on how ocean waves affect pressure waves in the atmosphere.
It should be noted that real ocean wave spectra are a superposition of spectra
over multiple directions; the real spectrum is thus a function F (f, q) of both frequency and direction and is often referred to as the directional ocean wave spectrum. This will become important in the following discussion.

8.3.2 Ocean Waves as an Acoustic Transducer
In this section, we outline the basic physics for the interaction of ocean waves with
the overlying air. The purpose is to make clear the ocean conditions necessary for
the generation of microbaroms.
8.3.2.1 A One-Sided Transducer
For purposes of discussion, we shall regard the moving ocean surface as an ordinary acoustic transducer like the surface on a vibrating wall or ceiling. The main
point of this section is that vibrations on the surface of a transducer do not radiate
sound unless ltransducer, the wavelengths of the pressure variations on the transducer
face itself, are greater than or equal to lair, the wavelength for sound propagating in
the air adjacent to the transducer. For the first harmonic, the pressure variations
follow the displacement of the transducer, so that if the first harmonic has ltransducer
< lair, the transducer does not radiate sound at the frequency of the first harmonic.
However, in the case of standing waves on the transducer higher harmonics can
radiate, albeit weakly. As explained below, the radiation from higher harmonics
results from long-wavelength pressure variations on the transducer face generated
by the finite amplitude vibrations of the transducer.
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Consider an infinite planar acoustic transducer with one-dimensional transverse
harmonic waves. The amplitude of the waves on the surface of the transducer is
taken here to be given by
A( x, t ) = A0 cos(kx − wt ) = ℜ  A0 e i(kx −wt )  = ℜ  Aˆ ( x, t ) ,

(5)

where Â(x, t) = A0ei (k x – w t) is the complex amplitude, k is the horizontal wavenumber,
w is the angular frequency, and Â indicates the real part of the complex argument.
It is assumed for now that the amplitude of the transducer vibration is small enough
that linear acoustics applies.
The complex pressure on the surface is given by
p( x,0, t ) = Z rad (v·nˆ ),

(6)

where Zrad is the specific radiation impedence (Pierce 1989) and
v·nˆ =

∂Aˆ ( x, t )
= − iwA0 exp[i(kx − wt )]
∂t

(7)

is the complex normal velocity of the surface.
For adjacent air with a constant sound speed c0, the wave number of the sound
2
2
+ kair
waves is k0 = w/c0. Now k02 = k air
, where kair and kair are the horizontal and
vertical wavenumbers, respective in the air. The vertical wavenumber is thus given
2
and the complex pressure is
by kair = k02 − k air
p( x, y, z, t ) = p( x,0, t )e i(k air x + kair z )

(8).

The key physical element in the analysis is that the trace velocity of the transducer
face must match the trace velocity of the acoustic wave (Pierce 1989). Trace velocity
matching requires that the horizontal wave number in the air, kair, be the same as
the horizontal wave number k that exists on the transducer surface, i.e., kair = k.
The complex pressure corresponding to outgoing waves generated by the surface is
thus given by
p( x, y, z, t ) = p( x,0)e i(kx + kair z ) e − iwt

(9)

2
2
where the vertical wavenumber is kair = k0 − k . To obtain the specific radiation
impedance, we use the linearized Euler’s equation,

v·nˆ =

1
1 ∂p wr
(nˆ·∇p) =
=
exp( − iwt ),
iwr
iwr ∂z kair

and obtain Zrad = wr/kair. Hence, the pressure on the surface is given by

(10)
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− iw 2 rA0 i(kx −wt ) − iw 2 r ˆ
e
=
A( x, t ).
kair
kair

(11)

The pressure at all values of z > 0 is thus given by
p( x, y, z, t ) =

− iw 2 r ˆ
i
A( x, t )e
2
2
k0 − k

k02 −k 2

z.

(12)

Note that if k is greater than k0, the vertical wave number kair is purely imaginary.
That is, the sound propagates horizontally but decays exponentially vertically: the
surface does not radiate sound for k > k0. Equivalently, we can say that vibrations
on the surface of a transducer radiate sound waves only if the pressure fluctuations
produced on the surface of the transducer have wavelengths greater than or equal
to the acoustic wavelength. When this is not true, air is “dragged” along by the
surface vibrations, but no radiating pressure waves are created.
8.3.2.2 Application to Ocean Waves
The above analysis holds for transverse waves of infinitesimal amplitude. Ocean
waves are only approximately transverse and have finite amplitudes. Nevertheless,
the analysis is relevant to ocean waves. For example, as discussed above in Sect.
8.2.1, a typical period for ocean waves is about 10 s, and the corresponding ocean
wavelength is locean = 156 m. In contrast, a 10-s acoustic wave in the atmosphere
has a wavelength of about 3,400 m. Consequently, the main effect of ocean waves
on the overlying air is to produce acoustic waves that propagate horizontally but
decay vertically. The trapped pressure variations can be quite large, but they are
tightly bound to the ocean surface. Although the linear analysis above was
done for a traveling wave, it applies to any superposition of traveling waves and
standing waves.
For a sinusoidally vibrating surface, if the amplitude A(x, t) is infinitesimal, only
the first harmonic is produced. In reality, any sinusoidally vibrating transducer with
a finite amplitude of vibration can produce higher harmonics in addition to the first
harmonic (fundamental). As we shall see, for standing waves, it is possible for the
second harmonic to have surface pressure variations with horizontal wavelengths
greater than the wavelength of sound, so that radiation is possible. We shall consider here only the second harmonic, since the strength of higher harmonics falls
off rapidly with the order of the harmonic.
We consider a one-dimensional wave that is composed of the superposition of a
right-going and a left-going wave. For this case, the wave amplitude A(x, t) can be
written as
A( x, t ) = AR sin(k R x − w R t ) + AL sin(k L x + w L t ),

(13)
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where the wave number and angular frequency for the right-going and left-going
waves are labeled by “R” and “L,” respectively. In the linear analysis above, the
acoustic pressure field of the first harmonic was proportional to A(x, t), and, as
discussed, does not propagate vertically. In contrast, the amplitude of the pressure
field of the second harmonic is proportional to A(x, t)2. We shall not carry out the
full analysis for the second harmonic, but simply indicate how the quadratic dependence on A(x,t) leads to surface pressure variations with wave lengths exceeding
lair, so that vertically propagating pressure waves are possible.
The square of A(x, t) is
A2 ( x, t ) =

AR2 sin 2 (κR x − ωR t ) + AL2 sin 2 (κL x + ωL t )
+2 AL AR sin(κR x − ωR t ) sin(κL x + ωL t ).

(14)

Note that the terms involving AR2 , L sin 2 (κR , L x ∓ ωR , L t ) are equal to, respectively,
(1/2) AR2 , L [1− cos(2κR , L x ∓ 2ωR , L t )] . Hence, for these terms, the squaring process
leads to functions that are either time independent or have twice the wave number
(half the wavelength) of the unsquared term. Consequently, these terms cannot
generate a harmonic acoustic wave that propagates vertically.
The cross term, on the other hand, can be written
2 AL AR sin(κR x − ωR t ) sin(κL x + ωL t )
= AL AR {cos[(κR − κL ) x − (ωR + ωL )t ]
+ cos[(κR + κL ) x − (ωR − ωL )t ]}.

(15)

Defining k± = kR ± kL, and w± = wR ± wL, the cross term can be written
AL AR [cos(κ− x − ω +t ) + cos(κ+ x − ω−t )].

(16)

Consider now oppositely directed waves of nearly equal frequency, i.e., wR » wL
and kR » kL. For this situation, the second term inside the brackets is nearly time
independent and has a wave number equal k+ » 2kR, which is greater than 2p/lair,
so that it cannot generate a vertically propagating acoustic wave. The first term,
however, has a wave number equal to k− which goes to zero when kR → kL. The
effective wavelength, 2p/k−, thus can be greater than lair whenever right-going and
left-going waves of nearly the same wavelength are superposed, i.e., when standing
waves exist. Hence, whenever AL is nonzero, ocean waves can produce pressure
variations in the overlying air with horizontal wavelengths greater than the associated acoustic wavelength. It is these long wavelength pressure variations that radiate and generate microbarom signals. Because of the deep-water dispersion relation,
ω = gκ , when kR » kL, we have that w+ » 2wR = wair. Thus, the frequency of the
vertically propagating acoustic waves is approximately twice the frequency of the
waves that produce them. Since the dominant ocean surface wave frequency is
approximately 0.1 Hz, and the microbarom peak occurs at approximately 0.2 Hz,
this theory is well supported by observations.
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8.3.3 Realistic Ocean Waves
The discussion above describes the basic physics of pressure waves radiated by
ocean waves from one side of the air–water interface. From the beginning, ocean
scientists have understood that the interface is not a one-sided transducer but
rather is a two-sided transducer. When ocean waves radiate pressure waves, the
pressure waves propagate into both the atmosphere (microbaroms) and the ocean
(microseisms). While one might intuitively assume that the bulk of microbarom
energy comes from air compression by the ocean surface, this turns out not to be
the case. What has not been generally understood is that the majority of the
energy (92%) radiated into the atmosphere comes from pressure waves on the
water side of the air-ocean interface that are transmitted upward across the air–
water interface. The first researchers to recognize this fact were Brekhovskih
et al. (1973) and later, independently, Waxler and Gilbert (2006), who derived a
mathematically rigorous expression for the microbarom source function for a
statistically defined system of ocean waves. Their derivation treats the air-ocean
interface as a two-sided transducer with energy transfer from one side of the interface to the other. For microbaroms of frequency f, the source function is given by
S( f ) =

2
2
4π 4 ρair
g 2 f 3  cair
9g 2 
 2 + 2 2 2 W ( f ),
2
 cwater 4π cair f 
cair

(17)

where r denotes density (air, water) and c denotes sound speed (air, water). The
2
2
/ cwater
first term inside the parentheses, cair
, is the contribution to atmospheric
microbaroms from the water side of the air-water interface and is over ten times the
second term which arises from direct compression of the air. Thus, if one neglects
the contribution from the ocean itself, the strength of the microbarom signal will be
underestimated by approximately a factor of ten.
The function W(f) was first described by Hasselman (1963) and contains information on opposite-going waves in the directional ocean wave spectrum:
W( f ) = ∫

2π
0

f  f

F  , θ F  , θ + π dθ,
 2   2


(18)

where F(f, q) is the spectrum for ocean wave traveling in the direction given by q.
Note that the frequency spectrum F ( f ) can be expressed as
F( f ) = ∫

2π
0

F ( f , θ ) dθ.

(19)

The function W(f) is a measure of the intensity of standing waves in a given ocean
area. For example, if W(f) = 0, there are no standing waves. For a directionally
isotropic wave field, F ( f , θ ) = F ( f ) / 2π , and W ( f ) = F ( f ) 2 / 2π . In general,
W(f) is some value between 0 and F ( f ) 2 / 2π . The important thing to be noted is
that the function W(f) indicates that microbaroms are generated only in regions
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where there are oceans waves moving in opposite directions, so that standing waves
are created.

8.4 The Microbarom Generation Region of Deep-Ocean
Hurricanes
The above discussion has emphasized that microbaroms are generated only in
regions where there are waves traveling in opposing directions so that the ocean
wave field has a standing wave component. A question that has not been addressed
is where such regions exist for a deep-ocean hurricane. A priori, one might expect
that the microbarom generation region would be connected with the eye of the hurricane, since the most intense wind and wave activity are there. However, a significant amount of microbarom data indicates that bearings from infrasound arrays
rarely point directly toward the center of the generating storm (Hetzer et al. 2008;
Tabulevich 1992; Willis et al. 2004). The deviations from the eye are often as large
as 20° of azimuth which, at distances from which hurricanes tend to be observed,
can be hundreds of kilometers spatially.
Horizontal refraction by the strong concentric winds near the eyewall was first
considered for explaining the deflection of signals from the eye so that they appear
to originate elsewhere. Calculations based on a wind profile from Hurricane Kerry
(1979) (Holland 1980) indicated that deflections of the proper magnitude (10–20°)
were possible, but that the strongest curvature was limited to the very close proximity of the eye so that the resultant ray still pointed back toward the eye. It quickly
became clear that, in agreement with several other studies (Cessaro 1994;
Ponomaryov et al. 1998; Tabulevich 1992), the microbarom generation region and
the storm center were not coincident. Keeping the microbarom generation mechanism in mind, the output of the NOAA implementation of the WaveWatch 3 wave
action model (Tolman et al. 2002) was applied to Typhoon Usagi. For Usagi, strong
infrasound signals in the microbarom band were recorded the International
Monitoring System infrasound array I39PW (Palau) with bearings that deviated by
approximately 20° from the storm eye (Hetzer et al. 2008). The WaveWatch 3 outputs, which are publicly available, report the direction, period, significant wave
height, and other characteristics of the dominant swell at every point in a worldwide grid.
It was immediately clear upon examination of the dominant swell direction plots
that for a large region of the ocean, the dominant swell direction was concentrically
counterclockwise around the center of the hurricane, and that nowhere in the vicinity of the eyewall were the dominant swells predicted to be in opposition (Fig. 8.2).
On the periphery of the area dominated by the hurricane, however, there was an
area where the counterclockwise hurricane swell was opposed by the dominant
east-to-west swell of the Pacific Ocean, and the infrasound bearings pointed
directed to that area. This area was offset from the storm eye by over 500 km, well
outside the 200-km radius within which the highest winds tend to be concentrated
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(Willoughby 2003). The offset calculated for the infrasound bearings remained
consistent in sign and magnitude throughout the time during which strong microbaroms were recorded at I39PW (Fig. 8.3), as did the presence of the interaction
region (Hetzer et al. 2008). Even though there is considerable scatter in the
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Fig. 8.2 WaveWatch 3 output showing dominant swell direction (arrows) on 31 July, 2007,
12:00:00 GMT during Typhoon Usagi. The dashed line indicates the infrasound bearing at that
time calculated at station I39PW, Palau. Modified from Hetzer et al. (2008), Fig. 8.2, which also
shows significant wave height
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Fig. 8.3 Infrasound bearings (dots) and geographic bearing to the eye of Typhoon Usagi (line).
Vertical scale is 0–100°, horizontal scale is 29 July, 2007 00:00 GMT to 1 August 00:00 GMT,
grid every 12 h. Modified from Hetzer et al. (2008)
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infrasound bearings, it is clear that the mean infrasound bearing follows the
typhoon, lagging initially by about 10° and finally by approximately 25°.
It is obvious from geometry that if complete rotation is achieved in a hurricane’s
wavefield and the ambient swell is monodirectional there will always be an interaction region along the periphery of the hurricane-dominated swell region. Indeed,
if one could achieve the simplest ideal case of a fully-rotated hurricane-driven
ocean surface in a wholly monodirectional open ocean wavefield with no other
swell components present, this region should be the sole source of microbaroms.
Furthermore, since one can think of the distance from the eye to this region as the
distance necessary for the hurricane wavefield to “overwhelm” the ambient wavefield, the offset distance may be a function of both the ambient swell strength and
that of the hurricane swell. Since the propagation speed of the storm is a function
of the surface wind speeds, which in turn controls the ambient swell, an indirect
measure of storm intensity could potentially be derived simply from the infrasound
measurements and the storm’s track. It remains to be seen whether this relationship
exists and is of use, and how the offset distance is affected by complicating factors
such as coastline reflections, weaker rotation, or multiple interacting swells. Future
work, possibly involving triangulation from multiple arrays in concert with higherresolution surface-wave models, may help confirm and refine this hypothesis.

8.5 Conclusion
A theory to explain the offset between storm location and microbarom bearing
based on the interaction of the storm-generated wavefield with the ambient ocean
swell has been investigated. In the case of Typhoon Usagi, the theory appears to
explain the observations. It remains to be seen whether the proposed theory will
hold for more complicated scenarios. Although the improvement in hurricane track
forecasting over the past 50 years has been both steady and impressive, the same
cannot be said for intensity forecasting. Accurate monitoring, modeling, and forecasting of hurricanes are vital for the well-being of coastal communities worldwide.
It is, therefore, of great importance to measure hurricane wind intensity continuously and cost-effectively. The potential use of infrasound for this purpose is
actively being investigated.
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Chapter 9

Acoustic-Gravity Waves from Earthquake
Sources
Takeshi Mikumo and Shingo Watada

9.1 Introduction
There are various natural sources that could generate atmospheric pressure waves
propagating in the lower atmosphere, which will also propagate up to the upper
atmosphere and even to the ionosphere (Garces et al. 2010). Among these
sources, atmospheric waves from earthquake sources had been only rarely observed
and hence less well-known before the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, except a few early
observations of short-period sound waves (Benioff and Gutenberg 1939), as well as
air waves coupled with seismic surface waves (Benioff et al. 1951). The great
Alaskan earthquake (Mw~9.0) generated unusually long-period atmospheric pressure waves with periods as long as 14 min, which have been clearly recorded at
Berkeley and several Californian microbarograph stations (Bolt 1964; Donn and
Posmentier 1964; Mikumo 1968).
Since that time, a large number of observations of atmospheric waves related to
earthquake sources have been reported to date, with the recent deployment of local
and global observation networks including the International Monitoring System
(IMS), particularly after the recent 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. These observations include four different types of waves. The first one is low-frequency acousticgravity waves produced from the source region and propagated directly through the
lower atmosphere to long distances. The second one is medium- to higher-frequency
infrasonic waves, which are radiated also from the source and sometimes converted
into somewhat modified forms such as reflected or diffracted waves from earth’s
topography during their propagation path. The third one is also infrasonic waves
coupled with large-amplitude seismic Rayleigh waves during their passage through
observation sites along the ground surface. The fourth one is atmospheric gravity
waves induced by tsunami waves that are generated from large earthquakes.
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In this chapter, emphasis will be placed on the observations and theoretical
waveform modeling of the first type of atmospheric pressure waves. Their wave
characteristics are closely related to the thermal structure in the lower atmosphere
and even part of the upper atmosphere, as well as to the overall source characteristics of large earthquakes that produced the atmospheric perturbations. The observations of the second, third, and fourth types of infrasonic waves will also be briefly
reviewed for the sake of comparison. All the pressure waves described here are
related to those propagating mainly in the lower atmosphere. Acoustic-gravity
waves propagating in the upper atmosphere particularly up into the ionosphere have
also been observed after the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, and particularly during the
2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake with Doppler sounders and GPS networks,
which will provide a new insight into the upper atmospheric structures. These
observations, however, will not be included in this review, but will be reviewed in
detail in ReVelle (2010).

9.2 Low-Frequency Acoustic-Gravity
Waves from Earthquake Source
In general, there are three classes of atmospheric pressure waves propagating from
the earth’s surface up to the lower to upper atmosphere. One is lower-frequency gravity
waves governed primarily by gravitational force or buoyancy, and the second one
is higher-frequency acoustic waves governed primarily by compressional force.
The other is horizontally propagating Lamb waves trapped near the surface. The cutofffrequencies for these waves depend on the thermal structure of the atmosphere. The
three modes covering different frequencies can propagate together with different
velocities and amplitudes, which are called, as a whole, acoustic-gravity waves.

9.2.1 Observations
(a) The first observation was at the time of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake (03 h
36 m1 4 s UT, March 28, 1964; 61.03 N, 147.73 W, Mw~9.0). Analog-type
microbarographs operated at that time at several California stations had amplitude
responses peaked at 3–5 min and decaying gradually toward longer periods up
to 20 min and more rapidly toward shorter periods down to 0.5 min. This
response, in addition to favorable atmospheric conditions, made it possible to record
unusually low-frequency waves (their corresponding periods up to 14 min) at
Berkeley (Bolt 1964; Donn and Posmentier 1964; Mikumo 1968), La Jolla, and
at a tripartite network stations of Mission Beach (MB), East San Diego (ESD),
and Point Loma (NEL) (Mikumo 1968), all of which were located along the
California coast, in addition to College, Alaska. Some of these historical records
are reproduced in Fig. 9.1. Their distances from the USGS epicenter to the
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Fig. 9.1 (A). Microbarograph records obtained at California stations during the 1964 Alaskan
earthquake. (a) Microbarogram recorded at Berkeley (Bolt, 1964; Reproduced from T. Mikumo,
(1968), Atmospheric pressure waves and tectonic deformation associated with the Alaskan earthquake of March 28, 1964, J. Geophys. Res., 73, p.2011, by permission of American Geophysical
Union). Vertical thick lines indicate a time interval of every 5 min. The dominant period of the
first part is about 14 min, and the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude is about 4 Pa.(40μbars)
(B) Microbarograms recorded at a tripartite network near San Diego, California; (a) Mission
Beach (MB), (b) East San Diego (ESD), (c) Point Loma (NEL). (Reproduced from T. Mikumo,
(1968), Atmospheric pressure waves and tectonic deformation associated with the Alaskan earthquake of March 28, 1964, J. Geophys. Res., 73, p.2012, by permission of American Geophysical
Union). Data were provided by C.T. Johnson. Vertical curved lines indicate a time interval of
every 10 min. The maximum peak-to- peak amplitudes are about 5 Pa (50μbars)

California stations were between 3,127 and 3,812 km, and 382 km for College.
The recorded amplitude at these stations ranged between 4 and 10 Pa. The
arrival times of the first coherent compression peak at 06 h 19 m–06 h 58 m
observed at these stations had a group velocity of about 319 m/s, and also their
phase velocity estimated from the two stations, Berkeley and ESD, are found
consistent with those expected from theoretical prediction of dispersion curves
for acoustic-gravity waves (Harkrider 1964).
(b) A second observation came from the recent 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake
(01 h 58 m 53 s UT, December 26, 2004; 3.31 N, 95.95 E, Mw=9.2). About 5 h
later, four stations on the Japanese Islands, which are located in the distances
around 5,600 km from the epicenter, recorded low-frequency atmospheric waves
(their corresponding periods up to 12 min) by sensitive microbarographs with a
flat frequency response from 0.5 Hz to DC and with a data sampling rate of 1 Hz.
The recorded amplitude at the 4 stations ranges between 7 and 12 Pa, and the
group velocity of the first compression peak is from 309 to 311 m/s (Mikumo
et al. 2008). Figure 9.2 shows the two-channel records obtained at Matsushiro
(MAT), and two records at Norikura (NAO and ICRR) stations in central Japan.
Daily atmospheric variations have been removed from the records.
In addition, four IMS stations (Cristie and Campus 2010), I52GB, I39PW, I39MG, and
I32KY, which are located in and around the Indian Ocean at the distance range
between 2,860 and 6,600 km also recorded atmospheric pressure waves between
03 h 39 m and 06 h 34 m with periods of 6–7 min and amplitudes of 0.8 and 2.0 Pa.
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Fig. 9.2 (a) 2-channel microbarograms obtained at Matsushiro (MAT), and (b) two records at
Norikura (NAO) and (ICRR), Japan, during the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. Daily atmospheric disturbances have been removed from the original records. The dominant period for the
first part is about 12 min and the maximum amplitudes are about 9 Pa (Reproduced from T.
Mikumo et al.(2008), Low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves from coseismic vertical deformation
associated with the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, J. Geophys. Res. 113, B12042, p.3, by
permission of American Geophysical Union). The total time covers 2400 sec (40 min)
Table 9.1 Observed low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves propagating from two great earthquakes
Earthquake

Mw

Station(s)

Distance
(km)

Period (s)

Ampl. Group
(Pa)
Vel. (m/s)

Ref.

1964 Alaska
2004 Sumatra

9.0
9.2

Berkeley+
Matsushiro+

3,127
5,673

~840
~720

4
9

B, M(1)
M(2)

309–311
310

1964: + La Jolla, Mission Beach (MB), East San Diego (ESD) and Point Loma (NEL) in
California
2004: + Norikura (NAO and ICRR), Kamioka in Japan, and 4 IMS stations.
References: B; Bolt (1964), M(1); Mikumo (1968), M(2); Mikumo et al. (2008)

The waves can be identified by bandpass filtering for the records obtained at their
array sensors. The observed group velocity ranged between about 300 and 314 m/s,
but the recorded amplitudes are smaller than those at the Japanese stations due to lower
sensitivity in the frequency response of the sensors used there (Mikumo et al. 2008).
The observed parameters for the two great earthquakes are listed in Table 9.1. The
group velocities estimated at all these stations are found consistent with theoretical
dispersion curves given by Press and Harkrider (1962) and Harkrider (1964).

9.2.2 Theoretical Considerations on the Generation Mechanism
of Low-Frequency Waves, and Their Waveform Modeling
The low-frequency atmospheric perturbations described above may have been produced
by sudden vertical movement of the ground or the sea surface over an extensive source
area, and will propagate first upward or obliquely toward the upper atmosphere and after
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some time spread horizontally as acoustic-gravity waves through the lower atmosphere.
The theory of pressure waves propagating in “a realistic Air Research and Development
Command (ARDC) atmospheric temperature structure” can be traced back to Press and
Harkrider (1962), Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963), Harkrider (1964), Davis and Archambeau
(1998), and others. The so-called ARDC standard model (Wares et al. 1960) has two
temperature minima at the tropopause at an altitude of about 15 km and at the mesopause
at about 85 km, and then the temperature gradually increases up to the thermosphere. For
theoretical treatments, an isothermal half-space continuing upward above an altitude of
220 km has been assumed as one of probable models, for which the phase and group
velocity dispersion relations and the dynamic response of the lower atmosphere have
been calculated (Harkrider 1964). The standard model has some fluctuations owing to
some lateral and seasonal variations of temperature and wind structures, which yields
small perturbations to the dispersion relations and dynamic response obtained below.
Although the upper thermosphere structure up to 500 km or even higher altitudes such
as represented by the CIRA model (e.g., Yeh and Liu 1974; Francis 1975) or the MSISE
model (e.g., Hedin 1991) including mass density distribution was not considered at that
time, the above ARDC standard model is essentially similar to these recent models, and
hence can be used to calculate theoretical waveforms of low-frequency acoustic-gravity
waves and also for comparison with the recorded waveforms.
In this chapter, the method of forward waveform modeling is briefly described.
The pressure perturbation p0 due to upward particle velocity of the air w0, ambient
air density r0 and sound velocity c0 near the ground surface can be approximately
related by
p0=r0c0 w0 , if the ratio of the time constant of upward displacement of the earth’s
surface to the local cutoff period (~340 s) is less than 0.3, and if its horizontally
expanding velocity is much faster than the sound velocity (Watada et al. 2006; Watada
2009). In this case, the overall system can be treated as a linear system coupled
between the ground or sea surface and the atmosphere. The pressure perturbation that
would be observed at a station in the far-field compared with the source dimension and
the wavelength can be expressed in the frequency domain (Mikumo 1968) as,
[p(r, 0, t)]Aj = c(1/2p) ∫ F(w) exp[-ij(w)] dw,

(9.1)

where F(w) is the product of the source time factor S(w), source finiteness factor D(w),
the atmospheric transfer function A(w), and the barograph response B(w), and j(w) is the
sum of their phase responses, respectively. c includes an approximate earth’s curvature
correction for the waves propagating to long distances and also a numerical constant. The
atmospheric transfer function A(w) includes the dynamic response AAj(w) to a surface
point source and receiver and the phase velocity Cj(w) for the standard ARDC model,
both of which have been calculated by Harkrider (1964) as a function of period. In this
case, the actual temperature structure was approximated by 39 isothermal horizontally
stratified layers continued up to an isothermal half-space (Model A) or terminated with
the free surface (Model B), at an altitude of 220 km. For this temperature model bounded
on the top by an isothermal half-space or the free surface and at the bottom by the rigid
ground surface, three boundary conditions are required: continuity of the vertical velocity and of total pressure at all interfaces of successive isothermal layers; pressure
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perturbation at the ground surface should be equal to p0 at the source and zero outside
the source area; and the propagation coefficient for descending waves at the uppermost
layer should be zero. These conditions yield layer matrix formulation for the atmospheric
response. Sound velocity at all these heights has been estimated from the square root of
the temperature. Air density is assumed to decrease exponentially with altitude from the
earth’s surface (Press and Harkrider, 1962). The group velocity can also be calculated
from the above formulations. The calculations were made for the fundamental and firsthigher gravity modes GR0 and GR1 and the fundamental, first-, and second-higher
acoustic modes S0, S1, and S2. GR0 has spectral amplitudes over periods from 4.5 to
14 min and S0 covers from 2 to 4.5 min in this model (Harkrider 1964). This is the reason
why low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves can be observed if the frequency response of
sensors used at microbarograph stations covers these period ranges.
On the other hand, S(w) in (9.1) includes the time-dependence of p0, which is related
to the average displacement a and the rise time t of coseismic vertical deformation.
We also consider that the source area extends over a finite dimension with a rectangle given by the length 2L and the width 2W, with the horizontal expanding
velocity v of the source area, by integrating a point-source solution over the area.
The source finiteness factor D(w) then includes these parameters and also the phase
velocity Cj(w) and b, the azimuth from the source to the station with respect to the
source expanding direction (Mikumo and Bolt 1985). The barograph response B(w)
appropriate to the station is also included. More detailed expression of the above
functions can be found in Mikumo et al. (2008).

9.2.3 Comparison Between the Recorded
and Theoretical Barograms
The recorded low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves include the effects of the
source extended over a wide area. Actually, the source region of the 1964 Alaskan
earthquake covers an area of 800 km × 100 km for the uplifted zone and
800 km × 150 km for the subsided zone, both extending southwestward from the
epicenter (Plafker 1965), while that of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake
extends northwestward over curved uplifted and subsided zones for about
1,500 km × 200 km (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2007; Rajendran et al. 2007). In the two
great earthquakes both in the plate boundary, the major part of the source region
lies beneath the ocean. Large submarine thrust faulting would produce coseismic
uplift and subsidence on the sea bottom, and then the deformation would cause
swelling and depression of the sea surface. Theoretical studies (Kajiura 1963, 1970)
on tsunami generation show that if the wavelength of the deformation is much
longer than the water depth and if the deformation takes place within a few minutes,
the sea surface behaves almost exactly like the sea bottom deformation. These conditions are met in the present case with the lateral wavelength of deformation over
100–150 km with respect to the water depth of 2,000–4,500 m in the Gulf of Alaska
and 3,000–4,000 m in the Indian Ocean, respectively.
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For the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, two major zones of uplift, A (a = 5 m) and B
(a = 1.5 m), and two zones of subsidence, C (a = −1.5 m) and D (a = −1.0 m) can be
identified. The waveforms produced from each of the four zones have been calculated through the above formulations, including five major acoustic and gravity
modes. If the uplift and subsidence took place at almost the same time in the four
zones, then the synthetic barograms including these modes radiating from the four
zones would be as shown in the second to fourth traces in Fig. 9.3, for different time
constants t = 0 ~ 1.0 min. The waveform observed at Berkeley (the uppermost trace)
appears more or less consistent with the general features of the theoretical traces
with t = 0.3−1.0 min, which means the actual time constant may be in the range
between 1 and 3 min (Mikumo 1968).
For the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, the major zones of coseismic
uplift and subsidence probably may be divided into “eight zones” from the northwestern Sumatra region up to the northern Andaman Islands. In this case, there could

OBSERVED
THEORETICAL
A+B+C+D
t=0

t = 0.3

t = 1.0

A′ + B′
t = 0.3

10 min

Fig. 9.3 Comparison between the microbarogram recorded at Berkeley and the calculated theoretical
waveforms including 5 major acoustic and gravity modes, generated from four major zones of coseismic uplift and subsidence, for aA = 5 m, aB = 1.5 m, aC = -1.5 m and aD = -1.0 m, with different time
constants between t = 0 and 1.0 min (Reproduced from T. Mikumo, (1968), Atmospheric pressure
waves and tectonic deformation associated with the Alaskan earthquake of March 28, 1964, J.
Geophys. Res., 73, p. 2023, by permission of American Geophysical Union)
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be many different combinations of the source parameters in this forward modeling.
It is finally found after a number of calculations that among these combinations,
a2U = 4 ~ 6 m, a2D = −2 ~ −3 m, t = 1.0 ~ 1.5 min with ajU = 1 m, ajD = −0.5 m
(j=1,3,4), and v = 2.5 km/s, can produce theoretical waveforms best compared with
the general features of observed waveforms at the MAT (see Fig. 9.4). There is, of
course, some allowance in the estimated parameters. The above parameters also
generate theoretical waveforms generally consistent with the waveforms recorded
at the other three Japanese and four IMS stations (Mikumo et al. 2008).
The above model could provide synthetic waveforms well consistent with the
observed low-frequency barograms, although there are quite large dilatation precursor
and large second peak for Model A. This may come from truncation effects of the
synthesis due to sharp cutoff of the theoretical spectral amplitude around 14 min.
For Model B, on the other hand, these effects are not apparent, but Model A may
be physically more reasonable, because it indirectly includes the thermal structure in
part of the upper atmosphere. The absolute amplitude of the theoretical waveforms
shown in the middle and bottom traces in Fig. 9.4 (a) for Model A was estimated as
15.4 Pa and 13.3 Pa, respectively, with the pressure perturbation p0 at the eight source
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Fig. 9.4 Comparison between the microbarograms recorded at Matsushiro, Norikura, and Kamioka, and
the calculated theoretical waveforms including 3 major acoustic gravity modes, generated from eight major
zones of tectonic uplift and subsidence, for two possible cases with a2U = 4 m, a2D = -2 m and t = 1.0 min, and
with a2U = 6 m, a2D = -3 m and t = 1.5 min, together with ajU = 1 m, ajD = -0.5 m (j=1,3,4) and v = 2.5 km/s.
The total time covers 2400 sec (40 min). Models A and B are from two different thermal structures at an
altitude of 220 km (See text). (Reproduced from T. Mikumo et al., (2008), Low-frequency acoustic-gravity
waves from coseismic vertical deformation associated with the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake,
J. Geophys. Res. 113, B12042, p.11, by permission of American Geophysical Union)
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regions for r0 = 1.293 × 10−3 gr/cm3, c0 = 320 m/s, and with the corresponding particle
velocities w0. On the other hand, the recorded maximum amplitude at MAT is 9 Pa,
which is somewhat smaller than the above estimates. This difference may be attributed
partly to local weather conditions, which could reduce the S/N ratio of observations.
Another factor may be possible fluctuations of the spectral amplitude due to thermal
and wind structures in the lower atmosphere and also to wave attenuation.

9.2.4 Implications of Propagation of Low-Frequency
Acoustic-Gravity Waves to Long Distances
It has now been demonstrated that the sudden vertical movement of the ground or the
sea surface can excite atmospheric pressure perturbations with different frequency
components. For higher frequency waves, these perturbations will propagate first
upward and may be refracted back at an altitude of about 50 km and partly from
higher velocity layers down to the earth. The waves may probably be bounced back
from the earth’s surface and could be again transmitted by multiple refraction–
reflection process to long distances (e.g., Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2005), as
expected from a ray theory. It is to be noted, however, that the propagation patterns
depend strongly on their wavelength. Recent numerical simulations (e.g., Artru
et al. 2005; Occhipinti et al. 2006; Shinagawa et al. 2007) incorporating an atmospheric thermal model like the MSISE (Hedin 1991) indicate the wavelengthdependent propagation, suggesting that acoustic waves with periods between 4 and
6 min can be trapped in the lower atmosphere and the earth’s surface. The lowfrequency waves originated from an extensive source area propagate obliquely
toward the upper atmosphere, and after some time spread horizontally as acoustic
and gravity waves through the lower to upper atmosphere.
For the observation of atmospheric pressure waves, the frequency response of
sensors used at microbarograph stations is a controlling factor as to whether
low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves can be detected or only medium- to higherfrequency infrasonic waves will be observed. It is preferable that the frequency
response could cover low frequencies to be able to observe such low-frequency
acoustic-gravity waves as have been observed from the two great earthquakes, to
reveal the lower to upper atmospheric structure as well as to discuss the source
process of large earthquakes.

9.3 Medium- to High-Frequency Infrasonic
Waves from Earthquake Source
In addition to low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves, medium- to high-frequency
infrasonic waves have also been observed, which appear to have originated also
from strong upward ground velocity at the source area of large earthquakes and
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propagated through the lower atmosphere to short and long distances and sometimes
reflected or diffracted by earth’s topography.
After the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, this type of waves with periods of 20–27 s
and amplitudes between 2 and 3 Pa have also been recorded at three stations,
Boulder (3,690 km from the epicenter), Boston, and Washington DC (around
5,280–5,295 km) in central and eastern United States (Young and Greene 1982).
The group velocity along the wave path was estimated as 312–316 m/s, although
the records did not show unambiguous arrival time of these waves. Similar late
arrival of atmospheric pressure waves has been recorded after the time of the 1964
Niigata, Japan, earthquake (Mw=7.5) at Brisbane, Australia (about 7,400 km away
from the epicenter) with periods of 60–70 s and a group velocity ranging between
260 and 275 m/s (Bowman and Shrestha 1965).
In addition to these observations at teleseismic distances, infrasonic waves have
been identified even at local and regional distances. A convincing evidence is the
observation at the IS08 station in Bolivia located at 530 km from the epicenter
of the 2001 Arequipa, Peru, earthquake (M w=8.4) (Le Pichon et al. 2002).
The recorded waves, which are believed to come from the main shock, arrived with
a group velocity around 330–340 m/s and amplitudes ranging between 2 and 5 Pa
for a predominant period of 2 s. Later arrivals with longer periods around 10–20 s
probably coming from two aftershocks were interpreted to be associated with high
mountain ranges of the Andean Cordillera. During the 2001 Kunlun Mountain,
China, earthquake (Mw=8.1), coherent infrasonic waves with periods around 10 s
have been recorded at an IMS network of the I34MN station in Mongolia located
at 1,800 km away from the epicenter (Le Pichon et al. 2003), where the arrival of
the signal with an amplitude of ~2 Pa can be identified with a group velocity ranging
between 340 and 380 m/s. The infrasonic waves may have been associated with
seismic wave generation over a length of 1,000 km near the fault zone. The 2002
Denali fault earthquake, Alaska (Mw=7.9) also generated strong infrasonic waves,
which have been clearly recorded at array sensors of the I53US station in Fairbanks,
Alaska, located about 150 km north of the fault (Olson et al. 2003). The signal
arriving at the array with a group velocity of 340 m/s indicated large amplitudes
reaching 12 Pa. The source of the infrasound has been attributed to the sudden local
motion of the mountains in the Alaska Range along the Denali fault.
One of the latest observations of infrasonic waves are from the December 2004
Sumatra-Andaman (Mw=9.2) and the March 2005 Aceh (Mw=8.7) earthquakes in
the Indian Ocean. Higher-frequency infrasonic waves produced from the two earthquakes have been recorded at the IMS array, Diego Garcia (I52GB), Palau (I39PW),
Australia (I07AU), Madagascar (I39MG), and Kenya (I32KY) stations, and analyzed in two separate frequency bands (0.5–4.0 Hz) and (0.02–0.16 Hz) (Garces
et al. 2005; Le Pichon et al. 2005). The analysis reveals three types of infrasonic
waves; the first group has a dominant period of 10 s, a group velocity of 350–360 m/s,
and a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.5 Pa, and the second one has a dominant period
of 30 s and a p–p amplitude of 2 Pa, and the last one almost overlapping the second
group (Le Pichon et al. 2005). The second one implicitly involves the low-frequency
acoustic-gravity waves described in Sect. 9.1. An inverse location procedure
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suggests that ground movement around the source region efficiently produced the
infrasonic waves. The analysis also shows late arrival of longer-period pressure
waves generated from the resultant tsunami waves. Another recent observation
came from the June 13, 2005, northern Chilean earthquake (Mw=7.8), when coherent infrasonic waves have been detected by 3 IMS stations, I08BO, I09BR, and
I41PY, located at distances from 410 to 2,300 km (Le Pichon et al. 2006). These
waves arrived at a group velocity ranging between 340 and 370 m/s, and their maximum amplitude is 1.4 Pa for a period of 10 s. The observed azimuth variations and
their long signal durations suggest that these waves may have been generated by the
ground motion amplified by undulated topography of the Andes Mountains.
More infrasonic observations from 31 large and medium-sized earthquakes during the 20 years from 1983 to 2002 by the network of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory at Los Alamos, New Mexico, St. George, Utah and Mercury, Nevada,
are summarized in a collective study (Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2005). The distance to these earthquakes ranges between 4,100 km to Alaska and 165 km to New
Mexico. Because of the instrumental frequency band between 0.1 and 10 Hz, the
recorded signals are mostly high-frequency infrasonic waves with maximum amplitudes ranging between 0.03 and 0.5 Pa, most of which are quite small except two
cases with 0.8–1.0 Pa. The phase velocity across the array is estimated in the range
between 350 and 450 m/s. In this study, unlike others, it has been shown that the
normalized infrasonic amplitude and the duration of the signal depend not only on
the epicentral distance but on local earthquake magnitude, although there are quite
large variances in these estimates (Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2005).
The main characteristics of medium- to high-frequency infrasonic signals from
12 large earthquakes with magnitudes Mw>7.8 are summarized also by Le Pichon
et al. (2006), except the two 1964 earthquakes described above. The observed
parameters may be compared with Table 9.1 for the two great earthquakes that
produced low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves. An empirical relation between the
normalized amplitude and duration of the infrasonic signals and the seismic local
magnitude, which is similar to that estimated by Mutschlecner and Whitaker
(2005), has also been derived incorporating more data from the listed larger earthquakes (Le Pichon et al. 2006).
It is expected that the use of these infrasonic data would reveal more detailed
profiles of stratospheric sound and wind velocity structures

9.4 Ground – Coupled Atmospheric Pressure Perturbations
The third type of atmospheric pressure change observed after large earthquakes are
those coupled with strong ground motions due mainly to seismic Rayleigh waves passing
by the observation site, which arrive much earlier than infrasonic waves propagating
directly from the source. This type of report can be traced back to early observations
by Benioff and Gutenberg (1939), and Benioff et al. (1951) at the time of the1951
Imperial Valley earthquake. Another observation came from the 1959 Montana
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earthquake (Cook 1971), when the pressure waves have been recorded at a station in
Washington DC, which were interpreted to be due to local seismic waves. The observations mentioned in the previous section sometimes include these early arriving
infrasonic waves coupled with Rayleigh waves. For the 1964 Alaskan earthquake,
there are two observations. One is by Donn and Posmentier (1964) for the observations
of ground-coupled pressure waves with Rayleigh wave velocities at Palisades, New
York, Berkeley, California, and Honolulu, Hawaii. Another one is shown by Young
and Greene (1982) who reported separate observations of infrasonic waves at three
stations, Boulder, Boston, and Washington, DC, passing with Rayleigh wave velocities.
A similar observation of pressure perturbations at Blacknest, Berkshire, England, with
a period around 24 s and amplitude of 0.9 Pa, has been reported to be coupled with
seismic Rayleigh waves also from the 1968 Tokachi-Oki earthquake (Mw=7.9) that
occurred near the east coast of Honshu, Japan (Grover and Marshall 1968).
The recent infrasonic observations made at IMS stations also recorded pressure
changes due to the passage of large amplitude Rayleigh waves. These include the
medium- to high-frequency infrasonic waves from the 2001 Kunlun Mountain,
China, earthquake recorded at the I34MN station, from the 2001 Arequipa, Peru,
earthquake at the IS08 station, from the 2002 Denali, Alaska earthquake at the I53US
station, and also from the 2004–2005 large Sumatra earthquakes at the IS52 and 3
other stations. (References for these cases have been given in the previous section).
The observed trace velocity in these cases corresponds to that of seismic wave velocity
ranging between 3 and 5 km/s. Another local infrasonic signal synchronized with the
arrival of seismic waves came from the 2003 Tokachi-Oki, Japan, earthquake
(Mw=8.3), which have been recorded at two arrays CHNAR and TJI in Korea, located
at distances around 1,500 km (Kim et al. 2004). Although the infrasonic waves can
be identified in the bandpass filtered records between 0.01 and 16 Hz, their recorded
amplitudes and the group velocity are not explicitly mentioned.
A more comprehensive observation of this type of infrasonic waves has been
reported in a recent article by Watada et al. (2006). For the 2003 Tokachi-Oki, Japan
earthquake, pressure changes with a dominant period of 15–20 s and amplitudes of a
few Pa has been recorded lasting for longer than 20 min by sensitive microbarographs
at nine stations on the Japanese Islands. Co-located broadband seismographs also
recorded seismic Rayleigh waves at the same time passing through these stations with
a group velocity of 3.2 km/s. The high-pass filtered microbarograms and the broadband
seismograms are very well correlated for the first 20 min interval, as clearly shown
in Fig. 9.5, which clearly indicate that the observed pressure changes are excited by
the ground motion due to the passage of Rayleigh waves. From these observations,
the seismic-infrasonic pressure transfer function has been calculated from the spectral
ratio of the pressure perturbation to the vertical ground velocity as a function of
frequency (Watada et al. 2006). The amplitude ratio and the phase difference in
the calculated transfer function are found to be nearly constant for the period range
between 10 and 50 s. This suggests that the well-known relation between the pressure
perturbation p0, air density r0, sound velocity c0 near the ground surface, and the vertical velocity of the ground w0, p0 = r0c0w0 approximately holds for these periods, if
the time scale of the vertical motion is short enough when compared with the acoustic
cutoff-period. Comparing these results with the theoretical transfer function calculated
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Fig. 9.5 Comparison between the high-pass filtered microbarograms for the period of 50 sec and
the original, vertical seismograms at two co-located observation sites, SGNF (upper pair) and JIZF
(lower pair). (Reproduced from S. Watada et al. ( 2006), Atmospheric pressure change associated
with the 2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake, Geophys. Res. Lett., 33, L24306, p.3, by permission of
American Geophysical Union)

from acoustic coupling between low-frequency acoustic waves in an isothermal
atmosphere and the ground motion, it was concluded that the pressure changes
observed during this earthquake are due to nearly vertically upward propagating
infrasonic waves generated by the seismic Rayleigh waves.
For more precise waveform modeling for pressure waves, which will be generated
from more general, bottom surface deformation including tsunami waves, it is necessary to include the frequency and horizontal wavenumber dependency of pressure
variations at the bottom boundary (see Watada 2009).

9.5 Atmospheric Gravity Waves Induced by Tsunami Waves
Although the coupled atmospheric and water gravity waves had been described
earlier (Donn and McGuiness 1960), possible arrival of tsunami-induced atmospheric waves has been suggested (Bolt 1964; Mikumo 1968) on the Berkeley
microbarograph record obtained at the time of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake. It has
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been pointed out that short-period wave trains are superposed with a time delay of
about 16 min on the long-period atmospheric pressure waves mentioned in
Sect. 9.2.1. An early theoretical work (Peltier and Hines 1976) predicted that
atmospheric gravity waves could be generated by tsunami waves under some conditions.
Actually, tsunami-induced gravity waves have been clearly observed as ionospheric
pressure perturbation by the GPS network in Japan at the time of tsunami arrival
from the 2001 Peru earthquake (Artru et al. 2005). During the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman
earthquake, infrasonic records at the Diego Garcia station also revealed late arrival
of the pressure perturbation related to tsunami waves (Garces et al. 2005; Le Pichon
et al. 2005). These pressure perturbations recorded by microbarographs had rather
short period and quite small amplitudes, when compared with direct atmospheric
gravity waves. It is to be noted, however, that the weak tsunami-induced signals on
the earth’s surface could be much amplified with altitude toward the ionosphere due
to the decrease of air density (e.g., Artru et al. 2005). It has also been confirmed
from numerical solutions that long-period tsunami could generate atmospheric
gravity waves (Watada 2009). The ionospheric signals attributed to tsunami waves
resulting from the 2004 great earthquake have been observed and reported in a
number of recent papers, which are summarized by Lognonné (2010).

9.6 Summary
This review summarizes the atmospheric pressure changes due to earthquake sources.
These pressure perturbations include medium- to high-frequency infrasonic
waves; one mentioned in Sect. 9.4 is those coupled with seismic surface waves passing through the observation sites with seismic Rayleigh wave velocities, and the
other mentioned in Sect. 9.3 is the infrasonic waves with sound speed, which originated from earthquake source and propagated directly to the stations through the
atmosphere, and sometimes converted into diffracted or reflected by the earth’s surface topography. For a number of large earthquakes, the two types of pressure perturbations have often been recorded together, with the first one arriving much earlier
than the second waves. For the case of ground-coupled atmospheric pressure, however, it is important to keep in mind that the microbarograph set up at any stations
could record air pressure perturbation but would sometimes be affected directly by
strong ground vibration during the passage of large-amplitude seismic waves. To
discriminate these two cases, it is necessary to make careful vibration tests for the
instrumental response by putting the barograph on a shaking table. Another important check may be to install long-period seismometers and barographs together at the
same site to estimate the relationship between the recorded pressure change and the
vertical ground velocity, as have been made by Watada et al. (2006).
As described above, very low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves described in
Sect. 9.2 generated from large-scale coseismic vertical deformation over the extensive source region have been recorded, with late arrival of tsunami-induced gravity
waves mentioned in Sect. 9.5, by microbarographs exceptionally after the two great
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earthquakes. It should be noted that the capability for detecting these low-frequency
waves depends not only on the frequency response of the instruments used at the
observation sites but also on correlations between the observed signals at adjacent
sites such as by array sensors used at most IMS stations. It is recommended for
future observations that two or three different frequency bands covering very low
to high frequencies and array sensors be used at all stations.
In this chapter, only limited observations of atmospheric waves are compared
with theoretically predicted waveforms for low-frequency acoustic-gravity waves
propagating in the lower atmosphere. As described before, the theory of pressure
waves propagated in the lower atmosphere with a realistic thermal structure had
been developed earlier in relation to volcanic eruptions and artificial explosions in
the air (e.g., Yamamoto, 1957, Press and Harkrider 1962; Pfeffer and Zarichny
1963; Harkrider 1964; Harkrider and Press 1967). More recent theories on acoustic-gravity waves propagating up to the upper atmosphere including the ionosphere
can be found in several articles dealing with earthquake and volcanic sources (e.g.,
Davis and Baker 1965; Leonard and Barnes 1965; Francis 1973, 1975; Yeh and Liu
1974; Kelly et al 1985; Blank 1985; Calais and Minster 1995; Davis and
Archambeau 1998; Afraimovich et al. 2001; Artru et al. 2004, 2005; Occhipinti
et al. 2006; Tanimoto and Artru 2007; Watada 2009). It is hoped that interested
readers could refer also to these original articles.
Theoretical treatment including these atmospheric models, as well as high-altitude
observations such as by ionosondes, Doppler sounding, GPS observations, etc. in
relation to earthquake-generated acoustic-gravity waves will be essential to explore
the structure of the lower to upper atmosphere.
Acknowledgments We thank Alexis Le Pichon, the Editor of this Book, for inviting us to write
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Chapter 10

Seismic Waves from Atmospheric Sources
and Atmospheric/Ionospheric Signatures
of Seismic Waves
P. Lognonné

10.1 Introduction
Mikumo and Watada, in the previous chapter of this book, have presented in details
the generation of acoustic-gravito waves by quakes and focused their discussion on
the waves propagating mainly in the atmosphere, from the earthquake source to the
atmospheric recording points. As noted in their section, the observations of these
waves, by sensors located at the Earth surface, request most of the time very large
quakes, with magnitudes larger than 8.
We focus in this chapter on the waves traveling mostly in the interior or liquid
part of the Earth, but nevertheless with a smaller propagation path in the atmosphere. For atmospheric sources (e.g., atmospheric explosions), these waves propagate first in the atmosphere from up to down, reach the ground, and then propagate
in the interior of the Earth. Alternatively, for solid Earth sources (e.g., quakes), the
waves propagate in the solid earth, then reach the surface, and resume their propagation in the atmosphere, from the surface to the ionospheric heights. The almost
propagation in the atmosphere is therefore ranging from 30 km in the first case to
about 400–500 km in the second case, while the propagation in the interior of the
Earth can be many thousands km, the propagation being worldwide.
The other difference in our approach will be in the observational methods. While
Mikomo and Watada are focusing on the observations in the atmosphere, we will
concentrate our review on the observation of the waves at the end of their propagation path, and therefore on ionospheric observations, for waves generated by
quakes, and on seismic observation, for waves generated by atmospheric sources.
Ionospheric observations, as we will see below, are especially interesting as they
can be performed even for “small” magnitude quakes, when compared with the
example of Mikumo and Watada in the range of Ms=8−9. The larger sensitivity of
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ionosphere when compared with the low atmosphere is related to the exponential
decay of the atmospheric density. The amplitudes of acoustic-gravity waves, when
they propagate vertically, is indeed proportional to r(z)u2, where r is the density
and u the displacement of the atmospheric particles. When the frequency is low
enough (<10mHz), the atmospheric viscosity can be neglected and the amplitude is
therefore increasing with altitude, inversely proportional to the square root of density.
The resulting amplification can reach factors of about 104–105 at the altitudes of
maximum ionization (~300–400 km), and made observation possible, near the quake
for magnitudes as low as 6, and far from the quakes, for magnitudes of about 7.
Many observations of these signals were reported after large quakes in Alaska
or Japan in the 60th (Yuen et al. 1969; Weaver et al. 1970; Leonard and Barnes
1965; Davies and Baker 1965) with Doppler techniques sensitive to the vertical
oscillations of the ionospheric layers. Much later, Calais et Minster (Calais and
Minster 1995) reported ionospheric perturbations of the density of electrons by
using another sounding method, based on data from global positioning system
(GPS) receivers, and corresponding therefore to electron density perturbations.
Since these works, the detection of the associated ionospheric perturbations has
benefited from the recent developments in ionosphere remote sensing, in particular
of techniques using GPS dense networks, Doppler HF sounder, or even over-thehorizon radar. These tools provide unprecedented capabilities for monitoring the
reaction of the ionosphere to seismic waves.
We present in this paper the state of the art in the modeling of these signals, with
a review of the theory necessary to model the observations, and present and discuss
the perspectives of this new seismological approach.

10.2 Theoretical Modeling of the Seismic Waves in the Neutral
and Ionized Atmosphere
10.2.1 Solid Earth–Neutral Atmosphere Coupling
The modeling of waves with a propagation path splitted in the Earth interior and
atmosphere has to take into account the two different media, and two approaches
are therefore possible. In the first approach, one considers the surface of the Earth
as a simple interface (Davies and Archambeau 1998): when waves reach this interface, part of their energy is reflected, while the remaining part is transmitted, either
in the atmosphere for upgoing waves or in the solid Earth for downgoing waves. The
transmission (t) and reflection (r) coefficients from the interior to the atmosphere
can be easily estimated for waves propagating vertically:
t=

2 rint cint
r c − r int cint
≈ 2, r = air air
≈ 1,
r air cair + r int cint
r air cair + r int cint

while the energy transmission (T) and reflection (R) coefficients, which verify R+T=1, are
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r air cair 2
t , R = r2.
r int cint

These simplified expressions, as well as the similar expression for a downward
propagation, provide the order of magnitude of the energy transfer between the two
systems, by using typical values for rair,rint,cair,cint (e.g., respectively, 1.2 kg/m3,
2,600 kg/m3, 330 m/s, 5,800 m/s). The energy transmitted by one transmission from
the interior to the atmosphere or from the atmosphere to the interior is 4 times the
acoustic impedance ratio between the air and interior, leading to about 10−4
(Lognonné and Johnson 2007). This will be typically the relative energy transferred
by a body wave to the atmosphere or by an atmospheric source to the interior.
Normal modes associated to surface waves will transmit more energy, as they are
stationary waves. The transmitted energy can, however, be estimated for a fundamental surface wave of angular order easily with this approach. As they have a
horizontal wavelength of λ = 2π a  + 1/ 2 and bounce on the surface one time per
cycle, with an amplitude decreasing each time by e − π / Q due attenuation in the solid
part, where Q is the quality coefficient of the mode, the total energy can be expressed
as the sum of the term of a geometrical series e −π / Q(e − π / Q R) n T . During these successive bounces, the portion of energy transmitted to the atmosphere will therefore
2Q r air cair
be E = ε
, where e is the partition ratio between the energy in vertical
π r int cint
displacement and the total energy, the latter being typically of the order of 0.5. For
a Q value of 100, we find typical values of almost 10−3, showing that almost one
per mille of the energy of surface waves is dissipated in the Earth atmosphere, as
shown on Fig. 10.1.
A much more detailed and rigorous theory is necessary for the modeling of the
observed phenomena, especially because most observations are done for long
period seismic waves, with periods of several 10s of seconds or even a few of 100s
of seconds, for which the high-frequency approach of propagating waves and rays
is not valid anymore: both the surface and the troposphere are indeed within one
wavelength for acoustic waves of 100 s (i.e., about 30 km of wavelength). The first
theory was developed by Watada (1995) and Lognonné et al. (1998). This approach
takes into account the coupling between the solid Earth, the ocean, and the atmosphere.
In the latter, the boundary conditions of the elasto-dynamic operator at the solid
Earth–atmosphere interface is integrated in the normal modes theory. A radiative
boundary condition simulates the escape of acoustic and gravity atmospheric waves
in the upper ionosphere, where no refraction of waves is observed. Either variational
methods (Lognonné et al. 1998) or iterative methods (Kobayashi 2007) can be used,
leading to the computation of normal modes with both eigenfrequency and eigenmodes
with complex values. The dissipation related to viscosity in the atmosphere can be
easily incorporated, as shown by Artru et al. (2001).
The results for a typical atmospheric model (U.S. Standard atmosphere 1976)
and the PREM model for the solid Earth (Dziewonski and Anderson 1981) are
shown on Fig. 10.1. The finite wavelength of the long period acoustic waves
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Fig. 10.1 Fraction of the energy of surface waves in the Venus, Earth, and Mars atmospheres for
Rayleigh surface waves. Only the first peaks are due to atmospheric resonances. Note that the
amplitudes on Mars and Earth are comparable at low frequency (2–3 mHz), due to differences in
the atmospheric resonance frequency. US standard atmospheric model (1976) is used for the
Earth, whereas the models of Forget et al. (1999) and Hunten et al. (1983) are used for Mars and
Venus, respectively (reprinted from Lognonné and Johnson 2007)

generates resonance effects observed at the frequencies associated with the fundamental
and overtones of the atmospheric wave-guide. At these frequencies (about 3.7 and
4.44 mHz), a much larger fraction of the seismic waves is transferred in the
atmosphere, and this preferential transmission is the major explanation not only for
the bichromatic signals observed after volcano eruptions, but also for the large
ionospheric waves detected between 3.5 and 5 mHz. The amplitude of the normal
modes, either in the atmosphere for the Rayleigh fundamental normal modes, or in
the solid Earth for the acoustic normal modes, can be found in Lognonné et al.
(1998), Lognonné and Johnson (2007), Lognonné and Clévédé (2002), and Kobayashi
(2007). Figure 10.1 also provides a comparison of the coupling between the Earth
and other telluric planets. This will be discussed briefly in Sect. 10.5.
The properties of the atmospheric channel in this vertical propagation is, however,
significantly depending on the position and local time, as the structure of the atmosphere changes with position and local time (Fig. 10.2) and both the energy transfer
and the amplitudes of the normal modes are affected. As the atmosphere/interior
coupling is a local effect (i.e., associated with an horizontal propagation much smaller
at long period than the wavelength of the seismic waves), a first modeling of this
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Fig. 10.2 Sound speed in the atmosphere for model NRLMSISE-00 on January 1, a 0 h00 TU, as a
function of altitude and longitude, at an altitude of 50 km. Variations are about 10% peak-to-peak and
units are in m/s.

variability can be done by using the 1D theory described above on all points of the
Earth surface, using on each of these points an empirical 3D atmospheric model, such
as the NRLMSIS-00 model (Picone et al. 2002). The first feature observed is related
to the crossing between the solid Earth fundamental Rayleigh modes (noted 0S) and
the atmospheric fundamental acoustic modes (noted 0P). The latter is the main reason
for the large energy transfer found around 3.7 mHz between the solid Earth and the
atmosphere. Figure 10.3 shows that depending on the local time and location, this
crossing can be either between the frequencies of 0S27−0S28 or 0S28−0S29. This is generating a dependence of the energetic coupling with local time and location, as shown
by Fig. 10.4a: the amount of energy in the atmosphere can vary by a factor of 2 for
the fundamental modes and the first overtones at the resonances frequency and the
amplitudes are found to be the largest during the night, when the acoustic impedance
of the atmosphere is the highest (Fig. 10.4b).
As a first step, spherically symmetric normal modes can be used to compute,
with a summation technique, not only seismograms from atmospheric sources, but
also atmospheric signals from quakes. We, however, have to keep in mind the effect
of the atmospheric variability, which will request the computation of normal modes
for a 3D time-dependent atmosphere for more precise studies.

10.2.2 Neutral Atmosphere – Ionospheric Coupling
When the waves reach the ionosphere, they interact with the ionospheric plasma.
This interaction is done mainly through collision processes, which transfer the
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Fig. 10.3 (Left) Location of the Earth where the fundamental atmospheric acoustic mode 0P28 has
a frequency below the frequency of the fundamental Rayleigh seismic mode 0S28. The values of
the frequency, with colorscale in mHz, is given in color, the one of 0S28 being the middle green
value of the color scale. (Right) The figure shows the location of the Earth where the fundamental
atmospheric acoustic mode 0P28 has a frequency higher than the frequency of the fundamental
Rayleigh seismic mode 0S28. The frequency of 0S27, 0S28, and 0S29 are 3.544, 3.635, and 3.726 mHz,
respectively, showing that the acoustic mode is either between 0S27 and 0S28 or 0S28 and 0S29,
depending on the location

Fig. 10.4a-b (a) (Left) Plot of the fraction of energy in the atmosphere for the fundamental
Rayleigh waves of angular order up to 50 and for the first harmonics, for different local times
of the MSISE-00 atmospheric model. The interior model remains PREM for all cases. The
resonances, while occurring for different angular orders, are found at the same frequencies.
(Right) plot of the amplitude of the vertical component of the fundamental Rayleigh waves
near the resonance (angular order 29), as a function of depth in km. The amplitudes, multiplied by the square root of density, are multiplied by 100 in the atmosphere. A minimum of
coupling is found near 12 h local time
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velocity of the neutral atmosphere, noted dw to the ions or electrons. The electrons/
ions are then interacting through electromagnetic forces to maintain the ionosphere
neutrality and electric field and magnetic field are therefore perturbed. Both ions
and electrons in addition interact with the magnetic and electric field, and to the
first order, the velocity of the charged particles is then significant only along the
direction of the magnetic field (Kherani et al. 2008; Dautermann et al. 2008, 2009;
Ostrovsky 2008). More in details, the Fourier transform of the velocity of a given
ionized species is expressed as (Kherani et al. 2008)
br
1
{[(1 + ih) 2 + k 2 br2 ]dwr + k 2 br bθ dwθ } ≈
{br dwr + bθ dwθ }
2
(1 + ih)
(1 + ih)k
bq
1
{[(1 + ih) 2 + k 2 bq2 ]dwq + k 2 br bθ dwr } ≈
{br dwr + bθ dwθ }
du q =
(1 + ih)
(1 + ih)k 2
1
du f = {bq dwr − br dwθ }
k
du r =

where we use the Fourier-transformed components of the velocity of a given
species du and the cosine directors of the magnetic field along r, q, j, respectively,
br,bq,bj and where k = qB / mv is the ratio between the gyropulsation of the ionized
species and its collision frequency, h = w / v is the ratio between the pulsation of
the wave and the collision frequency and where the final expression is given to the
first order of 1/k. q, m are the charge and mass of the species, while B is the local
amplitude of the magnetic field and i is such that i2 = −1. The typical values of the
collision frequencies are given in Fig. 10.5, while the gyrofrequency (2p times
smaller than the pulsation) is about 1.4 MHz for electrons and a 50,000 nT magnetic
field amplitude, typical of the Earth magnetic field over California or Japan. The
gyrofrequency is 30,000 times smaller for O+ ion and therefore about 45 Hz. This
shows that for both ions and electrons, k are much larger than unity, and for the
surface waves, h are smaller than unity, which justify these expressions valid to the
first order in 1/k. The ionospheric perturbation in velocity is therefore mainly parallel to the magnetic field and has a smaller component perpendicular to the magnetic
field. The electron density variation is expressed by the conservation equation
∂δ n


+ div(n0δ u ) + div(δ nu0 ) = 0
∂t
in the linearized case and when no perturbation in the production rate is assumed.

Here u0 is the background and steady-state electron current, such as the equatorial
electro-jet. These effects are generating both latitudinal and azimuthal effects on
the ionospheric signals.
Figure 10.6 shows the latitudinal effect, for typical amplitudes recoded in the
ionosphere, for surface arbitrary vertical amplitude of 1 mm in displacement, at the
frequency of 5 mHz. We note the amplification with altitude of the neutral wave, as
well as its latitude dependence related to change of the scale height between
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Fig. 10.5 (Left) Typical electron density as obtained from IRI (Bilitza 2001) for a morning condition (5 h local time). Right figure shows the typical collision frequencies for ion-neutral and
electron-neutral, as obtained from model SAMI2 (Huba et al. 2000)

equator and poles. Because of the magnetic field, the vertical charged velocity is
canceling at the magnetic equator while the maximum in the electron density
perturbation is found at the equator, with a secondary maximum at mid-latitudes.
Figure 10.6 also illustrates that the ionospheric perturbation cannot be recorded
everywhere with the same efficiency and tools and that both Doppler sounder
(sensitive to the velocities) and GPS sounders (sensitive to the electron density) are
necessary to perform observations over large range of latitudes.
This azimuth dependence of electron density perturbation is illustrated in
Fig. 10.7a, b, for an acoustic expending wave, generated over Japan, where the
magnetic inclination is about 50°. During its perturbation, the acoustic ray is
bended due to the increase of the sound speed. When propagating southward, it
reaches therefore a point where it is parallel to the magnetic field, while a perpendicular
configuration is in contrary found for northward propagation path. This azimuth
sensitivity, leading to an apparent directivity effect on the observations of
ionospheric-seismic signals from quakes (Heki and Ping 2005) or of ionosphericacoustic signals from volcanic eruptions (Heki 2006) must be taken in the modeling
when amplitudes are analyzed and possibly inverted.

10.3 Observation and Inversions
Our review will focus on the observation performed relatively far from the source,
when the contributions from the waves propagating in the atmosphere and excited
at the source by the piston-like displacement of the ground can be separated from
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Fig. 10.6 Left and middle figures are the electron density and electron vertical velocity responses
to the neutral velocity of the right figure. This neutral velocity field takes into account the
amplification of acoustic waves with altitude and its dissipation at high altitude. The period of the
acoustic wave is set to 200 s and IRI and SAMI2 models ( see Fig. 10.5) are used for the computation
of the perturbations

the seismic tele-seismic waves. We will therefore not cover the ionospheric observations of the acoustic waves, the latter being the high altitude counterpart of the
waves described in detail by Mikuma and Watada. These waves have however been
reported by many studies (e.g., Afraimovich et al. 2001; Heki and Ping 2005;
Kiryushkin and Afraimovich 2007; Heki 2006; Astafyeva and Afraimovich 2006)
and where probably the waves detected originally by Calais and Minster (1995).

10. 3.1 Atmospheric Coupling at the Source
The first illustration of the seismic/acoustic wave coupling can be found in
signals detected in an atmospheric-interior path, in which the Rayleigh waves
(and theoretically body waves too) are excited at the source by powerful
atmospheric sources. They then can propagate in the solid Earth over long distances.
The typical sources for such signals are the volcano explosions, like El Chichon in
1982, Pinatubo in 1991, and more recently Montserrat in 2003. This excitation
mechanism is very likely contributing also to the continuous excitation of normal
modes (see Tanimoto and Artru 2007 for a recent review), even if the oceanic
excitation is certainly exiting normal modes at a larger level (Webb 2007).
The first clear observation was made by Pinatubo: by stacking 12 IDA stations
during 12 h, Zürn and Widmer (1996) have shown indeed that the recorded signals
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Fig. 10.7 (a-b): 3D simulation of an acoustic wave generated by a source point at the surface,
over Hokkaido, Japan. X and Y direction are along west–east and south–north, respectively. The
top figure shows the isotropic perturbations in electron density when no magnetic field is taken
into account. They reach a maximum at the maximum ionization altitude. The bottom figure shows
the effect of the magnetic field, which focuses on the perturbation in the south, where the acoustic
rays reach a configuration parallel to the magnetic field

have a selective excitation of Rayleigh surface waves around frequencies of 3.7,
4.44 mHz for the two mains peaks. Many papers were published on the explanation
of these unusual signals. Some have proposed a feedback regime between the atmosphere and the volcano (Widmer and Zürn 1992; Zürn and Widmer 1996). Other
proposed the excitation of two atmospheric waves, the low frequency one being a
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gravity wave, and the other being acoustic (Kanamori and Mori 1992; Kanamori
et al. 1994). It is now recognized that this bichromatic excitation is just related to
the fact that the Rayleigh waves around 3.7 and 4.44 mHz have more energy in the
atmosphere and are therefore more excited than the others.
Such views can be consolidated by a waveform source inversion of the Pinatubo
data, shown in Fig. 10.8, where 18 stations of the Global Network (Geoscope and Iris)
on the VLP channels corresponding to the full day of June 15, 1991 are shown. In
such inversions, we have to compute the seismograms, by using the Rayleigh normal
modes with their atmospheric extension, as shown in Fig. 10.5. A standard normal
mode summation technique (e.g., Lognonné 1991) can be used. For an explosive
force, the expression of the seismograms is given by (Lognonné et al. 1994)
 1
u (t , rs ) = ∑ ℜe 
 iσ k
k

∫

t

0


′
dt ′ M k (re , t ′ )eiσ k (t − t ) uk (rs )


where rs re are the receiver/explosion coordinates respectively, index k denotes a
given mode with quantum numbers , m, n, sk, and uk are the normal frequency and
normal mode, respectively, associated to index k and where the source term
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Fig. 10.8 Bandpass filtered vertical data recorded after the Pinatubo eruption by several
stations of the global network. Stations have increasing epicentral distance from top to bottom.
The Two small quakes recorded on the data and originating from other sources as the Pinatubo
region (A Ms = 6.1 quake from Causasus and a Ms=6.3 quakes from South Sandwich Islands,
occurring, respectively, at 0059TU and 0113TU) are subtracted from the data after CMT inversion
of both quakes achieved by a waveform fitting of coupled synthetics computed for the aspherical
model M84 (Woodhouse and Dziewonski 1984)
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Mk(re, t) is given by the source integrated over the whole source volume and is
expressed by Mk(t) = Vs Dp(t) div(uk) when the source is represented as an isotropic pressure glut Dp(t) in the source volume Vs. Note that in the source term, the
divergence of the normal mode eigenfunction is taken at the source location.
Such an expression allows therefore to test the source altitude. Figure 10.9
shows the result of a least-square inversion of the data with synthetics filtered in the
frequency bandpass window from 1 to 8 mHz, assuming that the seismic source is
localized at a given altitude/depth z, is isotropic in direction, and is radiating during
10 h starting after June 13, 1991, 22h UT.
The inversion is performed by least-square fitting of the vertical ground
displacement after instruments correction and by adding a correlation time to the
moment tensor history, in order to stabilize the inversion. We therefore minimize
n
n
(t ) − ucal
(t ))
∑ ∫ dt (uobs
n

2

+ ε ∫∫ dt dt ′ m(t ) C −1 (t − t ′) m(t ′ )
2

2

with an exponential correlation function C (t ) = e − (t / τ ) , in order to stabilize
inverse problem. Inversions for all altitudes from a few kilometers depth to about
60 km of altitude are then performed and compared. The best variance reduction
(about 60%) is found near the surface and at an altitude between 24 and 28 km
(Fig. 10.10a, b). To assess the validity of a low-altitude source with respect to a
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Fig. 10.9 Synthetics found in the inversion, explaining 60% of the variance of the data. The
fundamental and the ten first overtones were taken in the normal modes summation and all the
normal modes of these branches in the studied frequency window were taken. Note that the main
characteristics of the waveforms are retrieved, as well as amplitudes
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Fig. 10.10 (a) Variance reduction for a series of inversion, for different values of altitude, and
weighting factor. The best sources are found either at the ground level in the atmosphere or at
an altitude between 20 and 28 km corresponding to the altitude reached by the eruptions.
(b) Source history for a surface pressure glut vs. time. Amplitude is in 20 MT of equivalent
TNT times 1 s. The source is at 28 km of altitude, and when compared with the source solution
for a shallow atmospheric source, the amplitude of the source is reduced by a factor 100 as well
as the complexity of the source. The obtained source function is closer from a series of explosion, each of them of about 20–40 MT and with burst times of the order of 200–500 s. Vertical
lines are associated to the reported eruption of the volcano and several fits with the burst found
in the source function
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high-altitude one, the amplitudes of the two different sources can be compared.
The seismic moment of the source ranges between a minimum expressed as M0 = tb
(g−1) E (Lognonné et al. 1994), where g is the adiabatic index of the atmosphere
and tb the duration of the blast and M0 = 2tb E when all the energy is released in
kinetic energy, which might be the case for an eruption where most of the ejecta
have a vertical velocity. As shown in Fig. 10.10b, reasonable amplitudes are found
only for a source at 24–28 km of altitude, with most of the energy released at the
time of the individual explosions. These releases of seismic moment are found
near the reported date of the individual eruptions. These eruptions are associated
to yields of about 4,000 MTs, corresponding to explosions releasing an energy
of about 20 MT equivalent TNT during blast times of about 200–500 s, which
corresponds to the order of magnitude of the Pinatubo eruption, whose energy is
about 200 MT in several explosions. These results show that the seismic source of
the Pinatubo eruption can be relatively well explained by a series of eruptions
rather than the complex mechanisms proposed by the previous studies.
In a similar approach, Dautermann et al. 2008, 2009 have recently studied the
Montserrat 2003 eruption associated to the explosive lava dome collapse of the
Soufriere Hills volcano. Both signal in the ionosphere, associated to the acoustic
wave and detected on the TEC GPS data, and signals in the ground, associated to
the seismic waves and detected on strain sensors, have been recorded. As for
Pinatubo, best results in the waveform fitting are achieved for a source in the atmosphere. Note however that in these cases, both the acoustic and seismic waves must
be taken into account in the modeling, as the observations are to close for achieving
a separation of the wavetrains, as it was the case for the remote seismic signals of
the Pinatubo eruption.

10.3.2 Ionospheric–Atmospheric Coupling of Seismic Waves
Le us now consider the same coupling processes, but in the other propagating direction,
i.e., from the Earth interior toward the Earth atmosphere. The classical example will
here be a quake, generating seismic waves converted partially to atmospheric waves
when the seismic wavefront reaches the Earth surface. In this process, only horizontal
S waves, i.e., SH or Love waves, will not generate acoustic waves. All others will
be converted and acoustic waves will therefore be launched in the atmosphere for
the SV and P body waves and for the spheroidal surface waves, especially the
fundamental Rayleigh ones.
The amplitudes of these waves are generally quite small at the Earth surface, as
their amplitude, for vertically incident waves, is twice the amplitude of the seismic
waves in the interior. The typical amplitude of the associated pressure wave in the
atmosphere can be estimated by assuming a vertical propagation, which leads to
p=

4 rcπ
1, 600
u≈
u
T
T
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for the typical values of the density and sound speed of the atmosphere at the
ground level. This shows that even for 20 s surface waves of 1 mm amplitude,
corresponding to the typical surface waves of large (Ms > 8) quakes at teleseismic
distance, the pressure is a fraction of Pa. The same is observed for body waves: one
second body waves of 1 cm/s2, corresponding to the acceleration of a local and
shallow 3.5 quake or to a Mercalli scale of II, generates amplitudes of 250 mm and
pressure fluctuation smaller than 0.5 Pa. These amplitudes are one order of magnitude
smaller than those of the records studied by Mikumo and Watada in the previous
section , which correspond to large quakes (e.g., Ms > 8, such as the 2003 Tokachi-Oki
earthquake studied by Watada et al. 2006). This shows the difficulties for observing
signals for most of the quakes at the ground level and the importance of the
amplification in the acoustic waves amplitudes observed when the latter propagate
upward towards the ionospheric height, where they are amplified, thanks to
the atmospheric density decay.
During more than four decades, the detected signals described above were more
or less considered as some “funny” or “exotic” observation in seismology, unable
to provide new valuable information, either on the source or on the internal structure of the Earth. However, we are now facing, with the development of new technologies in ionospheric sounding, or with the dense GPS networks progressive
changes, which put a new light on these researches and start to point out possible
seismological interests and applications.
Following the pioneering works done with analog Doppler sounder (Davies and
Baker 1965; Leonard and Barnes 1965; Yuen et al. 1969), observations have been
continuously made with improved performances (Namazov et al. 1975; Najita and
Yuen 1979; Tanaka et al. 1984; Blanc 1985; Egorov et al. 1990; Parrot et al. 1993).
The new generations of sounders, such as the Doppler sounder operated by CEA/
DASE in France, can detect most of the earthquakes with Ms greater than 6.5 (Artru
et al. 2004). They provide data very similar to seismograms in the sense that they
measure directly the vertical motion of an ionospheric layer: both surface waves
and body waves are detected in the ionosphere, including SV waves (see
Fig 10.11). Many other Doppler sounders are in operation and have collected a
large amount of data, especially after the large Sumatra quake with observations in
Taiwan (Liu et al. 2004a,b), China (Hao et al. 2006) in addition to those in France.
The fine analysis of these data, however, shows that the propagation of the signal
at high altitudes is not well explained by acoustic propagation only and that the
observed propagation velocities are much lower than the acoustic values (Artru
et al. 2005). In Fig. 10.11, this might be observed when we compare the 1 min delay
between the waveforms at 186 and 168 km, with the theoretical delay of about 30 s.
The full understanding of these data will therefore need further works.
These Doppler instruments remain limited to a small number of point measurements
and cannot resolve the 3D structure of the perturbation. Recent studies have
therefore used Over-The-Horizon radars, which might provide maps of the ionospheric vertical displacements (Occhipinti 2006). Preliminary results show that the
signal-to-noise ratio of these instruments is probably comparable with those
obtained by Doppler sounders and that these instruments could therefore be a way
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Fig. 10.11 Seismic surface waves after the Mw = 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake (Taiwan, September 20,
1999) as measured on a ground seismometer (bottom panel) at the Geoscope station SSB (SaintSauveur, France) and on the CEA ionospheric Doppler sounding network (Francourville, France),
corresponding to the vertical motion of ionospheric layers at altitudes 168 and 186 km. These two
stations are located at 89.06 and 89.17° of epicentral distance. All traces show the vertical velocity perturbation in the 1–50 mHz frequency band. An amplification of 4.104 is observed between
the ground and the ionosphere. The ~8 min delay between the ground and the ionosphere at
168 km of altitude corresponds to the propagation time of the acoustic wave. About 28 s are
necessary from 168 to 186 km. Because of this delay, body waves are expected to arrive in
the ionosphere at about 18 h20, 18 h26 for S and SS waves, respectively, while surface waves
arrive at about 18 h39’30’’. SV waves, due to SV-P conversion, are therefore possibly detected.
Comparison with synthetics obtained with normal modes can be found in Artru et al. (2005).
Adapted from Tanimoto and Artru (2007)

to provide dense measurements of the seismic wavefront, with sampling as low as
1 measurement per 25 km2 over surface of several 106 km2. Their use for scientific
application remain, however, challenging.
Another approach is necessary. It can be based on electron density perturbation
measurements performed by the GPS networks (see Mannucci 1998 for details on the
ionospheric sounding with GPS and Lognonné et al. (2006) for a review on its seismic
applications). The first seismic observations were performed by Calais and Minster
(1995) after the 1994 Northridge earthquake (Ms = 6.7), who detected perturbations in
the ionospheric total electron. Afraimovich et al. (2001) detected the acoustic shock
waves associated with two earthquakes that occurred in Turkey in 1999. Ducic et al.
(2003) have then used data from the dense California GPS networks and detected the
ionospheric Rayleigh waves. As Najita and Yuen (1979), they were able to use the
ionospheric perturbations for the computation of the group velocity of the long period
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oceanic Rayleigh waves. The 3D structure of the Denali ionospheric signal was then
characterized by Garcia et al. (2005a, b) and with such an approach, the comparison
of signals from identical altitude can be performed. Figure 10.13 illustrates these 3D
views of the ionospheric signal and confirms experimentally the maximum electron
density altitude, when compared with Fig. 10.6.
The dense and denser GPS networks available around the world, especially in
Japan, California, and USA and Europe, allow now numerous observations.
Figure 10.12 shows one such example, following the shallow (depth = 27 km),
Tokachi-Oki earthquake of September 25, 2003 (Ms = 8.3, latitude and longitude of
41.775°N et 143.904°E). We clearly see on this profile the transition at about
200 km of epicentral distance, between the acoustic waves, propagating mainly in
the atmosphere with an acoustic velocity smaller than 1000 m/s, and the acoustic
signature of the Rayleigh waves, with an apparent velocity corresponding to the
Rayleigh surface waves (3,500 m/s).
Much more studies will probably be performed in the near future on the seismological analysis of these data: in addition to the group velocity measurement
already done by Najita and Yuen (1979) and Ducic et al. (2003), we can in particular envisage new seismic source constrain, following the first studies done by Heki
and Ping (2005), Kobayashi (2007) for the Tokachi-Oki 2003 quake and Heki
(2006) for the large 2004 Sumatra quake.
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Fig. 10.12 Acoustic and Rayleigh waves detected by the Japanese Geonet GPS network after the
Tokachi-Oki earthquake of September 25, 2003. Dates are filtered in the bandpass 2.4–4 mHz,
where the atmospheric coupling is the largest. The two gray lines are hodochrons for waves
propagating at 3.5 and 1 km/s from the source. Amplitudes are in TEC units. Up to about 300 km
of epicentral distance, acoustic waves, propagating mainly in the atmosphere, are detected, while
Rayleigh waves appear clearly at distances larger than 300 km
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Fig. 10.13 Vertical cut of the 3D Rayleigh waves impact in the ionosphere for the Tokachi-Oki
event. The Total Electronic Content amplitudes observed are typically 0.1 TECU peak-to-peak,
but 3D local variations reach a few 109 e/m3. No wavefront is observed with a north or
northwest propagation direction, due to a poor coverage of the GPS satellite in these directions.
The 3D reconstruction is done following methods of Garcia et al. (2005a) and Garcia and
Crespon (2008)

10.4 Ionospheric–Atmospheric Coupling of Tsunami Waves
As for surface waves, early theoretical works in the 1970s predicted that atmospheric
gravity waves are generated in the wake of a tsunami (Peltier and Hines 1976). About
30 min are needed for the gravity wave to develop its first maximum perturbation in
the ionosphere (vs.~10 min for seismic–acoustic waves). But after this delay, the
ionospheric perturbation follows the tsunami front and, as for the seismic waves, the
atmospheric oscillations are amplified with altitude. It should be noted moreover that,
due to their much shorter wavelength and period, the surface noise of ocean swell
does not produce significant upward propagating waves in the atmosphere: the atmosphere acts as a filter, enhancing the long wavelength tsunami perturbation over other
sources. Figure 10.14 shows the result of simulation, where the tsunami first generates an atmospheric gravity wave, which is then generating, through collisions
between neutral atmosphere and ions, perturbations in the electronic density.
The first observation had however to wait almost 30 years. It was performed
after the Peru, June 2001 tsunami (Artru et al. 2005). The tsunami arrival was
observed on Japanese tide gauges between 20 and 22 h after the earthquake, with
wave amplitudes between 10 and 40 cm (open ocean amplitude were estimated to
be of 1–2 cm) and dominant periods of 20–30 min. Shortly after, a large ionospheric
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Fig. 10.14 Coupling between the neutral atmosphere gravity wave induced by a tsunami and the
ionosphere. The tsunami amplitude has a 0.5 m amplitude and about 13 min period, corresponding
to the amplitude of the Sumatra, 2004 tsunami. From top to below are the normalized neutral
wind, and the absolute and relative electron density. This shows that large perturbations, reaching
10%, are generated by such tsunamis

perturbation was detected through a specific processing of data from the
continuous GPS network in Japan (GEONET). The arrival time, orientation,
wavelength, velocity of the wave packet observed are consistent with what is expected
for a tsunami-induced perturbation.
The gigantic and dramatic Sumatra tsunami of December 2004 confirmed the
possibilities of observing tsunami ionospheric signals, and signals were detected
on the Total Electronic Content (TEC) measurement on-board the TOPEX/
Poseidon and JASON satellites. The modeling of the ionospheric signal shows that
both the waveform and the amplitude observed by Jason and Topex can be reproduced (Occhipinti 2006) when the magnetic field is taken into account (Occhipinti
et al. 2008). Other observations were performed worldwide, either on GPS data in
the India Ocean (Lognonné et al. 2006; DasGupta et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2004a, b;
Otsuka et al. 2006) or even at the Aricebo facility (Lee et al. 2008). All these
signals can be associated with the ionospheric perturbation associated to the
propagating tsunami. These results confirm the interest of a real-time monitoring
of the ionosphere, which could be carried out either with active microwave radar
or by optical systems for airglow detection. They open new prospect for future
tsunami warning techniques.
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10.5 Exporting Remote Sensing Seismology on Venus?
Although on Earth, the technique described above would never provide the same
quality of seismic data as a seismic network, they can be the unique way to obtain
seismic data on planets too hostile for the deployment of long-lived seismic stations.
Venus is the best example (Garcia et al. 2005b; Lognonné and Johnson. 2007). In addition, the coupling strength is proportional to the acoustic impedance of the atmosphere, equal to rc where r is the density and c the acoustic speed. As the atmospheric
density at the surface of Venus is about 60 kg/m3 and the acoustic velocity is slightly
higher (410 m/s) than on Earth, this leads to an acoustic impedance about 60 times
greater than on Earth, where the atmospheric density is 1.2 kg/m3.
Moreover, at 50 km of altitude, where the Venus pressure is comparable with Earth
ground pressure, the decrease by almost two orders of magnitude of the density from
its surface value leads already to an amplification of 10 of the waves. Consequently,
Venus quakes will generate atmospheric infrasonic waves with amplitudes much larger
than on the Earth surface (Fig. 10.15). This profitable effect gives an unique opportunity
for a future Venus quakes detection by a satellite sounding the Venus ionosphere.

ionospheric oscillations at 150 km for a
10**18 Nm quake (Ms=5.9, T>100sec): VENUS
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Fig. 10.15 Long period vertical atmospheric oscillations, for a 1018 Nm quake (Mw = 5.9) and for
period larger than 100 s on Venus. Owing to the difference in the acoustic coupling at the ground,
ionospheric signals at 150 km of altitude are about 100 stronger on Venus for the same magnitude
and altitude than on Earth
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10.6 Conclusion
A significant coupling between the acoustic and seismic waves is observed. This
coupling is well understood theoretically. It generates remote seismic waves exited
by large atmospheric sources and atmospheric and ionospheric signals coupled to
the seismic wavefront. This coupling explains most of the signals recorded by the
large volcano eruption, which occurred in the three last decades. It also explains the
ionospheric signals, made available by the recent advance in the monitoring of
small-scale perturbations of the ionosphere: Rayleigh waves, tsunami-induced
gravity waves, and even seismic body waves generate signals, which can be
observed by ionospheric sounding based on GPS network, Doppler sounder, OTH
radars, and Spaceborne dual-frequency altimeter sounding. These new data open
exciting prospects in seismology such as the remote sensing of the Rayleigh
seismic wave fronts, especially over the ocean, where the deployment of dense
seismic networks is the most challenging. These techniques might also provide in
a future a high-resolution picture of the wavefront of body waves. These prospects
are also very exciting for tsunamis, as the latter are extremely difficult to observe
in the open ocean. The tsunami-generated atmospheric gravity waves have a clear
impact on the ionosphere and can be detected by remote sensing systems. Other
applications of this technique are also found in planetology, especially with interesting prospects in the remote sensing of quakes on Venus.
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Chapter 11

Acoustic-Gravity Waves from Impulsive
Sources in the Atmosphere
D.O. ReVelle

11.1 Atmospheric Modeling and the Acoustic-Gravity
Wave (AGW) Spectrum
11.1.1 Introduction to the Atmospheric Medium
The atmosphere is a very complex fluid medium composed of a mixture of compressible gases in a well-mixed (turbulent, but time-varying state) whose detailed
parameters vary substantially with altitude above the planetary surface and whose
detailed properties can be modeled as being in a state of exact hydrostatic balance
for sufficiently large horizontal spatial scales (where the vertical pressure gradient
acceleration balances the local acceleration due to gravity along a surface of constant
geopotential) as well as perfect or ideal (free from the influence of van der Waal
forces, etc.) at progressively greater geopotential heights (Chapters de Groot-Hedlin
et al. 2010; Hauchecorne et al. 2010; Lott and Millet 2010). (It is in fact well known
to be composed of the diatomic molecules nitrogen and oxygen at sufficiently low
altitudes.) It is also assumed to be in a state of near-geostrophy, i.e., where the flow
Rossby number (or where the ratio of the inertial acceleration to the Coriolis acceleration ≅ 0). These quasigeostrophic horizontal winds themselves are systematically
driven by the solar heating differences between the equator and the pole, and their
magnitude depends upon the magnitude of the mean, north–south temperature gradients. Over fairly uniform or level terrain, the planetary surface drives convective
cells, etc. whose physical effects drive our tropospheric weather patterns, but these
properties can also vary substantially due to Planetary, Rossby-gravity, and acousticgravity waves (AGWs) generated by mountainous terrain and by ocean–land temperature contrasts, etc. Above about 85 km (depending on latitude, etc.)
photoionization and photodissociation readily occurs, and this well-mixed state
gives way to a time-varying partially ionized fluid whose properties are dominated
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by a so-called diffusive separation regime (above the turbopause) with lighter fluids
overlaying heavier fluids, i.e., with hydrogen at the outer edge of interplanetary
space on top of helium, etc., as the earth’s upper atmosphere merges with the outer
atmosphere of the sun. At such high altitudes, the atmosphere is nearly isothermal,
whereas deeper down in the middle atmosphere the solar heating effects are dominant, and nonisothermal atmospheric effects are very important. These nonisothermal heating effects such as the absorption of incoming solar radiation by ozone near
the boundary between the stratosphere and the mesosphere, for example, lead to the
formation of vertical sound channels (ducts) of which the atmosphere with horizontal winds possess two such primary channels and numerous subsidiary subducts
channels when perturbations in the adiabatic, thermodynamic sound speed (Thompson
1972) are also considered. Furthermore, because of longitudinal irregularities within
the atmosphere and its irregular degree of heating, etc., these effects can also vary
systematically with horizontal range leading to the concept of range-dependent
media, “leaky” waveguide modes, the formation of caustics (from optics indicating
focused “burning” regions), etc. In addition, however, fundamental traveling atmospheric phenomena such as traveling cyclones/anticyclones have highly variable
horizontal and vertical structure. This structure is also clearly evident in the prevailing horizontal scales in the observed atmospheric temperature and wind fields, etc.
Thus, it is extremely natural, and not at all the exception for the atmosphere to have
a range-dependent structure. In addition, because of the spherical planet geometry,
only half of the available surface area is illuminated by the Sun at any time, which
also naturally leads to nonsteady state flow conditions, etc.
When modeling the physical properties of waves emanating from such a complex
system, it is obviously not possible to fully account for all these effects simultaneously.
Many of these complicated properties can nonetheless be accounted for in varying
limits as noted, for example, by Beer (1975), Fleagle and Businger (1980), Gill (1982),
Mihalas and Weibel-Mihalas (1999), Thompson (1972) and by Tolstoy (1973) which
the reader is invited to consult for further details than can be provided herein.

11.1.2 Key Environmental Parameters: Temperature/Sound
Speed and Horizontal Wind Speed
We present below examples of vertical profiles of temperature and of zonal and
meridional winds in the atmosphere. These profiles are those indicative of the
region near the country of Paraguay on September 15, 2007. This is the date of the
entry of the extremely important event, the Carancas meteorite fall and associated
cratering record in the high Peruvian Andes as will also be subsequently discussed
later on in much greater detail. The profiles in Figs. 11.1–11.3 nonetheless serve
to point out the overall waveguide ducting features of the midlatitude atmosphere
(in this specific case, a set of atmospheric structure parameters more typical of the
Southern hemisphere at the time of the Autumnal equinox).
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Fig. 11.1 Air temperature as a function of geometric height

Fig. 11.2 Zonal wind speed as a function of geometric height

In Fig. 11.1, the characteristic behavior of the expected temperature structure
can readily be observed, which exhibits a peak value near the ground and again
in the vicinity of the stratopause (~50–60 km aloft). Similar structure is also
found for the adiabatic thermodynamic sound speed profile, which is derivable
from the temperature and the mean molecular weight structure (which is nearly a
constant independent of height up to ~85–90 km). In Fig. 11.2, the characteristic
zonal wind (east-west) component of the atmosphere is also readily observable,
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Fig. 11.3 Meridional wind speed as a function of geometric height

which can be expressed in terms of a type of atmospheric jet stream with the
approximation that air density times the wind speed is approximately a constant
(geostrophy) across vertical regions where the north-south temperature gradient
does not change its sign. This behavior was recognized many years ago through
a relationship called Egnell’s law for the troposphere. In modern terminology, we
recognize this behavior through the thermal wind law of meteorology (Gill 1982).
From this figure, both the polar tropospheric jet stream at 10–20 km aloft and the
polar night jet stream at heights from 40 to 60 km aloft can be readily observed.
Finally, in Fig. 11.3, the meridional wind (north-south) component is also plotted.
It is generally quite weak in middle latitudes of the earth’s atmosphere, except
briefly at ~50 and ~100 km. These figures were all generated from data that were
extracted from the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) for the
region transecting Paraguay at the time of fall of the Carancas meteorite and
crater-forming event on September 15, 2007.

11.1.3 AGW Resonant Frequencies and Relevant Spatial Scales
The atmosphere has a number of resonant frequencies and also a discrete set of
limits that are useful for studying its behavior under varying conditions. In Fig. 11.4,
a highly simplified schematic cartoon for AGW sources and the corresponding
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Fig. 11.6 θ = 62 deg: Side view of wave normal paths (viewed from the west)

Fig. 11.7 θ = 62 deg: Side view of wave normal paths (viewed from the south)
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propagation limits in the atmosphere for a number of atmosphere impulsive sources
are plotted.
In middle latitudes where the Coriolis parameter f is ~10−4 s−1, the lower period
limit (using the longest period, t, where t = 1/f ~ 104 s) of AGW constructed on a
tangent plane in Cartesian coordinates is provided through a self-consistent scaling process by f, as long as fundamental periods that are multiples of the earth’s
rotation rate as is the case for atmospheric tidal oscillations are also ignored.
Additional higher frequency resonant periods where significant amplification of
signals is expected, if the atmosphere is driven sufficiently intensely at these
frequencies, are the Brunt-Vaisalla (BV) frequency (wBV) and the atmospheric
acoustic waveguide resonant (cut-off) propagation frequency (wac). Precise physical
definitions of these frequencies are presented in ReVelle (2004, 2005) and thus
are not repeated here.
In Fig. 11.4, a highly oversimplified plot of the period (in s) of AGW disturbances vs. their horizontal wavelength scales (in km), it is readily observed that
there is actually a complex atmospheric wave zoo composed of numerous zoo
(source) members. To be certain that the waves of interest are related to specific
impulsive atmospheres sources, we may in fact need additional ancillary information such as detections by additional methods, some of which may not be wave-like
in nature or detections in media other than air, for example. In this figure, we have
only indicated the presence of the Brunt-Vaisalla frequency (labeled as BV) with
internal acoustic waves at frequencies below the BV and internal gravity waves
also possible above the BV.

Fig. 11.8 Top view of wave normal paths: θ = 35 deg
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Finally, a key measure of the greatest perturbative horizontal scale as a direct
result of the impulsive energy deposition process can also be determined by the evaluation of the Barotropic/baroclinic Rossby deformation radius, a key quantity in
Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics (Fleagle and Businger 1980) that allows an
evaluation of the speed of shallow water waves (for long wavelength waves propagating in a fluid medium of constant, i.e., homogeneous density) divided by the Coriolis
parameter, f (with the inverse of f also called the atmospheric inertial frequency) or
L = (gH)1/2/f

(11.1)

where g = acceleration due to gravity, H = fluid depth, likely comparable to the
pressure scale height (~7 km), f = 2⋅W⋅sin f = Coriolis parameter (or the atmospheric inertial frequency), W = 7.292 × 10−5/s = earth’s solid body rotation rate,
and f = latitude
This parameter can be of fundamental importance in examining the effects of
geostrophic adjustment processes in the atmosphere due to various types of
wave generation by flow over mountains or other perturbative meteorological
forcing mechanisms. The process of geostrophic adjustment (see for example,
Klostermeyer 1976) is also one which also generates Lamb waves as will be
discussed in detail for impulsive sources below. Knowledge of this fact allows
atmospheric scientists a tool needed to help separate the myriad parts of the
atmospheric wave zoo. The Rossby deformation radius provides a measure of
the horizontal distance scale over which natural Lamb waves are generated
meteorologically and can also indicate plausible directions of wave generation
for a specific type of meteorological source. The Rossby radius is a measure of
the horizontal scale over which the height field adjusts during the return to an
exact state of geostrophic balance after the atmosphere has been perturbed by an
external forcing agent.

11.2 Atmospheric Wave Kinematics, Path Dynamics,
and Inviscid Energetics
11.2.1 Underlying Physical AGW Regimes
Waves are ubiquitous within all realms of the geophysical environment, and their
successful monitoring and interpretation demands that they be properly analyzed to
gain full knowledge of their detection time(s) of arrival, as well as locating and characterizing the source region. Atmospheric waves and their wave zoo as discussed
earlier and as analyzed in this chapter are a only a small portion of the numerous
geophysical phenomena that can be detected within the atmosphere, in the oceans
hydroacoustically, using seismic techniques in the lithospheric environment and at
the corresponding boundary regions between these various media. It should also
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be remembered that the geophysical monitoring of these waves and their sources
should be done with full knowledge of the corresponding limitations in terms of
analysis assumptions, assumptions regarding the physical state of the propagation
medium and its interfacial boundary conditions, various measurement errors, array
antenna receiving characteristics, atmospheric synoptic-scale and mesoscale meteorological conditions at the surface and aloft, effects of background noise levels due
largely to turbulence on the reliability of the detections, etc. With proper care, it has
been previously shown that a large number of sources in the atmospheric wave zoo
can be readily identified and rapidly characterized using the numerous techniques
now available to analysts of geoacoustic phenomena as will be discussed below.

11.2.1.1 Modeling Approaches for AGWs
The types of modeling approaches used for propagation of AGWs include “ray” or
wave normal theory (geometrical acoustics), normal mode waveguide (full wave)
theory, Ray-mode theory (see for example Tindle and Guthrie 1974; Jensen et al.
1994), and also various numerical integration techniques, etc. Unlike ray theory,
which is typically used only to predict the paths of acoustic disturbances, and waveguide mode theory, which is typically used only to predict AGW amplitudes, raymode theory defines the geometrical properties of a normal mode and is used to
formally predict the paths of AGWs in terms of its excited normal modes.
The wave normal “ray” tracing equations or geometrical “particle” acoustics (in
the nondissipative limit) can be justified by using the size parameter, S, as defined
in Optics. If we define:
S = 2p{r/ l},

(11.2)

where r = “obstacle scale” redirecting the wave, l = wavelength (at the maximum
amplitude of the wave), then we can identify at least three unique physical propagation
regimes in terms of S and identified as:
(a) S >> 1, Geometrical acoustics
(b) S ~ O(1): Wave diffraction regime
(c) S << 1: Wave scattering regime
Furthermore, we can also define the ray vs. a modal transition distance for a horizontally uniform, nonleaky waveguide (Ceplecha et al. 1998):
Rrm = 2H2/l

(11.3)

where H = vertical duct thickness, Then, the current range, R is to be compared with
Rrm so that if:
(a) R < Rrm, Geometrical acoustics is applicable (more “rays” than modes exist),
whereas if
(b) R > Rrm, Full wave theory is applicable (more modes than “rays” exist).
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11.2.2 Wave Normals and Ray Paths: Tracing the Trajectories
of Infrasonic Waves
There are two geometric acoustics kinematic invariants in a horizontally stratified,
steady, range-independent medium, namely ReVelle (2004, 2005); (Norris et al. 2010;
Gainville et al. 2010):
(a) Wave normal heading angle, f, as defined at the source: f = constant
(b) Characteristic velocity (Snell’s law constant), K = constant
We can further subdivide the source types as follows:
(i) For stationary point (nonmoving) sources (for all possible azimuths):
K(z) = (cs/cosq ′),

(11.4)

where q ′ = Wave normal launch angle with respect to the local horizontal
(ii) For moving line sources (of effectively infinite speed):
(1) If V(z) >> cs: Hypersonic flow regime:
K(z) = (cs/sinq) • {sin2 q ′ + (1–2 • (∆f/π))2 • cos2 q}½,

(11.5)

where q = Horizontal entry angle of the bolide
(2) For V(z) > cs: Supersonic flow or for supersonically moving point source:
K(z) = cs (z) • V(z) / {½(V2 (z) – cs2 (z))½ • sinq –cs (z) • cosq ½}

(11.6)

The aforementioned treatment neglects nonlinear refraction within Ro of the
trajectory as recently discussed in Brown et al. (2007).
If steady-state winds are included in the aforementioned treatment, the term,
½VH½ • cos(f−y(z)) must also be added to the right hand side of the various expressions for K(z). In this significant correction term, ½VH½ is the magnitude of the horizontal wind speed at any height and the term involving cos(f−y(z)) represents the
projection of the wave vector direction onto the prevailing synoptic-scale wind
direction. The characteristic velocity of the “ray” as defined at the source should
remain constant during propagation (under the assumed set of circumstances) and
thus be observed as the wave trace velocity across the observing array. Similarly, the
wave heading should remain constant and be measurable at the observer as well.
The equations needed to describe the propagation paths of “linearized” highfrequency AGWs in a horizontally stratified, range-independent, steady-state atmosphere can be written in the individual x, y, and z group velocity component form
(ReVelle 2004, 2005):

·
·

·
·

cgx ( z ) = dx / dt = cs ( z ) {a sin f - b cos f} + u( z ) + df / dt y

(11.7a)

cgy ( z ) = dy / dt = cs ( z ) {a cos f + b sin f} + v( z ) - df / dt x

(11.7b)
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(11.7c)

where
cs 2 = {g × p / r )
cs = f • λ
f = wave frequency, l = wavelength, cs = Adiabatic, thermodynamic phase velocity
of acoustical waves, {u, v, w} = Zonal, meridional and vertical wind components
(time- and space-averaged values)
Equations (10a–10c) have been expressed in terms of the associated direction
cosines:
α = cos q

(11.8a)

γ = sin q

(11.8b)

which are subject to the summation condition:
a2 + b2 + g 2 = 1

(11.8c)

so that b ≡ 0 for a wave system that is exactly planar.
In the system of equations subsequently being solved below, locally plane waves
were assumed with the wave propagation angle q measured upward from the local
horizontal and where f = Wave normal heading angle (measured clockwise from
geographic North).
We have considered following (ReVelle 2004, 2005) the possible cases for wave
normal tracing:
11.2.2.1 Meteoroid Wave Source Models: “Airwave” Objects
(a) Idealized line source model for an infinite velocity bolide (no deceleration):
The Mach cone half angle ≡ 0° so that only a highly direction cylindrical radiation pattern of AGWs is envisioned. This pattern is so directional that bolides
entering steeply will have much of their wave energy refracted upward away
from the ground.
(b) Modified line source (due to fragmentation effects): There can be significant
local ripples in the wave front from fragmentation along the entry path similar
to what is found along the tortuous path for ordinary thunder following lightning discharges. In the extreme gross-fragmentation limit, a “leading head
emission” for a rapidly moving point source (with radiation generated as quasispherical waves) can be envisioned ahead of the trailing regime of an extremely
narrow type (a) line source Mach cone.
(c) Supersonic source: Nonzero Mach cone half angle whose value depends on the
local sound speed and on the instantaneous meteoroid velocity. In this case, significant deceleration will have occurred and an extremely complicated acoustic radiation and subsequent atmospheric spatial refraction pattern can result.
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(d) Supersonic source: Nonzero Mach cone half angle whose value depends on a
constant local sound speed (isothermal atmosphere approximation) and on a
single average meteoroid velocity over the entire entry.
Data generated by bolides during hypersonic entry into the earth’s atmosphere were
not anticipated by the early military monitoring networks and came to be known as
“airwave” objects (ReVelle 1997). All the early historical records, if it is desirable
to trace their detailed origins, are indicated using this naming, which was likely
invented by Shoemaker (deceased, but previously at the U.S. Geological Survey,
Flagstaff, AZ) and also by Gault (deceased, but previously at the NASA Ames
Research Center, Mountain View, CA).
Also, as discussed in ReVelle (1976; 2001), there is a minimum infrasonic detection threshold for bolides corresponding to a blast radius >~5–10 m (Edwards et al.
2008). This corresponds to a minimum peak panchromatic luminosity for a bolide
(normalized to a geometric height of 100 km as observed in the zenith and ranging
from ~−5 to −6 or brighter) in order to be detectable at ground level by an array of
conventional pressure wave sensors.
In addition, the above-mentioned equations can also be used to evaluate the
physical development of point and line caustics (due to refractive wave focusing
processes) in the atmosphere in the atmospheric propagation environment.
Strictly speaking, the df/dt terms mentioned earlier are all exactly zero in a range
independent medium, but we have included them here for completeness sake. We
have also included b terms for the possibility of locally nonplane waves. Integration
of these equations in a specified medium allows the resulting wave normal paths to
be identified. The paths of these “wave normals” (not the corresponding “rays”) are
Galilean invariant and are the proper quantities to be evaluated. Note that in a windless medium, the ray and wave normal definitions are totally equivalent.
The wave normal paths can be readily identified if we assume an instantaneous
source (so that a matching of the wavefront phase with the individual source altitudes can readily be made) and the type of explosion event, i.e., a moving point vs.
a line source form for K(z), etc. The basic difference between the two extreme
limits of the characteristic velocity is that the infinite speed line sources are very
directional unlike the stationary point source problem in which all “ray” launch
directions are possible.
As discussed in Revelle (1976, 1997), the launched acoustic wave normal must
also satisfy the waveguide conditions in order for long distance ducting of the signal to occur, i.e., K > ceff(z = 0) between the ground and various layers aloft in the
earth’s atmosphere (Ceplecha et al. 1998). Here, ceff (z = 0) is the effective horizontal sound speed at the ground, including the effects of the horizontal winds.

11.2.3 Resulting Wave Normal Paths
In Figs. 11.5–11.11, various views of the expected wave normal paths for the case
of the fall of the Carancas meteorites on September 15, 2007, over northeastern
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Fig. 11.9 Top view of wave normal paths: θ = 50.2 deg

Peru have been computed. In these computations, source model (d) (supersonic
motion with a nonzero Mach cone angle that is constant in an isothermal atmosphere but, in this case, with realistic horizontal winds) of Sect. 11.4.2 has been
used. The atmosphere data used for these calculations were displayed in
Figs. 11.1–11.3.
In Fig. 11.5, an overhead view of the wave normal paths to the ground for the
nominal Carancas meteorite solution for a mean speed, 〈V 〉 = 13 km/s with f = 262°
(bolide heading almost due west) and q = 62° has been plotted. In Fig. 11.6, a side
view (viewed from the west) with the same set of parameters as is the case with
Fig. 11.7, which is the same except viewed from the south is indicated. In Fig. 11.6,
the hypersonic boom entry corridor is clearly evident. Throughout these calculations, the wave normals have not been followed beyond the first ground impact
conditions for simplicity of the presentations. All of the plots were done for a set of
15 wave azimuths about the cylindrical line source axis with seven sets of headings
on either side of the entry plane.
In Fig. 11.8, an overhead view of the wave normal paths to the ground for the
Carancas meteorite for a mean speed, 〈V 〉 = 13 km/s with f = 240° (bolide heading
slightly south of west) and q = 35° has been plotted. In Figs. 11.9, 11.10 and 11.11,
all parameters are the same as in Fig. 11.5, except that the horizontal entry angle, q,
was arbitrarily assumed to be 50.2, 65.2, or 80.2°, respectively. Notice in this progression of plots how the Mach cone projection onto the {x, y} plane widens out
progressively until by Fig. 11.11, there is very little forward motion of the wave
normal paths at all along the original trajectory.
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Fig. 11.10 Top view of wave normal paths: θ = 65.2 deg

Fig. 11.11 Top view of wave normal paths: θ = 80.2 deg
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11.2.4 Wave Kinetic Energy Density Conservation
Wave kinetic energy density conservation in the absence of any internal dissipation
can be expressed in the form written below for a medium, which can be stated to
be inviscid, nonheat conducting, and with no internal relaxation mechanisms
present:
Kinetic energy density ≡ ½ • r(z) • {∆u2 (z)} = constant,

(11.9a)

where, for plane acoustic (infrasonic waves):
Du(z) ≡ Dp(z) / {r(z) • cs(z)}

(11.9b)

Du(z) = perturbation wind due to the wave
∴½ • D p2(z) / {r(z) • cs2(z)} = propagation constant

(11.9c)

and where:
r(z) = ro • exp(−z/Hp) in an isothermal, hydrostatic atmosphere for example;
ro = surface air density
Thus, for upward (downward) propagation, it is expected that increasingly
(decreasingly) the effects of wave nonlinearity as reflected in the parameter Du (z),
should increase (decrease) exponentially whereas Dp(z) decreases (increases) exponentially. Knowledge of the wave kinetic-energy density at all points on the entry
trajectory and of the infrasonic amplitude, Dp at the ground (z = 0) allows a reliable
calculation of the source energy (ReVelle et al. 2004). In general, the pressure wave
amplitude of the propagating wave is expected to be a function of the range, the
blast wave radius, the line source length, and of the differential acoustic efficiency,
etc. (Edwards et al. 2006).
In Fig. 11.12, the computed iterated line source blast wave relaxation radius and
the corresponding source kinetic energy for the Neuschwanstein meteorite fall in
Bavaria (ReVelle et al. 2004) is shown as a function of the geopotential height. The
original calculations were done for a strictly isothermal and hydrostatic model
atmosphere. In this plot, we have also included the corresponding nonisothermal
atmosphere results, where it is clear that the final result can be quite sensitive to the
model atmosphere that was used (and in this case with a significantly reduced blast
wave radius and source kinetic energy).
This technique is accomplished by first calculating the wave kinetic energy density on the ground from the observed infrasonic amplitude detection. Subsequently,
the wave kinetic energy density is calculated iteratively for every possible source
height for a bolide entry trajectory that has been modeled, so that the model optical
light curve agrees reasonably well with the observed light curve. By subsequently
calculating the bolide velocity, kinetic energy, differential acoustic efficiency, etc.,
we can then find a match within some tolerance between the predicted wave kinetic
energy density at ground level from a specific source height and the observed
kinetic energy density value. If agreement is not found then it is likely that the
phenomenon of dissipation through wave energy absorption has been operative.
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Fig. 11.12 Neuschwanstein meteorite fall: Blast radius and source energy evaluated using the KE
density conservation principle for isothermal and nonisothermal model atmospheres

This is only expected to be the case for very small sources (Ro < ~5 m) at very high
altitudes (>~90 km) because of the much higher fundamental wave frequencies
generated by small sources whose wavelengths physically approach the neutral gas
mean free path at such great heights. Physically, as this condition is approached,
AGW propagation is no longer possible and wave energy dissipation leading to
atmospheric heating is expected to rapidly occur.

11.3 Impulsive Atmospheric Sources: Meteor-Fireballs
(Bolides), Rockets, and Missiles, etc.: Systematic Analysis
of their AGW Signals
There are numerous impulsive-type elevated sources in the atmosphere, some of
which can be readily detected from their AGW signature at ground level. These
include, but are not limited to the hypersonic launch entry of manmade sources
such as rockets and missiles, and supersonic equatorward motion of the auroral
electrojet. The entry of natural objects, gravitationally bound to our solar system,
namely large meteor-fireballs or bolides are also a very significant source of such
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AGW signals as will be discussed in much greater detail below. The systematic
treatment of the linkages between the source entry dynamics/energetics to the generation of atmospheric AGW from such sources is the primary subject of this
review chapter. This entry modeling capability includes an approach termed direct,
which is pursued downward from the top of the atmosphere or an inverse entry
modeling approach, which is pursued from the lower boundary of the earth’s atmosphere (z = 0) back upward toward the original source location. In addition, the
former approach explicitly includes fragmentation processes using our TPFM
(Triggered Progressive or Triggered Pressure Fragmentation Model). In addition,
the consequences of applying a perturbation conservation principle for the wave
kinetic-energy density has also been incorporated as discussed in the previous section of this chapter as has the refractive effects for tracing line source wave normal
“rays” emanating directly from the source at very high Mach number (~10–300)
and explicitly including the effects of fragmentation on such AGW signals, etc. In
addition, the detailed dispersive properties of the nonisothermal atmosphere on the
propagation of several types of AGW signals from such sources has also been considered for a medium with two primary resonant frequencies and waveguide ducts
(including the horizontal mean winds) as will subsequently be discussed.

11.3.1 Meteor-Fireballs and Bolides as Sources
Meteor-fireballs or more simply bolides have been studied since about the early
1960s as sources of atmospheric AGW ReVelle (1976) and Edwards (2010). These
bodies of sizes exceeding ~1 cm across can enter the atmospheric at hypersonic
speeds initially ranging from as low as 11.2 km/s (earth’s escape velocity) to as
high as 73.2 km/s (the parabolic limiting escape speed that gravitationally binds
particles to the solar system at the earth’s mean distance from the sun). Those
bodies that reach the earth’s surface intact, we refer to as meteorites and if they
maintain their cosmic speeds they can even occasionally form impact or explosion
craters at ground level. Quite recently in fact (September 15, 2007) the Carancas
meteorite fall actually produced a 13.5 m crater very high in the Peruvian Andes
(Brown et al. 2008; Le Pichon et al. 2008; Tancredi et al., 2009-in Press). This
impact cratering event itself is quite a rare event by any reasonable account; yet, it
was also well observed by many of the local inhabitants. This event also produced
AGW airwaves that were subsequently recorded quite close in Bolivia as well as
quite far away (~1,560 km) from the event. In addition, seismic waves from the
impact itself as well as from propagating surface waves and air-coupled Rayleigh
waves were also recorded within a few hundred km of the event. Some of the possible
consequences at the time of this event will be discussed subsequently.
Such bodies can have a very wide range of compositions that extend from
very strong nickel–iron materials (Fireball Group 0) to ordinary chondrites
(Fireball Group I) to carbonaceous chondrites (Fireball Group II) to strong
cometary materials (Fireball Group IIIA) to the final extreme of weak cometary
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material (Fireball Group IIIB). These bolide groups also have a common compositional origin with the much smaller meteors observed as well (Ceplecha
et al. 1998) and that have been analyzed by very different traditional meteor
astronomy methods (using beginning heights for meteors vs. using end heights
for bolides, etc.). These bodies also have a range of “breaking strengths” as well
as weaknesses due to cracks internally due to interplanetary collisions between
the liberation of the body from its parent body until its final impact on the upper
atmosphere, heralding its arrival at the earth’s orbit. One very notable fact
remains even after much extensive research by numerous investigators on these
bodies and their solar system origins. There is often more dispersion of their
fundamental observable properties within two separate individual members of a
single fireball group than there is between two separate bolide groups. This
apparently has to do with the fact that the devised fireball groups are only statistical inferences and with the fact that these bodies indeed can have very
diverse origins leading to large compositional uncertainties and orbital collisional impact histories, etc.
Finally, it is noted here that the current analysis is not in any way limited to the
behavior of only very large bolides, but can be extended down to the smallest bodies capable of producing high frequency AGWs. Such small bodies (with peak
panchromatic stellar magnitudes as small as ~−6) have recently been observed by
the University of Western Ontario (UWO) Southern Ontario Meteor Network
(SOMN) by Edwards et al. (2008) for example (see also Chapter 12 by W.N.
Edwards in this book).
In Fig. 11.13, a plot of the meteor–atmosphere interaction spectrum is presented, which attempts to provide information on the expected degree of mass
loss (ablation) experienced at hypersonic entry velocities for different-sized
meteor bodies ranging from a few microns across to a few kilometers across. At
the same time, it also provides an estimate of the corresponding peak brightness
of the entry (in the standard form expressed at an altitude of 100 km in the
zenith). In addition, it also provides a framework of expected atmospheric and
cratering phenomena in terms of light emission, sound emission, the corresponding hypersonic and supersonic aerodynamic flow regimes, the development of
strong and weak shock waves, atmospheric internal gravity, and infrasonic
waves, i.e., AGWs, etc., so that an appreciation of the relative sizes of meteor
bodies for each set of phenomena can be expected. Thus, the realm of AGWs
from meteors that can be detected at ground level by sensitive microbarometers
is only expected from bodies whose initial size is ~1 cm and larger (depending
too of course on the possible range of source heights and entry velocities, entry
angles, horizontal range, etc.). In this very brief review chapter, we have also not
discussed impact into the oceans and the generation of hydroacoustic signals that
can be expected to propagate in the oceanic SOFAR channel or the generation of
fires on the ground from very extensively penetrating events so that the reader
should certainly be appreciative of the fact that there is still much work left to be
done in this strongly interdisciplinary research area.
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Fig. 11.13 The meteoroid-atmosphere interaction spectrum (mass loss vs. size/brightness) and the
phenomena produced and expected in the atmosphere. The heavy dotted line is shown schematically
for the expected mass loss which in some regimes is a very strong function of the entry velocity

11.4 Meteor-Fireballs as a Wave Source
11.4.1 Entry Dynamics and Energetics
Entry to the atmosphere at supersonic and hypersonic velocities (corresponding to
speeds locally greater than and much greater than the local phase velocity of sound
respectively) can produce spectacular atmospheric phenomena including significant
optical and infrared light production, ablation or quasicontinuous mass loss of the
physical object itself (with the term ablation derived originally from the science of
glaciation), fragmentation phenomena or rapid break-up due to mechanical and/or
thermal stresses depending on its composition, size and previous collisional history in
its orbit about the sun, impact and explosion cratering, electrical effects and lightning,
the formation of very strong shock waves and the arrival of very powerful acoustic
phenomena, significant deceleration to speeds small enough to allow fragments to
arrive at the surface of the Earth in the absence of a significant crater, etc. Analysis of
these and additional entry phenomena in terms of the ballistic drag interaction (in the
absence of any significant lift forces) between the body and the air and for the radiative, convective and conductive heating of the body by the air (this energy flow is
driven by the shock wave itself for a sufficiently large body during entry) can be
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conveniently separated into equations for a single-body as well as ones for multiple
fragments should break-up occur during entry which at such high speeds is highly
likely. Manmade objects (such as reentry space capsules), on the other hand, have
purposely been designed to withstand such mechanical stresses during entry within
certain physical limits. The single-body approach was the standard that until recently
was used by numerous hypersonic entry modeling practitioners, but the models presented below also incorporate the multiple fragment effects after break-up due to the
inclusion of a specific wake model for the entry. Here, the current limits are a collective
or a noncollective wake limit with the corresponding model largely determining the
final optical brightness produced during the entry at any height. In the collective wake,
the fragmented particles remain with the main body after fragmentation and continue
to interact while in the opposite limit the fragments fall progressively further away
from the main body with time and are subsequently “lost” from a dynamical point of
view. In what follows the full entry modeling details have been coupled directly to the
AGW properties to physically link the source to the subsequent propagation through
the atmosphere and make the analyses corresponding much more realistic.
More recently, ReVelle (2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2001e, 2002a, 2002b,
2005, 2007, 2008) has developed a comprehensive entry scheme for modeling the
entry of bolides in the atmosphere. In addition, a particularly readable account of
numerous aspects of hypersonic re-entry aerodynamics, but including all necessary
equations except for many details of the radiation field is provided in the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) monograph by Hankey (1988).
The numerical scheme used by ReVelle numerically solves the fundamental entry
modeling equations of hypersonic aerodynamics and of radiation gas dynamics but,
in addition, also computes an approximate power balance at all altitudes during entry
to examine just how well the entry behavior is being modeled “to completeness” (so
that nearly 100% of the energy loss is being accounted for). Below some of the current results of using these procedures in linking the explicit entry dynamics and
energetics to the generation of AGW in the atmosphere for both meteor-fireballs as
well as for rockets and missiles is presented. Sufficient detail on this aspect of the
problem has only been provided so that it can be understood within the context of
the generation of AGWs in the atmosphere by such impulsive sources. Further
details can be found within the many recent references by ReVelle and others.

11.4.2 Top–Down, Direct Entry Approach
As discussed in ReVelle (1979, 2008), for example, there are two fundamental ways
of analyzing the entry dynamics equations, namely a top–down direct entry modeling
approach and an inverse approach that will subsequently be discussed below.
In the first approach, we specify in advance the bolide composition, shape, initial
pre-atmospheric radius, bulk density and/or degree of porosity, entry velocity, entry
angle, ReVelle’s D parameter for specifying the percentage of the original kinetic
energy remaining at the fireball’s end height, the wake model (in either the collective or noncollective wake limit, respectively – see below) for distributing the
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bolide fragments of the fireball if break up is predicted to occur, the model
atmosphere properties by date and/or the season to be used, etc. The model also
computes the atmospheric shockwave temperature field as a function of range surrounding the bolide so that an appreciation for the magnitude of the line source
explosion and all of its ramifications can be evaluated.
An overview of the numerous the physical processes that are occurring during
meteor entry are summarized below in Fig. 11.14 and subsequently described
verbally below.
As can be seen in Fig. 11.14, the original kinetic energy of the bolide can be
transferred into mass loss (so-called quasicontinuous ablation), deceleration, and into
fragmentation processes. These are further coupled together in fact since deceleration rates can change depending on whether or not the collective or the noncollective
wake limit has been assigned. These processes then transfer energy eventually into
heat (in the viscous fluid approximation) as discussed briefly earlier or into optical
light production (or infrared or ultraviolet light production for example) as well as
into AGW (or infrasonic waves in the high-frequency acoustic wave limit).
The original bolide energy loss/time can be transferred away from the bolide
into a number of distinct physical processes as indicated in Fig. 11.15 for a large
meteor-fireball, i.e., the case of the Neuschwanstein meteorite fall. In this figure,
we have also indicated a number of important physical processes and their total
summation including the deposition/time of heat, light (optical), sound (acoustic
limit computation), dissociation, and ionization.
Detailed examples have also been provided in Figs. 11.20–11.23 later on using
the direct hypersonic aerodynamic entry modeling procedures for the famous
Revelstoke meteorite fall of March 31, 1965, over British Columbia, Canada.
Bolide Dynamics and Energetics Analyses:
Large bolide power budget analysis( Near-continuum flow regime)

Large bolide
kinetic energy

Ablation

Deceleration Fragmentation

Modified line
source blast wave:
relaxation radius, Ro
Ro << H p:
Small source
Decay to
acoustic-gravity
waves

Ro ≥ Ma◊d

Ultra-violet
light

Gas cap
and wake
radiation
Visible
light

Ionization,
dissociation
and electronic
transitions
Infrared
VLF
light
radiation

Thermal
energy
Viscous
dissipation

Fig. 11.14 Physical processes occurring during the entry of large meteors in the atmosphere
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Many of the necessary inputs used in the direct entry dynamics and energetics
model of ReVelle are briefly summarized as a list directly below:
3.75
13.0
75.0
10.0
1.209
0.667
4.605
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

R∞
V∞
ZR
Ntot
Sf∞
m
D
BRKTST
FRAGTST
PORTST
SIGTEST

0.0

MUTEST

1.0

ISOTHERM

0.0
0.20

RHOTST
f

Initial bolide radius (m) [0.000001–1000.0]
Initial entry velocity (km/s) [11.2–73.0]
Zenith angle of entry relative to vertical (deg) [0.0–80.0]
Maximum number of pieces produced druing fragmentation [1–1000]
Shape factor (frontal area/volume2/3) 1.209 ⇒ sphere [1.209–2.0]
Shape change factor 2/3 = no shape change [−3–0.6667]
Kinetic energy still at end height [2.303–4.605] i.e., [10–1%]
Allow breakup 0 = no; 1 = yes [0 or 1]
Fragmentation: Remain in wake 0= remain; 1= stay with body [0 or 1]
Allow porous materials 0 = no-porosity; 1 = Fully porous [0 or 1]
Ablation parameter s changes with height; 0 = no change;
1 = Allow change
Shape changing with height; 0 = same shape factor;
1 = variable [0 or 1]
Atmosphere model treatment; 0 = isothermal;
1 = nonisothermal [0 or 1]
Atmospheric density profile 0 = winter; 1 = summer [0 or 1]
Porosity [0 to 1]; If PORTST= 0, Fireball groups [0 (Iron), 1, 2, 3, and 4]

1.0E+1

Heat
Light
Acoustic

1.0E+0

Dissociation
Ionization
Total

Differential efficiencies

1.0E–1

1.0E–2

1.0E–3

1.0E–4

1.0E–5

1.0E–6
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
2.5
Time: s

3.0

3.5

4.0

Fig. 11.15 Approximate power balance computed for the Neuschwanstein bolide
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Using FRAGTST= 1 (a fragmentation test triggering switch that is used within the
entry modeling computer code) in the aforementioned list of settings indicates that
the computer run was done using a collective wake TPFM fragmentation model.
Briefly, two model wake options have been provided within the direct entry
modeling approach. As indicated in the list earlier, in the collective wake model
limit the particles that have fragmented remain nearby the main original body and
contribute significantly to the production of optical light by the bolide–atmosphere
interaction process. In the opposite limit of the noncollective wake, the fragmented
particles rapidly fall away from the original body and are lost with respect to the
process of further optical light production. In reality, an oscillation between these
two limits probably occurs as well, but this has not yet been incorporated into the
numerical entry modeling algorithms. In other words, in the collective wake limit
particles are broken off from the main mass (starting only if the stagnation pressure
on the front face exceeds the breaking strength of the body) and fall into the near
wake while continuing to ablate and accumulate over time, thus changing the frontal cross-sectional area and the overall contribution to the optical fireball luminosity. In the opposite extreme limit, i.e., for the case of the noncollective wake
(controlled by setting FRAGTST=0), particles fall into the wake and continue to
ablate until finally dissipating their energy far behind the main mass.
The shape factor, Sf, (= the frontal cross-sectional area divided by the total
meteor volume raised to the 2/3 power) used in the dynamical and energeticsbased entry modeling (and valid for stagnation point heating rates along the center
streamline) can range from the spherical value (Sf = 1.209) to perhaps the extreme
of a hemisphere (Sf = ~1.919). The shape change parameter, m, can range from
m = 2/3, which is the self-similar solution where any initial shape will not change
during entry (where a sphere remains a sphere throughout entry for example) to
possibly relatively small negative values (the so-called pancake fragmentation
model limit). A summary of possible m values based on observations is given in
ReVelle (2004, 2005). Currently, the MUTEST option in the computer code is not
fully operational because of complications of accurately computing this parameter
reliably.
The assignment of ReVelle’s D parameter discussed earlier can be used to
compute the velocity at the end height during entry using a transcendental solution of the kinetic energy removal equation (ReVelle 2004, 2005). Based on
observations of photographs of three meteorites during entry, it can be resonably
assigned a value of D = 4.605, which corresponds to a 99% kinetic energy removal
at the end height. For weaker fireballs a D = 2.303, which corresponds to only
90% kinetic energy removal at the end height is more reasonable however. The
reader is referred to the original references of ReVelle for explanations of these
numerical choices.
In this direct entry modeling, the zenith entry angle of the meteor radiant is
assumed to remain constant throughout the entry even though the angle eventually
does change. In the absence of significant horizontal winds, it will eventually
become nearly vertical at Earth impact (unless the fireball is very energetic and
when significant kinetic energy remains even at impact).
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The final total number of fragments computed is assigned on the basis of experience and from direct fireball photographic data if available. Since, currently, the
meteor is broken into equal-sized pieces (rather than a distribution of sizes for
example which is probably more likely in reality), this number may have to be
significantly adjusted in the case of very weak cometary-type fireballs (Group IIIA
and IIIB types especially) to fully account for the observed brightness that is produced. If PORTST = 0, only the previous, standard nonporous fireball (homogeneous bulk density) model is used, whereas if PORTST = 1, a fully porous meteor
model derived by the author in 2001, which accounts for more optical luminosity
production (even in the absence of breakup) and correspondingly to even larger
ablation coefficients is used.
Finally, we have also included two limiting hydrostatic, nonisothermal atmospheric models within the direct entry dynamics computer code. These include a
summer and a winter atmospheric model applicable in middle latitudes to earth’s
atmosphere, which replicate the US Standard Atmosphere (1976) model up to geopotential altitudes of ~200 km or even higher.

11.4.3 Bottom-Up, Inverse Entry Approach
Using a bottom-up, inverse entry modeling approach as originally developed by
McIntosh (and as applied to the fall of the Innisfree meteorite by ReVelle 1979), we
can also reliably predict the properties of the original impacting body. In this
approach, we can either assume no fragmentation exists at all and proceed with
only the single-body solutions or else we can also model each observed piece at its
own observed end height as a fragmented fireball and sum the final results as in
ReVelle (1979). This approach can also be combined with the cratering diameter
equations of Gault (1974) to determine the combined entry solution that satisfies
the entry as well as the crater diameter solutions as well at a specified height above
the earth’s surface. Similar parameters to those discussed earlier are also needed for
this approach, which can also be configured to provide error estimates on the original mass, the shape factor, and the hypersonic wave drag coefficient product, etc.
(ReVelle 1979, 2008).
As an example of this type of prediction, in Fig. 11.16, a plot of the initial kinetic
energy (in kt, TNT equivalent where 1 kt = 4.185 × 1012 J) vs. the terminal mass in
kilogram is presented. In Fig. 11.17, a plot of the terminal mass (in kg) vs. the
terminal (impact) velocity (in km/s) is also presented. An additional graphical
example of this approach is provided in Brown et al. (2008) for the case of the
September 15, 2007, Carancas meteorite fall and impact crater in Peru. This specific modeling case included a ground level crater (with a mean diameter = 13.6 m
at a termination altitude = 3.826 km above sea level) that was also used along with
the observed local soil density and entry angle to heavily constrain the predicted
final mass and initial kinetic energy solutions.
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Fig. 11.16 Carancas meteorite fall" September 15, 2007- Initial kinetic energy (kt) versus the
terminal mass (kg)

Fig. 11.17 Carancas meteorite fall" September 15, 2007- Terminal mass (kg) versus the terminal
impact velocity (km/s)
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11.4.4 Wave Source Parameters
The hypersonic aerodynamic entry of sufficiently energetic bodies into the atmosphere
guarantees the generation of a quasiline source explosion. Even when the flow is not in
a near-continuum state as measured by the local Knudsen number, it will still be in a
state of continuum flow with respect to the local pressure or density scale height
(ReVelle 2004; 2005). Thus, within a few blast wave radii (to be subsequently discussed
below), the impulse provided by the meteor is rapidly transformed into a diffuse weak
shock front that can still drive a substantial line source explosion and provide substantial
heating in the upper atmosphere (as discussed further in the Appendix).
As a means of providing a measure of the horizontal scale of the line source
explosion as well as of its strength, we can compute the line source blast wave
relaxation radius. This is a fundamental observable parameter that can be used to
specify many of the key physical properties during the energy deposition process.
For example, in combination with the line source length, the blast wave radius can
be used to specify the complete volumetric scale of the explosion deposition.
Within a distance scale of one blast wave radius a very intense nonlinear explosion
zone is located where radiation transfer and numerous additional complex physical
processes are operative. In addition, the distance scale of an explosion is normally
specified with respect to this key parameter, which also provides a measure of the
fundamental wavelength of the propagating weak shock disturbance as well as its
fundamental wave frequency (or wave period) beyond ~10 blast wave radii from
the entry trajectory. The amplitude of the weak shock disturbance can also be readily related to the blast wave radius as well. Given the possible range of entry
parameters for meteors, we will compute this quantity later on. Anticipating our
findings, we have determined that the blast wave radius can range from values as
small as ~1 m to as much as ~30 km or larger (with the latter value more typical
of the famous Siberian event of 1908, the so-called Tunguska bolide, which did
not produce any ponderable meteorite fragments on the earth). Just for reference,
ordinary thunder has an associated blast wave relaxation radius of ~2–3 m and an
associated peak fundamental wave frequency of ~50 Hz.
Following continuum flow, line source blast wave treatments by Lin (1954) and
Plooster (1971), a nearly complete description of the near-field blast wave can be
determined (outside of a reliable prediction of the thickness of the shock wave
itself). By relying on a near-field description, the fundamental wavelength generated must be small compared to the distance already propagated, whereas in the
opposite extreme, the so-called far-field limit is realized (or mathematically
expressed as 2pr/l >> 1, with r = range from the source and l = wavelength). The
energy deposited through the hypersonic drag interaction per unit length of trail can
be used to reliably predict the line source blast wave relaxation radius, a quantity
that combined with the line source length can be used to completely predict the
nonlinear explosion volume surrounding a bolide during reentry.
The definition of the line source blast wave relaxation radius using the drag
doubling factor to account for the “TNT equivalence of supersonic/hypersonic
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flow” (for details, the reader is referred to the experimental laboratory work of
Tsikulin listed in ReVelle (1976):
Ro(z) ≡ {[2m • (dV(z)/dt)]/p(z)}½,

(11.10a)

where m = meteor mass, dV/dt = meteor deceleration, p(z) = ambient atmospheric
pressure, V(z) = meteor velocity, t = time during entry, and z = altitude above the
planetary surface.
This characteristic blast radius is thus proportional to the square root of the
energy deposited by the bolide per unit length of trail divided by the ambient pressure at any height.
If the range R is sufficiently large and weak shock nonlinear distortion of the
waveform is still evident, then the fundamental line source wave period is predicted
to increase with range (ReVelle 1976):
τ(x) = 0.562 • τo • x¼,

(11.10b)

where
x ≡ R / Ro = scaled distance away from the source
τo = 2.81 • Ro(z) / cs(z) = fundamental blast wave period at x = 10

(11.10c)
(11.10d)

t = fundamental wave period, cs(z) = adiabatic, thermodynamic sound speed as a
function of height
For nonbreaking meteors experiencing the hypersonic drag interaction with
the atmosphere, the line source blast radius can be shown to be equal to the
product of the instantaneous Mach number of the body times the instantaneous
bolide diameter. Here, the Mach number is defined as the ratio at any height of
the computed speed of the body compared to cs(z). If break-up is included in the
expression, the blast radius is more complex, but increases relative to the nonbreaking bolide limit, by a height variable multiplier of some 5–20 times.
Physically, the hypersonic aerodynamic motion combined with the line source
blast wave analogy is meaningful only in the limit of zero acceleration in a
steady-state medium, but substantial increases in the predicted blast wave radius
are predicted at comparatively deep penetration heights after pressure-induced
break up is predicted to occur.
Interestingly, analyzing the energetics of the meteor motion and ablation, we can
immediately write expressions for the kinetic energy and its time rate of change for
spherical bolides in the form (ReVelle et al. 2004):
Ek = (π / 12 • rm • Ro(z)3 • {cs3 / V(z)}

(11.11a)

dEk / dt = (V2 / 2) • dm / dt • {1 + R}

(11.11b)

dEk / dt = m • V • dV / dt • {R -1 + 1}

(11.11c)
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R( z ) º (s • V ( z )2 / 2)-1 ,

(11.11d)

where R = inverse dimensionless ablation efficiency = m • V • dV/dt/{(V2/2) • dm/
dt}, Ro = Line source blast wave radius, or alternatively, a useful form of the energy
equation can also be rewritten in terms of the line source blast wave relaxation
radius (ReVelle and Rajan 1979):
dEk / dt = m • V • dV / dt •{(1 / R( z )) + 1)

(11.11e)

= {Ro ( z ) • p( z ) / (2.0)}• V ( z ) •{(1 + R( z ))}
2

or:
(1 / Ek ) • dEk / dt = -{6 / p}•{ p( z ) / ( rm • cs ( z ))}•

(11.11f)

{Ro ( z ) / d }{1 + R( z )) / R( z )}
2

or:
(1 / Ek) • dEk / dt = – D = – (a + b ),

(11.11g)

where d = meteor diameter, rm = bulk density of meteoroid, Ro(z) = {V(z)/cs(z)}•
d(z) if there is no fragmentation occurring, D = ReVelle’s parameter for the determination of the percentage of the original kinetic energy remaining at the end
height (at the height where the optical luminosity is no longer observable), and a =
kinetic energy depletion factor due to air drag alone while b = kinetic energy depletion factor due to ablation alone.
Thus, the following new formal expression for D can now be presented from
analyses of the (11f) and (11g):
D = {6 / p} • { p( z ) / ( rm • cs ( z ))} • {Ro ( z ) / d 2 }{1 + R( z )) / R( z )} (11.11h)
Thus, the time rate of change of the kinetic energy of the body is proportional to
either a mass loss term multiplied by a physical constant or by a linear momentum
curve multiplied by a different physical constant. This formally proves the very
high degree of mathematical separation between ablation and drag processes (with
the latter omission including all possible fragmentation effects) as discussed in
ReVelle (2004, 2005).
Although the full implications of the above final result in (11.11h) will be elaborated upon at much greater depth in a future publication, the following most important facts can already be concluded here. D depends directly on the ambient
atmospheric pressure and the bulk density of the meteoroid and on the blast wave
relaxation radius at any height. It also depends inversely upon the diameter of the
body. Thus, as either the pressure or bulk density or the blast wave radius increase,
so does D, but as the diameter of the body itself increases, D will be predicted to
decrease. These values can be combined together to formally predict the D parameter at any height and thus to better understand the associated detailed energetics
during bolide entry for a large range of entry conditions.
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The earlier approaches are generally equally valid for rockets and missiles
(except during powered flight due to thrust or booster separation effects, etc.) as
long as appropriate amplitude corrections (ReVelle et al. 2005; ReVelle and
Edwards 2006) are made at the lower Mach numbers expected for such sources.

11.4.5 Source Coupling to the Atmosphere: Hypersonic Flow
Field Matching of the Pressure Wave Disturbances
To make a simple prediction of the pressure wave amplitude resulting from the
bolide energy deposition process vs. range, following Plooster (1968, 1970, 1971)
and Jones et al. (1968), there are at least five possible coupling cases that need
examination (in all cases, however, these scaled constants were verified by direct
numerical hydrocode calculations):
1. Initial condition A: Line source, ideal gas – “C” = 0.70 and “d” = 1.0; Dp = 0.0805
• p(z) at x = 10.0 (at 10 blast wave radii)
2. Initial condition B: Isothermal cylinder, constant density, ideal gas – “C” = 0.70
and “d” = 1.0; Dp = 0.0805⋅p(z) at x = 10.0
3. Initial condition C: Isothermal cylinder, constant density, real gas – “C” = 0.70
and “d” = 0.66; Dp = 0.0680⋅p(z) at x = 10.0
4. Initial condition D: Isothermal cylinder, low density, ideal gas – “C” = 0.95 and
“d” = 1.61; Dp = 0.0736⋅p(z) at x = 10.0
5. Initial Condition E: Isothermal cylinder, high density, ideal gas – “C” = 0.95 and
“d” = 1.61; Dp = 0.0736 • p(z) at x = 10.0
6. Initial Condition F: ReVelle (1976), Jones et al. (1968) – “C” = 1 and “d” = 1.0;
Dp = 0.0575 • p(z) at x = 10.0
where “C” determines the spatial regime (the indicated x value) where the strong
shock regime conditions (defined by Dp/p >> 1) have transitioned to the weak shock
regime (Dp/p << 1)
“d” = 1 determines the efficiency with which blast waves are generated in comparison with amplitudes indicated in Lin’s (1954) original numerical cylindrical
line source solution.
Thus, for this range of possible prescribed initial conditions, the predicted
amplitude change is 0.0805/0.0575 or as much as ~40% change, which is certainly
nontrivial. This uncertainty will certainly affect analyses of the source and its energetics, etc. to some degree.
To illustrate the uncertainty introduced by varying these two parameters, following ReVelle (1976), the detailed amplitude vs. scaled range behavior was predicted
using a relationship that approaches nonlinear blast wave behavior at small x and
weak nonlinear shock wave behavior as x→∞ and is indicated below as a function
of “C” and of “d”:
f(x) = (3/8)–3/5 • C–8/5 • {[1 + (8/3)8/5 • C–8/5 • d–1 • x2]3/8 – 1}–1)

(11.12)
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where
f(x) = {2.0 • (g + 1.0) /g } • {∆p / po}
f(x) = pressure amplitude decay factor with range at a fixed altitude, g = Specific
heat of air at constant pressure to that at constant volume, po = reference hydrostatic
pressure (back pressure for the explosion), x = R/Ro = scaled distance from the line
source, R = slant range from the line source, and Ro = line source blast wave relaxation radius.
Finally, the physical coupling of diffuse shock waves at high altitudes where the
atmosphere is very viscous and the local neutral gas mean-free path is very large
(cm to km in length depending on the geopotential altitude) is discussed further in
the Appendix.

11.5 Acoustic-Gravity Wave (AGW) Generation from
Impulsive Atmospheric Sources
11.5.1 Previous AGW Modeling Efforts
Some of the AGW modeling efforts of ReVelle (2004, 2005) and of ReVelle
(2008) have been recently summarized. This research effort produced a comprehensive pressure wave signature model that incorporated all known linear and
quasi-linear atmospheric responses to impulsive Delta function type sources which
in this case is just that due to the hypersonic drag interaction of a bolide or a missile with the atmosphere. These pressure wave signature model responses include
an Airy function solution corresponding to highly dispersed internal gravity waves
(Tolstoy 1973; Gill 1982), highly dispersed internal acoustical waves (Tolstoy
1973), weak shock waves with little or negligible dispersion at sufficiently close
range, ducted stratospheric and thermospheric acoustic arrivals, which are very
sensitive to the detailed physical structure of the idealized atmospheric waveguide
for a specific wave propagation direction, leaky ducted waves, which have not
been included yet, etc. Each of these components was separately linked to the
model source function (discussed below) that has been formulated on the basis of
the most recent and most advanced direct meteor entry models ReVelle (2004,
2005). A further expansion of these and other ancillary topics as well as a detailed
summary has also been given in ReVelle (2008).

11.5.2 Most Recent Acoustic-Gravity Wave (AGW) Modeling
The dynamics and energetics of meteoroid entry modeling has been successfully
combined with the physics of generation of AGW in the atmosphere ReVelle
(2004, 2005) and ReVelle (2007, 2008). In addition, in ReVelle (2008) a very
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complete summary of the expected synthesis of all the types of possible AGW
signals into a predictive coherent formulation as a function of horizontal range,
source height, blast wave radius, etc. has already been presented and will not be
repeated here. This formulation includes the Lamb wave associated Airy functions, the internal acoustic wave associated Bessel functions, the close range
weak shock waves (with direct paths from the source), the stratospheric and thermospheric ducted acoustical waves, etc.
These possible AGW arrivals are indicated schematically in Fig. 11.22 for the
case of two-dimensional modeling of the wave generation processes from impulsive sources and the subsequent complex propagation behavior with height as a
function of range for the various types of atmospheric waves listed directly above.
The far-field possibilities for a linear wave response in hydrostatic, isothermal, and
nonisothermal model atmospheres have been treated theoretically in great detail in
Beer (1975) and more recently in Mihalas and Weibel-Mihalas (1999) with respect
to wave propagation possibilities for the rapidly expanding fields of Helioseismology and more generally of Stellar-seismology. The basic dispersion equations for simple model atmospheres are well known, but one notable omission is
the exact transformation necessary for these isothermal model results to individual
layers within a multilayered, nonisothermal medium. Earlier theoretical work by
pioneering workers such as Pierce, Posey and Kinney, Press and Harkrider, Pfeffer
and Zarichny, Hunt, Palmer and Penny, Hines, Weston, Francis as well as by
Meecham and numerous other workers have allowed a linearized full-wave, normal
mode treatment for these AGW’s to be developed. In addition, Meecham (1965) has
separately formulated even more simplified models in a serious attempt to understand the very complex numerical treatments needed to fully predict these waveforms from large energy sources at great range. Earlier work by Richard Scorer and
other British geophysicists was groundbreaking in developing the scientific basis
for the current predictions in this field. Few individuals have developed their own
approach to solving a previously unsolved integral to be able to solve a scientific
problem numerically, i.e., such as the Scorer function for example.
With the current work efforts, signals from bolides from very small to very large
blast wave sources (from ~1 m to as much as 36 km for the famous Tunguska bolide
of June 30, 1908) at ranges from as close as 1 km to <~one Earth radius for both
line as well as from point source geometries can now be accurately and reliably
modeled for the case of inviscid fluids. Thus, propagation with full dissipation
effects at very high altitudes still needs to be successfully incorporated into these
modeling procedures in the future. It is further assumed in this analysis that for such
sources the waves received at the ground have sufficiently low fundamental frequencies (<~10 Hz) that the acoustic impedance of the ground does not need to be
incorporated into the evaluation of the waveform pressure amplitude (Attenborough
et al. 1995). For smaller sources at higher wave frequencies some significant portion of the wave energy is absorbed by the ground itself and not perfectly reflected
at the ground interface and must be explicitly accounted for during the computation
of the pressure wave signature.
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First, following Morse and Ingard (1969) and ReVelle (1976), weak shock or
linear wave propagation conditions were identified along the AGW propagation
path using the concept of a wave distortion distance. Next, it was also implicitly
assumed that sufficiently far away from the source (whose characteristic nonlinear
blast wave radius can be explicitly modeled using satellite luminosity data in combination with detailed entry modeling analyses), if weak shock conditions were
implicitly identified that Gaussian beam theory was used during “wave-front normal” propagation, i.e., in the geometrical acoustics modeling limit, whereas if linearized wave propagation was evident that the full wave theory approach was used
during the predicted very small amplitude modeling limit.
Briefly, when the full wave theory was invoked, each signal was assumed first
of all to be composed of Lamb waves (internal gravity waves at sufficiently low
frequency and internal acoustical waves at sufficiently high frequency guided by
the earth’s surface) whose amplitude was a function of the source energy, source
height and of the horizontal range from the source. The Lamb wave is the fundamental mode of the atmosphere that bridges between the action of internal gravity
waves and internal acoustic waves in an isothermal fluid and that allows for transverse waves at low frequencies (below the Brunt-Vaisalla frequency) and longitudinal waves at high frequencies (above the acoustic cut-off frequency). It is strictly
a horizontal wave that can develop above a strictly rigid lower boundary, whose
wave energy density decreases exponentially upward from that boundary with no
vertical motions present. Consequently, its wave energy is concentrated typically at
altitudes below ~30 km. The Lamb wave can develop through time under the right
conditions away from a source (as discussed in detail further below), and during its
propagation, the wave energy subsequently fans out along the earth’s surface to
typically arrive before other AGW disturbances since it propagates in a region of
the greatest atmospheric adiabatic, thermodynamic sound speed (at the acoustic
phase velocity).
Further, we will present the results of calculations (ReVelle 2008) that summarize
the Lamb wave formation and production for a point source energy release as a function of source height, source energy (or source wave frequency), and range to the
source, for two different source heights (and as plotted in Figs. 11.18 and 11.19
respectively). These calculations have all been carried out including an explicit
Rayleigh friction, viscous decay term as first suggested by Pierce in 1963. This has
made the calculations far more realistic especially at the lower frequencies near the
Brunt-Vaisalla frequency, where absorptive effects can be very significant.
An explanation of the symbols used in Figs. 11.18 and 11.19 is necessary. First
of all, Ro is the Lamb wave formation distance calculated assuming a viscous fluid.
Second, R1 is the Lamb wave dominance distance (in terms of its wave amplitude)
if both R1 >> R2 and R1 >> R3 as calculated using either an inviscid or a viscous
fluid approximation. R2 and R3 are additional scaled distances developed by Pierce
to constrain the Lamb wave formation results. However, it has been previously
determined that R1 >> R2 and R1 >> R3 are only generally satisfied at very high
altitudes above ~130 km (where the air is very viscous due to the very large neutral
gas mean free path). In the absence of formally satisfying this criterion in the real
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Fig. 11.18 Lamb wave formation and dominance distance (km)- 20 km source height assumed

Fig. 11.19 Lamb wave formation and dominance distance (km)- 60 km source height assumed
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viscous atmosphere, instead a multiple length of the predicted Ro value has been
used to calculate the Lamb wave dominance distance (typically two times Ro has
been used for predicting this distance using the atmospheric Rayleigh friction viscous terms that have been evaluated).
Specifically in Figs. 11.18 and 11.19, 2⋅Ro was used throughout as the criterion
for the minimum distance necessary for the development of a significant amplitude
Lamb wave contribution to the final atmospheric AGW signal. The results of this
new work clearly show that as the wave frequency increases (or equivalently this
also corresponds to either a diminished blast wave radius or a diminished source
energy input to the atmosphere) or as the source height increases or as the range
from the source decreases, the Lamb wave production and/or amplitude dominance
is greatly diminished. In the intermediate regime where Lamb waves are still not
expected to dominate the observed signal (see the provided propagation summary
regime in Table 11.1 below), we have simply included the Lamb wave contribution,
but at a greatly diminished amplitude (typically a 90% reduction has been found
adequate for comparison against most bolide AGW signals).
More specifically in Fig. 11.18, it can be seen that the Lamb wave from a source
at 20 km altitude will not be expected at a wave period of 10 s to dominate the
observed AGW signal until a range from the source of ~3,000 km has been
achieved, whereas at a period of 100 s, this predicted distance scale has been
reduced to only ~300 km. Similarly, in Fig. 11.19, it can also readily be observed
that the Lamb wave from a source at 60 km altitude will not be expected at a wave
period of 10 s to dominate the observed AGW signal until a range from the source
of ~8,000 km has been achieved, whereas at a period of 100 s, this distance scale
has been reduced to only ~900 km. Thus, it can be clearly seen in general that as
either the source energy decreases (at shorter wave periods) or as the height
increases, Lamb wave dominance of the AGW signals at close range is extremely
unlikely. For the smaller and less energetic meteors, these predicted distances are
all very large to ever expect Lamb wave dominance of the AGW signals, whereas
for the extremely rare, but very energetic bolides, the formation and domination of
the AGW signal at quite close ranges by the Lamb wave is extremely likely.
ReVelle (2008) has discussed this formation and dominance distance scale for
Lamb waves further in terms of a constructive interference effect process.
In addition to the Lamb wave contribution, we also expect to observe weak
shock waves propagating away from the source (but not significantly dispersed at
close range for small sources), except at sufficiently great ranges. In addition, atmospheric acoustical waves are also launched independently by the medium due to the
impulsive nature of the source (Tolstoy 1973, Gill 1982) and with additional ducted
waves arriving from the stratospheric and thermospheric sound channels either
significantly or negligibly dispersed as a function of range (Gill 1982). With the
current approach, it has even been found possible to isolate the AGW spectrum in
middle latitudes for earth’s atmosphere from ~3 h > t > 0.10 s strictly from the infrasonic spectrum, i.e., w >> wac where wac is the acoustic waveguide cut-off frequency
and t is the observed wave period. The modeling of the full AGW spectrum adds a
significant source of higher frequencies toward the end of the predicted synthesized

Ducted Signals expected
Downwind and upwind:
Fully dispersed with period
a function of blast radius
Ducted signals expected
downwind and upwind:
Fully dispersed with period
a function of blast radius

Some ducted signals evident
upwind and downwind

Some ducted signals evident
upwind and downwind

Ducted signals possible

Thermospheric ducted signals
No ducted signals expected;
Direct arrivals only

First, we will assign horizontal distance scales from 100 to 300 km as a reasonable minimum range for significant atmospheric dispersion, i.e., the minimum
range for the Airy phase to fully develop. This distance scale is well known following much earlier work by Pierce and Posey and by Bretherton and Garrett,
etc. (see ReVelle 2008 for more details). Next we will assign Ro ³ 100 m as a practical value for a large source and Ro £ 5 m as a practical value for a small
source. We can then put physical limits on the regimes identified in the above table. If we use the conventional x definition = (R2+zs2)1/2/Ro, we can identify
the following regime limits for both a ground level source (where R = range, zs= source altitude and Ro = blast wave relaxation radius) and one at 50-km
altitude in parentheses as indicated later on in (i) to (vi) in section 11.5.5

Table 11.1 Atmospheric acoustic-gravity wave (AGW) response from impulsive sources such as bolides
Lamb waves: Internal
Internal acoustical
Weak shock blast
CASES:
gravity waves
waves
waves
Stratospheric ducted signals
No ducted signals
Not yet dispersed,
Limited Bessel
Not yet fully
Close range:
expected; Direct
but wave period
function
dispersed: Limited
Large
arrivals only
a function of
response
Airy function
energy
blast radius
response
sources
Ducted signals possible
Limited Bessel
Not yet dispersed,
No formation at high
Close range:
function response
but wave period
altitudes; Limited
Small energy
a function of blast
Airy function
sources
radius
response
Limited Bessel
Fully dispersed with Some ducted signals
Fully dispersed: Airy
Intermediate
evident downwind:
function response
wave period a
function shape, but
range: Large
Dispersed wave train
function of blast
of limited amplitude
energy
radius
sources
Some ducted signals
Limited Bessel
Not yet dispersed,
No formation at high
Intermediate
evident downwind:
function response
but period a
altitudes: Limited
range: Small
Dispersed wave train
function of blast
Airy function
energy
radius
response
sources
No direct signals
Ducted signals expected
Fully dispersed Airy
Fully dispersed:
Great range:
expected
downwind: Fully
function shape
Bessel function
Large energy
dispersed with period a
response
sources
function of blast radius
No direct signals
Ducted signals expected
Fully dispersed
No formation at high
Great range:
expected
downwind: Fully
Bessel function
altitudes except for
Small energy
dispersed with period a
response
very great ranges
sources
function of blast radius
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signal since the dispersion is normal with low frequencies arriving first followed by
successive higher frequencies unlike the acoustical signals, which are inversely
dispersed and have the highest frequencies arriving at the earliest times followed by
progressively longer frequency signals.
Results of our direct entry modeling capabilities (ReVelle, 1976, ReVelle, 2007)
for the famous Revelstoke meteorite fall of March 31, 1965 are presented in Figs.
11.20–11.23 below. The predicted panchromatic stellar magnitude (very similar to
the optical stellar magnitude) of almost -23 stellar magnitudes is almost as bright
as the Sun (as would be observed at 100 km in the zenith) and has been plotted vs.
the geopotential height in Fig. 11.20. The large jump in brightness at the lowest
heights corresponds to the fragmentation of the body that can also be observed in
the blast wave radius in Fig. 11.23. The predicted velocity profile has been plotted
in Fig. 11.21, where it can also clearly seen that the terminal speeds at the lowest
heights have been predicted to dramatically decrease to those typical of surviving
meteorite fragments. The blast wave signature time series (the pressure–amplitude
source function) at the corresponding peak blast wave generation altitude has also
been plotted in Fig. 11.22. Finally, the computed blast wave radius as a function of
altitude has been plotted in Fig. 11.23, where the predicted effects of fragmentation
with a correspondingly huge increase in the blast radius at the lowest heights can
be clearly identified. This predicted increase in the blast radius also translates into
a correspondingly large increase in the predicted wave period.

Fig. 11.20 Revelstoke meteorite modeling- Panchromatic stellar magnitude (at a standard height
of 100 km in the zenith) as a function of the geopotential height (km)
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Fig. 11.21 Revelstoke meteorite modeling- Instantaneous velocity (km/s) as a function of the
geopotential height (km)

Fig. 11.22 Revelstoke meteorite modeling- Near-field (x = 10) blast wave source amplitude-time
series
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Fig. 11.23 Revelstoke meteorite modeling- Line source blast wave radius (m) including low
altitude fragmentation effects as a function of the geopotential height (km)

Two-Dimensional Source Modeling

Model Atmosphere : Horizontally stratified, range
independent, steady state, hydrostatic model
atmosphere (including seasonal detailed properties
and horizontal atmospheric winds, etc.)

Geopotential
altitude, z

Intermediate range:
Range ~ O({Ro, R1})

Impulsive source

Ray-mode skip distance
of the ducted wave paths:

Ducted Thermo& Stratospheric
arrivals

Internal wave
generation
region

Lamb wave
formation
Weak shock/linear wave arrivals
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Observer
Lamb edge wave guided arrivals
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Fig. 11.24 Two-dimensional AGW atmospheric propagation diagram that schematically illustrates
the range and height development of various types of signals expected from impulsive sources in
middle latitudes
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11.5.3 AGW Results for Large and Distant Meteors
In the modeling of these AGW signals, to facilitate comparisons against actual
observations, results have been predicted into two separate frequency bins as noted
earlier, namely:
1. The full AGW spectrum solution: The total AGW frequency result
2. Acoustic solution: Results for only wave frequencies above wac
In what follows below, the results are only presented for the full AGW spectrum.
In Fig. 11.25, the predicted AGW pressure wave signature computed for a range
of 3497 km as would be observed at the infrasonic array, PD has been plotted
(ReVelle, 2008). Examples of the predicted AGW waveform for downwind (a = 0°),
counterwind (a = 180°) and cross-wind conditions (a = 90°) have all been indicated
in this figure (in three panels from top to bottom, respectively). These early pressure wave signature results used a far simpler waveguide ducting scheme (including however both strato- and thermospheric ducted phases) than is currently under
development (and which will be discussed further below). In the future, all cases
will be redone using our more advanced and more realistic, but yet still idealized
homogeneous waveguide ducting procedure.
In Fig. 11.25, for example, 〈L〉 is defined as the atmospheric horizontal dispersion distance scale used for these AGW computations. 〈L〉 is discussed further in
ReVelle (2008). To realistically compare these synthesized AGW signals from the
Revelstoke meteorite fall against observations, however, we must also remember
that the frequencies allowed by the instrumental band-pass monitoring filters in
common use do not include the entire AGW spectrum. These band-pass frequencies
range from ~0.01 to 4 Hz for the International Monitoring System arrays and from
~0.04 to 8.2 Hz for both the National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) arrays still in use and for the Air Force Technical Applications Center
(AFTAC) arrays, which were in widespread use up until 1974. Thus, the detailed
comparison between observations and theory using a restricted set of filtered AGW
signals cannot be fully completed yet, because the effects of the wind-noise reduction filters (after attachment to the microbarographs) has not yet been fully analyzed in terms of the expected frequency modification of the AGW signals. This is
not a new problem, but one that has needed resolution by the infrasonic scientific
community for a very long time.
In Fig. 11.26, the observed time series of AGW signals from the Revelstoke
meteorite fall for all four sensors as recorded at the AFTAC PD array at ~3,497 km
range is plotted ReVelle (2008). Although the agreement is in general similar, there
are also significant amplitude differences that depend, in part, on exactly what
altitude the AGW waves originated from. In this modeling, we have assumed that
the signals emanated from the altitude of the maximum blast wave relaxation radius,
but this simply may not be the case. Detailed testing of signals recorded from a
number of additional locations, which is certainly possible for this very well
observed bolide event, should be actively pursued. In addition, however, it should be
noted that the previous ducted mode solutions used in the computations and shown
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Fig. 11.25 AGW signatures predicted as a function of the wind-wave phase angle, a, for a = 0°
(downwind), a = 180° (counterwind), and a = 90° (crosswind) at a horizontal great circle range of
3,497 km from the bolide

in Fig. 11.25 are far simpler than the more realistic ducted solution technique indicated below. The Fortran computer code for these computations is currently undergoing extensive debugging and so the latest Revelstoke AGW solution cannot yet be
provided for this important case, but will be completed soon.
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Fig. 11.26 Observed amplitude-time series for four sensors at AFTAC array PD of the arrival of AGW’s
from the Revelstoke meteorite fall at 3497 km horizontal range (HF bandpass: 8.2 Hz to 25.0 s)

Waveform dispersion in each of the two fundamental branches of the AGW
spectrum was modeled by computing the phase and group velocities as a function
of wave frequency separately. This allowed the Dirac delta function source (or a
Heaviside step function source, etc.) initially composed of a pulse with all frequencies to be dispersed during propagation into a long duration wave train as individual
“linear” frequencies traveling with their own individual phase speeds over differing
propagation paths. The computed wave train duration is a function of the computed
dominant frequency (which also depends on the source blast wave radius or the
corresponding source energy input) and on range. In this part of the modeling,
the atmosphere was treated as a perfectly stratified, steady state, lossless medium
that is in exact hydrostatic balance and that is not range-dependent (using Cartesian
coordinate geometry for a specified set of sound and horizontal wind speed variations allowed that will only satisfy the WJKB approximation, i.e., a slowly varying
medium). Theoretical work on dissipation due to classical absorption, molecular
relaxation, turbulent scattering effects, etc., will be incorporated later. For most
low-altitude sources, this is quite a small effect, except perhaps for propagation in
the thermospheric waveguide (ReVelle et al., 2009, to be submitted). This atmospheric AGW dispersion problem has previously only been modeled numerically
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using very complex and detailed matrix-based algorithms with the exception of the
analytic analyses provided in detail in the pioneering work of Meecham (1965) to
understand this physical process.
New efforts at AGW modeling discussed further below has made use of two
basic atmospheric waveguides (ducts or sound channels) for propagation in any
direction with respect to the prevailing, synoptic-scale, mean horizontal winds
(with horizontal spatial scales exceeding ~1,000 km). It should be remembered,
however, that unlike the thermospheric duct, (extending from the ground to
~110 km), the stratospheric duct (extending from the ground to ~55 km) only
exists because of the presence of the mean horizontal wind field and due to small
scale sound speed fluctuations. This is because the sound speed profile in the
atmosphere nearly always has its maximum value at the ground because of direct
solar heating effects. The heights of these ducts in the computations to be discussed
are individually computed from the atmospheric data input to our wave source and
propagation code (as can be determined by examining Figs. 11.1–11.3). There are
certainly other and usually more temporary duct types such as the tropospheric duct
(typically extending from the ground to ~15 km), but this can only exist if the vertical gradient of the horizontal tropospheric jet stream wind (which provides the
necessary refraction of the signals) is physically present somewhere along the
propagation path. In addition, there is also a planetary boundary layer duct (extending from the ground up to the height of the inversion layer aloft and typically this
distance is only a few hundred meters for nocturnal radiative temperature inversions in middle latitudes), but for the moment, only the most fundamental atmospheric waveguide ducts have been included since they are expected to significantly
influence long distance AGW propagation.
The current procedure that is being used to determine exactly which wave modes
could be successfully ducted (which depends quite sensitively upon the atmospheric
data for a given date, time and location for a specific event) was modeled using two
separate constraints.
This process was treated “exactly,” in the limit of an ideal (homogeneous) waveguide, by first assuming that:
(a) Angle of incidence = Angle of reflection
at both the upper and lower duct interfacial boundaries.
Obviously, the wavelengths of the propagating waves are important for this
assumption because the local ground topography can significantly change this condition if the corrugated lower boundary has horizontal length scale changes (due to
terrain changes or the presence of mountainous regions) comparable with the wavelength of the waves).
Second, a boundary condition was also imposed at both boundaries that
demanded that:
(b) The vertical gradient of the pulse amplitude = 0
so that the wave frequency and amplitude would be unchanged upon reflection at
both the upper and lower waveguide boundaries
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This process resulted in a “geometric fitting” of the dominant wavelength of the
dispersed pulse both horizontally as well as vertically within the atmospheric waveguide’s structure. This treatment of the possible wave modes (as evaluated below
using data in Figs. 11.1–11.3 for the atmospheric sound speed and horizontal wind
speed structure at the time of the Carancas meteorite fall on September 15, 2007)
included the computation of an integer waveguide mode number for each mode
ranging from n = 0 (the low-frequency horizontally propagating Lamb wave) to
wave propagation at right angles (upward and downward) to the direction of the
two-dimensional waveguide axis at n = nmax, where n is the mode number and nmax
is the largest mode number allowed within the duct.
In this newest wave ducting scheme, the lowest order modes travel horizontally,
nearly straight down the waveguide with a group velocity almost equal to that of
the effective sound velocity (defined to include the thermodynamic sound speed
structure as well as the mass average horizontal winds) and the highest order modes
travel nearly perpendicular to the two-dimensional waveguide axis with very small
group velocity, i.e., with almost no energy transfer down the waveguide. To facilitate the essential correctness of these ducting evaluations that have been indicated
in Fig. 11.27, the following constraints have also been imposed that allow for data
measurement errors and additional factors:
(c) A near-integer number of hops, n, must be determinable between the source and
observer (¹0). In addition, if the number of hops < some limiting value, these
possible solutions were also rejected.
(d) A “miss” distance was also computed for each of these “rays” that satisfied
condition (a). The miss distance value was further assigned on the basis of the

Fig. 11.27 Predicted ducted internal acoustic wave mode number vs. the “ray” launch angle for
stratospheric and thermospheric atmospheric ducts that were evident at the time of the Carancas
meteorite fall of September 15, 2007
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Table 11.2 Ducted wave solution: Carancas meteorite fall at 1,560 km range
Computed no.
Computed miss
Return type
Mode number
of hops (n)
distance (km)
3
0.8823
1a
2.4493
1
4
1.1778
4.3619
1
7
2.0728
13.4709
2
1
~0
–
2
2
~0
–
2
3
~0
–
2
13
0.8047
9.6443
2
14
0.8674
11.2011
2
15
0.9303
12.8782
2
16
0.9935
14.6768
2
17
1.0568
16.5979
2
18
1.1203
18.6428
Return type = 1: Stratospheric; Type = 2: Thermospheric
For type = 2, Modes 1–3, have n values too close to 0

a

b

computed e-folding widths for Gaussian beams as a function of the horizontal
range (as discussed briefly below).
Using this new procedure, a graphical modal summary of the full set of possibilities
of horizontal “ray” launch angles vs. the internal acoustic mode number is presented
in Fig. 11.27.
Also presented below in Table 11.2 are the ducted modal solutions that satisfy
our stated criteria (c) and (d) above for the Carancas meteorite fall at a horizontal
range = 1,560 km (applicable for signals recorded at the infrasonic array IS041
in Paraguay). This was done using the full set of atmospheric properties in
Figs. 11.1–11.3 at the time of the Carancas meteorite fall (and associated crater
formation in Peru). Using this new procedure, three stratospheric and nine thermospheric modes were successfully predicted for this case. For these predictions, the
number of near-integral hops, n, were only accepted if the numerical values fell
between n−0.80 and n+0.20, i.e., within a 20% error bound and with an assumed
“Gaussian width” miss distance = 20 km.
Thus, from among the numerous possibilities computed, only a few acoustic
ducted modes were found to satisfy both of the aforementioned criteria. This was
the case determined for a waveguide with a very specific set of atmospheric properties in which the effective sound speed (including horizontal winds) varies only
with height and was independent of time. The computed miss distance criterion was
set on the basis of Gaussian beam tracing procedures (for details see Porter and
Bucker 1987 and Attenborough et al. 1995).
The predicted ducted ray propagation behavior within each duct could have
been treated in at least two fundamentally different ways. First, the mean effective
sound speed could have been averaged and combined with the averaged horizontal wind speed for each duct to compute a mean “ray” angle during the propagation. From this angle, the number of hops between source and observer can be
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readily computed. Alternatively, the “ray” launch angle could be averaged as it
undergoes changes after passage through the entire duct with a varying effective
sound speed. For the moment, only the first approach has been used, however,
because of its inherent simplicity. Because of the currently imposed boundary
conditions, scattering effects due to topography and horizontal waveguide imperfections (resulting in waveguide energy leakage) cannot now be readily modeled,
except numerically as noted earlier. Such imperfections will be examined in
future modeling efforts.

11.5.4 Results for Small, Quite Close Meteors
In addition, an example of our new AGW modeling capability at close range for the
case of very high-speed and high-altitude Leonid meteors with correspondingly
smaller blast wave relaxation radii will also be presented. This capability allows the
prediction of the same types of arrivals that were also allowed for larger bolides at
greater ranges, namely weak shock, direct or ducted arrivals, and the corresponding
internal atmospheric acoustical arrivals assuming little or no dispersion for the
weak shock arrivals. These weak shock time–amplitude signatures are also derived
by modeling the entry dynamics and energetics for individual, but quite small meteors (and with correspondingly much lower luminosity levels).
Work now in progress is using this new AGW capability in combination with
direct multi-instrumental detections at the ELFO (Elgin Field Observatory) of the
University of Western Ontario at their Department of Physics and Astronomy under
the direction of Professor Peter G. Brown (this new work uses CCD all-sky cameras,
meteor radar, an infrasound array, seismic data, etc. as part of the SOMN, the
Southern Ontario Meteor Network).
Presented in Fig. 11.28 is a calculation of an AGW signature from a very highvelocity Leonid meteor at quite close range for a small blast wave source with
signals emanating at high altitudes above the earth.
Note that the earliest predicted arrival in Fig. 11.28 is the very brief and relatively small amplitude (~0.8 Pa peak to peak) weak shock wave emanating directly
from the low-density Leonid meteor followed by about 5 min of slightly dispersed
atmospheric acoustical waves. The blast wave arrival has a wave period whose
value is directly related to the line source blast wave radius as described earlier in
the text.

11.5.5 Generalized Results
A summary table is given below for completeness of all possible types of included
component atmospheric signals that have been allowed in the treatment by ReVelle
(2008) for signal from impulsive sources:
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Fig. 11.28 Predicted amplitude-time series of an AGW at relatively close range from a SOMNtype bolide: Entry velocity = 70 km/s, Source height = 60 km, Maximum blast radius = 110.4 m,
Horizontal range = 200 km, Initial kinetic energy = 1.035 X 10(-5) kt, Initial mass = 1.767 X 10(-2)
kg, Assumed bulk density = 270 kg/m3 (Weak cometary material)

(i) Large source (LS) – Close range: Ro ³ 100 m, x < 3.0 × 103 (3.041 × 103)
(ii) Small source (SS) – Close range: Ro £ 5 m, x < 6 × 104 (6.083 × 104)
(iii) LS – Intermediary range: Ro ³ 100 m, 1.0 × 103 (1.118 × 103)< x < 3.0 × 103(3.04
1 × 103)
(iv) SS – Intermediary range: Ro £ 5 m, 2 × 104 (2.236 × 104) < x < 6 × 104 (6.083 × 104)
(v) LS – Great range: Ro ³ 100 m, x > 1.0 × 103 (1.118.0 × 103)
(vi) SS – Great range: Ro £ 5 m, x > 2 × 104 (2.236 × 104)
This transitional set of AGW behavior suggests a simplified, dimensionless scaling
index, IAGW can be developed to better understand the possible types of AGW signals
that should be expected for various source and range conditions as follows:
IAGW = {R / Rdis} • exp[–zs / Hp ] • {R0 / L}
where

IAGW = AGW behavior index

(11.13)
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Rdis = Distance formation scale for the fully dispersed Airy function of normally
dispersed atmospheric internal gravity waves, Hp = Pressure scale height (or more
generally the density scale height) = −p⁄∂p/∂z = RT/g, where p = air pressure, T =
air temperature, g = acceleration due to gravity, and R = universal gas constant
divided by the mean molecular weight of the gas
L = Line source length of the bolide
r(z)/ro = Air density ratio: The value at the source height to the surface value
(z = 0) where r(z)/ro = exp[−zs/Hp] in an isothermal atmosphere.
Since the blast wave radius also allows the fundamental wave frequencies of the
weak shock wave to be predicted, it also allows an estimate of weak shock effects
from a bolide event as a function of range, etc. Some obvious predictions of atmospheric AGW behavior using IAGW are as follows (with obviously many more
permutations being possible for all the variables of interest) where weakly nonlinear
shock wave distortion effects can be estimated in combination with the distortion
distance concept as briefly discussed earlier in this chapter and as discussed at
greater length in Morse and Ingard (1969) and in ReVelle (1976):
(a) IAGW << 1: R << Rdis; Ro << L; zs << Hp:
Lamb waves are very unlikely to have formed
Dispersed internal acoustic waves are very unlikely
Weak shock wave pulse effects are likely (high frequencies)
(b) IAGW >> 1: R >> Rdis; Ro < L; zs << Hp:
Lamb waves are likely very well developed
Dispersed internal acoustic waves are very likely
Dispersed weak shock wave effects are likely
(c) IAGW < 1: R >> Rdis; Ro < L; zs >> Hp:
Lamb waves are very likely to have formed, but very unlikely to have significant
amplitude
Dispersed internal acoustic waves are very unlikely
Dispersed weak shock waves are likely due to elevated sources
(d) IAGW > 1: R >> Rdis; Ro < L; zs << Hp:
Lamb waves are very likely to have formed, but only with moderate amplitude
Dispersed internal acoustical waves are very unlikely
Dispersed weak shock waves are likely
(e) IAGW ~ O(1): R ~ Rdis; Ro < L; zs << Hp:
Lamb waves are unlikely to have formed, but only with small amplitudes
Dispersed internal acoustic waves are unlikely
Weak shock wave pulse effects are likely
(f) IAGW ~ O(1): R ~ Rdis; Ro < L; zs >> Hp:
Lamb waves are very unlikely
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Dispersed internal acoustic waves are unlikely
Weak shock wave pulse effects are even more likely
As shown earlier, waveguide ducting possibilities within the atmospheric waveguide can now be evaluated “exactly” (ignoring certain effects like lower boundary
terrain irregularities, etc.) with an approach that is a function of the individual
atmospheric sound speed and horizontal wind-speed profiles. Thus, such ducting
effects may not be more generally clarified using a simplified index approach as
suggested earlier. Atmospheric propagation regimes can only be roughly identified
with this type of index approach in an attempt to understand when we should expect
certain types of various component signals for sources at various altitudes, observed
ranges, and differing source energies emanating from the atmospheric wave zoo.

11.6 Future Work
In the future, additional cases of meteoroids monitored by multiple techniques will
also continue to be physically modeled to establish well calibrated compositional
and physical quantities that can be used to better understand the fundamental origins
of these diverse solid particles (that are believed to be very representative of the
early solar system). In addition, the inclusion of detailed wave energy dissipation
effects is a topic that is next on the list for inclusion in the numerical AGW modeling
code that has already been established.
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Appendix: Diffuse Shock Waves at High Altitudes
in Isothermal and NonIsothermal Atmospheres
As the meteor interacts at very great altitudes with the exponentially decaying atmospheric environment first while in the outer fringes of the earth’s atmosphere, it reacts
by electrical charging effects that are poorly understood and by subsequently melting,
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vaporizing, undergoing fragmentation, etc. These processes occur directly because
the available energy/mass greatly exceeds the energy necessary to completely destroy
the body for any reasonable and reasonably well-known composition (Hankey 1988).
This interaction type depends, in turn, on the flow regime, i.e., whether the characteristic dimension of the body is greater than or less then the atmospheric neutral gas
mean free path. This process can be formally evaluated using the dimensionless combination of parameters called the Knudsen number, Kn (Hankey 1988). In the former
regime, continuum flow (Kn << 1) has been achieved, and the interaction leads to the
formation of a well-developed and largely inviscid shock wave with strong shock
radiative properties, whereas in the opposite extreme (Kn >> 1), the interaction is
termed free molecular. In the latter regime, the interaction is more locally intense in
that the shielding provided by a protective air “gas cap” (but still including the ablation products from the mass loss suffered by the body) is largely absent and direct
impacts with the body’s surface are commonly endured. Diffuse shock waves can still
form, however, as discussed in ReVelle (2004, 2005). The Knudsen number can also
be scaled with respect to the wavelength of the line source blast wave for the energy
deposition process into the atmosphere even though normally, it is scaled with respect
to the local neutral gas mean free path with regard to local meteor or bolide heating
and ablation effects (ReVelle 2008). Thus, in addition, in the free molecular-flow
regime, the meteor and/or bolide energy deposition process also drives intense local
atmospheric heating effects, which are progressively stronger at greater altitudes that
arise from the decay of the diffuse shock waves formed at somewhat greater distances
from the trajectory (ReVelle- Implications of Bolide Entry Solutions for the Condition
of One Hundred Percent Differential Acoustic Efficiency: A Numerical and an
Analytic Study, to be submitted, 2009). In between these two local ablational
heating extremes, the interaction is of the slip-flow or of the transitional-flow type
(Kn ~ O(1)), where a viscous shock-wave interaction with the frontal cross section of
the body occurs, which can also greatly increase localized heating rates (by interference heating effects, etc. as described in Hankey 1988). Through these very intense
local meteor heating effects as a function of the Kn, scaled with respect to the local
mean free path, the processes of quasi-continuous ablation and air drag (including
deceleration) and even discontinuous and often catastrophic fragmentation processes
can also typically occur (if the mechanical stagnation pressures on the front face
exceed the breaking strength of the body or through conductive heating effects for
very small bodies).

Meteor Source Energy Coupling to the Atmosphere:
Line Source Blast Waves
From the fundamental hypersonic drag interaction of meteoroids with the atmosphere, the direct entry, dynamical-energetics theory (ReVelle 2004, 2005) can be
used, which will fully constrain the deposition of energy in various forms. This
includes the deposition of heat, light, waves (infrasound and acoustic waves in the
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high-frequency limit, otherwise for the full AGW wave spectrum), ionization, dissociation, etc. Similar modeling efforts have also been made for the re-entry of manmade space capsule reentries (ReVelle et al. 2005; ReVelle and Edwards 2006).
Using this approach, the line source blast wave generated by the bolide in
various atmospheric regions (if Kn < 1 so that a quasi-continuous flow regime
can be established) can then be readily coupled to the propagation of AGW’s.
Furthermore, this coupling can be realistically evaluated by examining the conservation properties of the wave kinetic energy density (with small amplitude
wave “linearity” assumed) during its propagation from the source to the observer
under the assumption of inviscid propagation as discussed earlier in the main
body of this chapter. As shown in detail in ReVelle et al. (2004) for the
Neuschwanstein fireball and meteorite fall, the wave kinetic energy is dynamically
and energetically linked in range to the differential acoustic efficiency (for the
original work see ReVelle and Rajan 1979 and ReVelle 1980); as predicted at the
fireball at x = 10 (10 blast wave radii away from the trajectory). Only for the
smaller bolides at progressively greater altitudes do we expect this conservation
principle to break down as the wave dissipation heats the atmosphere due to
wave energy losses to its surroundings due to classical (molecular shear viscosity and heat conduction) as well as nonclassical mechanisms (molecular
internal relaxation, turbulence, etc.). Within certain knowable limits using this
type of approach, the initial conditions for the line source blast wave pulse can
be fully determined such as its detailed amplitude, wave period, duration of the
positive and negative phases of the wave, etc.

Near-Field vs. Far-Field Wave Amplitude Behavior
A pioneering and now quite old breakthrough article by DuMond et al. (1946) and
summarized more recently by Snow (1967) showed conclusively the near- and
midfield behavior expected for the propagating line source blast wave from small
projectiles in a nearly homogeneous (constant density) atmosphere. Within one
blast wave radius of the source, the explosion properties of the line source are fully
realized, whereas at much greater distances, the wave behavior is in the near-field
shock wave regime and still further away the eventual small amplitude, linear wave
limit can be fully expected (Thompson 1972). As shown in detail in Morse and
Ingard (1969), the degree of waveform distortion becomes progressively greater as
the wavelength of the disturbance decreases (progressively higher wave frequencies) or as the overpressure ratio (Dp/p) becomes larger.
For a ideal diatomic gas including both nitrogen and oxygen molecules predominantly, g, the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume
is approximately ≅ 1.40. Thus, in a homogeneous medium, the predicted overpressure ratio can be written as a function of f(x), which simultaneously allows for both
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the nonlinear strong shock blast wave limit as well as the weak shock decay small
amplitude limit in the form (ReVelle 1976):
∆p / p0 @ {g (2.0 (g + 1.0))} · f(x)

(A1)

and where f(x) has been already been defined in (11.12) in the main body of the
chapter.
Allowing for source heights significantly above ground level (z = 0) in an
isothermal, hydrostatic atmosphere where the air pressure decays exponentially
according to the local pressure scale height and simultaneously allowing for
large scaled range, the aforementioned expression with “C” = “d” = 1 as discussed
earlier in the main body of this chapter, can be simplified using (11.12) to the
limiting far-field form in an isothermal atmosphere, which represents the meteor/
bolide blast wave amplitude source function (ReVelle 1976):
∆p @ 0.2917 · Dws(r) · x –¾ · {p*}; x > ∼ 102

(A2)

where
po = Surface atmospheric pressure: Pa,
p(z) = Air pressure at the source altitude: Pa,
p(z) = po⋅exp[−∫{dz/Hp(z)}]= po⋅exp[−{z/Hp}],
r(z) = ro·exp[−∫{dz/Hr(z)}]= ro·exp[−{z/Hr}],
Hp = Pressure scale height = −p(z)/∂p/∂z, and
Hr = Density scale height= −r(z)/∂r(z)∂z
In an isothermal, hydrostatic atmosphere with Hp = Hr. {p*} = {po • p(z)}1/2 =
geometric mean pressure between source and observer, x = scaled total range from
the line source explosion = R/Ro, R = total distance from the explosion: km, Ro =
line source cylindrical blast wave relaxation radius: km, and Dws(r) = weak shock
dissipation function (assumed = 1, independent of wave frequency or altitude in this
analysis).
This pressure scaling for an isothermal atmosphere is proportional to the square
root of the surface air pressure value times the pressure value at the source altitude.
This scaling comes from the assumption of conservation of the wave kinetic energy
density during the AGW propagation as height changes. Thus, in a strictly isothermal, hydrostatic atmosphere (cs(z) = constant), as the height of the wave increases
(decreases) progressively, the velocity amplitude of the wind due to the wave
increases (decreases) and are both proportional to the square root of the air density
changes (or are also proportional to the square root of the air pressure changes).
This fully accounts for the form of the correction factor above.
Further, we will reevaluate the form of this correction factor in a nonisothermal
atmosphere. In addition, the indicated parameters ignore a ground reflection factor
that is between unity and the amplitude doubling limit, assuming that the wave
frequency is sufficiently low so that only a negligible amount of wave energy can
actually be transmitted through or absorbed by the local ground surface
(Attenborough et al. 1995).
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The combination of parameters used in (11.A2) for quasi-linear or for full weak
shock propagation insures that the wave kinetic energy density is conserved during
atmospheric propagation (see for example, ReVelle et al. (2004) where this concept
has been applied to our interpretation of the entry modeling and infrasound recordings from the Neuschwanstein meteorite fall in Germany).

Isothermal vs. Nonisothermal Atmospheric Relationships
From previous treatments of the conservation of the wave kinetic energy density for
inviscid fluid flows (which we have implicitly assumed throughout this current
analysis), a correction factor is now sought to replace {p*} in (11.A2) that accounts
for the behavior of acoustical waves generated aloft in a nonisothermal, hydrostatic
atmosphere. However, this limit is not the only one that can readily be analyzed as
a detailed theoretical analysis of the behavior of infrasonic signals from four, very
high altitude (>~90–100 km), but quite bright shower meteors that incorporates
classical dissipation (using realistic molecular heat conduction, shear viscosity,
and molecular internal relaxation coefficients) in the limit of “quasilinear” wave
propagation has already been completed ReVelle, Edwards, Brown and Spurny
(2009).
To evaluate the nonisothermal effects expected, we now rely on (11.9c) that has
already been formulated for locally plane waves in Sect. 11.2.4. in the main body
of this chapter. From this relationship, it is clear that in the more general nonisothermal atmospheric case, the product of the square root of the air density times the
adiabatic, thermodynamic sound speed is proportional to the pressure wave amplitude
if the wave kinetic energy density is to remain a constant. Thus, the linear wave
relationship for an ideal gas can readily be formulated in a fully nonisothermal,
hydrostatic model atmosphere in the far-field limit in the form:
∆p = 0.2917 • Dws (r) • x –¾ • {[r(zo) / r (zs)]½ • [cs(zo) / cs(zs)]}

(A3)

which is applicable again for x > ~102 and where zo is the lower boundary of the
atmosphere (z = 0) and zs is the corresponding blast wave source altitude.
Thus, the linear correction factor for correctly predicting the wave amplitude as
a function of height in a nonisothermal, hydrostatic model atmosphere is given by
the quantity in the curly brackets on the extreme right-hand side of (11.A3), replacing the expression p* for an isothermal, hydrostatic model atmosphere.
Of course, none of these wave energy correction factors directly account for the
focusing (or defocusing) effects of the horizontal wind field in the downwind
(upwind) direction in a stratospheric waveguide for example. These amplitude considerations are a separate problem not treated within this chapter at all, but one that
has been recently solved by the author after modifying the classical ocean-acoustics
version of ray-mode theory to include the mean horizontal winds at all heights in a
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medium with two permanent sound channels and while allowing for the full range
of AGW frequencies (ReVelle 2009).
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Chapter 12

Meteor Generated Infrasound:
Theory and Observation
Wayne N. Edwards

12.1 Introduction and the History of Meteor Infrasound
The infrasonic region of the acoustic spectrum in the Earth’s atmosphere is filled
with a wide variety of natural sources (Garcés et al. 2010). These sources include
such energetic processes as severe weather systems (tornados, hurricanes, etc.)
(Mikumo et al. 2010), oceanic waves (surf, microbaroms) (Hetzer et al. 2010;
Kulichkov 2010; Blanc et al. 2010), volcanic eruptions, earthquakes (de Groot-Hedlin
et al. 2010), lightning (Hauchecorne et al. 2010), and aurora (Mutschlecner and
Whitaker 2010). One of the more unusual, but constant, sources of natural infrasound is that of interplanetary debris, or meteoroids, colliding with the Earth’s
atmosphere at hypersonic velocities, in a process commonly referred to as a meteor.
Meteoroids are most commonly the remnant materials of the minor bodies of the
solar system, comets, and asteroids, which have been released from their parent
body (e.g., during active phases of comets passing near the Sun or during collisions
between bodies) and orbit independently about the sun. Meteoroids range greatly
in size, more than nine orders of magnitude, from tiny interplanetary dust particles
(IDP) of only a few 10s of micrometers to asteroidal-sized objects many kilometers
in dimension. For the purposes of generating infrasound, however, we will focus
upon the upper end of this scale, on meteoroids of centimeter sizes and larger.
The history of meteor infrasound dates back to the early twentieth century and is
nearly as old as the beginning of research in the subaudible spectrum of atmospheric
waves near the end of nineteenth century. By the early 1900s, microbarometers were
in scattered scientific use throughout England and Europe, when on June 30, 1908,
an extremely energetic meteoroid exploded at an altitude of ~10 km over the
Tunguska River in central Siberia (Chyba et al. 1993). Despite burning and leveling
more than 2,000 km2 of the local boreal forest, word of this substantial atmospheric
impact traveled slowly, due, in part, to both the remoteness of the region and the
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general turmoil after the event during World War I (1914–1918) and Russian
Revolution (1917). When eventually the event reached the scientific community in
the early 1920s and investigations commenced (Kulik 1927), it was discovered that,
like the eruption of the Krakatoa volcano decades earlier (Strachey 1888; Kanamori
1994), the Tunguska event had generated both infrasound and large-scale oscillations of atmosphere (i.e., gravity waves) (Evers and Haak 2010; Edwards 2010;
Drob et al. 2010), which were recorded (Fig. 12.1) throughout Russia, Europe, and
as distant as Washington, DC (Whipple 1930, 1934). From seismic and infrasonic
recordings of the event and comparisons to nuclear explosions, the Tunguska meteor
has been estimated to have released an equivalent energy of between 10 and 12.5 Mt
of TNT (Hunt et al. 1960; Ben-Menahem 1975) (1 Mt = 4.185 × 1015 J).
After the Tunguska event, meteor-generated sound returned to general anonymity.
While investigators of potential meteorite falls recognized that large meteors
produced audible sounds (often reported by eyewitnesses during investigations)
and recognized the likely sources of these sounds as originating from either the
hypersonic shock waves of a meteoroid’s atmospheric entry or from explosive gross
fragmentation of the body of the meteoroid at altitude (e.g., Wylie 1932), much was
anecdotal in terms of the recording of these sounds. Not until the escalation of the
Cold War during the 1950s and the requirement to monitor for atmospheric nuclear
weapon tests, did significant progress on recording meteor infrasound occur.
Recognizing that infrasound was an efficient means of monitoring and characterizing surface and airborne nuclear weapons tests conducted by the Soviet Union,
the United States Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC) developed a
global network of infrasound stations for just this purpose. As a consequence of the
monitoring of low-frequency sound for nuclear explosions, this network also
detected at least ten incidences of large (1–10 m and larger) meteoroid atmospheric
impacts located globally between 1960 and 1974 (ReVelle 1997). These detections,

Fig. 12.1 Composite trace of the atmospheric pressure signals recorded across Europe of the
Great Siberian Meteor, on June 30, 1908 (after Whipple 1930)
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like the Tunguska bolide half a century earlier, were detected but remained generally unrecognized as meteor infrasound until some time later. More recently with
the construction of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban-Treaty global network of
infrasound stations as part of the larger multisensor suite (seismic/hydroacoustic/
infrasound/radionuclide) of the International Monitoring System (IMS) (Christie
et al. 2001; Christie and Campus 2010), the number of these large meteoroids or
bolides being detected is once more on the rise (e.g., Brown et al. 2002a, 2004; Le
Pichon et al. 2002; Klekociuk et al. 2005; Edwards et al. 2006).
In contrast to these larger 1–10 m class meteoroids, until the late 1970s, infrasound
from smaller, more common, meteoroids had rarely been recorded in audible sound
(Millman 1970; Öpik 1970) and not yet recognized in the subaudible, despite meteoroids at these small sizes being significantly greater in number and thus more frequent (Ceplecha et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2002b). Indeed, in the early 1970s (ReVelle
1974), during a theoretical investigation into meteor infrasound, predicted that up to
60 meteors (typically centimeter sized) might be observable over the course of a year
according to meteoroid flux measurements of the time. This paucity of observation of
smaller meteors was likely due, in part, to the selective nature of infrasound monitoring and the general system design at that time. AFTAC infrasound stations monitored
two specific infrasonic bands for nuclear explosions, 0.04–8.2 Hz and 44–440 s
(ReVelle 1997). As the dominant infrasonic period of meteor infrasound scales with
a meteoroid’s kinetic energy (see Sects. 12.2 and 12.3), these systems were generally
only sensitive to the largest of bolides, since the interest of AFTAC was directed at
the low frequencies and longer durations typical of nuclear explosions. Broader band
systems used for scientific research (e.g., Kraemer 1977) avoided this limitation, but
instead suffered from primarily analog recording and manual analysis methods of the
data. As will be shown (Sect. 12.4), these small meteor infrasound detections are
often very short in duration and have very low amplitudes (< few hundredths of
Pascal). Yet, despite these difficulties, progress was made by the efforts of the former
Wave Propagation Laboratory in Boulder, Colorado, USA, as apparent meteor infrasound signals were identified from occasional very bright meteors or large bolides
observed by eyewitnesses, and more rarely with ground-based all-sky cameras,
providing only moderate source location and time constraints (Goerke 1966; Bedard
and Greene 1981).
During the mid-late 1970s and early 1980s, the two predominant meteor networks
in North America, the Meteorite Observation and Recovery Program (MORP) in
Western Canada (Halliday et al. 1978) and the U.S. Smithsonian Institution’s
Prairie Network (PN) (McCrosky and Boeschenstein 1965) teamed up with the
Springhill Meteor Observatory (SMO) (Watson et al. 1976; McKinley 1961) and
the University of Michigan (UofM), respectively, to begin comprehensive monitoring
programs to record and identify meteor infrasound from these centimeter-sized
meteoroids and larger, using both optical and radar systems to observe bright meteors.
Over the approximately 5 years of simultaneous monitoring, two observations were
made were made by the individual groups. The first was made by the SMO on
December 14, 1974, where during the annual Geminid meteor shower a strong
radar echo from a meteor was observed at ranges between 240 and 280 km.
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Fig. 12.2 Suspected infrasonic signal from a radar observed Geminid meteor (v = 35 km/s) on
December 14, 1974, by the Springhill Meteor Observatory (SMO). Although the coincident radar/
infrasound observations were suggestive, a definitive association could not be made. Estimates,
based on radar echo duration, indicated a meteoroid mass of ~1 kg (from McIntosh et al. 1976)

Approximately 14 min later, a coherent infrasonic signal lasting ~7 s was observed
by the SMO infrasound array in Ottawa, Canada (Fig. 12.2). While the time delay
between the two detections in general fit the observed radar range to the meteor, a
lack of directional information from the radar system meant that the association
could not be confirmed (McIntosh et al. 1976).
Soon after the identification of McIntosh et al. (1976), the UofM/PN collaboration
produced the first confirmed meteor infrasound observation from a meteor with a
well-determined trajectory (Kraemer and Bartman 1981). The meteor, observed on
May 24, 1975, was observed between 68.5 and 49.2 km altitude had an initial
velocity of 16.5 km/s and lasted for ~2.1 s reaching a brightness of −5.1 magnitudes
(McCrosky et al. 1979), about 2.5 times brighter than the planet Venus (magnitude −4).
After this meteor event, two distinct arrivals were observed on a nearby infrasonic
array (Fig. 12.3). Using the arrival azimuths and apparent velocities of the two signals
observed by the station, reverse ray tracing was performed and the two signals were
found to pass within 1.6 and 0.4 km from the observed meteor trajectory, delimiting
the source regions of the infrasound signals to 54.5 ± 1.6 km and 66.7 ± 0.2 km
altitude, respectively. For the next ~25 years, this would remain the only confirmed
observation of infrasound from a common centimeter-class meteor.
With infrasonic monitoring and research reviving in the late 1990s due, in large
part, to the inception of the CTBT/IMS global infrasound network, infrasonic
detections of meteors have begun to once more accumulate. While some of these
observations continued to be made by the chance occurrence of bright meteors
identified near infrasound stations with few direct observations on the source
meteor (e.g., ReVelle and Whitaker 1999; Evers and Haak 2003; Le Pichon et al.
2002), more and more meteor infrasound detections are being associated with
constrained meteor locations, trajectories, velocities, energies, and in some cases,
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Fig. 12.3 The first observation of infrasound from a well-constrained meteor trajectory (Kraemer
1977; Kraemer and Bartman 1981). Prairie Network (PN) meteor trajectory was photographically
observed traveling from 65.5 to 49.2 km altitude, at an inclination of 55.66° from the horizontal,
at an initial velocity of 16.5 km/s. From meteor light production, the meteoroid’s mass was
estimated to be 0.320 kg (McCrosky et al. 1979)

even recovered meteorites (e.g., Brown et al. 2002c, 2004; ReVelle et al. 2004;
Llorca et al. 2005). The advent and adoption of new and inexpensive visual technologies amongst both professionals and the public (i.e., camcorders, security
cameras, and digital/photographic cameras) have provided new means for acquiring
visual meteor observations. In addition, space-based visual and infrared satellite
systems (Tagliaferri et al. 1994) have proved to be a powerful means of identifying
and characterizing infrasound from large (> 1 m sized) meteoroid impacts around
the globe (see Sect. 12.5), which would otherwise be unobservable by conventional
observing methods (Brown et al. 2002a; Edwards et al. 2006).
Finally, like their predecessors, modern regional meteor networks such as the
European Fireball Network (EN) (Oberst et al. 1998), Spanish Meteor Network
(SPMN) (Trigo-Rodríguez et al. 2004) and the Southern Ontario Meteor Network
(SOMN) (Weryk et al. 2007), have begun to once more monitor for the elusive
sounds from centimeter-sized meteoroids. Armed with significant advancements in
computers and modern digital data acquisition, storage, and processing, these monitoring campaigns are achieving significant results (e.g., Llorca et al. 2005; Brown
et al. 2007; Edwards et al. 2007). With photographic and video cameras systems
providing accurately measured meteor occurrence times, trajectories, velocities, and
photometric masses, we are now just starting to be able to explore and test the predictions of meteor generated infrasound theory developed by ReVelle (1974, 1976).
These new observations of source heights, propagation patterns, and signal
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characteristics are the focus of Sect. 12.4. With this renewed interest in infrasound
monitoring and research, we are beginning to understand the process of this naturally
occurring source of infrasound in far greater detail than ever before.

12.2 A Primer on Single-Body Meteor Physics
As we proceed throughout this chapter, it is necessary to be familiar with various
aspects, terminology, and the general physical theory of meteoroid entry and interaction with the atmosphere to fully understand how this relates to meteor-generated
infrasound. Although various aspects of meteor entry remain fields of active
research and uncertainty remains in various quantities, the physics of a simple,
single body, meteoroid entry is well known and is still commonly used to describe
and compare the dynamics of meteor observations (e.g., Ceplecha et al. 2000).
The single-body theory of a meteor motion (Öpik 1933, 1937; Whipple 1938) is
a set of linked differential equations, which describe the atmospheric motion and
ablation of a generalized, single-body meteoroid (i.e., nonfragmenting), with mass,
m, bulk density, rm, and velocity, v. The meteoroid encounters the Earth at hypersonic velocities between 11.2 and 72.8 km/s, bounded by the Earth’s escape speed
(11.2 km/s) and the escape speed of the Sun at the Earth (42.5 km/s) plus the
Earth’s orbital speed (30.3 km/s). At such high velocities, the force of gravity may
be neglected as the time of this interaction, or typical meteor durations, are generally short (< 1 s to a few seconds) and gravity does not have sufficient time to significantly affect a meteor’s path. Thus, the trajectory of the meteor may be
approximated as a line in space with only the atmospheric drag force acting on the
meteoroid. If the surface of the Earth is approximated as a sphere, the motion and
ablation (mass-loss) of the meteoroid may be described as (Ceplecha et al. 1998):
dv
= -GArm-2 /3 rm -1/3 v 2 ,
dt

(12.1)

dm
LA -2 /3 2 /3 3
=rm rm v ,
dt
2x

(12.2)

A = Sm–2/3rm2/3

(12.3)

where

is the so-called shape-change factor. In (12.1)–(12.3), S is the frontal cross-sectional
area of the meteoroid, G is the coefficient of drag, r is the atmospheric density,
L is the heat transfer coefficient (a measure of how efficient frictional heat is transferred to the meteoroid), and x is the ablation energy of the meteoroid (the energy
necessary to ablate a unit mass). The geometry of the meteor trajectory is then
described by:
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(12.6)

where t is time, h is height, l is distance along the trajectory, z is the zenith distance
of the meteor’s radiant (direction in the sky from which the meteor originates), and
a, b, and c are constants related to the geometry of the trajectory.
Numerical solutions of (12.1) through (12.6) provide physical insight into the
process of meteoroid ablation and kinematics within the framework of single-body
meteor theory, as well as a fundamental means of comparison to meteor observations and estimation of the physical characteristics of the associated meteoroid.
If observations are of sufficient quality as to measure a meteoroid’s deceleration,
(12.2) may be used with these observations to infer the meteoroid’s mass (given
assumptions of the meteoroid’s density). This inferred mass is often termed the
meteoroid’s dynamical mass in that it originates from the observed meteor dynamics. In reality, however, the meteoroid is never actually observed during its entry,
instead the products of the atmospheric friction and ablation of the meteoroid (the
meteor) are observed (i.e., light, ionization, and sound).
Light and ionization are fundamentally related to the meteoroid ablation process.
When the meteoroid collides with atmospheric molecules, the collisional friction
heats the surface of the meteoroid resulting in melting, vaporization, and potentially
general ablation in the form of fragmentation of the meteoroid surface. This process
produces ionization of the meteoric atoms being ablated creating a plasma that
quickly surrounds the parent meteoroid. As the electrons in these excited atoms drop
back to their ground state, photons are given off, forming the visual phenomena
commonly associated with the meteoroid entry (i.e., the meteor) and commonly
recorded by the photographic and/or video methods used to determine the meteor’s
trajectory and velocity. The luminosity, I, of the meteor is assumed to be related to
the mass loss of the meteoroid via:
I = -t L

v 2 dm
,
2 dt

(12.7)

where tL is the efficiency of the process or the luminous efficiency. A more
general form relates luminosity to the change in kinetic energy in time, which
includes the added energy due to the meteoroid’s deceleration (Ceplecha
et al. 1998):
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è 2 dt

(12.8)

As meteor light production is linked with the change in meteor mass, by integrating
the meteor’s change in luminosity over time, often referred to as the meteor’s lightcurve, an estimate of the initial mass can be made given some estimate of the
luminous efficiency. Such mass estimates are referred to as photometric masses.
The luminous efficiency, however, is not a well-known quantity and is certainly not
constant for all meteors. It is often inferred or measured through comparison of the
photometric mass with the dynamic mass and, where possible, recovered meteorites
(e.g., Ceplecha 1996). Only a few direct experiments with artificial iron meteoroids
have been made to date, and these have all been made at the slowest of meteor
velocities (McCrosky and Soberman 1963; Ayers et al. 1970).
Meteor ionization, measured using radio techniques, is also linked to mass loss
in a similar way to that of light. Ionization is created during inelastic collisions as
ablated meteoric atoms encounter atmospheric molecules. These collisions may
result in the release of free electrons as part of the plasma surrounding the meteoroid during entry and then are subsequently left behind along the meteor’s trail
as entry proceeds. Thus, the number of these free electrons per unit length the
meteors trail, q, is also assumed to be linked with meteoroid ablation according to
(McKinley 1961):
1 dm 2
qvh = - t I
v ,
2
dt

(12.9)

where tI is the ionization efficiency, and h is the mean ionization potential per atom
involved in the collision. Thus, in a similar way to the photometric methods discussed
previously, integration of the line density of ionization (number of electrons per meter)
of a meteor trail may be used to again estimate meteoroid mass. This mass estimate is
typically called the radar mass. The relationship of radar mass to the photometric and
dynamic masses discussed earlier, despite early simultaneous optical/radar meteor
observations (Kaiser 1953; McKinley 1961), remains a topic of active research.
Unlike light and ionization production, meteor sound production is not directly
linked to ablation in general (12.2), rather it is atmospheric drag (12.1) that is of
fundamental importance. This is because sound generation is related to the atmospheric shock that is produced as the meteoroid passes through the atmosphere at
hypersonic speeds. The degree of this separation between ablation and drag processes is shown mathematically by inspecting the rate of change of the kinetic
energy in time (bracketed factor in (12.8)), where the change in the meteoroid
kinetic energy is proportional to either a mass loss term multiplied by a physical
constant or by the linear momentum multiplied by a different constant. First developed by ReVelle (1974, 1976), meteor generated sound theory approximates
the generally conical, ballistic shock (Mach cone – equivalent to the sonic boom
produced by supersonic aircraft) as an instantaneously produced line source blast
wave with cylindrical symmetry (Fig. 12.4). Such a simplifying approximation is
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Fig. 12.4 In classical meteor infrasound theory, the (a) narrow, generally conical, hypersonic
ballistic shock of meteors (characterized by the Mach angle b) are approximated as (b) an instantaneous cylindrical line source explosion of radius, Ro, and length, L

valid for meteors because their speeds far exceed the local thermodynamic sound
speed of the atmosphere. These hypersonic velocities result in very narrow (<1°)
Mach cones since:
sin b =

CS
1
= ,
v
M

(12.10)

where b is the half angle of the Mach cone and CS is the local ambient thermodynamic sound speed (Beyer 1997). In Earth’s atmosphere, between 0 and 100 km,
the sound speed slowly varies with an average mean of CS » 305 m/s ± 15%. M is
simply the ratio of the object (meteoroid) velocity and sound speed, often referred
to as the Mach number.
Classical line source blast wave theory (Tsikulin 1969) shows that the radius of
this cylindrical blast or blast radius, Ro, which physically represents the initial zone
of highly nonlinear wave propagation, is defined as:
æE ö
Ro = ç o ÷
è pø

1/ 2

,

(12.11)

where Eo is the energy per unit length along the cylindrical shock, and p is the ambient atmospheric pressure. Physically, Ro is the point at which the ambient atmospheric kinetic energy density equals that of the shock; the overpressure at one blast
radius thus is very close in magnitude to that of the local atmospheric pressure.
For meteors, Eo is simply the atmospheric drag force, and it follows that we can
write (12.11) as:
R o» Mdm,

(12.12)
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where dm is the physical diameter of the meteoroid (ReVelle 1976). This Ro is then
associated with the dominant or fundamental frequency, f0, of the resulting propagating ballistic shock wave by the relationship:
f0 =

CS
2.81RO

(12.13)

after the blast wave has traveled a distance of 10Ro (ReVelle 1976). Inspection of the
definitions of the meteor blast radius and fundamental frequency shows that increasingly faster and/or larger meteoroids will produce increasingly lower frequencies.
For representative meteor velocities, centimeter-sized and larger meteoroids should
then produce frequencies less than ~100 Hz. The bulk of this frequency range lies
below the range of human hearing (< 20 Hz) in the regime of infrasound (analogous
to infrared radiation, where the wavelength of light is longer than visible radiation).
This does not imply that all meteor shocks are inaudible at the ground; larger meteors,
in particular may produce large amounts of acoustic energy, some of which will fall
in the low end of human hearing (though the peak in the frequency spectrum will
be much lower). Thus, if it were possible to measure this initial peak frequency of
the ballistic shock wave it would, in principle, be a straight forward means of determining the size of the meteoroid given measurements of the meteor velocity and
some assumption of the meteoroid’s bulk density. Unfortunately, measurements of
meteor ballistic shock waves are made from the surface of the Earth, for economic
and technical reasons. By the time the shock reaches low altitudes, it will have
propagated significant distances from this source region, so the behavior and
attenuation of the shock wave over distance must be understood to achieve this
ultimate goal of acoustic measurement of meteoroid size.
As a meteor’s ballistic shock propagates outward after formation, it undergoes
several phases of propagation. Initially, the propagation is as a highly nonlinear
shock wave characterized by Ro with a large overpressure (the difference between
the pressure amplitude of the shock to the ambient atmosphere), Dp, and having
propagation faster than the local speed of sound. After several Ro distances, this
nonlinear shock smoothly transitions into a state of weak nonlinearity. The shock
wave propagation approaches the local thermodynamic sound speed and the initially
high overpressures have decreased by several orders of magnitude. Nevertheless,
the overpressure at this weak-shock stage is still large enough that significant wave
attenuation exists such that as wave amplitude decreases, dispersion modifies the
wavefront, rounding the initially sharply defined front and increasing its period
(Fig. 12.5). This weakly nonlinear state exists for a variable amount of time,
depending upon the height and frequency of the shock, until amplitudes have
decreased sufficiently and the wave transitions into effectively linear propagation
where attenuation is much reduced (ReVelle 1974). A complete discussion of
where and how these transitions are found will be discussed in Sect. 12.3.
By synthesizing theoretical and experimental work on cylindrical shock waves
produced by high-velocity projectiles and lightning, ReVelle (1976) showed that the
increase in the weakly nonlinear shock wave period, t, follows the relationship:
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Fig. 12.5 Schematic diagram of the weakly nonlinear modification of an initially highly nonlinear
ballistic shock wave. As the ballistic shock propagates (to the right), initially sharp features are
smoothed as the overpressure decreases (resulting smaller perturbations to the ambient atmosphere)
and variable dispersion at different parts of the wavetrain gradually increase the fundamental
period of the shock (after Dumond et al. 1946)

t = 0.562 t O x1/4 for x ≥ 10

(12.14)

where to = fo−1, the initial fundamental period of the shock wave, and x is the distance
traveled in units of Ro (i.e., x = R/Ro, where R is the distance or range from the source).
Similarly, the overpressure of weakly nonlinear waves is found to decay at a rate of:
ö
2„ æ
0.4503
Dp
@
ç
÷
3/8
p g + 1 èç (1 + 4.803 x 2 ) - 1ø÷

for x ³ 0.05,

(12.15)

where g = 1.4, is the ratio of specific heats for air. For consistency between (12.13),
(12.14) and (12.15), calculations are typically started at an initial distance of 10Ro
from the source. Yet, this only expresses the decay of the wavefront as a function of
geometrical distance from the source region. The shock wave becomes further modified when losses due to classical thermal and viscous atmospheric absorption (loss
of organized wave energy to equivalent random molecular translational energy) and
molecular relaxation (loss of wave energy to molecular internal rotational and vibrational energy) (Sutherland and Bass 2004) mechanisms are included. Finally, as the
processes of geometrical spreading and absorption progress, the ballistic wavefront
continues propagating throughout the atmosphere, subject to atmospheric refraction
(which may produce shadow zones – regions of silence where the wave cannot
propagate, and caustics – points of wavefront convergence that result in amplification) and the anisotropic effects of upper air winds on the local speed of sound
(Groves 1955; Thompson 1971). More complete discussions on the development
and application of cylindrical line source theory are provided in Sect. 12.3.
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At the end of propagation, presuming the wave has not been completely attenuated
and a path to the sensor exists, the resulting signal detected by sensitive low-frequency
microphones or microbarometers at the Earth’s surface may be substantially modified from the initial blast wave. Since these modifications and losses can be quantified,
it is possible to reconstruct and estimate the initial blast wave (and the properties
of the source meteoroid) through the measured properties of the detected signal.
If a meteor’s velocity and trajectory orientation can be provided by independent
observations by optical and radar systems, using accurate upper-air data provided
through meteorological data and atmospheric models (e.g., Swinbank and O’Neill
1994; Hedin 1991; Hedin et al. 1996; Drob et al. 2003), observed meteor infrasound
can be localized to its source (e.g., Kraemer 1977; Brown et al. 2007). Such coordinated
observations enable calibration of observed meteor infrasound characteristics, eventually providing another independent method of estimating properties of the source
meteoroid (e.g., size, mass, and kinetic energy) as it existed at this source region.

12.3 Cylindrical Line Source Theory:
Inhomogeneous Stratified Atmosphere
In the preceding section, the fundamentals of meteor-generated infrasound and its
relationship to the interaction between the entry of a high-velocity meteoritic body
and the atmosphere were briefly discussed, with several fundamental relationships
presented. In this section, we will take these relationships further and layout the general algorithm used for predicting the infrasonic signal properties of an arbitrary
meteor using the cylindrical line source approximation developed by ReVelle (1974).
In the first part of this section, the development of the cylindrical line source approximation as applied to meteors is described for the general case of a meteor propagating
through an inhomogeneous, vertically stratified atmosphere, while in the second part,
the general method of implementation of this theory is provided. While the following
section is intended to demonstrate the methods used to implement and therefore predict and compare cylindrical line source theory to observations of meteor-generated
infrasound (Sect. 12.4), aspects of the reasoning behind particular approximations
and discussions of their implications, have been summarized only where appropriate.
For more complete derivations, along with detailed discussions of elements and
approximations of the theory, the reader is directed to the works of ReVelle (1974)
and Kraemer (1977). A detailed description of the theory as applied to a simple isothermal atmospheric model is also provided by ReVelle (1976).

12.3.1 Meteor Generated Infrasound:
The Cylindrical Line Source Approximation
Meteoroids entering the ’s atmosphere do so at very high velocities, ranging
between 11.2 and 72.8 km/s or equivalently between Mach numbers of ~35–240.
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Such extreme velocities coupled with the typically short durations of meteors, lasting
between < 1 to a few seconds (Ceplecha et al. 1998), means that Earth’s gravity does
not play a significant role in perturbing the meteor trajectory. Additionally the
generally conic ballistic shock front produced by the meteor’s passage may be
approximated as cylindrical due to the narrowness of the Mach cone (12.10). Thus,
in nearly all cases, a meteor can be approximated as an instantaneous cylindrical
line source blast located in the upper atmosphere (Fig. 12.4). Cylindrical symmetry
results in the propagation of the generated wave front primarily perpendicular to the
trajectory of the source meteor. Yet, because meteors may occur at random orientations, and the length of a meteor’s trajectory, L, may extend for several 10s to 100s
of kilometers, this preferred propagation direction results in a highly directional
source. Thus, detection of meteor generated infrasound is quite variable from
meteor to meteor. To orient the meteor source in space and the direction of propagation of the wave front relative to the meteor’s trajectory, a coordinate system is used
(Fig. 12.6) where following ReVelle (1976):
j is the azimuth of the meteor heading (i.e., direction in which the meteor is
traveling) measured clockwise from North.
q is the elevation of the meteor trajectory as measured from the horizon.
dj is the deviation of the infrasonic ray (perpendicular to the wave front) from
the meteor heading (e.g., dj = 0° when ray is in heading direction, 180° when opposite heading, and 90° perpendicular to heading).
e is the zenith angle of the acoustic ray as measured from the vertical.
The relationship among e, q, and dj may be expressed in radians as:
dj =

p
p
(1 - tan q cot e ) with q ¹ , e ¹ 0 and e ³ q .
2
2

(12.16)

Fig. 12.6 Coordinate system used to describe propagation of the generated ballistic shock wave
from a meteor trajectory approximated as a cylindrical line source
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In addition to this coordinate system, calculations of the acoustic ray path
through the atmosphere are simplified by assuming that the path the wave takes to
the observer is straight. While in general this not the case, gradients in the sound
speed structure will cause these wave fronts to refract (Groves 1955), in the immediate region of the meteor where direct source to receiver geometry is possible (the
region of interest) refraction is typically moderate and this assumption is generally
reasonable. In practice, the region to which this assumption is valid is ~200 km
ground range from the source meteor (see Sect. 12.4). While refraction may be
explicitly included in the following procedure, the result will only lengthen the path
the wave must travel to the observer, with the overall effect of slightly increasing
the absorption and spreading losses the wave front will experience.
With the coordinate system and path geometry defined, cylindrical line source
theory as applied to meteors begins with a thought experiment that will outline the
algorithm employed. Suppose an arbitrary meteor occurs in the atmosphere. This
meteor produces an initially strong atmospheric shock wave where the pressure of
the shock front greatly exceeds the surrounding ambient pressure of the atmosphere. This strongly shocked wave propagates rapidly as a highly nonlinear disturbance and will persist until the pressure of the front decays to a value comparable
to that of the surrounding ambient atmosphere. From this position onward, the wave
front transitions into a state of weak nonlinearity where the front pressure is still
large, but begins to propagate at near acoustic velocities all the while its form modifies with a decaying pressure front and lengthening period. This weakly nonlinear
state continues until the wave at some point transitions to linearity where the pressure
of the disturbance is greatly less than the surrounding atmosphere and its period no
longer changes significantly. Where this second transition to linearity occurs, however,
is unclear.
To determine or at least estimate where the linearity transition occurs, the concept
of a distortion distance is invoked. Towne (1967) showed that a plane sinusoidal
wave will distort in its fundamental period by 10% in a distance of:
d¢ =

CSt
,
Dp
34.3
p

(12.17)

where CS is the speed of sound, t is the period of the wave, and Dp/p is the ratio of
the wave overpressure, Dp, to that of the ambient atmospheric pressure, p. If we
compare this distortion distance, d¢, with the distance the wave is to travel to the
observer, then the condition of the transition to linearity occurs when,
d′ > dr,

(12.18)

when the distortion distance, d¢, is greater than the distance remaining to travel to the
observer, dr. The maximum altitude at which this transition may occur can be estimated by assuming an unphysical condition. If we assume that initially, after the
highly nonlinear phase, the wave begins to propagate as a linear wave (rather than as
weakly nonlinear), then condition (12.18) represents the altitude at which this linear
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Fig. 12.7 Determination of the transition altitude from weakly nonlinear to linear wave propagation
for an example meteor (Table 12.2). The initial ballistic shock wave propagates from the meteor
source region, it continually decreases in overpressure ratio (amplitude) resulting in progressively
longer distortion distances. When d¢ exceeds the remaining distance to the observer, da, the wave
may be considered thereafter in a steady linear state as further distortion of the wave (lengthening
of its dominant period) will not occur before the wave reaches the observer

wave becomes a shock wave (Fig. 12.7). Therefore, by inference, as initial state of the
wave is in fact as a weakly nonlinear shock, it should remain a shock to at least this
altitude, whereupon either the wave will transition to a linear state, or continue on as
a weak shock and potentially transitioning at some later time and altitude.
To determine this transition altitude, we must first construct how a cylindrical
line source shock wave will attenuate and modify itself during propagation. To this
end ReVelle (1974) appealed to the observations of shock waves produced by lightning (i.e., thunder), aircraft, and experimental results from cylindrical line sources
(Lin 1954; Sakurai 1965; Few 1968; Jones et al. 1968) to extrapolate how a similar
blast wave produced at altitude by a meteor, would be generated and decay from
its source. To begin, we examine the fundamental period of the initial shock wave.
As discussed previously, the initial highly nonlinear shock wave propagates outward
until the pressure or kinetic energy density of the shock equals that of the surrounding
atmosphere. Thus, the following equality exists at this point, where the energy of
the surrounding atmosphere balances the energy output of the meteoroid on the
atmosphere (i.e., atmospheric drag):
pV = FD L or

pp Ro2 L = CDp rm2 rv 2 L,

(12.19)
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where the cylindrical volume, V, of the shock front (produced along the meteor’s
trajectory) of length, L, and radius, Ro, is equal to the drag force, FD, exerted on the
atmosphere by the meteoroid traveling at a velocity, v, over the same distance,
L, assuming a spherical meteoroid of radius, rm. Here, p and r are the ambient
atmospheric pressure and density, respectively, and CD is the atmospheric drag
coefficient hereafter assumed to be equal to unity. This reduces, after some algebra,
to the familiar equation (12.12) quoted constantly in meteor infrasound literature
(ReVelle 1976). This equality is then simply the physical redefinition of the line
source explosion blast radius, Ro, described in Sect. 12.2 and (12.11) and requires
that the meteoroid body is whole (single-body). If break up, or fragmentation of the
single body, is included the expression for the blast radius is more complex, but
increases relative to the nonfragmenting limit by a constant multiplier of some
10–20 times. It is of interest here to point out that (12.11) is not the only blast radius
definition used for line sources. Indeed several definitions have been proposed by
various authors, but typically differ by simply a multiplicative constant. From
ReVelle (1974):
Basic definition (Tsikulin 1969):
æE ö
RO = ç O ÷
è pø

1/ 2

(12.20)

.

Modified definition (Tsikulin 1970):
æ 2E ö
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è p ø
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(12.22)

Sakurai (1965):

Few (1968):
æE ö
RO = ç O ÷
è p pø

1/ 2

.

(12.23)

,

(12.24)

Jones et al. (1968):
æ 4E ö
RO = ç O ÷
è g bp ø

1/ 2

where b = 3.94 for a diatomic gas, g = 1.40.
Here again, Eo is the source’s energy per unit length. Also, since the line source
blast wave radius, Ro, is fully meaningful only in the limit of zero accelerations for
as a steady state medium, substantial increases in the blast radius can also be
expected for meteors observed at comparatively deep penetration heights, where
meteoroids may rapidly decelerate over wide altitude ranges.
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Once the blast radius of the disturbance is determined, it is readily related to the
period (or frequency) of the resulting ballistic shock wave via (12.13). This initial
period, to, of the ballistic shock wave (referred to as an N-wave for aircraft sonic
booms due to the N-like appearance of the pressure waveform, Beyer 1997) then
begins to slowly widen or spread as it propagates outward in its weakly nonlinear
state according to (12.14) of Sect. 12.2 (DuMond et al. 1946). Therefore, by the
time the ballistic wave reaches the observer, the dominant period will have been
significantly altered from its original state at the source. Note that by definition, if
the wave has transitioned to a linear wave the period will remain constant at the
value it had at the time of transition.
Now that the period and is modification during propagation are defined, attention is turned to the behavior of the pressure or amplitude of the ballistic shock
wave during propagation to the surface. From the work of Jones et al. (1968) with
shock waves from lightning discharges, it was found that in the strongly nonlinear
region close to the source (x →0) according to the pressure ratio:
p¢
g
,
=
p 2( g + 1) x 2

(12.25)

where p¢, is the absolute pressure of the strong shock and p¢» p. In the weakly
nonlinear regime, however, where p¢ £ p, the overpressure ratio, Dp/p, is used
instead to measure amplitude and decays more slowly at a rate of x−3/4. Thus, a
limiting equation was needed, which behaved such that at x < 1 the decay is as a
function of x−2, but as x increases this rapid attenuation slows to x-3/4. A fit to these
two limits was then given and experimentally verified for 10 £ Dp/p £ 0.04 (Jones
et al. 1968; Tsikulin 1969), by the function:
æ
ö
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for x ³ 0.05

(12.26)

and adopted by ReVelle (1974) for its similarity to the theoretical and experimental
x−3/4 decay of sonic booms associated with projectiles and aircraft. This is a more
complete version of (12.15) given is Sect. 12.2. Yet, decay for linearly propagating
waves from a cylindrical line source is not the same. Linear waves from a cylindrical source are predicted to decay according to x−1/2 (Officer 1958). To correctly
account for this change in attenuation when the propagating wave changes states, a
correction term of x1/4 is simply applied to the numerator in (12.26) upon satisfying
condition (12.18). An additional correction to (12.26) is then applied to account for
the difference between the actual nonuniform (i.e., refracting) ray path to that of the
straight source-receiver path assumed by (12.26) (Pierce and Thomas 1969). This
correction has the form:
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with,
CS =

ò

zS
z0

C S ( z ) dz

zS - z0

,

(12.28)

where r0, CS0 and z0 are the atmospheric density, sound speed, and altitude of the
observer, and rz and zz are the density and altitude of the source, respectively. CS is
simply the average sound speed between the observer and the source. The small
nonlinear propagation correction term, NC, in (12.27) is given values by Pierce and
Thomas (1969) of NC < 2.1 below ~100 km and NC < 1.55 below 50 km. Yet this
small correction factor in this application is considered minor in comparison to the
general uncertainty and variation in the atmospheric density of any given atmospheric model. Thus, for simplicity hereafter a value of NC = 1 is used throughout
the following procedure (ReVelle 1974). With this functional form for spreading
losses of weakly nonlinear, as well as linear, ballistic waves away from the source
region defined, ReVelle (1974) turned attention to the additional attenuation of the
wave front overpressure due to atmospheric absorption.
The two different states of the shock wave (weakly nonlinear and linear) required
two different approaches to determining the effects of absorption. For weakly nonlinear waves ReVelle (1974) appealed to the results of Morse and Ingard (1968),
which showed that for shocked acoustic waves at distance from their source:
æ 3d ö
æ g + 1ö æ rC 2 ö
dpS
= - ç 2 ÷ ç 2S ÷ pS2 - ç
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2
ds
è g l ø è po ø
è 2 ro CS l ÷ø
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with

where pS is the pressure amplitude of the wave, po and ro » r are the average ambient
pressure and density of the fluid (i.e., atmosphere), l is the wavelength of the shock,
m and h are the ordinary (shear) and bulk (volume) viscosities of the fluid respectively, K is thermal conductivity of the fluid, and Cp is the specific heat of the fluid
at constant pressure, with integration required over the path length s. The general
solution to (12.29) can then be written as:
B ù
é
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(12.31)
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after integrating the path length from the source altitude, z0, to the observation
altitude, z. Dp and Dpz are then the overpressures of the ballistic wave at the
observer and at the meteor source altitude, respectively. The atmospheric attenuation
or damping factor to be applied to (12.26) for a weak shock is then:
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this is a more generalized version of the weak shock damping function provided for
an isothermal atmosphere by ReVelle (1976). Note, however, that the solution to
(12.33), requires some knowledge of Dpz. To determine an appropriate value for this
initial amplitude condition, studies of line source shock waves and lightning in the
near field are examined.
From the work of Plooster (1968, 1970, 1971) and Jones et al. (1968), the degree
of sensitivity in the initial amplitude is dependent upon the values of two dimensionless constants they term “C” and “d” (not to be confused with the uses of C and
d used previously). Physically, “C” determines the spatial regime (x value) where
the strong shock regime conditions (defined by Dp/p > > 1) have transitioned to the
weak shock regime (Dp/p < < 1), while “d” determines the efficiency with which
blast waves are generated in comparison to amplitudes indicated in Lin’s (1954)
original numerical cylindrical line source solution.
According to Plooster (1968, 1970, 1971) and Jones et al. (1968), there are at
least four cases (combinations of “C” and “d”) that need further examination, each
of which has been extrapolated from its prediction at x = 1 (R = Ro) to x = 10 (for
consistency in the algorithm of Part B of this section):
1. Line source, constant density, ideal gas: “C” = 0.70, “d” = 1.0
Dpz = 0.0805 p(z) at x = 10.
2. Isothermal cylinder, constant density, real gas: “C” = 0.70, “d” = 0.66
Dpz = 0.0680 p(z) at x = 10.0.
3. Isothermal cylinder, high or low density, ideal gas: “C” = 0.95, “d” = 1.61
Dpz = 0.0736 p(z) at x = 10.0.
4. Lightning, Jones et al. (1968): “C” = 1, “d” = 1.0
Dpz = 0.0575 p(z) at x = 10.0.

·
·
·
·

Thus, for this range of possible initial conditions, the predicted variation in initial amplitude is from 0.0805 to 0.0575 or as much as ~40%, which is certainly
nontrivial and will effect analyses of the source and its energetics. From here
onward, the Jones et al. (1968) value of Dpz = 0.0575 p(z) is adopted as the lower
limit to this range of variation (ReVelle 1976). Note that this is a correction to the

·
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·

original value of Dpz = 0.563 p(z) given by ReVelle (1976), as this was originally
evaluated at x = 1.0.
For a linearly propagating wave, derivation of the absorption or damping function is more straightforward. From Evans and Sutherland (1970) the absorption
decay law for plane sinusoidal linear waves has the form:
Dp
(12.34)
= exp( -a D s ),
D pZ
where α is the total amplitude absorption coefficient with the functional form of
(Morse and Ingard 1968):
p2
(12.35)
d.
2 rCS l 2
Therefore, following a similar procedure for solving (12.29), the linear damping
function, DL, has the general form of:
a=
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Equation (12.36), like (12.33), is a generalized form of the ReVelle’s linear
damping function for an isothermal atmosphere (ReVelle 1976).
With these two absorption or damping functions for weakly nonlinear and linear
waves, nearly all that is required to determine both the overpressure amplitude and
period of a meteor generated shock wave is available, using the cylindrical line
source approximation. Only one last term is required. In (12.26), the decay of the
overpressure ratio, Dp/p, was derived by Jones et al. (1968) assuming a uniform
ambient pressure, p, against which the expanding shock wave propagates. In practice, however, since the source altitudes of meteor generated infrasound may be
quite high (i.e., many atmospheric scale heights), this pressure can assume a wide
range of ambient values as the shock wave propagates downward through the atmosphere. Thus, the following correction term is required to be applied to (12.26)
before proceeding (Pierce and Thomas 1969).
Z* =

r z CS2z
2
r 0 CS0

,

(12.37)

where again r0 and CS0 are the atmospheric density, sound speed at the altitude
of the observer, z0, and similarly rz and CSz are the density and sound speed at altitude of the source, zz, respectively. Thus, the source altitude correction term is
physically the ratio of the acoustic impedances at the observing and source altitudes, which corrects (12.26) for any altitude difference between the source region
and the observer. In the special case of an isothermal atmosphere (12.37) combines
with (12.27) and reduces to the root of the ratio of observer and source pressures.
When the overpressure ratio is then used to determine the final wave overpressure,
the altitude correction becomes simply geometric mean pressure between source
and receiver (ReVelle 1976).
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With the inclusion of this final altitude correction term, the cylindrical line
source approximation theory as applied to meteor generated infrasound is complete. In the following section, these relationships are used to construct a simple
algorithm for predicting the overpressure amplitude and fundamental period for any
given meteor trajectory and propagation orientation.

12.3.2 Implementation of Cylindrical Line Source Theory
In the preceding half of this section, the general relationships among the generation,
propagation, and absorption of meteor infrasound were given using the approximation of a cylindrical line source blast wave for the more generally conical hypersonic shockwave generated by a meteoroid entry into the atmosphere. Here, we will
use these relationships to develop the algorithm used to predict the observed amplitude and period of the resulting shock wave at the location of the observer, be that
at ground level or at altitude. An example of the procedure will be followed using
an arbitrary meteor as we progress through the section, while comparisons of these
same calculations are made, using observational constraints, to actual observed meteor
infrasound data in Sect. 12.4.
We begin by considering the meteor example provided in Table 12.1. Although
many of these parameters, as will be explained further in the following section, are
not necessarily known immediately, several such as meteor velocity, inclination,
heading, and ground range to the observer are readily measurable. Others such as
meteoroid mass may be inferred from meteor lightcurve or ionization analysis,
while meteoroid density, source altitude and ray deviation may be arrived at by
either appropriate physical assumptions or through forward modeling (e.g., Brown
et al. 2007; Edwards et al. 2007). For simplicity, we will also use the 1976 U.S.
Standard Atmosphere for mid-latitudes (U.S. Government Printing Office 1976) as
our atmospheric model.
To begin, the physical size of the meteoroid must first be determined. If a spherical
meteoroid shape (for simplicity) is assumed, the characteristic diameter is then:

Table 12.1 Physical properties and orientation for an arbitrary meteor observation
Meteor characteristics
20 km/s
Velocity (v)
Meteoroid mass (m)
1 kg
3,700 kg/m3
Meteoroid density (rm)
Source altitude (zz)
80 km
Trajectory inclination (q)
45°
Ray deviation from heading (dj)
89°
Observation characteristics
Ground range (Rg)
100 km
0m
Elevation (z0)
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dm =

3

6m
prm

or dm = 0.0802 m.

Knowing the diameter of the meteoroid, the approximate size of the resulting
cylindrical blast radius may be determined from (12.12) and the known sound
speed at the source altitude:
at 80 km altitude: T = 198.63 K, CS = 0.282 km/s,
Ro » (20km/s) / (0.282km/s) × (0.0802m) = 5.68m.
With this blast radius, Ro, the initial period of the shock wave, to, is then (12.13):
to = 2.81 × (5.68m) / (282m/s) = 0.057 seconds
or an initial frequency of
fo = to–1 = 1/(0.058 sec.) = 17.7Hz
while the total distance from the meteor source region to the observer in units of Ro
is then:
xtotal @

Rg2 + zZ2
RO

= ((100 km)2 + (80 km)2 )1/ 2 / (0.00568 km) = 22,546 Ro .

In determining the initial period, the process of computing the overpressure of
the shock wave and modification of its period as it propagates from the source
region, can now begin. As discussed previously, there are two distinct types of possible propagation; as a weakly nonlinear shock wave, or as a linear propagating
wave. The methods of determining both are similar, however, due to the integration
terms in (12.28), (12.33) and (12.36), the process of evaluating these functions are
typically achieved through numerical integration. For compactness the geometrical
spreading function (12.26) is represented as f(x) below. With this noted, the general
form of the propagation of a weakly nonlinear shock wave is (from (12.26), (12.33)
and (12.37)):
Dp
= f ( x ) DWS Z *
p

(12.38)

while for linear wave propagation the form is (12.26), (12.36) and (12.37):
Dp
= f ( x ) DL Z * x1/ 4 .
p

(12.39)

To determine where these two modes of propagation are dominant along a path
to the surface, the altitude of transition (where condition (12.18) is satisfied) must
be found. Beginning at an initial distance of x = 10, to ensure both (12.25) and
(12.26) are applicable, (12.39) is evaluated assuming the wave initially begins as a
linearly decaying wave, with its period slowly increasing according to (12.25). For
the purposes of these calculations, Cp of air is taken as 1008.56 J kg−1 K−1 and the
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following functions are used for determining the shear viscosity, m, and thermal
conductivity, K, for the atmosphere as a function of temperature, T (Pierce 1989):
m (T ) = m o
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(12.41)

with
mo = 1.846 ´ 10 – 5 Pa s
Ko = 2.624 ´10–2 Wm – 1K–1
To = 300K
Ta = 245.4K
Tb = 27.6K
The bulk viscosity, h, of air is then simply related to the shear viscosity via the
relationship:
h=

2
m.
3

(12.42)

Although there remains a great deal of uncertainty and dispute regarding the
actual value of the bulk or volume viscosity of the atmosphere (Zuckerwar and Ash
2006), this particular form is employed in part due to its general simplicity and,
more importantly, the agreement between the calculated overpressure amplitudes
that result from its use with those of recorded observations (next section).
Following each step in the propagation of this linear wave, the distortion distance, d¢, is then calculated via (12.17) and compared with the remaining distance
to the observation point. Where condition (12.18) is satisfied then defines the upper
limit to the transition altitude, Ht, where the more rapidly decaying weakly nonlinear shock transitions to a more slowly decaying linear wave. In our example, this
transition occurs at an altitude of 29.92 km or equivalently at a range of x = 14,123
(Fig. 12.7). Although the step size in altitude to be used in the integration is arbitrary, often it is desirable to use a small enough step such that the model atmosphere
chosen at that scale may be considered slowly varying and thus locally homogeneous and isothermal. In practice, step sizes on the order of 10 m have been found
to be sufficient to adequately determine Ht.
With the upper limit to Ht now known, the final overpressure amplitude and
period calculations to the observer may now be computed. Once more, we begin by
propagating the disturbance from an initial distance of x = 10, however, this time we
compute the decay of the overpressure ratio via (12.38), as a more physically correct weakly nonlinear shock wave, with the same slowly increasing period determined by (12.25). This integration continues onward toward the point of observation
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until the transition altitude, Ht, is reached. At the transition point, one of two
options may be exercised (a) the weakly nonlinear wave may continue to propagate
onward to the observation point or (b) the weakly nonlinear wave transitions to that
of a linear wave. If the first option is chosen, the calculations may proceed as they
had started and the final overpressure ratio and period may be calculated at the final
observation point. If, however, the second option is chosen, then further calculations of the decay of the overpressure ratio to the observation point must be that of
a linear wave defined by a decay, which follows (12.39) with the wave period now
fixed at its value at Ht. As such, the final calculations for the linear wave proceeds
from Ht to the final observation point according to:
Dp
Dp
=
D
p z -H L
p zZ - g
Z
t

æ Z z*Z - g ö æ xzZ - Ht ö
ç
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Ht - g Z *
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1

2

with zz > H t ³ g

(12.43)

with
t (x) = t (Ht)
where g is the altitude of the final observation position. This is a modification of
(12.39), where the subscripted terms zz− Ht represent the previous weakly nonlinear
decay of the wave computed from the source to the transition altitude and take the
place of f(x). Following (12.43), the integration continues the remaining distance to
the point of observation, Ht−g, and final overpressure ratio and period of a linear
wave are determined.
With the successful calculation of the theoretical overpressure ratio, it is a
straightforward matter to calculate the theoretical overpressure amplitude of the
wave by multiplying this ratio by the ambient atmospheric pressure at the point of
observation, p. With this procedure an interesting phenomenon occurs. The decay
of the meteor shock wave has thus far been determined via the dimensionless ratio
Dp/p, which decays either as x−3/4 or x−1/2, yet atmospheric pressure, p, increases
exponentially as the altitude decreases; the end result is that the overpressure, Dp,
turns over at altitude and begins to increase with decreasing altitude (Fig. 12.8).
This is not unphysical, however, as the wave’s energy is continuously removed
from the wave as it propagates outward from the source via (12.38) and (12.39)
(ReVelle 1976); yet, the decay is always in relation to the ambient atmospheric
pressure. Thus, if the pressure of the ambient air through which the wave is propagating grows, so does the wave overpressure. This growth in overpressure is then
limited by the maximum atmospheric pressure at the Earth’s surface.
Comparison of the two possible types of observed waves (weakly nonlinear and
linear) shows that the transition to linearity can greatly influence the final observed
value depending upon where the transition to linearity occurs (Fig. 12.8). The
further this transition occurs from the observer, the greater the difference between
the two wave types becomes. In our example (Table 12.2), although the dominant
periods of the two types of waves are similar, varying by just more than 10%, the
predicted amplitudes of the two wave types are significantly different with the
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Fig. 12.8 (a) Overpressure ratio, Dp/p, and (b) overpressure, Dp, as a function of altitude for a
meteor (Table 12.2) ballistic wave using the cylindrical line source blast wave approximation.
Significant decreases in the attenuation of the wave occur upon reaching a state of linearity at the
transition altitude, Ht, while exponentially increases in ambient atmospheric pressure at lower
altitudes cause observed overpressures (b) of both states to grow

Table 12.2 Predicted meteor infrasound signal characteristics as predicted by cylindrical line
source blast wave theory as applied to a trial meteor (Table 12.1) in the 1976 U.S. Standard
Atmosphere

Weakly nonlinear
Linear

Overpressure
ratio (Dp/p)

Overpressure
amplitude (Dp) (Pa)

Period (t) (s)

Frequency
(f) (Hz)

1.42 × 10−7
1.37 × 10−6

0.014
0.139

0.389
0.346

2.57
2.89

linear wave nearly an order of magnitude larger than that of the weakly nonlinear
shock. In practice, both signals are within the realm of detection by modern microbarometers (Sect. 12.4); however, the significantly larger amplitude of the linear
wave would allow for a greater ease of recognition and detection, even in noisy
conditions, relative to the weakly nonlinear shock. To determine which of these
states may be reaching the surface as well as verifying the general applicability of
the cylindrical blast wave approach to meteor generated infrasound, comparisons of
these predicted signal properties must be made against observed meteor infrasound
detections of well-constrained meteors and meteor trajectories. Such comparisons
are a topic of discussion in the following section.
Finally, the development of this algorithm makes no assumption regarding the
location of the point of observation, other than that the observer is somewhere
below the meteor trajectory. As the observer may be located either at altitude or at
the surface, the algorithm ignores the potential for a ground reflection factor for an
observer at the surface of the Earth. Therefore, it is noted that for a surface observer
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the reflection factor may vary between a factor of 1–2 of the predicted overpressure
amplitude, Dp; assuming that the wave frequency is sufficiently low so that only a
negligible amount of wave energy can be transmitted through or absorbed by the
local ground surface. Thus, the specific value the reflection factor will take will be
a function of the local surface conditions where the observation is being made.

12.4 Regional Observations of Meteor Infrasound
In the previous section, the theoretical groundwork for the cylindrical line source
blast wave approximation as applied to meteor generated infrasound was presented
and the general algorithm for its application to a single body, nonfragmenting,
meteor, as developed by ReVelle (1974, 1976) and revised by Kraemer (1977). In
this section, the predictions of this theoretical model will be compared with actual
observations of meteor infrasound and provide a basis for the observational characteristics of meteor infrasound generated by common, centimeter-sized meteoroids
as recorded at regional (less than ~200 km) distances.

12.4.1 Identification and Detection of Meteor Infrasound
To identify meteor infrasound, it is beneficial to be familiar with the general form
and characteristics of a ballistic shock wave. A ballistic shock wave is produced
anytime the motion of an object through the air (or any fluid) is faster than the
medium can carry the wave (produced by the object’s motion) away from this moving source. This results in a build up of compression in the fluid in front of the object
that propagates outward into the conical shape (Fig. 12.4a) described by (12.10)
(Beyer 1997). The resulting pressure waveform of this motion induced shock wave
has the appearance shown in Fig. 12.9, which was termed initially by DuMond et al.
(1946) as an N-wave, due to its similarity in time to the shape of the capital letter N.
This is also more commonly referred to as a sonic boom. As much of this terminology
initially originated from studies of supersonic aircraft, these terms have become

Fig. 12.9 Idealized pressure waveform as a function of time, t, for a ballistic N-wave (DuMond
et al. 1946)
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synonymous with these manmade sources; yet, the same basic waveform should also
be produced by the equivalent ballistic shock front, or sonic boom, of a meteor.
To be able to observe and identify regional meteor infrasound it is important to
understand the various elements that are required of a meteor for it to be able to
produce detectable infrasound at the observer’s location. Simply knowing what
type of pressure waveform is likely to be associated with meteor infrasound generated by its ballistic trajectory is not enough to identify it with a meteor, as other
natural and artificial sources can also produce similar waveforms (e.g., lightning
and supersonic aircraft). To observe meteor-generated infrasound at the location of
the observer, three basic requirements must be met:
1. The source meteoroid must be of sufficient size and/or velocity such that the
initial ballistic wave generated may propagate to the observer without being
completely attenuated by the atmosphere.
2. The position and orientation of the meteor trajectory must be such that an acoustic path in the atmosphere (at the time of the meteor event), to connect the source
meteor and observer, is available.
3. Acoustic/infrasonic background noise levels at the point of observation must be
of a sufficiently low level that the arriving meteor infrasonic wave is detectable.
As the third condition depends on the choice of the observer’s location, the characteristics of that site and the equipment used, and not of the source meteor itself, nothing
further will be discussed of this requirement other than to say that it is a requirement
that is common throughout infrasound research, regardless of the source.
The first condition, regarding the meteoroid’s size and velocity, may be
addressed from the point of view of the predictions of cylindrical line source blast
wave theory (Sect. 12.3). As was discussed in the preceding section, the characteristics of the initial ballistic shock wave of a meteor is related to the size of its blast
radius, Ro, and therefore the product of a meteoroid’s physical size and its velocity
((12.12) and (12.19)). Although atmospheric sound speed also plays a role (12.12),
its influence may in general be neglected for the purposes of this discussion as the
sound speed does not vary significantly over the range of potential source heights
for meteor infrasound and so may be thought of as effectively constant. By
inspection of (12.12) and (12.13), it is observed that by increasing either the diameter of the meteoroid, its velocity, or both, the size of the blast radius of the cylindrical line source increases and with this increase, the dominant frequency, f0, of the
initial ballistic shock correspondingly decreases (or equivalently its period, t0,
increases). As higher frequencies are more greatly affected by atmospheric absorption (Pierce 1989), in general, the lower the initial fundamental frequency, the
greater the chance the resulting ballistic wave may reach the observer.
Yet, meteors may be observed to propagate over a broad range of altitudes, from
~120 to ~20 km (Ceplecha et al. 1998), with the result that a blast radius produced
at low altitude is more likely to produce observable infrasound at the surface than it
would if produced at a higher altitude. This is due, in part, to the greater absorption
experienced due to the increase in range to the observer, which comes with an
increase in source height, but more so due to the greater absorption of high frequencies
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in the upper atmosphere as a consequence of the longer mean-free paths of
atmospheric molecules at altitude. This variability in ability to observe meteor
infrasound, due to the combination of blast radius and source altitude, can be seen
in Fig. 12.10, where the linear transition distance, Ht, is used as a means of measuring the overall shock wave absorption and dissipation. At high altitudes and small
blast radii, the meteor ballistic waves are rapidly absorbed, reaching linearity very
close to the source and thus will not survive long before complete attenuation, never
to be recorded by ground observers. Yet, larger blast radii at increasingly lower
source altitudes reach linearity at greater distances from the source region, increasing the likelihood of observation (Fig. 12.10). From this theoretical basis and observations of infrasound from high-altitude rocket-launched grenades (Procunier and
Sharp 1971) ReVelle (1976) predicted that the minimum blast radius required to be
able to produce observable infrasound at the surface would be on the order of
Ro » 10 m. This minimum limit may also be expressed in terms of a meteoroids
kinetic energy by making assumptions of the meteoroid’s density and velocity.

Fig. 12.10 Behavior of the linear transition altitude, Ht, as a function of the cylindrical line source
blast radius, Ro, for multiple meteor source altitudes as seen from an observer at a range of
100 km. At high altitudes and small Ro, linearity is achieved rapidly due to the extreme attenuation
of high frequencies in the rarefied upper atmosphere. As Ro increases, the shock wave frequency
decreases and linearity is achieved at lower altitudes as attenuation lessens. At larger Ro, for high
altitude sources, the wave can propagate further in a weakly nonlinear state, until it is forced to
linearity by both its decaying overpressure and the increasingly thicker atmosphere, as it propagates to lower altitudes. In reality, however, at 100–1,000 km Ro (particularly at low source
heights) at this range are likely to behave predominantly as weakly nonlinear shocks
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Fig. 12.11 Schematic variation of the extent of a meteor hypersonic boom corridor at the surface
as a function of meteor trajectory orientation. (a) Horizontal, (b) inclined, (c) vertical

Using average cometary-type properties Brown et al. (2007) found this to be on the
order of at least W = 6.2 × 10−5 kt of TNT (1 kt of TNT = 4.185 × 1012 J).
The second condition required to observe meteor infrasound, regarding the
source meteor’s position and orientation relative to the observer, is a direct result of
the propagation geometry of a cylindrical line source. Cylindrical symmetry of the
line source results in the predominant propagation of the ballistic wave in directions
that are perpendicular to the orientation of the trajectory. This propagation condition results in a wide variability in the area over which ballistic waves may be
observed. This region or zone of audibility (including nonaudible frequencies) at
the surface is often referred to as a sonic boom carpet in supersonic aircraft studies
(e.g., Cates and Sturtevant 2002) or in the case of meteors, a hypersonic boom corridor (e.g., ReVelle et al. 2004). The hypersonic corridor, demonstrated in
Fig. 12.11, is generally composed of only that portion of the wave front whose rays
are oriented toward the surface (e > 90°) and thus propagating from the lower half
of the meteor trajectory. Initially upward propagating rays, while potentially possessing a route to the ground via the upper thermosphere, will in general experience
severe attenuation by the greatly rarefied regions of the upper atmosphere. This
severe attenuation often results in these thermospheric paths being ill-suited for the
survival of meteor infrasound to the surface, except for the largest and most energetic of meteors (discussed in Sect. 12.5). In Fig. 12.11, the dependence on the
elevation of the meteor’s trajectory, q, relative to the horizontal is also demonstrated. As propagation of the ballistic wave front is perpendicular to the trajectory,
increases in q have the effect of decreasing the total area of the hypersonic boom
corridor by sending greater portions of the ballistic wave along paths that will not
reach a surface observer. Therefore, in general, it may be stated that a horizontally
propagating meteor will have a larger hypersonic boom corridor than a similar
meteor with an inclined trajectory, with the minimum occurring when the meteor
is at the vertical with only the omnidirectional blunted end of the ballistic wave
(i.e., the air cap preceding the meteoroid) producing viable paths to the surface as
most of the ballistic wave remains in the upper atmosphere. Any refraction experienced by ballistic waves in the troposphere, which will tend to refract these waves
back toward the stratosphere (Groves 1955), increases this effect, while upper
atmospheric wind structure complicates propagation even further. An example of a
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Fig. 12.12 A typical meteoric hypersonic boom corridor as seen from above. In this case the
theoretical corridor is calculated for SOMN# 20060419 (short gray line at 0, 0), a meteor with a
descent trajectory azimuth of 13.8° East from North (dashed arrow) and inclination of 26.1° from
the horizontal. Ray paths initially spread perpendicularly outward from the lower half of the cylindrical source (extending from 80.1 to 66.9 km altitude), producing a butterfly-type pattern of arrivals on the surface. Note that prevailing winds create a slight asymmetry

typical hypersonic boom corridor is shown in Fig. 12.12, where, viewed from above,
the corridor appears as a butterfly or wing-shaped pattern with its axial symmetry
(about the plane of the meteor’s trajectory) slightly distorted due to prevailing
winds. In practice, how much of this theoretical hypersonic boom corridor is observable
will depend upon the meteor shock wave’s frequency content and atmospheric
attenuation during its propagation (Sect. 12.3), as well as local noise conditions at
the site of observation.
The overall result to be taken from this discussion is that the detection of meteor
infrasound is the result of the convergence of several favorable conditions. As the
occurrence rate of meteors favorable to produce infrasound is random, it is often
only a matter of time before such a convergence will occur; yet, this greatly depends
upon the flux of meteors at favorable sizes. If current estimates of the flux of meteoroids at the Earth (at the sizes likely capable of producing infrasound) are inspected,
the occurrence rate over the entire surface of the Earth of a 10 cm sized sporadic
meteoroid is on the order of 1 every 30 min. At 1 m, this rate is ~2–3 per month;
10 m sized objects occur on average only once per decade, while finally, events the
size of the Tunguska meteor (~40 m) may be expected to recur approximately once
a millennia (Brown et al. 2002b). During prominent meteor showers, such as the
Leonids, Perseids, and Geminids, the rates of smaller, infrasound-producing meteoroids, increases even further (Ceplecha et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2007). Therefore,
while large meteoroids (>1 m in dimension) may produce significant amounts of
infrasound detectable over 100s to 1,000s of kilometers (see Sect. 12.5), smaller
centimeter-scale meteoroids likely represent the majority of meteor generated
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infrasound due to their vastly greater numbers, even though only a small proportion
of meteors of these sizes (i.e., meteors/fireballs with visual magnitudes brighter
than −2) will produce detectable infrasound at the surface (Brown et al. 2007;
Edwards et al. 2007).

12.4.2 Observations of Regional Meteor Infrasound
So far much of the discussion in this chapter has been largely theoretical. In this
section, however, recent observations of regional meteor infrasound will be compared with the predictions made by the preceding sections and cylindrical line
source theory. Such comparisons have only recently been made possible due to the
general paucity of meteor infrasound from well-observed and constrained meteors
prior to the mid-2000s (Sect. 12.1). In the following observations, it is to be noted
that each observation presented has been confirmed to be associated with an optically or radar observed meteor whose trajectory, velocity, and in many cases, its
photometric mass have been constrained using standard methods (Ceplecha and
McCrosky 1976; Ceplecha 1987; Borovička 1990; Ceplecha et al. 1998). To determine and delimit propagation geometries and source altitudes for these observed
signals, numerical ray tracing from the observed meteor positions to the observing
station were performed and compared with observed time delays, arrival azimuths,
and trace velocities (incidence angles) (Brown et al. 2007; Edwards et al. 2007),
using model atmospheres constructed for the time and region of the event from
available meteorological data (Swinbank and O’Neill 1994; Hocking 1997) and
standard atmospheric models (Hedin 1991; Hedin et al. 1996). Since 2000, dozens
of cases of such confirmed meteor infrasound have been identified between the
ongoing monitoring campaigns in Canada and Europe (see Sect. 12.1), a significant
advancement since the early monitoring efforts of the late 1970s. It is from these
more recent observations that this section draws upon.
In the preceding section, it was remarked that ballistic meteor infrasound should
take the general form of an N-wave (DuMond et al. 1946) or ballistic wave
(Fig. 12.9) and that this wave is defined to be ballistic by its perpendicular propagation geometry with respect to the source meteor’s trajectory, rather than more random acute or obtuse angles that result from an omnidirectional point source.
Point-like sources are not uncommon in meteors as these sources can be generated
during the gross fragmentation of meteoroids (e.g., Qamar 1995; Arrowsmith et al.
2007). Complicating this apparently clear-cut distinction between ballistic and
point-like sources, Brown et al. (2007) demonstrated theoretically that the high
temperatures of the initial nonlinear shock wave, within the first ten blast radii of
the meteor, may produce deviations in a ray’s geometry of up to ~25° from the ideal
perpendicular. To provide a means of distinguishing between both ballistic and
nonballistic waves from meteors, Edwards et al. (2007) proposed a three category
system based on the determined ray deviations: (1) The ballistic regime, which lies
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between ray deviations: 90 ± 20°, where most ballistic waves predicted by theory
should reside, (2) a quasiballistic regime, bordering the ballistic at: 55–70° and
110–125° ray deviations, for those observations with significantly larger deviations
than theory would predict, yet, may exhibit ballistic wave features, and (3) the
nonballistic regime relegated to those observations with deviations most likely to
be associated with omnidirectional point-like sources.
Using the Edwards et al. (2007) classification scheme, 23 observations of confirmed meteor infrasound recorded by the SOMN monitoring program between
2006 and 2007 are subdivided in Fig. 12.13. Of these events, a majority of 61%
(14 events) are found to classify as ballistic, 17% (4 events) quasiballistic, with the
remaining 22% (5 events) appearing to originate from distinctly nonballistic
sources. Such a clear majority of ballistic events confirms the initial hypothesis that
a meteor’s hypersonic shock wave, produced by the entry into the Earth’s atmosphere of a meteoroid at extreme velocities, is the primary source of meteor generated infrasound. In addition, these observations demonstrate the preferred
propagation geometry of meteor infrasound (discussed in the preceding section)
with ray deviations, dj, that originate from the lower half of the meteor’s trajectory
(Note: as defined in Sect. 12.3.1, dj = 0 represents propagation in the direction of
the meteor’s heading).

Fig. 12.13 Observed variation in infrasonic ray deviation from 23 meteors observed by the SOMN.
Dashed lines indicate the current boundaries of ballistic, quasi-ballistic and nonballistic regimes
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Fig. 12.14 Examples of observations of “classical” N-wave-type ballistic waves associated with
meteors. (a) SOMN# 20071004b: velocity 16.26 km/s, Ro » 2.4 m, (b) SOMN# 20060213:
velocity = 12.70 km/s, Ro » 4.5 m (c) SOMN# 20071021, velocity = 68.0 km/s, Ro » 5.7 m

With the classification of observations, inspection of the various observed waveforms can be made in context. In Fig. 12.14, several examples of meteor ballistic
waves are shown for a variety of different blast radii, Ro. In general, these observations show the anticipated structure to that of the N-wave, yet in many cases the
overpressure amplitude of the initial shock front exceeds that of the trailing rarefaction (unlike the classical N-wave shown in Fig. 12.9). This is often (but not always)
followed by a slowly decaying wavetrain series. These decaying wavetrains have
been observed to slowly vary in arrival (or back) azimuths in a manner consistent
with originating from higher positions along the source meteor’s trajectory (Brown
et al. 2007), which suggests that these persisting wavetrains represent scattering of
acoustic energy from the cylindrical blast wave as it propagates to the surface. Yet,
not all meteor infrasound observations classified as ballistic, show N-wave-like patterns, and instead appear almost reverberatory in structure. These quite often brief
pulses (few seconds duration) of infrasound show distinct periodic oscillations of
two or three cycles of nearly equal amplitude which abruptly terminate (Fig. 12.15).
The mechanism behind the creation of these waveforms is not well understood, but
may reflect on the relaxation of the atmosphere as it restores itself to ambient levels
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Fig. 12.15 Examples of observed reverberatory-type ballistic waves associated with meteor infrasound. Unlike singular N-type ballistic waves (Fig. 12.14), these ballistic waves recur several times
before abruptly terminating. (a) SOMN# 20061104: velocity = 29.93 km/s, Ro » 2.7 m (b) SOMN#
20070125: velocity = 68.63 km/s, Ro » 7.4 m (c) SOMN# 20070511: velocity = 64.72 km/s, Ro » 3.2 m

at high altitude after the creation of a cylindrical blast wave by a meteor.
Unanticipated signal structure such as the observations in Fig. 12.15 demonstrate
the still largely unexplored field of meteor infrasound.
Observations which fall into the nonballistic regime typically do not show the
recognizable N-wave-like signature of ballistic waves, instead often appearing
structurally complicated or as dispersed pulses (Fig. 12.16). This is a likely result
of a change in the source mechanism as nonballistic observations are quite often
found to be associated with meteors undergoing gross fragmentation (large-scale
break-up of the parent meteoroid) and so do not fit the simple single body model
of a cylindrical line source blast wave. Instead, gross fragmentation of a meteor
appears to act like a quasipoint source; with propagation that is omnidirectional, but
may be extended along the direction of decent. The extent of this stretching of the
source region becomes velocity dependant, such that the slower the meteor travels,
the better an approximation to a true point-source explosion the fragmentation
becomes. When several or continuous fragmentations occur one can likely
anticipate a quite complicated signal to be observed.
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The third category of quasiballistic observations, as the name implies, are a
transitional type that separates the ballistic and nonballistic regimes. This results in
quasiballistic signals exhibiting the characteristics of either of the two bordering
regimes (Fig. 12.17). As greater numbers of quasiballistic observations are

Fig. 12.16 Examples of nonballistic meteor infrasound. These type of observations are often associated
with meteors undergoing gross fragmentation and do not display the well-characterized waveforms
of ballistic waves, instead appearing less structured or dispersed. Horizontal bars indicate the
durations of the meteor signals (SOMN# 20060813 (above), SOMN# 20070102 (below))

Fig. 12.17 Examples of quasi-ballistic meteor infrasound. This transitional category of meteor
infrasound displays the characteristics of both ballistic (above: SOMN# 20070725) and nonballistic
(below: SOMN# 20061101) waves and may in the future be able to more fully delimit the two
categories. Horizontal bar indicates the duration of the signal
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observed, it should become possible to better define the boundaries of ballistic
observations, as the current limits of how far ballistic waves may deviate from the
perpendicular of a meteor’s trajectory are not well known. In time as further observations of this transitional type are made, it is likely the quasiballistic category will
narrow or perhaps, even be eliminated altogether.
While structural and mechanistic differences between observed meteor infrasound signals can be readily pointed out, common properties between signals also
exist. One of the greatest similarities for regional meteor infrasound may be
found in the dominant period (or frequency) of observed waves and the source
regions where these waves are produced in the atmosphere. As cylindrical line
source theory predicts ((12.12) and (12.13)), the dominant period produced by
these sources, will be proportional to both the altitude at which the wave is generated as well as the kinetic energy of the meteoroid and through the kinetic energy,
its mass and velocity. For nonballistic waves, the physical basis upon which
(12.12) and (12.13) are derived should also apply, though the geometry of the
source may vary. As the observed amplitude, period, and meteor velocity and
source region are all readily measurable or determinable properties (cf. Ceplecha
1987; Borovička 1990; Brown et al. 2007; Edwards et al. 2007), while meteoroid
mass in practice is inferred based on dynamics, light or ionization production
(Sect. 12.2, Ceplecha et al. 1998), only the relations between the first four
properties will be discussed in greater detail.
According to the predictions of cylindrical line source theory (Sect. 12.3), it
should be anticipated that the dominant periods of meteor infrasound are directly
proportional to the extent of the initial blast radius, Ro, (12.13) and therefore also
to meteor velocity, v (12.12). Although the period of the shock wave will slowly
increase as the wave propagates outward during the weakly nonlinear phase, the
kernel of the initial period and its proportionality to meteor velocity should remain
(12.25). Comparable relationships are also to be anticipated for nonballistic meteor
infrasound. While the geometry of the source region result in more gradual
increases in Ro with v (e.g., spherical, Ro a v2/3 vs. cylindrical, Ro a v), the energy
available for blast wave production in these cases (i.e., kinetic energy) will in
general scale with the square of meteor velocity.
Such a general trend can be seen in Fig. 12.18, where the observed periods of
ballistic, quasiballistic, and nonballistic regional observations are shown as a function of observed meteor velocity for observed regional meteors with masses between
0.001 and 1 kg. Scatter in this trend is produced by variations in meteor mass, range
and source altitude, all of which when increasing will tend to increase the initial (and
therefore the observed) period of the shock wave. Yet, despite these additional
factors, the strong dependence on meteor velocity remains quite apparent.
These strong correlations between the general predictions of cylindrical line
source blast wave theory and recent observations suggest that the theoretical model
developed several decades ago by ReVelle (1974, Sect. 12.3) may indeed be reasonable. Using the observed trajectories, velocities, and determined photometric masses
and infrasonic source regions for the ballistic and quasiballistic series of SOMN
meteors, the amplitude (overpressure) and period predictions of the meteor cylindrical
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Fig. 12.18 Observed periods of meteor generated infrasound from centimeter sized meteoroids,
as a function of observed meteor velocity

line source model are compared with observations (Fig. 12.19). Comparison
between the observed and calculated amplitudes of weak shock and linear waves, it
is seen that weak shocks in general underestimate the observed overpressure with
gradually better agreement as overpressure increases; however, better agreement is
observed for linear waves. Although generally over-predicting the observed amplitudes, the behavior is more systematic by a factor of two or three on average.
Predictions of the fundamental periods by cylindrical line source theory in contrast
show a progressive underestimation of the observed period. As both weak shock and
linear modes follow the same functional form to determine the period growth (12.25),
both modes show similar patterns (Fig. 12.18c, d). These comparisons suggest the
following points. (1) The current estimation of the altitude of transition to linearity, is
close to reality but is likely systematically too high. This is consistent with this calculation being the minimum altitude at which this may take place (Sect. 12.3). (2) The
current growth in the fundamental period of the cylindrical blast wave, derived from
the early work of DuMond et al. (1946), is underestimated for weakly nonlinear
shock waves propagating from these altitudes. As the work of DuMond et al. (1946)
focused on measurements of shock waves propagating through generally homogeneous, isothermal conditions at surface pressures, such an observation should not be
unanticipated for shock waves propagating significant distances and altitudes through
an inhomogeneous atmosphere. Thus, these comparisons show that in general the
cylindrical line source blast wave model is a valid means of approximating meteor
ballistic shock waves and their propagation, but that revisions on the theory will be
necessary in the future if theoretical agreement to observation is to be reached.
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Fig. 12.19 Comparison of the amplitude and fundamental period predictions of cylindrical line
source blast wave theory, as applied to meteors, to observations of meteor ballistic and quasiballistic shock waves. (a, c) Predicted arrival as a weakly nonlinear shock wave, (b, d) Predicted
arrival as a linearly propagating wave

We conclude this section on regional meteor infrasound by investigating the
source regions where these shock waves are generated. The altitudes at which
regional meteor infrasound can originate is a complex function of several factors
regarding the properties of the meteoroid, the geometry of its entry, and the conditions of the atmosphere in which the meteoroid is propagating. While a detailed
discussion of the properties of meteoroids and the heights at which they are
observed to produce meteors is beyond the scope of this section, detailed discussions on the subject may be found in Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976), Halliday
et al. (1989), and Ceplecha et al. (1998). In terms of meteor infrasound, however,
the general rule is that a meteoroid must first be of sufficient size, strength and
velocity to reach altitudes where the atmosphere may respond fluidly to its passage.
Too high and the meteoroid encounters the atmosphere in the free molecular flow
regime, where encounters are with individual air molecules and the surface of the
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meteoroid and production of a significant blast wave is negligible. Instead, a state
of continuum flow must exist. This state occurs at altitudes where the local
Knudson number, Kn (the ratio of the neutral gas mean-free path to the characteristic dimension of the meteoroid (i.e., diameter)) is much less than unity (Kn << 1)
(Ceplecha et al. 1998). In this regime, the meteoroid–atmosphere interaction leads
to the formation of a well-developed largely inviscid shock wave with strong radiative properties, while the formation of protective air gas caps in front of the meteoroid shield it, in part, from direct atmospheric molecule impacts. In between free
molecular and continuum flow a state of slip-flow (a transitional flow type) exists
where a viscous shock-wave body interaction occurs that can greatly increase localized heating rates (so-called interference heating). However, it is in continuum flow
where cylindrical (or other blast geometries) become more feasible. By observing
the distribution of source altitudes determined for the regional observations of
meteor infrasound by the SOMN (Edwards et al. 2007) and EN (Brown et al. 2007),
the typical altitudes where this condition is met appears to exist below ~100 km,
peaking at an altitude of ~80 km (Fig. 12.20) for centimeter-sized meteoroids.
Note, however, that the previous discussion regarding the necessity of a meteoroid
to produce a sufficiently large blast radii, as well as have favorable geometry to
produce detectable at the surface, still applies.
Also shown in Fig. 12.20 are the observed amplitudes of these meteor infrasound
signals as a function of source altitude. While the amplitude in and of itself is a

Fig. 12.20 Histogram of observed regional meteor infrasound source altitude and the variation in
observed amplitude at the surface
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complex function of observational range, wavelength, and the state of the atmosphere
during a wave’s propagation to the surface, all of which are likely contributors to the
observed scatter in Fig. 12.20, a general trend of decreasing amplitude with
source altitude can be identified. This trend of decreasing amplitude with increasing
source altitude is a result of the conservation of wave energy and has been observed
for other sources of infrasound, which may also vary significantly in altitude such as
nuclear and chemical explosions (e.g., Glasstone and Dolan 1977). The physical
reasoning for this trend is that wave energy must be conserved. As the blast wave
propagates to the surface from altitude, it encounters increasingly denser regions of
air to conserve energy, while still continuing to propagate in this increasingly denser
medium, the wave must lower its amplitude. Thus, in addition to the losses in wave
amplitude due to geometrical spreading and absorption that occur as a result of an
increase in source altitude, in general, the greater the source altitude, the lower the
observed amplitude will be at the surface for equivalent sources. This effect of
source altitude will be revisited once more in the next section.

12.5 Long Range Observations of Meteor Infrasound
Unlike regional infrasound from small, centimeter-sized meteoroids, long-range
meteor infrasound has been an almost continuous source of signal detections for as
long as the infrasound band of the acoustic spectrum has been monitored (e.g.,
Whipple 1930; Folinsbee et al. 1967; ReVelle 1997; Brown et al. 2002a–c). To distinguish these types of observations from those of regional meteors discussed in the
preceding section, long range meteor infrasound hereafter is defined as those meteor
observations detected at ranges >250 km. At these more distant ranges meteor infrasound is less likely to reach the observer along a direct path from the source meteor,
as often typifies the regional observations discussed previously. Instead, the generated
infrasonic waves reach the observer after either being ducted along the waveguide
that exists between the stratosphere and troposphere (stratospheric arrivals) or after
refraction back to the surface from high in the thermosphere (thermospheric arrivals),
the same means by which long distance observations are made of many other types
of infrasonic sources (Drob et al. 2003). Indeed, as a typical observer’s range for this
type of meteor infrasound lies between ~2,000 and 3,000 km from the source
(Edwards et al. 2006), the infrasonic wave front may have propagated between these
regions (often referred to as a skip or hop) more than a dozen times before reaching
the observer. In the following section, the sources of long range meteor infrasound,
various observational aspects and its current limitations will be discussed.

12.5.1 The Sources of Long Range Meteor Infrasound
To generate infrasound, such that it may be observable at distances that vary from
a few 100 to >10,000 km, an infrasonic source must be extremely energetic.
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As kinetic energy is the means by which meteoroids produce infrasound
(Sects. 12.2 and 12.3), an increase in meteoroid mass (and size) is necessary to
provide this energy, since the maximum observed meteoroid velocities reach only
~73 km/s (Ceplecha et al. 1998). From observation, the dominant periods for these
observations typically range between ~1 and 15 s (or 0.067–1 Hz) with source
energies between 0.01 and 20 kt of TNT (Edwards et al. 2006), consistent with
low-atmospheric attenuation at long periods and the large source energies necessary for long distance propagation. Assuming the observed range of meteor velocities apply, such periods and energies are consistent with the atmospheric impacts
of large meteoroids meters in dimension. It becomes apparent, therefore, that
meteors producing infrasound at these distances represent the largest of meteoroids, with diameters ranging from 1 to 10s of meters as in the specific case of the
Tunguska Meteor (Whipple 1930; Ben-Menahem 1975). As the largest particles
likely to be ejected from cometary sources are not anticipated to greatly exceed
centimeters or decimeters in extent (de Pater and Lissauer 2001), barring direct
impact of a cometary nucleus, the source of objects at these sizes are likely primarily of asteroidal origin. This conclusion generally constrains the sources of these
long distance infrasound producing meteoroids to likely be Apollo-type (Earth
crossing with origins in the main asteroid belt) and Aten-type (Earth crossing with
orbits interior to the Earth’s) Near Earth Asteroids (NEA). Yet this conclusion
seems to be in contradiction to extrapolations made from a number of observations
of smaller 0.1–1 m sized meteoroids where it is predicted that fragile cometarytype material should dominate in the 1–10 m regime (Ceplecha 1994). The resolution to this apparent disagreement is simple; while the orbital properties of these
objects may be predominantly asteroidal-type, the physical properties and general
strength of the impacting body may variety quite a bit, with perhaps very frail
objects dominating the population.
As discussed in Sect. 12.3A, meteoroids of 1–10 m sizes recur typically on the
timescales of months to decades. As these rates are averages computed over the
entire surface of the Earth, the long distances to which these events are typically
observed are a product of low influx rates and the broad spatial distribution of
modern global infrasound networks (Christie et al. 2001) and regional focus of
research networks (e.g., Evers and Haak 2003), resulting in a low probability that
such an event will occur near an observer. A secondary consequence, as these
objects are equally likely to occur anywhere over the Earth, it may be expected that
>70% of these events will occur over the oceans rather than continental landmasses,
where direct observation of the source meteor by ground-based observers is
unlikely. This lack of direct observation makes identification of instances of large
meteoroid atmospheric impacts (henceforth referred to as bolides) particularly difficult, as both the time and location of such events are random and not readily
constrained to an area or region like an earthquake or erupting volcano. Indeed,
documented instances of large meteoroid atmospheric impacts occurring over water
and detected infrasonically have often been assisted by modern space-based optical
and infrared observations by U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) and Department of
Defense (DoD) satellites (e.g., Brown et al. 2002a–c; Klekociuk et al. 2005).
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Although satellite-based observations have proved to be a valuable source of
identifying bolide impacts in remote areas and thus their infrasonic signatures, it is
when bolides occur over land and are observed across multiple suites of instruments
(e.g., optical, seismic, and radar) as well as infrasonically, that a better understanding
of the nature of these sources can be made (e.g., Brown et al. 2002c, 2004; ReVelle
et al. 2004; Klekociuk et al. 2005; Arrowsmith et al. 2007), providing a means of
calibrating similar infrasonic and space-based observations for more remotely
located bolide events (Brown et al. 2002a–c; Edwards et al. 2006). From such wellobserved bolides, it is found that meteoroids at these sizes experience: (1) almost
continuous gross fragmentation (e.g., Brown et al. 2003) or (2) distinct episodes of
explosive fragmentation (e.g., Brown et al. 2004; Arrowsmith et al. 2007) upon
reaching low altitudes ranging from ~40 to 15 km, often referred to as terminal
bursts due to their close proximity to the end of the luminous part of the meteor’s
trajectory. These instances of general break-up, results not only in the destruction of
the bolide into fine micron-sized particles (Klekociuk et al. 2005) and small fragments which may fall to the surface as meteorites (e.g., Borovička et al. 2003), but
also the production of significant amounts of infrasound. Such sources are distinctly
different than that of the cylindrical line source discussed in Sect. 12.3.
In cases of bolide fragmentation, or terminal bursts, the cylindrical line source
model of meteor infrasound is often abandoned and these fragmentations are instead
approximated as quasi-point source explosions. The term “quasi” is added to remind
us that since the source is not exactly stationary in space during episodes of gross
fragmentation, the source region is elongated slightly along the trajectory. As the
duration of these explosive events typically last < < 1 s, this elongation is typically
small in comparison to the observer’s range and so the point source approximation
is valid. In cases where fragmentation is not anticipated (or observed) and a cylindrical-type source is more appropriate, a point source approximation may still be
used when the range of the observer greatly exceeds the length of the bolide’s trajectory (i.e., R > > L). As typical trajectories do not often exceed 100 km in length
(except in cases of very low inclination or grazing meteors (e.g., Llorca et al. 2005))
and the acoustic coupling efficiency for a bolide increases with decreasing altitude
(cf. Brown et al. 2003), effectively shortening the infrasound-producing region of
the trajectory, at ranges of several 100 km and certainly >1,000 km, the cylindrical
line source closely approximates that of a point source at altitude. With these concepts regarding long range meteor infrasound sources in mind, the observations of
this type of meteor infrasound is examined in the following section.

12.5.2 Observations of Long-Range Meteor Infrasound
In Sects. 12.3 and 12.4, the concept of meteor infrasound as a cylindrical line
source blast wave was introduced. With this model of infrasound generation,
the ballistic wave and its features were shown to be typical of meteor infrasound at
close range. At long ranges, however, this ballistic wave and its features are susceptible
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to, and become heavily modified by, the effects of absorption, dispersion, and
various modes of propagation (stratospheric vs. thermospheric) as the wave propagates to the observer. This is common to many types of infrasonic sources observed
at great range. In the end, at long ranges, the recognizable features of regional
meteor infrasound (Figs. 12.14 and 12.15) produce a wide variety of signal variations as singular or multiple wave arrivals from the same event may be recorded by
the observer all traveling along separate, or slightly different atmospheric paths
(Fig. 12.21) (Garcés et al. 1998; Arrowsmith et al. 2007). This variety makes recognition of long range meteor infrasound difficult when no observation of the
bolide (instrumental or eyewitness) is available to constrain the location or time of
the source.
Yet, at long distances, the transient and energetic nature of these bolides allows
these events to be treated much like naturally occurring point source explosions.
Thus, when arrivals are detected by multiple, well-separated stations, arrival azimuths at each station may be used to delimit the location of the source (via greatcircle intersection, often weighted by the acuteness of the intersection). This is
where the randomness of bolides stands out as an identifier, as bolides will not often
coincide with known sources of natural infrasound (e.g., volcanoes and seismic
fault lines) or regions where artificial explosives are expected (e.g., open pit mines
and military test sites) (Fig. 12.22). From this position, the time of the event may
be estimated using average propagation velocities and observational range, or
arrival time delays calculated from atmospheric propagation models, and observed
arrival times. This has been (ReVelle 1997) and continues to be a common means
of identifying bolides by global networks even today (e.g., Arrowsmith et al. 2008).
Indeed, relationships between infrasonic period and amplitude with source energy,
observed for chemical and nuclear explosions, remain a common means of also
characterizing a bolide’s kinetic energy (Edwards et al. 2006). The most common
of these being the period-energy relationship developed by AFTAC:
W
æWö
log ç ÷ = 3.34 log(t) - 2.58,
£ 100 kt,
è 2ø
2

(12.44)

W
æWö
log ç ÷ = 4.14 log(t) - 3.61,
³ 40 kt,
è 2ø
2

(12.45)

where t is the observed period at maximum amplitude of a signal in seconds and W
is the energy or yield of the source in kt of equivalent TNT (Ceplecha et al. 1998).
More recently, since the mid-1990s, assistance in localizing and characterizing
bolides has come at times from space-based satellite Earth-observing systems of the
DoD and DoE (Tagliaferri et al. 1994; Brown et al. 1996). These optical and infrared observations have assisted in the identification of bolide infrasound by providing details of location and time of events (Brown et al. 2002a–c), and periodically
velocity estimates and lightcurves, allowing further constraint of a bolide’s mass
and kinetic energy (e.g., Brown et al. 2004; Klekociuk et al. 2005). In a study of 31
bolide events observed by these satellite systems as well as infrasonically, Edwards
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Fig. 12.21 Examples in the variety of observed long distance infrasound. (Top) Observations of the
Park Forest bolide on March 27, 2003 (Brown et al. 2004). (Bottom) Observations of the Washington
state bolide on June 3, 2004 (Arrowsmith et al. 2007). Although some observations may be the result
of sound propagation along a singular path (e.g., I10CA, I57US), infrasound may also reach the
same station along a variety of different paths (e.g., BP, I56US). S – stratospheric, T – thermospheric,
TP – tropospheric, T-TP – converted Tropospheric from thermospheric

et al. (2006) examined long distance meteor infrasound statistically using similar
methods employed to examine large nuclear and chemical explosions (e.g.,
Davidson and Whitaker 1992; Blanc et al. 1997) by calibrating satellite-derived
estimates of bolide kinetic energies with well-documented multi-instrumental
meteor observations, for which meteorites were recovered for some (Brown et al.
2002b). In their analysis, Edwards et al. (2006) were able to demonstrate several
aspects of long range meteor infrasound that were previously unknown or only
suspected upon theoretical grounds prior to the study.
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Fig. 12.22 Source location determination of a bolide over the Indian Ocean on October 7, 2004
(Arrowsmith et al. 2008). Infrasound detection was observed by seven stations at distances ranging from 2,200 to ~19,000 km. The estimated energy and random location of the event, unassociated with natural or known artificial sources of infrasound, help identify this as a bolide event.
Based on a simple average infrasonic propagation velocity of 305 m/s, the time of the event would
be at 13:33 UT ± 8 min on October 7, 2004. Using the amplitude-energy relationship (12.46) and
measured amplitudes and ranges of the various signals (Arrowsmith et al. 2008), a source energy
of ~14 kt is determined for the bolide, with approximately a factor of 2 uncertainty

Observations of infrasonic signal amplitudes as a function range (scaled by
source energy or yield) for these bolides were found to fit the power law
functions:
log W =

3
3
(a - kw) + 3 log R - log A
b
b

(12.46)

with
a = 3.36 ± 0.60, b = -1.74 ± 0.24, k = -0.0177s / m, for W < 7 kt,
a = 2.58 ± 0.41, b = -1.35 ± 0.18, k = -0.0018s / m, for W > 7 kt,
where w is the average component of stratospheric wind, between 30 and 60 km
altitude, directed along the great circle path connecting the bolide source and
observer (+ in direction of propagation). Comparison of the bolide amplitude-range
relations (12.46) to similar relationships derived from nuclear and chemical explosions (e.g., American National Standards 1983; Reed 1977; Whitaker 1995; Clauter
and Blandford 1998; Blanc et al. 1997), show that bolide infrasound is consistently
observed at lower amplitudes at equivalent ranges (Edwards et al. 2006). As discussed previously for regional observations (Sect. 12.4B), these lower observed
amplitudes are a consequence of the high altitudes at which bolide’s generate infrasound relative to equivalent surface sources. Correcting (12.46) for source altitude,
Edwards et al. (2006) found that for these 1–10 m sized meteoroids source altitudes
varied on average between 20 and 30 km altitude. This range in source altitude is a
significant departure from the ~80 km altitude peak in source altitude observed for
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smaller centimeter-sized regional meteor infrasound (Sect. 12.4, Fig. 12.20), but is
consistent with visual observations (Halliday et al. 1989) and physically with the
survival of larger meteoroids able to penetrate deep into the atmosphere at these
1–10 m sizes (Bland and Artemieva 2003).
A similar comparison of the AFTAC period-energy relationships ((12.44) and
(12.45)) to observed bolide infrasound fundamental periods also shows good agreement between 0.05 and 7 kt, suggesting the approximation to a point source in this
energy range is not altogether unreasonable; however, large departures from these
explosion relationships are observed at energies >7 kt (Fig. 12.23). Edwards et al.
(2006) suggest this may be the result of the gross fragmentation of these large
meteoroids during entry, with multiple fragments traveling as a cloud during entry
creating multiple blast cavities, which merge to form a much larger effective cavity
(Ro), in effect generating longer periods than would a single body (Sect. 12.3,
(12.13)). It is difficult to ascertain the validity of this hypothesis as such large
events occur so infrequently and to date none have been observed in sufficient
detail to discern such behavior, leaving the verification of this attribute of bolide
infrasound to theoretical modeling (Ceplecha and ReVelle 2005) and future
observations.

Fig. 12.23 Comparison of the States Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC) periodenergy relations for large (> 100 kt) and small (< 40 kt) nuclear explosions (Edwards et al. 2006).
Moderate agreement between these relationships is observed for bolides between ~0.05 and 10 kt,
but as energies increase greater deviation from the AFTAC curves is observed. This deviation may
be due to dynamical changes experienced during entry, creating dominantly larger periods as the
large parent meteoroids fragment
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As a final observation regarding long distance bolide infrasound, it is interesting
to note that in general thermospheric arrivals do not appear to be at all common,
with >95% of observations (Edwards et al. 2006) appearing to propagate along
stratospheric channels based on average observed propagation velocities, v , from
the source (Table 12.3, Ceplecha et al. 1998). This is in contrast to observations
other natural and artificial surface explosions where thermospheric phases are
observed with regularity, even for relatively small energies (e.g., Ottemöller and
Evers 2008). In cases where thermospheric arrivals are observed for bolides (e.g.,
Brown et al. 2003), amplitudes are often observed to be relatively weak in comparison to stratospheric arrivals (Fig. 12.24), demonstrating the severe attenuation of
infrasound propagating along thermospheric paths. Yet, for other events, often in
the intermediate ranges between regional and long distance meteor infrasound,
thermospheric arrivals appear to be the dominant phase open to observation along
a given geometry (Fig. 12.21, Arrowsmith et al. 2007).
This apparent preferred mode of propagation may once more be due in part to
the higher altitudes at which large 1–10 m class bolides produce much of their
infrasound. From analysis of observed amplitude offsets (Edwards et al. 2006),
source altitudes of 20–30 km are common. At these altitudes, significantly more
Table 12.3 Typical ranges of average propagation, v , and trace velocities, Vtr, for the four primary modes of atmospheric propagation (from Ceplecha et al. 1998)
Average
Trace or apparent
propagation
horizontal velocity
velocity (v−) (km/s)
(Vtr) (km/s)
Designation
Primary propagation mode
L
0.330–0.340
0.340
Lamb (horizontal) wave
TP
0.300–0.320
0.320–0.340
Tropospheric wave
S
0.280–0.310
0.340–0.450
Stratospheric wave
T
0.220–0.240
0.450–1.100
Thermospheric wave

Fig. 12.24 Infrasonic observations of the Morávka fireball by the International Monitoring
System (IMS) infrasound station in Freyung, Germany (I26DE). From the known trajectory of the
fireball and ray propagation modeling, the first two arrivals, S1 and S2 are identified as stratospherically propagating waves, while the third significantly lower amplitude arrival, T1, propagated along a higher altitude thermospheric path (Brown et al. 2003)
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Fig. 12.25 Schematic diagram of the differences in the deposition of acoustic/infrasonic energy
between high altitude bolide and surface/elevated sources. Where surface and elevated (< 10 km
from surface) sources primarily direct their acoustic radiation initially upward and horizontally
due to reflection with the ground (Glasstone and Dolan 1977). Bolide sources (cylindrical line
source, quasi-point), by virtue of their high altitudes regions (15–40 km), often deposit significant
portions of their acoustic radiation directly into the stratosphere. Labels for elevated source indicate the initial (incident) shock wave, i, the surface reflected wave, r, and horizontally propagating
Mach stem, m, formed by constructive interference of incident and reflected waves

acoustic energy will be deposited directly into the stratosphere where it may
efficiently propagate along stratospheric waveguides producing detectable signals
for 1,000s of km (Brown et al. 2002a–c; Edwards et al. 2006; Arrowsmith et al.
2008) or become trapped (e.g., Arrowsmith et al. 2007) depending on atmospheric
conditions (temperature/wind). Proportionally less acoustic energy from bolides is
then available to thermospheric paths relative to a surface or near-surface sources
where much of the acoustic propagation is typically directed upwards by reflection
with ground or horizontally along the surface requiring appropriate atmospheric
conditions to emplace acoustic energy in stratospheric channels (Fig. 12.25). As
attenuation in the upper atmosphere (e.g., Sutherland and Bass 2004), global propagation of infrasound (e.g., Bass et al. 2007; Millet et al. 2007; Kulichkov 2004), and
measurement of upper atmospheric condition using infrasound (e.g., Le Pichon
et al. 2005) remain topics of active research, this difference in propagation methods
makes bolide events a unique means of probing the upper atmosphere, validating
atmospheric models and exploring low frequency sound propagation over the
entirety of the globe. This property, if nothing else, will continue to make detection
of meteor/bolide infrasound and the characterization of their source bodies highly
desirable to the future of infrasound research.

12.6 Conclusions
Over the course of this discussion of meteor generated infrasound, it has been shown
that the history of regional and global meteor and bolide detections parallels the
development and usage of infrasound as a monitoring technology from the beginning
of the twentieth century, to the modern day. As advancements in technology and
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monitoring capabilities has expanded, our ability to detect the entire range of meteoroid
sizes and energies, from the very small (centimeter; ~10−5 kt) to the very large (10s of
meters, >10 kt), has also increased. With the assistance of visual, radar, and spacebased sensor suites, the source regions and generation mechanisms of meteor-related
infrasound are being identified and constrained, allowing the predictions of cylindrical line source blast wave theory and other dynamical meteor entry models to be put
to the test at explaining the wide range of ground-based observations. These new
constraints are opening a new methodology for studying the physics of the hypervelocity entry of meteoric material in the upper atmosphere and meteor physics in
general by independently estimating luminous efficiencies and providing estimates of
meteoroid masses and kinetic energies (e.g., Edwards et al. 2006, 2007).
Yet the study of meteor or bolide infrasound holds interest of many fields of
investigation and research beyond meteor physics. The observations and study of
these naturally energetic sources are providing estimates of the flux of large meteoroids at the Earth (ReVelle 2001; Brown et al. 2002b); provide a mechanism for
studying interaction of material at hypersonic velocities, important for the design
and engineering of re-entering spacecraft (e.g., ReVelle et al. 2005; ReVelle and
Edwards, 2007); allow testing and calibration for infrasonic propagation and atmospheric models (e.g., Drob et al. 2003; Arrowsmith et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2007);
provide the potential for inversion of wind structure at stratospheric and lower
mesospheric altitudes (cf. Le Pichon et al. 2005); and finally provide a means of
testing the monitoring capabilities of growing global infrasound network of the
CTBT/IMS used for the identification and enforcement of the nonproliferation of
nuclear weapons testing worldwide (Christie et al. 2001).
While it is clear that not all aspects of meteor generated infrasound are as yet
well known, with the growing capabilities, incorporation and collaboration between
multiple sensors, technologies and researchers, our understanding of this type of
natural infrasound is advancing rapidly.
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Chapter 13

High-latitude Observations of Infrasound
from Alaska and Antarctica: Mountain
Associated Waves and Geomagnetic/Auroral
Infrasonic Signals
Charles R. Wilson, Curt A. L. Szuberla, and John V. Olson

13.1 Introduction
Mountain associated waves (MAW) are generated as hydrodynamic infrasound in
the turbulent wind-stream in the lee of high mountain ranges during periods
of severe winter storms (Meecham 1971). MAW events are observed worldwide.
At any one infrasonic station, such as I53US in Alaska, MAW signals arrive at an
infrasonic array from various azimuth-bands, each of which subtends an extensive
mountain range. The characteristics of MAW events, both in Alaska and Antarctica,
are described in Sect. 1 in terms of typical event morphology as well as the
specific waveform characteristics of: pressure amplitude, mean and variance of
trace-velocity, back azimuth of arrival, waveform coherence across the array, and
spectral content of the MAW signals.
Infrasonic wave episodes of long-duration high coherency wave trains with
very high trace-velocities have been observed, in the pass band from 0.015 to
0.10 Hz, over the past 35 years at many different high latitude infrasonic arrays in
Alaska, Canada, Sweden, and Antarctica. These high trace–velocity infrasound
episodes are often directly associated with periods of geomagnetic and auroral
activity. They have recently been observed throughout the year at the infrasonic
arrays at I53US in Fairbanks and I55US in Antarctica. In Sect. 2.1, AIW infrasound
that is directly associated with auroral electrojet motions is described. In Sect. 2.2,
GAIW infrasound is described that is associated with large fluctuations in the
H and D components during intervals of magnetic disturbance with examples from
both Alaska and Antarctica.
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13.2 Mountain Associated Waves
Atmospheric turbulence generated by mountain ranges that interrupt the troposphere
wind flow can produce aerodynamic infrasound that propagates thousands of kilometers from the source regions (Larson et al. 1971). These mountain associated
infrasonic waves (MAW) have been observed for many years by infrasonic arrays
operated by the University of Alaska in Antarctica and in interior Alaska. At the
two new CTBT/IMS infrasonic arrays: I53US at Fairbanks and I55US at Windless
Bight, Antarctica, we have accumulated a very large data set of MAW events at
both stations from 2002 through 2007. The CTBT infrasonic arrays at both I53US
and I55US have eight sensors that are arranged in a pentagonal pattern of five
microphones with an aperture of 1.7 km and with an inner triangular pattern of
three microphones with an aperture of 173 m. The geometry of the I53US array at
Fairbanks is shown in Fig. 13.A below. That of the I55US array in Windless Bight,
Antarctica is shown in Fig. 13.B below.
The microphones used at these two arrays are Chaparral Model 5 sensors.
The microphones are vented to the atmosphere by systems of noise reducing pipes.
The detection algorithm that we use in searching for coherent MAW infrasonic
waves that propagate across the sensor array is based upon the mean of each of the
maxima of all the 28 microphone-pairs of inter-microphone cross-correlations. That
is, the normalized cross-correlation function is computed for each microphone pair
and its maximum is identified. Next, the mean of all of these maxima is then defined
to be the output value of the detection algorithm, or mean cross-correlation maximum (MCCM). For search analysis, the data are segmented into small windows a few

Fig. 13.A I53US array geometry in km East and North of 0,0
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Fig. 13.B I55US array geometry in km East and North from 0,0

minutes long and the detection algorithm is applied to each window resulting in a
series of detection values of the following parameters: (1) The F-Stat which is a
measure of the signal to noise ratio for coherent signals in the analysis window, (2)
MCCM, (3) the apparent (trace) velocity in km/s, (4) back azimuth of arrival in
degrees, and (5) a binary measure of the planarity of the wave packet for each data
window in the time series of data (see description of st in Szuberla and Olson
(2004)). The upper left panel in Fig. 13.1 depicts the histogram of MCCM values
with a threshold value shown via the red line. The threshold was determined empirically from the analysis of multiple years of MCCM values calculated at the station.
The upper right panel is a similar representation of the F-statistic value for the same
data. This set of five values is then the final output of the MCCM detection algorithm. For the MAW signal search, we scan an entire 24 h record of eight-sensor
pressure data with a sliding window that is 10,000 points or 500 s in length. MAW
are long period waves; therefore, all the I53US and I55US data were first pass band
filtered from 0.015 to 0.10 Hz before application of the detection algorithm for signal search. An example is shown in Fig. 13.1 with the output of the MCCM detection
algorithm for the MAW event of January 12, 2007 at I53US.

13.2.1 MAW at I53US in Fairbanks, Alaska
Thus far, we have found many examples of MAW events at I53US that are characterized by: (1) long period waves in the range from 70 to 20 s periods, (2) long
durations of quasi-sinusoidal wave trains, amplitudes of a few tenths of a Pa, lasting
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Fig. 13.1 Mean cross-correlation maximum (MCCM) detector plot for a typical mountain
associated waves (MAW) event January 12, 2007, recorded at the I53US array
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Fig. 13.2 I53US MAW signals as a function of azimuth for the period 2004 through 2007

up to several days, (3) a total lack of diurnal variation of frequency of occurrence,
(4) a strong tendency to be observed only during winter months, and (5) a fixed
azimuth of arrival from definite direction bands. The three principal direction bands
for MAW at Fairbanks are Band-1 110° to 150°azimuth (St. Elias Range), Band-2
170° to 230°(Alaska and Aleutian Ranges), and Band-3 275° to 300°(Seward and
Chukotsk peninsulas ). A histogram of the azimuthal distribution of MAW at I53US
is given in Fig. 13.2. Although there are mountain ranges located at virtually every
direction, as seen from Fairbanks, it is principally within the three bands listed
above that most of the MAWs are observed at I53US.
A sampling of individual MAW events at I53US is displayed in Fig. 13.3 from
2005, 2006, and 2007 in plots of azimuth of arrival vs. trace-velocity. Each data
point in the plot represents the estimate from successive data windows from the
MCCM analysis. For a single stationary source, there is an intrinsic scattering of
the data points associated with the MCCM analysis process that depends on the
I53US array geometry and also on the three input parameters: trace velocity, azimuth, and st. For the December 30, 2006 MAW event, shown in blue in Fig. 13.3,
the mean value of azimuth was 140° with standard deviation of 18°. The mean
trace-velocity (vt) was 0.42 km/s with standard deviation 0.08 km/s. The uncertainty in the trace-velocity estimate becomes very large as vt increases. For more
distant sources of MAW, the scattering in the points becomes larger in Fig. 13.3 due
to multiple propagation path effects.
At I53US, there have been dozens of MAW events observed during the Northern
Hemisphere winter months. A few of the MAW events have been selected in
Table 13.1 for illustration as typical of what occurs at Fairbanks, Alaska. Table 13.1
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Fig. 13.3 Azimuth vs. trace-velocity plots for six individual MAW events at I53US from 2005
to 2007

Table 13.1 Parameters for MAW events at I53US from 2005 to 2007
UT
Degrees
km/s
Date
Start time End time Median Azimuth Std (A) Mean Vt Std (Vt)

MCCM

12/01/05
11/06/05
11/20/06
12/30/06
01/12/07

0.925
0.847
0.832
0.908
0.849

0:00
0:00
11:00
0:00
0:00

10:00
10:00
20:00
24:00:
20:00

276
178
210
138
213

11
7.8
7
5.8
16

0.422
0.41
0.319
0.415
0.526

0.056
0.155
0.089
0.059
0.072

lists the MAW signal parameters of azimuth, trace-velocity, and mean coherence
for five of the MAW events that are displayed in Fig. 13.3 as color-coded plots of
azimuth vs. trace velocity. The intervals of time included in the plots are given to
the nearest hour of UT time in the table. Each point in the plots represents the estimates
of azimuth and trace-velocity from successive sliding data windows of length
10,000 points, or 500 s of time. The best beams are shown in Fig. 13.4 below for
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Fig. 13.4 Five MAW examples best beam pressure waveforms for 10 min of time as observed
at I53US. The vertical scale in all five panels above is in Pascal

the waveforms of microphone pressure vs. time for each of the five MAW events
that are listed in Table 13.1 below. The best beam time series represents the phasealigned average for all eight microphone waveforms. For example, the best beam in
the bottom plot of Fig. 13.4 for the January 12 MAW event is essentially the same
as the phase-aligned waveform of all eight microphone traces shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 13.5. The various MAW waveforms shown in Fig. 13.4 exhibit the
irregular nature of the pressure time series that is characteristic of all MAW event
signals. In spite of the irregular waveform of MAW signals, all eight microphones
have virtually the identical waveform that results in an average coherence of 0.872
for the five events listed in Table 13.1.
Mount McKinley in the Alaska Range stands alone, rising 5,800 m above the
surrounding plain to a height of 6,190 m. The mountain is roughly 250 km from
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Fig. 13.5 Plot of the January 12, 2007 MAW signal from Mt McKinley showing the same
irregular wave form at all eight sensors: I53H1 through I53H8. The best beam superposition of all
eight waveforms is shown in the bottom panel. The azimuth is 218°, trace-velocity 0.466 km/s,
and coherence 0.864

I53US at an azimuth of 219°. During the winter, McKinley is a frequent source of
MAW observed at I53US. Two MAW events from McKinley are shown in Fig. 13.3
in black circles for November 20, 2006 and in red circles for January 12, 2007.
The MCCM detector plot of F-Statistic, MCCM, trace-velocity, azimuth, and
sigma-tau for day 12/07 is shown in Fig. 13.1. A continuous plot, from 00:00 to
20:00 UT, of the five MAW signal parameters can be seen in Fig. 13.1 with an
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azimuth of 213°, a trace velocity of 0.526 km/s, a mean MCCM value of coherence
of 0.849 and a st of 0.21 s.
In Fig. 13.5 the I53US microphone pressure time series are given for the January
12, 2007 MAW event for the time period 06:10–06:20 UT. The maximum peak-topeak amplitude of the wave train is about 0.10 Pa in the frequency pass band from
0.02 to 0.10 Hz. The irregular waveform of the MAW signal that can be seen in
Fig. 13.5 is basically the same at all eight microphones. This characteristic of
irregular waveform is an important distinguishing feature of all MAW infrasonic
events. The MCCM value for this signal was 0.864 that is typical of MAW events,
whereas Volcanic eruption signals and Mine excavation signals frequently have
coherence values of 0.95 or higher.
The McKinley MAW event on November 20, 2006, as shown in black in
Fig. 13.3, continued for several days at I53US.This MAW event began on the
November 16 and lasted through the 22nd, as can be seen in Fig. 13.6 in a plot of
azimuth vs. time. In Fig. 13.6 time is expressed in terms of the data window number
from 1 to 2,419, spanning the 7 days of data. The persistent azimuth of about 210°
for the McKinley MAW in November 2006 is most prominent in Fig. 13.6 from 0
to 345 points for November 16; from 1,250 to 1,750 points for November 19–20;
and 2,000 to 2,419 for November 21–22. Changing propagation conditions and
time fluctuations in the MAW source can account for the sporadic behavior of the
Mount McKinley MAW signals shown in Fig. 13.6.

Fig. 13.6 Azimuth vs. time plot for a persistent Mount McKinley MAW event from an azimuth
of 216° from November 16–22, 2006 at I53US.The drop-out of the MAW signal may be due to
either changing propagation conditions and/or source fluctuations with time
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Verification of McKinley as the source of MAW events observed at I53US
can be established by ray-tracing simulations. This method makes use of a
model atmospheric profile of sound velocity and along-track winds. The Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) Ground to Space (G2S) Model (Drob et al. 2003;
Drob 2004) was used to provide range-dependent atmospheric profiles of static
sound speed and wind speed along the great circle path from McKinley to
I53US for the ray trace simulations. A comprehensive range-dependent calculation for the January 12, 2007 I53US MAW signal was then preformed with
the NRL RAM-PE/2 DC code. These range-dependent codes utilize entire data
matrix of sound speed and wind speed from the G2S atmospheric model from
McKinley to I53US. The eigenrays were estimated by the RAM-PE/2 DC code.
The eigenrays in Fig. 13.7 are superimposed on a color plot of the acoustic
wave energy from the RAM-PE analysis. The color bar defines the acoustic
wave energy loss in dB. The rays propagating into region of greater than 100
dB loss, as indicated by the PE code, were not considered in this calculation.
The PE full wave calculations results are shown in color in Fig. 13.7 for the

153US2007011206 NRL-RAMPE 1.0 Hz, Loss (dB)
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Fig. 13.7 Ray tracing plot for MAW signals from Mount McKinley at 0 km at left edge of plot
to the location of I53US at 250 km at right edge of plot. The plot was done using atmospheric data
for hour 06 UT on January 12, 2007. The color plot represents acoustic wave energy loss in dB
per kilometer of propagation of the infrasonic waves at a frequency of 1.0 Hz
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Fig. 13.8 Sound velocity vs. height averaged along track from Mt. McKinley to I53US. Vertical
scale is in km

I53US MAW signals. In Fig. 13.7, the eigenrays from the RAM-PE/2 DC
calculations are shown in black starting from the location of McKinley at 0 km
on the left of the plot, at an elevation 6.2 km, to I53US at 250 km on the right
of the plot at the surface. The ducting of most of the MAW acoustic energy into
the stratospheric sound channel can be seen clearly within the altitude region
from 0 to 30 km.
The altitude profiles of sound velocity and static sound speed, as averaged
along the 250 km path, used in the ray tracing simulations of Figs. 13.7 and 13.4
are shown in Figs. 13.8 and 13.9, respectively. There is a troposphere sound duct
at an elevation from about 5 to 10 km due to the strong wind speed of 35 m/s in
the direction of propagation along the path from McKinley to I53US. This
along-track wind speed duct can be seen clearly in Fig. 13.9 at an elevation of
about 10 km. The ray tracing simulation depicted in Fig. 13.7 does not show any
wave propagation down to the surface of MAW signals from this troposphere
sound duct.
In the winter at I53US examples of MAW events have been observed wherein
the azimuth of the MAW signals received changes systematically with time in an
eastward direction as the winter storms that generate the mountain associated turbulence seem to drift eastward across the interior Alaska Range of mountains and
then down across the Alaska Costal mountains. An eastward drifting MAW event
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Fig. 13.9 Along-track wind component as a function of height at 06 h on January 12, 2007 as
averaged from McKinley to I53US along the propagation path. Vertical scale is in km

Fig. 13.10 Azimuth vs. time I53US MAW event on January 2–4, 2007. The eastward drift of the
azimuth of the source from 210 to 150° can be seen in this plot
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Fig. 13.11 Azimuth vs. trace-velocity MAW event on January 2–4, 2007

from I53US is shown in Fig. 13.10 as a plot of azimuth of MAW wave packets
vs. time beginning at 13:00 on January 2, 2007 and lasting for 50 h. The azimuth
drifted eastward from 210° to 150° at a rate of about 1.5° per hour. The different
character of this January 2, 2007 MAW event, as opposed to the more or less
stationary source events depicted in Fig. 13.3, can be clearly seen in Fig. 13.11 in
the Azimuth vs. trace-velocity plot. The larger scattering in trace-velocity for data
points with azimuths from 170 to 135° toward the end of the MAW event on
January 4 is consistent with the greater distance from I53US of the Alaska Costal
range as compared to the Alaska Range of mountains of interior Alaska at azimuths
from 170 to 210°.
There is a very strong seasonal variation observed in the occurrence of MAW
events at I53US in Alaska. During many years of infrasonic observations at
Fairbanks, MAW have been found to occur only during the boreal winter. This
seasonal characteristic of MAW at I53US is clearly evident from the data displayed
in Fig. 13.12.
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FAI 2004-06 MAW Signals, MCCM:0.6, Sigt:05, 19109 events, nop:10000, nup:5000
bpf:0.015-0.1 Hz, trace velocity:300 to 585 m/s, missing 2006 june data
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Fig. 13.12 Seasonal variation of MAW signals at I53US for 2004 through 2006. The number of
MAW signals as a function of Julian Day for 2004 (orange), 2005 (green), 2006 (blue), and all
3 years together (purple) is depicted. The pressure data were band pass filtered from 0.015 to
0.10 Hz and then trace-velocity selected for Vt ∈ [0.3, 0.585] km/s. Each MAW signal was of length
10,000 data points and of duration 500 s

13.2.2 MAW at I55US in Windless Bight, Antarctica
At I55US in Windless Bight, Antarctica, there are fewer MAW events observed
during any 1 year than in Alaska at I53US. In Antarctica there are high mountain
regions in almost all directions as seen from the array. The Trans Antarctic Range
extends all across Antarctica from the Shackleton Range to the south all the way to
the mountains of the Borchgrevink Coast to the north. Just to the west of I55US,
the Royal Society Range is a known source of MAW events. Overall, the principal
sources of MAW events observed at I55US are located northward of I55US. There
is a possible distant MAW source in the Mount Cook alpine region on the South
Island of New Zealand (azimuth 3.3°). Also, in the same general northerly direction,
there is a probable MAW source in the Antarctic mountainous region of Victoria
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Fig. 13.13 Probability density of observing MAW as a function of azimuth at I55US in Windless
Bight, Antarctica

Land along the Borchgrevink Coast. These particular Antarctic mountains subtend
an azimuth range from 350 to 10°. With observations from only one infrasonic
array at I55US, it is not possible to resolve the ambiguity in the location of possible
sources of MAW received from the northerly direction. In New Zealand there
are frequently very strong winds from the Tasman Sea blowing across the high
Southern Alps Range that could certainly produce the turbulence responsible for
the generation of MAW. Although this source in New Zealand is several thousand
kilometers away, it could produce strong MAW signals of high coherence at I55US.
It is not uncommon to observe MAW events at infrasonic arrays around the world
that are at such great distances from their sources.
In Fig. 13.13 a plot is given of the probability density of observing MAW as a function of azimuth at I55US. The azimuth of the highest probability of observing MAW
at I55US is about 330° in the direction of Mt Melbourne (elevation 3,600 m) in the
Borchgrevink Mountains of Victoria Land. The next most often observed MAW
source at I55US is the Royal Society Range, located across McMurdo Sound from
Windless Bight, subtending an azimuth range from 230 to 300°. Mount Lister, at an
azimuth of 249°, with a height of 4,025 m is the highest peak in these mountains and
appears to be a strong nearby source of MAW at I55US. The Queen Maud Mountains
at an azimuth of 165° has peaks with heights up to 4,100 m and is probably the MAW
source seen at 165° in the plot in Fig. 13.13. The peak in the plot at the far left in
Fig. 13.13 with an azimuth of about 5° could represent MAW either from New Zealand
or Mt. Admiralty in the Borchgrevink Mountains in Victoria Land.
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Fig. 13.14 Azimuth vs. trace-velocity for five MAW events at I55US from 2002 to 2007. The radial
scale of trace-velocity is in km/s

In Fig. 13.14 a polar plot is given for MAW events at I55US of azimuth vs. tracevelocity for seven events from 2002 to 2007. Each data point represents the estimate
of azimuth and trace-velocity, from an analysis window of 10,000 points of pressure
data, for each successive sliding data window throughout the MAW event. The
pressure data for the MAW analysis were band pass filtered from 0.02 to 0.10 Hz.
The MAW signals in Antarctica have smaller amplitude and lower cross correlation
values than those at I53US. Initially no MAW events were ever detected in the data
at I55US until after we began to pure-state (Olson 1982) and band pass filter the
pressure data before the detector analysis was applied.
In Fig. 13.14 the MAW signals shown in black for December 13, 2002 at an
azimuth of about 5.7° are either from New Zealand or Mt. Admiralty in the
Borchgrevink Mountains of Victoria Land. The two MAW signal groups shown in
red at an azimuth of about 352° on February 6, 2004 and those shown in yellow at
an azimuth of about 341° on December 28, 2007 are probably both from the Royal
Society Range near Mt Melbourne. The MAW signals shown in green from the
southwest west at an azimuth of about 243° on October 6, 2007 are from the direction of Mt. Lister. The signals shown in blue from the west from 260 to 280° are
from the Royal Society Range across McMurdo Sound from I55US. The signal
parameters for the MAW events shown in Fig. 13.14 are given in Table 13.2 below.
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Table 13.2 Parameters for MAW events in Antarctica at I55US 2002–2007
UT
UT
Degrees
Degrees
km/s
km/s
Date

Start time End time

Median A

Std (A)

Mean Vt

Std (Vt)

MCCM

12/13/02
09/08/03
02/06/04
01/00/00
12/28/07

3:00
5:00
0:00
9:00
0:00

5.7
275
352
243
341

_
14.9
29
8.7
5

0.435
0.395
0.348
0.416
0.435

0.029
0.027
0.023
0.027
0.029

0.898
0.85
0.833
0.714
0.859

7:00
15:00
0:00
22:00
6:00

Fig. 13.15 MAW events at I55US best beam waveforms for 10 min of time. Vertical units are in Pa

The best beam waveforms for the MAW events at I55US shown in Fig. 13.14 are
plotted in Fig. 13.15. The waveform plots are for 10 min of pressure data beginning
at 10 min after the start time for the signals listed in column two of Table 13.2. The
pressure scale ordinate is in Pa and the time scale is in samples. The amplitude of
the MAW signals varies from a minimum of ±0.05 Pa for the December 28, 2007
event to a maximum of ±0.1 Pa for the other four events in the top four panels of
Fig. 13.15. The spectral characteristics of the MAW signals shown in the bottom
three panels of Fig. 13.15 clearly differ from those of the top two panel events.
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Fig. 13.16 Power spectra of the MAW signals are shown in blue for the December 13, 2002 event
and in red for the October 6, 2007. The pressure data were band pass filtered from 0.015 to 0.10 Hz
and pure state filtered. One hour of data of 72,000 samples was used in determining the spectra

The higher frequency MAW signals are probably from sources closer to I55US in
the Trans Antarctic and Royal Society mountain ranges. This difference in the
frequency content of the MAW signals is shown in Fig. 13.16. The same effect is
observed in Alaska at I53US where Mt. McKinley, at a distance of only 250 km
from I53US, produces higher frequency MAW signals than those from sources that
are farther away.
An example of MAW from December 13, 2002 observed in Windless Bight at
I55US is shown in Fig. 13.17. The figure is formatted as per Fig. 13.1. This event was
observed for about 10 h with maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of about 0.16 Pascal
with an average coherence C = 0.890. The periods of the waves with maximum energy
are: 53, 31 and 28 s. The duration of the MAW event is shown clearly in the day-long
period covered by the figure. Thus, from about 07 to 09 UT, the value of MCCM is
highest at about 0.90, the azimuth trace has a constant value at 5° and the trace velocity
averages about 0.435 km/s. A 12-min sliding window, for the period 05 to 06 UT was
used to determine the average parameters for this MAW event as follows: C = 0.898,
V = 0.44 km/s (±0.04 km/s), and Az = 6° (±3°). The azimuth vs. trace-velocity plot for
this December 13 MAW event is shown in Fig. 13.14 as the black data points.
The second example of a MAW event at I55US is shown in Fig. 13.18 as the detector
plot for September 2003. Plane waves are detected, as indicated by the bottom
panel, from about 05 to 16 UT. The plots of trace-velocity and azimuth in Fig. 13.18
show consistent values of trace-velocity of 0.395 km/s and azimuth of 275°, respectively.
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Fig. 13.17 Detector plot for MAW event at I55US for December 13, 2002. The constant azimuth
and trace-velocity plots from 7 to 10 h and the high MCCM and F-Stat values in this interval show
the presence of MAW waves that are from north of I55US
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Fig. 13.18 Detector plot for MAW event at I55US for September 8, 2003. The constant azimuth
and trace-velocity plots from 5 to 16 h and the high MCCM and F-Stat values in this interval
indicate the presence of plane-wave MAW signals from an azimuth 275°.
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This event from the west at 275° is shown in Fig. 13.14 as the blue data points of
azimuth vs. trace velocity.

13.3 Auroral Infrasound Waves
13.3.1 AIW Bow Waves from Auroral Electrojet Motions
At infrasonic arrays in Alaska, at Inuvik NWT, Canada, and at Kiruna in Sweden,
many impulsive, large amplitude, auroral infrasound signals have been found to be
related to specific auroral arcs in the auroral displays overhead. These signals have
been identified as acoustic bow-waves that are generated by the supersonic motion
of auroral arcs that contain strong electrojet currents as they move in the neutral
atmosphere, (Wilson 1969a). These Auroral Infrasonic bow-Waves were named
AIW. AIW infrasound signals are highly anisotropic, propagating as a bow-wave
moving in the same direction as that of the auroral arc motion. The AIW trace
velocity across the microphone array is the same as lateral velocity of the supersonic auroral arc. Because of the anisotropic nature of the propagation of infrasonic
bow-waves, it is not possible to triangulate on the auroral AIW source region by the
use of data from two highly separated infrasonic arrays sites where the same AIW
signals are observed.
In 2002 when the I53US array was established in Fairbanks, a new and different
type of high trace-velocity auroral infrasound signal episode was discovered. These
new high trace-velocity auroral signals were named GAIW (for Geomagnetic substorm Associated Infrasonic Waves) because they appear to be associated with geomagnetic activity. The characteristics and morphology of both the AIW and the
GAIW infrasound events are described below using examples from the I53US array.
An example of the wave-train of a very large AIW bow-wave that was observed
at I53US on September 11, 2005 (day 254) at 08:47 UT is shown in Fig. 13.19. The
pressure traces from all eight sensors at I53US have been phase-aligned and superimposed in Fig. 13.19 to show the high average coherence of 0.98 for the signal
across the array. The observed AIW trace velocity and back-azimuth are 0.56 km/s
and 46.7°, respectively. The peak-to peak amplitude of this AIW is about 0.9
Pascal. There was daylight at I53US at the time of the signal in Fig. 13.19, thus no
aurora video data are available. The geomagnetic data from the Poker Flat magnetic
observatory, 30 km north of I53US, show large fluctuations in the H and Z magnetic components that indicate the presence of strong auroral electrojet currents that
could have been the source of this AIW.
The geomagnetic traces of the H, D, and Z components from Poker Flat observatory for September11, 2005 are shown in Fig. 13.20. Very large fluctuations can be
seen in H (north-south), D (east-west), and Z (vertical) components that are typical
of those associated with strong auroral electrojet currents during an auroral substorm. The presence of an auroral electrojet arc moving across the zenith at Poker
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Fig. 13.19 AIW bow wave observed at the I53US infrasound array in Fairbanks, Alaska on
September 11, 2005
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Poker Flat Day 254, 2005
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Fig. 13.20 Magnetometer traces recorded at Poker Flat, Alaska on September11, 2005. The entire
day shows the presence of magnetic disturbances associated with magnetospheric substorms
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Flat toward the I53US infrasonic array at Fairbanks can be inferred from an analysis
of the magnetic data. For a westward flowing auroral electrojet current, as the arc
moves laterally toward the magnetic observatory, the H component should show a
southward change that becomes a maximum as the arc crosses the zenith. At zenith,
crossing time the Z component should change from negative (upward) to positive
(downward) values.
The magnetic data from Poker Flat for the interval 08:38–08:45 UT of Day 254
was detrended to enable the analyst to separate the permanent geomagnetic field
from the magnetic induction resulting from the auroral line current. The Total
Horizontal Disturbance vector (THD) was formed from the detrended H and D:
THD = √(H2 + D2). In Fig. 13.21 the THD vector and the detrended Z component are
plotted to show that as THD becomes a maximum, the Z component changes from
negative to positive. These changes are used to infer that the line current was moving from north to south, crossing the zenith at Poker Flat at about 08:41 UT.
The direction of the THD vector is perpendicular to the auroral line current
axis and should, therefore, be parallel to the direction of the propagation of the
bow-wave created by the supersonic motion of the auroral arc as is predicted by
the simple AIW generation model (Wilson 1969b). Fig. 13.22 shows a plot of the
time evolution of the THD vector for the interval between 08:38 and 08:45 UT.
The black arrow gives the direction of the THD vector at the time of its maximum
value. The red arrow gives the direction of propagation of the AIW signal as it

Fig. 13.21 The magnetic induction observed at Poker Flat, Alaska from 08:38 to 08:45 UT, THD
in blue Z comp in red. Vertical scale in nT. These changes are consistent with the overhead passage
of a westward electrojet near the time that the Z component changes sign
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Detrend D and H comp Poker Flat, 11 Sept. 2005
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Fig. 13.22 The trajectory of the THD vector in the horizontal plane at Poker Flat, Alaska, on
September 11, 2005 for the period 08:38 to 08:45 UT (blue). The red arrow shows the direction
of propagation of the infrasound AIW and the black arrow shows the THD vector at 08:40 UT

crossed the I53US array at 08:47 UT. For this particular example of an AIW
associated with an auroral electrojet source, there is excellent agreement between
the directions of the THD vector at maxima and that of the AIW bow-wave
propagation. The time of arrival of the AIW at I53US at 08:47 UT is consistent
with the propagation time expected from an auroral arc at 110 km altitude that
crosses the Poker Flat zenith at 08:41 UT.
It is also possible to determine the speed of the lateral motion of the line current
from its magnetic field components variations with time. For a line current at a
height h above the earth’s surface, the speed of lateral motion is given by: V = h (d/
dt)(Z/THD) where Z is the vertical component of the magnetic field perturbation
and THD is the total horizontal component. This determination of arc speed has
been made for the AIW event on September 11, 2005. The results are shown in
Fig. 13.23 as a plot of the ratio of the detrended Z component to the detrended THD
component for the period 08:39:40–08:41:40 UT. A linear fit has been done to the
blue data line resulting in the red line with a slope of 0.0046 (s−1). Assuming a
height of 110 km, a lateral motion speed of 0.506 km/s is obtained. The tracevelocity of the received AIW signal shown in Fig. 13.19 was found to be 0.559 km/s
with an uncertainty of ±0.047 km/s. These two numbers agree well and support the
basic assumptions of the source model. Many similar examples of AIW and their
associated auroral line-current magnetic fluctuations have been found at I53US
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since its operation began in 2002. Table 13.3 is given below of 15 examples of
AIW signals observed at I53US from 2002 to 2005.

Fig. 13.23 Plot of the ratio of Z comp to THD comp for September 11 AIW
Table 13.3 AIW Bow Waves observed at I53US 2002 to 2005
Date

Time UT

12/19/02
2/2/03
3/6/03
3/8/03
3/17/03
4/14/03
8/18/03
8/18/03
2/11/04
2/11/04
7/25/04
7/27/04
7/27/04
8/30/04
3/14/05
Average
Values

11:14
15:12
16:54
13:50
14:58
15:50
18:09
15:21
14:23
14:07
16:09
15:14
16:28
16:14
5:52

p-t-p
AmpPa

Trace Vel.
Km/Sec

0.54
0.45
0.7
0.4
0.65
0.6
1.64
0.85
0.75
0.6
0.75
0.5
0.65
0.65
0.45
0.678Pa

0.578
0.623
1.611
0.767
1.44
0.603
1.21
0.793
0.595
0.561
0.534
0.715
0.809
0.84
0.715
0.826
km/sec

Azim

MCCM

Sig.T

344
344
310
16.5
358
263
303
31.7
339
304
353
323
350
341
91

0.984
0.934
0.973
0.925
0.929
0.949
0.91
0.968
0.989
0.837
0.957
0.949
0.988
0.988
0.934
0.95

0.18
0.16
0.3
0.62
0.9
0.21
0.7
0.44
0.16
0.38
0.15
0.38
0.25
0.2
0.24
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13.3.2 High Trace-Velocity GAIW Infrasound Signals
Recently a new type of auroral infrasound signal has been identified at both I53US
in Alaska and I55US in Antarctica that, when first described, often seemed to be
associated with the pulsating auroras that occur during an auroral substorm’s final
hours (see for example, Akasofu 1968). However, after further research, using a
larger database of aurora video tapes, these high trace-velocity I53US infrasonic
signals were found to occur many times when there were no pulsating auroras
visible. At the present time, the ongoing research at the Geophysical Institute of
UAF indicates that long intervals of high trace-velocity infrasound at I53US are
closely associated with periods of a specific type geomagnetic disturbance that is
observed at the College International Geophysical Observatory (CIGO) and Poker
Flat magnetic observatories in Fairbanks. This specific type of magnetic disturbance
consists of large, simultaneous, geomagnetic fluctuations occurring in both the H
and D magnetometer components. The amplitude of the H and D fluctuations about
the local mean can be as large as 1,000 nT. The average period of these H and D
fluctuations is approximately 10 min. This type of magnetic disturbance with
accompanying high trace-velocity infrasound at I53US can last for several hours.
On April 14, 2003, there was a strong infrasonic event consisting of high tracevelocity signals at I53US that lasted from 12:00 to 16:00 UT. Simultaneously,
magnetic disturbances were observed from 12:00 to 16:00 UT in Alaska at all seven
of the magnetic observatories in the Alaskan Magnetometer Chain from Kaktovik
in the north, located on the coast of the Arctic Ocean, to Gakona far to the south of
Fairbanks. The H component traces for all seven magnetometer sites in the Alaska
observatory chain for day 104 can be seen in Fig. 13.24. The sudden onset of the
southward H component began at 12 UT and lasted for until 16 UT. During this
time interval, high trace-velocity infrasonic signals were observed.
The infrasound detector plot from I53US for April 14, 2003 is shown in Fig. 13.25
to illustrate the simultaneous occurrence of high trace-velocity signals with the magnetic disturbance from 12 to 16 UT. The eight-channel infrasound data were bandpass filtered between 0.02 and 0.10 Hz and analyzed with a 10 min sliding window.
At each window location, values of the F-statistic and mean correlation (MCCM) are
computed and shown in the top two panels. At the same time, estimates of the signal
trace-velocity and azimuth of arrival are computed and shown in the lower two panels. For intervals in which the detectors exceed pre-defined thresholds, the estimates
of trace-velocity and azimuth are tagged with red circles. It can be seen that signals
with significant detector values occur in the interval near 12–16 UT. During that
interval, the trace-velocity of the signals is near 1 km/s with azimuths that decrease
slightly across the interval. This variation of azimuth of arrival with time is consistent
with the source area drifting westward with respect to the I53US array. The decrease
in trace-velocity with time from 1.025 km/s at hour 12 to a lower value of 0.672 km/s
in hour 15 is consistent with the source region being closer to the infrasonic array at
hour 12 and farther away to the west in hour 15.
Examples of the infrasound waveforms observed during the interval between
12 and 16 UT are given in Fig. 13.26 as the best beam traces from the eight
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Magnetometer trace, H–comp, in gammas for Day 104, 2003
Stations are offset by 600nT
Mean
Value
kaktovik

8460.2
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9908.6
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Fig. 13.24 Alaskan Magnetometer Chain H component traces for April 14, 2003. Note the sudden
onset of activity near 12:00 UT that lasts for several hours. Analysis of the magnetometer data
indicates that initially the center of the substorm electrojet lay just poleward of the CIGO site and
subsequently began rapid north/south excursions

microphones of the I53US infrasound array. Each panel contains the data for 1 h
between 12 and 16 UT. While coherent signals are present throughout each hour,
as evidenced in Fig. 13.26, there are short intervals of time that exhibit large
amplitude signals. For example, the wave packets at 15:46 UT (panel four) have
peak-to-peak amplitudes of about 0.7 Pa. The source of the infrasound signals on
April 14, 2003 was active throughout the 4-h interval of the magnetic disturbance
in Alaska.
The type of continuous radiation of infrasound during a geomagnetic disturbance,
such as on April 14, 2003, has been seen many times at I53US over the years of
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Fig. 13.25 Detector plot I53US April 14, 2003 for 24 h. The top two panels show the F-statistic and
mean correlation (MCCM) values computed from a small window that slides across the 24 h of data.
At the same time, values of the trace-velocity and azimuth of arrival are estimated. For times when
the detector values rise above pre-defined thresholds, the estimates are tagged with red circles

operation of the Fairbanks infrasonic array. Formerly, if there was supersonic motion
of an auroral electrojet arc observed on the video camera and a simultaneous typical
magnetic signature of a moving line current was observed at the local magnetic
observatory, then an associated AIW bow wave was usually observed at I53US. It
now appears that for very large geomagnetic disturbances in Alaska, there is a source
of infrasound from the upper atmosphere in the auroral regions that can produce
almost continuous radiation of high trace-velocity wave packets. If this infrasound
source is due to many successive bow-waves produced by a series of electrojet currents undergoing supersonic motion, then the direction of propagation of the received
infrasound wave packets should be parallel to the total horizontal magnetic disturbance vector (THD). Thus, a useful tool for illustrating the relation of the THD and
the azimuth of propagation of GAIW signals is a map of the locus of the end point
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Fig. 13.26 Best beam traces of GAIW signals on April 14, 2003 for 12–15 UT, by hour from top
to bottom panel

of the THD vector in the geomagnetic plane and a vector representing the propagation direction of the associated GAIW infrasound. This has been done for the April
14, 2003 GAIW event at I53US for the four largest signals that were observed during
successive hours of the April 14. These THD vector locus maps can be seen in
Figs. 13.27–13.30 below. The locus of the end point of the THD vector in time is
shown in blue and the location at the time of a GAIW event is shown in black. The
infrasound azimuth vector (labeled INF SIG) is shown in red. There is an uncertainty
in the estimates of signal azimuth that increases with trace-velocity and a range in
the THD vector direction that depends on the choice of delay time for the infrasound
to propagate to the ground from the source region. Figures 13.27–13.30 show that
the GAIW wave packet directions are approximately consistent with direction of the
maximum in the THD, and thus, consistent with the view that the infrasound might
be generated by the motions of multiple electrojet arcs.
Three further examples of GAIW infrasonic events at I53US from May 8, 2005,
July 25, 2004, and September 13, 2005 are shown in Figs. 13.31 through 13.35. The
detector plot in Fig. 13.31 for May 8, 2005 shows the only infrasonic signals for the
day during the period from 14 to 18 UT with high trace-velocities coming from the
north and high correlation values. In Fig. 13.32 the magnetogram from the CIGO
magnetic observatory at Fairbanks shows very large magnetic disturbance in the H
and D components from 14 to 17 UT on May 8. In Fig. 13.33 the detector plot from
I53US for July 25, 2004 and the CIGO magnetogram plot in Fig. 13.34 show

GIGO Dsamp versusHsamp day 104 2003 detrend data
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Fig. 13.27 Map of THD vector locus in geomagnetic plane with THD vector in black at 12:18
UT and GAIW signal direction vector in red at 12:23 UT April 14, 2003 hour 12 CIGO magnetic
data and I53US infrasound data
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Fig. 13.28 Map of THD vector locus in geomagnetic plane with THD vector in black at 13:22
UT and GAIW signal direction vector in red at 13:24 UT April 14, 2003 hour 13 CIGO magnetic
data and I53US infrasound data
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Fig. 13.29 Map of THD vector locus in geomagnetic plane with THD vector in black at 14:30
UT and GAIW signal direction vector in red at 14:32 UT April 14, 2003 hour 14 CIGO magnetic
data and I53US infrasound data
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Fig. 13.30 Map of THD vector locus in the geomagnetic plane with THD vector in black at 15:45
UT and GAIW signal direction vector in red at 15:49:30 UT. April 14, 2003 hour 15 CIGO magnetic data and I53US infrasound data
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Fig. 13.31 Detector plot I53US for May 8, 2005, GAIW signals 14 to 17 UT
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Fig. 13.32 CIGO Magnetograms for May 8, 2005. Magnetic disturbance at the same time as
GAIW signals in Fig. 13.31

Fig. 13.33 Detector plot at I53US for July 25, 2004, GAIW signals from 14 to 19 UT
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Fig. 13.34 CIGO magnetogram for July 25, 2004 with magnetic disturbance in H and D
components 14–18 h
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Fig. 13.35 Detector plot I53US for September 13, 2005, GAIW signals 10–14 UT

respectively GAIW signals and strong H and D magnetic disturbance in the same
time period from about 14 to 18 UT. The GAIW signals have high trace-velocity,
very high correlation values, and signal azimuths from the north that drift from east
to west with time in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 13.7, for the GAIW
event of April 14, 2003 that is described above. In Fig. 13.35 the detector plot at
I53US for September 13, 2005 shows the presence of high trace-velocity GAIW
signals from the north during the interval from 10 to 15 h UT. There is no infrasound signal at any other time during this day. In Fig. 13.36 the magnetogram plot
from Poker Flat magnetic observatory shows a simultaneous magnetic disturbance
in the H and D components in the period 10 to 15 h.
The 1961 infrasonic observations from Washington D.C. indicated that there
was an infrasound source, moving across northern auroral regions from east to
west throughout the night during times of strong geomagnetic disturbance
(Chrzanowski et al. 1961). The exact nature of this polar infrasound source was
not known. In 1972, at UAF in a study of infrasound observed from four stations,
Johnson (1972) found that it was possible to trace the east-west motion of polar
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Magnetometer trace in gammas for
Poker Flat Day 256, 2005
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Fig. 13.36 Poker Flat magnetogram for September 13, 2005

substorms using auroral infrasonic data from four widely spaced infrasonic arrays
at Washington DC, Boulder, Colorado, Pullman, Washington, and College, Alaska.
It is our contention that this infrasound source, which was observed at lower
latitude infrasonic arrays and moved westward across the northern sky, was from
the GAIW signals associated with westward moving auroral substorm activity.
Because of the large positive temperature gradient with increasing height in the
atmosphere above the 100 km level, infrasound radiated from the aurora/electrojet
regions at a height of 120 km will be refracted strongly downward. Ray tracing,
using an atmospheric model with a stratified temperature profile and no wind,
indicates that a infrasonic wave packet from the 120 km level will arrive at the
surface with a horizontal trace velocity that increases rapidly to infinity as the
horizontal distance of the source patch from the array zenith point decreases to
zero. Thus, the observed trace velocity of a GAIW wave packet can vary from about
0.40 km/s for a source patch that is 100 km away from the zenith to infinity for a
source that is directly overhead. However, from a study of twenty one infrasonic
wave events observed at I53US in 2003 for signals with trace-velocity greater than
1.00 km/s and less than 5.0 km/s, the average horizontal trace velocity was found
to be 1.69 ± 0.27 km/s. The GAIW ray path travel times from the 120 km level to
the surface vary from 250 s for a source overhead to 320 s for a source 100 km from
the zenith.

13.3.3 Simultaneous Observation of GAIW at both I53US
in Alaska and I55US in Antarctica
Continuous type GAIW auroral infrasound signals, as distinct from discrete AIW
bow waves, are also observed at I55US in Windless Bight, Antarctica. The
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geomagnetic latitude of a particular site determines its location with respect to the
auroral oval where auroral infrasound is generated. The geomagnetic latitude of
I55US in Antarctica is 79.72° south, while I53US in Fairbanks is at 65.12° north.
Thus, I55US is almost 15° closer to the South magnetic pole than I53US is to the
North magnetic pole. Therefore, one should not expect the auroral infrasound to be
identical at I53US and I55US. However, on October 29, 2003, during a global
magnetic storm following a very large solar flare, the simultaneous observations of
GAIW infrasound, in the time period from 15 to 17 UT, occurred at both I53US and
I55US. The detector plot from I55US in Antarctica is shown in Fig. 13.37 where
the only sustained coherent signals during the day were high trace-velocity GAIW
from the northwest that occurred from 15 to 17 h. In Fig. 13.38 a 30 min segment
of the GAIW signals at I55US is shown as the best-beam for the pressure traces
from 15:25 to 15:55 UT. For these signals, the trace-velocity was 0.77 km/s, the

Fig. 13.37 Detector plot I55US October 29, 2003 with GAIW signals from 15 to 17 h
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Fig. 13.38 Best Beam GAIW signals I55US October 29, 2003 15:25 to 15:55 UT

Fig. 13.39 Scott Base Magnetic data for October 29, 2003, H component blue, D component
green, and Z comp red
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azimuth was 293°, and the coherence was 0.64. The magnetic disturbance on
October 29, 2003 in Antarctica was recorded at Scott Base, (that is within 23 km
of I55US), which is shown in Fig. 13.39. Fig. 13.39 can be compared with
Fig. 13.42 from the northern hemisphere magnetogram from CIGO in Fairbanks to
see the simultaneous onset of the magnetic substorm.
For the same 24 h period on October 29, 2003, the detector plot for I53US is
shown in Fig. 13.40 for the Northern Hemisphere. In Alaska on the 29th, there was
also infrasound from MAW from an azimuth of 130° from 3 to 13 h and also from
200° azimuth from 22 to 24 h. The trace-velocity of these MAW signals can be seen
in Fig. 13.40 to be much lower than that of the GAIW signals from 15 to 18 h. The
GAIW signals at I53US are shown in Fig. 13.41 as the best-beam plot for the same
period of time as that at I55US: from 15:25 to 15:55 UT. The trace-velocity for the
GAIW shown in Fig. 13.40 was 0.75 km/s from an azimuth of 330° with a coherence

Fig. 13.40 Detector plot I53US October 29, 2003. MAW signals from azimuth 130°. 03–13 UT,
MAW from azimuth 200° 22–24 UT, and GAIW signals 15–20 UT from the north
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Fig. 13.41 Best Beam I53US October 29, 2003, GAIW signals from 15:25 to 15:55
Magnetometer trace in gammas for
CIGO College Observatory Day 302, 2003
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Fig. 13.42 CIGO magnetic observatory H, D, and Z components for October 29, 2003. The
large fluctuations in H and D can be seen during the period 15–17 h when the GAIW were
observed at I53US

of 0.91. The pressure amplitude for the Alaskan signals is about twice as large as
those from Antarctica. The large geomagnetic disturbance associated with the
GAIW event on October 29, 2003 can be seen in Fig. 13.42 from the CIGO magnetic
observatory in Fairbanks. Thus, these I55US infrasound signals are almost certainly
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associated with the auroral and magnetic storm that produced similar GAIW signals
in Alaska at I53US. Studies of auroral infrasound will be continued at I53US and
I55US over the next few years during their winter auroral seasons.

13.3.4 Conclusion and Future Research
Very recent studies of the polarization, in the H component-D component plane, of
the geomagnetic THD vector during periods of auroral infrasound reception have
indicated that both AIW bow waves and continuous GAIW infrasound signals
observed at I53US may both be the result of auroral electrojet motions. These studies are described in an article posted on an online journal in the InfraMatics
Newsletter that can be accessed at www.inframatics.org. The article by C. R.
Wilson and J. V. Olson is titled “Auroral Infrasound and local Geomagnetic
Disturbance at I53US.” This article can be found in Issue number 22 for September
2008 on pages 2–9 of the InfraMatics Newsletter. We are led to the conclusion that
much of the high trace-velocity auroral infrasound observed at I53US can be
explained in terms of both the lateral supersonic motion of the auroral-electrojet
arcs, of either linear or curved shapes, and the Lorentz-force coupling between the
ionospheric currents and the neutral atmospheric gas. Whether or not pulsating
auroral forms can be an additional source of auroral infrasound has not yet been
determined, but awaits further collection of auroral video data and silultaneous
infrasound observations at I53US in Fairbanks, Alaska in 2009.
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Chapter 14

Some Atmospheric Effects on Infrasound Signal
Amplitudes
J.P. Mutschlecner and Rodney W. Whitaker

14.1 Infrasound Sources
There are numerous sources of infrasonic pressure waves, or signals, which have
been documented and, in some cases, carefully researched (Garcés et al. 2010).
Many of these are of natural origin, while several have an origin in artificially produced circumstances. In both cases, the waves from the sources travel through the
atmosphere and are consequently affected by this propagation. A review of sources
is provided in a bibliographic form by McKisic (1997a), Greene and Howard
(1975), and McIntosh (1982). We concentrate on three classes of infrasound
sources for which attributes connected with the atmosphere have been found. The
first of these are atmospheric nuclear explosions which, because of their great
power, generated large signals at distances of up to several thousand kilometers.
Thus, these sources can be uniquely useful for studying long-range propagation in
the atmosphere. For explosions at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), Nevada, USA, a data
summary has been provided by Reed (1969). Data from these nuclear, and also
chemical, explosions are particularly relevant today because of the advent of the
International Monitoring System (IMS) of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
Organization (CTBTO) that has deployed infrasound arrays worldwide to monitor
such explosions (http://www.ctbto.org/) (Christie and Campus 2010).
Chemical explosions represent a second class of source type and, like the
nuclear class, have the advantage of a well controlled known source size when used
for dedicated tests. In general, they may not provide signals at the ranges of nuclear
explosions, but good signals are detected at distances of hundreds of kilometers or
more. A study of these signals has been given by Whitaker et al. (1994).
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A third class of infrasound sources is earthquakes. Earthquakes produce infrasound
signals due to the interactions of the atmosphere with the ground motion near the fault
associated with the earthquake. While earthquake strengths can be defined by their
seismic magnitudes, they are much more complex infrasound sources than explosions
because of variations in the seismic mechanisms and the ground motions. Depending
upon magnitude, earthquake signals can be observed at distances of up to a few thousand kilometers. Figure 14.1 gives an example of the relation of the log of normalized
infrasound signal amplitude to seismic magnitude, ML, as given by Mutschlecner and
Whitaker (2005). Section 14.3 of this chapter explains the process that normalizes the
signals for the effects of distance and atmospheric propagation. In effect, the signal
amplitudes have been adjusted to a standard distance (in this case 250 km), with the
effects from atmospheric winds removed. Throughout this chapter, the signal units are
in Pascals of peak-to-trough pressure amplitude at maximum strength (1 Pascal = 10
dynes/cm2 = 10 mbars). Unlike explosive sources that have signal durations of seconds
to about a minute, earthquake signal durations may last from minutes to about an hour.
Figure 14.1 shows that durations can be related to seismic magnitude. Mutschlecner
and Whitaker (2005) have provided a model to explain this relation in terms of the
spreading of the seismic ground motion region with time.
In order to study the interactions of the propagating signal with the atmosphere
through which it passes, there is an obvious necessity of knowing the source and the
source size-signal strength relation. For these reasons, in this chapter use is made of
controlled explosive sources and earthquakes for which both conditions are met.

Fig. 14.1 The empirical relation for log of normalized amplitude, An, and seismic magnitude, ML,
(solid line) and the empirical relation for log of signal duration and seismic magnitude (dashed
line) are shown for earthquakes
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14.2 The Influence of the Atmosphere
The ability of infrasound to communicate signals from a source to a distant receiver
relies upon two characteristics of the atmosphere. The first is the fact that over
much of the infrasound wavelength spectrum, the absorption of sound energy is
very low, especially as compared to the auditory part of the spectrum. The second
is the ability of the atmosphere to refract waves that travel upward from a source
back downward toward the earth. This second property, in turn, is the result of the
vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere, which leads to a variable sound
speed with altitude. Figure 14.2(a) illustrates this characteristic with a typical sound
speed profile. A ray trace simulation of the effects of the varying sound speed on
infrasound propagation is shown in Fig. 14.2(b) (see also Figs. 1.2 and 1.4 in Evers
and Haak 2010). It is seen that the rays are bent back toward Earth and by reflection
at the surface, are able to achieve multiple “bounces” in their trajectories. The analog
of infrasound with optical rays is obvious.
Two other factors are essential for the successful propagation of infrasound over
long distances; one of these is the ability of the Earth to reflect the waves with very
little loss. The other, again relating to the atmosphere, is the presence of organized
high velocity winds that add to or subtract from the sound speed as a function of
altitude. Two wave types are considered: (1) those that are returned from stratospheric levels at about 50 km, here called S waves; and (2) those returned from
thermospheric levels at about 110 km, or T waves. Three other propagation modes,
tropospheric waves, Lamb waves, and gravity waves, are not considered here.
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Fig. 14.2 (a) The sound speed in the atmosphere which results from the temperature profile is
shown vs. altitude. S signal returns result from the lower peak centered at about 50 km and
T signals from the speed rise beginning at about 100 km (b) An example is shown for a ray-trace
simulation of infrasound propagation in the atmosphere for S and T returns. Multiple returns or
“bounces” from the earth’s surface are shown in the result
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While the characteristics of the atmosphere just described are responsible for the
successful long-range propagation of infrasound, the atmosphere also modifies an
infrasound signal’s characteristics in important ways. An account must be taken of
these effects in signal analysis. To illustrate some of the effects upon signals, we use
a set of data compiled by Reed (1969). This is a remarkable data set because it consists of infrasound observations conducted consistently over a long time at multiple
observing stations. The sources were atmospheric nuclear explosion tests conducted
at the NTS from 1951 to 1958. The explosions ranged in size from 0.6 to 74 kilotons
(kt) in TNT equivalent yield, where 1 kiloton (kt) is 4.18 × 1012 joules. Observations
were carried out at a total of nine stations, though not all were employed for all tests.
Figure 14.3 shows the location of the stations with respect to the NTS. Single microphones were employed generally at each site and had wide band sensitivity from
about 0.05 to 30 Hz. The recorded signal types were S, T, and tropospheric. In addition
to the nuclear explosion signals, high explosive calibration shots preceded many of the
nuclear explosions. Mutschlecner et al. (1999) have provided a detailed analysis of
this data set. The limitations of the data set are that (1) single microphones, not arrays,
were deployed at the sites so that the signal azimuths and trace velocities were not
determined, (2) only amplitude and timing values, not wave forms, are generally
available, and (3) most of the stations are located within or close to a single “bounce”
distance, about 220 km. In connection with the last restriction, it is a curiosity that the
program for these observations was not primarily for purely scientific research, but
to help assure that blast damage (e.g., window breakage) off the NTS was avoided.
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Fig. 14.3 The microphone locations surrounding the Nevada Test Site (NTS) are shown. The
primary data in this discussion came from the sites at St. George, UT (SG); Bishop, CA (BI);
China Lake, CA (CL); and Lund, NV (LU)
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In order to compare signal amplitudes from differing yield explosions, it is
necessary to normalize to a standard yield, in this case 1 kt. The observed amplitude,
Ao, is normalized by
A w = AoW–n

(14.1)

where W is the explosion yield and Aw is the normalized amplitude. The value of n used
here is 0.456 (± 0.05) based upon the earlier analysis of Mutschlecner et al. (1999).
Figure 14.4 displays the values of log Aw for S signals vs. day of the year for three of
the stations: St. George, UT (part a), Bishop, CA, (part b), and Lund, NV, (part c). Data
from all of the years are merged. In the data from St. George and Bishop, variations in
a
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Fig. 14.4 Shown is the log of observed amplitude normalized for yield, Aw, vs. day of year of
nuclear atmospheric explosions for the stations at: (a) St. George, (b) Bishop, and (c) Lund. The
strong seasonal variations in amplitude and dependence upon station location with respect to the
NTS are seen
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Fig. 14.4 (continued)

Aw are over two orders of magnitude. For St. George, the maxima in amplitude are
found near the mid-winter to end-of-the year period and minimum values occur in the
mid-summer period. In contrast, the Bishop data have a phase difference from St.
George of about one-half year with the maximum in amplitude during the summer and
minimum in the winter. The data for Lund have a reduced seasonal dependence, but
with the same phase as for St. George. Thus, two critical characteristics are seen: (1) a
potentially very large annual effect in amplitude which cannot be ignored, and (2) a
seasonal effect which is dependent upon direction to the source. By contrast, it is found
that T signal amplitudes appear to have no seasonal dependence.
The explanation for these effects upon amplitude lies in the seasonal variation
of the zonal wind in the stratosphere. Figure 14.5 shows the seasonal variation
of the zonal (East-West) component, Vz, and the meridional component (NorthSouth), Vm, of the wind averaged over the altitude range of 45–55 km. This has
been termed the Stratospheric Circulation Index (SCI) by Webb (1966). The
North-South or the meridional component, Vm, is much smaller in amplitude than
Vz, but also has a seasonal variation. The Fig. 14.5 shows Vz and Vm from a model
developed for the Southwestern US by Mutschlecner et al. (1999). For St. George,
almost directly east of the NTS, Vz adds to the sonic velocity in the atmosphere
during the winter period and reduces the effective sonic velocity during the summer period. This results in more effective returns of infrasound signals during the
winter period and less effective returns during the summer. By contrast, Bishop,
nearly directly west of the NTS, has the most effective zonal wind during the summer period and least effective during the winter. Lund, to the northeast of the NTS,
receives only a component of the Vz wind and so has a reduced seasonal effect as
seen in Fig. 14.3. A detailed description of these effects requires an atmospheric
propagation model including wind effects. It is important to note that the stratospheric wind not only varies seasonally, but has a very strong geographic variation.
Webb (1966) has provided a description of these variations and McKisic (1997b)
provides a useful summary.
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Fig. 14.5 The zonal, Vz, (diamonds) and meridional, Vm, (squares) components of the SCI are
displayed vs. day of year. The values are for a model of the SCI for the southwestern US

From the size and variability of the effects of the atmosphere and winds upon
amplitudes, it is clear that analysis of signals for source information or other purposes
will require that these effects be taken into account or removed. There are two
possible approaches to this effort. One is a detailed modeling of the propagation of
the signal through the atmosphere with accounting for the effects of both temperature
profile and of wind profile. The second possibility is an empirical procedure that is
presented in this chapter. Ideally, future work will make use of some combination
of the two methods, especially since the use of the first method for each signal of
interest could be laborious and time-consuming.

14.3 Quantifying the Effects of Wind on Infrasound Signals
It has been shown in an earlier section and in other chapters that stratospheric winds
can have a profound effect on the pressure amplitudes of infrasound signals (Chapters
Evers and Haak 2010; Kulichkov 2010; Norris et al. 2010). This is particularly true
of those signals which return to Earth by refraction from the stratospheric region, that
is, S signals. It also has been shown that the effect is seasonally dependent in accord
with the seasonal variation of the stratospheric winds. In this section the effect is
quantified and later a method is presented to “correct” or normalize the pressure
amplitudes for the effects of wind.
As in the earlier section, the data used are signals from atmospheric nuclear explosions at the NTS observed at stations at about one bounce location distances (~220 km).
Figure 14.6 shows the logarithm of pressure amplitude normalized for explosion size,
or yield, Aw, at St. George vs. the zonal component, Vz, of the SCI model. The SCI is
an appropriate definition for the wind profile in the present context since it is in the
altitude domain of the SCI definition that the S signals are fully refracted for return to
the earth. However, other similar definitions could be used for the purpose.
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Figure 14.6 shows a linear relation between the two variables. In the present
example, the zonal component of the SCI is used because the St. George station
is nearly directly east of the NTS (the convention is that positive wind values are
to the east). As a second example, the logarithms of signal yield-normalized amplitudes from the NTS observed at Bishop, CA, are shown vs. the SCI Vz in Fig. 14.7.
The Bishop station is almost directly west of the NTS. A comparison of Figs. 14.6
and 14.7 shows that the amplitudes at St. George increase as Vz increases, while
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Fig. 14.6 The log of yield-normalized nuclear explosion amplitudes, Aw, for St. George is shown vs.
the corresponding values of zonal SCI, Vz , from the model. A least squares fit line is shown
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those at Bishop decrease with Vz. This effect results from the fact that for St. George
a positive value of Vz enhances the propagation of S signals because the wind is
toward the station, while for Bishop, negative values of Vz will be toward the station.
For more general circumstances where the observer is at some azimuth, q, with
respect to the source the appropriate value of the SCI will be a component of the
SCI, Vd, directed from the source to the observer given by
Vd = Vz sinq + Vm cosq,

(14.2)

where for Vm the convention is that positive winds are to the North.
Then, from the types of relations seen in Figs. 14.6 and 14.7, we can write for
the wind and distance normalized amplitude, An:
An = Ao 10–k Vd (R/Ro)–α

(14.3)

where k represents the slope seen in the Figs. 14.6 and 14.7. The third factor gives
normalization for the effect of distance; R is the great circle distance on the ground
to the source, Ro an arbitrary standard scaling distance (here 250 km, i.e., about one
bounce distance), and a is a distance normalizing parameter. Thus, An represents
the pressure amplitude normalized for the effects of wind and distance. This normalization permits a comparison among various observations of the same source or,
with proper compensation, among various sources. For example, we have been able
to compare infrasound signals among numerous earthquakes (Mutschlecner and
Whitaker (2005)). This wind normalization formulation originally was presented
by Mutschlecner and Whitaker (1990).
From a detailed analysis of all of the observations of the atmospheric nuclear
events, at several stations a statistically optimum value of k is:
k = 0.018 (0.002) s/m.

(14.4)

Numbers in parenthesis are 1-sigma RMS values. This analysis was presented by
Mutschlecner et al. (1999). In a similar way, we have deduced an optimum value
for a as
a = 1.45 ( 0.15).

(14.5)

Others have determined values for k independently. Blanc et al. (1997) find
0.0116 s/m and Edwards et al. (2006) find 0.0177 s/m.

14.4 The Los Alamos He Data Set
Infrasound measurements of high explosive (HE) sources have been made by the
Los Alamos National Laboratory over a period of years. The measurements have
been made in a consistent way and the sources were well-defined. As a result, this
set provides a reliable base of ground-truth infrasound data.
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Table 14.1 HE event information
Event
Date/Doy
Mill race
9/16/81 259
Predirect course
10/7/82 280
Direct course
10/26/83 299
Minor scale
6/27/85 178
Misty picture
5/14/87 134
Misers gold
6/01/89 152
Distant image
6/20/91 171
Minor uncle
6/10/93 161
Watusi
9/28/02 271

Weight (Tons)
600
24
600
4,800
4,880
2,400
2,400
2,400
19

Sites
1
2
4
2
5
8
2
3
3

The sources were masses of ANFO explosive (fuel oil and ammonium nitrate
mixture) that were used in tests at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico,
USA. The tests were conducted by the US Defense Nuclear Agency (now the
Defense Threat Reduction Agency) for purposes of the measurement of blast and
seismic effects at short to intermediate ranges. The DNA tests were carried out over
a period from 1981 to 1993. The explosive charges were shaped as hemispheres and
were at ground level with the exception of two (pre-Direct Course and Direct
Course) in a spherical configuration at an elevation above the ground. Table 14.1
provides details of the tests including the code names, dates, and weights in tons of
ANFO. The masses varied from 24 to 4,880 tons. Thus, a substantial range in
source size is available for understanding of charge size dependence. Note that one
ton of ANFO is approximately equivalent to 1.42 tons of TNT with respect to blast
effects. An additional explosive test, Watusi, (not done by DNA) was carried out at
the NTS and is included in Table 14.1. The test was in a cylindrical excavation with
the top of the explosive flush with the surface.
The infrasound measurements were conducted with arrays of four Chaparral II
sensors or their equivalent using porous hose-type noise reducers. The array size
was typically about 50–100 m in diameter. There were several fixed array locations
at Los Alamos, NM, St. George UT, and Boulder, CO (for one event). For several
events, temporary arrays were deployed at a variety of locations toward the west of
White Sands. Table 14.1 provides the number of arrays used in each case. The
distances from the arrays ranged from 250 to 5,300 km.
The data were analyzed with standard beam-forming software over a pass band of
0.1–3 Hz, which provided amplitudes, trace velocities, spectra, celerities (average
travel speeds), and back azimuths. Generally, multiple signal arrivals were seen at the
arrays. In this report only the dominant S arrivals are used. A portion of these data were
previously discussed by Davidson and Whitaker (1992) and Whitaker et al. (1994).
This database can provide a useful ground-truth set. One limitation is that the
dates of the tests are not uniformly distributed during the year. This set of HE data
has been used to test the methods for the normalization of wind effects given in
Sect. 14.3. The logarithms of the observed amplitudes, Ao, are displayed vs. explosionsize-scaled range, Rs, in Fig. 14.8. The scaled range is defined by
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Fig. 14.8 The log of observed amplitudes, Ao, vs. log of yield-scaled range, Rs, for high explosive
tests. A least-squares fit line is shown
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Fig. 14.9 The same plot as in Fig. 14.8, but with log of amplitudes normalized for the effects of
wind, A¢0. The improvement of the fit to a least-squares line is seen

Rs = R / 2W / 1000,

(14.6)

where W is the explosive charge weight (tons). This protocol for display is conventional for observations of explosions (see ANSI (1983)). Figure 14.9 shows the
same data but with the pressure amplitudes normalized for the effects of wind, with
A¢0, the wind-normalized amplitudes given by
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log (A¢ 0 ) = log (Ao )- kVd ,

(14.7)

Comparison of Figs. 14.8 and 14.9 shows that a substantial improvement in the
relation is achieved after the wind effect normalization. The correlation measure,
R2, is 0.75 for the un-normalized data and 0.95 for the normalized data, with standard
deviations of 0.31 and 0.15, respectively. The relation seen in Fig. 14.9 is
log (A¢ 0 ) = 4.61(.23) - 1.34 (.09)log (R ¢ ).

(14.8)

Equation 14.8 can be inverted to provide estimates of explosive size from windnormalized amplitudes, provided the distance from the source is known:
log(W ) = 1.49 (0.10 )log (A¢ 0 )+ 2.00 (0.20 )log( R ) - 4.18 (.23),

(14.9)

where the units are: W in tons of ANFO equivalent, A¢0 in microbars, and R in
kilometers.
An example of the use of this estimator for explosive weight, W, is found in
an accidental explosion which occurred on May 4, 1988 at a chemical plant at
Henderson, Nevada, USA, close to Las Vegas, Nevada. Two distinct explosions
occurred minutes apart in very large stores of ammonium perchlorate (AP),
which is used for rocket fuel. As an aside, it was thought at the time that AP
was not an explosive material. Details of the circumstances have been given by
Reed (1992).
These explosions were observed at the St. George, Utah, and Los Alamos,
New Mexico infrasound arrays operated by the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
The St. George array was too close to the source for confidence in the propagation modes, but the Los Alamos array, at a distance of 774 km, observed both
explosions with S signal amplitudes of 6.8 and 12.9 mbars. After minor corrections for wind effects, the amplitudes were used in Eqn. (14.9) to give explosive
weights of 800 and 2,100 tons ANFO equivalent or a total of 2,900 tons. The
actual charge masses of AP totaled 4,250 tons. The conversion from AP to
ANFO explosive equivalent is poorly known. Reed (1992) made a separate estimate based upon the local blast effects and found 3,700 tons of nuclear free-air
equivalent explosive size. This example shows the important possible use of the
estimator in determining the explosive masses involved in surreptitious or
unknown explosions.
It was indicated in an earlier section that thermospheric return, or T, signals
show no effect due to the stratospheric wind. This is because these signals are
robustly returned by the sound velocity gradients at about 110 km, regardless
of the wind profiles. As a result, the T signal from a source will be roughly
constant throughout the year at a given station. The ratio, Rst, between the windnormalized S signal amplitude, Ao(S), and the T signal amplitude, Ao(T), for an
event is
Rst = Ao (S )10 - k Vd / Ao (T ).

(14.10)
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Fig. 14.10 Average travel velocities, V , are shown vs. the model zonal wind, Vz, for the Bishop
data

For explosive sources such as chemical or nuclear, we find (Whitaker and
Mutschlecner (2008)) the value ranges from about 2 to 7 depending upon the
circumstances. For other types of sources, such as earthquakes, the ratio differs,
probably due to variations in the source radiation patterns.
In addition to the effects of wind upon pressure amplitudes, winds may also
affect other observed signal parameters. For example, we have shown in
Mutschlecner et al. (1999), using the nuclear explosion data, that the average travel
velocity, V , of S signals is influenced by the stratospheric wind. V is the great
circle distance to the source divided by the signal transit time. Figure 14.10 shows
that there is an inverse relation between V and Vz for the nuclear data at the Bishop
station. This result follows because Bishop is to the west of NTS, and hence, a positive Vz will degrade the efficiency of the waveguide. Unfortunately, the data for the
other stations with nuclear observations, while suggesting such relations, are not of
sufficient clarity for quantification. Future efforts to quantify the effects of the
stratospheric winds upon V could help to provide another means to help determine
wind characteristics by infrasonic observations.

14.5 Determination of Wind Characteristics
As the previous section has shown, the atmospheric winds have a profound influence
on S signals; as a result, it is necessary to have knowledge of the wind structure in
order to carry out propagation calculations to determine these effects or, at least, to
have some parameterization such as the SCI as shown in Eqn. (14.3). Historically,
several observational methods have been used to determine wind profiles with altitude.
Primary examples are rocketsondes, which can measure atmospheric properties up
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to altitudes of about 90–100 km and atmospheric grenade experiments. Details of
these methods are covered in detail by Webb (1966). Unfortunately these methods
are expensive and, while for a period there was a continuing program of this
research, there are now few such measurements. Interestingly, observations of
infrasound signals may themselves, in some cases, provide measures of wind
parameters as will be outlined in this section.
Because the stratospheric wind structure strongly affects the amplitude of S
signals while the T signal strength is unaffected, it is possible to deduce from their
relative strengths a measure of the stratospheric wind. In effect, the T signal
strength is used as a base which removes from the analysis the effects of source size
and of distance. Equation (14.10) can be rewritten as
Vd = log [ Ao (S ) / Ao (T ) Rst ] / k ,

(14.11)

where Rst is an adopted average value for a given source type. Thus, with the ratio
of the S and T amplitudes, the value of the directed wind, Vd, can be determined
when values of Rst and k are adopted.
As an example of this method, we use the signals from atmospheric nuclear tests
observed at the Bishop, CA array. The parameters used in the example are
k = 0.018s / m

(14.12)

Rst = 4.69 (0.60)

(14.13)

Because Bishop is nearly directly to the west of the NTS, the values of Vd are
equivalent to −Vz. Figure 14.11 shows the derived values of Vz vs. day of year; a few
end-of-year observations were deleted since this is an unstable period. For comparison, the Vz relation from the SCI model cited earlier is shown. The general agreement
in the derived values with the model is good. The RMS departure of the Vz values
from the model is about 16 m/s, excepting a few end-of-year values when variations in the winds are known to be very large. The RMS value is very close to the
RMS spread of rocketsonde observations taken at the White Sands Missile Range
over a period of years, 16.7 m/s, as given by McCullough and Novlan (1977). It is
likely that much of the variation between the model and the derived values of Vz,
thus, are caused by the actual variations of the wind from the model mean values.
This method for determination of the SCI parameter for stratospheric wind from
a ratio of amplitudes of S and T signals appears to be promising. However, it is
subject to the quality of the adopted values of k and Rst . The value of k can be
improved with the use of other data sets or perhaps theory. As indicated previously,
the value of Rst appears to be source dependent. For example, Whitaker and
Mutschlecner (2008) find that for earthquakes the average value is between 0.40
and 0.60. Thus, further work is needed in the determination of optimum values of
Rst for differing cases. Earthquake S and T signal amplitudes have been used to test
the method with a different kind of source. Figure 14.11 shows the values of Vz and
the SCI Vz for comparison. There are relatively few T signals available here, but the
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Fig. 14.11 Values for Vz obtained by the use of S and T amplitudes for Bishop data vs. day of year
(squares). Values obtained from earthquake S and T amplitudes are also shown (open triangles and
open diamonds). For comparison, the Vz-day of year relation from the SCI model is shown

comparison shows fair agreement. The RMS for the fit is about 22 m/s, but this is
sensitive to the value of Rst used.
Another method for wind determination relies on the special circumstance in
which two stations are positioned on either side of a source directly to the east and
to the west. This situation is found for the atmospheric nuclear test signals at St.
George, UT, and Bishop, CA. In this circumstance, we can write for the two
stations
Asg = C 10 k Vz ,

(14.14)

Abi = C 10 - kVz ,

(14.15)

where Asg and Abi are the S signal amplitudes observed at St. George and Bishop,
respectively, C is a constant containing the source and distance-scaling data (identical for the two stations), and Vz is the relevant zonal SCI value. Then Eqs. (14.14)
and (14.15) can be combined as a solution for Vz:
Vz = (log Asg – log Abi )/2k.

(14.16)

Thus, in this method there is dependence only on values of the S amplitudes.
Figure 14.12 shows the resulting values of Vz for the St. George-Bishop pairs vs.
day number and compares these values with Vz given in the model. The agreement
is good in terms of the general trends and the RMS variance between the derived
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Fig. 14.12 Values of Vz determined using amplitudes from pairs of St. George and Bishop S
amplitude observations of the same nuclear event vs. day of year. For comparison, the SCI Vz from
the model is shown

values and the model is 14.3 m/s . While this method is rather unique in application
in terms of the required placement of the observing sites, it has the advantage in
relying only on S signals.
A more general method can be applied in circumstances where the same event’s
S signals are observed at three or more stations. For example, for two stations
labeled m and n
log ( Am¢ ) - log ( An¢ ) = k [(sin q m - sin q n )Vz + (cos q m - cos q n )Vm ], (14.17)
where Am’ and An’ are the S amplitudes at stations m and n normalized to an arbitrary
standard distance, Ro, by the formulas
Am' = Am ( Rm / Ro )- α

(14.18)

An' = An ( Rn / Ro )- α

(14.19)

where qm and qn are the respective azimuths from the two stations. Similarly, we can
write for two stations p and q observing the same event
log ( Ap¢ ) - log ( Aq¢ ) = k [ (sin q p - sin q q )Vz + (cos q p - cos q q )Vm ] . (14.20)
Then, from pairs of Eqs. like (14.17) and (14.20) for three or more stations, simultaneous solutions can be achieved for Vz and Vm. This method has been tested for
the nuclear atmospheric data taken at St. George, UT; Bishop, CA; China Lake,
CA; and Lund, NV. Figure 14.3 shows the locations of these stations. A number of
combinations of these stations were used as tests, some with three and some with
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Fig. 14.13 Example of values of Vz determined from the multistation method (using St. George,
Bishop, China Lake, and Lund) with S amplitudes vs. day of year. For comparison, the model SCI
Vz is shown

four stations. In general, the solution for Vz appears to be about as satisfactory as
those of the other methods previously described. Figure 14.13 shows an example
solution for Vz compared with the model Vz vs. day number. The fit is not as good
in the first part of the year as later and the data set available lacks points for a
portion of the year. The RMS of the fit in this example is about 13 m/s.
Unfortunately, the method cannot determine values of Vm with any quality in
these tests. This results from the fact that Vz is so much larger than Vm during most
of the year that there is little leverage in determining the latter. Figure 14.5 illustrates this circumstance. In addition, it was found that two sets of station pairs
were unable to recover values of Vz. These were examples in which two pairs of
stations formed lines that were nearly parallel to each other in which case the solutions become indeterminate. However, this method offers the possibility of a more
general solution for Vz than the earlier two more restricted methods.
Table 14.2 contains a comparison of the four methods discussed for wind determination. Each method is applicable to a particular observational circumstance and
in some cases can provide confirmatory values. Methods have been developed to
provide global wind specifications based upon various lower altitude measurements
and upper atmospheric models. The G2S specification, described by Drob et al.
(2003), is becoming the basis of atmospheric wind data used in propagation modeling.
With the G2S data, one may obtain global profiles of wind and sound speed using
inputs from operational numerical weather prediction and empirical models for
the upper atmosphere. It may be an advantage to these methods to have key parameters, such as the SCI Vz, for comparison with G2S results or as values to use in
the modeling.
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Table 14.2 Methods for obtaining atmospheric parameters
Method
Requirement
Result
S and T signal amps. for
Vd of SCI
S/T Signal Ratio
single station, k, Rst
E-W station pairs
S amps. for 2 stations to
Vz of SCI
E and W of source, k
Multiple Station
3 or more station S amps, k Vz (potentially
Vm) of SCI
Vz of SCI
Travel Velocity
Single station,V

Example
Fig. 14.11

Fit to model
16 m/s

Fig. 14.12

14 m/s

Fig. 14.13

13 m/s
Untested

14.6 Some Recent Studies Using IMS Data
The advent of the infrasound arm of the International Monitoring System (IMS),
supporting the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), provides a powerful new
means of both (1) determining atmospheric structure and (2) establishing new groundtruth data sets. The data from the arrays, of course, also will support studies of many
sources both of a natural type such as volcanoes, and of artificial types such as mining
explosions. The IMS global network now consists of about 50 infrasound arrays which
are in operation or soon to be. The ultimate system is designed to have 60 arrays.
There are several examples of such uses of the infrasound IMS data already in
the literature. Le Pichon et al. (2005a) used one IMS array for studies of the atmospheric winds from observations of a volcano and a similar study was made by Le
Pichon et al. (2005b). Le Pichon et al. (2006a) used observations of microbarom
signals at six stations of the IMS for atmospheric structure studies. Le Pichon et al.
(2006b) used multiple IMS stations for the study of earthquakes. Antier et al. (2007)
also used observations of a volcano to study atmospheric structure.
It seems likely that this use of the IMS infrasound stations will continue to be
very useful for future improvements in the knowledge of the atmosphere needed for
infrasound propagation. In addition, new knowledge concerning source characteristics
will become available and help to support the core mission of the CTBT.

14.7 Conclusions
The nature of the earth’s atmosphere is responsible for the ability of infrasound
waves to travel very large distances from a source to a receiver depending upon the
size and character of the source. At the same time, the atmosphere can modify
signals in a number of different ways. The primary effect on signals explored in this
chapter is modification of amplitudes. However, there are other effects including
modification of (1) celerity or average travel velocity (briefly documented here), (2)
trace velocity or horizontal speed of the waves across an array, and (3) apparent
azimuth of a signal’s source. The last of these has been explored by Le Pichon et al.
(2005a) and Le Pichon et al. (2005b). No doubt the character of a signal such as its
frequency content is also modified by atmospheric transmission. This means that to
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fully analyze a signal, it is desirable to have some knowledge of how to either
remove the effects or understand their nature. In this chapter we have attempted to
provide a methodology for the correction or normalization of amplitudes. In past
infrasound research, the signals were largely accepted as detected, and for some
purposes, this was sufficient. In the future there should be greater effort made in
accounting for atmospheric effects on signals (Kulichkov 2010).
A key requirement for such understanding of the atmospheric effects is a knowledge of the structure of the atmosphere, particularly that of the temperature and
wind, along the propagation path. Fortunately great progress has been made in this
area of atmospheric research. The strong difficulty here is that the structure has
large variability, both geographically and temporally. An interesting corollary of
the atmospheric effects on signals is that signals may, in some circumstances, be
used to obtain a parametric measure of the winds along the propagation path (Drob
et al. 2010). In this chapter we have shown some methods for doing this. This ability
may be useful to the technique of modeling the atmospheric structure; however, this
connection has yet to be explored.
The advent of the International Monitoring system of the CTBTO offers the
promise of much more research on the atmosphere through the interaction of multiple stations observing a source. Earthquakes, volcanoes, and bolides, in particular,
seem to offer sources that can be observed at multiple arrays. The years ahead
should be exciting ones in the area of infrasound-atmospheric interactions.
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Chapter 15

Atmospheric Variability and Infrasound
Monitoring
Catherine D. de Groot-Hedlin, Michael A.H. Hedlin, and Douglas P. Drob

15.1 Introduction
The modern era of infrasound studies was ushered in by the nuclear age, and the
attendant needs to monitor the Earth and its atmosphere for clandestine nuclear tests.
Monitoring requirements became more urgent with the initiation of the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), which sought to ban all nuclear tests. The treaty calls
for the development of an International Monitoring System (IMS), consisting of
radionuclide, seismic, hydroacoustic, and infrasound stations distributed nearly uniformly over the globe (PrepCom 1997; Christie and Campus 2010). The selection of
infrasound as one component of the IMS was guided by the fact that low frequency
acoustic energy can be detected at distances of hundreds to thousands of kilometers
because attenuation decreases with decreasing frequency. Consequently, infrasonics
– the study of infrasound – is an effective technology for monitoring Earth’s atmosphere for nuclear explosions (Brachet et al. 2010).
The infrasound component of the IMS is still under construction, but will ultimately consist of a network of 60 infrasound stations that measure pressure at frequencies from roughly 0.01– 5 Hz (Fig. 15.1). An ancillary benefit of this network
is that it detects a much broader range of atmospheric and geophysical phenomena
than had previously been observed. Largely for this reason, infrasound is emerging
as a means of conducting basic research into a variety of natural phenomena (Bass
et al. 2006). Recent studies to have made use of infrasound have focused on disparate sources: meteors (Revelle et al. 2004; Revelle 2010; Edwards 2010), oceans
swells (Garcés et al. 2004, 2010; Hetzer et al. 2010), surf noise (Arrowsmith and
Hedlin 2005), tsunamis (Le Pichon et al. 2005c), earthquakes (Olson et al. 2003;
Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2010), sprites which correlate with infrasound chirps
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Fig. 15.1 The International Monitoring System (IMS) infrasound network, shown by triangles
(Christie and Campus 2010). The IMS infrasound stations mentioned in this chapter are shown as
red triangles. Other infrasound stations mentioned in the document are shown as red circles

associated with thunderstorms (Liszka and Hobara 2006; Blarc et al. 2010), and
volcanoes (Le Pichon et al. 2005a; Matoza et al. 2006; Fee and Garcés 2007).
Monitoring at these stations has also been used to infer atmospheric properties at
high altitudes (Le Pichon et al. 2005a, 2006, 2010; Le Pichon 2005b).
Research is progressing on the use of infrasound as a warning system for natural
hazards. Since acoustic energy propagates long distances, only a few observing sites
may be required to monitor a broad area. The Acoustic Surveillance for Hazardous
Eruptions (ASHE) program (Garcés et al. 2008) has examined the efficacy of using
infrasound to detect explosive volcanic eruptions that can hurl ash into the air, creating hazards for nearby communities and for aircraft flying in the vicinity (Perkins
2003). Infrasound signals generated by small bursts of steam venting at Mount St.
Helens have been detected at observing sites deployed under this program (Matoza
et al. 2006; Moran et al. 2008). The value of volcano-acoustic monitoring in forecasting major eruptions has been documented (Garcés et al. 1999; Johnson et al.
2003). Further tests are in progress on detecting avalanche hazards using infrasound
data (Scott et al. 2007).
The challenges of infrasound monitoring lie in the detection of signals in determining the location of their source, and in estimating the source size. However,
each of these aspects of monitoring depends critically on propagation through the
atmosphere. Temporal and spatial variations in atmospheric temperature and wind
speed gradients affect the number and magnitude of infrasonic detections. For
instance, it has been observed that sources that generate strong signals at a given
time of day (Fee and Garcés 2007) or year (Le Pichon et al. 2002; Arrowsmith and
Hedlin 2005) are detected weakly or not at all at other times, and that infrasound
signals recorded at one location may not be detected nearby (e.g. de Groot-Hedlin et al.
2008). Seasonal variability in winds at high altitudes can affect the apparent source
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azimuth (Le Pichon et al. 2005a; Le Pichon et al. 2005b), and hence, apparent location
(Evers and Haak 2005). These observations, or lack thereof, depend on variations
in atmospheric temperatures and wind. Thus, efforts to monitor anthropogenic and
natural acoustic sources using infrasound rely on an understanding of the effect of
spatiotemporal variations in the atmosphere on propagation. This chapter focuses
primarily on acoustic propagation and its impact on monitoring capability.
Our success in infrasound monitoring efforts depends upon our understanding
of acoustic propagation through an atmosphere that varies both spatially and temporally. Infrasound propagation is, thus, inextricably linked with atmospheric conditions, specifically, with wind and temperature variations. We begin the next
section with some history of our understanding of acoustic propagation within the
atmosphere and how advances in our knowledge of vertical gradients in winds and
temperatures have led to further insight into sound propagation, and vice versa: how
the study of sounds at audible frequencies has led to advances in our understanding
of the atmosphere. We continue with a detailed explanation of spatiotemporal variations in atmospheric characteristics. The following section outlines a number of
case studies that have shown the effects of seasonal and diurnal variations in the
atmosphere on infrasound monitoring efforts, as well as other studies that have
shown the effect of spatial variations in the atmosphere on infrasound detections.
We conclude with a discussion on the impact of atmospheric variability on infrasound
monitoring efforts, and conversely, how infrasound recordings can be used to improve
our knowledge of the atmosphere.

15.2 The Atmosphere and Infrasound Propagation
15.2.1 A History of Our Understanding of Acoustic Propagation
Early efforts to understand long-range acoustic transmission through the atmosphere
were advanced by studies of audible sound propagation (Evens and Haak 2010).
Reynolds (1874) conducted an experiment to determine changes in sound intensity
with wind direction, wind speed gradient, as well as the height of both the source
and the listener. Equipped only with an anemometer to measure wind speeds and
an electric bell to produce repeatable sounds, Reynolds and an assistant listened for
sounds at elevations up to 25 ft. (about 8 m), with the intention of determining
the extent to which sound propagation is controlled by refraction. They found that
in the downwind direction, there was little difference in perceived sound intensities
as a function of the observer’s elevation, but at a distance upwind, sounds that were
inaudible on the ground could be heard with much greater intensity by an observer
at higher elevations, where winds are stronger. In this way, Reynolds demonstrated
that acoustic energy is refracted by wind velocity gradients; sound bends downward
in the direction of the wind, extending the range to which it may be heard, and
bends upward, away from the ground, producing an acoustic shadow zone in the
opposite direction. Reynolds (1874) also reasoned that sound is refracted by
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vertical temperature gradients since sound velocity varies as the square root of the
temperature. Consequently, acoustic waves propagating near the ground bend
upward under standard atmospheric conditions in which temperature decreases with
altitude. He later conducted an experiment that lent weight to this hypothesis
(Reynolds 1876); sounds generated by pistol shots and by rockets that detonated
charges of 12 oz (about 340 g) of gunpowder at a height of approximately 300 m
were heard by observers at large distances from the source. Reynolds attributed this
to the downward refraction of sound caused by a temperature inversion.
The studies explained several phenomena that had puzzled early observers. For
instance, it had long been known that sounds are less intense during the day than at
night. Reynolds (1874) argued that this was due to greater upward refraction of sound
during the day resulting from a larger decrease in temperature with altitude. In addition, cases had been documented in which observers had seen but not heard the firing
of cannons or guns. Samuel Pepys wrote of a yacht captain who fled at the sight of a
naval battle between British and Dutch fleets in 1666, though he had not heard a sound
(Ross 2000). Reynolds (1874) noted that guns might not be heard at a distance of about
500 m against a strong wind. In these cases, observers were located in a sound shadow
created by the upward refraction of sound. The presence of sound shadows had significant effects in warfare; before reliable communications were available, the sounds of
gunfire and cannons were often used to gauge a battle’s progress. In several instances
reported by Ross (2000), battles in the US civil war were lost when reinforcements
were directed to join in combat when they heard the sounds of engagement.
Unfortunately for the commanders, the strategy failed because the backup forces were
located in sound shadows and so they arrived too late or not at all.
Reynolds’ studies described sound propagation within the troposphere – the
lowest layer of the atmosphere where wind and temperature gradients were known
from balloon sonde measurements – to distances of tens of kilometers. Anomalous
patterns of sound detections at larger distances required an understanding of winds
and temperatures at higher altitudes. By the early last century, very loud sounds
generated by explosions or gunfire were known to produce zones of audibility
alternating with sound shadows, so that an observer hundreds of kilometers from
an explosion might hear it clearly, while observers much nearer would not. During
World War I, it was recognized that there was a zone of audibility in the region
nearest a battlefield, ringed by a zone of silence, with a second full or partial ring
of audibility outside it. These anomalous sound patterns were observed to vary
seasonally, with sounds of gunfire in northwestern Europe propagating to great
distances to the east in winter and to the west in summer (Whipple 1935). The fact
that these effects were due to the distribution of wind and temperature at high altitude
was only a hypothesis at that time (Nature 1922).
Shortly after World War I, a decision was made to conduct experiments in which
aural observations were augmented by instrumental recordings of explosions, to allow
for accurate measures of travel time. To that end, arrangements were made for recordings of explosions in Oldebroek, the Netherlands (Nature 1922, 1923) and gunfire at a
site near London, England (Whipple 1931, 1934). Gutenberg (1939) used gunfire from
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United States Navy ships’ offshore target practice near southern California as sound
sources in a long-range acoustic propagation study. These studies confirmed the
presence of acoustic shadows between zones of audibility, and showed that sound
detections in the outer zones of audibility were delayed with respect to sounds in the
inner region. Only sounds in the inner ring appeared to correspond to direct waves
from the origin to the detector (Whipple 1935; Gutenberg 1939). Whipple (1931)
conducted an experiment involving the use of small arrays of microphones to derive
the arrival’s angle of incidence, and thus, to estimate the sound velocity at the turning
point. In this way, he inferred the presence of a zone of increasing sound velocities
above the troposphere to altitudes of 50–60 km. At the time, these long-range sound
propagation experiments were the only way to derive the temperature distribution in
the upper atmosphere (Whipple 1934). These experiments also confirmed the annual
variability in acoustic detections down to infrasound frequencies.

15.2.2 Application to Infrasound Propagation
The derivation of atmospheric temperatures from studies of long-range propagation
of audible sounds was limited to the troposphere and stratosphere because, as first
shown by Schrodinger’s study on classical absorption (Schrodinger 1917), sound
transmission at heights above 60 km is too severely attenuated for observation.
Further studies have shown that attenuation can be categorized in terms of classical
losses, which involve the irreversible transfer of kinetic energy from the acoustic
wave into heat, and molecular relaxation losses, involving the excitation of the
constituent gas molecules within the air (e.g. Evans et al. 1972; Ejakov et al. 2003).
The total atmospheric absorption increases approximately with the square of the
frequency over a wide range of altitudes (de Groot-Hedlin 2008), thus the atmosphere
acts as a low pass filter to acoustic energy. At sea level, a 1 Hz signal undergoes
approximately 0.002 dB of absorption over a path length of 100 km, increasing
gradually to about 0.05 dB/100 km at 50 km altitude (Sutherland and Bass 2004),
characteristic of turning altitudes within the stratosphere. By comparison, an audible
100 Hz signal is attenuated by nearly 200 dB/100 km at 50 km altitude. Attenuation
increases more rapidly at higher altitudes, supporting the use of infrasound frequencies
to investigate sound speeds within the upper atmosphere.
The early sound experiments demonstrated that acoustic propagation is controlled
primarily by winds and the adiabatic sound speed, which varies as the square root of
the air temperature (Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2010). Since then, infrasound studies
have confirmed that acoustic energy is ducted between the ground and the upper
atmosphere, allowing infrasound waves to propagate to distances of hundreds to
thousands of kilometers. Infrasound arrivals may be classified into three types, tropospheric, stratospheric, or thermospheric, depending on whether they arise from ducting
between the ground and the lower, middle, or upper atmosphere. Tropospheric infrasound arrivals propagate within the lower atmosphere through transient ducts created by
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temperature inversions or the tropospheric jet stream. Stratospheric arrivals, resulting from ducting between the ground and stratopause, are governed by seasonal
variations in east–west (zonal) stratospheric winds. In the northern hemisphere,
stratospheric winds flow to the west in summer and to the east in winter, enhancing
ducting along the wind direction and diminishing propagation along the opposite
bearing. Thermospheric arrivals, resulting from downward refraction by the steep
sound speed gradients of the upper atmosphere, are always predicted, but are quite
rarely observed due to high acoustic absorption within the thin upper atmosphere
(Sutherland and Bass 2004; Norris et al. 2010).
Infrasound propagation is often represented by ray tracing, as illustrated in
Fig. 15.2 (see also Fig. 15.4 in Evers and Haak 2010), which shows ducting within
the stratosphere and thermosphere for sound and wind speeds derived from the
Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar
Model-00/Horizontal Wind Model-93 (NRLMSISE-00/HWM-93) empirical
models (Picone et al. 2002; Hedin et al. 1996) for a summer date (July 21, 2006) in the
northern hemisphere. Infrasound signals can be observed at the surface when the
combined sound speed and wind speed (the effective sound speed) is greater than
the effective sound speed on the ground. Thus, stratospheric ducting is predicted to
the west for this example, and thermospheric ducting is predicted in all directions.
Tropospheric returns are not predicted in this case as there is no temperature inversion.
The rays were computed for a source at 100 m altitude, using equations derived for
3-D ray tracing through an advected medium (Garcés et al. 1998). Although ray
methods offer a high frequency approximation to acoustic propagation, their value in
modeling low frequency infrasound propagation has been confirmed by many studies
(e.g. Ottemöller and Evers 2008; de Groot-Hedlin et al. 2008; Evers and Haak
2005; Le Pichon et al. 2005a).

Fig. 15.2 (a) 1D sound speed profile. (b) Zonal (black) and meridional (north–south, dotted) wind
speed profiles. Profiles are based on climatological predictions for a source at 33.2°N, 106.5°W on
July 21. (c) Ray diagram showing refraction of sound in an advected medium, for 1D sound and wind
speed profiles shown in (a) and (b). The source is at 100 m altitude. Only rays that reach the ground
are shown. Rays are refracted within the stratosphere and thermosphere and undergo reflection at the
ground. Regions in which rays are refracted upward before reaching the ground are shadow zones
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Fig. 15.3 Maps of ray endpoints that reach the ground for the atmospheric profiles shown in
Fig. 15.2. Results are shown up to a distance of 990 km for a source at 33.2°N, 106.5°W, at an
elevation of 100 m. The source location is marked by a circle at the center. The ray endpoints are
shown color-coded according to apparent velocity (left) and turning point altitude (right)

Ray-tracing over a uniform series of azimuths and declination angles from the
source highlights regions where rays intersect with the ground surface (Fig. 15.3)
and emphasizes spatial variability in predicted signal characteristics. Rays were
launched at equal increments in azimuth and declination, thus the density of ray
endpoints to reach the ground is indicative of signal strength and hence detectability.
Apparent velocities (the distance from the source divided by the travel time) are
plotted to emphasize the difference between stratospheric and thermospheric returns.
The alternating zones of ensonification and shadow zones for stratospheric arrivals,
first noted during World War I, are evident to the west. As shown, stratospheric arrivals
to the west of the source would be followed by thermospheric arrivals.
Ray theory relies on a high frequency approximation to wave propagation. That is,
its use assumes that sound speeds vary on a scale length much larger than the propagation wavelength. This approximation starts to break down at infrasonic frequencies
for typical atmospheric conditions, where sound speed gradients of 4 m/s per km of
altitude are common. A more complete description of infrasound propagation
includes finite wavelength effects like diffraction, scattering (Embleton 1996), and
surface waves (Attenborough 2002), and temporal effects like turbulence and
propagating gravity waves. Fortunately for the purposes of infrasound monitoring,
these effects lead to a penetration of acoustic energy into shadow zones at amplitudes much greater than that predicted by ray theory (Embleton 1996; Attenborough
2002). Thus, infrasound detections have been reported at distances of up to tens of
kilometers within areas predicted by ray theory to be shadow zones (e.g. Ottemöller
and Evers 2008; de Groot-Hedlin 2008; Kulichkov et al. 2002).
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15.3 Spatiotemporal Variability of the Atmosphere
In order to understand the spatiotemporal variability of infrasound, it is useful to
describe the temperature structure of the atmosphere, followed by its general circulation, the seasonal modulations, the day-to-day variations caused by planetary waves
and eddies, the migrating and nonmigrating tides produced by solar heating, and
internal gravity waves. Each of these dynamical processes influences acoustic propagation in one way or another. More specifically, the seasonal variations of infrasound
propagation characteristics are determined by corresponding variations in general
circulation. Superimposed on these variations are day to day changes caused by
planetary waves and eddies, commonly referred to as weather. It is also known that
local time variations of the thermospheric ducting characteristics result from migrating solar tides. At the smallest scales, the gravity wave fluctuations cause scattering
of the acoustic wave energy into shadow zones, as well as into and out of various
atmospheric ducts. Other processes such as land/sea breezes, marine/nocturnal
inversion layers, and evolution of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) are also
known to be relevant for infrasound propagation.
This section seeks to answer the following questions: Why does atmospheric
temperature vary with altitude? What causes the winds to vary? How does the spatiotemporal variability of the atmosphere (from the ground to space) affect acoustic
propagation? In this section we will work our way from the largest spatiotemporal
scales to the smaller spatiotemporal scales. Although relevant to the attenuation of
infrasound at thermospheric altitudes, details regarding atmospheric composition are
not discussed. The following academic texts on the physics of global atmospheric
general circulation and related topics are recommended: Holton (1992), Chamberlain
and Hunten (1987), Andrews et al. (1987), and Brasseur and Solomon (1986).
With respect to the observational specification of the atmospheric state for
describing infrasound propagation, the atmosphere’s overall structure can typically
be described by climatologies such as the COSPAR International Reference
Atmosphere (CIRA) (Fleming et al. 1988), and the afore mentioned NRLMSISE-00
and HWM-93 empirical models (Drob et al. 2010). For applied work, the day-to-day
variability of planetary waves and tidal oscillations can be described well in a “nowcast” or “hindcast” sense by operational numerical weather prediction data assimilation systems. Examples are NOAA Global Forecast System (GSF) (Kalnay et al.
1990), NASA Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS5) (Bloom et al. 2005), the
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) (Molteni et al.
1996), and Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction system (NOGAPS)
(Hogan and Rosmond 1991). These systems provide specifications at 6 h real-time
update cycles for altitudes up to between 35 and 80 km, limited by available meteorological data altitude coverage. A hybrid approach which combines empirical climatologies with these specifications to create a seamless global ground-to-space
atmospheric specification from 0 to > 150 km for infrasound propagation modeling
was developed by Drob et al. (2003). A number of other ground-to-space atmospheric models are being developed for general purpose use by the scientific community (Akmaev et al. 2008; Richter et al. 2008).
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Mesoscale weather models such as the Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Mesoscale
Prediction System (COAMPS) (Hodur 1997), the NOAA rapid update cycle (RUC)
(Benjamin et al. 2004), and the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) system
(Skamarock et al. 2005) are receiving much attention by the operational and atmospheric research communities. Although limited to the first 25 km of the atmosphere,
observational coverage and physical knowledge are sufficient to provide accurate
specifications with horizontal resolutions to better than 10 × 10 km over most geographic regions. Operational specifications for regions such as the continental
United States are available on 1-h update cycles. Effects such as the diurnal cycle
of sea breezes, upslope and down slope winds, and topographically induced wind
storms are resolved by these systems. Even some large scale gravity waves, such as
those generated by flow over topography can be resolved deterministically by these
models. At present, however, the internal spectrum of gravity waves from 0 to 120 km
relevant to infrasound propagation physics can only be described parametrically,
i.e., in a statistical sense (see for example Fritts and Alexander 2003).

15.3.1 Vertical Temperature Structure
To describe the processes relevant to infrasound propagation, it is useful to start by
considering the globally averaged (spherically symmetric) temperature profile.
The temperature profile for the US standard atmosphere NASA-TM-X-74335
(1976) is shown in Fig. 15.4 (see also Fig. 15.2 in Evers and Haak 2010). This vertical structure is effectively the result of the radiative balance between outgoing
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infrared (IR) thermal cooling and the incoming solar ultraviolet (UV) heating process. This temperature structure provides the rationale for the atmospheric nomenclature, “sphere” for the specific layers – troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and
thermosphere, and “pause” for the interfaces between those layers – tropopause,
stratopause, and mesopause . On average, this vertical profile is responsible for the
formation of two basic infrasound ducts, one from the stratospheric temperature
inversion and one from the thermospheric increase.
The fundamental heat source to the lower atmosphere is the absorption of solar
energy by the surface followed by reradiation in the infrared into the lower thermosphere. This heat is transported away from the lower troposphere by convection. At
mean sea level, the average temperature is 288.2 K, corresponding to a mean adiabatic sound speed (c) of 340.4 m/s (c2 = 401.875 m2 s−2 K−1T, where T is the temperature in degrees K. This is a very good approximation below 95 km.). As altitude increases
and the atmospheric mass density decreases, the temperature decreases with an average adiabatic lapse rate of approximately 6 K/km. Increased absorption of solar UV
radiation, itself a product of UV absorption, causes the temperature gradient to change
sign above the tropopause. The stratopause temperature maximum occurs roughly at the
altitude of maximum absorption; about 270 K at 50 km corresponding to an average
adiabatic sound speed of 329.4 m/s. Above this altitude, temperature decreases again
as O3 concentrations decrease. This is further accelerated by the increase of infrared
cooling by CO2, resulting in the temperature minima of 186.9 K at the mesopause.
This corresponds to an adiabatic sound speed of 186.9 m/s. In the thermosphere, the
effects of the absorption of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation by various atomic and
molecular species [e.g. O, O2] result in an isothermal temperature maximum beginning at about 300–500 km. The maximum temperature ranges from 600 to 1,200 K
(c = 491– 694 m/s), depending on the phase of the 11 year solar Sun spot cycle.

15.3.2 General Circulation
The dynamics of the atmosphere, which result from the fact the Earth is a tilted, rotating,
uneven sphere, create a rich complexity that is observed in the spatiotemporal variability
of infrasound propagation (Hauchecorne et al. 2010). Atmospheric dynamics are the
result of the uneven diurnal and seasonal distributions in radiative heating and cooling.
Seasonal and latitudinal variations determine the overall nature of the general circulation patterns; the many surface variations in longitude result in the weather systems
(i.e., synoptic scale planetary waves) and, due to solar heating under rotation, the diurnal (local-time) variations of the vertically propagating migrating tides.
First we consider the zonally averaged features of the atmosphere’s general circulation (i.e., the average of the wind fields around a circle of constant latitude). Salient
features of the Earth’s general circulation are surface currents, such as the trade
winds, the tropospheric jet streams, and the stratospheric wind jets. The average
tropospheric jet stream zonal velocity is about 40 ± 20 m/s, while the average zonal
velocity of the stratospheric wind jet is 80 ± 40 m/s. The zonally averaged meridional
(north–south) winds are on the order of a few m/s, while the planetary scale vertical
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winds are on the order of cm/s. Thus, the vertical winds are irrelevant to infrasound
propagation, but the meridional winds are significant when considering departures
from the zonal average.
The surface temperature is maximum at the equator and decreases toward the
poles. Near the surface, trade winds are driven by upward and poleward motions of
air heated at the surface in the tropics. These maintain the low and midlatitude
surface westerlies (west to east). This advection carries large amounts of water
vapor toward the equator producing enhanced rainfall there, where the additional
latent heat supplies additional drive to the low latitude general circulation cells.
Similar processes produce corresponding polar tropospheric circulation cells, along
with the midlatitude (Ferrel) circulation cells. These circulation cells are illustrated in
Fig. 15.5. The Hadley cell is highly asymmetric with respect to the equator in the
winter and summer. The winter hemisphere cell dominates with strong cross equatorial
transport into summer hemisphere near the surface. These dynamical processes
primarily influence surface wind noise at the IMS infrasound arrays.
The latitudinal temperature gradients, which result from differential solar heating
of the globe, are responsible for the tropospheric and stratospheric jet streams.
The structure of the tropopause varies with latitude and season – at the equator, the
tropopause is located at an altitude of 18 km with a minimum temperature of 190 K,
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while at the polar latitudes it is lower and colder, located at 8 km with a minimum
temperature of 220 K. This temperature distribution drives the tropospheric jet
streams in both hemispheres, with the strongest one located furthest equatorward
during winter. A split jet stream is occasionally observed, typically in August or
September in the Southern Hemisphere.
The meridional temperature structure of the stratosphere is somewhat different
than in the troposphere. The lower stratosphere has a temperature minimum at the
equator with a maximum at the summer pole and in the midlatitude of the winter
hemisphere. Above about 35 km, the temperature decreases uniformly from the summer pole to winter pole in accordance with radiative equilibrium considerations;
however, eddy (planetary wave) motions can induce substantial local departures in the
winter stratosphere and during both solstices in the mesopause as we shall see in the
next section. The net radiative heating has a strong seasonal dependence with maximum heating in the summer hemisphere, and maximum cooling in the winter hemisphere. The result is a diabatic circulation – rising in the summer hemisphere,
meridional drift to winter hemisphere, with sinking downward there. Under the influence of Coriolis torque from the Earth rotation, westerlies (eastward winds) are produced in the winter hemisphere and easterlies (westward winds) in the summer
hemisphere in approximate balance with the meridional pressure gradient. Figure 15.6
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illustrates a typical slice of the zonal wind field during Northern Hemisphere Summer
conditions. There is also a diabatically induced circulation during the equinoxes with
upward motion in the equatorial region and poleward drift in both the spring and
autumn hemispheres.
The observed latitudinal temperature distribution in the mesosphere arises from a
balance between the net radiative drive and the heat transport plus local temperature
changes produced by these motions. Owing to gravity wave drag, the latitudinal
temperature distribution and wind jets in the mesopause region actually reverse from
what they are in the stratosphere during the solstices. The summer mesopause is
actually colder than the winter mesopause. As a result of these processes, two counter
propagating wind jets of a slightly weaker magnitude close off and form above the
stratospheric jets.
A rigorous mathematical description of the geophysical fluid dynamics of the
general circulation patterns including various approximation to primitive hydrodynamic equations such as the hydrostatic balance, the geostrophic approximation,
and gradient winds can be found in for example Holton (1992), Chamberlain and
Hunten (1987), Andrews et al. (1987), and Brasseur and Solomon (1986).

15.3.3 Planetary Waves – Synoptic Scale Meteorology
The next level of detail in describing the atmospheric variations that influence infrasound propagation are the global asymmetries and anomalies caused by stationary
waves, freely propagating planetary waves, and eddies (Hauchecorne et al. 2010).
Commonly referred to as the synoptic scale motions or terrestrial weather, these are
generated by nonlinear dynamical instabilities, land/sea contrasts, and interaction of
the general circulation with topography. These waves and gyres have global wave
numbers (number of waves at a given latitude) between 1 to 5 and periods from 3 to
16 days. They cause the day-to-day variability of observed infrasound propagation
characteristics (e.g. Le Pichon et al. 2002, 2005a). Vertical structure in these waves
may also result in waveform complexity from the infrasound analog of seismic lowvelocity zones. Over the length scale of these waves, the pressure gradients are
nearly balanced by geotropic winds arising from the Coriolis force. At mid-latitudes,
consideration of the lateral (horizontal) pressure gradient and the Coriolis forces
dictates that the wind patterns associated with synoptic scale disturbances flow
counter clockwise around regions of low pressure in the Northern hemisphere; and
clockwise around regions of high pressure. The converse of this relationship holds
in the southern hemisphere.
The large scale wave features relevant to infrasound propagation are the Rossby/
Planetary waves, which are free or normal mode oscillations of the atmosphere.
These extratropical planetary waves result from longitudinal variations in radiation,
convection or latent heating, nonlinear cascades from shorter scale disturbances, and
mechanical disturbances from topographic variations. These waves have a westward
phase velocity with respect to Earth’s atmosphere. In the equatorial region, in addition
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Fig. 15.7 The zonal (east–west) wind field at 50 km above a typical midlatitude location (33°N)
as given by the HWM-93 (dashed) and G2S model (solid)

to Rossby waves, Kelvin waves that propagate eastward with respect to the atmosphere
are possible. These equatorial waves often have shorter periods and higher wave
numbers relative to midlatitude planetary waves. Again, for a rigorous discussion,
we refer the interested reader to the general atmospheric science texts.
Owing to the fact that the planetary waves only propagate westward, they can
only propagate vertically from the troposphere into the stratosphere and mesosphere
when zonal mean winds are eastward. As explained in Holton (1992), “The vertical
propagation of stationary waves can occur only in the presence of westerly winds
weaker than a critical value that depends on the horizontal scale of the waves.” Thus,
large amplitude planetary waves are only observed in the stratosphere in the winter
hemisphere. This is why the flow becomes zonally symmetric in the summer hemisphere. From the observational perspective of single site location, an example of a
multiyear time series of the zonal wind field at an altitude of 50 km above a typical
midlatitude station (e.g. I56US) is shown in Fig. 15.7. Note that during Northern
hemisphere summer, departures from climatology are infrequent, while during the
winter time departures can be significant. This is relevant when comparing results
from infrasound propagation calculations against observations using either climatology
or an actual specification of the atmospheric state of a given day, i.e., climatology
may produce reliable results in the summer and equinoxes, but not in the winter.
Owing to more continental land masses, the prevalence of vertically propagating
planetary waves is more significant in the northern hemisphere.

15.3.4 Migrating and Nonmigrating Solar Tides
The migrating solar tides are coherent global-scale atmospheric waves (disturbances),
which propagate westward with the apparent motion of the Sun at periods that are
harmonics of a solar day. These are the dominant mechanism of the meteorological
variability in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT). These tidal oscillations
are the result of solar EUV heating of H2O and O3 by absorption in the IR and O3
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absorption of UV radiation in the stratosphere. This results in repeatable 24 and 12 h
oscillations in the MLT (Forbes 1995; Hagan 1996). In the lower-thermosphere, there
is an in situ component forced by O2 absorption by the Schuman-Runge bands and
continuum, which gives rise to both evanescent and freely propagating modes.
The amplitude of these tidal oscillations increases with altitude as they propagate from the source region into regions of ever-decreasing neutral density. The
strongest tidal signatures are found in the MLT between 80 and 120 km as observed
in all variables by satellite and ground-based instruments. As a result of their
repeatability, the salient features of these global scale oscillations can be reasonably
well parameterized by empirical and theoretical models. In addition, there is a
quadrature relationship between the temperature, zonal, and meridional wind
velocity perturbations. The diurnal tide (24-h harmonic) dominates near the tropics,
where the meridional wind has a maximum at ± 22° with a vertical wavelength of
~20 km and an average amplitude of 30–50 m/s at 100 km depending on season.
The migrating diurnal tide has a maximum during the spring and fall equinoxes
when the solar heating is symmetric with respect to the equator. This tide begins to
dissipate above 115 km. The semidiurnal oscillations (12-h harmonic) dominate at
midlatitudes (± 42°), with peak amplitudes of approximately 30 m/s at 100–115 km.
The semidiurnal tide propagates deeper into the lower thermosphere due to the
longer vertical wavelength ~60 km. The amplitude of all of these tides also exhibits
a fair amount of some day-to-day variability as a result of nonlinear wave-wave and
wave-mean flow interaction.
These waves result in hourly (diurnal and semidiurnal) variations of the infrasound propagation characteristics as shown by several authors; e.g. Donn and Rind
(1972), Rind and Donn (1975), Rind (1978), Garces et al. (2002), and Le Pichon
et al. (2005a). Figure 15.8, from Le Pichon et al. (2005a), presents the diurnal variations
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Fig. 15.8 Statistics on the number of detections from June 2003 to May 2004 compared with windnoise variation measured at I22FR. (a) Histograms on the number of detections vs. time of day.
(b) Measured amplitude of signals for Lopevi (in blue), and Yasur (in red) vs. time of day.
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of the number of detections from June 2003 to May 2004 compared with wind-noise
variation measured at I22FR. Statistics are correlated to the daily fluctuations of the
wind-related noise. The highest value of the noise level at 1 Hz is obtained during
daytime when the local wind speed reaches ~5 m/s (0000 UT corresponds to 1100
local time). As a result, due to the low amplitude of the signals, the number of detections
significantly decreases during the daytime. There is no signal from Lopevi from
0900 to 1200 UT, though the wind-noise remains at a low level.
Recent upper atmospheric research observations indicate that there are also
significant nonmigrating tidal oscillations; see for example Forbes et al. (2003) and
Oberheide et al. (2006, 2007). These tidal oscillations can be thought of as longitudinally dependent enhancements of the migrating tides, which result from the
longitudinal variations in the latent heating forcing function via the distribution of
O3 and H2O. The predominant nonmigrating tidal mode is a diurnal eastward propagating oscillation, with global wave number 3. The temperature perturbations resulting
from this oscillation can be on the order of 16 K at 86 km, peaking during equinox.
At 110 km near ± 30° latitude, the semidiurnal perturbations can be on the order of
25 K. Currently, the significance/influence of these tidal modes on infrasound
propagation characteristics remains unknown.

15.3.5 Gravity (Internal Buoyancy) Wave Spectrum
The last atmospheric phenomena relevant to infrasound propagation physics is the
internal gravity wave spectrum (Mikumo and Watada 2010; Lott and Millet 2010).
These internal waves result from the stratification or buoyancy of the atmosphere.
They are produced by a variety of sources in the lower and middle atmosphere,
including cumulous convection, flow over topography, and fluid instabilities. A typical gravity wave has a vertical wavelength that ranges from 5 to 15 km, a horizontal
phase speed up to 80 m/s, a horizontal wavelength between 10 to 200 km, and periods
which range from 5 to 120 min. There are three subclasses of gravity waves, from the
low to high frequencies depending on the scale of w (intrinsic frequency) to the
Brunt–Väisälä frequency (high frequency limit) and the Coriolis frequency (f) (low
frequency limit): acoustic gravity waves, gravity waves, and inertio-gravity waves.
Gravity waves are known to be responsible for internal scattering of acoustic
energy into and out of ducts, as well as into the classical zones of silence. The vertical
wavelengths and amplitudes of these will also cause infrasound waveform complexity via the transient low velocity zones that they generate. Recent theoretical
studies on this subject have been presented by Chunchuzov (2004) and Ostashev et al.
(2005). As mentioned earlier, gravity wave dynamics also affect the temperature
structure and general circulation of the middle atmosphere, transporting energy and
momentum. They also contribute to turbulence and mixing. The basic linear theory
of these waves is described in for example Holton (1992). See Fritts and Alexander
(2003) for a complete review of the current understanding of atmospheric gravity
waves – the main points are summarized here.
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The primary sources of gravity waves are topography, convection, wind shear,
and nonlinear wave-wave instabilities. Topographic gravity waves from flow over
topography have horizontal wavelength from 10 to 100 km. The waves may vary
from nearly undetectable to large amplitude waves that may even become dynamically unstable (nonlinear). The typical phase speeds are near zero, with the vertical
wavelengths governed by static stability and the background mean flow. As noted by
Fritts and Alexander (2003), the horizontal velocity and temperature gravity wave
variances are 2–3 times higher over significant topography compared to the plains
and oceans; independent of other sources and 5 times higher than those regions have
no obvious meteorological sources. There is some controversy with respect to the
physical mechanisms of the convective generation of gravity waves (i.e., by storm
fronts and cumulous convection). Observations of high w gravity waves show close
correspondence with deep convective clouds. Convectively generated waves have a
complete range of phase speeds, frequencies, and wavelengths. Microphysical
generation mechanisms proposed depend on the local shear, vertical wind profile,
and time dependence of latent heating. Shear generation is predominantly propagation away from shear layers and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. These processes are
not well understood as today’s theories for this mechanism require computationally
intensive nonlinear, numerical simulations. Yet another generation mechanism
known to generate gravity waves is geostrophic adjustment. In this mechanism,
gravity wave excitation occurs from the restoration of significant perturbations to the
global balance flow, which then relaxes to a new balance state by the redistribution
of momentum, energy, and the radiation of excess energy via gravity waves. For this,
the tropospheric jet stream could be one possible source; frontal-genesis, and baroclinic instability are other examples of unbalanced flow which may be sources for
intertio-gravity waves. For these sources, the vertical scales – lz greater than a few or
more, lx,y approximately 10–100 times larger, periods on the order of a hour or so.
Relevant to the influence of gravity wave on infrasound propagation is the question of whether there is a continuous spectrum of gravity waves or a discrete number
of them? There is observational evidence for both. Development of the characteristics
of the gravity wave spectrum as a function of altitude is an important consideration
for both infrasound propagation modeling as well as the atmospheric science community in general. For the latter, gravity waves excite a net body force that has the
same sign as the local wind shear. For example, topographically forced gravity waves
exert a westward drag above the tropospheric jet peak winds. In the mesosphere,
gravity waves exert a force that is generally opposite to the background winds and
that is strong enough to influence the atmospheric circulation and structure, causing
the reversal of the zonal mean and driving the mean meridional transport. This circulation leads to a warm winter mesopause and a cold summer mesopause (i.e., reversal
of the latitudinal temperature gradient). In these processes, gravity wave variability or
blocking via wave-wave and wave-mean flow interactions as a function of latitude,
season, and altitude are all important consideration in these processes.
As a consequence, there are at least eight gravity wave parameterization schemes
proposed or implemented in atmospheric general circulation models. Specification
of the characteristics at the source level, wave propagation (spectral evolution) as a
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function of height, and calculation of effects (forcing/drag) on the background
atmosphere are all taken into account. Typically the vertical variation of the spectral
shape and amplitude are physically characterized by wave saturation conditions.
This includes the variations with space and time, as well as the various wave components (k, m, and w). The energy spectrum has the general form E(w) = w−5/3.
Doppler shifts of the spectrum, both internal and external, are considered by the
best theories. Measurement of all of the parameters and validation of the theories is
somewhat challenging, but not impossible. Again see Fritts and Alexander (2003)
for detailed references and discussion. Climatologies and statistics have been developed from Space Based observations throughout the atmosphere, radiosonde profiles,
rocket soundings, lidars, radars, and aircraft measurements. The observations show
strong seasonal and latitudinal variations; these are related to source function and
background wind variation filtering effects.
Lastly, at the very smallest scale as an internal dynamical phenomena, the presence
of upward propagating gravity waves can result in instability and turbulent dynamics,
often associated with breaking. There are a convective instability limit (see Fritts and
Alexander 2003) and a dynamical instability limit that are related to the Richardson
number. By comparison, Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities are among the most common
sources of turbulence in the atmosphere. These can result from wind shears induced by
inertio-gravity waves. While direct observations are difficult, most of the current
research on Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is performed by numerical simulations.

15.4 The Effect of the Atmosphere on Infrasound
Monitoring: Case Studies
15.4.1 Temporal Variations in Signal Characteristics
Many long-term observational studies conducted at IMS infrasound stations have
shown seasonal variations in recorded signal characteristics. One such study
(Arrowsmith and Hedlin 2005) was a year long investigation of surf-generated infrasound detections at the I57US array in southern California. Ocean-generated infrasonic waves at frequencies between 1 and 5 Hz are attributed to waves breaking
along the shore (Kerman 1988). Surf-generated infrasonic waves had previously
been reported at the I59US IMS array in Hawaii, located about 7.5 km from the
coastline (Garcés et al. 2003), and signal amplitudes were shown to correlate with
offshore wave heights. At the I57US array, arrival angles obtained using the
Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation (PMCC) algorithm (Cansi 1995) pointed to
an ocean source; however, the signal amplitudes were correlated with wave heights
only over the winter months. The correlation broke down in summer. Arrowsmith
and Hedlin (2005) demonstrated that arrivals were stratospherically ducted between
the source region along the coastline and the array – a distance of approximately
200 km. They concluded that the number and amplitude of detected signals depended
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on two things: the wave height, which relates to source amplitude, and the strength
of the stratospheric duct.
Figure 15.9 shows the number of surf-generated signals detected in this study
over a year, as well as meridional and zonal wind speeds along the propagation
path. There is an obvious seasonal trend in the number of detections that correlates
to the strength of the stratospheric winds to the west. Westward stratospheric winds
strengthen the stratospheric duct, enabling propagation of surf-generated infrasound to the I57US array in winter. The far lower number of detections in summer
is due in part to the smaller number of periods of high surf activity, but also to the
disappearance of the stratospheric duct.

Fig. 15.9 (Top and middle panels) Meridional and zonal wind speeds along the propagation path,
averaged along the path from source to receiver, for each day of the year. These values were
derived from the HWM climatological model (Hedin et al. 1996). (Bottom panel) The number of
detections per day from the west (from Arrowsmith and Hedlin 2005)
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Other investigations to show seasonal variations in signal detection rates include
a study of infrasonic waves generated by the Concorde (Le Pichon et al. 2002), and
several studies of microbaroms detected at Hawaii (Willis et al. 2004; Garcés et al.
2004), and at infrasound stations in Bolivia and Germany (Le Pichon et al. 2006).
In the Concorde study, infrasonic waves excited by the regularly scheduled flights
with known flight routes were detected at an infrasound array at Flers, in northwest
France. The Concorde traveled at supersonic speeds, generating shock waves near
the aircraft (Whitham 1974). The pressure disturbance resulting from supersonic
objects in the atmosphere decreases rapidly with distance from the source so that
propagation is acoustic over almost the entire source-receiver path. Thus, transmission is governed by wind and sound speed gradients in the atmosphere. Concorde
flights have been recorded at infrasound sensors at distances from hundreds to thousands of kilometers (Liszka 1978). The Le Pichon et al. (2002) study specifically
addressed the affects of upper atmospheric fluctuations on the infrasonic waves.
They found both seasonal and diurnal trends in the number of Concorde-generated
phases detected daily, in the apparent phase velocities, and the width of the
frequency bands. Large numbers of arrivals were detected from October through
April, with fewer phases recorded from May to September and none in August. Signal
amplitudes were also lower and had a narrower frequency range in summer. They
concluded that infrasonic arrivals had been refracted in the stratosphere and thermosphere in winter, but only in the thermosphere in summer. Weaker diurnal trends
in the number and amplitude of arrivals were attributed to daily tidal fluctuations in
atmospheric winds at about 120 km in altitude. These results further confirm the
influence of atmospheric winds on long-range sound propagation.
Microbaroms are infrasonic waves generated by ocean swells and are ubiquitous
at IMS infrasound arrays, with a peak frequency of 0.2 Hz. Arendt and Fritts (2000)
proposed a source mechanism involving the nonlinear interaction of ocean swells
with atmospheric pressure waves. Microbaroms dominate the ambient infrasound
field at I59US (Willis et al. 2004). Willis et al. (2004) demonstrated that arrival
azimuths vary annually; they arrive from the east or south from June through
September, and predominantly from the northwest from October through March.
These seasonal patterns in arrival directions not only relate to regions of dominant
storm activity, but also to wind directions in the atmosphere at altitudes of 10–20 km
and from 50 to 70 km (Garcés et al. 2004).
Monitoring at I08BO, a midlatitude infrasound IMS stations in Bolivia, and at
I26DE, an IMS station in Germany, over a 5-year period showed clear annual cycles
in the number, arrival azimuth, and amplitude of microbaroms recorded at these stations (Le Pichon et al. 2006). The numbers of arrivals at each station show a clear
correlation with the direction of the zonal stratospheric winds in each hemisphere.
The stratospheric winds blow to the east between June to November in the southern
hemisphere, consistent with observed arrivals from the antarctic circumpolar current
(ACC) to the south-southwest, and blow westward the rest of the year, leading to
arrivals from ACC regions to the southeast of the array from December through
April. In Germany, microbaroms arrive from the North Atlantic to the west to northwest of the array between October to June, consistent with the eastward flow of
stratospheric winds at this time.
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Infrasound generated by three active volcanoes on the Vanuatu archipelago was
monitored over a 1-year period at the I22FR infrasound station south of the archipelago
(Le Pichon et al. 2005a). Between them, the three volcanoes provided a frequent source
of infrasonic waves. The PMCC algorithm (Cansi 1995) was applied to the data to
estimate the direction of each arrival. Le Pichon et al. (2005a) found that the arrival of
azimuth from these fixed sources varies seasonally, with fluctuations of up to 15o over
the course of a year. They used 3-D ray-tracing through a moving atmosphere, using
temperatures and wind speeds from NRL-Ground-To-Space (NRL-G2S) specifications
to find that simulated azimuth deviations failed to predict the observed swings in arrival
azimuth over the span of a year. They concluded that the mesospheric winds are underestimated. In a follow-up study, Le Pichon et al. (2005b) showed that these observations
could be used to investigate the structure of high altitude winds. They applied an iterative
algorithm to reconstruct wind speed profiles at altitudes above 60 km, such that differences between observed and predicted azimuths were minimized. The results showed
that mesospheric wind speeds were underestimated by 20–50 m/s, and that stratospheric
winds extend to the lower thermosphere (see Fig. 15.6 in Le Pichon et al. 2010).
Infrasonic waves generated by eruptions of Mt Etna in Italy were observed over
the summer of 2001 at the Deelen Infrasound Array (DIA) in The Netherlands and
at IS26 in Germany (Evers and Haak 2005). Mt Etna was almost continuously active
over this period. A detailed examination over 24 h at the DIA array showed a clear
diurnal pattern in the number of detections; the detection rate rose significantly in the
late evening and decreased again about 10 h later. Evers and Haak (2005) attribute
this, in small part, to the decrease in human activity at this time. However, they
ascribed this primarily to the increased stability of the atmosphere at night, which
arises due to the decrease in turbulence and atmospheric convection caused by the
solar heat flux. This diurnal variation in detection rate was not observed at IS26.
Evers and Haak (2005) also observed that the measured azimuths to source were
deflected by about 3.5o at the nearer stations, IS26, and about 2.6o at DIA, leading
to an error in the source location estimated using the crossing of the two bearing
estimates (Fig. 15.10). They used 3-D ray-tracing through an advected medium
(Garcés et al. 1998) to confirm that zonal cross winds within the stratosphere deflect
the infrasonic waves westward, leading to the observed azimuth deviations.
Fee and Garcés (2007) observed a clear diurnal cycle in infrasound arrival amplitudes arising from shallow volcanic tremor excited by an active vent of Kilauea
Volcano. They deployed the sensor array approximately 12.5 km to the northwest of
the active vent; this location was chosen because ray theory predicts a shadow zone
starting at a distance of 12 km from the source for much of the day. Spectrograms
were computed for seven days of beam-formed data. They showed that spectral
amplitudes between 0.02–0.3 Hz were a proxy for wind speed, and were anticorrelated with infrasonic tremor in the 0.5–3 Hz band. The amplitudes of the tremor
arrivals peaked in the early morning hours, about 0000–0500 local time. The spectrograms are shown in Fig. 15.11. Fee and Garcés (2007) concluded that the arrival
amplitudes were highest at night due to a temperature inversion created by the rapid
cooling of the Earth’s surface. The temperature inversion creates a stable layer of
atmosphere characterized by light winds, and results in a waveguide that ducts
infrasound energy.
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Fig. 15.10 Map showing observed azimuths to source (gray) and true values (black) for DIA and
IS26 toward Mt. Etna, in Sicily (from Evers and Haak 2005)

15.4.2 Spatial Variations in Signal Characteristics
Relatively few studies have shown clear spatial variations in observed signal arrivals.
One difficulty is that the sparse distribution of infrasound stations makes it difficult
to delineate the edges of shadow zones. However, comparatively dense distributions
of seismic networks exist worldwide, and have been used to record infrasound
energy for a variety of sources (e.g. Cates and Sturtevant 2002; Cochran and
Shearer 2006; Arrowsmith et al. 2007; Ottemöller and Evers 2008). Although seismic
waveforms do not yield an accurate measure of the infrasound amplitude due to
local variations in the efficiency of air to ground coupling, they provide both travel
times and a lower limit on the ground exposure to the sonic boom.
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Fig. 15.11 Spectrograms of beamed signals at a temporary station near Kilauea Volcano.
(a) Spectrograms at 0.5–3 Hz, showing infrasonic tremor from the volcano and (b) 0.02–0.3 Hz.
The latter spectra serve as a proxy for wind speed at the station. The green line in (b) is the wind
speed at a nearby tower. The signal and wind spectra are anticorrelated due to the rise of a nocturnal
boundary layer at night, which results in low winds and infrasound ducting from the volcano to
the nearby infrasound station (from Fee and Garcés 2007)

A recent study to make use of the dense networks in the western United States was
an infrasound analysis of the reentry of the space shuttle Atlantis by de GrootHedlin et al. (2008). The space shuttle usually lands at the Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) in Florida, but severe weather in that area on June 22, 2007 forced NASA to
direct Atlantis to the alternate landing site at Edwards Air Force Base in the Mojave
Desert in southern California. The infrasound generated by the shuttle was examined
at over three hundred three-component seismic stations in the USArray, various
regional seismic networks, and three infrasound stations in southern California and
western Nevada. The temporary presence of the transportable USArray in this region
provided this study with a much broader and denser array of sensors than would
otherwise be available. A time and position record of its trajectory, accurate to
25–50 m, was recorded with a GPS receiver onboard the space shuttle. This yielded
a rare opportunity to evaluate present-day atmospheric models over a dense network
using infrasound signals for which we know when and where the source occurred.
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Over one hundred seismic sensors and all three infrasound stations recorded the
signal, and arrival times were picked. For comparison, travel times were computed
for 3-D rays propagated through atmospheric specifications provided by the NRL-G2S
model (Drob et al. 2003) and by climatology data. The source model was similar
to that of Le Pichon et al. (2002), that is, rays were launched at right angles to
infinitesimal Mach cones along the flight trajectory. The results were quite similar
for both sets of atmospheric specifications, and observed arrival times are compared to
arrival times predicted based on ray propagation through an NRL-G2S atmospheric
model (Fig. 15.12). Comparison of predicted vs. observed travel times shows agreement over much of the study area. To the east of the shuttle trajectory, there were
no detections beyond the primary acoustic carpet, but infrasound energy was
detected hundreds of kilometers to the west and northwest of the shuttle trajectory,
consistent with the predictions of ducting due to the westward summer-time stratospheric jet. To the northwest, regions of ensonification are predicted to alternate
with shadow zones. However, infrasound energy was detected to distances of tens
of kilometers within predicted shadow regions.
These results were confirmed, in part, by an infrasound study of an accidental
explosion at an oil depot, one of Europe’s largest explosions since the Second World
War (Ottemöller and Evers 2008). Seismic stations in the UK and the Netherlands,

Fig. 15.12 (a) Map of stations used in the study by de Groot-Hedlin et al. (2008). Filled circles
indicate seismic and infrasound stations that recorded an arrival, color-coded according to observed
first arrival time, in seconds after 1900 GMT. For comparison, the shuttle speed drops below Mach
1 at 2,732 s after 1900 GMT. The supersonic portion of the shuttle trajectory is shown in red. Empty
circles indicate station locations where signal were not detected. (b) Map of ray endpoints that
reach the ground, for rays starting along the supersonic portion of the shuttle trajectory. Only stratospheric and tropospheric arrivals were considered. The endpoints are color-coded according to the
predicted arrival time. Empty circles mark stations where signals were not observed. Filled circles
indicate stations where arrivals were detected
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and infrasound stations in the Netherlands recorded infrasonic waves from the
explosion. Ottemöller and Evers (2008) noted that the predicted shadow zone was
roughly 20 km larger than the observed shadow zone. They concluded that in other
respects, the observed infrasound arrivals validated predictions based on ray-tracing
through NRL-G2S atmospheric models.
However, another investigation did not find evidence of predictable shadow
zones. A study of a bolide observed over a wide region of the northwestern United
States and southwestern Canada was recorded at approximately one hundred seismometers in the area and at the I56US and I57US IMS arrays (Arrowsmith et al.
2007). The seismic data indicated that the source of the infrasound energy was a
terminal burst rather than a hypersonic transit through the atmosphere. It was noted
that the infrasound propagated at approximately 330 m/s, consistent with propagation
near the surface. Arrivals were also detected well within areas predicted to be
shadow zones, based on propagation through a NRL-G2S atmospheric model.

15.4.3 Spatial and Temporal Variations in Signal Characteristics
One experiment may be used to examine both spatial and temporal detectability of
infrasound. Rockets were launched from the White Sands Missile range (WSMR) in
New Mexico on three dates during 2005 and 2006, and detonated in the atmosphere at
altitudes ranging from about 30 km to 50 km (Herrin et al. 2008). The dates were
chosen, in part, to examine infrasound propagation through several characteristic high
altitude wind patterns; in fall, when stratospheric winds transition from westward flow
in the summer to eastward flow in the winter; in spring, when stratospheric winds
transition back to the west; and in summer. The rocket trajectories were provided by
radar data that gave the rocket’s position as a function of time. The actual detonation
locations were determined to within several seconds and several kilometers. Two
rockets were launched on each date to take advantage of relatively calm atmospheric
conditions. A relatively dense network of temporary infrasound arrays was deployed
for each date to augment five permanent stations in the study area. A map (Fig. 15.13)
shows where infrasound sensors were deployed for each date, and which stations
recorded a signal associated with the detonations. Infrasonic waves were detected at
distances of nearly 1,000 km. The data acquired in this experiment are still under
study; some further details are given in Herrin et al. (2008).

15.5 Discussion
The seismic velocity structure of the Earth’s interior does not change very rapidly,
at least not on human time scales. Decades of observations of travel times from
thousands of earthquakes to hundreds of seismic stations distributed worldwide have
allowed seismologists to define this structure in exquisite detail. The models we have
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Fig. 15.13 Locations of infrasound stations for high altitude infrasound experiments on (a)
September 2005, (b) March 25, 2006, and (c) July 21, 2006. The green circles indicate stations
that measured a signal, and the black circles indicate those that did not

of the seismic velocity structure of the Earth’s interior are rooted in travel time observations. Studies of the structure of the Earth’s atmosphere are significantly different,
however, in that change occurs continuously on all timescales. The manner in which
we probe atmospheric structure is also entirely different. The bulk of our knowledge
of the atmosphere’s structure is not based on acoustic travel times, but is determined
by various operational and research measurements; synthesized into mesoscale,
global, and climatological atmospheric specifications (as described in section III).
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Atmospheric change is ultimately driven by solar heating. Heating varies seasonally
as a function of latitude, diurnally, and with altitude. The broad optical spectrum of
the sun’s photons is absorbed first by the atoms and molecules at the top of the atmosphere primarily at the EUV wavelengths, then those remaining wavelengths (UV)
and photons are absorbed by ozone in the stratosphere, and finally what is left reaches
the surface. Atmospheric dynamics result from the fact the Earth is a tilted, rotating,
uneven sphere – resulting in uneven heating. While the large-scale structures evolve
slowly with season, other finer-scale structures present one moment may be entirely
gone the next. Some of the structures are repeatable from year-to-year and day-to-day
in the average sense, while others are purely stochastic/random. These atmospheric
changes vary with location as well as season. Zonal stratospheric winds, which have a
significant influence on the nature of observable propagation characteristics, reverse
twice each year at midlatitudes in both the northern and southern hemisphere. Near
the equator and the poles, zonal winds have little in the way of seasonally varying
atmospheric characteristics, and instead are influenced by vertically propagating
planetary waves which can result in the creation of ducts that can last for a few days.
Other significant variations include the surface winds which influence wind noise at
the detectors, the migrating solar heating driven tides which can produce local time
variations in the upper stratospheric and thermospheric ducts, as well as internal gravity
waves which can result in scattering of infrasound into and out of various ducts often
in places where classically they are not predicted to exist.
This ongoing change poses a great challenge to those whose studies rely on
the propagation of sound through the atmosphere. Zonal winds might enhance propagation through the stratosphere along a given latitude at one time of the year
(such as from west to east in the northern hemisphere winter) and inhibit propagation
along the same path a few months later after the stratospheric wind jets reverse directions. The same winds may not enhance or inhibit propagation along a north-south
path at the same latitude, but will deflect the energy from the great-circle plane
connecting the source and the receiver and cause a bias in the arrival direction. It is
well known that the structure of acoustic recordings can be highly time-variant. This
variable nature of infrasound recordings is often attributed to finer-scale temperature
and wind structure of the intervening atmosphere. Propagation ducts open and close,
and fine-scale structures may scatter acoustic energy. Energy from an impulsive
source might be multipathed and arrive at a recording station several times after
taking markedly different paths. Amplitudes of infrasound signals can be significantly altered, complicating efforts to estimate source energy.
The atmospheric science community is making great strides in providing accurate specifications of the atmospheric from the ground to space (Drob et al. 2010).
They are demonstrating operational data assimilation capabilities with compilations
of recent historical data sets. Scientific knowledge of the dynamical processes of the
atmosphere that is relevant to infrasound propagation research is continuing to
advance on many fronts.
Atmospheric variability is of central importance when analyzing local or remote
recordings of infrasound from man-made or natural phenomena. Key questions in
many such studies are what caused this sound, and where did it happen. These questions
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are of paramount importance to those in the nuclear monitoring community. Infrasound
data are collected worldwide for the goal of not only detecting signals from explosive
sources, but also for providing the basis for identifying the event as an explosion and
then giving a location accurate enough to be of use for more thorough investigations.
There is growing interest in the use of infrasound as a tool for monitoring a plethora
of natural hazards such as tornadoes, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, ocean swell, tsunami, wildfires, avalanches, etc. All of these phenomena are significant sources of
infrasound energy. Understanding propagation is essential in assessing the utility of
infrasound for these events as well as for longer-lived phenomena, to track them as
they evolve from their embryonic stages until they no longer pose a threat.
Much progress has been made in defining atmospheric structure, though this is
another area in which our field is significantly different than seismology. In seismology, the structure is defined by direct measurements of travel times. Available models of atmospheric structure come from the assimilation of diverse multiinstrument
data sets and provide hourly conditions at any location and at any time of the year
(e.g. Kalnay et al. 1990; Bloom et al. 2005; Hogan and Rosmond 1991; Molteni
et al. 1996). Recent hybrid models (e.g. G2S; Drob et al. 2003) bring together these
specifications with empirical models to allow us to estimate atmospheric wind and
temperature structure as it varies over all relevant altitudes. Perhaps the ultimate goal
in atmospheric modeling is to develop the tools needed to define atmospheric structure to a scale fine enough in time and space to permit us to synthesize the larger
features in infrasound recordings (such as first arrival time, arrival direction, number
of arrivals) that are essential for us to be able to answer the questions posed earlier,
namely what generated the sound and where the source was located.
Given that our atmospheric models are not developed from direct measurements
of acoustic travel times, infrasound sources that have been “ground truthed,” or
defined accurately in terms of time of occurrence, geographic location, and altitude,
are essential for validating our atmospheric modeling methods and our techniques
for simulating the propagation of sound. Ground truth databases (e.g. the GINA
database maintained by Canada’s Geological Survey of Canada, McCormack and
Evers 2003) – data collected at the WSMR by a consortium of universities in the
United states – (Herrin et al. 2008) continue to grow (Green et al. 2010). The pressing need for such events underscores the importance of metadata that can give us
the much-needed information on these sources. These data sources include satellite
observations (e.g. providing location and time of bolide explosions) and telemetry
on man-made supersonic aircraft (such as discussed by de Groot-Hedlin in their
study of the Atlantis shuttle – de Groot-Hedlin 2008). This gives us an opportunity
to directly test our modeling methods.
There is a keen need to validate our models and modeling methods. This is
hampered somewhat by the rather low density of infrasound stations. Atmospheric
variability is such that it is the norm to observe significant differences in waveforms
between these stations. Increasing the station density is a worthy goal, but the
question arises: how can we do so at a reasonable cost? In seismically active regions,
such as along the western US and Japan, seismic station density is high. Currently, a
network of 400 seismic stations is “rolling” across the continental US – the USArray.
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The average separation between seismic stations is 70 km. We are now seeing
preliminary uses of the USArray to look up, rather than down, to probe the Earth’s
atmosphere. If sound waves from large ground-truthed atmospheric sources couple
effectively to seismic and are recorded well above noise, the seismic network stations
can significantly increase the density of paths through the atmosphere along which
we directly measure the travel time of sound and compare these observations with
predictions. As these studies accumulate and as we record progressively larger, more
rare, sources, we should be able to subject our atmospheric models to progressively
more stringent tests. More advanced studies of coupled acoustic-seismic waveforms
require a much deeper analysis and consideration of how this coupling occurs.
Perhaps the network of the future will be designed not to just look down into the
solid Earth with seismic instruments and not to just look up into the atmosphere with
microbarometers, but to probe in both directions with colocated sensors.
We have relatively good information on the atmospheric temperature and wind
structure below 55–60 km. Above that altitude range, the G2S model with its
supporting lower atmospheric operational data sets effectively melds in situ
observations (e.g. Kalnay et al. 1990; Bloom et al. 2005) with climatology models
(e.g. Picone et al. 2002; Hedin et al. 1996). Thus, high-altitude winds and temperatures
are more poorly constrained. As the next generation of ground-to-space models are
developed and evolve (e.g. Akmaev et al. 2008; Richter et al. 2008), validation of
these new specification is another area in which infrasound studies might be useful.
We have commonly used our best atmospheric models to extract as much information from our infrasound data as possible to accurately locate and identify sources.
With long-lived, stationary sources, such as active volcanoes, recorded remotely by
infrasound stations (as described by Le Pichon 2005b), we can probe the atmosphere
where other methods give us relatively little control. We can simultaneously do
infrasound research and atmospheric research.
So, looking into the future, the field of infrasound is bound to mature as the
density of recording sites increases, as we use progressively more data to accurately
model our atmosphere in space and time, and as we subject our models to progressively more stringent tests in more seasons, at more locations using ground truthed
sources. As our computational resources continue to expand, we expect our
improved atmospheric models will be paired by synthesis methods that mimic
actual propagation more faithfully.
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Part III

Propagation Modeling in a
Realistic Atmosphere

Chapter 16

On the Prospects for Acoustic Sounding
of the Fine Structure of the Middle Atmosphere
Sergey Kulichkov

16.1 Introduction
The method of acoustic sounding of the atmospheric middle and upper layers is a
bistatic method. In this method, the sources (continuous and pulsed) and receivers
(acoustic microphones) of sound are located on the land surface at distances of hundreds to thousands of kilometers from each other. Acoustic signals recorded during
the so-called long-range sound propagation (LRSP) in the atmosphere are informative:
they provide information on atmospheric structure at different altitudes.
In the literature, LRSP in the atmosphere is considered to be sound that covers
a distance equal to hundreds or thousands of kilometers from its source (Kulichkov
1992; (Norris et al. 2010; Gainville et al. 2010). The physical basis for LRSP is the
refraction of sound rays by the layered atmospheric temperature and wind speed
inhomogeneities. Due to refraction, acoustic signals propagate through the atmosphere along cyclic ray trajectories, turning toward the ground surface in regions of
increasing (with height) effective sound speed ceff(z) (adiabatic sound speed plus
wind speed in the direction of sound wave propagation). The ray turning heights
may be within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and the troposphere (if both
temperature and wind inversions occur along the propagation direction) and the
middle (20 < z < 120 km) and upper (120 km < z) atmosphere.
In the case of LRSP, zones of acoustic audibility and silence are formed on the land
surface (Fig. 16.1). The dimensions and spatial configuration of these zones depend
significantly on the form of the mean vertical profile of the effective sound speed ceff(z)
and on the type of ray paths forming the corresponding types of infrasonic arrivals
(surface, tropospheric, mesospheric, and thermospheric) (Kulichkov 2004). Infrasonic
arrivals in the audibility zone significantly differ in amplitude and structure from those
in the geometric shadow zone. In the audibility zone, acoustic arrivals are a combination of both localized (I) and continuous (P) components. Component P corresponds
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Fig. 16.1 Sound ray paths and the profiles of the effective speed of sound for its propagation
against (left) and along (right) the direction of the prevailing wind

to partial reflection of acoustic signals from atmospheric inhomogeneities. Only the
components P are usually recorded in the geometric shadow region.
The localized (one or two signals period) component I of a signal is formed by
infrasonic waves propagating along the rays and turning (due to refraction) toward
the ground surface. The duration of this component is approximately equal to that
of the acoustic pulse at the ray turning altitude.
The component (P) occurs as a sequence of acoustic arrivals partially reflected
from the anisotropic locally stratified temperature and wind inhomogeneities in the
stratosphere and mesosphere. The partial reflections occur along the entire ray path
(at different z) when the acoustic energy crosses the boundaries of the stratified
structures. These partial reflections result not only in a significant increase of the
total duration of an infrasonic arrival in the audibility zone, but also in its penetration into the geometric shadow zone (Bush et al. 1997; Kulichkov 1998; Kulichkov
and Bush 2001).
Fig. 16.2 shows an example of an infrasonic signal recorded in the geometric
shadow region at a distance of 300 km from an explosion equivalent to 20–70 tons
of TNT (below, the shadow zones are taken to mean only the regions on the ground
surface that are in zones of silence for both stratospheric and mesospheric ray trajectories). The signal in Fig. 16.2 illustrates almost all the known types of recorded
infrasonic arrivals at long distances from ground explosions. Among these arrivals
are the so-called Lamb waves L propagating in the acoustic waveguide formed by
the wind inversion in the lower troposphere, and also oscillating, strato-mesospheric
Psm (corresponding to the partial acoustic pulse reflection from both stratospheric
and mesospheric thin-layered inhomogeneities), localized mesospheric Im, and
thermospheric It infrasonic signals.
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Fig. 16.2 Sample of infrasonic signal in the zone of acoustic shadow at a distance about 300 km
from a surface explosion with yield of 20–70 tons TNT. L – Lamb wave; PSM – strato-mesospheric
arrival; IM – mesospheric arrival; It – thermospheric arrival

As noted above, the infrasound sources used in the method of acoustic sounding
of the atmosphere may be continuous (polar aurora, storm waves in the ocean,
thunderstorms, atmospheric fronts, etc.) or pulsed (Kulichkov 1992; Campus and
Christie 2010). Among the pulsed sources are explosions of different types and
energy (Kulichkov 1992), shock waves from airplanes and rockets (Balashandran
et al. 1977; Donn 1978; Posmenteir 1971; Liszka and Olsson 1971), volcanic eruptions (Fujiwara 1914a, Tahira 1982, 1988), and others. Infrasonic waves (from such
sources) propagate throughout the atmosphere to distances of hundreds or thousands of kilometers (Kulichkov 1992) and may be used in sounding the middle and
upper atmosphere (Balashandran et al. 1977; Le Pichon et al. 2010).
The history of studying LRSP in the atmosphere, the basic data on infrasound
sources and on the effect of the atmospheric structure on infrasonic wave propagation, and also the basic principles of the theory and the results of experimental
investigations are given in the reviews (Kulichkov 1992; Ingard 1953; Cox 1958;
Georges and Young 1972; Gossard and Hooke 1975; Brown and Hall 1978; Wilson
et al. 1995; McKisic 1997). One of the most remarkable historical mentions of
LRSP in the atmosphere is the sound from a powerful artillery salute fired in
London in 1837 on the occasion of Queen Victoria’s crowning. This salute was
heard on the continent at a distance of 200–300 km from London, though this salute
was not heard at a distance of 50–100 km from its source.
The phenomenon of LRSP in the atmosphere has already been known over several
centuries; however, its systematic study was started in the latter half of the nineteenth
century. At that time work by Stokes (1857) was published, in which the effect of
temperature and wind stratifications in the atmosphere on sound wave propagation
was studied. Later, the necessity of explaining the reasons for increased audibility of
sound in the downwind direction and its decreased audibility in the upwind direction
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gave impetus to the appearance of the works by Reynolds (1874) and Rayleigh
(1944), who were the first to introduce the notion of acoustic rays and formulate the law
of refraction of the normal to the phase front in the stratified moving atmosphere.
These notions are of fundamental importance for acoustics as a whole.
The studies made in the first half of the twentieth century should be especially
noted. In these works, LRSP was used to sound the upper layers of the atmosphere
(Fujiwara 1914a). Long before the development of other sounding methods (rocket,
optic, and radiophysical), studies were made in Japan and Germany (Fujiwara
1914a, b, b) (observations of long-range propagation of sound from explosions
equivalent to a few hundreds of kilograms of TNT, where 100 kg TNT ~ 4 × 108 J)
from which it follows that there are regions of increasing (with height) temperature
in the stratosphere. The region of strong winds was also observed in the stratosphere. Moreover, our analysis (Kulichkov 1992) of the results obtained in Fujiwara
(1914a, b) on the basis of the current knowledge of temperature and wind stratifications in the upper atmosphere shows that the authors have also recorded infrasonic
signals reflected from the lower thermospheric layers. Therefore, as far back as the
first third of the twentieth century, the data obtained with the acoustic method indicated the occurrence of the thermosphere (the region of increased temperature at
altitudes above 90 km), which, a few decades later, was confirmed by the studies of
the upper atmosphere with the use of geophysical rockets.
After World War II, the wind field in the stratosphere was studied experimentally
using ground explosions equivalent to 100 kg of TNT (Crary 1950, 1952).
Moreover, the rocket-grenade method of acoustic sounding of the atmospheric
upper layers was also developed (Reed 1972), with the aid of which the data on the
structure of wind and temperature fields in the middle and upper (up to a height of
about 90 km) atmosphere were obtained. These data were used in constructing a
basic atmospheric model, which remains important at present. Later, with the
development of balloon, rocket, radiophysical, and optical methods of sounding the
middle and upper atmosphere, interest in the acoustic methods was, to a large
extent, lost. Since this time, the phenomenon of LRSP in the atmosphere has been
studied mainly to monitor nuclear tests.

16.2 Prospects for Using the Method of Acoustic Sounding
to Study the Middle Atmosphere
In spite of evident progress in the studies of the atmospheric middle and upper layers
with the use of radars and lidars, the acoustic method remains important nowadays
and has a number of advantages as compared to remote radiophysical and optical
methods. To use the acoustic method in studying the atmosphere, the development
and maintenance of expensive equipment and complex infrastructure are not
needed. Different natural (sea storm, lightning discharges, volcanic eruptions, etc.)
and man-caused (research and industrial) phenomena may be used as sound sources
(Kulichkov 2004; Campus and Christie 2010).
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One more advantage of the acoustic method is that it allows one to study not
only the lower stratosphere, but also the little-investigated atmospheric layers
located above the lower stratosphere. Radiolocating and optical methods used in
sounding these layers are not efficient, because the reflectivity of electromagnetic
waves is small at heights of 30–80 km due to an insufficient intensity of turbulence
and insignificant electronic concentration.
In the absence of a regular rocket sounding of the thermosphere, the acoustic
method can be used to obtain data on the vertical gradients of air temperature and
wind velocity at heights of 90–110 km (Le Pichon et al. 2010; Drob et al. 2010).
It is important to study the indicated range of heights of the thermosphere, because
within this range, the occurrence of sporadic layers in the region E of the ionosphere
with anomalously high values of electronic concentration is noted.
The acoustic method is also promising in studying different variations in average
vertical temperature and wind distributions in the stratosphere and the lower thermosphere, which are caused by internal gravity waves (IGVs), tidal phenomena,
and seasonal and climate changes (Le Pichon et al. 2010; Blanc et al. 2010).
A new line in the remote sensing of a fine structure of the middle and upper
atmosphere is the possibility of using the acoustic method of partial reflections,
which is based on an analysis of the characteristics of the oscillating component of
acoustic signals at long distances from their sources. A similar method was used
earlier in our studies (Kulichkov 1998; Kulichkov et al. 2002) for the qualitative
estimates of the parameters of a fine inhomogeneous structure of the middle
atmosphere.
The advantage of the method of partial reflections is that the amplitude and
frequency characteristics of recorded infrasound signals bear a simple relationship
to the characteristics of atmospheric inhomogeneities (vertical gradients of airtemperature and wind-velocity variations with height, thicknesses of atmospheric
layers). In the radiophysical and optical methods, energetic summation of sounding
signals reflected from atmospheric inhomogeneities is needed to determine these
parameters. In these methods, the thicknesses of averaging layers reach a few tens
of meters (Whiteway and Carswell 1994, 1995; Widdel and von Zahn 1990; Rottger
1987), which naturally leads to errors in measuring vertical air-temperature and
wind-velocity gradients (the most important characteristics of atmospheric inhomogeneities in various practical problems).
The acoustic method allows one to study the statistical characteristics of finestructure anisotropic temperature and wind inhomogeneities in the atmospheric
middle and upper layers. For this purpose, data regarding fluctuations in the amplitude and phase of infrasonic signals propagating in the middle atmosphere with
anisotropic turbulence can be used. The theory of similar fluctuations is developed
in Chunchuzov (2002).
One unique advantage of using the acoustic method for remote sensing of the
atmosphere is that, with its aid, one will be able to obtain data on a global distribution of fine-structure inhomogeneities in the middle atmosphere. This will be facilitated using data obtained from the International Monitoring System infrasound
network, which is being set up and shall consist of 60 stations distributed around
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the globe (Christie and Campus 2010). By now, infrasonic signals from a few millions of different events have already been recorded at this network (Brachet et al.
2010). It is evident that such unique data are appropriate for use in the problems of
acoustic sounding of the atmospheric middle and upper layers.
Thus, long-range acoustic sounding is used primarily in two ways to study the
structure of the middle and upper atmospheres: (1) studies of the mean vertical
profiles of air-temperature and wind-velocity fluctuations with height and their
variations caused by different natural phenomena (IGVs, atmospheric tides, and
seasonal and climate changes); and (2) studies of anisotropic turbulence and the fine
inhomogeneous structure of the vertical profiles of air temperature and wind velocity
in the middle and upper atmospheres, and the global distribution of this structure.
Below, we will dwell upon some results obtained with the acoustic method in
the current studies of the middle atmosphere.

16.3 Rapid Variations in Infrasonic Signals at Long Distances
from Repeated Explosions
In its acoustic properties, the atmosphere is essentially an inhomogeneous, nonlinear,
dissipative, and nonstationary medium subjected to both external and internal factors
(solar flares, the interplanetary magnetic field, and meteorological, seismic, and
other disturbances). In addition to the regular seasonal changes in the atmosphere,
fluctuations are also observed in its acoustic parameters due to tidal phenomena,
planetary and IGWs, turbulence, etc., which result in significant distortions of the
structure of the atmospheric sound field and in qualitative and quantitative changes
of its characteristics.
The combination of both the medium-scale and fine structures of the profile of
temperature and wind stratification (the effective acoustic speed) significantly
affects the properties of the long-range propagation of infrasonic waves. This is
reflected in the fact that signals even from repeated sources may have significantly
different characteristics due to time variations in the vertical effective acoustic
speed profile ceff (z). This hinders the prediction of infrasonic wave propagation at
long distances in the atmosphere and also results in errors in detecting and identifying
explosions. This problem is distinguished in National Research Council (1997) as
one of the most important problems of infrasonic monitoring of explosions.
The so-called “rapid” (at several-minute intervals) variations in the structure of
infrasonic arrivals from pulsed sources are the most difficult to study (Kulichkov
and Bush 2001). For this reason, our experiments with series of explosions equivalent to 50–100 kg and 20–70 tons of TNT are of special interest. These experiments
are described in detail by the authors in Bush et al. (1997), Kulichkov (1998), and
Kulichkov and Bush (2001). The time interval among the explosions varied from
10 to 20 min within each series, which allowed one to study rapid time variations
in infrasonic arrivals at the intervals indicated. Such variability may be, for example,
due to IGWs and also ordered (coherent) structures horizontally transported by
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wind in turbulent fluxes throughout the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. The
occurrence of IGWs at both stratospheric and mesospheric heights is supported by
the results of numerous experiments (e.g. Rottger 1987), while coherent structures
in both temperature and wind fields are mainly studied in the ABL and in the lower
troposphere (Mikhailova and Ordanovich 1991; Petenko and Bezverkhnii 1999).
In the zones of audibility and geometric shadow, infrasonic arrivals were recorded
with tripartite infrasound arrays. In all the cases, the desired signal had large amplitude
and was reliably detected above natural noise. In the zones of audibility and geometric
shadow, variations were revealed not only in the amplitude, but also in the structure
of infrasonic arrivals. These variations in structure occurred in time intervals whose
duration coincided with the periods of IGWs and some global geophysical phenomena,
such as planetary waves and tides. Some results are given in Figs. 16.1–16.6.
In the winter experiments (January 24, 1991) with explosions equivalent to
50–100 kg of TNT, stratospheric infrasonic signals (Fig. 16.3) were recorded in the
city of Vladimir at a distance of 124 km to the east of its sources. Fig. 16.3 also
shows an acoustic pulse in the vicinity of a source. It follows from Fig. 16.3 that a
stratospheric infrasonic arrival consists of two quasi-periodic groups of waves that
arrived at an interval of about 7 s. The maximum spectral density of the signal
corresponds to a frequency of about 7 Hz.
The sound ray trajectories in the inhomogeneous moving atmosphere were
calculated on the basis of the data obtained from the rocket sounding of the atmosphere
during the periods closest to those during which the experiments were conducted.

Fig. 16.3 Acoustic pulse at a distance of 1 km from an explosion equivalent to 50–100 kg of TNT.
Records of stratospheric infrasonic arrivals at a distance of 124 km to the east of three explosions
(1–3) (equivalent to 50–100 kg of TNT) implemented at 15-min intervals on January 24, 1991
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According to these calculations, the groups of sound rays turning toward the
ground surface at heights H of about 36 and 30 km (at grazing angles a of 41° and
26°, respectively) arrive sequentially at the recording site at a distance of 124 km
from their source. The results of ray-path calculations mainly correspond to the
experimental results. Here, it should be noted that any calculations of the trajectories of LRSP in the atmosphere are very rough; therefore, in interpreting experimental data, one should consider them as an illustration. (The rocket sounding
station is situated in a neighborhood of the city of Volgograd, but not in the region
where the experiments were conducted; the accuracy in determining the temperature and the wind speed and direction is not absolute.)
Time variations in the ratio between the amplitude values of the first and second
arrivals are a special feature of the results obtained. For example, for the experiments conducted on January 24, 1991 (Fig. 16.3), the time interval between two
basic arrivals varied within the range Dt = 6.65–8 s (i.e., apparently, the interval
between the heights (H) of ray turning also varied for different grazing angles a).
Such variability is characteristic of experiments carried out even within 1-h interval
(in Fig. 16.3, the time interval between the explosions is equal to 15 min). This
points to the fact that rapid variations in the stratospheric stratification on time
scales less than 15 min noticeably affect the characteristics of infrasonic signals.
The arrivals of infrasonic signals from the explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons
of TNT (the initial acoustic pulse in the vicinity of one of the sources is shown in
Fig. 16.4) had a complex structure in different seasons (Figs. 16.4–16.8).

Fig. 16.4 Acoustic pulse at a distance of 2 km from an explosion equivalent to 20–70 tons of
TNT. Records of infrasonic arrivals for three microphones (1–3) spaced about 100 m apart in the
zone of refractive acoustic audibility at a distance of 300 km from the explosion equivalent to
20–70 tons of TNT implemented on July 7, 1990. I1–3 denotes localized (pulsed) arrivals, and P
denotes oscillating arrivals
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The recorded signals were a combination of localized (I) and continuous (P)
components (coherent for three microphones) with amplitudes significantly
exceeding the background values (Fig. 16.4). According to the results of ray-path
calculations, the altitudes of reflection of infrasonic waves for the types of signals
considered below are within the stratosphere and mesosphere.
The pulsed component of a signal is formed by infrasonic waves propagating
along the rays turning (due to refraction) toward the ground surface at the heights
z at which the condition ceff(z) > ceff(0) is fulfilled. The duration of the pulsed component is approximately equal to that of the acoustic pulse at the height of ray
turning. This is the case of total reflection. Such arrivals are formed only in the
zones of refractive acoustic audibility. It is seen from Figs. 16.4–16.6 and 16.8 that
the localized component (I) has a complex structure consisting of individual arrivals I1–3. In the experiments carried out on July 7, 1990, the first two arrivals I1–2 were
recorded with a time interval of about 7 s. The third arrival I3 was recorded 27 s
after the first one I1. The height of ray turning (the black extrema in the vertical
profile of the effective sound speed seff(z) in Fig. 16.5) could range from 46 to
56 km for I1–2 and was 77 km for I3.
The oscillating component P was observed in the zones of audibility (Figs. 16.4–
16.6) and geometric shadow (Fig. 16.7; in this case, partial reflection occurs) and

Fig. 16.5 Records of infrasonic arrivals in the zone of refractive acoustic audibility at a distance
of 300 km from six explosions (1–6) equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented at a 20-min
interval during daylight hours on July 7, 1990 (on the right). Profile of the effective acoustic speed
ceff(z) (on the left; the region of ray turning is shaded)
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Fig. 16.6 Records of infrasonic arrivals in the zone of refractive acoustic audibility at a distance
of 300 km from seven explosions (1–7) equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented at a
15-min interval in the evening of July 7, 1990

was coherent (see, for example, Fig. 16.4) for the three spaced microphones during
a long (sometimes exceeding 3 min) time interval. The coherence of the signals
suggests that the reflective structures that occupy an extensive region at the
stratomesospheric altitudes are also coherent (ordered), and their horizontal scale is
many times longer than the distance between the receiving microphones. In our
case, this distance was about 100 m; however, similar long coherent signals from
explosions are also (almost always) recorded on the microphones spaced a few
kilometers apart on the ground surface.
The results of numerous studies of the inhomogeneous strato-mesospheric structure
support (directly or indirectly) the occurrence of the ordered (coherent), long-lived,
and limited (in size) locally stratified inhomogeneities in both temperature and wind
fields, whose vertical and horizontal dimensions vary from tens to hundreds of meters
and from a few to several tens of kilometers, respectively. These results were obtained
with the use of the rocket method (the falling-sphere method), MST radars (Balsley
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Fig. 16.7 Records of infrasonic arrivals in the zone of geometric shadow at a distance of 300 km
from three explosions (1–3) equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented at a 10-min interval in
the morning of May 21, 1989 (on the right). Profile of the effective acoustic speed ceff(z) (on the
left). P denotes oscillating arrivals

and Gage 1980), optical lidars (Chunchuzov 2002), and refractive measurements
(Grechko et al. 1981, 1997). In this case, it is noted that the values of the vertical
temperature and wind gradients in such ordered stratified formations significantly
(several times) exceed those of the corresponding average gradients (for example, for
wind velocity, they reach 40–70 m s−1/km, Sofiev 1986; Collins et al. 1992).
The partial reflection/scattering of infrasonic waves by coherent inhomogeneities,
which are significantly extended in the horizontal direction, results in their penetration
into the geometric shadow zone at long distances from explosions. The abovementioned oscillating component appears because reflection/scattering occurs in all
the portions of the ray paths (at different z) crossing the boundaries of the stratified
structures. This component also significantly increases the duration of an infrasonic
arrival in the audibility zone. Similar effects in oceanic acoustics were considered
in Gostev et al. (1989)and Gostev and Shvachko (1998). Rapid variations are characteristic of the pulsed and oscillating components of signals recorded from explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT as well as from lower energy explosions
(Kulichkov and Bush 2001) (see Fig. 16.3). In Figs. 16.5 and 16.6, it is seen that in
the audibility zone during a rather short time period, some significant changes were
observed not only in the amplitude, but also in the structure of arrivals, which, at
one moment, had the form of the sequence of the localized components I1–I3 (corresponding to the sound ray turning in the strato-mesosphere at different altitudes)
and, at another moment, had the form of the oscillating signal P. At some moments,
the amplitudes of the localized I1–I3 (total reflection) and oscillating P (partial
reflection) components proved to be comparable (curves 2, 3 in Fig. 16.5 and curve
7 in Fig. 16.6). Moreover, the first arrivals I1–2 also had internal structure that varied
during the time taken to conduct the experiments. In this case, the third arrivals I3
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sometimes disappeared and sometimes reoccurred in the experiments carried out
during a 1-h period in the daytime (Fig. 16.5) and in the evening (Fig. 16.6). In
Figs. 16.5 and 16.6, the oscillating components P change their structure. Note that
in Figs. 16.5 and 16.6, the time interval between the first two arrivals I1–2 also varies
during both daylight and evening hours. This is apparently due to the influence of
atmospheric tides on the effective acoustic speed profile.
It is evident that variations in the structure of infrasonic signals are caused by
changes in the form of the average effective acoustic speed profile and its fine
structure. Different types of the ceff(z) profiles are shown in Figs. 16.5, 16.7, and
16.8, together with the examples of signals. Below, we shall consider a simple
model which allows one to explain the basic properties of time variations in infrasonic arrivals from explosions.
Even in the case of total reflection, the amplitude and form of pulses depend
significantly on the characteristics of the inhomogeneous structure of the atmosphere
in the region of ray turning. If the ray turning height h1 is in the vicinity of the
height h of a local minimum of the acoustic refractive index squared n2(z) – maximum
of ceff(z) (Fig. 16.9) – a portion of acoustic energy may penetrate to the above layers
(Yu and Kravtsov 1965; Kulichkov 1989). In the general case, for a smooth profile
n2(z), this problem was studied, for example, in Yu and Kravtsov (1965). In
Kulichkov (1989), we considered a model of the piecewise-linear profile of n2(z)
changes with height z. It is shown that the amplitude |V| and the phase y of the
reflection coefficient depend significantly on the ratio between the gradients q and

Fig. 16.8 Records of infrasonic arrivals in the zone of refractive acoustic audibility at a distance
of 300 km from four explosions (1–4) equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented at a 20-min
interval in the daytime of May 19, 1990 (on the left). Profile of the effective acoustic speed ceff(z)
(on the left; the ray turning region is shaded). P denotes oscillating arrivals, and I1 denotes localized
(pulsed) arrivals
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Fig. 16.9 Amplitude ∣V∣ and phase Y of the coefficient of sound wave reflection by an inhomogeneous atmospheric structure modeled with a bilinear height profile of the acoustic refractive
index squared n2 (z) at (1) q1/q = 1, (2) q1/q = 4, and (3) q1/q = 0.25. z = h is the interface between
the layers with different dn2/dz; h1 is the height of ray turning under total reflection, when the
condition ceff(z) > ceff(z = 0) is fulfilled; l is the depth of the transition layer; a is the grazing angle;
X-axis: w/ = (2/3) [k sin3 a/q1]; w = (2/3)[k/q](h1 − h )3/2q13/2; q = dn2/dz if z > h; and q1 = dn2/dz if z < h.
I indicates the region of partial reflection, and II indicates the region of total reflection

q1 below and above the ray turning height h1 and also on the transition layer depth l
(transition layer with vertical gradients equal to zero may exist between the layers
with vertical gradients q and q1 as indicated in Fig. 16.9) and the value of Dh = h − h1
(Fig. 16.9). Changes in the values of Dh and q/q1 (the vertical gradients q and q1 of
the square of the refractive index n2(z) are indicated in Fig. 16.9) result in the corresponding changes in the amplitude and form of a reflected pulsed signal.
When the condition
∆h = h1 − h > k −2 /3 q −1/3 ~ 1km

(16.1)

is fulfilled, such penetration is insignificant (Kulichkov 1989). The presence of the
transition layer hinders this penetration. To estimate the depth l, we obtain an expression similar to (16.1). Here, the following values were taken for the variables entering (16.1): k0 ~ 5.8 km−1 is the value of the wave vector for a sound pulse 3 s in
duration at the upper stratospheric heights (Figs. 16.4–16.6), and q ~ 0.03 km−1 is the
typical mean value of the vertical gradient of the acoustic refractive index squared.
Over minor time intervals, the value of Dh (or l) may oscillate with amplitudes
of a few hundreds of meters, for example, due to the IGW effect (Kulichkov and
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Bush 2001). In practice, this may result in noticeable changes in the structure
of infrasonic arrivals from repeated sources even if the time interval among them is
insignificant. This is supported by the experimental results given in Figs. 16.3–16.6.
The extent to which the variability of infrasonic arrivals from repeated sources
(sources having the same parameters) is affected by IGWs and other types of waves
depends apparently on the form of the average effective sound speed profile.
Let us conditionally differentiate four types of the ceff(z) profiles with different
shapes and amplitudes of the maximum effective sound speed (Figs. 16.5, 16.7 and
16.8): (1) the value of the ceff(z) maximum significantly exceeds the surface values
of ceff(z = 0), and this maximum is extended along the height z (the lower black
maximum in Fig. 16.5); (2) the same, but this maximum is narrow (the profile in
Fig. 16.8); (3) the value of the ceff(z) maximum slightly exceeds either the surface
values of ceff(z = 0) or the values of the maxima located below, if the stratification
profile has a few extrema of ceff(z) (the upper black maximum of the ceff(z) profile
in Fig. 16.5); and (4) the maximum values of ceff(z) are smaller than the surface
values of ceff(z = 0) (Fig. 16.7).
Different types of infrasonic signals (from explosions) observed in the experiments
correspond to different types of ceff(z) profiles. A stable recording of infrasonic
signals consisting of both localized and oscillating components is characteristic of
the type 1 profile (the ceff(z) maximum is well pronounced, and its changes do not
violate the condition ceff(z) > ceff(0); therefore, the localized component is stably
recorded). At the same time, due to an increase/decrease of the ray turning height
under the influence of IGWs or due to the transport of coherent structures by wind
in the temperature and wind fields, the case may occur when these heights are in
the vicinity of a local minimum of the acoustic refractive index squared (Fig. 16.9).
In this case, the phenomenon of penetration becomes significant, and the coefficients of the total and partial reflections may take comparable values. This results
in an equalization of the amplitudes of different components of a signal. In
Figs. 16.5 and 16.6, the arrivals I1–2 correspond to the type 1 profile. For the type 2
profile, a recorded signal has a similar structure (Fig. 16.8), but the amplitude of
the pulsed component of arrival significantly exceeds that of the oscillating component (since partial reflection is effective only in a rather narrow region in the vicinity
of the ceff(z) maximum, the duration of the oscillating component is shorter than that
in the previous case for the type 1 profile). For the type 3 profile, due to the effect
of IGWs or the transport of coherent structures, the ray turning condition
ceff(z) > ceff(z = 0) may be violated; therefore, the recorded signal is unstable (the
third arrivals I3 in Figs. 16.5–16.6). In the case of the type 4 profile, the pulsed
component of a signal is absent, because the total reflection condition ceff(z) > ceff(z = 0)
is not fulfilled. Only the oscillating component corresponding to partial reflection/
scattering of infrasonic waves by coherent inhomogeneous structures of the acoustic refractive index in the strato-mesosphere is recorded (Fig. 16.7). This signal is
very long and stable. In this case, the region of small grazing angles (i.e., relatively
high values of the reflection coefficient V) is rather extensive in height because of
a wide ceff(z) maximum.
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16.4 Partial Reflection of Infrasonic Pulses from Anisotropic
Inhomogeneities in the Middle Atmosphere
As noted above, in the audibility zone, acoustic arrivals are a combination of both
the localized (I) and oscillating (P) components. Only the oscillating components
(P) are usually recorded in the geometric shadow region. Nevertheless, in parallel
with the oscillating infrasonic arrivals (P), signals having the form of localized
pulsed components (I) usually observed only in the audibility zone may be recorded
even in the geometric shadow zone. This is suggested by the results of our experiments carried out in different seasons (Bush et al. 1997; Kulichkov and Bush 2001).
According to ray-path calculations, the reflection altitudes for the indicated types
of infrasonic signals are within the mesosphere (z > 50 km).
Fig. 16.10 gives the most illustrative example of such a localized mesospheric
arrival Im, recorded in late fall within the geometric shadow region at a distance of
200 km to the west of a surface explosion equivalent to 260 tons of TNT (Kulichkov
et al. 2002). Fig. 16.10 also shows the thermospheric arrival It (whose U-wave
form is typical of the localized pulsed acoustic arrivals observed in the audibility
zone) and the vertical profile of the effective sound speed ceff(z) (adiabatic sound
speed plus wind velocity in the direction of sound wave propagation) estimated
using data obtained from the rocket sounding of the atmosphere during the periods
closest to those during which the experiments were conducted. The difference
between the values of the effective sound speed at the ground surface (c(0) = 326 m/s)
and the corresponding values for the stratosphere and mesosphere exceeded 70 m/s
(see Fig. 16.10), which excluded the possibility of a ray turning toward the ground
surface at these altitudes. It follows from the calculations that the time of Im appearing

Fig. 16.10 Acoustic signals recorded at a distance of 200 km (mesospheric and thermospheric
arrivals) to the west of the explosion equivalent to 260 tons of TNT implemented on November
28, 1981 (on the right); the effective sound-speed profile (on the left); and ctr is the mean horizontal propagation speed
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corresponds to the reflection of infrasonic waves from the inhomogeneities at an
altitude (zref) of about 60 km. For the thermospheric signal It, the ray turning altitude
is estimated at zref ~ 115 km (in this case, the reflection coefficient is equal to unity).
This previously unstudied, localized type of infrasonic arrival Im in the geometric
shadow region was observed in the experiments carried out in 1989–1990. In this
case, the measurements in the acoustic shadow region were taken at a distance of
300 km to the north of the surface explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT.
Some results are given in Figs. 16.2 and 16.11. Figure 16.11 shows the infrasonic
signals recorded from three explosions implemented at a 20-min interval in 1989.
The presence of both the quasi-periodic (Psm) and localized (Im) signal components
is seen. The effective sound-speed profile and some ray paths for the 1990
experiments are shown in Fig. 16.12 (Kulichkov et al. 2002). For grazing angles a
smaller than 10°, acoustic signals propagate in the acoustic waveguide formed by
wind inversion in the lower troposphere (Lamb wave – L in Fig. 16.2). It is seen from
Fig. 16.12 that the effective sound-speed values for the stratosphere and mesosphere
are smaller than those for the ground surface. Because of this, for both stratospheric
and mesospheric infrasonic signals, the geometric shadow zone is formed on the
ground surface. In this case, stratospheric and mesospheric acoustic arrivals
(observed in the geometric shadow region) from surface explosions are formed
under partial sound reflection from coherent locally stratified inhomogeneities of the
acoustic refractive index in the upper stratosphere-lower mesosphere (Bush et al.
1997). The dashed lines in Fig. 16.12 correspond to the supposed ray paths. A
thermospheric signal is formed at refractive (according to Snell’s law) ray turning in
the thermosphere. The long-term oscillating infrasonic signals Psm were observed in
the shadow region in all the experiments and in all seasons (Kulichkov 1998, 2004;
Bush et al. 1997; Kulichkov and Bush 2001), which suggest the constant presence
of long-lived inhomogeneous structures that have a significant reflectivity (for
example, a stably large value of the vertical gradient of the effective sound speed)
and occupy a rather extensive altitude region in the stratosphere and mesosphere.

Fig. 16.11 Infrasonic signals recorded at a distance of 300 km to the north of the explosions
equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented on October 14, 1989; Psm and Im denote the oscillating and pulsed mesospheric arrivals, respectively
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Fig. 16.12 Examples of ray paths for the experiments carried out on October 20, 1990. The dashed
lines correspond to the supposed paths under the partial reflection of acoustic signals from locally
layered inhomogeneities in the stratomesosphere. The effective sound-speed profile is on the left

Fig. 16.13 Localized (pulsed Im) infrasonic signals recorded in the geometric shadow zone at a
distance of 300 km from the explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT implemented on
October 20, 1990

An example of the localized infrasonic arrivals Im recorded during a set of
experiments is shown in Fig. 16.13. In this case, the explosions were implemented
at intervals of 15-min. It is seen that such arrivals are observed during the whole set
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of the experiments for more than 4 h, which suggests the occurrence of localized
reflecting layers in the mesosphere during a time period longer than 4 h. Variations
in the form of acoustic arrivals are also seen, though their localized pulsed structure
is conserved. Variations in the form of the signals shown in Fig. 16.13 apparently
suggest the evolution of the reflecting layers due to the effect of IGVs and tides
(Kulichkov and Bush 2001).
Let us assume that the occurrence of the localized infrasonic arrivals Im in the
shadow zone is determined by the presence (in the middle mesosphere) of a thin
localized layer (or a system of such layers) with a high value of the vertical gradient
of the effective sound speed. Such a localization may be due to the occurrence (in
the mesosphere) of the so-called wind-corner layers, within which a rapid change
is noted in wind direction with altitude (Yu and Kravtsov 1965; Kulichkov 1989;
von Zahn and Widdel 1985).
The occurrence of wind-corner layers in the mesosphere was first noted in analyzing rocket sounding data (von Zahn and Widdel 1985). The authors of von Zahn
and Widdel (1985) defined the wind corner as a thin layer (less than 1 km in depth)
within which the wind direction may change with a gradient more than 50°/1 km
(compared to the mean value of the indicated gradient of no more than 10°/1 km).
In the center of this layer, the values of the horizontal wind velocity have their local
minimum. In Hooper and Thomas (1997), the same authors made a more detailed
analysis of the wind-corner data obtained from rocket measurements, which
allowed them to assume that (1) the frequency of occurrence of wind corners is
approximately the same in summer and winter; moreover, a strong wind corner was
noted in each third rocket measurement; (2) wind corners may occur at any time of
day; (3) wind-corner layers were observed at altitudes below the mesopause
(z ~ 80 km) in winter and above the mesopause in summer; several wind-corner
layers may occur within an altitude interval of about 5 km in summer and 3–3.5 km
in winter; (4) characteristic of a strong wind corner is that, in summer, wind tends
to change its north direction to westward, and in winter, the wind direction is
reversed; and (5) at altitudes below 90 km, the wind corners tend to form within or
close to the layer in which the Richardson number Ri < 1/4 (where Ri = N2/(du/dz)2;
N2 = {g(dρ/dz) + g2/c2}-Brunt-Väisälä frequency, r – atmospheric density, u – wind
velocity, z – height, c – sound velocity. When Ri is small (typically considered
below 1/4), then velocity shear is considered sufficient to overcome the tendency of
a stratified fluid to remain stratified, and some mixing will generally occur. When
Ri is large, turbulent mixing across the stratification is generally suppressed).
The wind-corner layers were observed during radar sounding of the middle
atmosphere. According to Hooper and Thomas (1997), the values of the vertical
wind-velocity gradients may reach about 100 m s−1/ km within these layers. Very
high values of the vertical wind-velocity gradients in the wind-corner layers were
also noted by Collins et al. (1992), who, with the aid of the EISCAT 224-MHz radar
measurements taken in March 1990, revealed the occurrence (at an altitude of about
68 km) of a thin layer whose vertical dimension was noticeably smaller than 1 km,
and within which the meridional wind rapidly changed its direction, so that the
value of its projection along the northward direction changed to 38 m/s.
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Infrasonic waves from localized (in altitude) coherent locally stratified
inhomogeneities, having significant horizontal dimensions and such high values
of the vertical wind-velocity gradients, may have coefficient of partial reflection
values sufficient for the corresponding signals to be recorded at the ground surface.
These signals will have the form of localized pulses (Kulichkov 2003).
To estimate the coefficient of partial reflection of infrasonic signals from inhomogeneous structures in the mesosphere, let us use the recorded data on infrasonic
arrivals from an explosion (see Fig. 16.2). According to the acoustic “momentum”
conservation law, which has been experimentally substantiated for the case of
LRSP in the atmosphere (Gostev et al. 1989), the “momentum” I (equal to the
product of the wave profile area ∫ p dt in the coordinates p (pressure) and t (time)
and the distance r to the source) takes the same (to within the ray focusing factor)
values for the acoustic signals corresponding to all the types of ray paths. Taking
into account the fact that the reflection coefficient for a thermospheric arrival is
equal to unity (because this arrival is formed at ray turning in the thermosphere –
the case of total reflection) and comparing between the “momentum” I values for
the thermospheric It and mesospheric Im infrasonic arrivals, one can roughly estimate the coefficient of partial reflection Vm of mesospheric signals from mesospheric inhomogeneities. For the localized mesospheric arrival Im in Fig. 16.2, we
have Vm ~ Im/It ~ 0.25. In obtaining this relation, we neglected the insignificant differences in the sound ray focusing factors for the thermospheric and mesospheric
acoustic arrivals in Fig. 16.2. According to the experimental data, the mean horizontal mesospheric arrival speed с = r/T (r is the distance between the source and
the receiver, and T is the time of propagation) is approximately equal to 0.275 km/s.
According to the calculations of the ray paths shown in Fig. 16.4, such values of
с = r/T correspond to reflection altitudes of 74–75 km. The ray incidence angle a0
for the indicated altitudes is approximately equal to 56°. Here, it should be noted
that the resulting estimates are conventional because significant errors in the measurements taken at the mesospheric altitudes are characteristic of any data obtained
by rocket (or other) sounding of the atmosphere. Moreover, the data presented in
Fig. 16.12 were obtained during the time closest to (but not within) the observation
period. This leads to errors in the ray-path calculations. It follows from Fig. 16.2
(see also Fig. 16.13) that the mesospheric arrival Im under consideration, unlike the
earlier arrivals Psm, is localized, which suggests the reflection from a rather thin
layer. Below, we shall obtain rough estimates of the vertical scale of this layer and
the vertical gradients of the effective sound speed, which may correspond to the
observed coefficients of the partial reflection of infrasonic waves from a localized
mesospheric heterogeneity (Vm ~ 0.25).
Let us consider the case of the partial reflection of infrasonic waves from an
Epstein symmetric layer (Fig. 16.14), which is most appropriate (in our opinion) for
the description of the wind-corner layer, when, in its center, the horizontal wind
velocity takes on minimum values. Note that the models of the wind velocity profile
in the form of Epstein layers are widely used in oceanic acoustics in studying the
penetration of acoustic signals into the geometric shadow region (Gostev et al.
1989; Gostev and Shvachko 1998).
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Fig. 16.14 Epstein symmetric layer (Rottger 1987). X-axis:
(1−n2)/M. Y-axis: bz/4p
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The acoustic refractive index n(z) = c0/c(z) (hereafter, by the sound speed c(z) we
mean its effective values ceff(z)) as a function of some conventional altitude z in the
Epstein symmetric layer has the form

(

n 2 ( z ) = 1 − 4 M × e mz 1 + e mz

)

−2

,

(16.2)

where m ≡ 4p/Sl0, S is the wave layer depth, l0 is the length of the wave incident on the
layer, M = 1 – n12; n12 = [c0/c1]2; c1 is the sound speed in the center of the layer (z = 0).
The coefficient of the partial reflection V of acoustic waves from the Epstein
symmetric layer at M < 0 (we consider the case of reflection from the layer in
whose center the refractive index takes its maximum values, and the effective sound
speed is minimum) is written as (Kulichkov et al. 2002)
V 2 = cos2 πd2 / {cos2 πd2 ch 2 (πS cos a 0 ) + sin 2 πd2 sh 2 ( πS cos a 0 )},

(16.3)

where d2 = 0.5(1 − 4S2M)1/2; and a0 is the angle of wave incidence on the layer.
Assuming that at a (presumed) reflection altitude of 74–75 km, the effective sound
speed c0, the wavelength l0, and the angle of incidence a0 are roughly equal to
0.288 km/s, 1.44 km, and 56°, respectively, we can estimate the conventional range
of variations in the wave layer thickness S and the acoustic refractive index (within
this layer) squared M. We have S = 1.15 at M = −0.4 and S = 0.7 at M = −0.3. With a
decrease in S, the absolute values of M also decrease, while the partial reflection
coefficients remain unchanged. We shall estimate the range of variation in the
reflecting layer depth h = 2l from the relation l ~ 0.4 × l0 × S. As follows from (16.2)
(see also Fig. 16.14), at such values of l, the acoustic refractive index n (± l) at the
layer boundaries differs from n0 = 1 by only 0.5%. We shall estimate the vertical
effective sound-speed gradient ∂c/dz at ∂c/dz ~ Dc/l, where Dc is the variation of the
effective sound speed in the layer, which corresponds to the values obtained for M.
As a result, we shall obtain the range of variations in the vertical gradients of the
effective sound speed and the depth of the Epstein symmetric layer for the experimental value of the coefficient of partial reflection (Vm ~ 0.25) of acoustic signals
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from the inhomogeneous layer at an altitude of 74–75 km. We have ∂c/dz ~ 66
(m/s)/km if h = 2l = 1.324 km and ∂c/dz ~ 87 (m/s)/km if h = 2l = 0.8 km. The variations in the vertical gradients of the effective sound speed and layer depths, which
are necessary to obtain the values of the partial reflection coefficient Vm ~ 0.25, are
within the range 66 < ∂c/dz < 87 (m/s)/km under the corresponding changes
1.324 > h > 0.8 km (with a decrease of h, the necessary values of the vertical effective
sound-speed gradient ∂c/dz increase). The calculations performed for other types
of Epstein layers and also for a bilinear profile of the acoustic refractive index
squared yield ∂c/dz and h values, which, in the order of magnitude, correspond to
those given above. The results obtained are in agreement with the data obtained
from rocket and radar measurements of the vertical gradients of wind velocity and
wind-corner layer depths (von Zahn and Widdel 1985; Turner 1973; Hooper and
Thomas 1997).
The temporal variability of infrasonic signals scattered from the fine-layered
structure of the middle atmosphere and observed in shadow zone was studied in
Kulichkov (2004). The values of the coefficients of partial reflection (V) of infrasonic
waves by inhomogeneous structures in the middle atmosphere are given in Fig. 16.15a.
The maximum values of the coefficients V for infrasonic arrivals recorded in the
geometric shadow region were observed in July. Figure 16.15b shows the radar data
used to estimate the zonal (in the radar beam direction) wind velocity component
variance, due to the effect of IGWs within the range of periods between 5 min and
2 h in the height region between 65 and 85 km (Murayama et al. 1992). Here, the
IGW intensity in the mesosphere has its local maximum in July as well.

16.5 On the Potential for Studying Anisotropic Turbulence
in the Atmosphere Using the Acoustic Sounding Method
It is known that atmospheric turbulence significantly affects the amplitudes and
phases of acoustic signals at long distances from explosions. Therefore, one can
assume that the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence can be determined by
using the reciprocity relation between these characteristics and the values of the
amplitude and phase distortions of acoustic signals propagating in the turbulent
atmosphere. An example of the influence of atmospheric turbulence on errors in
determining the azimuth and grazing angle of sound rays for infrasonic signals
propagating in a stratospheric acoustic waveguide is shown in Figs. 16.16a, b.
The effect of turbulent inhomogeneities on the characteristics of acoustic signals
was studied earlier in the approximation of the theory of local homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence. The first studies in this area were conducted by Krasil’nikov
(1945) in the 1940s. The well-known studies by Tatarskii (1971) and others are also
devoted to this problem.
The effects of mesoscale anisotropic inhomogeneous structures of temperature
and wind velocity (with horizontal sizes of 100 m to 2–3 km and a lifetime of
1–30 min) on the characteristics of pulsed acoustic signals propagating in the
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Fig. 16.15 Coefficient (W) of partial reflection of infrasonic signals from fine-layered structure of
the middle atmosphere obtained in different seasons (Bush et al. 1997) (a). Error bars correspond
to variations of the coefficient W in different experiments. The variance (V/2) of zonal radial wind
velocities in the altitude regions of 65–85 km averaged for periods of 5 min–2 h and observed in
different seasons and years (circle – 1986; circle with dot – 1987; astericks – 1988) (b)

troposphere and stratosphere over long distances from their sources remain insufficiently studied. Some aspects of the theory of the effect of anisotropic turbulence
on the characteristics of acoustic signals are considered in Ostashev et al. (2005)
without relation to real experimental data.
The relation between observed fluctuations in the parameters of acoustic signals
(t is the signal duration, q is the azimuth, and a is the grazing angle) and the characteristics of anisotropic turbulence in the troposphere was analyzed on the basis of
the results obtained in Chunchuzov (2002), where the spectra of anisotropic fluctuations in (temperature) density and wind velocity were studied.
In our experiments (Chunchuzov et al. 2005), the angles of acoustic signal
arrivals were measured with the aid of a conventional scheme of sound recording
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Fig. 16.16 Fluctuations in the (a) azimuths and (b) grazing angles of infrasonic signals (in the
frequency range 0.5–1.3 Hz) recorded at a distance of about 300 km from the point of setting off
surface explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT in different years (thin curves). The mean
grazing angle (thick curve). X-axis: acoustic frequency in Hz

by a system of three receiving microphones (Fig. 16.17). Errors in measuring the
azimuth (q) and grazing angle (the a angle of tilting of the sound ray about the
horizon) are due mainly to the fluctuations dDt2 and dDt1 in the time delays of
signal-front arrivals Dt2 and Dt1, about their mean values <〈Dt2> and <Dt1>. With
consideration for the form of the three-dimensional spectra of fluctuations in the
horizontal (x) projection of wind velocity and vertical displacements, it is possible
to obtain the following expression for the variance of travel-time fluctuations
dt2(x1)〉, which are caused by anisotropic inhomogeneities within the range of
〈
small vertical scales:
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Fig. 16.17 Conventional scheme of location of acoustic
microphones 1–3. Arrow corresponds to wave front
propagation. The axis X is directed to the north
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where (16.4) is obtained for a waveguide ray with a small vertical angle a¹0, and
with the radius of ray-path curvature R0 = |z¢¢(x0)|−1 at the turning point with the
coordinates (x0, z(x0)), and where (16.5) is obtained for the case of an almost horizontal
ray a » 0, grazing along the land surface to the receiver located at the distance r from
the source. The radius of curvature can be determined from the following formula:
R0 = z ''(x 0 )

−1

= d(t ga )/dx )−1

x = x0

.

(16.6)

In (16.4) and (16.5), m T 2 = dc 2 (x, t ) / c0 2 and ms 2 = vx 2 / c0 2
denote the contributions made by the relative fluctuations in temperature (or sound
speed) and wind-velocity projection, respectively, to the variance of fluctuations in
the acoustic refractive index, and r is the horizontal distance from the source to the
receiver. The brackets |…|x = x0 in (16.6) imply that the expression inside them is
taken at the point of ray turning.
The constants g and b in (16.4) and (16.5) are the proportionality coefficients in
the laws of decrease (~kz−3) for the vertical spectra of horizontal wind-velocity and
temperature inhomogeneities with an increase in the vertical wave number kz. Their
numerical values are in the range between 0.1 and 0.3 (Chunchuzov et al. 2005).
The theoretically predicted range of vertical scales in which the vertical spectra
of anisotropic inhomogeneities of wind-velocity and temperature decrease according to the law k−3 is determined by the interval m* < kz < mM, where m* is the characteristic vertical wave number above which the nonlinearity forms a spectral tail
with the law of decrease kz, and mM = m* exp(b−1) is the critical wave number, above
which the spectral tail becomes unstable.
Note that the relation 2<〈vx〉2> = N12nv 2 (where nv is the variance of the medium’s
vertical displacements caused by IGWs) is valid for the field of internal waves;
therefore, both of the contributions to the refractive index can be expressed through
<vх2> (Kulichkov et al. 2008):
〈
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< m T2 >= ( N12 vv /g )2 /4 ≈ ( N12 < vx2 > /2g 2 , < ms 2 >=
N12 vv

2

/ c02 = < vx2 > / c0 2 .

Thus, for waveguide rays, the value of <dt〉2> increases as the variance of fluctuations
in wind velocity in the vicinity of the point of ray turning and the characteristic
vertical scale 2p/m* increase. It is the critical wave number mM that determines the
minimum vertical scale 2p/m* on which the spectral components become unstable.
It is assumed that, on the one hand, if kz ³ mM (kz – vertical wave number) turbulence
is generated owing to wave-field breaking in certain spatial regions where wave
instability occurs. On the other hand, the generated turbulence leads to a turbulent
diffusion of the wave components of the spectrum with k3 < mM, thereby stabilizing
the increase in the gradients of the wave field because of its nonlinearity.
From measurements of <dt〉2> at different distances from the source, we obtain
data on the root mean square values of wind-velocity projection (<vx2>)1/2 at different
heights of ray turning and, hence, on the vertical gradient of this quantity. For typical fluctuations in wind velocity and under the conditions of a stably stratified
ABL, for the mean square of fluctuations in signal travel time <dt〉2> in the lower
troposphere at a distance of 2.5 km from the source, it can be found that

( dt )
2

1/ 2

= 4.5 × 10 −3 sec.

(16.7)

In order to calculate (16.7), we used the following parameter values characteristic
of the lower atmosphere:
R0 ~ 35 km; <ms〉2 =〈 vх2>/c02»(0.6/340)2 = 3.1 × 10−6; the root mean square
wind velocity (〈<vх2>)1/2 − 0.6 m/s; the Brunt Väisälä frequency N1 = 0.025 rad/s;
<〈mT2> = 0.0252 × 0.62/19.62 = 5.9 × 10−7; the characteristic vertical wave number
for tropospheric anisotropic inhomogeneities m* = N1/(〈<2vх2>)1/2 » 0.03 rad/m,
which corresponds to the vertical scale 2p/m* » 210 m; and the numerical value
of the coefficient b ~0.22.
The values obtained for (<dt〉2>)1/2 are in good agreement with the root mean
square fluctuations in signal travel time, which were obtained experimentally at a
distance of 2.5 km under the conditions of a stably stratified ABL (Chunchuzov
et al. 2005; Kulichkov et al. 2008). Figure 16.16a shows some example of fluctuations in the azimuths of acoustic signals.
To estimate fluctuations in the azimuth of signal arrival q, we obtained the following
expression:
 (dq )2 



1/ 2

/ q ≈ 2  (d∆t2 )2 

1/ 2

/ ∆t2 ,

(16.8)

where Dt2 is the delay time between signals on the remote microphones of the
receiving system. A theoretical estimate of the root mean square error in measuring
the signal time delay between the receivers yields [〈(<dDt2)〉2>]1/2 = [Dt(0,
Dy0)]1/2 » 0.6×10−3 s, which does not exceed the accuracy of measurements of time
delays (1 m s). Here, Dt(0, Dy0) denotes the horizontal structure function of fluctuations in signal travel time for two receivers located at the distance Dy0 from each
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other in the direction transverse to the direction of sound-wave propagation.
In our experiments, the mean azimuth 〈<q>〉 of signal arrival at a distance of 2.5 km
was (−15)°, and the mean delay between the moments of signal arrival was
|〈Dt2〉| = 0.0228 s (at a sound speed of 340 m/s in the vicinity of the land surface).
In this case, we have the relative error [〈(<dDt2)〉2>]1/2/|<〈Dt2>|=0.026; therefore, the
root mean square value of fluctuations in the azimuth of signal arrival is [(<dq
)〉2>]1/2 » 1°, which corresponds to the experimental data given in Fig. 16.16a.
The fluctuations da in the grazing angles a of acoustic signals were estimated
in a similar way:

( da )
2

1/ 2

(

≈ (c0 / x1 ) d∆t12

)

1/ 2

/ sin(a ) .

(16.9)

It follows from (16.9) that the error (<da〉2>)1/2 increases with a decrease of the angle
a therefore, a correct determination of the small angles a, whose values are comparable to the very error in their determination, becomes almost impossible. For the
experiments carried out on August 9, 2004, it is found that (<da2>)1/2 » 0.11 rad
(»6.5°), which is in agreement with the experimental data (Kulichkov et al. 2008).
In order to calculate fluctuations in the azimuths and grazing angles of acoustic
signals propagating in a stratospheric acoustic waveguide at a distance of several
hundreds of kilometers from their sources, we will use the following values for the
characteristic parameters of anisotropic fluctuations in wind velocity at the stratospheric altitudes of acoustic-ray turning (35–40 km): s = (〈vх2〉)1/2 = 5 m/s is the root
mean square value of wind-velocity fluctuations; m* = N/(21/2s) = 0.02 rad/s/ (21/2
5 m/s) = 0.0035 rad/m; L = 2p/ m* ~ 1,800 m is the outer vertical scale of the fluctuations; e0 = 0.0065 is the squared ratio between the vertical and horizontal scales
of inhomogeneities (for the stratosphere, this ratio is in the range 0.0001–0.001);
Dy = 300 m is the distance between the receiving microphones; and 〈<dt〉2 >= 0.078 s2
is the mean square of fluctuations in the travel time of a stratospheric arrival at the
horizontal distance r = 300 km from the source.
In this case, Dt(0, Dy0) » 6 <dt〉2> (e0m*2Dy2) » 3.35×10 −3 s2; therefore, at a
typical signal delay |<〈Dt2>| ~ 0.9 s between the receiving microphones, we obtain:
 (d∆t2 )2 



1/ 2

= [ Dt (0, ∆y0 )]1/ 2 ≈ 0.058,  (d∆t2 )2 

1/ 2

/ ∆t2 ≈ 0.06,

and, thus, the root mean square value of fluctuations in the azimuth of signal arrival is
 (dq )2 



1/ 2

≈ 80.

(16.10)

For the root mean square values of fluctuations in the grazing angle a at its mean
a 〉 = 35°, we obtain the following estimate:

〈

( da )
2

1/ 2

(

≈ (c0 / x1 ) d∆t12

)

1/ 2

/ < sin(a ) > = (2.27)(0.057) / (0.57)
~ 0.227(~ 130 ).

(16.11)
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The above theoretical estimates of the root mean square fluctuations in the azimuths
and grazing angles of acoustic signals propagating in a stratospheric acoustic waveguide are in good agreement with the averaged experimental data (Figs. 16.16a, b)
obtained for infrasonic signals recorded at a distance of about 300 km from the site
of series of surface explosions equivalent to 20–70 tons of TNT.

16.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, let us note the main prospects for using infrasonic waves in sounding
the middle and upper atmospheres within the height range 20–150 km.
The available methods for long-range sounding of the middle atmosphere with
the aid of radars, lidars, and especially with the use of satellites, make it possible
to obtain sufficiently reliable data on the vertical profiles of air temperature and
wind velocity for the whole globe. However, the methods based on the use of electromagnetic waves within both radio and optical ranges applied to the problems of
atmospheric sounding have significant physical limitations (weak turbulence and
insignificant electronic concentration) within the height interval of the upper mesosphere to the lower and middle thermosphere (70–150 km). For infrasonic waves
within the indicated height region of the atmosphere, such limitations are absent.
The acoustic method is not only complimentary to the rocket, radiophysical, and
optical methods of investigating the atmosphere, but has a number of advantages.
This method does not require the development and maintenance of any expensive
equipment and complex infrastructure. Different natural (oceanic storms, lightning
strikes, volcanic eruptions, etc.) and man-caused (research and industrial explosions) phenomena can be used as sound sources. A new promising direction in the
development of the acoustic method of atmospheric sounding is the use of infrasonic waves to study the fine inhomogeneous structure of the middle atmosphere
and the thermosphere within the vertical scales 10–100 m.
The advantage of the acoustic method, as compared to the optical and radio
methods, is that the amplitude and frequency characteristics of recorded signals
depend simply on the characteristics of atmospheric inhomogeneities (vertical airtemperature and wind-velocity gradients and atmospheric-layer thicknesses). To
determine these parameters, no energetic summation of sounding signals reflected
from atmospheric inhomogeneities is required as in the radiophysical and optical
methods. In these methods, the averaging-layer thicknesses reach a few tens of
meters, which naturally results in errors in measuring the vertical gradients of air
temperature and wind velocity.
In recent years, this problem has become especially urgent in relation to the
establishment of a continuously operating network consisting of 60 infrasonic
stations uniformly distributed over the globe and used for the infrasonic method of
monitoring the observance of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. By now,
using this network, infrasonic signals from a few million different events have
been recorded.
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The results obtained using the international infrasonic monitoring network
provide reason for further development of the acoustic method for long-range
sounding of the fine inhomogeneous structure of the atmosphere.
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Chapter 17

Numerical Methods to Model Infrasonic
Propagation Through Realistic Specifications
of the Atmosphere
David Norris, Robert Gibson, and Kevin Bongiovanni

17.1 Introduction
Infrasound stations around the world continuously record a wealth of man-made
and natural infrasonic signals (Brachet et al. 2010; Campus and Christie 2010). To
discriminate between the various signals, researchers and analysts need insight into
the physical processes that affect the observations. Atmospheric and propagation
modeling has proven to be extremely useful in supporting this need because it can
be applied to predict signal characteristics, localize source regions, and infer properties of the source itself (Bass et al. 2006).
This chapter provides a review of numerical methods for prediction of infrasonic
signal characteristics. As mentioned above, effective infrasound modeling requires
specifying the state of the atmosphere and capturing the relevant physics that affect
the propagating signal. Our intention is to provide an overview of the progress that
has been accomplished to date, complete with references that may be consulted by
the interested reader who seeks more details. In general, theoretical derivations and
model equations are avoided in place of a more descriptive review. The focus is on
the propagating infrasonic wavefront subsequent to generation by a given source.
Specific source types and mechanisms are beyond the scope of this review.
The chapter begins by reviewing the key relevant physical processes and how
they are resolved numerically. They are grouped into the areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean state of the atmosphere
Fine-scale structure of the atmosphere
Sound speed and moving medium
Refraction
Diffraction
Absorption and dispersion
Terrain
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The chapter concludes by addressing separately three specific topics of interest:
• Full-wave modeling
• Nonlinear effects
• Spectral methods
For each topic area, the approaches developed to model it are reviewed. The advantages
and disadvantages are discussed, and examples are provided where possible.

17.2 Mean State of the Atmosphere
Infrasound propagating in the atmosphere is primarily affected by temperature and
horizontal wind, and secondarily by density, average molecular weight, specific
heat ratio, and air composition. Temperature establishes the static sound speed. Two
components are required to describe horizontal wind: a zonal component (parallel
to the equator), and a meridional component (along a meridian). Horizontal wind
can be added to the static sound speed in a given direction to define an effective
sound speed. The presence of wind also creates a moving medium through which
the sound propagates via advection. Molecular weight and specific heat ratio, like
temperature, affect the static sound speed, though to a smaller degree. Air composition, including the presence of water (humidity), determines in part the sound
absorption levels, and thus, influences attenuation.
The existence of multiple atmospheric layers and large spatial and temporal
variability in the atmospheric temperature, wind speed, and wind direction results
in a complex and dynamic infrasound propagation environment. Characterizations
of temperature and wind are required in the lower, middle, and upper atmosphere
in order to predict long-range infrasound propagation paths. In assessing atmospheric characterizations to determine a suitable estimate of the environmental
conditions that affect infrasound propagation, one must consider factors including
breadth of coverage (latitude, longitude, and altitude), temporal resolution (on
annual, seasonal, and diurnal time scales), and spatial resolution.
Climatological models have been used to characterize atmospheric profiles
since the earliest days of infrasound propagation modeling. Climatological
models predict mean environmental profiles, typically as a function of latitude
and longitude, based on assimilation of many years of observed data. In the
simplest implementation, a single set of profiles (a temperature profile, a zonal
wind profile, and a meridional wind profile) is used to characterize the atmospheric propagation environment over an entire infrasound propagation path.
Climatological models that are based solely on historical data do not capture
fine-scale temporal and spatial atmospheric structure. However, climatology
remains an essential element of estimating the propagation environment, particularly in the mesosphere and thermosphere, where observational data are
sparse.
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The climatological models that have been most widely employed in recent years
are the following:
• Horizontal wind model (HWM) (Hedin et al. 1996)
• Extended mass spectrometer – incoherent scatter radar (MSISE) model (Picone
et al. 2002)
HWM provides zonal and meridional wind components, and MSISE provides
temperature, density, and atmospheric composition. These empirical atmospheric
models have global coverage from the ground into the thermosphere and capture
dominant seasonal and diurnal atmospheric variability. HWM and MSISE include
characterization of the effects of variations in solar flux and geomagnetic disturbances from solar activity, which influence temperature and winds above 100 km.
Because the models define temperature and wind values at all latitudes, longitudes,
and altitudes, they are well-suited for defining a range-dependent environment that
can be used over a long propagation path.
As an example of climatological model output, Fig. 17.1 shows a set of temperature
profiles from MSISE at a series of locations along a meridian. In Fig. 17.2, an
image of the magnitude of the zonal wind from HWM is shown, as a function of
day of year, above a fixed location in the continental U.S. Note the seasonal dependence of stratospheric wind direction; the large variation in stratospheric wind over
the annual cycle has a significant effect on the presence or absence of a stratospheric
duct for infrasound propagation.
MSIS-90: Temperature (K), Yr: 1999, Day: 1, GMT: 12:00
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Fig. 17.1 Profiles of MSISE temperature along a profile from the equator to the North Pole
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HWM-93: Zonal Wind, +E (m/s), Yr: 1999, GMT: 12:00
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Fig. 17.2 Variation in zonal wind with time of year over continental U.S. Note the strong seasonal
shift corresponding to westward winds in the summer and eastward in winter

Global climatological models such as HWM and MSISE that are based solely
on historical data do not capture fine-scale temporal and spatial atmospheric structure.
The strong relationship between infrasound propagation and atmospheric variability has been known since at least the early 1970s. Donn and Rind (1971) identified
several unexpected periods of strong infrasound from otherwise relatively steady
microbarom sources, and these periods were found to coincide with abnormal
stratospheric warming events that were not predicted by climatology (Garce’s etal.
2010; Hetzer et al. 2010). Since that time, significant progress has been made in the
understanding of infrasound propagation and atmospheric effects, and improved
modeling tools are now available for predicting infrasonic propagation through the
variable atmosphere.
Supplementing climatological models with updated atmospheric characterizations,
for example, near-real-time observations, can result in an estimate of the environment
that captures more details that are relevant to infrasound. This is particularly true for
propagation paths that dwell primarily in the lower and middle atmosphere, where
updated observational data are more readily available. Updated atmospheric characterizations include raw data such as in situ profiles obtained from radiosondes or
rocketsondes, and assimilated data such as the output from a numerical weather
prediction (NWP) system or synoptic model. However, these updated characterizations
typically do not span all altitudes that are necessary to define the infrasound propagation
environment. Therefore, in previous efforts, spline functions have been applied over
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a transition region to merge in situ profile data or synoptic model output with
climatological model output at higher altitudes.
The use of an in situ profile, e.g., from a radiosonde, can be advantageous when
the sounding coincides with a specific location and event time of interest. However,
the availability of high-quality soundings is typically somewhat sparse across the
globe. Furthermore, the use of a single profile does not allow the definition of a
range-dependent environment.
The current state-of-the-art for integrating the output from operational NWP models
with climatological models is the Naval Research Laboratory Ground to Space (NRLG2S) specification (Drob et al. 2003; Lott and Millet 2010). NRL-G2S is a semiempirical spectral model that defines the global atmosphere and that is widely used
with infrasound propagation models. The G2S atmospheric characterizations from
the surface to approximately 55 km utilize the output of multiple NWP systems and
other relevant global data sets. Above this region, upper atmospheric characterizations are based on the MSISE and HWM climatologies. NRL-G2S employs spherical
and vector spherical harmonics in the data assimilation process to produce a set of
model coefficients for each day and time of interest. Coefficient sets can then be used
to reconstruct fields of each atmospheric state variable as well as spatial derivatives.
The NRL-G2S specification can be used to characterize the entire infrasound
propagation environment in a range-dependent format.
Although global atmospheric models such as NRL-G2S have met with much
success in recent years at defining the infrasound propagation environment, particularly for relatively long propagation paths, they do not capture all spatial and
temporal variability that is important at local and regional scales. Synoptic models
like G2S can capture many important regional features such as stratospheric jets.
However, smaller-scale, lower-altitude structure in the atmosphere that is not predicted
by either climatology or near-real-time global modeling can be relevant, as it can
contribute to phenomena such as tropospheric ducting and scattering of infrasound.
For example, Kulichkov et al. (2000) have presented evidence that environmental
conditions varying over a short time scale can result in anomalous propagation
effects. Specifically, these investigators have attributed a tropospheric class of
infrasonic arrivals, over relatively short range, to the effects of a jet stream at
10–20 km altitude.
Furthermore, terrain elevation is a potentially important issue for infrasound
propagation calculation. The NRL-G2S system references atmospheric specifications
to mean sea level. Variable terrain adds to the complexity of the characterization
of winds near the earth’s surface. Environmental specification issues relative to
terrain that should be considered include: correctly accounting for terrain altitude
above mean sea level when evaluating atmospheric characterizations, and characterizing near-surface winds in the vicinity of rapidly varying terrain such as mountain
ranges and islands. Propagation modeling considerations, discussed later in this
chapter, include consistently modeling ground reflections from terrain features
using physically valid assumptions, and determining spatial length scales that are
appropriate for evaluating terrain elevation and slope at infrasonic frequencies
of interest.
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In order to address research questions related to regional atmospheric effects
and variable terrain elevation, the NRL-G2S system is currently being upgraded
to include operational mesoscale NWP analysis products (Gibson et al. 2006).
These advances are intended to improve the temporal, horizontal, and vertical
resolution in the 0 to 35 km region. Regional atmospheric specifications from
operational weather centers have a high spatiotemporal resolution and accuracy
compared to comprehensive global specifications. This is achieved by focusing
additional efforts on the meteorological observations and atmospheric physics
specific to a given geographic region. The new regional specifications also provide extra information at the surface by utilizing a terrain-following coordinate
system, including high-resolution topography and additional atmospheric boundary layer effects.

17.3 Fine-Scale Structure of the Atmosphere
The atmospheric structure responsible for the propagation of infrasound can change
rapidly. Fine-scale atmospheric structures can be responsible for infrasonic refraction,
advection, and scattering. Global or mesoscale specifications that characterize the
mean state of the atmosphere are unable to resolve all fine-scale stochastic phenomena,
e.g., atmospheric irregularities smaller than the model resolution, fine-scale structures
above 35 km, and gravity wave fluctuations that cannot be deterministically measured
or internally generated by the model. Fine-scale atmospheric structure not characterized by near-real-time atmospheric models such as NRL-G2S has been identified
as a likely source of refraction and scattering effects that may play a significant role
in infrasound propagation.
Acoustic propagation through various types of inhomogeneous media has been
studied (e.g., Ostashev 1997), but fundamental issues have not been thoroughly
investigated or validated for infrasound. Propagation through turbulence in the
ocean and atmosphere has been treated using phase screen methods, which are
computationally efficient but do not incorporate all of the relevant physics. Much
progress has been made in understanding propagation through locally homogeneous and isotropic turbulence in the atmosphere, but many problems still remain
related to the effects of turbulence intermittency and mesoscale anisotropic coherent structures (Kallistratova 2002).
Atmospheric properties vary in both space and time. Coherent spatial variability
is observed at length scales from meters to thousands of kilometers, and temporal
variability occurs over diurnal and seasonal time scales. The variability in wind and
temperature makes modeling infrasound propagation a challenging problem. Since
the environment is dynamic and cannot be measured over the entire region through
which the infrasonic signals propagate, stochastic modeling methods are necessary
to account fully for the environment’s influence on propagation.
The dominant source of variability affecting infrasonic propagation is believed
to result from gravity waves because their spatial scales are of the same order as
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infrasonic wavelengths (Lott and Millet 2010). Gravity waves result from oscillations of air parcels displaced by buoyancy and restored by gravity. The oscillations have time scales ranging from minutes to tens of hours. Vertical length scales
of gravity waves are in the range of 0.1–10 km, and horizontal scales can span from
100 to 10,000 km. The multiscale nature of gravity waves presents a challenge to
quantification of their properties. Owing to the important influences of gravity
waves on the atmosphere’s general circulation, vertical structure, and spatiotemporal variability, gravity wave dynamics are a significant atmospheric science research
topic area. Recent research progress includes a better understanding of gravity wave
source characteristics, evolution with altitude due to changes in wind conditions,
and atmospheric stability (e.g., Fritts and Alexander 2003). The development of
high-fidelity physically-based gravity wave parameterizations is an active research
area (Gibson et al. 2008).
A significant body of research has been carried out to define the spectral character
of gravity waves. The spectral model of Gardner (1995, 1993) has been investigated
for applicability to atmospheric specification for infrasound propagation (Norris
and Gibson 2002). Gardner’s model is based on scale-independent diffusive filtering
theory. A source spectrum is defined near the ground. As the spectrum is propagated up in height, attenuation is modeled by introduction of diffusive damping. The
key spectral properties are increase in energy with height, shift toward larger
length scales with height, and attenuation of smaller length scales with height.
Wind perturbations due to gravity waves can be modeled in the spectral domain
(Norris and Gibson 2002). Both height and range-dependent gravity wave dependencies are modeled. The spectral model can be used to generate multiple realizations
of the perturbed environment, and propagation can be evaluated through the sum of
mean and perturbed profiles. Model predictions can, therefore, be made through
atmospheric “snapshots” of the inhomogeneities. The Gardner spectral model,
evaluated at four discrete heights, is shown in Fig. 17.3. These heights capture the
dominant gravity wave variability from the troposphere up to the lower thermosphere.
Gravity waves are not fully developed below the troposphere. In the thermosphere,
diffusion increases dramatically and gravity waves are damped out. Predicted
standard deviations of wind perturbations are listed in the figure alongside the
spectral heights.
Fourier inversion using random phase is applied to the spectra to generate
realizations of wind perturbation profiles that can then be used for Monte Carlo
type analyses (Norris and Gibson 2002). A wind perturbation profile is generated
for each of the five spectra. A composite profile is then computed by shading each
profile spatially with a Gaussian filter and then summing them together, where
Gaussian filter half-power points are set to the midpoint between each of the
spectral heights. To model range-dependent variability, a dominant horizontal
length scale is defined, and Gaussian weighting functions are used to combine the
wind perturbation profiles.
Although research on this topic is still in progress, there is evidence of the importance of gravity waves on infrasound propagation. As discussed later in this chapter,
when gravity wave perturbations are included in the atmospheric characterization,
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Fig. 17.3 Wind perturbation spectra from Gardner’s gravity wave model evaluated at four
discrete heights

scattered infrasound energy can predicted to penetrate shadow zones, consistent
with a growing body of observational data. Scattering of sound from tropospheric
gravity waves is discussed by Kallistratova (2002) as a mechanism for explaining
observed infrasound signals. Kulichkov (2004) has long observed “partial reflection (scattering)” of low-frequency acoustic or infrasonic pulses from fine-layered
inhomogeneities in the middle atmosphere. Both signal variations, with time scales
similar to the periods of internal gravity waves, and also intermittent observations
of signals in shadow zone regions, are attributed to inhomogeneous coherent structure in the atmosphere.
In addition to gravity waves, there exists other fine-scale structure in the
atmosphere that has spatial scales on the same order as infrasound and that may
also influence infrasonic propagation. One example is Kelvin-Helmholtz waves or
shear instabilities. These waves are coherent perturbations of both scalar and vector
fields in the boundary region. They start as rolling undulations and then evolve to
a wave-like structure that eventually breaks down into vortices or billows. KelvinHelmholtz waves are often present within layers of moderate and severe clear air
turbulence. Their effect on infrasound propagation is a topic of current research
(Gibson et al. 2008).
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17.4 Sound Speed and Moving Medium
The speed of sound in a fluid can be derived from the state equation that relates the
fluid’s pressure to density. For seawater, no simple state equation exists, due to its
complex composition, and therefore, there are no closed form sound speed expressions. The underwater acoustics community has to rely on empirical expressions
that are a function of temperature, pressure, and salinity. For atmospheric studies,
the air composition is also quite complex, consisting mainly of Nitrogen, Oxygen,
and a variety of trace gasses. However, the ideal gas law can be applied to equate
pressure to density, where the average molecular weight of the air is used. From this
expression, a closed form solution for the sound speed can be derived. In fact, the
sound speed is simply proportional to the square root of temperature.
Up to this point, we have assumed that the air is dry and contains no humidity
(which is a second order correction to the sound speed expressions). For infrasound, humidity is generally neglected, in part due to its second order effect, but
also since the amount of humidity drops off dramatically above the troposphere.
Since typical infrasonic paths may extend significantly above this region, refracting
back toward the ground either in the stratosphere or thermosphere, the percentage
of the total path length in the troposphere is small, further reducing any effect
humidity may play on the propagation.
The atmospheric sound speed defined by temperature is referred to as the static
sound speed. Since propagating acoustic waves are longitudinal pressure
disturbances within the fluid medium, wind also has an effect on speed. There
are two classical approaches for dealing with fluid motion (e.g., wind). In
the simpler approach, the wind velocity in the direction of propagation is
added to the static sound speed to produce an effective sound speed. The
resulting effective sound speed accounts for the combined refractive effects of
temperature and wind.
The effective sound speed approach is an approximation, however, as it only
accounts for one effect the wind has on the propagation. As an illustration, imagine
you are rowing a boat and crossing a river. As you row across the river, the current
of the river perpendicular to your boat pushes you in the direction of the flow. When
you arrive at the opposite shore, you are some distance downstream from your
original launch point. This same effect occurs for propagating acoustic waves in the
atmosphere. As the sound propagates, it travels with the fluid being pushed around
by the wind. In the horizontal plane, this is called horizontal translation or advection. The effect occurs in all directions, but it is most pronounced in the horizontal
plane perpendicular to the propagation. Just like the rowboat, sound emanating
from a source can be advected “downstream” from the direction it was launched,
dependent on the wind strength and direction.
Translational wind effects are not captured by the effective sound speed.
Models that fully account for winds are referred to as including the effects of the
moving medium. We include examples of moving medium models in the rest of
this chapter.
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17.5 Refraction
Refraction describes the change of direction of a propagating wavefront. The effects
of refraction can perhaps best be seen by using a ray model. Refraction effects are
represented by tracing the vector that is normal to the wavefront, and the trace over
time produces the ray path. The ray paths are independent of frequency, as ray theory
is a high frequency approximation to the more complex wave equation. It is generally valid if the acoustic amplitude varies only slightly over distances comparable to
a wavelength, and if the curvature of the wavefront is much larger than a wavelength.
Figure 17.4 shows an example of a fan of rays launched from a source.
Ray theory has found great utility in the infrasound community. It is attractive
because the computational loading is small compared to other models, and
three-dimensional effects can be modeled in a straightforward manner. Ray paths
are easily interpreted because they provide a clear visualization of the path the
sound traverses. In addition, phase identification of infrasonic arrivals is facilitated
by overlaying ground bounce locations from a fan of rays launched at the source.
Figure 17.5 illustrates an application of this technique, in which the observations
and ray predictions are plotted vs. range from the source.
Two-dimensional ray solutions over range and height have been used, but threedimensional implementations are much more common. This is because propagation
effects are not solely limited to the range-height vertical slice. Refraction is most
pronounced in the vertical plane, but also occurs in the horizontal plane from horizontal
wind and temperature gradients. Horizontal translation of the ray path due to moving
medium effects is also important. These horizontal effects have been shown to
significantly alter propagation paths (Georges and Beasley 1977).
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Fig. 17.4 Example of a fan of rays launched from a source. Rays fill both the stratospheric and
thermospheric ducts
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Fig. 17.5 Waveform observations (black) and ray trace ground bounces (red) plotted vs. range
from the source (adapted from Evers and Haak 2006)

Numerically, ray theory takes the form of the following: (1) the Eikonal equation, a
generalization of Snell’s law, from which the refracted ray paths are computed; and (2)
the transport equation, which can be used to predict amplitude. (For a good overview,
see Jensen et al. 1994.) Amplitude predictions are problematic at caustics, regions
where adjacent rays cross, because of a singularity in the solution. In addition,
zero amplitude is predicted in ray shadow zones, since the propagation effects of
diffraction and scattering are not accounted for and must be repaired heuristically.
Three ray models have enjoyed widespread application in the infrasound community:
• HARPA
• WASP-3D
• Tau-P
HARPA is a full three-dimensional ray model that numerically solves a Hamiltonian
formulation of the ray equations in spherical coordinates (Jones et al. 1986). It
accounts for the range dependence of the atmosphere and moving medium effects.
WASP-3D is another Hamiltonian solution that provides similar capabilities (Dessa
et al. 2005). Both models are cast in spherical coordinates to account for the Earth
curvature, which can have a nonnegligible effect over very long ranges of thousands
of kilometers.
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Although these models are numerically efficient, a large number of rays must generally be computed to characterize the propagation paths for a given scenario. Further,
eigenray solutions, those rays that connect source and receiver locations within a given
tolerance or “miss distance,” require iterating over a large subset of ray elevation and
azimuth angles. These applications can make ray calculations time consuming.
Tau-P was developed as a fast alternative to other ray models for computation of
travel times. It was originally developed for seismic applications (Buland and
Chapman 1983) and reformulated for atmospheric applications (Garcés et al.
1998). The computational gain is made by assuming, in part, a stratified atmosphere (no range-dependence).
As an example of some applications, ray models have been used to compute
seasonal travel-time tables for the infrasound stations that make up the CTBT
monitoring network (Brown et al. 2001). Ray travel times have also been used to
evaluate the performance of this network (O’Brien and Shields 2004). Total travel
time divided by ground range is defined as the group velocity or celerity. Ray-based
celerities have been used to successfully explain exceptionally fast infrasonic arrivals from an oil depot explosion (Evers and Haak 2007).
Azimuthal deviation is an important three-dimensional effect that has been
extensively modeled using ray theory. It is defined as the difference between the ray
launch azimuth and the ray azimuth orientation at its endpoint. It results from
horizontal refraction and translation, the latter due to the moving medium. For infrasonic
observations, it can be used to “correct” the observed back azimuth to determine the
direction of the source. Back azimuth comparisons have been effectively used in
evaluating atmospheric specifications and estimating upper-level wind corrections
(Le Pichon et al. 2006, 2005).
Ray theory cannot be used to predict waveforms directly. However, a numerical
technique has been used to predict synthetic waveforms. A time series is first
created by defining impulse functions at ray arrival times. Each impulse function is
assigned the amplitude of its associated ray. The time series is then convolved with
a predefined source function to generate a synthetic waveform. This approach has
been used effectively in comparison studies of bolide observations (Norris and
Gibson 2004a). Figure 17.6 shows a waveform comparison technique. The predictions
were computed over a range of candidate source heights, and a best fit was used to
estimate the actual value of source height.

17.6 Diffraction
In the previous section, we discussed refraction, in which propagation is approximated by
ray paths. In reality, the wave nature of sound results in a continuous field of sound
spread through space, not confined to a single path. As an example, consider an environment where the sound speed decreases with height. The sound rays will refract
upward and there will be a “shadow zone” downrange where no rays penetrate.
Refraction-based models predict zero amplitude in this region. However, in reality, the
sound penetrates into shadow zones, through diffraction, among other mechanisms.
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Fig. 17.6 Comparison of measured arrival times (above) with synthetic waveform predictions
from eigenrays solved over source heights of 0–50 km (below)

Diffraction is a frequency-dependent phenomenon. As the frequency of the
propagating wave increases, the diffraction effects extend over a smaller and
smaller region, until eventually geometric or ray theory can be used. Parabolic
equation (PE) methods capture diffraction effects and have been widely applied to
infrasonic studies.
The continuous-wave PE model is derived by assuming a single harmonic
frequency of propagation. Substitution into the linear wave equation produces
the Helmholtz equation, which is expressed in the frequency domain. The
Helmholtz equation is factored into a forward propagating wave and a backward
propagating wave. Only the forward propagating wave is retained, which means
that backscattered energy is not modeled. Backscatter for infrasound is generally
not a concern because the forward propagation dominates over the long atmospheric paths that are typically of interest. In addition, significant interaction
with scattering bodies of sizes comparable to the long wavelengths of infrasound
is not common.
The forward propagation function in the frequency domain can be solved by a
variety of numerical methods, including finite difference, Padé, Green’s function,
and spectral approaches. Simpler numerical techniques result in narrow angle formulations. The narrow angle refers to the extent of vertical angles over which the
source can be realized, and it is typically in the range of 20°. More complex wide
angle formulations extend the vertical angle to 60° or more. In infrasound, the
presence of thermospheric paths, which have, in ray terms, large source elevation
angles, necessitates the selection of wide-angle PE models.
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PE models are used to generate predictions of acoustic amplitude fields at a given
frequency over a vertical slice (range-height) of the atmosphere. By restricting the
propagation to the vertical plane, azimuthal symmetry is assumed. The PE formulations
are solved for a wave function that has the property of cylindrical spreading, with
the amplitude falling off as a function of the square root of range. The final pressure
amplitude field is then computed by adding an additional spreading loss factor to
ensure spherical spreading proportional to the reciprocal of range (1/r).
Sources are characterized using a PE starter field, which defines the acoustic
field over all heights at a small distance from the source. Starter fields have been
computed for simple point sources, with or without directivity, and for line sources.
Numerically, the starter field is marched forward in range by solving the forward
propagation frequency-domain equation. The range step size, as well as the height
step size, is generally limited by the acoustic wavelength and length scales of the
inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. Thus, higher frequency PE predictions can take
considerably longer to run than lower frequencies.
The split-step Fourier (Jensen et al. 1994, West et al. 1992) and Padé PE (Collins
1993) numerical approaches have been commonly applied to infrasound. For
example, PE predictions at various frequencies have been computed to characterize
propagation loss for infrasound from mining activity (McKenna et al. 2007).
Figure 17.7 provides an example of a split-step Fourier PE solution at 0.2 Hz.
Note the fuzzy boundary between strong and weak amplitude regions. This smooth
variation in the field is due in part to diffraction.
The preceding PE examples use effective sound speed, in which the wind is
assimilated into the static sound speed. Thus, moving medium effects are not
accounted for. Wind Mach numbers, the ratio of wind speed to static sound speed,
can reach 0.3 or greater along infrasound propagation paths, and therefore, moving
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medium effects can potentially be important for certain scenarios. A PE version has
been derived that accounts for moving medium effects within the range-height vertical
plane (Lingevitch et al. 2002). This version is a wide-angle solution, valid for a
range-dependent atmosphere and the weak shear limit, the latter valid for frequencies
above 0.1 Hz. The authors cite an infrasound example where the moving medium
significantly alters the predicted amplitude field of thermospheric paths.
An important numerical feature of PE models is that they can properly account
for the propagation effects of small-scale atmospheric inhomogeneities. One caveat
is that the height and range steps in the formulation must be a fraction of the length
scales of the smaller inhomogeneities. This fraction is typically between one-fourth
and one-sixth (Jensen et al. 1994). One interesting application in this regard is the
modeling of gravity wave effects. Atmospheric inhomogeneities due to gravity
waves have been discussed in a previous section. Here, the PE model can be applied
to predict their effect on the amplitude field for a given frequency. Figure 17.8
shows a PE prediction at 0.2 Hz similar to Fig. 17.7, but with the addition of wind
inhomogeneities due to gravity waves. The inhomogeneities result in energy in the
stratopause region of approximately 50 km propagating down to the ground.
Depending on the specific nature of the inhomogeneities, the physical processes
that produce this effect are some combination of strong refraction, diffraction, and
forward scattering.
Theoretically, the PE model can be applied over three dimensions to generate
amplitude predictions over an entire region of the atmosphere. However, threedimensional PE predictions for infrasound have not been pursued due to the long
propagation distances and computational limitations. The so-called “N-by-2D”
approaches have been used in their place. In this approach, the vertical slice PE is
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solved over a range of azimuths and then a composition image is created of the
amplitude field in the horizontal plane at a given altitude. It is important to note that
N-by-2D techniques do not account for any horizontal coupling of the acoustic
energy, but they do provide very useful visualizations of the acoustic geographical
“footprint.” The prediction footprint is at the ground and extends out in range to
1,000 km (Gainville et al. 2006). An example of transmission loss predictions using
a continuous-wave PE model is shown in Fig. 18.7 (Gainville et al. 2010).

17.7 Absorption and Dispersion
As sound propagates in a fluid, it experiences absorption through two main
mechanisms: classical losses and relaxation losses. Classical losses are associated with
the transfer of energy between molecules as the wave propagates. Translational or
shear effects generally dominate this term, but there is also a small contribution
from diffusion associated with thermal conduction. Relaxation losses are related to
the redistribution of energy within a molecule, both through molecular rotation and
vibration (Kinsler et al. 1984).
The state-of-the-art absorption model for the low frequencies and high altitudes
relevant to infrasound is that formulated by Sutherland and Bass (2004). The
Sutherland and Bass model accounts for all the dominant loss mechanisms: translation,
diffusion, molecular rotation, and molecular vibration. Figure 17.9 gives an example
of absorption coefficient profiles for these components as well as the total. The classical losses used here refer to the sum of translation and diffusion losses. A general
overview of these loss mechanisms and detailed derivation of the absorption formulations can be found by the interested reader in the literature (Bass et al. 1984).
The atmosphere must be specified in significant detail to calculate absorption.
Required atmospheric profiles at a given location include temperature, total density,
total pressure, viscosity, specific heat ratio, and mean molecular weight. Mole fractions
are required for those components that comprise most of the atmosphere: N2, O2, CO2,
O3, O, and H2O. The four primary components, O2, N2, CO2, and O3, are used to compute vibration losses, for which relaxation frequencies are needed. Much of these data
can also be specified in higher-fidelity using the MSISE model, discussed in a previous
section. MSISE also specifies the minor air components N, HE, AR, and H, which are
used to generate a finer estimate of mean molecular weight and total density.
Absorption models, such as that of Sutherland and Bass, can be numerically incorporated into propagation models by straightforward means. For ray tracing, the total
absorption is simply found by integrating the absorption coefficient along a given ray
path. Figure 17.10 provides an example. The left panel shows representative stratospheric and thermospheric ray paths, and the right panel shows the associated absorption as a function of range. Stratospheric absorption is generally negligible for low
frequencies and moderate ranges. Thermospheric absorption, on the other hand, is
nonnegligible, over 35 dB in this example. Almost all of the absorption occurs over a
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Fig. 17.10 Representative stratospheric (blue) and thermospheric (green) ray paths, and associated absorption at 0.4 Hz

very small portion of the path, when the ray is sampling the thermosphere above
100 km.
This example illustrates the inherent sensitivity of absorption calculations to
both the path the infrasound traverses in the thermosphere as well as the thermospheric composition. Error in either of these specifications can result in significant
mismatch between predicted absorption and that observed. As a result, absorption
predictions have shown inconsistent results when compared to observations
(McKenna 2005). To date, comprehensive sensitivity studies have not been performed
to fully quantify these effects.
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Incorporating absorption into PE models is also straightforward. Recall the PE
formulation is expressed in the frequency domain. The wave function variable can
be represented as an exponential function raised to the power ikr, where i is the
imaginary number, k is the wavenumber, and r is range. By modifying this function
to i(kr + ia), we introduce a loss term exp(−a), where alpha is computed directly
from the absorption model. PE model comparisons that incorporate absorption have
shown similar results to ray theory studies. An overprediction of thermospheric
losses is apparent that has not been fully resolved.
One physical phenomenon that may affect the thermospheric paths is dispersion.
Dispersion is defined as a dependence of sound speed on frequency. Atmospheric
dispersion results from classical and rotational absorption losses. The same formulations used to compute absorption also can be applied to characterize dispersive
effects (Sutherland and Bass 2004). Dispersion effects are generally considered
negligible for atmospheric propagation. However, within the high absorption region
of the thermosphere, they can potentially be important. Dispersion has been shown
to alter the refractive properties of thermospheric rays and amplitude fields of PE
predictions (Bass and Hetzer 2006).
Figure 17.11 shows dispersive sound speed profiles over a range of frequencies.
The computations were made for a typical atmospheric state computed from the
MSISE model. At 0.1 Hz, the dispersive effects are negligible, but at higher
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Fig. 17.11 Static sound speed profiles that include the effects of dispersion over a range of
frequencies (adapted from Bass and Hetzer 2006)
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frequencies and above 100 km, the change in sound speed is significant. It should
be noted that those situations where dispersive effects are most pronounced are also where
absorption is very large. The influence of dispersion on observed thermospheric
signals is still an open research issue.

17.8 Terrain
Terrain effects with regard to atmospheric specification have been introduced in a
previous section. In this section, we consider how to incorporate terrain into propagation formulations. The baseline modeling domain for infrasonic propagation
models is a flat Earth in either spherical coordinates or range-height coordinates.
When terrain effects are integrated, care must be taken in defining the atmospheric
values near and at the terrain surface for purposes of propagation modeling. For
some specifications, atmospheric variables are defined down to mean sea level,
whereas terrain elevation may be above or below mean sea level. Regional or
mesoscale specifications based on the output of NWP models generally use a
terrain-following coordinate system. In such a specification, atmospheric variables
may be defined on pressure surfaces rather than at constant heights. At each surface
or contour of the specification, all variables necessary for propagation calculations
are available. Atmospheric variables are defined down to the lowest contour level,
which is at or near the local terrain elevation.
The terrain-following nature of atmospheric specification surfaces can be seen
in Fig. 17.12, which shows horizontal wind magnitude for a vertical slice of a
high-resolution regional atmospheric specification. The specification contours
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Fig. 17.12 A vertical slice of the horizontal wind magnitude (m/s) for an atmospheric specification
based on the output from numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. Horizontal axis is range in km
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c losest to Earth’s surface can be seen to follow the major terrain features.
The vertical resolution of the specification is on the order of 10–50 m near the
surface, increasing to larger, yet variable values with height.
The next step in the integration is assimilating the terrain-following atmospheric
specifications into the propagation models. For ray tracing, it involves redefining
the lower boundary over which the ray will interact. If the ray model does not
account for the moving medium, then the interaction is computed by reflecting the
ray specularly at the boundary, where the specular angle is computed from the local
terrain gradient. For moving medium ray models, the interaction is more complicated. The advection of the ray due to the winds introduces additional terms in the
boundary calculations that produce a reflected angle that can differ from specular.
To compute the properties of the reflected ray, the local wind field and gradients
must also be known at the interface (Jones et al. 1986).
In general, as the propagation range decreases and the frequency range of interest
increases, the importance of ray interaction with variable terrain becomes greater.
Figure 17.13 displays ray paths for propagation from an elevated source, showing
interaction with terrain. At local interactions between the rays and earth’s surface,
a topographic database is used to compute the local terrain height and the local first
and second derivatives in latitude and longitude. These data, which may be
computed using cubic spline interpolation, are needed in the ray tracing formulations
to resolve the angle of reflection of the ray at the surface.
Terrain effects have been integrated in three-dimensional ray tracing and PE
predictions to study bolides. Ray trace interaction with nearby mountains was found to
explain observations successfully (Arrowsmith et al. 2007). However, the relative
significance of terrain for various ranges and conditions has yet to be fully quantified.
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PE modeling over a vertical slice also incorporates terrain by modifying the lower
boundary condition. Three common solutions are (Donohue and Kuttler 1997):
• Stair-stepping/terrain masking
• Piecewise conformal mapping
• Piecewise linear shift mapping
In the stair-stepping or terrain masking approach, the terrain is realized as a
series of stair steps. The PE solution is marched through range as before, but now
with a stair-step lower boundary. In this implementation, the terrain becomes a
series of knife-edge diffractors, where all surface reflections are approximated by
tip diffraction. The implementation assumes perfectly reflecting surfaces, which is
generally a good assumption for infrasound.
Piecewise conformal mapping transforms the boundary into terrain-following
arcs. Each arc is applied over a defined piece of the total terrain profile. The PE
formulation does not change, but the index of refraction is modified to incorporate
the effects of each arc.
The piecewise linear shift mapping approach is the most numerically intensive
of the three. A new coordinate system is defined based on shifting the height to
follow the terrain. The Helmholtz equation is rederived for this system and the new
terms must be numerically addressed in the final PE solution.
Another alternative to incorporating terrain involves the use of finite-difference
PE models. In these formulations, the terrain can easily be integrated into the
finite-difference mesh already established for the finite difference calculations.
This approach has been used successfully to model terrain effects associated with
above-ground controlled explosions (de Groot-Hedlin 2006).
Figure 17.14 shows an example of PE predictions with a stair-step terrain model.
The terrain is simply modeled as a wedge of height 10 km. The frequency dependence of the acoustic field down-propagation from the source is apparent.
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Fig. 17.14 Terrain effects using the stair-step mapping for 2 Hz (left panel) and 0.2 Hz (right
panel) (adapted from Norris 2007)
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An example of PE model predictions with and without specifying variable terrain
elevation is shown in Fig. 17.15. The modeled scenario is the 2004 bolide explosion in
Washington State, USA, with source height of approximately 40 km, studied by
Arrowsmith et al. (2007). The figure above shows a portion near the earth’s surface of
the calculated amplitude field at 1 Hz using an atmospheric specification that does not
include variable terrain elevation. The similar figure below, also for 1 Hz, uses a highresolution atmospheric specification that includes variable terrain elevation. Significant
differences in the details of predicted energy near the earth’s surface can be seen.
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17.9 Full-Wave Models
In the preceding sections, we review various physical phenomena and models well
suited to address those propagation effects. In this section, we diverge from this outline
and directly address full-wave models. Full-wave approaches are developed to capture
the entire waveform properties of the source and propagate them forward in time.
Generally, they start with a source waveform predefined in the near field, and solve
for the waveform at some downrange distance and time. All propagation effects,
including spreading loss, refraction, diffraction, absorption, and terrain, can potentially be included in the numerical solution.
Full-wave models that have been used in infrasound studies include:
• Normal modes
• Time-domain parabolic equation (TDPE)
• Finite-difference time domain
Each will be discussed in turn below.

17.10 Normal Modes
Infrasound can be interpreted as propagating through two acoustic ducts, the lower
capped at approximately 50 km (in the stratosphere) and the other at approximately
120 km (in the thermosphere). Normal mode models provide a natural numerical
approach to address this ducted propagation.
For a range-independent environment, normal mode formulations are derived from
the Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates. The solution can be expressed as
the sum of two eigenfunctions that are functions of range and height, respectively.
Key to the solution is solving, as each mode in the sum, the relation between the
horizontal wavenumber and angular frequency. This solution can be expressed in a
dispersion curve, which plots the functional dependence between these two variables.
During the 1970s, normal mode models were developed to study very large yield
explosions (Pierce and Kinney 1976), and the dominant frequencies for these events
were 0.1 Hz and below. More recently, normal mode approaches were modified to
analyze smaller events with dominant frequencies above 0.1 Hz (Dighe et al. 1998).
The solution of the dispersion curve was simplified by incorporating the WKB
approximation. The WKB approximation is valid for the higher frequencies of interest, and it can be interpreted geometrically as expressing each mode as the combination
of upward and downward traveling plane wave, each described by a ray path.
Since the normal mode solution is for a range-independent atmosphere, the modes
are solved through stratified atmospheric layers. This can potentially limit their
application to longer ranges where range-dependent effects are significant. In general,
the computational load for normal mode models is small, but can increase depending
on the number of layers and modes solved for. The bottom boundary of the duct is
assumed hard and absorption effects are not easily integrated into the solution.
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Fig. 17.16 Example waveform prediction using the normal mode model. Both stratospheric
(early arrival) and thermospheric (last arrival) are modeled in this case

Figure 17.16 gives an example of a normal mode waveform prediction over a 450 km
path. In this case, both stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals are evident.
Recently, normal mode analysis of infrasound propagation has become less
popular than finite difference and parabolic methods described below. However, in
one interesting study, repeated signals from a single infrasound source were
observed to exhibit dispersive properties. The propagation was modeled using a
simple low-velocity waveguide, and predicted group velocities were used to estimate
source range (Herrin et al. 2006).

17.11 Time-Domain Parabolic Equation
PE methods can be utilized to generate full-wave solutions. The two main approaches
to achieving these TDPE solutions are finite difference and Fourier synthesis. The
first approach uses finite difference methods to solve the propagation equations
directly in the time domain (Collins 1998). The main advantage is a (potentially)
significant reduction in computational loading. Additional properties such as
nonconstant density gradients and nonlinear effects can also be more easily
incorporated into the characterizations. The main disadvantage is that the formulation
must be carefully examined for numerical stability. Boundary conditions can also
be more complicated to define.
The second TDPE approach utilizes Fourier synthesis. This method involves
running a version of the continuous wave PE at each frequency bin that spectrally
defines the source waveform. An inverse Fourier transform of the synthesized
spectrum is then computed to derive the received waveform (Tappert et al. 1995).
The main advantage of Fourier synthesis is that all capabilities of the continuous
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Fig. 17.17 Waveform arrival structure as a function of height along a 300 km propagation path and
over a source bandwidth of 0–1 Hz. Both stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals are evident

wave model are maintained. The main disadvantage is the high computational
loading, especially for large frequency bandwidths and acoustic arrivals that are
widely dispersed in time. In both of these scenarios, the spectral bin size can
become very small, meaning a large number of continuous-wave PE solutions must
be computed.
Figure 17.17 shows an example of the waveform arrival structure at the receiving end of a 300 km propagation path. It is important not to confuse these images
with PE amplitude fields. The ordinate is time, and the received waveform at the
ground or any height can be found by taking a horizontal slice through the image.
The first dominant arrival in this figure is stratospheric as the arrival energy is
capped at approximately 40 km. The second dominant arrival is thermospheric with
the energy extending up to 120 km.
In infrasound, Fourier-synthesis TDPE models have been widely applied. They
have been used in validation studies of train explosions (Norris and Gibson 2004b)
and in studying the properties of waveform observations from controlled surface
explosions (Kulichkov et al. 2004, 2003).

17.12 Finite Difference Time Domain
Fundamental to all propagation models reviewed to this point is the establishment
of the linear wave equations as a starting point in the theoretical derivation.
Finite-difference methods can be directly applied to a discrete version of the wave
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equation before any derivations are carried out, such as factorization or
frequency-domain transformation. More fundamentally, finite difference can be
applied to first principles fluid equations used to derive the wave equation, namely
Euler’s momentum equation, the continuity equation, and the state equation.
The primary challenge in finite difference methods is managing the computational loading. Selection of the spatial grid size and time steps is critical to ensure
convergence and stability in the solution. In addition, defining the boundary conditions can add additional complexity. Since the solution is marched forward in time,
“snapshots” of the acoustic field can be plotted as the acoustic field evolves.
Multiple snapshots can be combined to generate animation of the evolving
waveforms.
Finite difference time domain (FDTD) models have been derived from the fluid
equations to model low frequency acoustic propagation as well as acousto-gravity
wave propagation (de Groot-Hedlin 2007). This solution includes topography and
it has been compared to finite-difference frequency domain solutions for consistency.
An example of the FDTD solution for an evolving waveform from a harmonic
source is shown in Fig. 17.18.
FDTD methods can also be used to account for the effects of the moving
medium, discussed in a previous section. A general solution has been derived for
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(adapted from de Groot-Hedlin 2007)
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use in two-dimensions (Ostashev et al. 2005). This solution has been adapted
for infrasound studies by accounting for the exponential decay in density with
height that may affect the propagation (de Groot-Hedlin 2005). Density is accounted
for by utilizing a transformation that is used in formulating a PE model for deriving
acousto-gravity wave (Lingevitch et al. 1999).

17.13 Nonlinear Effects
The propagation models discussed above are all based on the linear wave equation.
The linear assumption breaks down for high-intensity, impulsive sources such as
nuclear and nonnuclear explosions (Pierce et al. 1973; Kinney and Graham 1985).
Properties of refraction, diffraction, dissipation, and ground-interaction all have
different characteristics for nonlinear propagation when compared to linear propagation (Hamilton and Blackstock 1998).
The theory of nonlinear acoustics has been well developed over the years, and
the fundamental equations that define the different characteristics of the nonlinear
propagation have been derived. The challenge arises in being able to analytically or
numerically solve the defining equations for a particular problem of interest. In
underwater acoustics, great progress has been made in the ability to model the
evolving wave front of a weakly nonlinear shock wave. For example, some successful modeling has been achieved through the solution of the Nonlinear Progressive
wave Equation (NPE).
The NPE model was developed to model the time-dependent evolution of a
nonlinear wave as it propagates. It includes separate terms for the physical processes of refraction, steepening, radial spreading, and diffraction (McDonald and
Kuperman 1985). Initially, it was only solved numerically for a few simple cases
(McDonald and Kuperman 1987). In a later work, however, the NPE model was
successfully used to predict nonlinear propagation of a weak shock front in an
ocean acoustic waveguide (Ambrosiano et al. 1990). The nonlinear effects were
quantified by comparing the waveform predictions with the nonlinear terms turned
on and off. It was observed that the nonlinearities caused energy loss near the
source. This loss was attributed to shock formation, steepening in the evolving
waveform, and unique interaction with the lower boundary that included a smaller
effective grazing angle.
The study of nonlinear effects in infrasound is an active research area. Initial
attempts have focused on using the NPE formulations described above (van der
Eerden et al. 2004; Norris et al. 2008). More recent efforts are focused on deriving a new system of nonlinear governing equations that accurately account for
the low density and high attenuation seen in the thermosphere (Krasnov et al.
2007). In addition, studies of sonic boom propagation through turbulence using
the KZK approach may have further applications to infrasound (Blanc-Benon
et al. 2002).
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17.14 Spectral Methods
Important numerical techniques that can be applied to solving partial differential
equations (PDEs) are spectral methods (Fornberg and Sloan 1994; Trefethen 2000
Hesthaven et al. 2007). Spectral methods have significant potential to numerically
solve a large variety of complex formulations derived from fluid and wave equations. This potential results from their numerical efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility. The challenge in applying these methods is that the implementation can
sometimes be complex, though resources are available, such as libraries of spectral
operators and algorithms (e.g., see Trefethen 2000). This section provides an introduction to spectral methods, followed by a recent infrasonic application. Interested
readers should consult the aforementioned references for more detailed
presentations.
Spectral methods are categorized as global numerical methods as opposed to
finite-difference methods, which use local approximations for derivatives. Spectral
methods are global in the sense that they use all available data points, and provide
expressions that can be differentiated exactly. Often this is accomplished with the
assistance of a set of basis functions to construct an interpolant. Common choices
are Chebyshev polynomials for nonperiodic data and trigonometric functions for
periodic data. The key point is that for a spectral method, convergence can be
exceedingly fast (exponential order) compared to finite-difference methods (polynomial order convergence) and is, therefore, a better choice than local methods
when very accurate solutions or long time integrations on coarse grids are required
(Hesthaven et al. 2007).
The application that is perhaps most responsible for the widespread use of spectral
methods is the accurate and efficient solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. However, hyperbolic problems, which include some nonlinear wave
propagation, were traditionally viewed as problematic. Fortunately, significant
progress has been made to date, and this is an active research domain (Gottlieb and
Hesthaven 2001). In general, there are two primary issues that must be addressed
in developing a numerical spectral procedure: first, how to choose the basis functions for the interpolant such that the approximation converges rapidly; and second,
how to determine the expansion coefficients from among three major approaches:
Tau, Galerkin, and Collocation. From an infrasound perspective, the third approach,
spectral collocation (also called pseudospectral) – a technique where the coefficients are selected to satisfy the boundary conditions and the residual (difference
between the expansion and true solution) must be zero at the spatial grid points,
appears to be the most appealing. This is because it is particularly easy to apply to
equations with variable coefficients (range-dependence) and nonlinearities, as
pseudospectral methods only give rise to products of numbers (rather than products
of expansions) for determining the expansion coefficients.
In recent years, pseudospectral methods have gained popularity in solving
propagation problems in infrasound. Chebyshev pseudo spectral methods
(CPSM) have been used in a version of the continuous-wave PE applied to the
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Fig. 17.19 Sample output of predicted waveforms vs. range from CPSM model (adapted from
Ceranna 2003)

study of surface blasts (Gainville et al. 2006). CPSM have also been used to solve
more fundamental fluid equation derivations. In one case, the derivation starts
with the aero-acoustic equations. Two dimensional fields are then formulated at
Gauss-Lobatto points, and the evolving acoustic pressure field is solved in time
using a third-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Figure 17.19 shows a sample output
of the CPSM model at a successive series of ranges (Ceranna 2003). One advantage of this approach is that the evolving waveform can be easily displayed as a
function of time. This model has been used in a detailed study of the Buncefield
oil plant explosion (Ceranna and Le Pichon 2006). CPSM have also been adapted
for use in modeling supersonic moving sources such as bolides, through representation of the source function as a line source (Arrowsmith et al. 2005; Ceranna
and Le Pichon 2004).

17.15 Summary
Successful modeling of infrasound requires a combination of atmospheric specifications
that capture the spatial and temporal structure of the medium with propagation
models that capture the dominant physics. This chapter has provided an overview
of the previous work in these areas, current tools available, and research areas that
are being pursued. A summary of the methods covered is given in Table 17.1, along
with comments on applicability and limitations.
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Table 17.1 Summary of infrasound modeling methods
Method
Application
Wind, temperature, density
Mean atmospheric
specification from ground
specifications (HWM,
to thermosphere
MSISE, NRL-G2S)
High-fidelity regional or
Numerical weather
mesoscale atmospheric
prediction (NWP)
specifications
models

Fine-scale atmospheric
specifications (e.g.,
gravity wave models)
Ray theory (HARPA, TauP, Gaussian beam)
Parabolic equation (PE)
methods
Absorption models (e.g.,
Sutherland and Bass)
Full-wave models (normal
mode, TDPE, FDTD)

Nonlinear methods

Wind perturbation fields driven
by atmospheric instabilities

Limitations
Less accurate at higher
altitudes due to sparse
data
Generally not available
above ~ 50 km. Cannot
resolve fine-scale
phenomena smaller than
the model resolution
Geospatial dependence of
perturbation strength not
fully quantified
Amplitude predictions
problematic

Ray path predictions as driven by
refraction. Solved in both two
and three dimensions
Three-dimensional
Amplitude field predictions
formulations
as driven by refraction and
computationally expensive
diffraction
Relies on detailed specification
Attenuation and dispersion
of atmospheric state
specification applicable to low
frequencies and high altitudes
Waveform predictions downrange Source waveform must
of given source
be specified. More
validation needed to bound
performance
Active research area. Effects
Waveform predictions that
for infrasound domain not
account for nonlinear
fully quantified
effects neglected in linear
formulations

In conclusion, it should be noted that this overview is not inclusive of all the
research that has been accomplished within the infrasound modeling community.
It has provided a roadmap of the major thrusts that have been completed to date,
and identifies some promising research areas that should bear fruit in the future.
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Chapter 18

Misty Picture: A Unique Experiment
for the Interpretation of the Infrasound
Propagation from Large Explosive Sources
O. Gainville, Ph. Blanc-Benon, E. Blanc, R. Roche, C. Millet,
F. Le Piver, B. Despres, and P.F. Piserchia

18.1 Introduction
A strong motivation for continuing infrasonic research is for understanding
atmospheric acoustics in the context of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban
Treaty. The International Monitoring System develops a sixty barometric station
network which should be able to detect one kiloton yield explosion anywhere on
the globe (Christie and Campus 2010). Explosion studies are necessary to evaluate
the detection capability of this network and to develop tools for infrasound record
analysis. In this context, the Commisariat à l’Energie Atomique, in collaboration
with the Laboratoire de Mécanique des Fluides et d’Acoustique, has developed a
capability for discrimination and characterization of large explosive sources.
Barometric recordings made during the second half of the twentieth century
allow us to understand the atmospheric propagation of infrasound as presented in
McKisic’s review of published natural and human made explosions (Mckisic 1997).
The most energetic artificial explosions are atmospheric nuclear tests and high
explosive experiments performed to simulate nuclear explosion effects. Barometric
records of these events were used to characterize the atmospheric propagation of
infrasound. Tropospheric, stratospheric and thermospheric infrasound waveguides
are observed in the atmosphere (Evers and Haak 2007; 2010) with various average
speeds over a great circle. Explosion experiments allow the calibration of empirical
laws which link source yield W to the maximum overpressure measured at the station (Whitaker et al. 1990; Mutschelener et al. 1999). These empirical laws are
based on a cylindrical scaling law R/W1/2, with R the distance to the source. They
also include mean atmospheric absorption effects and take into account mean wind
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effects. In addition to explosion experiments, International Monitoring System
barometric stations record various other explosions such as industrial accidents.
The study of these accidents allows to evaluate the validity of empirical laws
(Green et al 2010; Ceranna et al. 2009; Evers and Haak 2007).
From the early modeling of Pierce (1967), Reed (1977) or ReVelle and Whitaker
(1996) it is apparent that it is necessary to take into account the seasonal atmospheric
time variability to model the long-range propagation of explosion associated infrasound. Classical ray tracing methods (Jones et al. 1986; Drop et al. 2003; Gainville
et al. 2006) are often used in this way, mainly to compute arrival time and geometrical wave characteristics. Linear parabolic equation approximations are used to
include scattering effects in infrasound propagation simulation (Dallois et al. 2001;
Lingevitch et al. 2002; Kulichkov et al. 2004; Norris 2006), with particular interest
in wide-angle approximation quite important in turbulent media. Nonlinear effects,
important for energetic explosions, are included in ray tracing methods (Cleveland
et al. 1996; Gainville et al. 2006) and parabolic equation methods (Blanc-Benon
et al. 2002; Aver’yanov et al. 2006; Coulouvrat 2008). Research to model the infrasound propagation from explosive sources has recently focused on mixed asymptotic
methods (Coulouvrat 2008) or on direct simulation methods (Bailly and Bogey
2008; Marsden et al. 2008; Wilson and Liu 2004; Del Pino et al. 2009).
In this chapter, we are interested in the propagation of infrasound emitted by a
chemical explosion, known as Misty Picture experiment, which occurred in 1987
in New Mexico (USA). Infrasound was recorded by 23 sensors up to a distance of
1,200 km in a quiet background noise condition. Because of the difficulties to
undertake such an energetic explosion and the extensive documentation of the
event (Reed et al. 1987; Whitaker et al. 1974; Blanc 1988), this event provides a
unique opportunity to study the propagation of infrasound. In addition to longrange measurements, Reed et al. (1987) installed microphones at approximatively
10 km from the source which give a useful source waveform reference. This
experiment provides an opportunity to characterize the long-range propagation of
infrasonic waves for low frequency source (0.1 Hz). We investigate effects of various phenomena, such as the wind, the atmospheric absorption, nonlinearities,
refraction and scattering by small atmospheric heterogeneities on observed phases
kinds, their travel time and their waveform signature. In this chapter, after a presentation of the Misty Picture experiment and of the available measurements, we
describe the modeling of this event. The analysis of simulation results is performed
in order to compare with measurements, first to describe geometrically the propagation of infrasound and secondly to study the pressure signature at long range.

18.2 The Misty Picture Experiment
Misty Picture was a high explosive test sponsored by the US Defense Nuclear
Agency. It was detonated at 10:00 MDT (16:00 UT) on 14th May 1987 at White
Sands Missile range in New Mexico (USA). The explosive charge consisted of
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4,685 tons of (ammonium nitrate and fuel oil ANFO) arranged into a 27 m diameter
fiberglass hemisphere container installed on the ground. The resulting airblast
provided the scaled equivalent airblast of an 8 kt nuclear explosion. The primary
objective of the test was to provide an airblast, dust cloud and ground shock environment for the US Department of Defense (Lehr 1987).
Three laboratories recorded infrasound emitted by this explosive test at distances
from 7 to 1,200 km as presented in Fig. 18.1: the Sandia National Laboratory (Reed
et al. 1987), the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Whitaker et al. 1990) and the
French Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (Blanc 1988). The event was instrumented with 23 barometric stations for which maximum overpressure and arrival
time are available. Because of background wind noise, only 21 of the 23 pressure
signatures allow an observation of arrivals. Six stations between the source and
100 km detected a tropospheric arrival. Five stations between 100 and 220 km
detected both stratospheric and tropospheric arrivals whereas the four stations
between 220 and 450 km detected thermospheric arrivals. The six farthest stations,
between 700 and 1,200 km in the West direction, detected multiple stratospheric arrivals only. Los Alamos National Laboratory stations are four multi-sensor microbarographic arrays allowing a more sensitive detection and a higher signal-to-noise ratio.
CEA barometric records shown in this chapter have not been previously published and were performed by Blanc. Ten barometric stations were installed around
the source up to a distance of 1,000 km. Numerous arrivals are observed at each
station with low background noise levels except at Tatum station. All these stations
were composed of a single barometer. The sampling frequency is 4 Hz and the
amplitude response of the sensor is a band pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 0.03
and 1 Hz.

Fig. 18.1 Map of the Misty Picture event. Three laboratories performed infrasound measurements: (▼) Los Alamos National Laboratory (Whitaker et al. 1990), (■) Sandia National
Laboratory (Reed et al. 1987) and (●) Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (Blanc 1988). The
square close to the source (Misty Picture) shows the location of two infrasonic stations: Admin
park and Observer area
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Fig. 18.2 Spectrograms of measured overpressure signature at White River (309 km) and Roosevelt
(416 km) stations (normalized amplitude). For both signals, the later arrivals have a lower central
frequency than previous ones. This observation allows the identification of stratospheric arrivals Is
and thermospheric arrivals It

Signal analysis allows the identification of arrivals using spectrograms (see Fig.
18.2) and cross-correlation for array stations. Acoustic energy due to the Misty
Picture experiment is in the 0.05–0.5 Hz spectral range. Signal central frequency
shifts from 0.2 Hz close to the source to 0.1 Hz at long range.
In spite of previous analysis of these measurements (Blanc 1988; Peyret 1995;
Rascalou 1989; Reed et al. 1987), these data are of particular interest because it
seems to be the most instrumented barometric event recorded. Source informations, meteorological measurement and numerous barometric measures at various
distances and in various directions are of particular interest. This explosion
allows the study of infrasound propagation with comparison between simulations
and measurements.
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18.3 Infrasonic Wave Propagation Modeling
To model the long-range propagation of infrasound generated by the Misty Picture
event, we need to describe the source, the atmosphere and the Earth surface. Using
these informations, we model the infrasound propagation using a ray tracing model
and a parabolic equation model. The goal is to understand the propagation of infrasound and to compare computed and measured pressure signatures at receivers.
Simulations allow us to investigate the influence of the various phenomena which
affect the propagation of infrasound.

18.3.1 Source
The Misty Picture event is located on the Earth surface, 1,505 m above the sea level,
at 33° 37¢ 11.5¢¢N latitude and the 106°38¢26.3¢¢W longitude. The Misty Picture
explosion is equivalent to 3,840 tons of trinitrotoluene (TNT) using the 82% ratio
of ANFO mechanical efficiency (Koper et al. 2002). The air temperature close to
the source was approximatively 20°C and the atmospheric pressure was 860 hPa
(Reed et al. 1987).
The shock wave pressure signature close to the source is described by the maximum overpressure ppeak, the positive phase duration td and the waveform (Reed
1977; Kinney and Graham 1985; Drobzheva and Krasnov 1999). The shock wave
characteristics are estimated using empirical models defined for an explosion in a
free space homogeneous standard atmosphere. These empirical models used scaling laws which defined a scaled distance Z = RW−1/3, where R is the distance to the
source and W is the source yield. These models can be applied to an inhomogeneous atmosphere using energy conservation laws (Kinney and Graham 1985;
Drobzheva and Krasnov 1999; Korobeinikov 1985). For an explosion located on the
ground surface the yield is doubled (2W) if we assume that no energy is lost in the
crater formation.
For the Misty Picture explosion, we used the Kinney empirical models (Kinney
and Graham 1985) for both the maximum overpressure ppeak and the positive phase
duration td. These empirical models are in agreement with measures performed at
Admin park (7.26 km) and Observer area (8.38 km) (Reed et al. 1987) as shown in
Fig. 18.3. Differences are associated to tropospheric temperature and wind inhomogeneity effects that create local focusing of waves (Reed et al. 1987). Maximum
overpressure and time duration values are given in Table 18.1 for the Misty Picture
event.
The initial pulse signature is modeled using the waveform proposed by Reed
(1977):
2


t 
t 
t 
p(t ) = ppeak  1 −   1 −   1 −  ,
 td   t tot   t tot 

(1)
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Fig. 18.3 Scaled overpressure vs. Scaled distance given by the Kinney model (Kinney and
Graham 1985) (solid line —) and Korobeinikov model (Drobzheva and Krasnov 2003) (dashed
line - -). Red squares and blue circles are respectively Admin park and Observer area measures.
Filled symbols are relative to the Misty Picture explosion whereas the others are relative to pre
explosion events (2 h, 1 h and 1 mn before Misty Picture event) (Reed et al. 1987). Measure
analysis is performed as proposed by Koper et al. (2002). For comparison, Koper et al. analysis
results are indicated with green crosses

Table 18.1 Comparison between Kinney’s model and measures of the maximum overpressure
and the pulse duration at Admin park and Observer area stations. Kinney’s model parameters are
computed for an effective charge weight of 2 × 3,840tTNT. The analysis of measured pressure
signatures is performed as presented by Koper et al. (2002). The 4.0 km Kinney’s model parameters are used as initial condition in our simulations
Measurements
Kinney’s model
Station
Distance (km)
ppeak (Pa)
td (s)
ppeak (Pa)
td (s)
Admin park
Observer area

4.0
7.26
8.38

1,700
2,410

0.855
0.862

3,900
2,990
1,800

0.822
0.856
0.868

with ttot = 3.565td, ppeak the maximum overpressure and td the positive phase duration. This waveform shape and its spectrum are in agreement with measurements at
Admin park and Observer area (see Fig. 18.4). The agreement of this model with
the measurements appears better than for the classical waveform used by Kinney
and Graham (1985) in Fig. 18.4, particularly for the central frequency. We note that
Drobzheva and Krasnov (1999) use a modified Reed’s model which improves the
pulse shape but not the pulse spectrum. A low frequency analytical approximation
of Reed’s model is used for linear codes. This simple function presented in Fig.
18.4 is defined by
p(t ) = −0.33 ppeak sin(2w d t + 4pD )

1 − cos(w d t + 2pD)
,
2

(2)

with wd = p/4td and D = 0.355. The amplitude, the central frequency and the time
reference of this signal are fitted to agree with the low frequency filtered Reed’s
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2
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Fig. 18.4 Pressure signature at the source. In the upper figures the scaled overpressure is plotted
as a function of the scaled time. The left hand panel shows the measurements at Admin park (-•-)
and Observer area (–). The right hand panel shows the predictions made for Kinney’s model (-.-),
Reed’s model (- -) and the low frequency model (–). In the lower panel the scaled energy spectral
density (dimension less) is shown for each signal

model. All these models have well-calibrated energy amplitude at low frequency.
Differences in the spectrum and in the pulse signature are essentially due to the
second shock which is not present in models.
For the Misty Picture event, the central frequency at 4 km from the source is
around 0.3 Hz and its limit is 0.1 Hz at long range. The Misty Picture event is a low
frequency propagation problem.

18.3.2 Atmosphere
To model the long-range propagation of infrasound, we use an inhomogeneous
stratified atmosphere which is a combination of measurements with empirical models (see Fig. 18.5). Numerous weather observations were made before and after the
explosion (Reed et al. 1987). The rawinsonde launch at 10:00 (MDT) from Stallion
station gives the temperature and wind profiles between the ground and an altitude
of 19 km. The rocketsonde launch from White Sand Missile Range at 10:02 (MDT)
gives temperature and wind profiles every kilometer between 29 and 73 km altitude.
These measurements are linking with statistical temperature MSIS-90 and wind
HMW-93 (Hedin et al. 1996) profiles. These statistical profiles are consistent for
high altitude, whereas measurements are more representative of the low atmosphere.
Moreover, weather measurements introduced fine structures representative of media
turbulence and gravity waves not modeled by statistical profiles. These structures are
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Fig. 18.5 Sound speed profile, density profile and wind profiles (black line) used to model the
long-range propagation of infrasound emitted by the Misty Picture event. They are composed of
measurements (Reed et al. 1987) (green and blue points) for low altitudes and of statistical models
(Hedin 1991; Hedin et al. 1996) (red crosses) above 73 km (sea level). The matching between
profiles and their interpolation is performed with splines

assumed to be presented as an infinitely stratified approximation of gravity wave
models (Kulichkov 2004; Ostashev et al. 2005). This is in agreement with the observations that the horizontal scale of atmospheric gravity waves is much greater than
the vertical scale. Our atmospheric model is used as an atmospheric turbulence case
which allows the study of infrasound wave scattering by gravity wave inhomogeneities. The use of measurements in our atmospheric model increases qualitatively the
interpretation of the long-range propagation of infrasound but not quantitatively.
In addition to the temperature and horizontal wind profiles, the atmospheric
model includes the composition profiles and thermodynamic relations of Sutherland
and Bass (2004). Using the hydrostatic equilibrium hypothesis and a sea level density of 1.17 kg m−3, we define the density profile showed in Fig. 18.5.
Atmospheric sound absorption is also described in Sutherland and Bass’s (2004)
paper. Absorption and wave dispersion take into account shear viscosity, bulk viscosity and molecular vibrational relaxation.

18.3.3 Geometry and Earth Surface Modeling
In our study, the Earth surface is assumed to be spherical or planar at the altitude
of the point source, i.e. 1,500 m above the sea level. For a spherical surface, the
Earth radius is assumed to be constant at 6,371 km. The topography is not
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included and the reflection of infrasound is assumed specular and total both on
the ground and the ocean. The infrasound propagation is studied up to a distance
of 1,000 km mainly in the West direction, where most of the barometric stations
were located.

18.3.4 Propagation Models
To study the propagation of infrasound generated by the high explosive Misty
Picture event, we use a nonlinear ray tracing method and a linear wide-angle parabolic equation (WAPE) method.
The ray tracing method models the propagation of acoustic waves in the geometrical acoustics limits. Geometrical acoustics is the study of acoustic wave
fronts propagating in the high frequency hypothesis. In atmospheric propagation,
the high frequency hypothesis is based on the assumption that space and time
scales of atmospheric properties (temperature, wind, density) are much larger than
acoustic wave scales. For a detailed presentation of the geometrical acoustic theory, we refer the reader to Whitham (1974) and Candel (1977). For a detailed
presentation of the ray tracing code, its validation, we refer the reader to Gainville
et al. (2006) or Gainville (2008). Our ray tracing code solves ray tracing equations
and geodesic element equations to compute ray trajectory and amplitude variations using the wave action conservation law. We use an efficient shooting method
to determine all the eigenrays that link the source to the station. Each eigenray is
associated with an arrival at the station. The group velocity of the ray at the station
provides the trace velocity and the azimuth of the wave. The global pressure signature at the receiver is the sum of eigenray pressure signature contributions.
These pressure signatures are obtained by solving a generalized Burgers equation
along each eigenray. This generalized Burgers equation takes into account nonlinear effects, shear and bulk viscosity absorption and molecular vibrational relaxation mechanisms. This equation is solved using a Fourier Galerkin spectral
scheme. Specific developments are performed to pass through caustics and take
into account ground reflection. This method is particularly efficient in modeling
the propagation of infrasound, particularly in three dimensions. But, it is limited
in the case of low frequency sources, such as the Misty Picture event, because the
model does not incorporate wave diffraction.
The WAPE method (Dallois et al. 2001) models diffraction effects such as
Fresnel diffraction at shadow zone boundaries and scattering by small atmospheric
inhomogeneities. The propagation problem is simplified in a two-dimensional
problem using a local cylindrical symmetry assumption. The wind convection is
included using the effective celerity computed in the azimuth propagation direction. The method includes density variations and atmospheric absorption and dispersion. The ground surface is assumed planar with an infinite impedance. This
method allows us to compute acoustic pressure level on the ground for a sinusoidal
source and the pressure signature at receivers for a transient source.
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18.4 Infrasound Propagation Interpretation
In this section, we study the propagation of infrasound waves emitted by the Misty
Picture event by analyzing measurements and numerical simulations. We study
mainly the West-East direction of propagation because of the alignment of the barometric stations following this line. We identified measured arrivals with either geometrical energy paths or diffracted energy paths. Effects of various mechanisms, such
as scattering and atmospheric absorption, on the pressure level are also evaluated.

18.4.1 Propagation Results
The propagation of infrasound for the Misty Picture experiment in the West–East
direction is shown in Fig. 18.6. The overpressure level computed by the parabolic
equation method for sinusoidal sources of 0.1 and 1 Hz central frequencies and ray
tracing results are represented as a function of the distance and the altitude. The

Fig. 18.6 Propagation in the West–East direction of infrasound emitted by a motionless point
source on the ground. Top and middle graph show the transmission loss computed using the parabolic equation at 0.1 and 1 Hz, respectively. The bottom graph shows ray-trace mapping of the
acoustic field. Ray colors depend on the ray launch parameter, wave fronts are showed by gray
points every 600 s and caustics by blue and green points
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West–East propagation of infrasound shows two main altitudes of refraction which
are linked to the well-known stratospheric Is and thermospheric It phases.
Thermospheric phases evolve between the ground and the low thermosphere. The
high positive thermospheric gradient of sound speed refracts infrasound and the
ground reflects infrasound with low dissipation. Because of atmospheric thermoviscous dissipation, wave energy absorption increases with altitude. Thermospheric
phase Ita which is refracted under the thermospheric cusp caustic (around 100 km
height) is often observed contrary to the thermospheric phase Itb refracted above
the thermospheric cusp caustic, which is most attenuated. Wave energy above
140 km is often assumed totally dissipated. Stratospheric phases are trapped
between the ground and the relative maximum of sound speed located at 50 km of
altitude. However, stratospheric phases are visible only in the West. This is the most
significant effect of the wind on infrasound propagation. In this figure, singularities
of geometrical acoustics like caustics and shadow zones are also visible. The pressure level at 1 Hz is in agreement with ray tracing results with well-defined shadow
zones and caustics whereas at 0.1 Hz results are not consistent with the geometrical
structure, with arrivals observed in the shadow zones.
The infrasound propagation directivity is observed on maps in Fig. 18.7. This
directivity effect is associated with the wind and is season-dependent. On these
maps, the transmission loss is computed on the Earth surface using the parabolic
equation method and the ray tracing method up to a distance of 1,000 km. Low
arrival overpressure amplitudes (dark blue) are associated with shadow zones and
high amplitudes are associated with caustics (red). In addition to thermospheric and
stratospheric phases, tropospheric phases which evolve between the ground and
approximatively 10 km are observed in the North–West direction. The ray tracing
method overestimates the amplitude of these phases because of ground reaching
caustics. Caustic overestimated amplitudes are observed for stratospheric and
thermospheric phases as rings of high amplitude. Directivity maps show that stratospheric paths are only in the West direction whereas thermospheric paths are all
around the source with a higher amplitude in the East direction. The parabolic equation computation at 0.1 Hz shows no shadow zone whereas the 0.5 Hz map appears
in good agreement with geometrical results except close to the source and caustics.
The atmospheric infrasound propagation study shows three kinds of paths:
tropospheric path (Iw), stratospheric path (Is) and thermospheric path (It). Various
reflections of these paths can be observed at a given distance from the source. To
identify paths between the source and a receiver on the ground in the West direction, we use the representation of Fig. 18.8. In this figure, ground ray arrival times,
West barometric station overpressure measurements and parabolic computed overpressure energy are superimposed. Multipaths are distinguished by their distinct
arrival times at a given distance. Tropospheric paths are observed at a distance less
than 100 km and travel within the lower 10 km of the atmosphere at a speed close
to the ground sound speed. These paths are observed only with the parabolic equation method and on the measurements. Various stratospheric path reflections
arrived with different retarded times. The retarded arrival time of these paths
is independent of the distance and each path appears close to vertical in the
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Parabolic equation at 0.5 Hz,

d

Ray tracing for all phases
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Ray tracing, It,

f

Ray tracing, Is,

Ray tracing, Iw,

Fig. 18.7 Transmission loss at the ground surface computed with parabolic equation at 0.1 and
0.5 Hz and with the ray tracing method for the maximum of all the phases and for the maximum
of each phase independently. The positions of the stations are indicated by red dots. (a) Parabolic
equation at 0.1 Hz, (b) parabolic equation at 0.5 Hz, (c) ray tracing for all phases, (d) ray tracing,
It, (e) ray tracing, Is, (f) ray tracing, Iw

Fig. 18.8 Measured pressure signature (black), ray tracing arrival times (blue) and parabolic
equation pressure signature energy (red) are plotted as a function of a retarded time for various
distances from the source in the West direction. The retarded time is referenced relatively to the
ground sound speed (i.e. 340 m s−1). The parabolic method computations are performed for the low
frequency source signature model with 0.1 and 0.5 Hz central frequencies. The normalized energy
is estimated within a time window of 3.5 s. Because of the periodicity of the parabolic equation
method signature, energy of the tropospheric path appears as an artifact at 700 s
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representation of Fig. 18.8. The first stratospheric path, noted IsI, arrived 100 s later
than a ground sound speed reference direct wave and the gap between each reflection of this path is of 100 s. Geometrical acoustics predicts smaller stratospheric
path observation distance ranges than those predicted by the parabolic equation
method at the source frequencies (around 0.1 Hz) or observed. For instance,
whereas geometrical acoustic predicts first reflection stratospheric path IsI between
200 and 300 km, parabolic equation method predicts energy for this path between
less than 100 km and up to 1,000 km. Geometrical acoustics allows the identification of two thermospheric paths Ita and Itb, but parabolic equation method shows
that the Itb path is totally attenuated by atmospheric absorption. Various reflections
of the thermospheric path Ita are observed with an arrival time gap of approximatively 300 s. So, the representation of Fig. 18.8 seems to be a good way for the
identification of arrival paths. Alpine station records one stratospheric path and one
thermospheric path whereas Roosevelt station measures two stratospheric paths and
one thermospheric path. Stations at long-range record mainly stratospheric paths
and possibly a second reflection thermospheric path. Each measured arrival is
clearly associated with a stratospheric reflection or a thermospheric one.

18.4.2

Diffraction and Scattering in Shadow Zones

In shadow zones, the geometrical acoustics and parabolic equation computation at
1 Hz do not predict arrivals where measurements are performed (see Fig. 18.6 and
18.8). These measurements are confirmed by parabolic equation computation at
0.1 Hz, which is the source frequency.
The first shadow zone is defined by the horizontally emitted ray and the cusp
caustic which reaches the ground close to 240 km in the West direction (see Fig.
18.6). Three mechanisms can explain energy arrival in this shadow zone. (i)
Creeping wave (Pierce 1994) are associated to the diffraction at the geometrical
amplitude discontinuity located along the horizontally emitted ray. Creeping wave
ground relative speed is the ground sound speed and these waves are associated to
the direct wave noted Iw which is observed between the source and 100 km with a
retarded arrival time of 0 s. (ii) Caustics are another kind of amplitude discontinuity
predicted by geometrical acoustics (Pierce 1994). Diffraction at caustics can
explain a shadow zone reduction of some kilometers where the cusp caustic reaches
the ground. (iii) The most important mechanism of diffraction is the wave scattering by small atmospheric temperature and wind inhomogeneities. As presented
before, these inhomogeneities are associated to internal gravity waves and they are
included in our atmospheric model. Ostashev et al. (2005) and Kulichkov et al.
(2007) show that scattering by a horizontally stratified turbulence can be interpreted
as a partial reflection of acoustic waves by inhomogeneities. The arrival time of a
partially reflected wave is quite in agreement with arrival times computed by the
parabolic equation method and measured. This result is true for each stratospheric
reflection but it is not observed for the thermospheric path (see Fig. 18.8). Ostashev
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et al. (2005) show that the more the wave travel direction is horizontal, the more
the wave is scattered. This explains why thermospheric paths are not partially
reflected.
Diffraction occurs not only before the illuminated zone but also after, i.e., for the
first stratospheric reflection IsI, from 320 km up to more than 1,000 km (see Fig.
18.8). Diffraction in this zone is associated with creeping waves generated at the
caustic which pass along the ground in the illuminated zone (see Fig. 18.6). This
diffraction mechanism generates a closely vertical wave which propagates at the
ground sound speed like a tropospheric wave. This wave is clearly observed on
finite difference simulation (cf. Bailly and Bogey 2008). This wave is observed for
all the stratospheric reflections and both at 0.1 and 0.5 Hz (see Fig. 18.8).
Moreover, diffraction is an important mechanism in the conversion between
stratospheric path and thermospheric path. At low frequency (0.1 Hz, Fig. 18.8), we
observe an arrival at a retarded time between 400 and 500 s at distances between
400 and 600 km. This arrival can been explained geometrically as a stratospheric
refraction of the first thermospheric reflection (ItI). This kind of path, which has
often low amplitude, is rarely observed and is called diffracted path Id. Other conversions exist at longer distance from the source but they cannot be distinguished
using classical path arrival times.

18.4.3 Discussion
In this section, we have summed up various effects which affect the long-range
propagation of infrasound. The main effect on the overpressure level is associated
with the wind. The propagation is anisotropic because of the increase of refraction
in the downwind direction and a decrease in the opposite direction. This effect is
season-dependent on a dominant wind in the West direction in summer and an
opposite wind in winter at the Misty Picture location (Le Pichon et al. 2005). The
atmospheric absorption is responsible of the strong attenuation of thermospheric
path Itb. Density fluctuations affect the amplitude of the wave only if the source and
the receiver are not at the same height. Refraction by the density gradient is very
weak. The Earth curvature modified the arrival time of the first stratospheric path
by 2.5 s and the arrival time of the first thermospheric path by 8.5 s relative to a flat
ground propagation model. The Earth curvature has a weak effect on phase amplitudes. Finally, the source frequency is an important factor because of diffraction
and scattering mechanisms. In the Misty Picture configuration, which is a standard
atmosphere, no shadow zones are observed at frequencies lower than approximatively 0.5 Hz.
The Misty Picture event appears as a reference atmospheric infrasound propagation problem. All measured arrivals are identified both in geometrical zones and in
shadow zones. Amplitudes of scattered and diffracted arrivals are, at low frequency,
of the same level as geometrical arrivals. The path identification method is particularly efficient to stack ray tracing and parabolic equation methods results with
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measurements (Fig. 18.8). Comparisons of measurements with simulations show
that, up to a 4 kt yield ground explosion, which is the Misty Picture yield, linear
models give arrival time path in agreement with measurements. However, nonlinear
effects, scattering and atmospheric absorption have significant effects on the waveform signature evolution during the propagation.

18.5 Pressure Signature Analysis
In the previous section, we identified measured arrivals with acoustic wave paths
and studied effects of various mechanisms on the global acoustic energy level. In
this section, we investigate the waveform evolution from the source to the receiver
and the effects of nonlinearities, atmospheric absorption and scattering on the pressure signature. We focus on Alpine, White River and Roosevelt stations and perform comparisons between measured signatures, parabolic equation method
simulations and ray tracing method simulations.

18.5.1 Waveform Evolution During the Propagation
Phase identification at barometric station located between 200 and 400 km in the
direction West of the source allows us to find: a stratospheric path IsI and a thermospheric path Ita at Alpine station, two stratospheric paths IsI and IsII and a thermospheric path Ita at White River and Roosevelt stations. However, the ray tracing
method predicts only stratospheric path waveform signatures at Alpine and White
River and thermospheric path waveform signatures at White River and Roosevelt.
Pressure signatures measured and computed using linear ray tracing, nonlinear ray
tracing and parabolic equation for these three stations are plotted in Fig. 18.9 with
the eigenrays between the source and stations. Simulations are performed using the
atmospheric model of Sect. 18.3.2, the Reed’s waveform signature for the ray tracing code and the low frequency waveform signature for the parabolic equation
method (cf. Sect. 18.3.1). Parabolic equation method simulations are limited to low
frequencies below 0.5 Hz (i.e. a sampling frequency of 1 Hz).
Arrival times are globally in agreement with measurements, ray tracing and
parabolic equation methods except for modeled thermospheric paths which arrived
approximatively 50 s before measurements. This difference is due to the atmospheric models which should underestimate effective celerity in the high atmosphere. Uncertainties on meteorological conditions can also explain the miss, on
ray tracing and parabolic equation results, of the thermospheric arrival measured at
Alpine 1,060 s after the explosion. Signature amplitudes are globally in good agreement except near caustics where the amplitude is overestimated with the ray tracing
method. This is the case of the Alpine stratospheric path (IsI). Ray tracing simulations overestimate the amplitude whereas the parabolic equation method amplitude
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Fig. 18.9 Pressure signatures at Alpine, White River and Roosevelt stations. From the top to the bottom, the measured, linear ray tracing, nonlinear ray tracing and parabolic equation method pressure signatures are plotted
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is realistic. Linear simulations overestimate the amplitude of thermospheric arrivals
at White River and Roosevelt whereas nonlinear ray tracing agrees with the measurements. The nonlinear computation of the waveform allows the reconstitution of
a “U” pressure signature at Alpine and White River for the stratospheric path and
of a “N” at White River and Roosevelt for the thermospheric path. At the Alpine
station, the ray tracing method finds two stratospheric paths with the same number
of reflections and same arrival times. These two arrivals are linked with two effective sound speed local maxima within the effective celerity profiles. This double
arrival is not observed on the parabolic equation simulation at Alpine nor on measurements. This difference is due to the high frequency approximation of the ray
tracing method which implies a high sensitivity to sound speed variation which is
not real for low frequency waves because of wave scattering.
The comparison of pressure signature amplitudes is difficult because of scattering
effects and because of filtering effects both on measurements and on simulations.
Measured and simulated pressure signature spectra allow a comparison of pressure
signature energy level for each frequency. In Fig. 18.10, the spectral density of
energy (DSE) is plotted for each infrasound arrival independently. For each arrival,
the frequency range and amplitude are of the same order for simulations and measurements. Linear ray tracing DSE amplitude is higher than nonlinear ray tracing
DSE amplitude and overestimates measured amplitude. For the stratospheric path
(both top graphs of Fig. 18.10), parabolic equation results appear closer to the measurements than nonlinear ray tracing results at low frequency whereas at high frequency nonlinear ray tracing results are more realistic. For thermospheric paths
(both bottom graphs of Fig. 18.10), the nonlinear results compare best with the measured spectrum particularly for the White River thermospheric path.
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18.5.2 Nonlinearity and Atmospheric Absorption
For the global acoustic pressure level, atmospheric absorption is an important phenomenon whereas nonlinear effects are not significant. For the waveform signature,
both of these competitive mechanisms are important. The effects of these two phenomenon are observed experimentally for the Misty Picture event. Because of
atmospheric absorption, only low frequencies propagate at long range. Barometric
stations record signal only between 0 and 0.5 Hz whereas the source pressure signature spectrum is composed of high frequencies too. Nonlinear effects are
observed on stratospheric arrivals with the “U” signature shape and on thermospheric arrivals with the “N” shape.
In this subsection, we evaluate nonlinear and atmospheric absorption effects on
the pressure signature evolution along ray paths for the Misty Picture event. The
shock formation time tshock quantifies nonlinearity effects relative to the propagation
distance. The Gol’dberg number G (Rogers and Gardner 1980) quantifies nonlinearity effects relative to linear dissipative effects for a given pressure signature.
These numbers are defined from Burgers’ equation as
tshock =

r 0 c02
b fw pw

and G =

b pw
,
dr 0 fw

where b is the nonlinear coefficient (Pierce 1994), d is the absorption coefficient
(Pierce 1994), c0 is the sound speed, r0 is the density, pw is the wave amplitude and
fw is the wave central frequency. These two numbers are evaluated for the Misty
Picture event along eigenrays which arrived at Alpine, White River and Roosevelt
stations. Pressure signatures computed along these rays by solving generalized
Burgers’ equation are used to evaluate the central frequency fw and the amplitude
pw. The shock formation time and the Gol’dberg number are plotted in Fig. 18.11.
The shock formation time mainly increases during the propagation whereas the
Gol’dberg number decreases. This is associated to the increase of the pressure signature duration and the decrease of its amplitude. The shock formation time evolves
quickly close to the source from 0 to 100 s and after 10 km of propagation it stays
between 100 and 1,000 s except near caustics where it decreases to 0 because of
caustic signature amplitude singularity. The Gol’dberg number evolves symmetrically with a singularity close to caustics and to the source.
As presented in Fig. 18.11, the shock formation time is of the order of 100 s i.e. a
distance of 30 km. With only nonlinear mechanisms, after a propagation time of 100 s,
the pressure signature evolves as a “N” wave, independently of the waveform source
shape. As for the sonic boom propagation (Plotkin 2002), nonlinearities are weak and
it is a cumulative process efficient at long range. The propagation time to the barometric station (~1,000 s) is 10 times the shock formation time. Then, pressure signatures at the station, in absence of competitive processes, are close to an “N” wave.
The Gol’dberg number is greater than approximatively 17 (cf. Fig. 18.11), which
means that nonlinearities are dominant relatively to linear absorption mechanisms.
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Fig. 18.11 Nonlinear effects for the Misty Picture event. From top to bottom, ray paths, the shock
formation time and the Gol’dberg number are plotted for Alpine, White River and Roosevelt station eigenrays

This Gol’dberg number limit is obtained by Rogers and Gardner (1980) by equalizing nonlinear absorption with linear viscosity and molecular relaxation absorption mechanisms. This number can be found numerically by a parametric study of
Burgers’ equation. The pressure signature at receiver is mainly dependent on nonlinearities, but absorption mechanisms are important to study the shock rise time or
for lower amplitude sources. When, in an application, the Gol’dberg number is a
priori unknown, full generalized Burgers’ equation should be solved.

18.5.3 Discussion
We observe that both nonlinearity and scattering have influence on the waveform
evolution and that nonlinearity is more important for the thermospheric path.
Nonlinearities allow to find the ‘N’ and the ‘U’ waveforms measured for respectively
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thermospheric and stratospheric paths. Nonlinearity is a weak mechanism which
dominates linear absorption effects during the propagation for an event of the Misty
Picture energy class. Scattering influences the pressure signature especially for the
stratospheric path and its energy level as well. In spite of these qualitative results,
comparisons between simulations and measurements remain difficult because of
uncertainties on meteorological conditions of propagation.

18.6 Conclusion
The Misty Picture experiment is a unique opportunity for the interpretation of the
infrasound propagation from High Explosive sources. This infrasonic event is one
of the most instrumented with records close to the source and at long range. Most
of the 23 barometric records are of good quality with a good signal-to-noise ratio.
Numerous documentations of the event supply accurate descriptions of the source,
of the atmosphere and of barometric recorded signatures. Our study is focused on
high explosive events of approximatively 4 kt yield which enable us to investigate
the propagation of 0.1 Hz central frequency infrasound.
The Misty Picture event allows us both to study the geometric long-range propagation of infrasound and to study the waveform signature generated by high explosive events. We identify infrasonic arrivals and match them with geometrical phases
or diffracted phases. For each phase, arrival times, apparent velocity, duration and
amplitude are in agreement between measurement and simulation. The study shows
the importance of scattering in shadow zones for stratospheric phases. This is the
main mechanism of wave diffraction in shadow zones and its effects are important
at low frequencies (0.1 Hz). This mechanism explains that stratospheric phases are
observed on a zone larger than the geometrical zone. All the stratospheric phases
are observed numerically and experimentally up to 1,000 km with frequencies in
the range 0.01–0.5 Hz. This result should be used in the interpretation of barometric
station records. On the other hand, thermospheric paths are only observed in the
geometrical zone and can be completely described using a ray tracing model.
Linear acoustic appears efficient to model the propagation path of infrasound emitted by high explosions up to, at least, 4 kt yield.
However, nonlinear mechanisms are quite important to model the waveform
signature evolution of infrasound. The “N” and the “U” measured waveform shape
of thermospheric and stratospheric paths respectively are associated with nonlinear
mechanisms. Nonlinearities are weak but the development of nonlinear models is
necessary in order to characterize the source energy from station measurements.
The study of the Misty Picture event shows that the modeling of infrasound
propagation at long range should take into account thermal atmospheric structure,
the wind, the atmospheric absorption and scattering to explain arrival type and
arrival time. The model should also include weak nonlinear mechanisms to model
the waveform signature. However, ray tracing validity is limited because of diffraction mechanisms whereas the linear parabolic equation is limited because of
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n onlinearities. The complementarity of these methods is useful to investigate the
propagation of infrasound. The development of a nonlinear propagation method
which includes all physical effects is an unsolved problem. Such a model is necessary for a full analysis of the propagation of infrasound. The modeling of the propagation of infrasound is also highly dependent upon the knowledge of the atmosphere,
at small and global scales. To improve atmospheric models, infrasound networks
can be used for atmospheric remote sensing.
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Chapter 19

Ground Truth Events: Assessing
the Capability of Infrasound Networks Using
High Resolution Data Analyses
David N. Green, Alexis Le Pichon, Lars Ceranna, and Läslo Evers

19.1 Infrasound and Ground Truth
The purpose of building and maintaining an infrasound network is to be able to
detect, identify, and locate low-frequency atmospheric pressure disturbances. In order
to assess the capability of such a network, and to recognise potential weaknesses, the
system must be tested using signals from well understood sources. Events which
generate such signals are referred to as ground truth and are defined as being events
for which the source location, origin time and acoustic generation mechanism are
known through independent means. In ideal circumstances, a measure of the source
magnitude should also be ascertained, and parameters influencing the acoustic radiation pattern such as local terrain and ground cover should be identified. Similar to
seismic ground truth parameters (e.g., Bondar et al. 2004a), the infrasound ground
truth parameters are associated with only the source. Meteorological parameters
which influence the propagation of the acoustic waves (e.g., temperature and wind)
are not considered ground truth, and it is often the accuracy of these atmospheric
parameters that we wish to test using signals from ground truth events.
A successful infrasound analysis will take recordings from one or more microbarograph arrays and process the data to provide estimates of the signal arrival time,
horizontal trace velocity, back-azimuth, amplitude, and spectra. These parameters,
used in conjunction with state of the art modelling techniques and atmospheric
specifications are subsequently used to provide estimates of the source location,
origin time and some measure of the acoustic magnitude. In infrasound studies, the
acoustic magnitude is most often described in terms of equivalent explosive yield,
measured in kilotonnes (kt) of TNT; we adopt this measure in this chapter. Each of
these estimates relies in some manner on accurate predictions of the propagation
path the infrasonic waves take through the atmosphere. The location estimate, if
based on back-azimuth intersections, is sensitive to the along-path azimuth
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d eviations, whereas the magnitude, or yield, calculations rely on accurate specification of the along-path wind speeds in the stratosphere to correct for propagation
effects. Testing the accuracy and repeatability of these calculations requires ground
truth data, which constrain the source information such that the differences between
the true and predicted atmospheric propagation paths may be found. Ground truth
data can be used in two ways: as the initial conditions for forward modelling where
the acoustic propagation is simulated and the results compared to the data, or as the
observed parameters against which the results of inversion techniques can be compared. An example of forward modelling is the identification of the different phases
(tropospheric, stratospheric, or thermospheric) present in an infrasonic wavetrain,
and an example of an inversion technique is the estimation of the source location
parameters.
Interest in infrasound has grown over the last decade in response to the design
and deployment of a network of microbarograph arrays in support of verifying the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT), which is described in Christie
and Campus 2010 Chapter 2. This provides a key motivation for understanding
more about the details of infrasound propagation; we wish to know how best to
exploit the infrasound data for CTBT verification. Other motivations for studying
infrasound, for example, characterising volcanic eruptions and the implications for
aviation safety (Garces et al. 2008) or understanding upper atmospheric dynamics
(Le Pichon et al. 2005) also require tested, reliable atmospheric velocity models.
The major challenge for infrasound modelling is contending with the continuously changing atmospheric velocity structure, with the consequence that two
events whose locations are the same, but have different origin times, sample different propagation paths. This makes the assessment of the velocity specifications
quite unlike that from research areas, such as seismology, where time-independent
velocity structure allows the combination of velocity estimates from time separated
events; these can constrain an absolute velocity model which is refined as more data
become available. In infrasound studies, although the propagation characteristics
from each event are unique, the time-dependent velocity models can be constrained
by independent meteorological parameters which are already collected for purposes
including weather forecasting, climate modelling and aircraft travel. One consequence of this is that it is difficult to attribute a set uncertainty to each model;
instead, we learn about the limitations of our models through testing against ground
truth events. As the number of ground truth events in our databases increases, we
can begin to describe these limitations within a statistical framework. Therefore,
the gathering and careful archiving of ground truth data are essential for future reassessments of infrasound analysis capabilities.
In this chapter, we review the methods which are employed to gather ground
truth information and the rapidly expanding literature regarding such events. We
show how the emphasis of ground truth studies has changed over time and provide
examples of the information that have been acquired from these analyses. To illustrate these points, and to highlight the improvements in resolution that can be made
using networks of arrays, we provide a case study from a large chemical explosion
that occurred at the Buncefield oil depot, UK.
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19.2 Ground Truth Data–A Historical Perspective
The nature of ground truth studies has changed over time, in response to the scientific
problems that are deemed most relevant during different periods. During the 1940s
and 1950s, the focus was on identifying the modes of propagation from the
observed multiple arrivals and understanding the atmospheric velocity structure
(e.g., Cox 1947; Richardson and Kennedy 1952). As the 1950s continued, atmospheric nuclear tests became the most prevalent localised infrasonic sources and the
focus of study switched to understanding the very low-frequency acoustic-gravity
waves generated by megaton-yield explosions (e.g., Press and Harkrider 1962).
Once the propagation modes had been established, further research effort went into
relating pressure amplitudes to the explosive yield (Posey and Pierce 1971; Flores
and Vega 1975).
After the cessation of atmospheric nuclear testing, initiated by the signing of the
Partial Test Ban Treaty by the USSR, USA and UK in 1963, the number of infrasound studies decreased in response to dwindling interest in infrasonic monitoring.
Ground truth events were limited to those either recorded as part of military chemical explosive tests (e.g., Al’Perovich et al. 1985; Whitaker et al. 1990), industrial
accidents (e.g., Grover 1974) or from large natural events, such as the eruption of
Mount St. Helens in 1980 (Donn and Balachandran 1981).
Interest in infrasound was rekindled during the negotiations for a CTBT in
the mid-1990s. It was decided that a network of microbarograph arrays would
be necessary, within the framework of an International Monitoring System
(IMS), to support radionuclide detection in verifying that no clandestine
atmospheric nuclear tests had occurred. Here, the focus is different again:
rather than the very large events studied previously, explosions with yields in
the sub-kiloton to a few kilotons range are of interest. For a CTBT to be successful, it would be necessary for effective verification technologies (seismic,
infrasound, hydroacoustic and radionuclide detection) to identify and locate
any events of interest. Therefore, infrasound studies in the past decade have
concentrated on smaller explosions, which the infrasound network of the IMS
has been designed to detect; these studies have improved event detection
methods alongside location and yield estimation techniques (Whitaker et al.
2003; Evers et al. 2007; Ceranna et al. 2009). The global atmospheric coverage has increased as the IMS network has been constructed, ensuring that the
number of ground truth events detected has steadily increased over the last
ten years (Fig. 19.1).
In addition, as the events of interest have become smaller, the dominant signal
frequencies of interest have increased. This has meant that more detailed atmospheric parameterisations are required to facilitate accurate propagation analyses.
The atmospheric specifications are generated from well validated atmospheric
models; however, as Drob et al. (2003) makes clear, the ultimate test of the applicability of these specifications to infrasound analyses is how well they predict
arrivals recorded over microbarograph networks. The knowledge of how accurately
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Fig. 19.1 A timeline showing the major changes in focus for infrasound research over the last 50
years. Between 1945 and 1963 the U.S. conducted 212 atmospheric nuclear tests compared with
216 conducted by the USSR (Mikhailov 1999). Consequently, between the 1960s and late 1970s,
much of the work was driven by attempting to understand the signals from atmospheric nuclear
tests of large yield (100s kt). In the 1980s, infrasound research slowed, although the Los Alamos
group worked on eight high explosive (HE) tests between 1981 and 1993 to determine the pressure
vs. yield relationships. Since the late 1990s, infrasound research has been buoyed by the advent
of the International Monitoring System (IMS) network, with the number of ground truth events
within the Space and Missile Defence Command (SMDC) database steadily increasing with the
increased number of stations

the acoustic propagation models simulate the infrasound arrivals from unknown
events is a crucial issue for CTBT era infrasound monitoring.
Because of the sparse global coverage of microbarograph arrays, many events
are recorded at only one station. Indeed, 88% of the U.S. Space and Missile
Defence Command (SMDC) infrasound database consists of events recorded by
one array. Although these single-station events are undoubtably useful, as they
provide single propagation paths for atmospheric specification validation, they do
not allow the breadth of analysis of a multi-station recording. For example, multistation recordings allow location estimates to be made and yield estimation uncertainty for the event to be assessed. Both location and yield parameters are important,
especially in the context of CTBT verification.
In some areas of the globe, notably central Europe and western USA,
networks with higher density than the proposed 60 station IMS network
(Christie and Campus 2010) have been achieved. In central Europe, ten arrays
are currently operational, with a mean spacing between nearest neighbour stations of approximately 280 km, compared with 2,000 km for the proposed IMS
network. Observations from this network have been combined to provide evidence of highly active infrasound source regions (Le Pichon et al. 2008), with
a number of ground truth events recorded across multiple stations (e.g., Evers
and Haak 2007; Ceranna et al. 2009).
Another advantage of having recordings over a dense network is understanding
why signals were not recorded at a particular station, rather than just understanding
the signals recorded. By having the higher station density, the zones of infrasound
ground returns become more well defined. Well constrained ground truth events,
ideally recorded over multiple stations, will play a major role in constraining the
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effects that uncertainties in the atmospheric velocity structure have on the estimation of source parameters from infrasound analyses.

19.3 Process of Obtaining Ground Truth
As progress in data analyses is made, and the focus of investigations changes, it is
important to be able to test new ideas or search for evidence within the old data.
Therefore, it becomes essential to carefully archive the event information and pressure waveforms to enable such analyses. This has been done successfully for the high
explosive (HE) tests conducted at White Sands Missile Range from which infrasound
was recorded by researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), U.S.; as
more data have become available, refinements have been made to the pressure vs.
yield relationships (e.g., Whitaker et al. 1990, 2003). Other analysts have conducted
careful research into past events in order to generate ground truth databases. For
example, Stevens et al. (2002) compiled records from twenty-seven Soviet nuclear
tests and compared the results with a variety of yield estimation formulae.
At present, the U.S. SMDC maintains a well designed infrasound event catalogue and waveform database,1 of which many events can be considered ground
truth (e.g., O’Brien et al. 2006). Choosing which events should be classified as
ground truth depends upon the accuracy with which the source location and origin time are known. Here, we restrict ground truth to be events whose source was
stationary. Therefore, from the variety of phenomena listed in the infrasound
database, only mine blasts, volcanic eruptions, chemical explosions and gas pipeline explosions can be considered ground truth events (Fig. 19.2). Bolides, landslides and rocket launches and re-entries all have moving sources and are not
considered to be ground truth. The source locations of earthquake generated
infrasound signals are also difficult to define. Mutschlecner and Whitaker (2005)
give a comprehensive overview of signals from 31 earthquakes; for earthquakes
with local magnitudes less than 7.0 the strongest stratospheric arrivals are aligned
with the epicentre to within three degrees. These signals also have travel-times
consistent with propagation from the earthquake epicentral region. However,
many secondary infrasonic arrivals generated by earthquakes can be associated
with the interaction of seismic surface waves with pronounced topography up to
hundreds of kilometres from the epicentre (Le Pichon et al. 2003; Mutschlecner
and Whitaker 2005). These secondary arrivals complicate the infrasonic wavetrain such that it can be extremely difficult to decipher which signals can be
associated with ground truth information from the epicentral region. Therefore,
although some very well constrained earthquake generated signals may be useful
for ground truth analyses, we do not consider earthquake sources to be suitable
as ground truth events.

www.rdss.info, operational at time of writing.
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Fig. 19.2 A histogram showing the numbers of events within the SMDC infrasound database
which have at least one recording station listed within the bulletin entry. The events span the time
period between February 1997 and July 2007. Ground truth events are defined to be those for
which the source is stationary

The parameters required for ground truth metadata are the source location and
origin time. Explosive yield data are also useful, although it is difficult to determine
and therefore only available in a few cases. For controlled explosions, gathering
ground truth data is a trivial matter; the source location is known to an arbitrary
accuracy, the origin time can be accurately measured from the detonation timings,
and the yields are predetermined. For accidental explosions, or for explosions controlled by a party not associated with the infrasound network, the gathering of
ground truth metadata can be a painstaking and time consuming process. If the
infrasound was generated near ground level, some energy may couple into the
ground generating seismic waves allowing the origin time to be estimated. Often
these origin time estimates are accurate to within two seconds. For the majority of
mining blasts reported in the SMDC database, the seismic arrival method is used to
provide the origin times; however, when these are unavailable, the reports of the
mine management must be relied upon, which can be of variable quality. The estimate of the location is more problematic. Most well-constrained seismic location
estimates, if available, are accurate to within a few tens of kilometres (e.g., Bondar
et al. 2004b), which can be up to 20% of the infrasonic path length for a one bounce
stratospheric arrival. This uncertainty is unacceptably large for ground truth events
which are to be used in model validation. This problem leads to the question: what
is the sufficient accuracy for ground truth data? Often the shortest path lengths for
recorded stratospheric arrivals are between 100 and 200 km, depending upon atmospheric conditions. Therefore, accepting a location accuracy of two kilometres or
better would ensure that the error was less than 2% of the shortest path length,
without excluding large numbers of events for which locations within a few metres
are not known.
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Because of the problems of constraining the source location seismically, finding
the location often becomes detective work. News reports give clues regarding the
location, and satellite imagery available via the internet allows closer inspection of
proposed source locations. Often, if the explosion is an industrial accident occurring at a factory, this is relatively straightforward to locate on a map. More novel
techniques are sometimes required when the source is less obvious. Bowman et al.
(2007) described a case of using a combination of newspaper pictures and satellite
imagery to constrain the location of a gas pipeline explosion close to St. Petersburg.
Using such techniques, it is often possible to reduce the location uncertainties to
within a few hundred metres.

19.4 Ground Truth Examples
Ground truth events have been an integral part of infrasonic studies since the early
attempts to explain long-distance propagation of sound through the atmosphere.
For example, early work by Cox (1947) utilised chemical explosions to explore the
detectability of “abnormal” sound, which we now accept as refracted infrasound, at
a series of ranges from the source. Furthermore, in April 1947 when British engineers destroyed the fortifications on the island of Helgoland using approximately
5,000 tons of TNT, ten microbarographs were sited across Germany and northern
Italy to record the airwaves (Cox 1949; Cox et al. 1949). The recordings, which
included direct airwaves and refractions from both the stratosphere and thermosphere allowed the researchers to make an attempt at estimating the upper atmospheric temperature structure, which was poorly constrained at the time.
Although instrumentation and knowledge of the atmospheric velocity structure
are much improved since the mid-twentieth century, ground truth studies are still
concerned with mapping out the acoustic propagation paths through the atmosphere. With increased knowledge of the general structure, research has been able
to focus on the fluctuations from the mean state of the atmosphere. Russian
researchers have been particularly active in this pursuit, with experiments involving
repeated explosions designed to probe changes in stratospheric wind structure over
periods of minutes and hours. For example, Kulichkov and Bush (2001) provide
examples of stratospheric arrival amplitude changes of a factor of two occurring
over a 20 min period, and the occurrence and disappearance of distinct arrivals over
an hour and a half. Kulichkov (2004) suggests that one mode of variability that may
explain these fluctuations are internal gravity waves which, through movement of
air masses, can change the stratospheric acoustic velocity structure over timescales
on the order of those observed (Kulichkov 2010). Detailed studies such as these
have prompted researchers to include the variability, in the form of velocity perturbations, within their models (e.g., Norris et al. 2006).
In addition, with the accumulation of data from ground truth events, it has been
possible to identify a wider range of propagation paths. For example, weak infrasonic returns from the stratosphere that arrive earlier than propagation models
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predict have been recorded when stratospheric winds are high (Kulichkov et al.
2004; Evers and Haak 2007). These have been attributed to headwave-like propagation along the effective velocity maximum in the stratosphere. Another example is
the recording of strong, pulsed stratospheric returns within the geometric shadow
zone predicted by ray theory. Kulichkov et al. (2002) provide a number of examples
and suggest that they are the result of partial reflection of acoustic pulses from
coherent, locally-stratified inhomogeneities of the acoustic refractive index. It is
suggested that these are a consequence of layers of rapidly changing wind direction
which generate vertical gradients in the horizontal wind speed of over 50 m/s/km.
Only with accurate knowledge of the source location and origin time can we compare predicted and actual travel-times, allowing the atmospheric propagation paths
to be identified.
Although many ground truth studies have shown the effects of the stratospheric
winds on the arrival times (e.g., Evers et al. 2007; Ceranna et al. 2009), very few
studies are extended enough to show the seasonal variations that occur in signal
detectability and propagation path. One superb example is given by Antier et al.
(2007), who utilise continuous recordings of the highly repetitive volcanic explosions at Yasur volcano on the Vanuatu archipelago. Recordings from a near-vent
microbarograph provide the ground truth information, and recordings of the stratospheric recordings at a range of 399 km on the New Caledonia IMS infrasound
array (IS22) clearly show repeated seasonal variations over a three year period.
In addition to identifying the atmospheric propagation paths and understanding
their variability, a key use of infrasound measurements, especially in terms of verifying the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, is to locate atmospheric events and
estimate their yield. There are very few examples within the literature in which
well-constrained ground truth events have been located using only infrasound data.
This may be a consequence of many factors, including the sparse nature of regional
infrasound networks leading to few detections per event, and the influence of stratospheric winds which can reduce the azimuthal coverage of recorded signals. For
example, only 12% of the ground truth events archived within the SMDC database
are recorded at two or more stations.
Two examples of multi-airwave location are given by Evers et al. (2007) for a
gas pipeline explosion in Belgium, and by Ceranna et al. (2009) for the Buncefield
oil depot explosion, which is detailed in Sect. 19.6. The example given by Evers
et al. (2007) shows the importance of accounting for the specific propagation characteristics at the time of the explosion. For this study, location estimates were made
using cross-bearings, which is often advisable because of the uncertainties in traveltimes; when the azimuthal deviations generated by the stratospheric winds are
accounted for the area of the location uncertainty ellipse is reduced by approximately a factor of two.
A relationship between recorded pressure and yield proved elusive for early
researchers (e.g., Cox 1947). However, work both at the Air Force Technical
Applications Center (AFTAC) and LANL in the United States showed that relatively
simple formulae could describe the expected pressure from an explosion of given
yield. The LANL relationship was derived empirically from a number of chemical
explosions for which ground truth parameters (location, origin time and yield) were
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well constrained (e.g., Whitaker et al. 1990, 2003). The relationship shows that the
pressure amplitude of a stratospheric return is dependent upon the explosive yield, the
source to receiver range, and the stratospheric wind speed (which is usually taken to
be the average along-path wind speed at an altitude of 50 km). If the infrasonic wave
propagates in the same direction as the wind, the arrival amplitude is enhanced; if the
wave propagates against the wind, the arrival amplitude is reduced. This relationship
has been used in subsequent analyses to provide estimates of explosive yield for
events where no independent yield estimates are available (e.g., Evers et al. 2007;
Ottemöller and Evers 2008; Ceranna et al. 2009).
In the future, it may become possible to produce artificial acoustic sources that
can be used to generate infrasound, providing acoustic ground truth in an easily
controllable manner. For example, Garces and Park (2007) have been experimenting with a commercially available rotary subwoofer to generate infrasound for
instrument calibration, a technology which may be expanded to atmospheric soundings. Such low frequency sources would open up the possibility of extending
experiments which acoustically explore the lower atmospheric boundary layer
(e.g., Chunchuzov et al. 2005) to probe the upper atmosphere.
The examples given above are testament to the fact that infrasound is best measured using dedicated microbarograph arrays that record atmospheric pressure
perturbations, and which allow the source direction to be calculated using backazimuth estimates from array processing. However, in certain circumstances, synergy between infrasonic and seismic data can provide further information regarding
the acoustic source or the manner in which acoustic waves propagate through the
atmosphere.
For example, seismic data may be used to provide well constrained source locations, such that the event may be considered as ground truth for infrasound purposes (e.g., Arrowsmith et al. 2007; McKenna et al. 2007) or the combination of
the seismic and infrasound data may be able to improve the estimated receiver to
source range (e.g., Stump et al. 2004). A good example of this is the Washington
State bolide (Arrowsmith et al. 2007); usually bolides would not be included in
ground truth studies used for model validation because of the complications of
interpreting the moving source. However, in this instance, visual evidence and the
recordings of the event on approximately 100 seismometers allowed the acoustic
source to be identified as a single (terminal) airburst, rather than a hypersonic
shock. Therefore, there was a single source location, which was located to within
±3 km in the horizontal plane and within ±1 km in the vertical plane. Although the
location error is greater than desired for ground truth, this explosion is an excellent
example of an elevated event recorded at multiple sensor locations. The estimated
source location was used by Arrowsmith et al. (2007) to test the applicability of a
number of different propagation models, including range-dependent ray tracing
with and without ground surface topography (Jones et al. 1986) and a parabolic
equation solver (e.g., Lingevitch et al. 2002).
Other studies have used acoustic arrivals recorded on seismometers to provide
extra azimuthal coverage of an event (e.g., Ottemöller and Evers 2008; Ceranna
et al. 2009), especially for the tropospheric arrivals often not recorded by the
regional scale IMS infrasound network. However, seismic recordings of airwaves
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can only be used to provide arrival time information. Pressure amplitudes, although
related to the amplitude of the seismic signals (e.g., Sorrells 1971), are difficult to
calculate from the air-coupled seismic arrivals.
In areas where mining explosions are common, the combination of infrasound
and seismic data has been shown to be especially useful, with the infrasound data
being used to discriminate between explosions that vent to the atmosphere and
other seismic disturbances including small earthquakes and contained explosions
(e.g., Stump et al. 2002; Sorrells 1997). An example is given in Fig. 19.3 for a blast
from a mine in southern Siberia (details can be found in the SMDC database). The
mine is located 143 km from the co-located seismic and infrasound arrays. Using a
–
simple travel-time formulation and assuming that the infrasound has a celerity, v,
equal to 0.3 km/s and the regional seismic P wave velocity is 6 km /s, an estimated
range to the station is calculated as 148 km. Therefore, using both seismic and infrasound data, an approximate location can be found using the calculated back-azimuth
and range, and the event can be identified as a near-surface disturbance due to the
presence of both a regional seismic signal and a high amplitude infrasonic signal.
The identification of infrasound for a given event implies that, in most cases,
either the source occurred in the atmosphere or close to the Earth’s surface. The
major exception are large earthquakes which are easily identified using seismic
methods. Discriminating between different acoustic source types in the atmosphere
is a more difficult problem, primarily due to the large influence the time dependent
atmospheric conditions have on the infrasonic waveforms. However, modern array
processing techniques combined with propagation modelling provide means of
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Fig. 19.3 An example of seismo-acoustic data from the co-located IMS arrays, Zalesovo
(Seismic) and 146RU (Infrasound) located in southern Russia. The seismic recording is the first
element of the seismic array; the recording is from element H2 of the infrasound array. The values
in the top right of the panels show the maximum amplitude recorded. The source of the signals
was a mining explosion that occurred 143 km to the north-east of the stations
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identifying important source characteristics; the applicability of these as source
discriminants is tested using ground truth events.
One example of a source type discriminant is the determination of whether the
source is moving or stationary. This characteristic is often identified by modelling
the arrival times and back-azimuths. If the acoustic source is moving, the data are
often only explainable using a moving point source or extended line source model
(e.g., Brown et al. 2003; ReVelle et al. 2004). However, if the source is a stationary
point source a static model will, if the atmospheric parameterisation is accurate,
provide the best result. The most common moving sources are meteorite falls,
where infrasound can be generated by either the ballistic shock wave or fragmentation events. Such events are common, with the largest event annually having on
average an energy equivalent to a 5 kt explosion (Brown et al. 2002). Therefore, it
is important to be able to identify such events in the CTBT era where infrasound
signals from these explosions might be considered suspicious. Examples of other
moving source phenomena, often with lower source energies, are rocket launches
(Kaschak et al. 1970) and supersonic aeroplane flights (Balachandran et al. 1977;
Liszka 1978; Le Pichon et al. 2002).
It is difficult to use other signal characteristics, including amplitude and duration,
as signal discriminants because the time-dependent atmospheric parameters have a
large influence on the resultant waveforms. These atmospheric effects must be deconvolved from the signal before the source signature is obtained. However, one possible
discriminant, identified from ground truth studies of explosions and earthquakes
(Whitaker and Mutschlecner 2008), is the amplitude ratio of stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals from a given event, once the stratospheric arrival amplitude has
been corrected for the effect of the wind. For explosions, the stratospheric arrivals are
on an average approximately 4 times bigger than the thermospheric arrivals, whereas
for earthquakes they are on an average 2.5 times smaller. Whitaker and Mutschlecner
(2008) tentatively suggest that this is a consequence of the different source mechanisms generating complex radiation patterns. This example of a discriminant requires
the identification of both the stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals, and the association of these phases with the correct source; this is another example of the importance of deploying microbarograph arrays for back-azimuth and trace velocity
determination, coupled with reliable atmospheric velocity models. This discriminant
is an encouraging step forward, as it shows that by analysing an extensive ground
truth dataset significant relationships may be found. As more data become available
from the IMS stations, and more ground truth events are identified, it is hoped more
source discriminants will be identified.

19.5 Common Propagation Paths
Ground truth events, due to their known locations and origin times, allow confident
assessments to be made of the propagation paths that acoustic waves travel along
through the atmosphere. By combining the results from many such events, a
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description of the most likely waveguides through which infrasound will travel can
be developed.
One example of this is a combined study of signals from nuclear explosions,
chemical explosions and earthquakes (Mutschlecner et al. 1999; Whitaker and
Mutschlecner 2008). The work draws upon the experience gained from recording
acoustics generated by explosive testing, including the series of atmospheric
nuclear tests conducted at the Nevada Test Site between 1951 and 1962
(Reed 1969). The infrasound recorded from these explosions illuminated three
dominant waveguides; one in the troposphere (0–10 km altitude), one between the
ground and the stratosphere (0 to ~50 km altitude) and one between the ground and
the thermosphere (0 to ~110 km altitude). The stratospheric and thermospheric
waveguides are occasionally referred to in the literature as the ozonospheric and
ionospheric waveguides, respectively (e.g., Reed 1969).
The tropospheric waveguide can be formed by temperature inversions or shallow
wind shears that are often prevalent in night-time conditions (e.g., Thorpe and
Guymer 1977). However, for regional studies, these arrivals are of little interest as
they are seldom observed at ranges greater than 300 km from the source. Therefore,
in the era of CTBT monitoring, most of the focus is placed on the waveguides that
can transport infrasound over hundreds and thousands of kilometres: the stratospheric and thermospheric waveguides.
The detection of arrivals within the stratospheric waveguide, denoted Is, and arrivals within the thermospheric waveguide, denoted It, is dependent upon the orientation of the source and receiver. Nevertheless, in a study of 24 source/receiver pairs
recording a series of chemical explosions, Whitaker and Mutschlecner (2008) report
stratospheric arrivals can be identified on 100% of the records, whereas thermospheric arrivals are only identified on 45%. Similar results were found for the set of
183 measurements from U.S. atmospheric nuclear explosions with a range of yields
between 0.6 and 74 kt: stratospheric arrivals are identified on 95% of the recordings
and thermospheric arrivals on 52%. Unlike the chemical explosions which were
conducted at the surface, the nuclear explosions had heights of burst ranging
between the surface and approximately 12 km altitude. However, Mutschlecner et al.
(1999) showed that the height-of-burst has little effect on the amplitude decay with
distance for stratospheric or thermospheric arrivals, suggesting that detectability will
not be greatly influenced by different source altitudes throughout the troposphere.
These results suggest that most infrasonic arrivals recorded by arrays at regional
or tele-infrasonic distances will have propagated in the stratospheric waveguide, a
hypothesis supported by the predominance of seasonally dependent detection azimuths observed at many infrasound stations (e.g., Le Pichon et al. 2008). However,
this is in disagreement with the predicted ducting fractions of Drob et al. (2003),
which suggest that thermospheric arrivals should dominate across the globe. The
difference may be due to the current generation of infrasound arrays being more
sensitive to stratospheric arrivals. For example, the relatively small array aperture
(~ 1 km) might allow little signal-to-noise improvement to be made at low signal
frequencies associated with thermospheric arrivals, decreasing the probability of
detection. Or it may be that a bias towards identifying high frequency signals might
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be present in automatic detectors, or that the present models incorporate insufficient
thermospheric absorption; future research will hopefully resolve this issue.
When analysing stratospheric infrasonic returns, the direction of the stratospheric wind relative to the propagation direction is the dominant factor controlling
infrasound detectability, a phenomenon that is shown clearly in a study of volcano
generated acoustics in the Vanuatu archipelago (Le Pichon et al. 2005). Here,
recordings are made over the same time period at one IMS station in New Caledonia
(I22FR) from two volcanoes: Lopevi volcano located approximately north (14°) of
the recording station at a range of 650 km and Yasur volcano located to the northeast (43°) at a range of 400 km.
Refraction of the signals from the north is not strongly influenced by the zonal
stratospheric winds which travel perpendicular to the acoustic propagation path.
Therefore, as the stratospheric effective acoustic velocity along this propagation path is
not high enough to cause the infrasound to refract back to the ground, the waves travel
up to the thermosphere where the energy is turned back towards the Earth’s surface
due to the high acoustic velocities at these altitudes. This refraction from the thermosphere is not strongly seasonal dependent because it is not governed by wind parameters; therefore, the arrivals are observed throughout the year. However, this series of
ground truth events provides confirmation of semidiurnal variations in thermospheric
detectability due to solar driven atmospheric tides, a phenomenon that has been
described theoretically by Garces et al. (2002). Detections from Lopevi show that when
the tides increase the temperature of the thermosphere, the increased acoustic velocities
cause refraction at lower altitudes and ground returns are observed. Conversely, when
the tidal heating is at its lowest, causing the acoustic rays to be turned in the higher,
hotter but more rarefied thermosphere, detections are not observed. The non-observation is attributed to acoustic waves in the higher thermosphere being rapidly attenuated
due to strong atmospheric absorption (Sutherland and Bass 2004).
In contrast to the Lopevi case, infrasound from the Yasur volcano to the northeast is strongly influenced by the zonal stratospheric winds. In the Southern
Hemisphere, the dominant stratospheric wind direction is westward in the months
between November and March, whereas it is eastward between May and September.
Therefore, on the south-westerly propagation path from Yasur to I22FR, the wind
increases the along path stratospheric effective acoustic velocity in the Southern
hemisphere summer and decreases the effective velocity in the winter. Therefore,
refractions back to the ground from the stratosphere only occur during the months
between November and March (Le Pichon et al. 2005).
The example given above highlights the complexity of infrasound propagation;
each infrasound detection must be considered within the framework of a timedependent atmospheric model through which the simulated propagation paths are
highly azimuthally-dependent. However, the continual improvement of atmospheric
specifications allow these propagation paths to be modelled with improved accuracy; ground truth events can then be used to validate the models and highlight
areas for further improvement. In Sect. 19.6, we introduce a case study where arrivals at many azimuths allow us to take advantage of signals travelling through all
three major waveguides to help constrain the source parameters.
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19.6 A Case Study: The Buncefield Oil Depot Explosion
A large explosion occurred at the Buncefield Oil Depot, UK, on 11th December
2005, when an accidentally released petrol vapour cloud was ignited. Prior to the
explosion, the depot, located 35 km north-west of central London at 51.766°N
0.427°W, was a primary distribution centre for oil in the UK. It received fuel via
pipeline from coastal refineries which was subsequently stored in large tanks above
ground level before being distributed to customers via road or pipe.
Detailed accounts of the events leading up to the explosion, and the subsequent
aftermath, are given in the reports of the Buncefield Major Investigation Board,
directed by the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE 2006; Powell 2006a–c).
These reports are an excellent source of ground truth information, regarding both
the nature of the event and its location. On-site damage suggests that the vapour
cloud should be considered a distributed source, as it spreads over an area of ~
80,000 m2. The documents include maps of the vapour cloud extent allowing us to
locate a point source for the explosion that will be within a couple of hundred
metres of the true ignition location. Seismic records and eyewitness accounts indicate that there was only one large explosion as the vapour cloud ignited. The seismic analysis, using the UK national network operated by the British Geological
Survey, also allows the origin time information to be estimated as 06:01:31.45±0.5 s
UTC (Ottemöller and Evers 2008).
Information regarding the magnitude of the event is less well constrained, and
due to the uncertainties, this cannot be considered ground truth information.
However, the following short summary, compiled from the HSE reports, provides
some comprehension of the event size. On the morning of the explosion, a valve
mechanism that prevented the overfilling of the storage facilities failed on a tank
that was being supplied with unleaded petrol. This led to ~300 tons of fuel being
spilt over the top of the tank. The flow of petrol off the edge of the tank allowed
entrainment of air to occur, forming a vapour. The resulting vapour cloud is estimated, from on-site damage, to have spread over an area of ~80,000 m2 with a
thickness between 1 and 7 m. The atmospheric overpressures generated have been
estimated from blast damage at between 0.7 and 1 bar in the vicinity of the main
blast (Powell 2006c), dropping two orders of magnitude at a distance of 2 km.
These overpressure estimates are large in comparison with those inferred from
previous vapour cloud explosions (Lenoir and Davenport 1993), and when combined with the unconfined nature of the Buncefield explosion suggest that the
incident was well suited for producing high amplitude infrasonic waves.
The Buncefield explosion also provides an example of how supposed ground
truth information can be very misleading, due to garbled reporting. Hinzen (2007)
stated that part of Luton airport terminal was destroyed in the blast; this is incorrect.
Luton airport is located 13 km away from the explosion site, and if the reported
damage was assumed to be true then the yield would have had to be much larger.
In order to analyze the infrasound propagation paths, an understanding of the
atmospheric velocity structure is required; at the time of the explosion two
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a tmospheric parameterisations were available for this purpose. The MSISE/HWM
model is a hybrid of the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar model
(Picone et al. 2002), which provides temperature data, and the Horizontal Wind
Model (Hedin et al. 1996), which provides vertical profiles of the horizontal wind.
This model is a seasonally varying empirical model, and although easy to implement does not explain the large variability that often occurs in the atmospheric
variables. The second model is the state of the art NRL-G2S (Ground to Space)
model (Drob et al. 2003) which fuses operational weather data from the lowermost
50 km of the atmosphere with the MSISE/HWM coefficients for the upper atmosphere to provide acoustic velocity and wind profiles. This is based on high resolution meteorological models and therefore has the ability to explain more of the
observed variations.
The infrasound analysis and ground truth information are contained within three
main publications. Ottemöller and Evers (2008) detail a seismo-acoustic analysis;
this provides the origin time estimate and also illustrates methods of phase identification and yield calculation. Ceranna et al. (2009) use more infrasound data, and
further ground-coupled airwaves, to provide a comprehensive analysis including
phase identification, atmospheric model comparison, source location and yield
estimation. Further work by Evers and Haak (2007) illustrate the unusual fast
stratospheric arrivals that were a consequence of the strong stratospheric winds
present at the time of the explosion.

19.6.1 Observations
It was fortuitous for infrasound research that the Buncefield explosion occurred
during the northern hemisphere winter, due to the high density of infrasound stations located downwind of the source. Seven microbarometer arrays, across France,
Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden, recorded the airwaves (Fig. 19.4). In addition, 54 seismic stations also recorded the airwaves as air-to-ground coupled arrivals (one of which, the GERESS array in south-east Germany, recorded the signals
on 19 of the 25 separate instruments in the array). Each infrasound array detected
multiple arrivals, indicating that the acoustic energy propagated through numerous
atmospheric paths between the source and the stations; Fig. 19.5 provides some
examples. The celerities (0.250–0.360 km/s) and apparent velocities (0.338–0.435
km/s) of the arrivals were consistent with a wide range of signals, including returns
from the troposphere, stratosphere and thermosphere (e.g., Evers and Haak 2007;
Ceranna et al. 2009). The extremely high celerities of some of the arrivals (>0.34
km/s) were interpreted by Evers and Haak (2007) as evidence of acoustic energy
critically refracted at the stratospheric velocity maximum being returned to the
ground (headwave propagation). Three stations in northern Sweden did not record
the event, indicating the edge of the zone of detectability.
Combined with the well constrained, independently gathered, ground truth
information, this comprehensive set of observations provides a benchmark dataset
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for exploring the suitability of different atmospheric parameterisations, investigating location algorithms and probing the consistency of yield estimation
calculations.

19.6.2 Analysis Results
One consequence of having the large geographical spread of recording stations is
that the predicted regional distribution of different types of signals can be tested
against the observations. Ottemöller and Evers (2008) show the regions in which
the tropospheric, stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals are predicted from the
NRL-G2S model for ranges up to 600 km away from the source. This study shows
good correspondence between the observed arrivals and the predicted zones of
infrasonic ground returns, especially for the tropospheric and stratospheric arrivals.
In the direction upwind of the stratospheric winds, the model fit is less well constrained, with the arrivals starting at ranges 20 km prior to the predicted thermospheric bounce. Ceranna et al. (2009) also identify the zones in which different
arrivals will be observed, out to ranges of approximately 2,000 km. This study
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shows the pronounced differences between the regions of different arrivals predicted by the MSISE/HWM and NRL-G2S specifications. For example, models
incorporating the MSISE/HWM model predict that the northern Swedish stations
(Fig. 19.4) would have observed stratospheric arrivals, and the station FLERS, at
an azimuth approximately aligned with the meridional wind, would only observe
thermospheric phases; neither scenario matches the observations (Fig. 19.5). When
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the NRL-G2S model is used, the fast stratospheric jet present in this model
(Fig. 19.6) predicts the observed tropospheric, stratospheric and thermospheric
arrivals at FLERS and indicates that the Northern Swedish stations are close to the
region in which stratospheric arrivals are not observed. Although it does not predict
the observed phases exactly in all locations, the NRL-G2S model provides a much
more accurate picture of the geographical regions associated with the different
arrival types.
In Fig. 19.7, we show the predicted travel-time variations with range, using a 1D
raytracing model and both the G2S model and the empirical MSISE/HWM model
as atmospheric parameterisations. We have transformed each travel-time, ta, into a
reduced time tr, defined as,
t r = ta −

R
,
vref

(1)

where R is the station range and vref is a reference velocity (0.34 km/s). This
transformation separates the arrivals with different celerities and allows the various
stratospheric returns to be traced across central Europe between ranges of 200 and
1,100 km. To aid the clear interpretation of the different stratospheric arrivals, we
adopt the Isx notation (e.g., Ceranna et al. 2009), where x is the number of ground
returns between source and receiver.
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Because of the high density of stations, the different stratospheric bounces can
be identified, and a clear azimuthal pattern is observed. The results are split into
two azimuthal swaths, between 60–120° and 120–180°. This split is based on the
geometry of the stratospheric high velocity jet present in the NRL-G2S model
which propagates almost directly eastwards; the arrivals along the two paths have
recognisably different arrival times. Along the more easterly path, the arrival
times are greater for a given stratospheric return due to the geometry of the acoustic ray path. For example, in Fig. 19.7d, it can be seen that arrival Is4 (the fourth
stratospheric bounce) at a range of 800 km arrives with a reduced time, tr, of
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approximately 400 s for the 60–120° path and approximately 350 s for the 120–
180° path, equivalent to travel-times of approximately 2,750 and 2,700 s, respectively. The increase in travel-time along the more easterly path is due to the
influence of the stronger along-path stratospheric wind component in this direction, causing stratospheric refraction to be more pronounced. This causes infrasound with a given take-off angle to refract and return to the ground surface at a
shorter range along the easterly path compared with the southerly path. In the
example given, four stratospheric bounces occur along both paths between the
source and a range of 800 km. Because stratospheric refraction is stronger along
the easterly path, a more vertical take-off angle is required in this direction compared with the southerly path to ensure the correct number of bounces within the
given range. A consequence of the more vertical take-off angle is that the acoustic
energy travels higher into the stratosphere before being returned to the ground
surface, compared with the shallower take-off angle required in the more southerly direction. As the waves travel higher into the atmosphere in the easterly
direction, the ray-path is longer, resulting in larger travel-times along the easterly
path for a given arrival (e.g., Is4 at 800 km).
The Buncefield explosion is unusual because signals from up to the tenth stratospheric bounce (Is10) are observed at the relatively short range of 1,050 km (at station I26DE). These multiple arrivals are a consequence of the stratospheric
waveguide formed by the strong zonal stratospheric winds, whose speeds exceeded
100 m/s (Fig. 19.6). This highly efficient waveguide returned acoustic energy at
relatively short ranges from the source (Ottemöller and Evers (2008) estimate
ranges between 100 and 160 km for Is1), allowing large numbers of bounces to
occur in a given range.
The accuracy of the models can be considered more quantitatively through
studying the arrival times; Ottemöller and Evers (2008) show that the average
residual for stratospheric arrivals across the UK and the Netherlands is 3.8 s. In
comparison, the results across central Europe shown in Fig. 19.7 have travel-time
residuals with a mean value of 17 s over the 75% of the stratospheric arrivals
explained by the G2S model. However, the residuals show a strong dependence on
distance from the source due to compounding model errors. Therefore, it is more
comparable to consider residuals normalised by the true travel-times (e.g., O’Brien
et al. 2006). Applying this to the results of Fig. 19.7 gives a mean residual of 0.68%
of the true travel-times, only slightly greater than that of Ottemöller and Evers
(2008) which is approximately 0.45% of the true travel-times. Comparing the true
and predicted travel-times shows that the model consistently predicts faster propagation than that observed, suggesting that for this particular case the G2S model
slightly overestimates the wind speeds. We do not calculate residuals for the
MSISE/HWM model because only 13% of the observed arrivals are predicted in
this case, compared with the 75% using the G2S model (Fig. 19.7).
Much of the arrival time data in the above analysis came from ground-coupled
airwaves, i.e., measurements of an airwave passage on a seismometer. However,
these arrivals are limited in the information they give; they only provide arrival time
data. In contrast, arrays of microbarographs provide information on the direction of
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the arrival, both in the sense of azimuth and incidence angle. Whereas azimuth can
be used in location analyses, the incidence angle, which is often expressed in terms
of the apparent velocity across the array, provides clues about the height attained
by the acoustic waves. For example, Ceranna et al. (2009) show that across the
three infrasound arrays with kilometre size apertures the apparent velocities of the
13 arrivals can be predicted to within, on average, 3 m/s or 1% of the measured
velocities. This gives extra confidence in the modelled propagation paths. Also,
unusual combinations of high celerity and high apparent velocities provided the
evidence for Evers and Haak (2007) to postulate the existence of the headwave
propagation in the stratosphere due to high winds.
Examples within the literature comparing source locations made with infrasound
data to well constrained ground truth data are sparse. The Buncefield explosion is
ideal for such studies, due to the large number of distinct phases recorded over a
number of infrasound arrays. Ceranna et al. (2009) explored the effect of using different arrivals and data-derived parameters to locate the event. The location results
were obtained using a least-squares inversion method (Geiger 1910), for which the
functions to be minimised were either the differences between the observed and
calculated arrival times, the differences between the observed and calculated backazimuths, or a weighted sum of both. A subset of the results, showing only the
results using the NRL-G2S atmospheric specification, are illustrated in Fig. 19.8.
Ceranna et al. (2009) showed that for the Buncefield explosion the NRL-G2S
model consistently provides the most accurate results compared to using a constant
velocity or the MSISE/HWM models.
The results show that adding the arrival time data into the location estimates
makes a significant improvement to the location estimates, with the residual
between the estimate and the ground truth locations being only 35% of the residual
obtained using the back-azimuth alone. Also, by including the arrival time data, it
is possible to estimate the origin time, which in the best cases is within a few seconds of the ground truth estimate. In addition, the results show the advantage of
using multiple arrivals (e.g., the different stratospheric bounces) to constrain the
location, rather than just the first arrival. This advantage is especially pronounced
when there are few contributing stations. For the examples using only the data from
infrasound arrays, the use of multiple arrivals improved both the location and origin
time estimates by between a factor of 2.5 and 10.
A novel use of the multiple arrivals was to locate the event using just the arrivals from one array (Ceranna et al. 2009). The back-azimuth estimate was used to
provide a bearing, whereas the difference between the arrival times of the individual phases were used to estimate the range to the source. This method was used
for two examples: the data at FLERS where tropospheric, stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals were observed, and the data at I26DE where six stratospheric
arrivals were observed. The location using the FLERS data was much better constrained than that at I26DE because of the large variety of arrival celerities due to
the observation of infrasound that had propagated through different waveguides;
indeed, the single station location for FLERS provided epicentre and origin time
estimates that were comparable in accuracy to those made with all available data
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Fig. 19.8 A subset of the location results of Ceranna et al. (2009), showing both the difference
between the predicted and true locations (full circles) and the predicted and true origin times (open
circles). All models use the NRL-G2S atmospheric model. The different columns on the horizontal axis refer to the different data used. For those referred to as “1st Arrival,” only the first arrival
at each station is used in the location estimate, for the “multiple arrival” estimates all arrivals at
the stations are used. The single station locations use only the data from FLERS and I26DE,
respectively (Fig. 19.4 and 19.5)

(Fig. 19.8). The single station location using I26DE was not as well constrained
because the celerities of all the stratospheric arrivals were very similar, with the
consequence that the minima in the residuals was less pronounced. However, the
ability to locate atmospheric events using multiple arrivals at a single station may
prove extremely useful in locations where the density of infrasound arrays is less
than in central Europe.
Although we have no ground truth information regarding the yield of the explosion, the well-constrained location parameters and atmospheric specifications allow
the yield to be estimated using the Whitaker et al. (2003) formulation. As there are
multiple observations, the consistency of the estimates can be tested for a number
of stations at different ranges and azimuths from the explosion. Ceranna et al.
(2009) show that the yield estimates are spread over almost an order of magnitude,
from 19 to 153 metric tons of HE with a mean value of 51 tons.
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For the results shown in Ceranna et al. (2009), the variability in yield estimates
can be explained by two mechanisms: the position of the observing station with
respect to the centre of the stratospheric arrival’s ground return footprint and the
magnitude of the along path wind speed. The first mechanism is highlighted by the
difference in amplitude of different stratospheric arrivals at the same station (e.g.,
126DE in Fig. 19.5). As suggested by Evers et al. (2007), it is expected that the
amplitude will be larger at the centre of the stratospheric arrival’s ground return
footprint. The second mechanism is likely to have caused much of the variability in
yield estimation for the Buncefield explosion, as large azimuthal differences in
stratospheric wind speed were present in the atmospheric models. It appears that at
stations which are located along paths with very high (>90 m/s) wind speeds the
Whitaker formulation overcompensates and provides low yield estimates. As the
stratospheric wind speeds are 40% larger in the G2S compared with the HWM
model (Fig. 19.6), and the Whitaker yield estimation is very sensitive at high wind
speeds, this suggests that there is an upper wind limit in which the formulation is
applicable. It is only through testing the consistency of the formulation using multistation ground truth events where such systematic differences to the formula will
be found.

19.7 Future Considerations
With the expansion of the IMS infrasound network, set up to support the verification of the CTBT, the identification of more ground truth events appears probable.
In the era of CTBT monitoring the focus of ground truth analysis is likely to
become how accurately the infrasound source can be located, whether the event can
be identified as an explosion, and how well the equivalent explosive yield can be
estimated. However, these parameters are directly linked to the accuracy of the
atmospheric models used, and therefore ground truth events will continue to play a
vital role in model validation. The example of the Buncefield oil depot explosion
illustrates these types of analyses.
Future advances in infrasound analysis must be considered when collecting and
archiving ground truth data. At the time of writing, the state-of-the-art atmospheric
models have a time resolution of a few hours; in the future it may be important to
assess models which attempt to simulate atmospheric acoustic velocity changes on
the timescales of infrasound propagation from a source to a distant receiver. Also,
most present studies attempt to match arrival times and back-azimuths; the next
generation of propagation models will also need to explain amplitudes, in order to
improve the estimation of source magnitude or yield. These models will be assessed
using the ground truth data collected in the coming years, in conjunction with the
recordings already archived. However, this will only be possible if a comprehensive
ground truth database is maintained. Waveform data, as well as event metadata,
should be stored to ensure any future developments can be tested.
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19.8 Summary
Ground truth events provide an opportunity to quantitatively assess both the performance of a network of infrasound sensors and the performance of acoustic propagation models. Two of the parameters that can be assessed in such analyses are the
residuals between observed and predicted travel-times and the residuals between
the true and estimated source location. In this chapter, we have provided an example of such an analysis, using the Buncefield oil depot explosion as a case study.
Infrasound from this event was recorded at seven microbarograph arrays and as
air-to-ground coupled waves on 54 seismic stations; 75% of the 102 recorded
stratospheric phases could be explained using the NRL-G2S atmospheric model of
Drob et al. (2003). The mean travel-time residual for these arrivals is 17 s, but these
residuals show a correlation with the source to receiver range. Therefore, it may be
more useful, especially when comparing to other events, to calculate the travel-time
residual as a percentage of the travel-time, which was 0.68% for the Buncefield
signals. The location analysis clearly showed that arrival-times as well as backazimuths should be incorporated into epicentral determination routines, as using the
arrival-times reduced the location residuals to 35% of the residuals found when
using back-azimuth alone. Using both arrival-times and back-azimuths placed the
estimated epicentre within 15 km of the true location.
The number of microbarograph arrays being deployed is currently increasing,
especially with the continued development of the 60-station IMS network. It is
expected that with this higher density of stations many more infrasonic arrivals from
known sources will be detected. For these infrasound sources, the ground truth data
need to be collected and archived. This will allow future developments in infrasound
analysis to be quantitatively tested against the performance of current procedures.
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Part IV

Atmospheric Investigations from Global
Continuous Infrasound Monitoring

Chapter 20

Contribution of Infrasound Monitoring
for Atmospheric Remote Sensing
A. Le Pichon, J. Vergoz, Y. Cansi, L. Ceranna, and D. Drob

20.1 Introduction
Infrasonic waves propagate in the atmosphere over very large distances in the waveguide
formed by the atmosphere, its temperature gradients, and vertical wind profiles.
Ducting is especially efficient in the ground to stratosphere and thermosphere
waveguides. It can be reinforced or reduced by the high altitude winds (Kulichkov
et al. 2004; Garcés et al. 2004; Mutschlener and Whitaker 2010; de Groot-Hedlin
et al. 2010). As acoustic waves propagate in the upper atmosphere, the wavefront
characteristics reveal, in addition to information about the source, significant features of the vertical structure of the winds. The interpretation of these data motivated studies on sources of infrasonic waves and their propagation in the upper
atmosphere. Infrasonic waves from naturally occurring geophysical phenomena
have been observed since early in the last century (Evers and Haak 2010). The
interpretation of these data motivated studies on their propagation in the upper
atmosphere (e.g. Rind 1978).
Interest in infrasound technology and research was revived after the
Comprehensive nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) was adopted and opened for signature in 1996. In order to monitor compliance with the CTBT, an International
Monitoring System (IMS) has been designed and is in the process of being deployed
(Christie and Campus 2010). The IMS network will include sixty infrasound stations designed to detect atmospheric nuclear tests (PrepCom 1997). The design
goal is a system able to detect and locate explosions with a yield equivalent to one
kiloton TNT equivalent anywhere in the world with at least two stations (Christie
et al. 2001). Even though the 60 station network is not yet fully established, it now
provides global coverage of infrasound generated by natural phenomena (Hedlin
et al. 2002). Numerous studies have demonstrated the capability of the IMS network to detect and locate large infrasound events (Campus and Christie 2010).
Regular acoustic detection of large bolides has been reported (Brown et al. 2002;
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Arrowsmith et al. 2007; Revelle 2010; Edwards 2010), as well as infrasound observations of large-scale earthquakes (Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2005; Le Pichon
et al. 2006a; Mutschlecner 2010), interacting open-ocean swells (Garcés et al.
2004, 2010; Le Pichon et al. 2006b; Hetzer et al. 2010), or volcanic eruptions
(Wilson and Forbes 1969; Liszka and Garcés 2002). Taking advantage of new signal processing methods and efficient array design (Brachet et al. 2010), measurements of permanent sources of infrasound are now available and provide a basis for
accurate atmospheric investigations (Drob et al. 2010).
In the first part, we evaluate the effects of the atmospheric dynamics on the
signals routinely observed by the infrasound IMS network. In more detail, we focus
on the 0.2–2 Hz frequency band where signals from atmospheric explosions are
more likely to be detected (Stevens et al. 2002). Below 0.5 Hz, infrasonic waves
from open-ocean swells are the prominent source of the signals detected by operating IMS arrays. These infrasonic waves, referred to as microbaroms, are related to
nonlinear interaction of standing ocean waves near low-pressure systems and the
resulting high ocean surface waves (Posmentier 1967; Arendt and Fritts 2000;
Willis et al. 2004). In addition to information about the source, microbarom waveform characteristics reveal significant features of the vertical structure of the winds
(Rind and Donn 1975). Rind (1978) rselated microbarom amplitude variability to
the solar tide fluctuations in the thermosphere during winter, and stratospheric wind
force during summer. Garcés et al. (2004) demonstrated that microbarom observations in Hawaii match the seasonal distribution of large swells in the Pacific and the
dominant upper-wind direction up to the lower mesosphere. At larger scale, other
studies highlighted a clear correlation between the prevailing direction of the stratospheric winds and microbarom arrival azimuths observed by Austral stations (Le
Pichon et al. 2006b). Microbaroms are then valuable potential source for global
atmospheric monitoring since pressure waves can be generated continuously over
long duration, allowing investigations in the seasonal and diurnal fluctuations of
the atmosphere.
In the second part, we focus on signals from volcanic eruptions. As repetitive
ground truth events, volcanic eruptions are outstanding natural sources of infrasonic waves for atmospheric studies. The equivalent yield of explosive eruptions
may vary from a small fraction of a kiloton of TNT, for many eruptions, up to a few
Megatons for rare events such as the Mount St. Helens eruption (USA, 1980) (Donn
and Balachandran 1981; Reed 1987; Delclos et al. 1990). A continuous monitoring
of such signals has been proposed to address new insights on quantitative relationships between infrasonic observables and atmospheric specifications (Guilbert
et al. 2005; Le Pichon et al. 2005a; Garcés and Le Pichon 2009). We concentrate
on the capability of measuring small temporal wind fluctuations from the ground to
the stratosphere thanks to a continuous monitoring of active volcanoes in the
Vanuatu regions.
Studying the atmosphere in the 40–90 km altitude range is still a great challenge
since conventional airplanes and balloons cannot reach this high altitude, which is
too low for direct satellite measurements. Satellites traveling at orbital speeds
encounter enough particles to burn up, and suborbital rockets are limited to studying
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just one specific area before falling back to Earth. In the last part, we discuss the
potential of infrasound remote sensing to provide meaningful information in the
mesosphere and thermosphere where there is a lack of routine measurements.

20.2 Monitoring Ocean Swells for Continuous Stratospheric
Wind Measurements
20.2.1 Deciphering the Song of the Oceans
Infrasound recordings of operating IMS arrays are routinely processed at the
International Data Center (IDC) (Brachet and Coyne 2006). The wave parameters
of the detected signals are calculated with the Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation
Method (PMCC) (Cansi 1995). Used as a real-time detector, this method proved to
be very efficient for routinely monitoring low-amplitude coherent waves within
noncoherent noise. In this study, the detection results of the automatic processing
for a set of IMS infrasound stations are analyzed over several years. All detections
lasting several hours with a dominant frequency of 0.1–0.3 Hz and stable azimuths
are identified as microbarom signals and selected from the detection bulletins.
Figure 20.1 presents the results of 5-years of continuous processing of microbaroms at stations I08BO (Bolivia) and I26DE (Germany). Microbaroms are consistently detected throughout the year with clear seasonal trend in the arrival azimuths.
At I26DE, detections around 270–320° originate from ocean swells in the North
Atlantic. They are mainly observed from October to June, while southwest signals
are poorly detected in Bolivia. At I08BO, azimuths range between 200 and 225°
from May to November, and less prominently between 130 and 155° from December
to April. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) links the major southern oceans
in the 50°–60°S range. Large swell systems, driven by strong continuous eastwards
surface winds, move along this peri-Antarctic belt and generate microbaroms. As for
the arrival azimuths, there is an anticorrelated annual variation of the amplitude from
the southern to northern hemispheres. In Bolivia, the amplitude increases during the
Austral winter, while in Germany it decreases during the same period.
The seasonal transition in the bearings along with the stratospheric general
circulation between summer and winter is clearly shown by Fig. 20.4 in (Garcés
et al. 2010). The main bearings follow the reversal in the prevailing zonal wind
direction. In the southern hemisphere, around and above the stratopause (altitude of
40–50 km), zonal winds reverse from east to west during the transition between
Austral winter to summer (green and yellow curves, respectively). These results
show that the empirical HWM-93 model provides a good description of the general
seasonal changes. During the Austral winter, the number of detections is on average
2–3 times larger than the number of detections observed in the Austral summer.
Similarly, around latitude of 50°S, stratospheric wind speeds decrease from ~ 80
to ~ 40 m/s from winter to summer. In the northern hemisphere, it is the opposite.
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Fig. 20.1 Results of automatic PMCC processing at I08BO and I26DE in the 0.05–0.5 Hz band
from June 2000 to June 2005. The color scale codes the number of detections. Top: Azimuthal
variation of microbaroms. Arrival azimuths are clockwise from North. Detections at I08BO are
contained within the white rectangle. Bottom: Variation of signal amplitude

20.2.2 Infrasound Globally Driven by the Stratospheric
General Circulation
Such trends in the observations are confirmed on a global scale. A cumulated yearly
summary of the IDC detection results from 2004 to 2008 is presented in Fig. 20.2.
Depending on the detection capability of each station, which varies according to
local meteorological conditions and the deployment environment, the averaged
daily number of detections ranges between 10 and 400. Microbarom signals are
consistently detected throughout the year at all IMS stations. In the northern hemisphere, detections mainly originate from ocean swells in the Pacific, Atlantic, and
Indian oceans. In the southern hemisphere, the main sources of signals are the large
swell systems driven by strong continuous eastwards surface winds along the ACC,
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Fig. 20.2 Infrasound globally driven by the stratospheric general circulation. Left: Annual variations
of 4-year cumulative distributions of the IDC detections with frequency lower than 2 Hz. The 36
IMS stations are sorted by increasing latitude. WEST/EAST: Eastwards (arrival azimuths from
180 to 360°) and westwards (from 0 to 180°) propagation, respectively. At each station site, the
eastwards and westwards yearly variation of the HWM-93 zonal wind at 50 km altitude are superimposed to the detections with color referring to the stratospheric wind strength (positive values
toward East, in m/s). The HWM-93 empirical model provides time-dependent estimates of vertical
wind profiles, and accounts for the major seasonal variations (Hedin et al. 1996). As a result of
the seasonal zonal wind reversals in the stratosphere, clear seasonal variations of back-azimuths
are observed. In the northern hemisphere and during summer (from June to August), signals from
easterly directions dominate and vice versa during winter (from November to January). In the
southern hemisphere, it is the opposite. Right: Threshold maps of the IMS network composed of
36 stations using HWM-93 and a uniform wind noise of 0.02 Pa distribution at all stations on the
1st of January, April, July, and October 2003. The red triangles indicate the location of the 36 IMS
stations. This indicates the geographical coverage of the minimum energy detectable by at least
one IMS station (in ton of TNT-equivalent). The threshold intervals are logarithmically spaced
(Le Pichon et al., 2008)

showing approximately a 6-month delay. The seasonal variation in the number of
detections is well correlated with the variation of the stratospheric wind strength
along the source-receiver path, while perturbations from this seasonal trend can
either be related to short time-scale variability of the atmosphere, or explained by
changes in the nature of the source (amount of ocean swell energy, local sources).
This global scale analysis confirms that the primary factor controlling the signal
detectability is the seasonal variability of the prevailing zonal wind, since at most
arrays, ~ 80% of the detections in the 0.2–2 Hz bandpass are associated with propagation downwind of the dominant stratospheric wind direction.
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As microbaroms are permanently detected on a global scale, they provide means
to evaluate the detection capability of the IMS network throughout the year.
Figure 20.2 compares the geographical coverage of the minimum energy detectable
by at least one station and a uniform noise distribution at different periods of the
year using the current 36 station network. The Appendix details the methodology
used to compute the detection capability maps. The yearly summary of the IDC
detection lists is consistent with the yearly variations of the one-station coverage
detection capability, which follow the general stratospheric wind circulation. These
comparisons show that the empirical wind model used explains well the eastward
and westward detections. During the transition between winter and summer, the
observed bearing transitions are driven by the seasonal reversal of the stratospheric
winds. During Austral winter months, downwind propagation yields a significant
enhancement of the performance and explains the dominant westwards and eastwards bearings in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. During
summer months, it is the opposite. A significant performance enhancement is predicted in January and July when the steady prevailing stratospheric jet currents
favor long-range propagation. During the transition between winter and summer,
zonal winds reduce and reverse, yielding higher detection thresholds. The larger
spatial gradients of the threshold values are explained by the unstable and much
weaker stratospheric wind strength during these periods, causing the detectability
to drop at a greater rate with increasing range from a given station. For some geographical areas and at a given time of the year, depending on the stratospheric wind
model used, thresholds may vary in a range of 200 tons.

20.3 Multiyear Validation of Upper-Wind Models
20.3.1 Context and Observations
The I22FR IMS infrasound array installed in New-Caledonia continuously detects
coherent infrasonic waves originating from active volcanoes in the Vanuatu region.
The Vanuatu archipelago, located in the South Pacific between New-Caledonia and
Fiji, is composed by more than 80 islands. Although the large majority of volcanoes
in that tectonic context produce an explosive activity with silicic magmas, magmas
emitted around Vanuatu are largely basaltic, but more viscous, allowing explosions
at their vents (Robin and Monzier 1994; Lardy et al. 1999). The three most active
volcanoes of Vanuatu present various degrees in explosivity (Fig. 20.3). The Lopevi
volcano (16.50°S, 168.34°E) produces pyroclastic flows as well as Strombolian and
Vulcanian explosions (Lardy et al. 1999; Vergniolle and Brandeis 1996). Ambrym
(16.25°S, 168.12°E, ~ 10 km wide) is the most voluminous active volcano in
Vanuatu. It produces the largest magma volume, with more than 50 eruptions
reported since 1774 (Robin and Monzier 1994). Although eruptions have been
explosive in the past, the current activity consists in a lava lake; a cooler layer of
magma slowly develops at the surface until that thin layer is disrupted by the arrival
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Fig. 20.3 Geographic situation of the Archipelago of Vanuatu in Oceania. The green triangle
indicates the location of the I22FR infrasound station (22.19°S, 166.84°E). This station consists
of four MB2000-type microbarometers, 1–3 km apart. The three most active volcanoes of Vanuatu
indicated by the red triangles (Map source: Encarta) are Lopevi (16.50°S, 168.34°E, 1,410 m
high, azimuth of 14.3°N from I22FR), Ambrym (16.25°S, 168.12°E, 1,330 m high, azimuth of
11.8°N from I22FR), and Yasur (19.52S, 169.42E, 360 m high, azimuth of 42.7°N from I22FR)
(Le Pichon et al. 2004)

of large bubbles. Yasur (19.52S, 169.42E), after 800 years of continuous activity
(McClelland et al. 1989), is now producing a series of explosions. The nearest one,
Yasur, is located at 399 km to the north-northeast (42.7° clockwise from North) of
I22FR. It produces a series of explosions, whose characteristics vary between
Strombolian and mild-Vulcanian (McClelland et al. 1989). These are triggered by
the sudden decompression of the inner magmatic gas, which expels magma fragments at the vent with large velocities. Its regular activity (several hundred explosions per day are generally measured) combined with its accessibility makes it one
of the most studied volcanos (geological, seismic, and thermal surveys).
Figure 20.4 presents the results of continuous PMCC processing of the background noise continuously recorded by I22FR. Due to the geographic situation of
I22FR, most of the detected infrasonic waves are produced by standing ocean
waves near low-pressure systems in the south Pacific. From 0.1 to 0.3 Hz, microbaroms are permanently observed and their monitoring over 1 year exhibits a clear
seasonal trend correlated with changes in the stratospheric wind direction
(Sect. 20.2). From 0.2 to 2 Hz, for azimuths ranging from 0 to 50°, permanent
detections from Ambrym, Lopevi, and Yasur are observed. As for microbaroms,
seasonal changes in the bearings of these signals are noted. From austral summer
to austral winter, the azimuth variations approach 8° and 15° for Yasur and Lopevi,
respectively. Due to the low particle density and nonlinear dissipation in the upper
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Fig. 20.4 Results of continuous automatic processing of infrasonic waves at I22FR in the [0.1–4] Hz
band showing the temporal variation of the arrival azimuths from June 2003 to January 2008.
Color refers to the number of detections per day (dark blue and red colors correspond to 0 and
200 detections per day, respectively)

atmosphere, thermospheric returns are strongly attenuated at a range of hundreds of
kilometers. Considering the relative high frequency content of the measured signals
from Yasur (greater than 1 Hz), thermospheric arrivals are unlikely because of
severe absorption in the upper atmosphere (Bass and Sutherland 2004). Thus, most
of the acoustic energy propagates in the stratospheric duct. A multiyear monitoring
of Yasur has been proposed to investigate the effects of seasonal and short-time
scale atmospheric changes on the propagation, as well as to consistently validate
the Naval Research Laboratory Ground to Space (NRL-G2S) semi-empirical
atmospheric model up to the stratosphere (Antier et al. 2007).

20.3.2 Propagation Modeling
The long range propagation is simulated using the windy atmospheric sonic propagation ray theory-based method (WASP-3D), which accounts for the spatio-temporal variations of the horizontal wind terms along the ray paths in spherical
coordinates (Virieux et al. 2004). This method provides all needed kinematic
parameters of each ray (travel time, incidence angle, azimuthal deviation) for comparisons with measurements. The NRL-G2S model was run to provide a self-consistent climatological database in the Vanuatu region from May 2003 to May 2006,
at 6-h intervals (Drob et al. 2003). The atmospheric profiles are defined over a grid
ranging from 164 to 170°E in longitude, 14 to 24°S in latitude, and 0 to 170 km in
altitude with a step resolution of 1°. Following a shooting procedure, simulations
are carried out with ray parameters (slowness values) derived from the measured
horizontal trace velocities. Ray trajectories are calculated each day at 0, 6, 12, and
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18 h UT. Only rays with bounces contained within a circle of radius 50 km centered
on I22FR are selected. This range allows focusing on all rays reaching the array for
comparisons with measurements.
Figure 20.5 presents the observed azimuth of the infrasonic waves generated by
Yasur as detected at I22FR. Measurements are compared to ray tracing results from
September 2003 to May 2007 along with the temporal variation of the NRL-G2S
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Fig. 20.5 Comparisons between the observed and simulated arrival azimuths of signals from
Yasur. Temporal variation of the azimuthal deviation (white y-scale on the left) from September
2003 to May 2007, superimposed on the vertical structure of the G2S sound speed corrected for
the wind in the propagation direction, relative to the sound speed at the ground level (color scale
on the right). The black dotted lines indicate the true bearing of Yasur as seen from I22FR (42.7°).
Black and white dots are the PMCC and ray tracing results, respectively. The gray lines indicate
the range of uncertainties of the measured azimuths. Simulations are carried out each 6 h.
Measurements are averaged over consecutive periods of length 6 h
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effective sound speed (wind-corrected sound speed along the propagation path).
During the austral summer, from November to March, the prevailing westward
winds allow the formation of a stratospheric waveguide below 40–50 km altitude.
Due to the seasonal variations in the strength of the transverse wind component, the
apparent arrival direction of these waves does not correspond to the original launch
direction. The large observed variations in the bearing of the detected signals are
mainly driven by the reversibility of the zonal stratospheric wind with season. From
summer to winter, the amplitude of the observed azimuthal deviation approaches 5°.
From November to January, the azimuth decreases from 43 to 39° when the zonal
winds are the strongest, before rising up to the true bearing (42.7°) in March when
stratospheric winds reverse. Comparison between the observed and the predicted
azimuths shows a similar seasonal trend. Furthermore, the simulation results are in
very good agreement with the observations even down to time scale of a few days.
The errors are generally lower than 0.5° (less than 0.2%) for more than 90% of the
time.
The simulation results accurately explain seasonal changes as well as short-time
scale variations of the infrasonic observables. Second-order azimuthal oscillations
are observed and well predicted down to a time scale of a few days. They are associated to modulations of the general circulation in the stratosphere. In our region of
interest, zonal wind reversals often result from significant quasi-stationary subtropical
planetary waves. Such disturbances are formed in connection with large stationary
ridges in the polar winter stratospheric wind jet (Le Pichon et al. 2005a).

20.4 How Infrasound can Probe High-Altitude Winds?
20.4.1 Where Models Fail to Explain the Observations
Even though good agreements were found between observations and simulations
(Fig. 20.5), some discrepancies can be noted. Noticeable gaps are found at the end
of the downwind season when winds reverse (in March–April). Furthermore, for
some periods (e.g. October–November 2007), no stratospheric return is predicted
though clear signals from Yasur are observed. Also, at the end of the austral summer, the azimuthal deviation bias in the February–March time frame needs to be
understood. Although there is not a complete set of detections throughout the year,
there is some indication – though questionable in terms of statistical significance
– that the azimuthal deviations are underpredicted during the eastward stratospheric
wind phase and overpredicted during the westward stratospheric wind phase, with
good agreement during the reversals. This could, thus, be explained by an over/
under estimation of the specified stratospheric wind magnitudes for which a correction could be made. Further studies should investigate the origin of these discrepancies. For example, one could extract the temperature profile from the NASA
missions in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) regions (http://stp.gsfc.
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nasa.gov/) for comparison with the background specifications utilized for the
propagation calculations.
It is important to note that the instantaneous atmospheric conditions deviate
from the climatological average on a daily basis, especially in a range of altitude
(50–110 km) that is inaccessible to operational ground-based weather stations and
meteorology satellites. The largest part of the observed discrepancies between the
observations and the theory can be explained by either the underestimation of the
wind speed between the stratopause and the lower thermosphere, or the inaccuracy
of the current predictions of stratospheric wind velocities. Compared to the strong
temporal variability of the upper wind fields, the sound speed variations induced by
temperature changes are of second order (Hedin et al. 1996); an increase of 50 m/s
in the sound speed would correspond to a temperature variation greater than 80°C,
which is unrealistic at short-time scales. Given the advanced state of numerical
weather prediction systems, it is assumed that the wind fields below 50 km are
essentially correct. Above 120 km, the influence of the solar heating on the atmospheric circulation is also well described (Picone et al. 2002; Drob et al. 2003).

20.4.2 Inversion of Infrasound Measurements
We focus here on the development of inversion procedures in order to retrieve the
wind profile in the MLT. As a first attempt, a basic inversion routine has been
proposed to delineate the vertical structure of the wind field (Le Pichon et al. 2005b).
We apply scaled Gaussian correction factors to the prevailing zonal wind component,
centered at 80 km with a half width of 30 km. An iterative algorithm is used for the
correction of NRL-G2S winds (Coleman and Li 1996). Winds are then adjusted in
order to minimize residuals between the observed and predicted azimuthal deviations.
The process stops when, after convergence, residuals become less than 0.2°. The final
solution fuses the initial NRL-G2S model (0–50 km and 110–180 km) with the
reconstructed wind profiles (50–110 km) using B-spline functions.
The temporal variations of the observed azimuthal deviations from the Lopevi
volcano located to the north of the station are used for monitoring the fluctuations
of the zonal wind. The result of the inversion shows that the original wind model
underestimates the speed of the mesospheric wind jet by at least 20 m/s for
extended periods of time; the largest differences amounting to around 50 m/s
(Fig. 20.6). Furthermore, the strong wind region in the stratosphere should be
extended to the lower-thermosphere with wind speeds approaching 100 m/s. Quasistationary subtropical disturbances are found to extend to higher altitudes. For
example, between the 5th and 20th of August 2003, wind reversals from −20 to
20 m/s are observed in the 40–55 km region, thereby breaking the seasonal trend in
zonal wind direction (Fig. 20.6a). An extension of this large circulation cell up to
70–80 km provides here a good match between the measured and simulated azimuthal deviation (black arrow on Fig. 20.6b). More generally, naturally occurring
stochastic variations in the mesosphere are overshadowed by the seasonal variations
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of the original NRL-G2S model. In particular, the steady eastward wind jet predicted by available wind models during the Austral summer in the lower thermosphere (~120 km, Fig. 20.6a) is replaced by a series of fluctuating irregular wind
cells (Fig. 20.6b).
These results show that propagation modeling above the stratosphere cannot be
accurately carried out with the current atmospheric models. The use of infrasound
inversion as described here to retrieve the fine temporal fluctuations of the upper
atmospheric winds provides a foundation for more realistic azimuth and travel time
estimates. This, in turn, will result in a significant reduction in the errors in source

Fig. 20.6 Seasonal correction of the NRL-G2S zonal winds using infrasonic measurements from
the Lopevi volcano from June 2003 to April 2004. Winds are specified at 12 h UT (night time in
New-Caledonia), when noise levels at the infrasonic array are lowest and allow good detectability.
(a) Original wind profiles; the artificial junction lines at 65 and 110 km between the smoothed
HWM-93 empirical and the NRL-G2S models are clearly seen. (b) Result of the inversion. The
original model underestimates the speed of the mesospheric wind jet while stochastic variations are
reconstructed. (c) Measured and predicted azimuths using the corrected wind model (red and blue
curves, respectively) compared to the true azimuth of the volcano (14.3°, white dashed line) (Le
Pichon et al. 2005)
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location procedures. It is also worth noting that these results indicate that a general
enhancement of the winds above the stratosphere may lead to the formation of
previously unrecognized mesospheric waveguides. More studies like the one presented here will better determine the role of different factors that influence propagation predictions and could estimate more precisely how large are the errors in the
upper wind models. Ideally, the amplitude of a number of empirically derived vertical
eigenfunctions can be estimated from infrasonic measurements, and the physical
self-consistency of the inferred atmospheric corrections could be improved by
including additional infrasonic observables.

20.5 Concluding Remarks
Infrasound signal from ocean swells can be used as a natural source for continuous
measurements of high-altitude winds over propagation ranges that exceed several
thousands of kilometers. We suggest that the cyclical variations of microbarom
azimuths essentially result from seasonal zonal wind reversals in the 35–50 km
range, since for large ranges thermospheric returns are strongly attenuated, and
tropospheric ducts are unstable due to the high variability of the wind in that region.
The analysis of the IDC detection results for 36 IMS stations over a 4-year period
clearly reveals seasonal transitions in the dominant bearing. A global scale comparison with empirical stratospheric wind models confirms that long-range infrasound propagation is essentially driven by the seasonal zonal wind reversals in the
stratosphere. Simulations of detection capability maps explain these trends and
point out the strong influence of the stratospheric wind on the network performance. In order to get more realistic thresholds, site, time, and frequency-dependent
noise models, as well as improved specifications of high-altitude winds (Drob et al.
2003) should be incorporated in the calculations (Clauter and Blandford 1997;
Bowman et al. 2005; Le Pichon et al. 2008).
In conjunction with other technologies, microbaroms may yield further information on the seasonal and short time-scale variability of the atmosphere below ~ 50 km.
By taking advantage of new signal processing methods and recent advances in
modeling techniques, continuing investigations into global monitoring of natural
infrasound may allow continuous, passive acoustic tomography of the stratosphere
and lower mesosphere. Furthermore, it is expected that a global monitoring of
microbaroms could detect stratospheric warming at mid and high latitudes, which
significantly affects the structure of the stratospheric waveguide.
From the multiyear monitoring of active volcanoes and propagation modeling
results, we can safely say that the Tropospheric/Stratospheric Numerical Weather
Prediction analysis fields incorporated into the G2S specifications provide a faithful representation of the atmosphere up to ~ 50 km. The simulation results presented here provide a good description of the general seasonal changes as well as
short-time scale fluctuations of the measurements. Such signals can capture the
atmospheric variations with a higher level of detail since smaller oscillations associated to large scale propagating stratospheric planetary waves are well predicted
– e.g., errors generally remain lower than 0.5° for the azimuthal deviation. For large
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propagation range, most of the acoustic energy produced by the ocean swells and
active volcanoes efficiently propagates in the stratospheric duct due to very weak
attenuation. Thus, one can expect that the use of appropriate propagation tools
along with the NRL-G2S specifications would provide accurate enough simulations for most infrasound observations in the frequency range of interest to detect
atmospheric explosion.
A continuous infrasound monitoring of active volcanoes has been proposed as a
remote sensing method of the upper atmosphere. A first attempt has been carried
out to adjust the vertical structure of the wind in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. Although a rigorous statistical analysis of the inversion procedure is needed
(Drob et al. 2010), the first results of the inversion suggest that the speed of the
mesospheric wind jet in the climatological wind model is significantly underestimated, and the strong wind region in the stratosphere should be extended to the
lower thermosphere.
Combined with all available MLT observations, such as those already provided
by the NASA thermosphere, ionosphere, and mesosphere energetics and dynamics
(TIMED) mission, it is expected that a global infrasound tomography would help
to develop better predictive atmospheric models and could be of considerable value
for climate change studies and applications to the space industry.
These observations will probably occur more frequently in the future because of
the increasing number of IMS stations being deployed. Continuing investigations
into natural and permanent sources of infrasound as detected by the IMS network
will better determine the role of different factors that influence propagation predictions and could help to estimate more precisely how large the errors in the upper
wind models are. More studies like the ones presented here will also certainly help
advance the development of automated source location procedures for operational
infrasound monitoring.
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Appendix
In order to estimate the detection capability of a geographically distributed network
of stations, it is essential to predict the amplitude of an infrasound signal at any
location, and to further evaluate whether the signal is detectable above the noise
levels at the recording stations. Assuming that the signals of interest are produced
by high explosive tests, we use for the yield estimation the scaling relation derived
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from the LANL database covering charge weights of ~ 20–4,880 tons (Whitaker
et al. 2003),
Pwca = 5.95 × 10 4 (SR)−1.4072 ,

(A. 1)

where Pwca is the wind corrected pressure and SR is the scaled range (in km)
between station and receiver. Pwca is calculated from the observed peak-to-peak
pressure (in microbars) at the dominant period of a stratospheric infrasound arrival,
Praw, using,
Pwca = Praw 10 −0.018Vs ,

(A. 2)

where Vs is the along-path horizontal component of the wind speed (in m/s) at an
altitude of 50 km. To estimate Vs, the along-path stratospheric wind component is
extracted at each node of the source grid along the great circle arc, and the mean is
calculated. The scaled range, SR, is defined as,
SR =

R
2×E

,

(A. 3)

where R is the source to receiver range (in km) and E is the charge weight (in kt).
Overall, it follows from (20.1) to (20.3),
1.4213
E min = 8.1871 × 10 −8 × Pthreshold
× R 2 × 10 −0.0256Vs ,

(A. 4)

where Emin is the minimum detectable charge weight for a measured amplitude
Pthreshold of a coherent signal.
To evaluate the detection capability of the IMS network, we consider the constraints
on evaluating the smallest measurable signal amplitude Pthreshold at the receivers.
Due to the high sensitivity of infrasound stations to a large variety of signals
including coherent signals with very low SNR, and in order to minimize the number
of missed events and reduce the false alarm rate, we set a minimum value for SNR
equal to 1 for all stations (Evers and Haak 2004). As the SNR value is taken equal
to 1, Pthreshold in (20.4) is in essence the background noise level.
The detection capability is estimated using a 1° × 1° source grid covering the
globe. For one specific date and time, the stratospheric wind is averaged along the
great circle path between each grid node location (i, j) and each array (k). From
(20.4), we compute Emin[k¢](i, j), where (1 £ k¢ £ N) is the index of sorted values of
energy. For sources located with a threshold of N stations, the minimum detectable
energy is given by Emin[k¢=N](i, j).
For the 36 station network, we consider a time independent and geographically
uniform noise distribution of 0.02 Pa RMS. This value corresponds to the average
noise level for frequencies greater than 0.5 Hz and local wind speeds generally
lower than 2 m/s (Bowman et al. 2005). The stratospheric wind term Vs (20.4) is
derived from HWM-93. Using these parameters, the network performances with
one-station coverage are simulated.
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Chapter 21

Global Scale Monitoring of Acoustic
and Gravity Waves for the Study of the
Atmospheric Dynamics
E. Blanc, A. Le Pichon, L. Ceranna, T. Farges, J. Marty, and P. Herry

21.1 Introduction
The infrasound technology has been mainly used to study specific events as auroras
(Wilson 1973, 1975; Wilson et al. 2010), severe weather (Bowman and Bedard 1971),
manmade disturbances (Liszka 1974; Campus and Christie 2010), meteorites (Revelle
1976, 2010; Edwards 2010), solar eclipses (Farges et al. 2003), or volcanic eruptions
(Delclos et al. 1990). In parallel to such observations, it appeared in the pioneer works
of Rind et al. (1973), Rind and Donn (1975, 1978), Rind (1978), and Rind et al. (1981)
that the monitoring of quasi-continuous infrasound sources such as ocean swell could
be used to extract atmospheric parameters. Bush et al. (1989) proposed to use acoustic
sounding from engineering blasts at the ground to study the fine structure of the upper
atmosphere. The possibility of tracking cyclones by infrasound monitoring was proposed by Ponomaryov et al. (1998). Strong variations in the sound velocity deduced
from infrasound parameters were related to circulation changes produced by stratospheric warming (Rind and Donn 1978). However, the analysis of atmospheric parameters was constrained, most of the time, by the use of single sensor and limited
processing methods, which did not allow the determination of the horizontal scale
length and the spatial coherency, thereby limiting the accuracy of the results.
The development of the International Infrasound Monitoring System (IMS) for
the verification of the Comprehensive nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) offers permanent and global measurements with a high data quality (Christie and Campus
2010). The stations act as very sensitive acoustic antennas providing the azimuth
angle and the horizontal phase velocity of any coherent signals extracted from the
ambient noise (Brachet et al. 2010). Many infrasound events have been analyzed
with unprecedented precision, such as the Sumatra earthquake (Garcés et al. 2005),
large super bolides (Garcés et al. 2004), hurricanes (Hetzer et al. 2008, 2010), earthquakes (Le Pichon et al. 2003), and volcanoes (Evers and Haak 2001). Infrasound
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produced by the daily Concorde flights between North America and Europe has been
systematically used to quantify the azimuth changes produced by the stratospheric
and thermospheric winds (Le Pichon et al. 2002). Using similar changes in infrasound signals from volcanoes, the mesospheric winds were determined with a precision which was not achieved by the available wind models (Le Pichon et al., 2005
a, b). This work and ongoing new observations open a new area of large scale atmospheric studies carried out with the network (Blanc et al. 2008).
The purpose of this paper is to show, through several examples, how the network
can continuously monitor the acoustic gravity waves and the atmospheric circulation,
with the objective to permanently contribute to the understanding of the dynamics
of the atmosphere at regional and global scales in relation with climate.

21.2 Atmospheric Waves and Dynamics of the Atmosphere
21.2.1 Properties of Acoustic and Gravity Waves
The atmospheric waves can be distinguished as acoustic or gravity waves according
to their frequency range (Blanc 1985; Fig. 21.1). Acoustic waves are characterized
by frequency higher than the acoustic cut-off frequency. The restoring force is the
compression force, while in gravity waves, characterized by frequencies between
the Coriolis frequency (12 h at the pole) and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, the
restoring force is the gravitational force (Hines 1960). The properties of both wave
systems are very different. Acoustic waves propagate at the sound velocity, they are
ducted in the acoustic wave channel formed by the different atmospheric gradients
of the atmosphere (Kulichkov 2010; Norris et al. 2010). Gravity waves, characterized
by larger scales, propagate at a velocity lower than the sound velocity and their
group and phase vertical velocities are in opposite directions.
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Both wave systems are submitted, when they propagate upwards, to an increase
of their amplitude when the altitude increases. The reason is that, for maintaining
constant energy flux, the amplitude must grow exponentially with the altitude z as
r(z)−1/2 to compensate the upward decrease of the atmospheric density r. This
amplification is about 104 for propagation up to 150 km. In the acoustic wave
domain, the energy dissipation is produced by viscosity and thermal conductivity,
and becomes increasingly important at increasing heights. This process competes
with the amplification process. The wave amplitude reaches a maximum before
vanishing at altitudes of about 110 km for wave periods of 1 s and of 160 km for
periods of 10 s. Gravity waves break through either convective or shear instability.
Waves can also be filtered and dissipated by stratospheric wind systems when the
phase speed matches the background wind speed.
The sources of infrasound are ocean swells, volcanoes, earthquakes, and manmade
activity (Bass et al. 2006), while the sources of gravity waves are related to topography, convective systems, and geostrophic adjustment occurring near the jet
stream or wave interactions. Gravity waves can transport energy and momentum
from one region to another, produce turbulence and mixing, and influence the mean
circulation and thermal structure of the middle atmosphere (Fritts and Alexander
2003). Their amplitude is very large and their horizontal wavelength ranges from
kilometers to thousands of kilometers. As it has been observed in the wind profiles
measured by rockets (Kulichkov and Bush 2001), they can modulate the wind
systems. Gravity waves affect all the layers of the atmosphere, where they are
observed by microbarometers, lidar, balloons, ionospheric sounding, or satellites
(Blanc., 1985; Rees et al. 2000; Hertzog et al. 2008; Plougonven et al. 2008; Chum
et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2006; Hauchecorne et al. 2010).

21.2.2 Impact of Acoustic and Gravity Waves on the Atmosphere
The impact of most acoustic waves on the atmosphere is expected to be limited due
to their small time and space scales. However, quasi-continuous infrasound sources
like ocean swells affect a large surface over oceans. Rind (1977) estimated that the
dissipation of infrasound at 5 s period produced by ocean swells in the Atlantic
ocean could produce heating rates up to 30 K/day in the 110–140 km altitude range.
Similar results were found by Hickey et al. (2001): waves at 10 s periods produce
a heating of 11 K/day at 140 km altitude.
Models predict that the troposphere also influences the stratosphere through
large scale upward propagating waves. This wave forcing drives a global scale
tropical pumping which withdraws air upward and poleward from the tropical
lower stratosphere (Holton et al., 1995). The air masses are then transmitted poleward and downward in the high latitude regions, leading to fluctuations in the
strength of the polar vortex (Baldwin et al. 2003a). This effect is large throughout
the Northern winter where continental planetary waves generated over mountains
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propagate upward in the stratosphere and contribute to the general circulation flow
(Fig. 21.2, Plumb 2002). Gravity waves are responsible for the mesospheric meridional
and vertical circulation and for the transport of atmospheric constituents in this
region. They deposit their momentum and decelerate the zonal wind inducing a
vertical upward transport at the summer pole. The resulting strong adiabatic cooling
leads to the formation of polar mesospheric clouds (Thomas and Olivero 2001), a
meridional transport from the summer to the winter pole and a downward transport
at the winter pole. This transport may be amplified in some particular dynamical
situations. For instance, a strong air descent has been observed by satellite in
Northern Polar Regions, transporting a large quantity of NO2, due to a pure
atmospheric dynamical phenomenon (Hauchecorne et al. 2007).
Disturbances in the polar stratosphere are Sudden Stratospheric Warmings
(SSW) characterized by a rapid increase of the polar cap temperature, which can
reach several tens of degrees in a week. The inverse phenomenon, characterized
by a cooling of the polar stratosphere, is called Vortex Intensification (VI). Recent
studies showed that SSW significantly influences the tropospheric climate. The
effects can last more than two months after the occurrence of SSW (Baldwin and
Dunkerton 2001, Baldwin et al. 2003b). Changes in the tropospheric climate
have been predicted from polar to tropical regions in relation with SSW and VI
by Kuroda (2008).

Fig. 21.2 Dynamics of the troposphere-stratosphere-mesosphere exchanges (Adapted from
Plumb et al., 2002). The shaded regions denote breaking regions of Synoptic, Planetary, and
Gravity waves
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21.3 Parameters Measured with Infrasound Arrays
The IMS infrasound network developed for the verification of the CTBT is
composed of 60 stations located as uniformly as possible over the surface of the
globe. More than 70% of the stations are now in operation. It is larger and much
more sensitive than any previously operated infrasound network. This network
offers a unique system for a global monitoring of atmospheric waves over long time
periods with a time resolution of 0.2 s. In order to detect signals from different
sources in a large distance range, the microbarometers have been designed for having
a good sensitivity (1 mPa) and a large dynamic range (80 dB, 24 bits). Measurements
are performed using arrays of microbarometers. Each station is built according to
the same technical specifications. It consists of an array of 4–9 sensors, arranged in
an optimal configuration with an aperture of 1–3 km. To improve the station detectability, the number of sensors is larger in noisy sites. The sensors are equipped with
acoustic filtering systems (microporous hoses or pipes), which reduce the noise
produced by local surface winds (Alcoverro and Le Pichon 2005).
The stations form sensitive acoustical antennas, providing azimuth and apparent
wave velocity. The recent technical advances and the development of efficient algorithms
for detecting coherent waves within noncoherent noise allow characterizing
routinely and in real-time low-amplitude pressure signals (Cansi 1995). Using such
an approach, a large set of infrasound signals has been identified during the last few
years. Different wave systems can be differentiated from their wave signature in
time and frequency and from their wave azimuth and phase velocity.
The processed frequency range is 0.02–5 Hz; however, large amplitude gravity waves
can be observed, in spite of the instrumental filtering. At frequencies lower than 0.01 Hz,
the filter produces an amplitude reduction of about 20 dB per decade (Fig. 21.3). The
spectrum of Fig. 21.3, measured at the Antarctica IS27 station, shows the typical microbarom infrasound peak at 0.2 Hz produced by ocean swells. It also shows gravity wave
activity permanently observed at frequencies lower than 3 × 10−3 Hz. The spectrum
amplitude in this frequency range is highly variable. Figure 21.4 presents an example of
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Fig. 21.4 Example of gravity wave observations at the station IS27 analyzed with the PMCC
processing method. The waveforms are shown for each sensor. The wave azimuth varies from 240
to 360°. The phase velocity is lower than 60 m/s

the PMCC processing adapted to gravity waves (frequency range lower than the Brunt
Väisälä frequency, and phase velocity lower than the sound velocity). For a wave period
of ~30 mn, the 2 Pa measured amplitude actually corresponds to an amplitude of 28 Pa
after being corrected by the frequency response of the sensor.
The IMS infrasound network constitutes the first global infrasound network ever
built with such performances. It is much larger and much more sensitive than any
previously operated network and constitutes the first network with a global and
uniform distribution of stations. This network provides a global and homogeneous
state of the atmosphere and of its diurnal and seasonal variability. It may also provide
relevant information about changes in infrasound propagation and wave activity
over a large time scale with possible relation with climate change.

21.4 Monitoring of the Atmospheric Wave Guide
The first way of atmospheric imaging consists in the monitoring of the atmospheric
wave guide. This can be performed by using microbarom signals produced by ocean
swells, which are constantly and globally observed at all IMS infrasound stations.
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Figure 21.5 compares microbaroms in Northern (Alaska) and Southern (Antarctica)
Polar Regions. Microbarom waves propagate in the ground to stratosphere waveguide
and present a typical seasonal trend in the azimuths and amplitudes driven by the
seasonal reversal of the zonal stratospheric wind (Le Pichon et al. 2006). In addition
to this seasonal trend, signals show amplitude fluctuations at a scale of several days.
These fluctuations are larger in winter in both hemispheres. This is an effect of the
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Fig. 21.5 Azimuth, phase velocity (related to the elevation angle) and amplitude of infrasound
from ocean swells. Bottom: IS27 Antarctica station. Top: IS53 Alaska station. The seasonal
azimuth variations are produced by the seasonal change of stratospheric winds. Amplitude
fluctuations are more frequent and of shorter duration in the Northern hemisphere. An anomaly in
the velocity variations is observed during the 2006 austral winter at the IS27 station
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stratospheric winds, stronger in winter, which reinforce the stratospheric ducting of
the waves. The seasonal amplitude variations are larger in the Northern hemisphere
than in the Southern hemisphere, and the amplitude fluctuations over scales of
several days are also larger. In the Northern hemisphere, midlatitude gravity waves
are constantly generated by atmospheric storms and orographic forcing in the
troposphere. As continental areas are smaller in the Southern hemisphere, the
excitation of gravity waves by such processes is weaker. Also, the Antarctic plateau
provides few obstructions for local orographic forcing. Antarctica represents the
interesting specific conditions for the analysis of gravity waves in relation with
waves propagating from other regions or other altitude ranges.
In parallel, another kind of disturbances, acting at a seasonal scale, has been identified.
An anomaly lasting the whole 2006 austral winter is characterized by increasing
phase velocities and decreasing signal amplitudes (Fig. 21.5). Details are shown in
Fig. 21.6 (Ceranna et al. 2008). The increase of the velocity indicates a change in the
incidence angle of the detected waves. The observed anomaly cannot be explained by
signal processing, instrumentation, or station parameters, which remained unchanged
during that period. As microbaroms propagate at large distances in the stratospheric
wave guide (Le Pichon et al. 2006), the increasing velocity can be explained by a
change in the reflection height produced by temporal fluctuations in the stratospheric
wave guide parameters. A stratospheric cooling could produce a reflection at higher
altitudes by decreasing the effective sound speed in the stratosphere.
This demonstrates the possibility of using infrasound data for atmospheric remote
sensing. Other possibilities are the use of the azimuthal deviations produced by the winds
on the infrasound propagation path to determine wind parameters in the mesosphere
where there is a lack of operational observations (Le Pichon et al 2005a, b).

Fig. 21.6 Details of the velocity anomaly observed at the IS27 station during the 2006 Austral
winter (Ceranna et al. 2008)
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21.5 Monitoring of Wave Activity
Observations of waves and dynamical disturbances in the polar troposphere are
very rare. Gravity waves in Antarctica were previously observed by microbarometers, but only during observation campaigns that are limited in time. Two events
were observed by Egger et al. (1993) which are explained as trapped neutral mode
and propagating wave of orographic origin. Other observations performed during a
9 months campaign by Rees et al. (2000) showed the presence of gravity waves
mainly propagating from Southeast directions.

21.5.1 Gravity Waves in Antarctica
Gravity waves were researched within four years of data recorded at station IS27.
Figure 21.7 shows the uncorrected measured amplitude, the phase velocity, and
the mean frequency of the waves. The frequency band ranges from 2 × 10−4 to
2 × 10−3 Hz. This excludes planetary and tidal waves. Two wave systems with
slightly higher amplitudes in winter can be observed. The direction of propagation
is mainly North to North-West (260–330°N), but a weaker Eastwards activity is
also observed (90–120°). These waves are not related to the surface winds, which
is in agreement with previous observations performed by Rees et al., (2000) at
frequencies lower than 0.004 Hz. Rees et al. suggested that such waves were generated
in regions aloft driven by dynamical instabilities. Balloon observations in the
stratosphere (Innis et al. 2004) also showed no correlation between surface winds
and stratospheric gravity wave activity.
A large gravity wave activity has been observed by satellite over southern
Andes, Antarctica peninsula, and sub-Antarctica islands by Wu et al. (2006) from
June to August 2003 (Fig. 21.8). These observations have been compared with IS27
observations, available during the same period of time. The satellite shows that
gravity wave activity was mainly concentrated in the latitude range from 40 to 70°S
over South America and Antarctic peninsula. The satellite did not report any activity
at higher latitudes. This is in good agreement with previous observations of stratospheric gravity waves by balloons, showing a large gravity wave activity over the
Antarctic peninsula (Hertzog et al. 2008). Gravity waves recorded at IS27 during
the same period have been analyzed and a large activity has been observed in the
North-West direction. The azimuths of the gravity waves have been converted into
longitudes, assuming that the wave origin is located at the same latitude for all
events in the 40–70°S latitude range. The number of detections versus longitude is
shown in the lower part of Fig. 21.8 where the different colors correspond to different
ranges of latitudes. The wave direction roughly corresponds to the gravity wave
location observed by satellite with, however, a small longitude shift. The distance
between the station and the wave activity observed by the satellite is at least
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Fig. 21.7 Four years of gravity waves observed at the IS27 Antarctica station. The color indicates
the wave amplitude (top), the phase velocity (middle), and the wave frequency (bottom)

1000 km. A long range propagation of such gravity waves is not suggested by their
upward propagation predicted by models (Watanabe et al. 2006). Weaker orographic
gravity waves originating at shorter distances can also be considered. However,
the lack of correlation between surface winds, which are expected to control
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the orographic gravity wave activity, and the observed waves does not support
this assumption.
Other observations in the lower Antarctica stratosphere with radiosondes
report gravity waves with a downward energy transfer in winter and spring correlated with the stratospheric winds (Pfenninger et al. 1999; Yoshihi and Sato
2000). The origin, evoked by Yoshihi and Sato, could be gravity wave saturation,
modification of the wave structure, or shift in the location of the polar vortex. The
possibility of observing in the troposphere gravity waves from the stratosphere
can then also be considered.
Such observations show that microbarometer measurements are important to
determine the gravity wave behavior in the troposphere. Orographic and polar
jet gravity waves or other stratospheric disturbances could be distinguished in
the future by using several infrasound stations and other available stratospheric
observations.
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21.5.2 Effects of Thunderstorm Activity
Infrasound produced by lightning has been intensively studied from ground-based
observations (Few 1986 and references therein). Low frequency infrasound and
gravity waves related with severe weather were also observed in the ionosphere by
HF radars (Davies and Jones 1972). More recently, new investigations in this topic
were motivated by the discovery of transient luminous events called sprites, jets, or
elves, which are the manifestation of intense energy exchanges between the
troposphere, the stratosphere, and the mesosphere over thunderstorm areas (Sentman
and Wescott 1993; Lyons and Armstrong 2004). Observations of sprites and mesospheric waves by airglow camera measurements, during thunderstorms producing
sprites, showed that there is no distinctive signature in the airglow layer associated
with sprites. However, upward propagating gravity waves with quasi-sinusoidal
oscillations were observed over the convective cell associated to the thunderstorm
(Sentman et al. 2003). The breaking of atmospheric waves generated by thunderstorms in the stratosphere excites short period secondary waves, which are trapped
in the lower thermospheric duct and could explain the waves observed in the airglow
imaging experiments (Snively and Pasko 2003; Snively 2008). Infrasound produced
by sprites is characterized by a typical frequency dispersion (Liszka 2004, Farges
et al. 2005). Weak air heating on the order of several degrees K has been estimated
to be at the origin of the infrasound production (Pasko and Snively 2007).
The IMS infrasound network offers a unique opportunity for infrasound and gravity
wave monitoring in relation with thunderstorm activity. During the coupling of
atmospheric layers (CAL) project (Neubert et al. 2008), microbarometer observations
were performed in an experimental station similar to the IMS infrasound stations.
A large thunderstorm was crossing the station in the night of August 31, 2005.
Fig. 21.9 presents the lightning locations given by the Météorage (French Lightning
Detection Network) database in several successive 6 h maps from August 31st at
12hUT to September 1st at 12hUT. The upper part of the figure shows a wavelet
analysis during the same period. The local wind measured at the station is indicated
at the top of the figure. Between 12 and 18 h on August 31, the wind is very large
inducing noise in infrasound observations. However, when the thunderstorm is over
the station at 21:00 UT, the local wind speed and the related noise is weak.
A large gravity wave activity is observed when the thunderstorm is over the
station. The wave period varies from 5 min up to 1 h at the maximum of the signal
amplitude. The waves are then characterized by a broad frequency range. A large
infrasound activity produced by lightning is also recorded when the thunderstorm
is close to the station. Figure 21.10 shows the comparison between infrasound and
gravity waves. The infrasound activity related to lightning is larger when the lightning impacts measured by Météorage (top of the figure) are close to the station,
which is in agreement with previous observations (Farges 2008; Assink et al. 2008).
The infrasound azimuth follows the thunderstorm motion approaching the station
from 22:00 to 00:15 (azimuth 240°) and moving away in the opposite direction
from 00:30 to 01:30 (azimuth 60°). Differently, the gravity wave activity is observed
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Fig. 21.9 Gravity waves observed during the thunderstorm of August 31–September 1, 2005.
The lower part of the figure shows the thunderstorm displacement. The color scale codes the time.
The wavelet analysis shows a large gravity wave activity when the storm is over the station. The
upper part of the figure shows the surface wind speed measured at the station

from 23:30 to 04:00, while a weaker wave activity, with larger periods of about
1–2 h, persists up to 06:00. The azimuth of gravity waves only changes from 200°
at the beginning of the thunderstorm to 220° when the thunderstorm moves away.
The gravity waves are not related to the lightning activity. They arise from about
the same area during the entire thunderstorm, while the lightning flashes moved
from Southwest to Northeast following the thunderstorm motion over the station.
A second thunderstorm front is observed at 03:00 with an azimuth slightly lower
than the gravity wave azimuth. Gravity waves are probably originating from the
stratiform region of the thunderstorm, decoupled from the first thunderstorm
front (convective region) where larger number of lightning flashes are produced.
No activity has been observed the other days, while other thunderstorms occurred
at distances from 100 to 800 km from the station.
Such observations demonstrate that the IMS infrasound stations provide powerful
means to characterize gravity wave systems produced by thunderstorm activity.
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Fig. 21.10 Comparison between the characteristics of infrasound and gravity waves observed
during the September 1, 2005 thunderstorm. The distance between the lightning impact and the
station is given at the top of the Figure

Such observations are important in tropical regions where the thunderstorm activity
is very large. Christian et al. (2003) showed that an average of 44 lightning flashes
occur around the globe every second. The number of thunderstorms permanently
active in the world is estimated to be between 1,000 and 2,000. Most of the activity
is concentrated in tropical continental areas especially in Africa (about the third
of the total activity). Since observations are difficult in these areas, the IMS
network constitutes a relevant tool for the observation of wave activity in relation
with thunderstorms.

21.6 Summary and Conclusions
It has been shown that the IMS network, mostly sensitive to infrasound in the range
0.02–5 Hz, can also measure gravity waves in spite of a limited frequency response
of the sensors. Their amplitude reaches several tens of Pa after correction. It has
been shown through different examples how the monitoring of infrasound and gravity
waves can be used for a better understanding of the dynamics of the atmosphere.
The first way is to study the variability of infrasound from quasi-continuous sources
such as ocean swells or volcanoes in relation to changes in large scale atmospheric
structures. The amplitude fluctuations of microbarom signals produced by ocean
swells can be related to planetary waves which modulate the atmospheric wave
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guide. The fluctuations are much larger in the Northern hemisphere than in the
Southern hemisphere, because the largest planetary waves are produced over
continental areas. The infrasound monitoring also reveals anomalies at a seasonal
scale. For example, microbarom monitoring in Antarctica showed in the 2006
Austral winter unexpected changes in the temperature and/or wind changes in the
stratosphere and mesosphere, which have been related to changes in the global
atmospheric circulation in the stratosphere. The second way to study the atmospheric dynamics is the direct observation of large scale gravity waves. Four years
of gravity wave observations at the Antarctica IS27 station showed a seasonal variation with larger amplitudes during the austral winter. The azimuth roughly coincides with the direction of Southern America and Antarctica peninsula where a
large gravity wave activity is observed by satellite. However, the possibility of wave
production from disturbances at higher altitudes in the stratosphere should also be
considered. Another example shows the production of gravity waves by thunderstorms in Europe. Such studies can be performed over large periods of time and in
several regions submitted to different geophysical influences. The infrasound network can then contribute to the understanding of the dynamics of the atmosphere
at regional and global scales. As the CTBT network will provide long duration
observations, it could provide relevant information about the evolution of the
atmospheric wave activity in relation to climate change.
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Chapter 22

Dynamics and Transport in the Middle
Atmosphere Using Remote Sensing Techniques
from Ground and Space
Alain Hauchecorne, Philippe Keckhut, and Marie-Lise Chanin

22.1 General Circulation
The region extending from about 10 to 90 km altitude is generally called the middle
atmosphere. It is characterized by the dryness of the air as opposite to the lower atmosphere. It includes the stratosphere from 10 to 50 km, characterized by the presence of
the ozone layer and a positive gradient of temperature, and the mesosphere from 50 to
90 km with a negative temperature gradient and a weaker vertical stability.
Consequently, highest temperatures are reached at the stratopause (50 km) (Fig 22.1).
The vertical thermal structure of the middle atmosphere is controlled by the
absorption of solar radiation by ozone, which is maximum at the stratopause.
However, if one assumes that the thermal structure of the middle atmosphere is only
controlled by radiative equilibrium, one obtains a much too cold temperature at
winter pole and a much too warm one at summer pole. The deviation with the
observed temperature increases with height from the tropopause to the mesopause.
The geostrophic wind computed using the radiative temperature field, blowing
from west in winter and from east in summer, increases continuously with height
to reach unrealistic values in the upper mesosphere when the observed winds show
a maximum in the lower mesosphere, around 60 km, and are reversed near the
mesopause. This reversal of the wind is associated with a reversal of the temperature gradient between summer and winter poles. This indicates the fundamental
role of the dynamics to control the whole thermal structure of the middle atmosphere. The observed thermal structure can only be explained with a global-scale
mean meridional and vertical circulation from low-latitudes (ascent of air with
adiabatic cooling) to high latitudes (descent of air with adiabiatic warming) in the
lower stratosphere known as the Brewer-Dobson circulation (Shepherd 2000), and
from the summer hemisphere (ascent of air with strong adiabatic cooling) to the
winter hemisphere (descent of air with strong adiabatic warming) in the upper
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Fig. 22.1 Schematic representation of the thermal and pressure structure of the atmosphere with
its different layers

stratosphere and the mesosphere. A global source of deceleration of the zonal wind
is needed to maintain this so called “diabatic circulation” due to the fact that it
transports air masses across isentropic surfaces. The diabatic circulation is essential
in the redistribution of minor constituents in the whole middle atmosphere
(Fig 22.2).
The deceleration of the zonal wind is due to the irreversible transport of momentum by atmospheric waves from their region of generation in the troposphere to
their region of breaking in the middle atmosphere. The two most important types
of waves interacting with the middle atmospheric zonal circulation are internal
gravity waves, which have their origin in buoyancy forces in a vertically stable
stratified atmosphere, and Rossby planetary waves, which have their origin in
Coriolis forces in a meridional gradient of potential vorticity (McIntyre 1992). In
the upper mesosphere, it is now well recognized that the dominant phenomenon to
maintain the observed circulation is the breaking internal gravity waves (GW) generated in the troposphere and propagating upwards (Lindzen 1981; Holton 1982).
The breaking occurs either statically, when the wave perturbation causes the adiabatic lapse rate to be exceeded, or dynamically, when the perturbation causes the
wind shear to exceed a critical value. GW are selectively filtered by the mean wind
at all levels, which leads to a prevalence of phase directions in the upper mesosphere opposite to the mean winds in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere
(toward west in winter and toward east in summer). In the stratosphere, Rossby
planetary waves play a major role in the evolution of the polar vortex in winter and
are at the origin of sudden stratospheric warmings. Planetary waves can only propagate upwards in westerly winter winds, and in summer, the zonal easterly circulation is very quiet (Fig 22.3).
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Fig. 22.2 Zonally averaged temperature (K) from the surface to approximately 120 km altitude
in January, based on Fleming et al. (1988) Brasseur and Solomon (2006)
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Fundamental parameters in dynamical studies are those giving the physical state
of the atmosphere, temperature, pressure, and the three components of the wind.
Unfortunately, it is in general not possible to measure all these parameters at the
same time and in the same volume. In particular, it is very difficult to get direct
information on the vertical wind. Fortunately, it is possible to get some information
on the 3D wind if constituents, which can be considered as passive tracers, are
measured. The concentration of an atmospheric species is dependent on photochemical production and loss, and advection. The constituent should also present a
gradient along the direction of the wind to be sensitive to the transport. The evaluation of the terms of the continuity equation for this species allows determining its
chemical and dynamical lifetimes which depend on altitude, and to some extent, on
latitude and season (Brasseur and Solomon 2006). A species can be considered as
passive tracer if its dynamical lifetime is shorter than its chemical lifetime. The
dynamical lifetime should be estimated according to the phenomenon that one
wants to study. For the breaking of GW in the mesosphere, the typical time constant
is one to a few days, while for the planetary waves in the winter stratosphere, the
time constant is one to two weeks.

22.2 Atmospheric Dynamics
22.2.1 Extratropical Dynamics
22.2.1.1 Rossby Planetary Waves
The winter-time middle atmosphere at middle and high latitude is characterized by a
large variability of temperature and winds. This variability is caused by the continuous propagation of Rossby planetary waves, which are generated in the troposphere
by meridional motions due to the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter f.
Rossby waves can propagate only westward relative to the mean flow and have a relatively slow phase speed (Charney and Drazin 1961). They are, therefore, blocked by
easterly stratospheric winds in summer. In winter, planetary waves can propagate
through the westerly stratospheric flow and, due to the exponential decrease of the
atmospheric density with height, their relative amplitude increases until it reaches a
critical amplitude leading to the wave breaking and a nonlinear interaction with the
zonal flow at the origin of sudden warmings of the polar stratosphere.
Characteristic time scales of winter-time Rossby planetary waves are 10 to
20 days. Only larger horizontal waves (zonal modes 1 and 2 with dominant periods,
respectively, around 16 and 12 days) can propagate up to the middle stratosphere
and the mesosphere when shorter scale waves are dissipated in the lower stratosphere (Salby 1984). They are detected using analyses from numerical weather
forecast models (Madden and Labitzke 1981), radiosonde data (Hirota and Hirooka
1983), and satellite data (Hirooka 2000), and are simulated by global circulation
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Fig. 22.4 Evolution of the temperature between 30 and 90 km as measured by Rayleigh lidar
above South of Franceduring winter 1987–88. Day 1 corresponds to January 1, 1988. This plot is
a composite from OHP and CEL lidar data

models (Pendlebury et al. 2008). A Rayleigh lidar (see section on ground-based
remote sensing instruments) located in a site with favorable weather conditions like
Observatoire de Haute-Provence (OHP, 44°N, 6°E) provides typically 3–4 mean
temperature night-time profiles from 30 to 80 km per week, which allows a good
survey of the evolution of planetary waves in the middle atmosphere (Hauchecorne
and Chanin 1983; Hauchecorne et al. 1987). Figure 22.4 presents the evolution of
temperature observed during one winter combining lidar measurements at OHP and
on another French lidar site at the same latitude (Centre d’Essais des Landes, CEL,
44°, 1°W) and shows the succession of cold and warm perturbations due to the
propagation of planetary waves. The survey of planetary waves activity is made at
OHP since winter 1981/82, and the database covers now 27 years. A spectral analysis of the data reveals the presence of dominant modes around 12 days and 16 days
identified as Rossby modes with wave numbers 2 and 1, respectively.
22.2.1.2 Stratospheric Warmings
A large interannual temperature variation is observed in the Northern Hemisphere
winter stratosphere. The more spectacular phenomena are the sudden stratospheric
warmings. During winters, the zonal-mean circulation can be significantly disrupted
with polar stratospheric temperatures increasing by ~40–60 K in one week at
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10 hPa (~30 km). When a reversal of the zonal-mean wind to an easterly direction
is reached at 60°N down to 10 hPa (Labitzke 1977), these events are qualified as
major stratospheric warmings. If they occur at the end of the winter March, they
mark the transition between winter westerly winds and summer easterly winds, and
are qualified as final warmings. Such extreme cases do not occur every winter, but
are reported nearly for alternative winters, while minor events, not leading to a
breakdown of the polar vortex, do occur 2–3 times each winter (Dunkerton and
Baldwin 1991). The occurrence of sudden stratospheric warmings is mainly attributed to planetary wave breaking (Matsuno 1971; Hauchecorne and Chanin 1983).
Schoeberl (1978) provided a review on the theory and observations of stratospheric
warming using results reported from different places. He suggested that the major
warming is confined to the Northern Hemisphere, but for the first time in 2002 a
major warming was detected in the Southern Hemisphere (Baldwin et al. 2003).

22.2.2 Tropical Dynamics
22.2.2.1 Tape Recorder Effect
Global observations from space show that many chemical species have different
tropical and extratropical mixing ratios along a same isentropic surface in the “overworld” lower stratosphere. This indicates the existence of a subtropical barrier with
a strong gradient of potential vorticity that limits meridional exchanges, as at the
border of the polar vortex. Holton et al. (1995) also describe the extratropical pumping of the tropical circulation. The breaking of planetary waves at middle and high
latitudes induces a mean circulation from the tropics and an ascent of air in the
intertropical region (Randel et al. 1993). This pumping controls the global rate of
penetration of tropospheric air in the stratosphere which occurs mainly over convective clouds in the intertropical convergence zone. A very good demonstration of the
upward motion in the tropical troposphere has been obtained using chemical tracers
measured by HALOE and MLS on board UARS satellite (Mote et al. 1996). It has
been possible to follow the ascent of water vapor seasonal minima and maxima for
as long as 2 years up to 15 km above the tropopause (“tape recorder” effect). The
very cold tropopause observed in this region (less than −80°C) explains the drying
of the air injected in the stratosphere, but the detailed mechanism of drying is still
under study. In particular, it is not well understood why the hygropause (altitude of
minimum of water vapor mixing ratio) is a few km above the tropopause.
22.2.2.2 Tropical Planetary Waves
Near the equator, the Coriolis force decreases and free Rossby waves cannot
develop. The theory predicts that long-period vertically propagating waves can
exist. The two more important types are the eastward traveling Kelvin waves and
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the westward traveling Rossby-gravity waves (Holton 1979). These waves have a
symmetric structure around the equator and their latitudinal extension is limited to
about 25°S to 25°N. Contrary to midlatitude Rossby waves characterized by very
long vertical wavelengths (40–50 km), equatorial Kelvin waves have a much
shorter vertical wavelength, typically 5–10 km (Salby 1984). Such equatorial waves
have been detected by a number of satellite and ground-based observations. As an
example, we present temperature lidar observations at Réunion Island (21°S, 55°E),
indicating that this site maybe under the influence of both tropical and extratropical
planetary waves (Bencherif 1996). The phase of the perturbations observed in
Fig. 22.5 seems to indicate the presence of Kelvin waves with short vertical wavelengths below 40 km and Rossby waves with long vertical wavelengths above this
level. This interpretation is confirmed by the presence in UKMO (UK Meteorological
Office) analyses of easterly winds below 40 km, which are favorable to the vertical
propagation of Kelvin waves, and westerly winds above 40 km, which allow the
propagation of Rossby waves from southern midlatitudes.

22.2.2.3 Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is a quasi-periodic oscillation of the equatorial
zonal wind between easterlies and westerlies in the tropical stratosphere with a
mean period of 28 months (Naujokat 1986). The alternating wind regimes develop
at the top of the stratosphere and propagate downwards at about 1 km per month
until they are dissipated at the tropical tropopause (see Fig. 22.6). This explanation
of the phenomenon was first proposed by Holton and Lindzen (1972). Basically, the
downward propagation of QBO is driven by two families of equatorial waves,
Kelvin and Rossby-gravity waves propagating westward and eastward, respectively,
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Fig. 22.6 Time-height of zonal wind at Singapore (1°N, 104°E). Westerly winds (and shaded) are
positive and easterly winds are negative. A period of approximately 28 months (equatorial QuasiBiennial Oscillation) is clearly visible. Extracted from Free University of Berlin Web site: http://
www.geo.fu-berlin.de/met/ag/strat/produkte/qbo/index.html. Adapted from Naujokat (1986)

and accelerating the zonal wind in the direction of their propagation at their altitude
of dissipation. Dunkerton (1997) found that forcing by GW should be also required
to produce a realistic QBO in general circulation models. Baldwin et al. (2001) give
a detailed review of the equatorial QBO and its interaction with extratropical
dynamical phenomena as wintertime stratospheric polar vortices.

22.2.2.4 Semiannual Oscillation
The equatorial wind at the stratopause and in the lower mesosphere exhibits a
semiannual oscillation (SAO) between eastward wind during equinox and westward wind during solstice with a peak amplitude of eastward wind up to 25 ms−1
and westward wind up to 25 ms−1 (Ray et al. 1998). This phenomenon was first
noted by Reed (1966) using rocketsonde observations. Garcia et al. (1997) have
used a variety of satellite, ground-based, and in-situ observations of wind and temperature to build a climatology of the SAO. The basic mechanism is as follows
(Shepherd 2000): during solstice the strong meridional advection across equator
creates a westward acceleration to conserve the angular momentum of advected air,
while during equinox this mechanism does not act and the momentum deposition
by equatorial Kelvin waves induces an eastward acceleration.
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22.2.3 Gravity Waves, Mesospheric Inversions, and Tides
22.2.3.1 Internal Gravity Waves
As explained previously, internal GW play an important role in the driving of the
middle atmosphere circulation (Lindzen 1981). They can only exist in a stable
stratified atmosphere. Due to the gravity force, a parcel of air displaced vertically
will start to oscillate. GW can propagate vertically and horizontally in the atmosphere when propagation conditions are favorable. They are formed in the troposphere above mountains (lee waves), convective clouds, and when the flow is not
in geostrophic equilibrium as, for instance, in fronts. They can propagate upwards
into the middle atmosphere until their phase speed is equal to the wind speed or
they reach a critical amplitude with respect to the static or dynamical stability of
the atmosphere. In the absence of breaking or dissipation, their amplitude A(z)
increases with altitude due to the exponential decrease of atmospheric density r(z)
in order to conserve the energy:
A(z) = p(z)–½
Due to their relatively small vertical scales (a few tenths of km to a few km) and
short periods (few minutes to few hours), GW are difficult to observe from space
and radiosonde, and rocketsonde data give only snapshots of their characteristics.
Continuous measurements using ground-based remote sensing instruments as
Rayleigh temperature lidars (Wilson et al. 1991), Doppler wind lidars (Hertzog
et al. 2001), MST radars (Allen and Vincent 1995; Venkat Ratnam et al. 2008), and
natural emissions (Swenson and Gardner 1998) are then very valuable to study
temporal and spectral characteristics of GW and to obtain a climatology of GW
activity.

22.2.3.2 Mesospheric Inversions
In the mesosphere, the temperature is decreasing with height from the stratopause
at 45–50 km to the mesopause at 85–95 km. However, temperature profiles show
frequently an inversion layer around 70 km with a positive temperature gradient
over several kilometers. The amplitude of the temperature inversion may reach
values as high as 40 K. This phenomenon was first detected by Schmidlin (1976)
using rocketsonde profiles, but without physical explanation. Hauchecorne et al.
(1987) provided the first climatology and proposed a mechanism based on the
breaking of GW, which leads to the vertical mixing of the atmosphere and a downward heat transport in the inversion layer. They showed that the inversion layer has
an extension of at least several thousand km. Figure 22.7 presents a typical example
of an inversion layer observed during one night at OHP, showing also the development and breaking of GW below the inversion. Leblanc and Hauchecorne (1997)
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Fig. 22.7 Evolution of the temperature profile measured by the Rayleigh lidar at OHP showing
the presence of gravity waves below 70 km reaching a critical amplitude indicated by the adiabatic
lapse rate G and leading to a stable temperature inversion layer above 70 km. The two curves
indicate the uncertainty of the temperature measurement (± 1 sigma) Hauchecorne et al. (1987)

confirmed the global extent of such inversions using temperature data from satellite
instruments and showed that temperature inversions are enhanced in a midlatitude
belt in winter above the region where the mesospheric jet is at maximum. Several
mechanisms have been invoked and are reviewed in Meriwether and Gardner
(2000). They include the breaking of GW, GW-tidal coupling, and chemical heating
in the upper mesosphere. Salby et al. (2002) pointed out the role of the planetary
wave structure in the development of inversion layers.
22.2.3.3 Thermal Tides
Thermal tides are temperature and wind oscillations forced by the heating due to
the absorption of solar radiation by atmospheric gases, mainly ozone in the stratosphere and water vapor in the troposphere. Therefore, these periods are equal to the
day (24 h, diurnal tide) or to its harmonics (semi-diurnal and ter-diurnal tides,
respectively, 12 and 8 h). They have a planetary extension and, due to the exponential decrease of the density, their amplitude increases with height to reach very high
values in the upper mesosphere-lower thermosphere where they are widely
observed by MST radars between 70 and 100 km on horizontal wind components
(Kishore et al. 2002). The theory of atmospheric tides was first presented by
Lindzen (1966) and atmospheric tide models were developed to interpret radars
observations (Forbes 1982). Their effect on the temperature can also be observed
by lidar in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere (Keckhut et al. 1996). These
authors pointed out the importance to take into account the temperature tidal component in the trend analysis in long temperature series from satellite instruments
when the local hour of the measurements is changing with time.
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22.3 Ground-Based Remote Sensing Measurements
Ground-based remote sensing instruments are used to probe the thermal and
dynamical structure of the atmosphere. In particular, active instruments like radars
and lidars allow determining the profile of wind and temperature in the atmosphere
with a high vertical resolution. Due to the continuity of their measurements, they
are very good tools to study periodic dynamical phenomena as gravity waves, planetary waves, and tides, and to infer the impact of such waves on the mean state of
the atmosphere. We present here the main instruments used to monitor the structure
of the middle atmosphere, Rayleigh and Raman lidars for temperature and Rayleigh
Doppler lidars and MST radars for wind.

22.3.1 Rayleigh and Raman Lidars
The basic principle of a lidar is analogous to that of a radar, the radio waves being
replaced by light waves from which comes the name of light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) derived from the word radar. A lidar is made up of an emitter (a pulsed
laser), a receiver (a collecting telescope), a detector (for instance, a photomultiplier),
and a data acquisition system. Following the pioneering of Fiocco and Grams
(1964), lidars have experienced a very large development for atmospheric studies.
They are able to provide vertical profiles of physical parameters as temperature
(Hauchecorne and Chanin 1980) and horizontal wind (Chanin et al. 1989) in the
middle atmosphere. They are used also for the profiling of atmospheric constituents
as, for instance, ozone (Godin et al. 1989) and aerosols (McCormick et al. 1978) in
the stratosphere. Lidars allow continuous measurements in clear sky conditions.
They are operated, in general, during night time to limit the level of background
signal due to solar light scattered by the atmosphere. They are very good tools to
study periodic dynamical phenomena as gravity waves, planetary waves, and tides,
and to infer the impact of such waves on the mean state of the atmosphere.
The Rayleigh lidar is an instrument devoted to the measure of temperature in the
middle atmosphere (30–90 km). Monochromatic laser pulses are sent vertically into
the atmosphere and a temporal analysis of the backscattered light provides information about the vertical structure and composition of the atmosphere. Above the top
of the stratospheric aerosols layer (about 30 km), the Mie scattering is negligible
and the received signal due to the Rayleigh scattering is directly proportional to the
atmospheric density. The temperature profile is deduced from the density profile
assuming that the density is in hydrostatic equilibrium and obeys the perfect gas
law (Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980). The profile is limited upwards by the signal
to noise ratio at 90–100 km. Keckhut et al. (1993) give a comprehensive review of
characteristics and performances of Rayleigh lidars. These instruments provide
unique information on the evolution of the density and temperature at time scales
ranging from minutes to years. They are used for studies concerning atmospheric
dynamics, climatology, and long-term trends at OHP where several lidars are
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Fig. 22.8 Position of the filters used in the rotational Raman lidar and envelop of the rotational
Raman AntiStokes lines for N2 and O2. When the temperature increases, the intensity increases in
Raman lines near the Rayleigh line and decreases in those far from the Rayleigh line. The temperature is derived from the ratio between the signals filtered by the 2 filters Nedeljkovic et al. (1993)

operated routinely in the frame of the NDACC (Network for the Detection of
Atmospheric Composition Changes) for the measurement of vertical profiles of
ozone, temperature, water vapor, and aerosols.
It has been shown that below about 30 km, depending on the aerosols layer, it is
not possible to use the Rayleigh scattering to measure the atmospheric density and
temperature because of the contribution of the Mie scattering. It is, however, possible to extend the vertical profiles downwards using the Raman vibrational and
rotational components of the scattering by the main gases of the atmosphere, N2 and
O2 (Keckhut et al. 1990; Nedeljkovic et al. 1993). This technique can be used only
on high power lidar systems due to the very low cross section of Raman scattering,
about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the Rayleigh cross section. Most of
Rayleigh lidars are now equipped with Raman lidar channels to extend the vertical
profiles downwards in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere (Fig 22.8).

22.3.2 Rayleigh Doppler Wind Lidar
The Rayleigh Doppler lidar is an instrument designed to provide the horizontal
wind field in the stratosphere where the backscattered signal is mainly due to
Rayleigh scattering from air molecules (Chanin et al. 1989). The beam of a monochromatic pulsed laser is emitted in an oblique direction. The backscattered light is
spectrally shifted when the illuminated air parcel is moving in the direction of the
laser beam (Doppler shift). At the same time, the backscattered laser line is broadened by the Brownian motion of air molecules. As the vertical component of the
wind is negligible in this region, the radial Doppler shift of the backscattered echo
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is directly proportional to the projection of the horizontal wind on the line of sight.
The Doppler shift is analyzed with a high-resolution spectral filter, for instance, a
Fabry-Pérot interferometer. Very few ground-based Rayleigh Doppler lidars are in
operation in the world. They provide vertical profiles of the 2 components of the
horizontal wind and allow to study dynamical phenomena like GW (Souprayen
et al. 1999). Figure 22.9 shows a nice example of a long period inertia-gravity wave
with a downward propagating phase, a period of more than 7 h and an elliptic hodograph oriented south west – north east.

Fig. 22.9 Upper part, zonal and meridional components of the wind perturbations in ms−1
observed by the Doppler lidar at OHP during one night associated with the presence of an inertiagravity wave and, lower part, hodograph of the gravity wave between 15 and 19 km
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22.3.3 MST Radar
Mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (MST) radars are powerful instruments
designed to study the dynamics of the middle atmosphere (Hocking, 1997). The principle is to observe the Doppler shift of a radio-wave beam scattered by refractive
index inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. In the neutral atmosphere below 20 km,
these inhomogeneities are due to air density or water vapor turbulent fluctuations. In
the ionized atmosphere, above 60 km, they are due to fluctuations in electron density.
In both cases, MST radar provides measurements of the radial wind as for the
Doppler wind lidar. These radars can also provide turbulence parameters. Most MST
radars are operated in the VHF band (typically 30–60 MHz, 5–10 m wavelengths).
They provide information on the seasonal evolution of horizontal and vertical wind
profiles, turbulence parameters, planetary waves, GW (Tsuda et al. 1990), and tides.

22.4 Remote Sensing from Space
Ground-based instruments provide very resolved temperature and wind data, but
are operated in a limited number of site. In order to obtain a global view of the
structure of the atmosphere, it is necessary to operate remote sensing instruments
from space. They include infrared and microwave radiometers and GNSS radiooccultation receivers for temperature measurements, and in the near future, a space
lidar for wind measurements.

22.4.1 Infrared and Microwave Radiometers
The global field of middle atmospheric temperature is measured by infrared and
microwave radiometers on board operational and research meteorological satellites
since 30 years (Nash and Brownscombe, 1983). The principle is to measure the
thermal radiation emitted by the atmosphere at wavelengths corresponding to emission bands of an atmospheric constituent in constant mixing ratio in the atmosphere, in general, CO2 in the infrared spectrum and O2 in the microwave spectrum.
The emission is then directly depending on temperature. For instruments looking at
nadir, the vertical profile is obtained by looking in spectral bands emitted at different altitudes depending on their intensity, the stronger bands coming from the
higher levels in the atmosphere. They cover mainly the troposphere and the lower
stratosphere. For instruments looking at limb, the vertical profile is obtained with a
scan of the tangent altitude. They provide temperature profiles mainly in the upper
stratosphere and the mesosphere with a higher vertical resolution, but a poorer horizontal resolution than nadir sounders. Data of infrared and microwave operational
sounders are assimilated in numerical weather forecast models. Data from stratospheric sounding unit (SSU) on board NOAA satellites since 1979 have been the
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major source of upper stratospheric temperature until 1998. Since this date, they are
replaced by the microwave advanced microwave sounding unit (AMSU) providing
a better vertical resolution (Gelman et al. 2000).

22.4.2 GNSS Radio-Occultation
Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) radio-occultation provides vertical profiles
of index of refraction in the atmosphere (Kursinski et al. 1997). The principle is to
observe the Doppler shift of the radio signal emitted by GNSS satellites when the path
is crossing the atmosphere and its length is increased by the refractive index change.
Above 70 km in the ionized atmosphere, it allows to measure the electron content. In
the neutral atmosphere, below 50 km, it provides the vertical profile of temperature
in the troposphere and stratosphere, as well as humidity in the lower troposphere with
a high vertical resolution (better than 500 m at the tropopause). The method is based
on the measurement of time with a very high accuracy and is free from any systematic
bias. This is an important point for climatological studies. GNSS radio occultation is
now operational on several satellites, including the German satellite CHAMP, the
operational European platform METOP, and the Taiwan-USA COSMIC/
FORMOSAT-3 mission with 6 mini-satellites to improve the geographical coverage
(Rocken et al. 2000). Comparisons of GNSS radio-occultation profiles with radiosonde profiles and ECMWF analyses have shown an excellent agreement in the upper
troposphere and in the stratosphere up to 40 km (Fig. 22.10; Wickert et al. 2004).
These data are now routinely assimilated in NWP models and are used for specific
scientific studies like troposphere-stratosphere exchanges.
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22.4.3 ADM-AEOLUS Doppler Wind Lidar
The most important parameter for meteorological forecast is the wind measurement.
However, this parameter is only measured by the network of radiosondes concentrated in continental areas. Except from radiosonde profiles, the wind is indirectly
derived from temperature and humidity measurements assimilated in NWP. The
Earth Explorer Atmospheric Dynamics Mission (ADM-Aeolus) planned to be
launched in 2009 will be the first Doppler wind lidar in space (Stoffelen et al.
2005). It will provide global observations of wind profiles from space up to 30 km
altitude to improve the quality of weather forecasts, and to advance the understanding
of atmospheric dynamics and climate processes.

22.5 Conclusion
The middle atmosphere is a region where chemical, radiative, and dynamical processes are strongly coupled. This is also a region very sensitive to perturbations due
to human activities. The polar stratospheric ozone hole is a striking example of this
sensitivity. The observed global stratospheric and mesospheric cooling, linked to the
warming of the lower atmosphere due to the increase of greenhouse gases, is another
example. In order to understand all physical processes playing a role in this region,
several remote sensing techniques from ground and from space have been developed
and are operated routinely, including lidars, radars, radiometers, and radio-occultation receivers. The detection of infrasounds propagating in the middle atmosphere
(Le Pichon et al. 2010; Blanc et al. 2010) is very promising to complement information on the structure and dynamics of this region and to probe atmospheric parameters in altitude ranges not easily accessible by other techniques (Drob et al. 2010).
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Chapter 23

The Representation of Gravity Waves
in Atmospheric General Circulation
Models (GCMs)
François Lott and Christophe Millet

23.1 Introduction
The technology of remote operational monitoring of nuclear tests has been established
as a set of several detection techniques. The acoustic method is especially important
because unauthorized tests may be conducted in the atmosphere, far away the
national territory where the event of a nuclear explosion can be proved by a competent
agency on site. While the location of underground tests may be determined by
seismic methods with high accuracy, it is known that acoustic low-frequency waves
generated by atmospheric tests can be deformed and masked by a plethora of
waves of natural origin.
The possibility of propagation of acoustic low-frequency waves (or infrasounds)
is explained by the existence of atmospheric channels, the vertical scales of which
are large compared to the wavelength of infrasounds. Thus, the propagation models
used for this purpose are mainly based on the acoustic wave equation and the use of
asymptotic methods. Most numerical studies that have been carried out during the
last decade used in length the ray tracing technique, the normal mode approach, and/
or the resolution of the parabolic equation (see Part III of this book for a review).
Despite an overall good agreement with measurements associated with known
events, a consensus seems to have emerged that these techniques cannot explain
some important signals in the microbarograph measurements (see, e.g., Millet et al.
2007; Ponomarev et al. 2006 and Kulichkov et al. 2002, 2004a, 2004b). Indeed,
long-range propagation of infrasounds is ensured mainly by low waveguide modes
(Ponomarev et al. 2006), for which the vertical scales are comparable with the
scales of atmospheric vertical inhomogeneity and, especially, with the scales of
internal gravity waves. For such mode numbers, it is known that the ray optics
approximation is not well-suited to acoustic propagation and fails to capture important atmospheric wave interactions. A consistent set of approximate equations for
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large-scale waves may be obtained by a proper choice of dimensionless parameters
in the primitive equations. However, such a scale analysis is no longer valid when
waves of separate scales coexist and interact with one another.
To circumvent these difficulties, the future generation of infrasound propagation
models will be based on the resolution of primitive equations of motion up to thermospheric altitudes. The most recent models become similar as the present Numerical
Weather Forecasting Models (NWP) and Global Climate Models (GCM), except that
they include compressible effects ( For completeness, note that the NWP models still
adopt approximations or numerical techniques that filter out a good fraction of the
sound waves). Based on suitable numerical schemes, some of these models are able
to capture acoustic waves as well as gravity waves, but still fail to compute wave
motions in the same way as atmospheric motions. As a disturbance propagates
upwards, the strong decrease of mean density with altitude gives rise to shock waves
and gravity waves (GWs) that can no longer be ignored as high amplitude phenomena. Thus, whereas a simple rigid, free-slip surface is often employed in NWP models, one of the common issues of nonlinear acoustic-gravity wave propagation models
deals with the treatment of radiation and outflow boundary conditions.
Internal GWs are ubiquitous in the atmosphere. They are observed, for instance,
by the high-resolution radiosondes, which give vertical profiles of temperature and
velocity (e.g., Dalaudier et al. 1994). Although GWs are quite coherent and predictible when they are produced by mountains, they are much more random when
they are caused by other sources (convection, geostrophic adjustment in fronts,
shear instabilities). This becomes particularly true in the middle atmosphere where
the influence of waves coming from various independent sources can be felt at the
same place. In this case, a statistical description is more adapted, and many measurements have shown that the GWs spectra in the vertical direction follow a spectral law given by E~N2 m−3, where E, N, and m are respectively the kinetic or
potential energy (expressed per unit mass), the Brunt-Vaisaala frequency, and the
vertical wavenumber. These spectra are observed in the range of vertical wavelengths 2p/m between 100 m and few kilometers. When they break, which generally occur when we have 2p/m <100 m, the turbulence results in Kolmogoroff
spectra. As these spectra are quite universal, most parameterizations of the nonorographic GW in GCMs are based on them (Hines 1997, Warner and McIntyre 1996).
This makes them quite different from the parameterization of the mountain gravity
waves, which use their more predictive nature (Lott and Miller 1997).
In General Circulation Models, quite substantial systematic errors have been
reduced by including the parameterizations of orographic and nonorographic gravity waves. Historically, the orographic GWs routines have been introduced during
the mid-eighties, when the global GCMs where limited to the troposphere and
lower stratosphere resolution (Palmer et al. 1986). The nonorographic routines are
more recent and have been introduced when the GCMs have begun to extent up to
the mesosphere (Manzini et al. 1997). Such routines permit to correct the zonal
mean wind and the zonal mean temperature at the summer mesopause.
The parameterization of mountain GWs alleviates systematic errors in GCM
simulations of the tropospheric westerlies (Palmer et al. 1986). Miller et al. (1989)
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extended this study, showing that the representation of orography in global models
has an impact (positive or negative) on many of the large-scale structures mentioned before. Miller et al. (1989) and also Stephenson (1994) have shown that the
vertical repartition of the mountain drag is an important issue for GCMs. These
large-scale simulations obviously provide important applications for the 2-D (Clark
and Peltier 1984; Durran 1987) and 3-D (Miranda and James 1992; Schar and
Durran 1996) theoretical studies on mountain flow. Following these, Lott and
Miller (1997) (hereafter LM97) have proposed a subgrid scale orographic (SSO)
drag scheme which gives particular attention to the drag of the flow at levels that
intersect the SSO. This scheme is also validated against the PYREX data (Bougeault
et al. 1993) in all the situations for which the incident wind perpendicular to the
ridge is strong.
Among the quasi-steady patterns that SSO parameterization schemes affect,
the steady planetary wave is of particular interest because its simulation is rather
difficult. For instance, Fig. A1 in D’Andrea et al. (1996) shows the steady geopotential height field for 15 different models: among them, many (but not all)
are too zonal. To correct these errors, one has to determine which processes
related to the mountains contribute to the steady planetary wave. For this purpose, the quasi geostrophic models are helpful because they have been extensively used in diagnosing the forcing of planetary waves (Held 1983). In these
models, mountains induce vortex stretching, modifying the vorticity, but keeping the potential vorticity unchanged. Interestingly, the circulation over mountains associated to vortex stretching is driven by a force whose horizontal
component is perpendicular to the incident flow in the linear quasi-geostrophic
context and that is proportional to the mountain volume (Smith 1979). In the
context of atmospheric models which do not use the quasi geostrophic approximation, the fact that vortex stretching can be eventually accounted for by a force
that is quite predictable was used in Lott (1999) to reduce errors on the model
simulation of the planetary waves.
Because this review is devoted to surface process, the recent progresses in developing new gravity wave drag schemes, which include nonorographic waves, are
only mentioned here briefly and for completeness. Detailed impacts of such a
scheme are, nevertheless, given in the Sect. 3.2. The need for such schemes follow
that most GCMs now extend to the middle atmosphere, where the circulation is
largely controlled by wave-induced forces (Rossby and Gravity waves) (Holton
et al. 1995; Haynes et al. 1995). For the gravity wave part and in summer, mountain
waves cannot provide these forces because they have good chances to encounter
critical levels in the low stratosphere (Lindzen 1981). Furthermore, the forces
needed in this season and near the mesopause are opposite in sign with the forces
mountain waves can provide. Finally, observations suggest that steady GWs are
seldom above about 20 km altitude. The general way by which nonorographic drag
scheme is developed is grossly presented in Sect. 3.3, together with some results
obtained in the LMD-GCM extended to the middle atmosphere and including the
Hines (1997) parameterization scheme tested by Manzini et al. (1997) in the
ECHAM4 model.
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23.2 The Different Parameterizations
23.2.1 Subgrid-Scale Orographic Drag
The orographic drag scheme presented here is adapted from LM97 and used in Lott
(1998). The SSO over one gridpoint region is represented by seven parameters,
m, g, s, q, Zmin, Zmax, and Zmea, which stand for the standard deviation, the anisotropy,
the slope, the orientation, the minimum, the maximum, and the mean elevation of
the orography, respectively. These seven parameters are evaluated over a grid point
region from the US Navy dataset (on 10¢ × 10¢ of degrees grids). The scheme uses
values of low-level wind and static stability, which are partitioned into two parts.
The first corresponds to the incident flow and is evaluated by averaging the wind,
the Brunt-V\”ais\”al\”a frequency, and the fluid density between the model ground
Zmean and the mountain peaks Zmax. This low-level flow is referenced as UH, NH, and
rH, respectively. The second part is the “blocked” flow, whose upper height Zb is
the highest level that satisfies the condition,

∫

Z max
Zb

N
dz ≤ H NC ,
Up

(23.1)

where the wind speed Up(z) is calculated by resolving the wind U(z) in the direction
of the incident flow UH. The parameter HNC tunes the depth of the blocked flow
layer and is of order one. Then, for each layer below Zb, a force per unit volume is
applied in the form
Db ( z ) = − rCd F

Zb − Z U U
,
Zb − Zo 2

(23.2)

where F is given by
1 s

 B (g )cos2 y + C (g )sin 2 y  ,
F = 2 − 

r  2m 

(23.3)

if r>1/2, or by F = 0, if r<1/2. In Eq.(22.3) the angle between the incident flow and
the normal ridge direction is Y, the aspect ratio of the obstacle as seen by the incident flow is r. The functions B(g) and C(g) are of order 1 and take into account the
anisotropy of the SSO (see LM97). The parameter Cd, which is typically of order
unity from the literature on flow dynamics around bluff body, tunes the blocked
flow drag amplitude.
On the supposition that when there is low-level flow blocking, the effective
height of the SSO felt by the fluid is reduced to Zmax−Zb, the gravity wave stress t
(which is a force per unit area) is reduced accordingly. After counting number of
ridges within a grid point region, this stress becomes,
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The parameter G tunes the GWs stress amplitude and is also of order 1. The vertical
distribution of the gravity wave stress determines the levels at which the waves are
dissipated and slow down the mean flow. First, the stress decays by a tunable factor
b <1 between the ground and the 850-hPa level to crudely account for the low-level
dissipation of the trapped lee waves (see Miller et al. 1989 and the Appendix).
Above, breaking occurs when the total Richardson number Ri falls below a critical
value Ric, which is of order unity.

23.2.2 Orographic Lift
In the model itself, the lift representation consists of applying a force per unit volume L that is perpendicular to the wind at each level below the mountain maximum
height Zmax
 Z −Z 
L = − r Cl f  max
k ×u
 Z max − Z o 

(23.5)

In Eq. (23.5), f is the Coriolis frequency and Cl is a tunable parameter of order 1.
When the incident wind is uniform in the vertical, Eq. (23.5) integrated from the
model ground Zmea to the mountain peak Zmax gives a stress,
 Z − Zo 
L = − r Cl f  max
 k × u

2

(23.6)

which is near the lift stress exerted by an obstacle on a quasi-geostrophic flow
(Smith 1979).

23.2.3 Nonorographic Waves
Because the nonorographic schemes include ensemble of waves with far different
propagation properties, a convenient way to formulate them is to adopt a spectral
representation. These differentiate them fundamentally from most current orographic schemes, where a representation in the physical space is necessary at low
level, to account for nonlinearities. For mountain waves, the description in the
physical space remains adequate aloft, providing the waves are hydrostatic. For
nonorographic waves, the spectral representation is also motivated by the fact that
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numerous observational studies suggest that GWs energy spectra have a slope at
large vertical wavenumber m that is roughly independent of time and position.
Practical spectral GWs parameterization schemes (see for instance Hines 1997;
Warner and Mc Intyre 1996, 2001) tend to describe gravity wave spectral evolution
in terms of the vertical propagation and saturation of a spectrum, which is imposed
at a given launch altitude. A good example of such a scheme is that of Warner and
Mc Intyre (1996), where the evolution of the spectra from one altitude to the next
is based on well-understood aspects of linear conservative GWs propagation. The
saturation is then entirely empirical. When the spectra transported conservatively,
present in the vertical wavenumber space, a saturated portion (i.e., the portion at
“large” m) that exceed a given threshold, this threshold is imposed as the new spectra. To fit data, this threshold can include the m−3 slope suggested by observations.
For historical reasons, in the LMD-GCM we have used until now the scheme proposed by Hines (1997), which try to include more sophisticated wave breaking
models. In practice, nevertheless, it is likely that the schemes of Hines (1997) and
Warner and Mc Intyre (1996, 2001) give comparable results.

23.3 Impacts on GCMs Runs
23.3.1 Subgrid-Scale Orographic Parameterization and Lift
The model used in this study is a tropospheric version of the LMDz GCM (Hourdin
et al. 2006). It is a gridpoint model, and in the simulation presented, the gridpoints
are regularly distributed in the longitude-latitude coordinates with resolution
3.75 × 2.5°. The version used has 19 vertical sigma-levels unevenly spaced to provide more resolution near the ground and in the lower stratosphere. In the experiment presented below, the different tunable parameters of the orographic forces
scheme are: HNC = 1, Cd = 1, G = 1, b = 0.5, Ric = 0.25, and Cl = 1. To perform simulations that can be compared to the observed climate and to ensure that the results
presented are significant, the model is integrated over long periods and forced with
observed sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice distribution.
In different set of experiments discussed with some details in Lott (1998),
where the different parts of the orography parameterization scheme were each
tested independently, it was found that the low-level blocked flow drag improves
the low-level flow, but slightly degrades the steady planetary wave. Similar
results were found for the gravity wave part of the scheme: GWs drag improves
the westerlies at the upper levels (Palmer et al 1986) and at low levels where the
trapped waves (Miller et al. 1989) reinforce the impact of the blocked drag. For
the simulation of the steady planetary wave, the GWs drag is rather neutral, its
impact is similar to that of the blocked flow drag. The lift scheme alone, on the
other hand, appeared beneficial for the steady planetary wave, but does not affect
the zonal wind very much.
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The impact of the scheme on the model is represented on the differences map
shown in Fig. 23.1 and 23.2. For both the zonal wind and the steady planetary
wave, it appears that the model is closer to the climatology with the orographic
a

b

Fig. 23.1 Difference between the zonal wind of the NMC analysis and that of the GCM
simulations: DJF 85-93. Zero line not shown, negative values are dashed. (a) Control run; (b) run
with parameterization

a

b

Fig. 23.2 Difference between the Geopotential height anomaly at 500 hPa of the NMC analysis
fields and that of the GCM simulations: DJF 85-93. Zero line not shown, negative values are
dashed. (a)Control run; (b)run with parameterization
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parameterization. The parameterized drag tends to reduce errors at nearly all levels
on the zonal wind. The benefits of the scheme are, nevertheless, the greatest at
low-levels (below 900-hPa) where the drag is maximum and at high-levels (above
100-hPa), where the parameterized GWs break. The steady planetary waves differences are also reduced nearly everywhere in the northern hemisphere, and particularly over the continents. Improvements are, nevertheless, more evident over North
America where the scheme efficiently improves the simulation of the ridge over the
rocky mountains. The scheme is also helpful for the simulation of the steady planetary wave over northern Europe and northern Asia, but it does not reduce the errors
south and east of the Himalaya plateau.

23.3.2 Nonorographic Gravity Waves Spectral Parameterization
23.3.2.1 Impacts in the midlatitudes
In comparison with the essentially tropospheric LMD-GCM used in Sect. 3.1, the
extended LMD-GCM to the middle atmosphere spans all heights ranging from
the surface to 0.01 mb (approximately 80 km), discretized into 50 levels of
varying thickness (Lott et al. 2005). Layers are approximately 1.5 km thick
between 10 and 60 km and then increase to about 8 km in the last two upper levels.
A simple Rayleigh drag sponge layer is employed in the four upper layer at
z = 63.5, 67.5, 72.5, and 81.25 km, with damping time constants equal 10 day−1,
5 day−1, 2.5 day,−1 and 1.25 day,−1 respectively. These Rayleigh-drags are applied
to the nonzonal component of the flow only to prevent large-scale waves’ downward
reflection at the upper boundary, without violating Downward control principles
(Shepherd et al. 1996).
The impact of the Gravity wave drag scheme on the simulated middle atmosphere circulation is evaluated by comparing two 5-years long (1993–1997) experiments, one with and the other without parameterized orographic and nonorographic
gravity wave drag. The parameters used for the orographic GWs drag are the ones
given in Sect. 3.1. The nonorographic Hines (1997) scheme is used with a low
source strength, corresponding to an r.m.s. gravity-wave wind of 1 m s−1 at the
launch level. The launch level is the model ground.
Figure 23.3 shows the zonal mean wind in the model simulation in the
absence of gravity wave drag for four different months. In this case, the model
shows the usual enormous westerly biases in the simulated winds at midlatitude,
and at nearly all levels above 20–30 km (for a comparison with climatology, see
for instance Fig. 23.4 in Beagley et al. 1997). Figure 23.4 shows that these errors
can be considerably reduced when introducing the gravity wave schemes,
though discrepancies with observations still exist. In the tropics, the reduction
of the biases from one experiment to the other does not appear clearly in
Fig 23.3 and 23.4 as differences between the two simulations are less pronounced
in this region.
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Fig. 23.3 Zonally averaged zonal wind field calculated from a 5-year run of the LMD-GCM with
no gravity wave drag. Contour interval=10 m s−1, negative values are dashed

23.3.2.2 Impact on the Tropical Oscillations
For a finer analysis, it is conventional to look at time-series of the zonal mean zonal
wind at the equator and as a function of height. Figure 23.5 shows such a picture
for both simulations for the year 1993. A semiannual oscillation is clearly evident
in both model integrations above the stratopopause (around 60–70 km), extending
down to 45–50 km into the upper stratosphere. We note, however, that the westerly
phase is too weak and does not descend far enough compared with observations
(see for instance Hamilton and Mahlman 1988). However, these defects are far
more pronounced without GWs drag (Fig. 23.5a) than with GWs drag (Fig. 23.5b).
Furthermore, the GWs parameterization also significantly reduce westerly biases.
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Fig. 23.4 Zonally averaged zonal wind field calculated from a 5-year run of the LMD-GCM with
both nonorographic (Hines) and orographic (Lott and Miller) gravity waves (GWs) drag included.
Contour interval=10 m s−1, negative values are dashed

The fact that explicit simulation of tropical oscillations (semiannual oscillation
and quasi-biennial oscillation) in GCMS of the middle atmosphere can be much
improved by GWs drag parameterization is now illustrated. Because these oscillations need an accurate vertical resolution to be properly resolved, the simulations presented next are made with a version of the LMD-GCM that still include
50 vertical levels, but with the upper boundary placed at 65 instead of 80 km.
Two simulations are made that differ from each other only in the source strength.
In the first one (weak Hines), the source strength corresponds to a r.m.s.
gravity-wave wind of 1 m s−1 at the ground, while in the second one (strong
Hines) it is 1.25 m s−1.
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a

b

Fig. 23.5 (a)March of zonally averaged zonal wind at the equator for the year 1993 of the
LMD-GCM integrations without GWs drag. (b)as (a) but for the integration with GWs drag. Contour
interval = 20 m s−1 in both panels. Positive values are thick solid, negative values are thin solid

Both simulations (Fig. 23.6a, b) exhibit a semiannual oscillation signal.
However, the weak Hines experiment (Fig. 23.6a) shows a westerly phase that does
not go beyond 45 km, while in the strong Hines experiment it descends down to
35 km, which is in far better agreement with the observations. Below these levels
(i.e., including the quasi-biennial oscillation domain), the model presents a systematic easterly bias, and nearly no seasonal and inter-annual oscillations. Note, nevertheless, in the simulation with the strong Hines scheme and around 35–40 km, the
adjacent westerly phase of the semiannual oscillation near coalesces between
January and July of the second year and between July of the year 3 and January of
the year 4. This indicates that the model is near producing an inter-annual tropical
oscillation. It is too small, nevertheless, to maintain itself and descend further
below 35 km: the model fails in producing a QBO in the 20–30 km region. Note
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a

b

Fig. 23.6 (a)March of zonally averaged zonal wind at the equator for the period 1993–97 of
the LMD-GCM integrations with GWs drag. (b)As (a) but for a stronger GWs forcing. Contour
as in Fig. 23.5

here that this may be in good part due to the fact that the vertical resolution of the
model in the low and middle stratosphere is not sufficiently refined. Models with
higher resolution and GWs parameterization can today reproduce a quite realistic
QBO (Giorgetta et al. 2006).

23.4 Concluding Remarks
During the 1990s, substantial progress was made in the understanding of the GWs
generation by mountains as well as of their influence on the atmospheric general
circulation. At almost the same time, it became clear that nonorographic GWs are
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also significant for the climate, if we look at it in the middle atmosphere. The GWs
up there being much less predictible, they are parameterized using techniques that
are essentially statistical.
With the development of the International Monitoring System for the enforcement of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, there is a challenge to gain a
still better understanding of the role of GWs in infrasound propagation. The primary need is to identify conditions for which GWs can be expected and how they
can be represented in propagation models. Although the asymptotic methods that
are used by the geophysical community permit to explain some basic properties of
infrasonic signals observed during experiments, a fresh look at the problem starting
with the GCM approach may prove to be fruitful. Both improvements of the parameterization of GWs and successful extensions of GCM to high altitudes make possible the use of GCM to locate the places where strong interactions between the
acoustic disturbances and the atmospheric GWs can occur.
One of the most frustrating aspects of infrasound propagation research is our inability to predict the intensity of infrasonic arrivals. This follows that the acoustic waves
are very sensitive to the state of the atmosphere and become nonlinear for even moderate amplitudes. Recent progress in “computational aeroacoustics,” through the class of
dispersion-relation-preserving numerical schemes or shock-capturing numerical
schemes, could provide tools for a rigorous approach to this problem. By considering
suited constitutive equations, this approach can include the relaxation processes and
the absorption due to shear and bulk viscosity. Such numerical schemes could be used
in GCM to capture the long-range propagation of shock waves generated by a pulse.
Finally, the main difficulty is to match, in a consistent scheme, different numerical models valid in widely different ranges of spatial and temporal scales. With the
advent of large parallel computing systems and high resolution data, the assimilation of microbarograph data to correct the infrasound propagation may soon
become reality.
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Chapter 24

Inversion of Infrasound Signals for Passive
Atmospheric Remote Sensing
Douglas P. Drob, R. R. Meier, J. Michael Picone, and Milton M. Garcés

24.1 Introduction
Atmospheric sound waves in the 0.01–20 Hz frequency band are known as
infrasound. These waves can travel for thousands of kilometers through refractive
ducts in the lower, middle, and upper atmosphere. Renewed scientific interest in
infrasound follows recent advances in infrasound technology, in basic knowledge
of the middle and upper atmosphere, in digital signal processing, and in the deployment and operation of the International Monitoring System (IMS) of the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) (Christie et al. 2001; Der et al.
2002; Bass et al. 2006; Christie and Campus 2010). Especially important is the role
of atmospheric conditions that affect the propagation of acoustic waves. Substantial
improvements in infrasound data acquisition and interpretation, coupled with
unprecedented global coverage, lead to a capacity for retrieving the atmospheric
state from infrasound observations. To provide context for the new concepts, we
begin with a brief historical overview of atmospheric soundings.
Sound waves heard across the English Channel in 1901 were first used by
Whipple (1926) to postulate the existence of the tropopause and the stratospheric
temperature regime. The positive stratospheric temperature gradient remained an
unproven hypothesis well into the mid-1940s (Cox 1947). Independent confirmation of the existence of the gradient was eventually obtained with the first peacetime use of V-2 rockets (Best et al. 1947; Gutenberg 1946). Physical understanding
was then advanced with the demolition of fortifications on the Island of Helgoland
on April 18, 1947 using a single detonation of five thousand tons of high explosive
(Cox 1948). The resulting pressure perturbations were recorded on microbarographs strategically placed 66–1,000 km to the south-south-east (Cox 1949; Cox
et al. 1949). The use of sound waves to probe the structure of the atmosphere continued through the mid-1950s with grenades ejected from rockets (Groves 1956).
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These campaigns were carried out using microphones placed on the ground in close
proximity to the rocket trajectory (Bowen et al. 1964). With the emergence of the
space age, acoustic remote sensing was eventually superseded in terms of
practicality, accuracy, and coverage by radiosondes (e.g. Durre et al. 2008), groundbased RADAR (e.g. Vincent 1984), LIDAR (e.g. Hauchecorne and Chanin 1980),
GPS occultation (e.g. Poli et al. 2002), and various space-based optical techniques
(e.g. Kaplan 1959; Klaes et al. 2007; Schwartz et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2005).
Interestingly, optical and in situ measurements of atmospheric vertical profiles are
still called “soundings” today.
Paralleling the evolution of optical and radar sounding systems, recent work on
infrasound propagation has led to an innovative approach for extracting additional
knowledge of the state of the upper atmosphere. Implemented properly, infrasound
measurements have the potential to provide, independently or in conjunction with
other atmospheric measurements, information about the upper atmosphere for both
scientific research and numerical weather prediction. Infrasound research on this
topic was revitalized by Donn and Rind (1971, 1972), Rind (1978), Rind and Donn
(1975), and Rind et al. (1973). For a single station in Palisades, New York, they
were able to relate the temporal variability of the amplitude of infrasound signals
generated by ocean wave sources (known as microbaroms) in the North Atlantic to
the seasonal and diurnal patterns of the stratosphere and lower thermosphere. More
recently papers by Garcés et al. (2004) and Le Pichon et al. (2005a, b, 2006)
showed renewed promise for this concept using infrasound generated by volcanoes
and ocean waves. Like the previous studies, these efforts demonstrate that there are
obvious seasonal and local time variations in infrasound propagation characteristics; in particular, they show that variations in the observed signal back azimuths
and trace velocities can be directly correlated with changes in the atmospheric state.
Le Pichon et al. (2005a, b) went one step further and derived corrections to the
ground-to-space (G2S) atmospheric profiles needed to bring measured infrasound
azimuth deviations in line with theory (Le Pichon et al. 2010). Thus, at a minimum,
infrasound observations can provide a diagnostic technique for validating existing
atmospheric specifications from numerical weather prediction systems and empirical models. More ambitiously, infrasound signals from known sources may be
directly inverted to independently provide a measure of the atmosphere.
In contrast to the atmospheric science community, the seismic and hydroacoustic communities use acoustic tomography as the prime tool to determine the properties of the ambient media. The technical literature on tomography spans more than
30 years (e.g. Aki et al. 1977; Munk 1986; Munk and Wunsch 1979; Romanowicz
2008), and a number of academic textbooks have also been written on the subject
(e.g. Menke 1989; Munk et al. 1995; Tarantola 2005; Wunsch 1996). In seismology,
the medium (the solid earth) is basically static, i.e., the system effectively elicits the
same response given the same inputs at different times. In hydroacoustics, the problem is mildly time dependent, where over few days a slightly different response can
be observed given the same source location. For passive atmospheric remote sensing, the background medium has an appreciable time dependence on scales from
minutes to months and includes the added complication of a dominant asymmetric
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wind term which results in significant propagation anisotropy. However, one of the
luxuries afforded to the atmospheric science community is that the properties of the
medium can also be observed remotely from the ground and space, as well as in
situ, by several different techniques.
This chapter investigates the possibility of utilizing long-range infrasound signals from impulsive natural and coincidental man-made events, in the process
providing background knowledge on geophysical remote sensing theory, acoustic
propagation, and atmospheric specifications. As in seismology and hydroacoustics,
there are also direct applications to nuclear explosion detection, location, and characterization (DLC) activities. Scientific advances in these topic areas can, thus,
improve the effectiveness of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty
Organization (CTBTO) verification activity.
Results are also presented from a numerical algorithms designed for passive
acoustic remote sensing via infrasound. The objective of these numerical experiments is to determine whether currently available measurements are adequate to
obtain meaningful information about the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Infrasound
observables are calculated for a series of fictitious point sources with a simple three
dimensional (3D) Cartesian ray tracer and a set of atmospheric profiles spanning a
range of geophysical conditions. These synthetic measurements are then inverted
using optimal estimation theory in an attempt to estimate the original atmospheric
background state. Calculation over a range of possible atmospheric configurations
is necessary to understand the statistical robustness of the inversion procedure.
In Sect. 24.2, we will present the basic formalism for the passive acoustic remote
sensing concept. In Sect 24.3, we describe the forward propagation model and atmospheric specifications, including a consideration of the pertinent statistical uncertainties
in these a priori atmospheric fields relevant to the acoustic tomography problem. The
limitations of current atmospheric specifications are the principal impetus for the development of acoustic tomography to measure winds and temperatures in the upper atmosphere. These limitations are discussed in some detail in Sect. 24.3.2. In Sect. 24.4, we
describe one possible implementation of the acoustic remote sensing concept, presenting illustrative examples in Sect. 24.5. Lastly in Sect. 24.6, we summarize our results
and suggest future directions for infrasonic tomography of the atmosphere.

24.2 Passive Acoustic Remote Sensing (Formalism)
A relationship between two sets of variables (x,y) may be expressed as y » f(x;b)
where y denotes the set of dependent response variables, x denotes a set of independent explanatory variables, and b a set of unknown model parameters. In traditional
discrete inverse theory, the function f is called the forward model (or operator); for
example, it could be an acoustic ray trace model that relates to a set of infrasound
observables (y) to a source location (x) via the model parameters b. As written, the
functional relationship between x and y is necessarily approximate because
observational uncertainties can exist.
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For the case of infrasound propagation from an arbitrary ground-truth event,
there is typically some set of observable parameters from a network of receivers
such as the wavefront normal arrival vector (nrcv), the signal arrival times (trcv), and
the receiver locations (rrcv). The subscript rcv denotes an observed wave characteristics at a receiver. For the infrasound source location problem, the idea is to estimate the unknown source location rsrc and origin time tsrc (i.e. b = [rsrc, tsrc]) from
some set of observable parameters (e.g. Arrowsmith et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2002;
Le Pichon et al. 2008). For the atmospheric remote sensing problem, we instead
seek to estimate the state of the atmosphere (parameterized by some means b) using
observed infrasound signals from an arbitrary ground-truth event. These observables may include the known source location rsrc, the receiver location rrcv, wavefront arrival vector nrcv, and travel time tD = trcv −tsrc.
When the independent variables x are well-known and only the dependent
variables y are subject to significant observational errors, ordinary least squares
procedures can be applied to estimate the set of unknown model parameters b. The
functional relationship can be rewritten as yi = fi(xi;b) + ei, where ei are the actual but
unknown uncertainties of the observations for some set of measurements i = 1...n.
Optimal least-squares parameter estimation procedures are based on the minimization of some objective cost function such as
n

c 2 = ∑ ([ fi ( x; b ) − yi ]T wei [ fi ( x; b ) − yi ]),
i =1

(24.1)

where c2 is a measure of the misfit between the data and model and we representing
the statistical weights of the observations, usually the reciprocal of the measurement variances 1/si2. The textbooks of Menke (1989), Rodgers (2000), and
Tarantola (2005) provide thorough discussions of how to characterize the information content of an observational system, calculate the maximum a posteriori estimate of the unknown model parameters, and the corresponding parameter
uncertainties. These texts also present methodologies such as the LevenbergMarquardt procedure (Marquardt 1963) for estimating model parameters when the
forward model cannot be linearized, as well as for handling situations where the
information content of the observational system is insufficient to estimate some of
the unknown parameters.
The inversion procedure begins by choosing a reasonable candidate atmosphere
parameterized by b, initializing a set of acoustic ray tracing equations with the
observed location and wave normal of a detection [rrcv, nrcv], and integrating the
acoustic ray equations backwards from time tsrc with a negative time-step −Dt. At
time t = 0 (tsrc), we then have a model estimate of the source location rsrc given the
candidate atmospheric conditions. These can be compared against the true source
location. The atmospheric profiles are then adjusted iteratively until all the signals
converge at their point of origin, the true source location. This inverse methodology
is illustrated pictorially in Fig. 24.1.
We can, therefore, search for an optimal set of atmospheric parameters b that
minimizes the difference between our inverse calculations of the estimated source
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Fig. 24.1 A schematic of the infrasound inversion procedure formalism

location and the true source location. This approach works because the back propagated source location rsrc is a function, albeit nonlinear, of the n detections [rrcv, nrcv,
tD]i and the unknown model atmosphere. The atmospheric conditions can be estimated by minimizing the sum of squares of the miss distances
n

(

χ2 = min ∑  fi (rrcv , n rcv , t ∆ ; b ) − rsrc,i  wεi  fi (rrcv , n rcv , t ∆ ; b ) − rsrc,i 
b
i =1

T

)

(24.2)

via a nonlinear least-squares estimation procedure. The observables yi of our infrasound acoustic tomography approach is the source origin rsrc, while the independent
variables xi of the forward model are the travel times tD, wavefront arrival angles
nrcv, and the receiver locations rrcv.
For the infrasound inversion procedure, the independent explanatory variables xi
for the forward acoustic propagation model are actually subject to comparable or
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larger uncertainties than those of the dependent response variables yi (i.e., the
ground-truth event location rsrc). This is particularly true for the vertical component
of the wave vector nz, which in practice is difficult but not impossible to measure
accurately (Szuberla and Olson 2004; Walker et al. 2008). The quantity nz is derived
from the trace velocity of the signal across the array and the local average ambient
atmospheric conditions at the ground. It is also related to the classical ray parameter
in the TauP method (Brown and Garcés 2009; Drob et al. 2009). The observed
travel time tD is also a independent variable and is typically well-known from
ground-truth event information, but not always. When comparable observational
uncertainties exist in both independent and dependent variables, the unknown
model parameters b can be estimated with a modification of the nonlinear
Levenberg-Marquardt procedure called weighted orthogonal distance regression
(ODR) (Boggs et al. 1987, 1989; Zwolak et al. 2007). When considering the uncertainties in both the independent variables x and the response variables y, an explicit
functional relationship between them can be written as yi = fi(xi + di;b) + ei. The
quantities di and ei are the actual but unknown errors in the independent and dependent variables, respectively. The ODR procedure for multidimensional data seeks to
minimize the objective cost function c2
n

(

χ2 = min ∑ [ fi ( x; b ) − yi ] wεi [ fi ( x; b ) − yi ]+ d T i wdi d i
b ,d

i =1

T

)

(24.3)

where we represents some appropriate statistical weights (uncertainties) of the
dependent variables (observations) and wd represents the statistical weights of the
independent variables. In the ODR procedure, the unknown errors in the independent
variables di can also be estimated. The reader is referred to Boggs et al. (1989) and
Zwolak et al. (2007) for details on the procedure. Additional details on the infrasound tomographic inversion, such as how the model atmosphere is parameterized
via b, will be presented in Sect. 24.4.

24.3 Synthetic Data
In order to evaluate the inversion procedure, i.e., to understand how the spatiotemporal
variability of infrasound propagation affects the inversion problem, we first create
several realistic hypothetical observing scenarios and generate databases of synthetic infrasound signals. We then apply the inverse procedure to these synthetic
data sets to see under what conditions we can retrieve the atmospheric profiles used
in the forward simulations. This helps us to understand, design, and optimize the
remote sensing system.
For expediency, the source and receiver configurations chosen for the present
numerical experiments correspond to six infrasound calibration experiments
described by Herrin et al. (2008). This choice allows us to prepare for the eventual
application of the inversion methodology to the actual observation from the field
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Fig. 24.2 Source and receiver configuration for the US Regional Infrasound Network used in the
synthetic inversion experiments (see Herrin et al. 2008 for additional details)

experiments. Figure 24.2 shows the locations for the US regional infrasound
network at the time of the calibration experiments, comprised of both permanent
and temporary infrasound arrays. The observing system, thus, corresponds to the
US regional infrasound network located in the Southwest United States, with the
source located at the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) at 32°N, 106°W. The
concentric circles indicate ranges to the source of 500 and 1,000 km, respectively.
For each station rrcv, we compute a time series of infrasound observables, i.e., the
acoustic travel times tD and wavefront arrival vector nrcv. These are calculated via
3D Cartesian ray trace equations described below. For our synthetic experiments,
we assume a simple single stationary acoustic point source that radiates an infrasound
impulse isotropically in all directions. In practice, the idealized source may be of
geophysical origin such as from a volcano, earthquake, or bolide; or of anthropogenic
origin such as from a chemical explosion.
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24.3.1 Forward Model
We make a number of approximations for the wave propagation physics in order to
keep the numerical calculations simple. Geophysical effects resulting from atmospheric range dependence (Drob et al. 2003), attenuation (Bass et al. 2007), topography (Arrowsmith et al. 2007), and the scattering of acoustic energy by the
atmosphere’s internal gravity wave spectrum (Chunchuzov 2004; Ostashev et al.
2005) are ignored. The implications of these assumptions will be discussed later.
The effects can be introduced incrementally and examined once we have a better
understanding of the overall inverse problem. The underlying 3D Cartesian ray
tracing equations expressed in terms of the front normal vector (n) are
dr
= cn + u,
dt

(24.4)

dn
= (n·∇(c + n·u ))n − ∇(c + n·u ),
dt

(24.5)

where r is the wave position in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), c is the static sound
speed (c2 = gP/r with g = 1.4 where P is atmospheric pressure and r is density), and
u is the 3D wind vector; where u and c are both functions of (x, y, z). These equations represent the translation and rotation of an acoustic wavefront as it evolves
with time. These equations can also be rewritten in phase velocity vector form
(Lighthill 1978);
dr
k
= c + u,
dt
k

(24.6)

dk
∂u
∂c
= −k
−k
,
dt
∂r
∂r

(24.7)

where k is the wave number vector such that |k| = 2p/l. A more elaborate set of ray
tracing equations in spherical coordinates, including buoyancy oscillation terms,
has been presented in a review by Gossard and Hooke (1975). For the present study
(24.4) and (24.5) are preferable to (24.6) and (24.7) because infrasound arrays
directly measure n as opposed to k. Equations (24.6) and (24.7) constitute a system
of six ordinary differential equations that can be integrated numerically given the
ambient environmental and initial conditions [rrcv, nrcv] to determine the position rt
and wavefront vector nt at any time t.
To further simplify these equations, we assume a plane parallel, heterogeneous,
range independent atmosphere so that u and c only vary in the vertical direction.
The vector u(z) is composed of a zonal wind component u(z) defined as positive
eastward according to meteorological convention, and a meridional wind component v(z) defined as positive northward. We also assume no vertical wind component, i.e., w(z), is 0. In the present context, this is a reasonable assumption, i.e., for
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idealized propagation over horizontal distances of less than about 750 km. With
these approximations, (24.4) and (24.5) can also be expressed in an integral form
as the TauP equations (Garcés et al. 1998; Drob et al. 2009).

24.3.2 Atmospheric Specifications
We use the local one dimensional atmospheric profiles from the global hybrid spectral G2S model of Drob et al. (2003) to compute the synthetic infrasound data. This
system provides a unified global specification of c(z) and u(z) from the Earth’s
surface to greater than 150 km by combining operational numerical weather prediction analysis fields and upper atmospheric empirical models. Mathematically, G2S
is based on concepts from the empirical reference models of Hedin (1987) and
Hedin et al. (1996), the vector spherical harmonic (VSH) thermospheric model of
Killeen et al. (1987), and the SPHEREPACK 3.0 numerical global weather model
development facility (Adams et al. 1999).
The G2S system has a moderate resolution four times (4×) daily output for
automated near-real-time DLC applications, as well as a high-resolution product
for detailed infrasound event analysis. The G2S specifications are provided as a
compact VSH coefficient set that is applicable to a given calendar date and universal time. A computationally efficient application programming interface provides
a streamlined mechanism for the direct utilization of these specifications in infrasound propagation codes. The G2S interface includes all the necessary platform
independent data loading, interpolation, and file content management procedures.
Linkable subroutines provide profiles of c(z) and u(z) at any given location, be it
a series of sites along a great circle, or a mesh covering the entire globe. As a
convenient preprocessor for infrasound propagation calculations, the G2S system
provides a post processor for existing numerical weather prediction fields. G2S
also provides a placeholder for future operational numerical weather prediction
models and assimilation systems (Akmaev et al. 2008) that are endeavoring to
extend their upper boundary into the thermosphere.
In the present study, the observational data products which comprise the G2S
coefficient sets are the 4× daily NOAA operational global forecast system (GFS)
analysis products from 0 to 35 km (10 hPa) (Kalnay et al. 1990), the 4× daily stratospheric analysis from 15 to 55 km (100–0.2 hPa) from the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, Goddard Earth Observing System GEOS-4 (Bloom et al. 1996), and
above 45 km the HWM93 and MSISE-00 empirical models (Hedin et al. 1996;
Picone et al. 2002). The G2S system can also incorporate analysis products with
any resolution including those from the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) (Courtier et al. 1998; Simmons et al. 2005), the
United Kingdom Meteorology Office (UKMO) (Swinbank et al. 1998), and the
Naval Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) (Hogan and
Rosmond 1991).
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The numerical weather prediction specifications utilized in the region below of
approximately 65 km represents a statistical combination of a large number of direct
and indirect satellite-, ground-based, and in situ measurements (Simmons et al.
2005; Wu et al. 2002), with additional geophysical constrains provided by the
governing equations for global fluid dynamics (Andrews et al. 1987; Holton 2004).
The various numerical weather prediction specifications are widely accepted as
providing an accurate representation of the day-to-day and hourly variability of the
region at horizontal resolutions better than 1° × 1°. The early mathematical foundation of the various procedures employed by these systems is described by Daley
(1991), with recent developments and techniques given by Joiner and Da Silva
(1998), Migliorini et al. (2008), and Rabier (2005). Discussions of the state-of-the
art in both the available satellite measurements and resulting global data fields are
also described by Manney et al. (2008), Schwartz et al. (2008), and the references
therein. For example, ECMWF has recently begun to produce specifications based
on global satellite temperature soundings up to approximately 75 km altitude
(0.01 hPa). The new NASA GEOS-5 system also provides near-real time specifications on 72 layers up to 0.01 hPa, resolving both the troposphere and stratosphere at
a resolution of 1/2° × 2/3° (Rienecker et al. 2008). A monumental reanalysis effort
by the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) called MERRA
(Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications) will provide a
high-resolution GEOS-5 time series at 6-h intervals from 1978 to current.
One important issue regarding these specifications is that above ~ 35 km, the
wind fields are derived exclusively from the geophysical fluid dynamic balance of
the global pressure fields, which are in turn determined from infrared temperature
soundings. Diagnostic information does, however, enter indirectly through the
observation and inner comparison of the global advection of passive observable
tracers such as ozone. Furthermore, these derived wind fields are continuously
evaluated against nonoperational research observations when and where they exist.
Without directly measured atmospheric wind profiles, the resulting specifications
may be subject to regional or temporal biases; however, as compared to existing
empirical climatologies, the operational specifications are vastly superior. The typical stated geophysical uncertainty of these global numerical weather prediction
analysis fields is 1.5 K for temperature and 2 m/s for winds near the surface,
increasing to 2.5 K for temperature and greater than 5 m/s near the stratopause.
With respect to these uncertainties, although the numerical prediction fields are not
climatologies, they do represent regional and temporal averages, and as such, do
not consider mesoscale contrasts and localized wind gusts.
Where reliable operational numerical weather prediction systems are limited to
regions below the stratopause, the predominant morphology in the 65–150 km
region of the G2S atmosphere is provided by the HWM93 and MSISE-00 empirical
models (Hedin et al. 1996; Picone et al. 2002). These models include statistical
parameterizations of the latitudinal, longitudinal, and seasonal variations of the
general circulation and temperature structure of the atmosphere, including the diurnal patterns resulting from vertically propagating and in situ driven solar migrating
tides. To a large extent, these seasonal variations and diurnal patterns dominate the
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overall morphology of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. The effects of
Space Weather are also included above about 110 km. These two empirical models
are based on four decades of satellite-, ground-based, and in situ atmospheric measurements, providing a robust statistical synopsis with estimated uncertainties on
the order of 20–25 m/s for winds, and approximately 10–15 K for temperature in
the region between 65 and 120 km. The exact nature of the uncertainties is a function of altitude, local-time, latitude, and season. As empirical models, there are two
classes of errors in these specifications: statistical biases as compared to the true
average state of the atmosphere resulting from shortcomings of the model formulation and/or the input data sets; and the systematic uncertainties resulting from
random geophysical fluctuations that occur on spatiotemporal scales that are not
resolved by observations or the empirical model.
The HWM93 model was recently upgraded to HWM07 by Drob et al. (2008) via
the assimilation of recent upper atmospheric research satellite-based measurements
(e.g. Hays et al. 1993; Shepherd et al. 1993) and ground-based measurements (e.g.
Larsen 2002; Murayama et al. 2000; She 2004; Vincent and Lesicar 1991). The new
model provides improved representations of the solar heating driven migrating tidal
amplitudes and phases, including the seasonal variations thereof. The existing
empirical models, however, do not fully include deterministic representations of the
day-to-day tidal and planetary wave variability (Fritts and Isler 1994; Isler and
Fritts 1995), or at present, nonmigrating tidal components (Forbes et al. 2003;
Oberheide et al. 2006). When using these empirical models as a proxy for an instantaneous atmospheric profile, this geophysical variability accounts for a large portion of the random statistical error.
As detailed in a review by Fritts and Alexander (2003), the influence of atmospheric gravity waves on the upper atmosphere provides the second source of geophysical uncertainty for present-day global atmospheric specifications. A large
fraction of the gravity wave spectrum in the operational numerical weather prediction models is filtered out during the data assimilation process, or simply just not
resolved. Given the observed and predicted influence of gravity waves on the characteristics of infrasound propagation as described by Chunchuzov et al. (2005) and
Kulichkov et al. (2008), the resolution of these waves through direct measurements
or via an adequate semi-empirical spectral parameterization is an important challenge for the infrasound and atmospheric science research community. Given these
caveats regarding the limitations of the present G2S model and other existing atmospheric specifications, example of environmental profiles of the wind velocity
components and adiabatic sound velocity profiles from 0 to 150 km for WSMR
(32°N, 106°W) on January 25, 2005, 18 UT are shown in Fig. 24.3.

24.3.3 Infrasound Observables
In order to calculate the infrasound observables from a given hypothetical event, a
compact group of acoustic rays on a 0.05° × 0.05° rectangular grid spanning ± 60° in
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Fig. 24.3 Example environmental profiles of the static sound speed (solid line), zonal (dashed
line), and meridional (dotted line) wind velocity components at 33°N, 106°W on 01/25/2005 at
18:00 UT

elevation and ± 10.0° in back azimuth is integrated from an idealized point source
toward each receiver. For the numerical integration of (24.4) and (24.5) for each ray,
a fourth order Runge-Kutta method with a time step Dt of 0.1 s, changing to 0.05 s
within 1,000 m of the surface, is used. Linear interpolation of the vertical G2S profiles and precomputed central finite differences is also used in the calculations. Any
rays landing within 1,000 m of an infrasound array are counted as detections at rrcv,
each with a corresponding travel time tD, and wave front arrival angle nrcv.
The statistical robustness of each ray path to a detector, which depends on the
atmospheric configuration and the numerical accuracy of the ray trace code, is
checked by propagating each detection back again to the source, i.e., by integrating
(24.4) and (24.5) in reverse with a negative time step (−Dt). This is also mathematically equivalent to reversing the sign of the background wind components. Rays
returning to within some reasonable distance of their origin (e.g. ~ 1,000 m) are
guaranteed to have an inherently stable path. This approach can also be used to
establish the statistical robustness of raytracing results in DLC applications. The
same reverse integration is also used in the inversion process. As an example of the
results of the forward and backwards model calculations, the hypothetical ray paths
for an acoustic source at the ground at WSMR on January 25, 2005 at 12:00 UT
(see Fig. 24.3) are illustrated in Fig. 24.4.
With a multiyear archive of the G2S profiles, we then perform the forward model
calculations for the network shown in Fig. 24.2 to create a synthetic observational
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Fig. 24.4 Ray paths for the hypothetical detections by the US regional infrasound network on
January 25, 2005 at 12:00 UTC given the G2S model atmospheric profiles
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database. With this database, the statistical performance of a realistic infrasound
atmospheric remote sensing network can be investigated over a complete range of
environmental conditions (e.g. season, local-time, latitude), propagation modeling
assumptions, and source types. As mentioned, such databases can also provide valuable insight into the spatiotemporal variability of infrasound propagation as recently
described by de Groot-Hedlin et al. (2010) and Drob et al. (2009). Similar forward
calculations investigating the signal from the volcanoes Yasur and Lopevi, located
in the Vanuatu region of the south Pacific, by the IMS infrasound station I22FR have
been performed by Antier et al. (2007) and Le Pichon et al. (2005b).

24.4 Inverse Procedures (Details)
Computational techniques for the tomography formalism introduced in Sect. 24.2
are now described. As mentioned, the least squares parameter estimation procedures provided by ODRPACK (Boggs et al. 1989) were chosen as they solve highly
nonlinear, multivariate, weighted data fitting problems where significant uncertainties exist in both the dependent and independent variables. The software package
also provides a complete range of statistical diagnostics as well as routines to
evaluate the numerical derivatives of the forward model required by the nonlinear
parameter estimation procedures. The most recent update of ODRPACK95 (Zwolak
et al. 2007) also provides a means to specify upper and lower boundary constraints
on the unknown model parameters.

24.4.1 Atmospheric Basis Functions
In this section, we present a parameterization of the model atmosphere used in the
inversion procedure. We follow the empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) approach
widely used by the seismic and hydroacoustic communities to parameterize the
unknown background fields in tomographic inversion problems (Munk et al. 1995).
EOFs utilize available a priori statistical information about the vertical structures
and variability of the background fields in order to provide a versatile mathematical
representation of historical observations or theoretical model results. EOFs are a
convenient way to incorporate existing statistical knowledge about the spatiotemporal variability of the atmosphere to better condition the infrasound acoustic inversion
and reduce the number of unknown quantities to be estimated.
The EOFs are readily determined by singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
profiles of c(z), u(z), and v(z) within a multiyear G2S time series. SVD is a simple
algebraic decomposition whereby any m × n matrix M can be partitioned into the
form M = USV* where U is an m × n matrix of amplitudes, S is an n × n diagonal
matrix of positive eigenvalues, and V* is an n × n matrix of eigenvectors (see for
example Wunsch 1996). The empirical orthogonal basis functions yj(z) are equivalent
to the jth column from the V* eigenvector matrix scaled by the appropriate diagonal
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term in S. The linear scaling factors bj correspond to the rows of the U matrix. The
adiabatic sound velocity and wind profiles can now be represented by the sum of a
set of linear EOFs yj(z), with unknown linear scaling factors bj as
u( z ) = ∑ b jy j ( z ) + uo ( z ),

(24.8)

j

where uo(z) is the multiyear average background state. When computing EOFs via an
SVD transform, it is important to remove the average of the column vectors first.
In most instances, the complete set of EOFs can be truncated to provide an
acceptable approximation; for example, with the first few basis functions 85% of
the observed variance in the time dependent 1D G2S profiles can be represented,
while 98.5% of the variance can be represented with the first dozen. With only six
basis functions, the average maximum error over the entire multiyear time series for
any one reconstructed zonal wind profile is approximately 14 m/s; with only 12
EOF functions it is 7 m/s, and with 18 EOFs it is 4 m/s. The first six vertical basis
functions from a multiyear time series of zonal wind profiles from the G2S atmospheric specifications system are shown in Fig. 24.5. A set of empirical basis functions was also calculated for the time series of the HWM93 and MSISE-00
empirical atmospheres. As there is much less inherent natural variability represented
by the empirical atmospheric specifications, 99.5% of the HWM93 model variance
can be captured with the first dozen basis functions.
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Fig. 24.5 Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) of the zonal wind component from a 3-year
time series (2003–2006) of G2S atmospheric profiles for 33° N, 106° W
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24.4.2 Implementation and A Priori Information
Under the approximations described in Sect. 24.3.1, the local effective sound velocity
profile ce(z) = c(z) + u||(z) establishes the first order characteristics of infrasound
propagation (e.g., the ducting height, travel times, and ranges), where u||(z) is the
wind projected along the direction of propagation. In particular, the reflection
height of the acoustic wavefront occurs at the altitude where its horizontal phase
velocity Vq equals the effective sound velocity ce(z) (e.g., Garcés et al. 1998; Drob
et al. 2009). From simple geometric considerations, the ducting height influences
the total path length and thus the average travel time, celerity, and even the spatial
extent of near field shadow zones.
On average, the geophysical uncertainties in the adiabatic sound velocity are
sc ≅ 1–3 m/s. This follows from the fact that typical uncertainties in atmospheric
temperature T are sT ≅ 2–5 K where c2 ≅ 401.875T to a very good approximation
below 95 km. On the other hand, uncertainties in the wind components su,v are on
the order of 25 m/s or more. Thus, when considering the uncertainties in the effective sound velocity, the uncertainties in the adiabatic sound velocity profiles are
negligible compared to that of the winds. Given this, it is reasonable to assume that
the adiabatic sound velocity profile c(z) is already well-known and that only the wind
velocity profiles u(z) and v(z) are to be estimated. This greatly simplifies our numerical
inversion experiments. It is, however, acknowledged that at certain times and locations the statistical uncertainties of the climatological specifications of the mesosphere
and lower thermospheric temperature profiles can be on the order of 10 K or more.
It is further assumed that the wind profile specifications below 15 km are already
well known by some other means such as from an operational numerical weather
prediction system or radiosonde profile. This a priori information can be incorporated into the existing framework by a modification of (24.8),
u( z ) = π( z )· u( z ) + (1 − π( z ))· ua ( z ),

(24.9)

where ua(z) is the known a priori wind profile. The transition function p(z) is defined
as p(z) = (1 + e−a(z −g))−1 with the parameters a and g chosen to be 0.1 km−1 and
15.0 km, respectively, for the case studies presented here. This modification helps to
stabilize the inversion, particularly as the phase paths of ordinary differential equations are notoriously sensitive to initial conditions. As we shall see, this a priori
information can also be folded into the tomographic inversion in other ways.
In addition to the consideration of the lower boundary of the model parameter
space, no information above the maximum altitude of ducting can be obtained other
than indirectly through limited continuity and extrapolation arguments. In fact, for
weak sources over very long ranges, signals ducted in the thermosphere may not
always be observed due to appreciable molecular attenuation above 120 km (e.g.
Bass et al. 2007). Although we do not account for attenuation in the forward model,
we have limited the propagation of the synthetic observations to altitudes below
130 km to partially address this issue.
By assuming that a reasonable a priori estimate of the winds between 130 and 150 km
is also available, it is possible to further condition or regularize the solution space.
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At any altitude in the inverse procedure, a priori information about the atmospheric
profiles can be included by adding adjoint constraints to the objective cost function
as such,
n

χ2 = ∑ ([ fi ( x; b ) − yi ]T wεi [ fi ( x; b ) − yi ]) +
i =1
m

∑ ([u (y ; b ) − uˆ ]
l =1

T

l

l

wul [ul (y ; b ) − uˆl ]),

(24.10)

where ûl is a vector of m a priori wind measurements. We have omitted the extra term
for the uncertainties in the independent variables x given in (24.4) for clarity. Note that
ul(y;b) occurs in both the forward model fi(x;b) and the second term of (24.10). This
strategy is akin to the approaches of Twomey (1963) and Tikhonov (1963) to account
for additional error sensitivities and regularize difficult discrete inverse problems.
As reasonable wind profiles are readily available up to about 55 km in
near-real-time, we include additional a priori constrains in two different altitude
regions; one set in the 15–45 km altitude region with assigned statistical uncertainties of 10 m/s, and one set in the 120–150 km region with uncertainties of
15–20 m/s. Other variations on this theme can provide a means to limit the spurious amplitudes of higher order EOFs as well as any unwanted oscillations in
other possible choices of basis functions.
Dual cost functions like the one presented in (24.10), again akin to the TwomeyTikhonov method, are widely used in modern global atmospheric variational data
assimilation systems (Rabier 2005). In these systems the cost function may be a
combination of direct temperature and wind measurements, a priori global estimates from a previous 6-h forecast, and direct IR radiance observations, coupled
with an appropriate forward radiative transfer model (Rabier 2005). Instead of
assimilating independently inverted temperature profiles derived using incomplete
a priori information – such as from a climatology and thus subject to possible statistical uncertainties and bias – the observational information content of satellite
radiance measurements is directly integrated into the global atmospheric data
assimilation system. In other words, in order to directly influence the global estimates
of the atmospheric fields, the satellite radiance observation is simultaneously
assimilated with the most up-to-date a priori atmospheric specifications, other corroborating measurements, and a suitable forward model. Infrasound travel times
and arrival information could eventually be incorporated into future numerical
weather prediction systems in this manner.

24.4.3 Observational Weighting and Basis Set Truncation
The synthetic observations for the inversion being described are arranged such that
the dependent variable y is a matrix [rsrc]i and the independent variable x is a matrix
[rrcv, nsrv, tD]i. Assuming dispersed arrivals for our forward simulations, there are anywhere from 75 to 250 synthetic detections for the twenty stations in the regional
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network. There are also 400 additional pseudo-data points from the adjoint
constraints. In addition to the organization of the data, it is very important to obtain
the proper balance between the various sources of information, weighting each one
appropriately according to the error statistics (Rabier 2005). The correct specification of observational uncertainties can mean the difference between success and
failure in the inversion process.
The assigned statistical uncertainties of the back propagated source location rsrc
are sr(x,y) = 10 km in the horizontal direction and sr(z) = 5 km in the vertical direction.
The chosen values reflect the random statistical uncertainty introduced by the
incompleteness of the EOF basis set used to represent the true atmosphere.
Furthermore, in the absence of including implicit uncertainties for the independent
variables in the ODR procedure, an artificial inflation of the uncertainties of the
dependent variables (sr) can represent the mapping of the uncertainties of the independent variables (sx) through the forward model. Slightly different results are
obtained if the ODR procedure is run in the implicit mode (i.e. (24.3)) as opposed
to as a standard Levenberg-Marquardt inversion (i.e. (24.2)). This finding testifies
to the importance of assigning the proper statistical weights to the inversion variables. For the implicit ODR procedure, the specified uncertainties in the receiver
location rrcv are 1 km in the horizontal direction and 100 m in the vertical direction.
The uncertainties in the wavefront arrival azimuth and elevation, functionally
equivalent to nrcv, are set to sn(j,q) = 0.5°. The uncertainties given for the travel times
are sDt = 5 s. When inverting actual observations, one does not have the luxury of
choosing values in an ad hoc fashion. Thus, the values used for the present discussion may require additional investigation and refinement. Furthermore, at this
point, no random noise or systematic biases have been explicitly added to the synthetic data sets; again to first incrementally develop the infrastructure needed to
implement the inversion methodology. These issues need to be well understood
before applying the inversion to any actual data sets.
Another important consideration for the inversion process is the selection of the
total optimal number of basis functions to be estimated. The number of basis functions selected must not be so few that the inverted atmospheric profiles are crudely
represented, or so many that spurious artifacts are created. As 98.5% of the
observed variance can be represented with the first dozen basis functions, the
inverse problem is easily over determined, i.e., the number of unknown parameters
is much less than the number of observations. This does not guarantee, however,
that the problem is well conditioned and the resulting parameter estimates are
unique. In other words, in some instances, different atmospheric configurations
might result in nearly identical sets of observed responses.
The ability of the inverse model to recover the unknown model parameters,
given the truncation of the basis functions, can be investigated by running the
inverse calculations with EOFs initialized with the true a priori values at various
levels of truncation to verify the degree to which all of the rays converge successfully back at the origin. During this process, it was noticed that for some cases only
a few basis functions were required. For these, changes in the minor details of the
profile did not influence the robustness of the results, whereas in other cases the
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slightest variations in the atmospheric profiles had significant consequences on the
nature of the observed ray paths. Thus, more basis functions may be required.

24.4.4 Convergence
In the initial inversion experiments it was found that given an arbitrary set of
initial values for b as the first guess, even with a sufficient number of EOFs and
adjoint constraints, the inversion did not always converge to the global minimum,
instead converge to some nearby local minimum. We determined, however, that
the inversion does always converge to the global minimum given a very good
first guess in close proximity to the true values. The inversion convergence also
appeared to depend on the atmospheric configuration even though the experimental setup remained unchanged, with the forward model producing about the same
number of synthetic detections. In particular, there appears to be a correlation
between the convergence and the number of large-scale ducts and adjacent fine
scale structures, also known as low velocity zones in the seismic literature
(Bessonova et al. 1974).
Poor convergence in some instances could be due to the highly nonlinear nature
of the forward model, limitations of the parameter estimation methodology, or the
fact that for certain atmospheric configurations the problem is ill-posed or mixed
determined (Menke 1989). For the atmospheric configurations which were problematic to invert, extra model parameters, adjustment of parameter weights, and
several ad hoc schemes to search the solution space did not readily improve matters.
Fortunately, the inversion converged acceptably for the vast majority of atmospheric configurations, particularly for the synthetic databases generated with the
HWM93/MSISE-00 empirical models. The possibility that the convergence problem
is related to the existence of nonlinear discontinuities in the forward model is
discussed in more detail in the next section. Additionally, techniques involving the
calculation of observational data and model resolution matrices (Menke 1989) may
also yield insight.
Instances where the inversion fails are easily identified by large values of c2, i.e.,
by the fact that all of the signals do not converge back to the origin. Given the fact
that the parameter estimation convergence is stable in the immediate vicinity of the
true state space configuration, with enough computer time it should be possible to
search the entire space through a brute force grid search or Monte Carlo method to
clearly identify the original atmospheric state. To avoid the brute force approach, a
hybrid method akin to simulated annealing or genetic programming is currently
being considered.
In the hybrid approach, the state space search begins by estimating the amplitude of the first few basis functions of each wind velocity component.
Furthermore, we choose known values for b corresponding to the EOF amplitudes of the same day and local time from exactly 1-year prior as an educated
guess. An alternative approach might be to start off with average climatological
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values of b corresponding to the local time and season of the observations being
inverted, or those from an adjacent event. Then several sets of random perturbations are added to the parameters to create an ensemble of initial guesses. Next,
the ODR procedure is run for each of the subsets in the ensemble. The subset with
the lowest c2 is deemed the best b and is selected as the locus for the next ensemble of guesses. The number of unknown model parameters is also increased by
two with one additional basis function for each wind component. This entire
process is repeated until the number of unknown model parameters is on the order
of ten to twenty.
In some instances the entire search process was not necessary as the ODR
algorithm converged with the unknown model parameters set to reasonable values
(and even in some cases zero). At the time of writing, there are, however, several
examples where a reasonable estimate could not be found with the hybrid method.
Again, those cases where the inversion fails are easily identified by large values
of c2. Given that the parameters always converge in the immediate vicinity of the
true state space configuration, with sufficient computational resources it should
be possible to search the entire state space to determine the original atmospheric
configuration that was used to create the synthetic data. A low value of c2 does
not, however, indicate or guarantee that the resulting parameter estimates are
unique. These topics are subjects for future scientific research by the infrasound
community.

24.5 Results
Although we preformed the numerical inversion experiments over the entire multiyear
time series of synthetic observations, a complete discussion is beyond the scope of
this article. This chapter focuses on several illustrative examples. The first example
shows the inversion results for typical winter time conditions as given by the
HWM/MSIS empirical models for a hypothetical event occurring on 01/01/2005 at
00:00 UTC. Figure 24.6 shows the inversion results for three points in the iterative
process. The first column shows the residual predictions of the back propagated
source location on the x–y plane. The next column shows the residuals in the x–z
plane. The last column shows the comparison of the estimated and true atmospheric
zonal and meridional wind profiles. The first row shows the resulting residuals and
atmospheric model profiles for the initial guess. The middle row shows the results
at an intermediate stage in the parameter estimation process. The last row shows the
converged, or best estimate profile.
For these conditions, the inversion works very well as the original profile is
recovered successfully. In particular, the meridional wind component is well
resolved, while between 70 and 100 km the zonal wind is only in error by a few
m/s. This is not surprising as the amount of fine and intermediate scale structure in
the original profiles is somewhat limited. The statistical uncertainties in u(z) and
v(z), as calculated by the propagation of error of the estimated uncertainties in b
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Fig. 24.6 Converged synthetic inversion results for a time 01/01/2005 at 12:00 UTC generated
by the HWM/MSIS model. The top row shows the inversion results for a stage early in the process.
The second row shows the results for an intermediate stage in the process. The bottom row shows
best estimate of the atmospheric profile. The left hand column shows the x–y difference between
the back-propagated and actual source location. The middle column shows the x–z plane of the
residual. The right hand column shows the actual (solid) vs. estimated (dashed) wind profile. The
zonal wind component exhibits the largest amplitude at the Stratopause (50–70 km)

from the ODR procedure, are omitted for clarity and brevity. They are on the order
of 5 m/s, though they can be up to 15 m/s in some instances.
The next illustrative example shown in Fig. 24.7 presents the inversion results
for the synthetic infrasound observations generated by the G2S model for a time of
01/25/2005 at 18:00 UTC. A significant double peaked structure in the stratospheric
zonal wind jet is present. Despite this double peaked structure, the performance of
the inversion is not dissimilar to the first example. The error in the zonal wind
profiles is a only few m/s between 45 and 110 km. Errors of a few m/s between 70
and 100 km exist in the meridional wind profile.
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Fig. 24.7 Same as Fig. 24.6 for an atmospheric profile for 01/25/2005 at 18:00 UTC generated
by the G2S model

In this example it is important to note that during the intermediate parameter
estimation stage, reasonable convergence of back-propagated rays at the origin can
be achieved despite the fact that the secondary stratospheric peak remains unresolved. The two outlying ray paths in the residual plots of the intermediate step are
reflected at the secondary stratospheric peak. Fortunately, the ray paths and secondary
maximum are eventually resolved by additional basis functions and estimation trials.
Had the paths been not observed for whatever reason, it is possible that the upper
duct would not have been properly resolved. This case raises the question of the
possibility of nonuniqueness in the inversions, i.e., the possibility of a one-to-many
mapping for a given collection of ray paths.
The third illustrative example shows the inversion results for typical summer
time profiles as given by the MSIS/HWM empirical model for a hypothetical
event occurring on 07/01/2005 at 00:00 UTC. Again the original profile is readily
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Fig. 24.8 Same as Fig. 24.6 for HWM/MSIS profiles generated for 07/01/2005 at 00:00 UTC

retrieved with convergence occurring early in the estimation process. Between
approximately 70–105 km, the errors in the converged result are only a few m/s.
Furthermore, as in the previous example, the meridional wind component is well
recovered (Fig. 24.8).
The last example of the inversion results is for a G2S generated atmosphere for
a hypothetical event occurring on 07/21/2005 at 18:00 UTC (Fig. 24.9). Again there
is a double peak in the stratospheric zonal wind jet, though it is not as prominent as
in the second example (Fig. 24.7). The agreement between the estimated and actual
profiles is not as robust as in the previous examples. Above the refection point
between 45 and 70 km, there are departures up to approximately 10 m/s.
Furthermore, there is one ray path that does not converge back to the origin even
though the profile near the reflection points is in good agreement. For this last
example, the information content is weighted toward the atmospheric conditions
near the refection height.
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Fig. 24.9 Same as Fig. 24.6 for the G2S atmospheric profiles of 07/21/2005 at 18:00 UTC

24.6 Discussion
As the HWM93 and MSISE-00 empirical models contain less vertical structure
than the G2S profiles, it is no surprise that it is much easier to successfully invert
the synthetic observations generated by the empirical models. The presence of
multiple ducts and low velocity zones appears to hamper the performance of the
inversion. As shown in the second and fourth examples, some of the fine scale
structure in the atmospheric profiles cannot always be resolved with only the first
few basis functions. Even when starting the inversion off with a truncated basis set
b, initialized to their true values, the parameter estimation procedure diverges to
biased estimates in order to make up for the incompleteness of the truncated basis
set (i.e., the missing information). The degree to which this is significant depends
on the amount of randomness and covariance in the atmospheric system, which
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may be quantified by the second order statistical moments of the atmospheric
profiles. For problematic atmospheric conditions, some of the higher order basis
functions may have large amplitudes, while during quiescent times when the profiles
have limited vertical structure, the profiles can be well represented with only a few
basis functions.
For certain atmospheric conditions, the difficulties that were encountered while
trying to locate the global minimum may also be related to the nature of the
acoustic ray paths near the transition point from a stratospheric to a thermospheric
mode. In the vicinity of this transition point, a slight change in the background
conditions can easily result in a vastly different phase path with a different travel
time, range, and azimuth deviation. In other words, a possible reason for the poor
performance of the inversion when multiple ducts are present is that the function
fi(rrcv, nrcv, tD; b) is not a piecewise smooth function in b i.e., a slight change in b
which implies a change in u(z) or v(z) can result in a large jump in [rsrc, tsrc] as the
ray switches from a stratospheric mode to a tropospheric or thermospheric mode
(or vice versa). The so-called fast or head-waves (e.g. Evers and Haak 2007) also
reside in the vicinity of this region of the model parameter space. Interestingly, for
an arbitrary source to receiver configuration, it can be shown mathematically that
the waves in the vicinity of this saddle point have a greater probability of detection.
As these issues are relevant to DLC methodologies, further research on these topics
will help to improve source location accuracy, reduce network false alarm rates,
and increase the detection threshold of existing infrasound monitoring networks.
There are a number of research challenges that are outstanding, among these are
(a) inclusion of measurement noise and systematic biases within the synthetic
observations and an investigation thereof, (b) a rigorous statistical survey of the
inversion results from the batch processing of the entire synthetic database, (c) an
estimation of the minimum number of stations that are needed to successfully perform an inversion, and (d) application of the inversion to an actual set of
observations.
Also requiring consideration are the simplifying assumptions made in the wave
propagation physics in order to keep the numerical experiments tractable.
Geophysical effects such as atmospheric range dependence (Drob et al. 2003),
attenuation (Bass et al. 2007), topographical effects (Arrowsmith et al. 2007), and
the scattering of acoustic energy by the atmosphere’s internal gravity wave spectrum (Chunchuzov 2004; Kulichkov et al. 2008; Ostashev et al. 2005) were
neglected. The limitations of linear ray theory as compared to nonlinear full wave
propagation as recently explored by Millet et al. (2007) are also relevant.
The majority of these phenomena imply that there will likely be arrivals that would
be observed in practice that might not be correctly mapped back to the source via
the linear ray theory. A proper statistical treatment of potentially resulting outliers
could, however, help to mitigate any negative impact on the inversion. With respect
to gravity waves, initial tests indicate that their existence could actually improve the
inversions because they can act as local refracting surfaces capable of creating
multiple arrivals in the vicinity of the main duct. An inversion would then only
provide an average estimate, with the fine scale structure not fully resolved.
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Lastly by neglecting thermospheric attenuation, many of the thermospheric infrasound arrivals predicted for our hypothetical experiments may not be observed in
practice, and thus, may not be available to provide information content about the
upper atmosphere, particularly for weak infrasound sources.
Clearly the quality of the information obtained about the upper atmosphere from
passive infrasound remote sensing depends on the precision, accuracy, and physics
of the forward propagation modeling scheme. For example, given that the problem
is highly nonlinear, small changes in the ray path within different propagation models
will result in different model derivatives, i.e., different solutions (e.g. Husen and
Kissling 2001). Certainly one possibility is to abandon the discrete linear ray tracing
approach altogether and utilize full waveform synthesis methods such as can be
provided by the parabolic equation method (Lingevitch et al. 2002) or a normal
mode code (Pierce 1967). Given Moore’s law predicting the doubling of computational resources every few years, the addition of full waveform propagation physics,
including some of the neglected phenomena mentioned above, may become feasible
in the near future.

24.7 Conclusion
This review presents a theoretical investigation into the possibility of utilizing ambient
infrasound signals from natural geophysical and man-made impulsive sources to
improve the present knowledge of upper atmospheric winds and temperatures. In the
process, this discussion also provides background knowledge on basic geophysical
remote sensing theory, linear acoustic wave propagation, and currently available
global atmospheric specifications. We started the review with the early history of
infrasound remote sensing and then presented the basic foundations of discrete
inverse theory, outlining a simple infrasound travel time inversion scheme. We then
discussed the generation of a time series of synthetic observations created for the
purposes of evaluating the viability of a passive infrasound atmospheric remote
sensing methodology. In this discourse, the state-of-the-art in atmospheric specifications, also required for performing infrasound DLC calculations, was reviewed. We
then elaborated on the technical details of a possible inversion methodology and
showed the results from several illustrative examples. Lastly, we discussed the limitations and consequences of the assumptions that were made to simplify the methodology, and proposed several ideas for how to proceed in the future. Through these
numerical experiments we conclude that given suitable measurements of infrasound
signals from a single impulsive event, passive infrasound remote sensing can, in
theory, provide improved estimates of the state of the middle- and upper atmosphere
with existing infrasound networks, and thus, improve current understanding,
particularly in conjunction with other simultaneous atmospheric measurements.
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